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IN THE SUPREME COURT OF THE STATE OF IDAHO

CLEARWATER REI, LLC., an Idaho limited
company; BARTON COLE COCHRAN, an
individual; CHAD JAMES HANSEN, an individual;
RONALD D. MEYER, an individual;
CHRISTOPHER J. BENAK, an individual; RON
RUEBEL, an individual,

Supreme Court Case No. 40809

Plainti ffs-Respondents,
Plaintiffs-Respondents,
and
CAPlT AL INVESTMENTS, LLC., a Delaware
RE CAPlTAL
limited liability company,
Plaintiff,
vs.
MARK BOLING, an individual,
Defendant-Appe Ilant.

CLERK'S RECORD ON APPEAL

Appeal from the District Court of the Fourth Judicial District, in and for the County of Ada.

HONORABLE DEBORAH A. BAIL

MARK BOLING

REBECCA A. RAINEY

APPELLANT PRO SE

ATTORNEY FOR RESPONDENT

LAKE FOREST, CALIFORNIA

BOISE, IDAHO

000001

Date: 5/1/2013

Fourth Judicial District Court - Ada County

Time: 02:58 PM

ROA Report

Page 1 of 3

User: CCTHIEBJ

Case: CV-OC-2012-08669 Current Juqge: Deborah Bail
Clearwater REI LLC, eta!. vs. Mark Boling, eta!.

Date

Code

User

5/14/2012

NCOC

CCHOLMEE

New Case Filed - Other Claims

Deborah Bail

COMP

CCHOLMEE

Complaint Filed

Deborah Bail

SMFI

CCHOLMEE

Summons Filed

Deborah Bail

ANSW

CCSWEECE

Answer to Complaint (Mark Boling Pro Se)

Deborah Bail

TPCO

CCSWEECE

Counterclaim and Third-party Complaint For
Violations of the ICPA and Breach of Guaranty

Deborah Bail

SMFI

CCSWEECE

Summons on Counterclaim and Third Party
Complaint

Deborah Bail

NOTS

CCSWEECE

Notice Of Service

Deborah Bail

HRSC

DCDOUGLI

Hearing Scheduled (Scheduling Conference
08/08/201203:30 PM)

Deborah Bail

DCDOUGLI

Notice of Status Conference

Deborah Bail

MOTN

CCSWEECE

Motion to Dismiss Counterclaim

Deborah Bail

MEMO

CCSWEECE

lVIemorandum in Support of lVIotion to Dismiss
Counterclaim

Deborah Bail

MISC

CCTHERTL

Response to Motion to Dismiss Counterclaim

Deborah Bail

MOTN

MCBIEHKJ

Motion for Protective Order Staying Discovery

Deborah Bail

BREF

CCWRIGRM

Reply Brief in Support of Motion to Dismiss
Counterclaim

Deborah Bail

MISC

CCTHERTL

DefendanUCounter-Claimant's Opposition to
Motion for Protective Order Staying Discovery

Deborah Bail

8/8/2012

CONH

CCTHERTL

Hearing result for Scheduling Conference
scheduled on 08/08/2012 03:30 PM:
Conference Held

Deborah Bail

8/1412012

HRSC

CCTHERTL

Hearing Scheduled (Motion to Dismiss
09/12/2012 03:00 PM)

Deborah Bail

8/1712012

MOTN

CCWATSCL

lVIotion to Stay Arbitration

Deborah Bail

MEMO

CCWATSCL

Memorandum in Support of Motion

Deborah Bail

OPPO

MCBIEHKJ

Opposition to Motion to Stay Arbitration

Deborah Bail

MISC

MCBIEHKJ

Declaration of Mark Boling in Support of
Opposition to Motion to Stay Arbitration

Deborah Bail

9/7/2012

RPLY

CCBOYIDR

Reply Memorandum in Support of Motion and
Application to Stay Arbitration

Deborah Bail

9/12/2012

DCHH

CCTHERTL

Deborah Bail
Hearing result for Motion to Dismiss scheduled
on 09/12/2012 03:00 PM: District Court Hearing
Held
Court Reporter: Susan Gambee
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing
estimated: Telephonic - 50

10/16/2012

DEOP

CCTHERTL

Decision and Order Re: Motion to Stay Arbitration Deborah Bail

10/18/2012

HRSC

DCDOUGLI

Hearing Scheduled (Status Conference
12/05/201203:30 PM)

Deborah Bail

DCDOUGLI

Notice of Status Conference

Deborah Bail

6/28/2012

7/2/2012

7/16/2012

7/25/2012
7/27/2012

8/23/2012

JUdge
Judge
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Date: 5/1/2013

Fourth Judicial District Court - Ada County

Time: 02:58 PM

ROA Report

Page 2 of 3

User: CCTHIEBJ

Case: CV-OC-2012-08669 Current Juqge: Deborah Bail
etal. vs. Mark Boling, eta!.
etal.
Clearwater R~I LLC, eta/.

Date

Code

User

11/9/2012

ANSW

CCTHIEKJ

Answer to Counterclaim

Deborah Bail

11/16/2012

NOTS

CCSWEECE

Notice Of Service

Deborah Bail

11/20/2012

NOTS

MCBIEHKJ

Notice Of Service

Deborah Bail

11/26/2012

NOTS

CCHEATJL

Notice Of Service

Deborah Bail

STIP

MCBIEHKJ

Stipulation for Scheduling and Planning

Deborah Bail

11/29/2012

CONV

CCTHERTL

Hearing result for Status Conference scheduled
on 12/05/201203:30 PM: Conference Vacated

Deborah Bail

12/10/2012

AFFD

CCMEYEAR

Affidavit of Mark Boling in Suppor of
DefendanUCounter-Claimant's Motion to Compel
Arbitration

Deborah Bail

NOTC

CCMEYEAR

Notice of Motion and
Deborah Bail
DefendanUCounter-Claimant's Motion to Compel
Arbitration Memorandum of Points and Authorities
in Support Thereof

MOTN

MCBIEHKJ

Motion to Strike and Request Hearing Be Notice
in Accordance with IRCP

Deborah Bail

MEMO

MCBIEHKJ

Memorandum in Support of Motion to Strike

Deborah Bail

HRSC

MCBIEHKJ

Notice of Hearing Scheduled (Motion 02/06/2013 Deborah Bail
02:00 PM)

12/14/2012

OPPO

CCHEATJL

DefendanUCounter-Claimant's
DefendanUCounter
-Claimant's Opposition
Deborah Bail
ToPlaintiff's/Counterdefendants' Motion To Strike

12/28/2012

NOTS

CCPINKCN

Notice Of Service

Deborah Bail

12/31/2012

NOTC

MCBIEHKJ

Notice of Hearing (2/6/13 @ 2 pm)

Deborah Bail

1/7/2013

MOTN

CCSWEECE

DefendanUCounter-CLaimants Motion to Compel Deborah Bail
Further Responses to Interrogatory No 31 and to
Demand for Production Inspection and Copying of
Documents Nos 36 through 39 Inclusive

AFSM

CCSWEECE

Affidavit of Mark Boling In Support Of
Deborah Bail
DefendanUCounter-CLaimants Motion to Compel
Further Responses to Interrogatory No 31 and to
Demand for Production Inspection and Copying of
Documents Nos 36 through 39 Inclusive;
Certificate Under URCP Rule 37

MEMO

CCSWEECE

Memorandum of Points and Authorities in Support Deborah Bail
of DefendanUCounter-CLaimants Motion to
Compel Further Responses to Interrogatory No
31 and to Demand for Production Inspection and
Copying of Documents Nos 36 through 39
Inclusive

NOHG

CCSWEECE

Notice Of Hearing On Motion to Compel February Deborah Bail
6,2013 @ 2:00 PM

AFFD

CCTHIEKJ

Affidavit of Rebecca A. Rainey in Support of
Opposition to Motion to Compel Discovery

Deborah Bail

MEMO

CCTHIEKJ

Memorandum in Opposition of Motion to Compel
Discovery

Deborah Bail

MEMO

CCTHIEKJ

Memorandum in Opposition of Motion to Compel
Arbitration

Deborah Bail

12/13/2012

1/30/2013

Judge
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Date: 5/1/2013

Fourth Judicial District Court - Ada County

Time: 02:58 PM

ROA Report

Page 3 of 3

User: CCTHIEBJ

Case: CV-OC-2012-08669 Current Judge: Deborah Bail
Clearwater REI LLC, eta!.
etal. vs. Mark Boling, eta!.
etal.

Date

Code

User

2/1/2013

RPLY

CCHEAT JL
CCHEATJL

Defendant/Counter-Claimant's Reply To
Counterdefendants' Opposition To Motion To
Compel

Deborah Bail

RPLY

CCHEAT.IL

Defendant/Counter-Claimant's Reply To
Counterdefendants' Opposition To Motion To
Compel Arbitration

Deborah Bail

MOTN

MCBIEHKJ

Motion for Judgment on the Pleadings

Deborah Bail

MEMO

MCBIEHKJ

Memorandum in Support of Motion

Deborah Bail

2/6/2013

DCHH

CCTHERTL

Deborah Bail
Hearing result for Motion scheduled on
02/06/2013 02:00 PM: District Court Hearing Hell
Court Reporter: Susan Gambee
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing
estimated: 50

2/7/2013

DEOP

CCTHERTL

Second Decision and Order Re: Motion to Stay
Arbitration and 54(b) Certificate

Deborah Bail

2/14/2013

STAT

CCTHERTL

STATUS CHANGED: inactive

Deborah Bail

2/28/2013

NOTS

MCBIEHKJ

Notice Of SeNice

Deborah Bail

3/11/2013

APSC

CCTHIEBJ

Appealed To The Supreme Court

Deborah Bail

NOTA

CCTHIEBJ

NOTICE OF APPEAL

Deborah Bail

3/20/2013

ORDR

CCTHIEBJ

Order: Remanded to District Court for Entry of
IRCP 54(a) Final Judgment - Supreme Court
Docket No. 40809

Deborah Bail

3/26/2013

ORDR

CCTHIEBJ

Order Withdrawing Order Remanding to District
Court - Supreme Court Docket No. 40809

Deborah Bail

5/1/2013

NOTC

CCTHIEBJ

Notice of Transcript Lodged - Supreme Court
Docket No. 40809

Deborah Bail

Judge
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Rebecca A. Rainey, ISB No. 7525

NO·----.":!':'iF!l-:::~:}!("""t5----~
NO·----.-:::':F!l"':::~:}!(""".t5----~

.A.M.
.A.M.

LA W OFFICE
RAINEY LAW

910 W. Main St. Ste. 258
Boise, II) 83702
Phone: (208) 258-2061 .
Facsimile: (208) 473-2952
rar@raineylawoffice.com

f·.M. __ ............,
f·.M.__............
_ ,_
lI

MAY 1 t~ 2::2
CHRISTOPHER D. RICH. CIQrk
OIQrl<
By ELYSH/A HOLMES
DEPUTY

Attorneys for Plaintiffs
IN THE DISTRICT COURT.oF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY QF ADA

CLEARWATER REI, LLC, an Idaho
limited liability company; BARTON
COLE COCHRAN, an individual;
CHAD JAMES HANSEN, an individual;
RONDAL D. MEYER, an individual;
CHRISTOPHER J. BENAK, an
individual; RON RUEBEL, an
an
individual; RE CAPITAL
INVESTMENTS, LLC, a Delaware
limited liability company,

. ,CV OC1208669
OC 1208669
..CV
_ _ _ __
Case No.: _ _ _ ~
COMPLAINT AND APPLICATION FOR
ORDER STAYING ARBITRATION

Plaintiffs,
vs.
MARK BOLING, an individual,
Defendant.

COMES NOW, the above 'named Plaintiffs, Clearwater REI, LLC; RE Capital, LLC;
C,ole Cochran, an individual; Chad James Hansen, an individual; Ronald D. Meyer, an
Barton C.ole
individual; Christopher 1. Benak, an individual; and Rob Ruebel, an individual, by and through
the undersigned coun~el of record, and hereby complains and applies to this Court for an order
staying arbitration as follows:
I.
,

I

\

COMPLAINT AND APPLICATION FOR QRDER
ORDER STAYING ARBITRATION - 1 000005

.

...

p

PARTIES

1. Plaintiff Clearwater REI, LLC, is an Idaho limited liability company.
abelaware limited liability company;
2. PlaintiffRE Capital Investments, LLC, is a?Delaware
3. Plaintiff Barton Cole Cochran is an individual residing Idaho.
4. Plaintiff Chad James Hansen is an individual Idaho.
5. Plaintiff Ronald D. Meyer is an individual residing in California.
6. Plaintiff Christopher J. Benak is an individual residing in California.
7. Plaintiff Rob Ruebel is an individual residing in Idaho.
8.l<'Defendant Mark Boling ("Boling") is an individual residing in Lak~ Forest, California.
JURISDICTION AND VENUE

9. The amount in controversy exceeds the minimum jurisdictional requirements of this
court.
10. Jurisdiction is proper pursuant to Idaho Code § 7-902 and § 7-917.
11. Venue is proper pursuant to Idaho Code § 7-918.
CLAIM FOR RELIEF

12. Demand has been made upon the above named Plaintiffs for arbitration. Such Plaintiffs
are not signatories to any arbitration agreement.
13. On February 12, 2010, Defendant Boling submitted a SUbscription Agreement to
Clearwater 2008 Note Program, LLC, an Idaho limited liability company.

14~he

Subscription Agreement was signed by Defendant Boling and by Clearwater REI,

LLC as agents for Clearwater 2008 Note Program, LLC, an Idaho limited liability company.
15. A true and correct copy of the subscription agreement is attached hereto as Exhibit A.
16frhe Subscription Agreement included an arbitration provision.

COMPLAINT AND APPLICATION FOR ORDER STAYING ARBITRATION - 2 000006

41
4
'

.•

",'

I

17. Pursuant to the arbitration provision of paragraph 11 of the subscription agreement,

t

Boling filed

I

~

.

demand for arbitration with the American Arbitration Association on February 15,

2012.
18)(.n
l8)(.n -addition to Clearwater 2008 Note Program, LLC, the entity that is a party to the
agreement containing the arbitration provision, such demand for arbitration also 'listed as
respondents all of the Plaintiffs herein: Plaintiffs Clearwater REI, LLC; Clearwater Real Estate
Investments, a.k.a.

Cl~arwater

Real Estate Investments, LLC, an unknown business entity;

RE Capital, LLC, an unknown business entity; Barton Cole Cochran, an individual; Chad James
Hansen, an individual; Ronald D. Meyer, an individual; Christopher J. Benak, an individual; and
,,

.•

ll·l't-

,~~
I~~

Rob Ruebel, an individual, as respondents, collectively referred to as "Plaintiffs."
19. A true and correct copy of the demand for arbitration is attached hereto as Exhibit B.
20. Because none of the plaintiffs identified herein are parties to an agreement containing an
arbitration provision, each plaintiff is entitled to an order staying the arbitration proceedings as to
them.
ATTORNEY'S FEES AND COSTS

21. Plaintiffs have been required to retain the services of counsel to prosecute this matter and
are entitled to their reasonable ,costs and attorneys fees pursuant to ·Idaho Code § 12-121 and
Rule 54 of the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure. .
DATED this

fL-Vlcta
fL-r4a

y of May, 20i2.
LA W OFFICE
RAINEY LAW

Rebecca A. Rainey - Of t
Attorneys for Defendants

COMPLAINT AND APPLICATION FOR ORDER STAYING
STAYING ARBITRATION - 3 000007

-.
-

I

,.

I'

'Exhibit A
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..
PPM BOOK NUMBER

08Note-A238
08 Note-A238
INSTRUCTIONS TO INVESTORS

Clearwater 2008 Note Program, LLC
9.0% Notes Due December 31, 2015
Please read carefully the Private Placement Memorandum dated August 18,2008 for the sale of$20,OOO,OOO
(subject to increase to. $40,000,000) in aggregate principal amount of 9.0% Notes due December 31,2015 ("Notes")
issued by Clearwater 2008 Note Program, LLC, an Idaho limited liability company ("Compapy"), as supplemented
from time to time, and all Exhibits thereto (collectively, the "Memorandum"),
''Memorandum''), before deciding to subscribe.
Capitalized terms not defined herein have the meanings set forth in the Memorandum.
, Each prospective investor in Notes should examine the suitability of this type of investment in the
investment objectives and financial capabilities and should make his/her own
context of his/her own needs, Investment
independent investigation and decision as to suitabilitY and as to the risk and potential gain involved.
Involved. Also,
In Notes is encouraged to consult with his/her attorney, accountant, finBncial
financial
each prospective investor in
consultant or other business or tax advisor regarding the risks and merits ofthe proposed investment.
This Offering is limited to investors who certify that they meet all of the qualifications set forth in the
of Notes.
.
Memorimdwn for the purchase ofNotes.
If you meet these qualifications and desire to purchase Notes, then please complete, execute and deliver the
attached Subscription Agreement along with your check, payable to "Home Federal Bank, as Escrow Agent for
Clearwater 2008 Note Program, LLC" in the amount of the Subscription Payment.

Subscription Agreements and all attachments should be mailed or delivered, to the Company at:
Clearwater 2008 Note Program, LLC
1300 E. State Street, Suite 103
Eagle, ID 83616
Attn: Subscription Services

All funds should be mailed, delivered or wired to:
Clearwater 2008 Note Program, LLC
1300 E. State Street, Suite 103
Eagle, ID
ill 83616
Attn: Subscription Services
Wire Instructions:
InstructioIlli:

I!~===~
I!'===~

Account Number:
. Routing/ABA
Number:
Account Name: Clearwater 2008 Note Program, LLC ,
Upon receipt of this signed Subscription Agreement, verification of your investment qualifications and
acceptance of yow: subscription by the Company (the Company reserves the right, in its sole discretion, to accept or
of receipt and acceptance of your
reject a subscription for any or no reason whatsoever), the Company will notify you ofreceipt
subscription.
Important Note: The person or entity actually making the decision to invest in Notes should complete
retireDient plans often hold certain investments in
and execute this Subscription Agreement. For example, retirement
trust for their beneficiaries, but the beneficiaries may maintain investment control and discretion. In such a
situation,
sitnation, the beneficiary with Investment
investment control must complete and execute this Subscription Agreement (this
• also applies to trusts, custodial accounts and similar arrangements).
Date Rec'd: ~I---'''''''''''-~I---'''''''''''-- _ _-I-_

1
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SUBSCRIPTION AGREEMENT

Clearwater 2008 Note Program, LLC
9.0% Notes Due December 31, 2015

ulldersig~ed to purchase $5",
This is the offer and agreement ("Subscription Agreement") of the undersig~ed
$<5''', boD, ()f)
(S50,000 minimum investment) in principal amount of9.0% Notes due December 31, 2015 ("Notes") to be issued by
($50,000
Clearwater 2008 Note Program, LLC, an Idaho limited liability company (the "Company") ("Subscription Price"),
subject to the terms, conditions, acknowledgments, representations and warranties stated herein and in the
Confidential Private Placement Memorandum relating to the offer of up to $20,000,000 (subject to increase to
Confidential·
$40,000,000) in aggregate principal amount in Notes dated August 29, 2008, as supplemented from time to time (the
"Memorandum"). I am including with this Subscription Agreement a check payable to the order of "Home Federal
Bank, as Escrow Agent for Clearwater 2008 Note Program, LLC" in the amount of$
ofS Sf) 1lJOlJ
1/JOlJ .01:>
,
utilized' herein shall have the same
representing the Subscription Price for the Notes I am purchasing. All terms utilized'herein
meaning as set forth in the Memorandum.
Tn order to induce the Company to accept this SUbscription Agreement for Notes and as further consideration
for such acceptance, I hereby make the following acknowledgments, representations and warranties with the full
knowledge that the Company will expressly rely thereon in making a decision to accept or reject this Subscription
Agreement:
1.
2.

3.
4.

5.
6.

7.

8.

I hereby adopt, confirm and agree to all of the covenants, representations and warranties set out in
this SUbscription Agreement.
•/I
\

My primary state of
,--,1
,---,1tv'"'-_
t.V'"'- _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
of birth is:
My date ofbirth
.
If! am a nXl pers
warrant that (check as appropriate):
(a)
I, together with my spouse, have a net worth, inclusive of home, home furnishings
and personal automobiles, in excess of $1,000,000; m:
.
(b)
_ _ II have individual income in excess of $200,000, or joint income with my spouse, in
excess of $300,000, in each of the two most recent years, and I reasonably expect
individual or joint income in excess of that amotmt
amOlmt in the current year.
If other than a natural person, such entity represents and warrants that (check as appropriate):
_ _ it is an "accredited investor" as defined in Regulation D promulgated under the Securities Act
of 1933, as amended.
If other than a natural person, is such entity a benefit plan qualified under Code Section 401(a), a
benefit plan subject to ERISA, an individual retirement account or arrangement under Code Section
progt1lm?
408 or any other company sponsored employee benefit plan or prog11lm?
Yes.
No.
Neither I nor any subsidiary, affiliate, owner, shareholder, partner, member, indemnitor, guarantor
or related person or entity:
(a)
is a Sanctioned Person (as defined below);
(b)
has more than 15% ofits assets in Sanctioned Countries (as defined below); or
(c)
derives more than 15% of its operating income from investments in, or transactions with
Sanctioned Persons or Sanctioned Countries.
For purposes of the foregoing, a "Sanctioned Person" shall mean (a) a person named on the list of
of Foreign
"specially designated nationals" or "blocked persons" maintained by the U.S. Office ofForeign
http://www.tl'eas.gov/offices/eotffc/ofac/sdl1/index.html, or as otherwise
Assets Control ("OFAC") at http://www.tl'eas.gov/officesleotffc/ofac/sdl1/index.html,
published from time to time, or (b) (1) an agency of the government ofa Sanctioned Country, (2) an
organization controlled by a Sanctioned Country, or (3) a person resident in a Sanctioned Country,
to the extent subject to a sanctions program administered by OFAC.
OFAC. A "Sanctioned Country" shall
OFAC and
mean a country subject to a sanctions program identified on the list maintained by OFAC
http://www.treas.gov/offices/eotffclofac/sal1ctiolls/illdex./zhnl, or as otherwise published
available at http://www.tl'eas.govlofficesleotffcloraclsal1ctionslindex.hhnl,
from time to time.
Under penalties ofpeIjury, I certify (a) that the number shown on this form is my correct taxpayer
identification number and (b) that I am not subject to backup withholding, either because I have not
been notified that I am subject to backup withholding as a result of a failure to report all interest or
dividends or the Internal Revenue Service has notified me that I am no longer subject to backup
withholding. (please strike out the language certifying that you are not subject to backup
notIfied that you are
withholding due to notified payee under-reporting if you have been notified
subject to backup withholding due to notified payee under-reporting, and you have not

anXI

2
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..

9.
10.

received a notice from the Internal Revenue Service advising you that backup withholding has
terminated.)
.
I further represent and warrant that such investment is not disproportionate to my income or
available liquid funds and that I further have the capacity to protect my interests in connection with
the purchase of the Notes.
I}(e) wish to own my (our) Notes as follows (check one):
.
.
(a)
Separate or individual property. (In community property states, if the
purchaser is married, his (her) spouse must submit written
wrjtten consent if community
funds will be used to purchase the Notes.)
(b)
Husband and Wife as community property. (Community property states
only. Husband and Wife should both sign all required documents unless advised
by their attorney that one signature is sufficient.)
. Joint Tenants with right of survivorship, (Both parties must sign all
(c)
required documents lmless advised by their attorneys that one signature is
sufficient.)
(d)
Tenants in Common. (Both parties must sign all required documents.)
(e)
Trust. (Attach copy of trust instrument and include name oftrust, name
of trustee and date trust was fonned.)
Liability. Company. (Attach copy of articles or
(f)
Partnership or Limited Liability.Company.
certificate, if any, and partnership agreement or operating agreement and include
of authority for person who executes required documents.)
evidence ofauthority
of survivorship. (Husband and wife should
(g)
Husband and Wife with right ofsurvivorship.
sign all documents unless other advised by their attorney.)
(h)
IRA or Qualified Plan:
(i)

11.

Other (indicate):

If the owner of Notes is an entity (trust, LLC, Partnership, etc.) my relationship to the owning entity
is
(trustee, owner, partner, etc.)

Subscriber's Signature: X

~~

Subscriber's Signature: ""'X..........
........_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Date:

"l--b 2-

It

0

Date: _ _ _ _ _ _ __

1.
I understand that in the event this Subscription Agreement is not accepted or, if accepted, the Offering is
tenninated or cancelled then the funds tmnsmitted herewith shall be returned to the undersigned and this Subscription
subsequently tcnninated
RE Capital, LLC has agreed to guarantee the repayment of principal under
Agreement shall be tenninated and of no further effect
effect....RE
the Notes. By executing this Subscription Agreement, each prospective investor of Notes approves the foregoing, acknowledges
the risks described in the section of the Memomndum entitled "Risk Factors," and waives those provisions of the Securities
Exchange Act of 1934, as amended, generally governing funds held in escrow prior to closing an offering.
2.
I acknowledge that I have received, read and fully understand the Memomndum. I acknowledge that I am
Memorandum and I have relied only on the information contained in said materials
basing my decision to invest in Notes on the Memomndum
and have not relied upon any representations made by any other person. I recognize that an investment in Notes involves
aU of the risk factors related to the purchase of Notes, including, but not
substantial risk and I am fully cognizant of and understand all
limited to, those risks set forth in the sections of the Memorandum entitled "Risk Factors."
overall commitment to investments that are not readily marketable is not disproportionate to my individual
3.
My ovemll
overall commitment to become excessive. I have adequate means of
net worth, and my investment in Notes will not cause such ovemll
providing for my financial requirements, both current and anticipated, and have no need for liquidity in this investment. I can bear
and am willing to accept the economic risk oflosing my entire investment in Notes.
4.
I acknowledge that the sale of Notes has not been accompanied by the publication of any advertisement, any
general solicitation or as the direct result ofan
of an investment seminar sponsored by the Company or any ofits
of its Affiliates.
geneml
5.
All information that I have provided to the Company herein concerning my suitability to invest in Notes is
complete, accumte and correct as of the date ofmy
of my signature on the last page of this Subscription
SUbscription Agreement. I hereby agree to
notify the Company immediately of any material change in any such information occurring prior to the acceptance of this
Subscription Agreement, including any information about changes concerning my net worth and financial position.
6.
I have had the opportunity to ask questiol1& of, and receive answers from, the Company and the Manager
concerning the Company, the creation or operation
opemtion of the Company or tenns and conditions of the offering ofNotes,
of Notes, and to obtain
any additional information deemed necessary
necessruy to verilY t~e accnmcy
accuracy of the information contained ill the Memomndum. I have been

3
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:..

provided with all materials and information requested by either me or others representing me, including any information requested
to verifY any information furnished to me.
7.
I am purchasing Notes for my own account and for investment purposes only and have no present intention,
understanding or arrangement for the distribution,transfer,
distribution, transfer, assigrunent, resale or subdivision ofNotes.
of Notes. I understand that, due to the
restrictions referred to in Paragraph 8 below, and the lack of any market existing or to exist for Notes, my investment in the
Company will be highly illiquid and may have to be held indefinitely.
8.
I am fully aware that Notes subscribed for hereunder have not been registered with the Securities and Exchange
Commission in reliance on an exemption specified in Regulation D under the Securities Act of 1933, as amended, which reliance is
in part upon my representations set forth herein. I understand that Notes subscribed for herein have not been registered under
based inpart
applicable state securities laws and are being offered and sold pursuant to the exemptions specified in said laws, and unless they are
registered, they may not be re-offered for sale or resold except in a transaction or as a security exempt under those laws. I further
administr"dtor may be required in some states. Notes
understand that the specific approval of such resales by the state securities adminislr'dtor
Ita\'e
appro\'ed or disapproved by the United States Securities and Exchange CommIssion
Commission or other regulatory
have not been approved
authority, nor have
ha\'e any of the foregoing authol'mes
authol'itles passed upon or endorsed the merits of this Offering or the accuracy or
adequac)'
adequacy of the Memorandum. Any representation to the contrary is unlawful.
9.
I acknowledge that Home Federal Bank is acting solely as escrow holder in cOlmection with the Offering of
Notes, and makes no recommendations with respect thereto. I understand that Home Federal Bank has made no investigation
regarding the Offering, Notes, the Company, the Manager, their Affiliates or their officers and directors, or any .other
other person or
entity involved in the Offering.
10.
This Subscription Agreement shall be construed in accordance with and governed by the laws of the State of
Idaho without regard to its choice oflaw provisions.
11.
I 1.
I hereby covenant and agree that any dispute, controversy or other claim arising under, out of or relating to this
Agreement or any of the transactions contemplated hereby, or any amendment thereof, or the breach or interpretation hereof or
and settled in binding arbitration in Boise, Idaho, in accordance with applicable Idaho law,and
law, and with
thereof, shaH be determined alld
the rules and procedures of The.
The American Arbitration Association. The prevailing party shall be entitled to an award of its
reasonable costs and expenses, including, but not limited to, attorneys' fees, in
ill addition to any other available remedies. Any
award rendered therein shall be tinal and binding on each and all of the parties thereto and their personal representatives, and
judgment may be entered thereon in any court of competent jurisdiction. BY EXECUTING THIS AGREEMENT, YOU ARE
AGREEING TO HAVE ALL DISPUTES DECIDED BY NEUTRAL ARBITRATION, YOU ARE GIVING UP ANY
RIGHTS YOU l\fiGHT POSSESS TO HAVE SUCH DISPUTES LITIGATED IN A COURT OR JURY TRIAL, AND
YOU ARE GIVING UP YOUR JUDICIAL RIGHTS TO DISCOVERY AND APPEAL. IF YOU REFUSE TO SUBMIT
TIDS PROVISION, YOU MAY BE COMPELLED TO ARBITRATE. BY
TO ARBITRATION AFTER AGREEING TO TffiS
TIDS AGREEMENT, YOU HEREBY CONFIRl\1
CONFllU\1 THAT YOUR AGREEMENTS TO THIS
EXECUTING TffiS
ARBITRATION PROVISION IS VOLUNTARY.
indemnJf)', defend and hold harmless the Company, the Manager, their Affiliates and
12.
I hereby agree to indemnlf)',
tlteir membel's, managers, shareholders, officers, employees, affiliates and advisors, from any and all damages, losses,
all of their
liablllties,
liabilities, costs and expenses (including reasonable attorneys' fees and costs) that they may incur by reason of my failure to
fulfill all oftbe
terms and conditions ofthis Subscription Agreement or by reason ofthe untruth or inaccuracy orany of the
fulOll
of tbe terms
representations, warran1ies or agreements contained herein or in any other documents I have furnished to any of the
foregoing in connection with this transaction. This Indemnification includes, but is not limited to, any damages, losses,
Iiablllties, costs and expenses (including reasonable attorneys'
liabilities,
aftorne)'s' fees and costs) incurred by the Company, the Manager, their
Affiliates and any of their members, managers, shareholders, directors, officers, employees, affiliates or advisors, defending
against any alleged violation of federal or state securities laws which is based upon or related to any untruth or inaccuracy
of any of the representations, warranties or agreements contained herein or in any other documents I have furnished in
In
connection with this transaction.
13.
I hereby acknowledge and agree that: (a) I may not transfer or assign this Subscription Agreement, or any
interest herein, and any purported transfer shall be void; (b) except as specifically described herein, I am not entitled to cancel,
terminate or revoke this Subscription Agreement and that this Subscription Agreement will be binding on my heirs, successors and
if the Company rejects this SUbscription
Subscription Agreement, this Subscription Agreement
personal representatives; provided, however, that ifthe
Memorandum, together with all
shall be automatically canceled, terminated and revoked; (c) this Subscription Agreement and the Memorandnm,
of Notes and may
attachments and exhibits thereto, constitute the entire agreement among the parties hereto with respect to the sale ofNotes
be amended, modified or terminated only by a writing executed by all parties (except as provided herein with respect to rejection of
this Subscription Agreement by the Company); (d) within two days after receipt of a written request from the Company, the
undersigned agrees to provide such information and to execute and deliver such documents as may be necessary to comply with
and regulations to which the Company is subject; and (e) the representations and warranties of the undersigned set
any and all laws ami
forth
foith herein shall survive the sale ofNotes
of Notes pursuant to this Subscription Agreement.
14.
I am not making this investment in any manner as a representative of a charitable remainder unitrust or a
charitable remainder tnlSt.

Initial ;gere._ _ _ __

Here,_ _ _ __
Initial Here.
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(SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS: I" all cases, the
tlte persoll/elltity lIIaki"g
lIIakillg the im'estme"t decisioll to pllrchase
pllrcllase Notes ","st
mllst complete
mId slgll tile Subscriptio"
Subscriptioll Agreemel1t.
retlremellt pIa"
plall for wflicll
wl1ich
alld
Agreement. For example, If the form %wllership
of oWllersItIp desigllated above is a retireme"t
illl'estlllellts
;'Il'estlllellts are directed or made by a tllird party trllstee, tllell
thell tllat t!lird
t!Iird part)'
party trllstee
trl/stee 1/1l1st
mllst complete tItis
tills SlIbscriptiOli
tlte be"eficlaries
be"eficlarles ""der
relireme"t pla".
plall. Illvestors mllst Tlst
list tlleir prillcipal
place ofresidelice
o/residellce ratller
Agreemellt ratller tllall the
lI"der tile reliremellt
prillcipalplace
tllall tlleir office or otller address 011
011 tI,e
the slgnatllre
slgllatllre page so tllat tile COmpQlI)' call COlifirm
COlifirm compliallce
compTl(lllce witll
with appropriate
securities laws. I/youwlslt
cOlrespoIJdeJlce sellt
sellf to some address otller
otlter tllall YOllr
pril/cipal residellce,please
resldellce,pTease prOl'ide
prDl'ide a mallJ"g
mallillg
secllrities
Ifyo 11 wish correspollde11ce
)'Ollr pri"cipal
jll tile
the bla"kprovided
bTa1lk provided below. AdditlollaT1y,
the delivery 0/
material i"formatioll,
i,,/01111atioll, tile ComEall)'
ComRall),
address i"
Additlo"aTly, ill all attempt to expedite tl,e
ofmaterial
(hZ/I does 1I0t reqlllre) that
tltat )'011
yo" list a seco"dary
secolldary co"tact
cOlltact sOllrce
source tllat
tltat may be able to reae"
reaell YOII,
ale 'llIal'mfable
asks (hilt
)'011, if YOII
)'011 are
I/1IQl'mlable
throllgh (111)'
all}' other
reasollable means
meaIJs listed below.)
-2.0 t b
tllrollgll
otlIer reaso"able
belolV.)
,
'2.0

~ day of
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I (we) has executed this Subscription Agreement this 1l:.A. REGISTRATION

Please print the exact name (registration) investor desires on account:

mirRlL

INFO~ATION
INFO~ATION

CUSTODIAN
CUSTODIAN
INFORMATION
(ifapplicable)
(if applicable)

r"-<L.,
.200""_'
Fe b r"-<L
~,.200""_,

& ,; Y\1
Y'l1- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - " - - - - - -

'l (q if:, &'l..'f
&'L'f ()..10~ L~

Send ALL papemork directly
SelldALLpapemork
custodian
to the custodiall

Mailing address:

B. INVESTOR
INFORMATION

Please send all investor correspondence to the following:
17 •
Name: YMA
Name:-lM
A (l~' \)tlli,,~
'5t1 l \V\ ~

LAru-

cA (11.030
E-mailaddress:.Mo-.~;II.V\~
E-mailaddress:.Mo-.~;! I'V\~ (il
@ce.U(+tdl·V\~'
c€.u(+ttII·V'o~. V\..e,.{
f-~f-.e5f"1
f-~f\f5f"1

Address: 1.(tt9;

t
('

A. -LA

r;v

L,-;u..-

Lall.R.. ~t,CA
~t, CA

Investor Phone: Business

dIIIIb~====

Home:_-===
Home:
InvestorFaX:'Business<IIIIJ
_ _ Home:
Investor
Fax:'Business

<IIIIJ_ _

Primary State OfRcsidence:---"L,-"_t.'t_'_i_.(Jw,---,-:l'\=~=~====o-",-

IIIJ_
IIIJ_ _ _

_
ofResidence:----"L'-.,_t.'t_I_i_.(Jw'---'-:l'\=~=~====:__",_-----------

ID Number:-===
Social Security or Federal Tax ill

C. SECONDARY
CONTACT
INFORMATION
(OPTIONAL)

<---l______
Secondary Contact Phone: Business L-J
<---l_______
Secondary Contact Fax: Business L-J
_ Horne:
D. ELECTION TO
PARTICIPATE IN
INTEREST
REINVESTMENT
PROGRAM

Ifyou wish to participate in the Interest Reinvestment Program, please initial here: _ _ __

E. SIGNATURES

THE UNDERSIGNED HAS THE AUTHORITY TO ENTER INTO THIS SUBSCRIPTION

of interest, please initial here:
If you wish to receive monthly distributions ofinterest,

vtI2

You will have the opportunity once annually to change your election by giving written notice
thereof to the Company no later than November 301h in the year prior to the election year.

AGREEIv1ENT ON BEHALF OF THE PERSON(S) OR ENTITY REGISTERED IN A.
AGREEM:ENT
ABOVE.
7_1.>10
I
r..
L /'"
Executed this ~ day of F~ ~ f (.(c, v-~ , ,.w-,atL.tU~ (j~!H, l-/"C

Executedthis~dayofF~~f(.(~ur~, ,~IO ,ad-ti.II..tF-~~f, LA
x~l~~~v~~
__Y~~~~~~~
x,---l-,-,-~--,--v--'-~_"'-(J---~:::-;;----,--=---=-~~
__
Signature (Investor, or authorized signatory)
_ __

_____
x'--___________~~___,_-=--,__-___c,--_;__-:-:---,--,-----x~

~~~_~_~_~~~~~~~

Signature (Investor, or authorized signatory)
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F. SUBMIT
SUBSCRIPTION

Mail the executed Subscription Agreement to:
Cleal"\vater
Cleanvater 2008 Note Program, LLC
1300 E. State Street, Suite 103
Eagle, ID 83616
Attn: Subscription Services
The check (make payable to "Home Federal Bank, as Escrow Agent for Clearwater 2008 Note
Program, LLC") or funds should be wired, mailed or delivered to:
All funds should be delivered or wired to:

Clearwater 2008 Note Program, LLC
Cleal"\vater
1300 E. State Street, Suite 103
ID 83616
Eagle, ill
Attn: Subscription Services

Wire Instmctions:
Number: ~
Account
AccountNumber:
RoutingiABANumber:
Routing/ABA Number: _ _
Accouut Name: Clearwater 2008 Note Program, LLC

Subscription Accepted:
Clearwater 2008 Note Program, LLC
Cleanvater REI, LLC
By: Clearwater
an Idaho 15SJirnited
I5SJimited
Iiabili company
Its: Manager
.'.. (

By:
Name:

\

.. . ""
'

--".
--'"

A

Date:

?~

{;&(,
/;& (, ,;

(' """
",." w---..

Its:

6
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BROKERlDEALER
BROKERIDEALER REPRESENTATIONS AND WARRANTIES

Purchaser suitability requirements have been established by "Clearwater 2008 Note Program,LLC"
Program, LLC" (the "Project")
''Project'') and
fully disclosed in its Private Placement Memorandum dated August 29, 2008 (the "Memomndum") under "Who
''Who May Invest."
of membership interests in the Project being offered pursuant to the Memorandum (the
Before recommending purchase ofmembership
"Interests"), we have reasonable grounds to believe, on the basis of infonnation supplied by the subscriber concerning his, her or its
infonnation that: (i) the subscriber is an
investment objectives, other investments, fmancial situation and needs, and other pertinent information
accredited investor asdefincd
as defined in Section 501 (a) ofRegulation
of Regulation D and meets the investor Sl1itability
suitability requirements set forth in the
Memorandum; (ii) the subscriber has a net worth and income sufficient to Sl1stain
sustain the risks inherentin the Interests, including loss
of investment and lack ofliquidity; and (iii) the Interests are othenvise a suitable investment for the subscriber. We will maintain in
of this subscriber was determined.
our files documents disclosing the basis upon which .the
the suiiabiliiy ofthis
We verifY that the above subscription either does not involve a discretionary account or, ifso, that the subscriber's prior
written approval was obtained relating to the liquidity and marketability of the Interests during tbe
the term of the purchase.
Firm Name
BrokerlDealer Finn

:;;J14~~~denT !7JU;n
/7JU;n (hl4-/ a-rovp,
a-r-ovp/ L.-~ c:
:;;J1.4~~~denT

/I1'-'.~-'4~_r-----=-n.--'-;:...
__
________••____
~-'4~_r----=-n.---=-;:..__
_ _...:VO--t
...:Vo.--t_
_1:-':;:.....~_'---r-_tI:-':;'-'.~.,...'---y-_t-_·
C!t:::.-..-vTe:
Dr;.fi Ft000
000
Registered Representative's BRANCH ADDRESS 7 712 () :::;;-R.. V /11/e
C!..t:::. /VTE: R D
:I:R. v I /l/G e+ 7.k:,1if'
RegisteredRepresentativeName_
Registered
Representative Name _ ..../I1'-'
..

I

Representative Phone Number
Representative Facsimile Number,_:=~_.::;..---.J
Representative Email Address:,_--'-.:....:....;,....::;..:..,"--_-====-----==
BrokerlDealer Firm BRANCH Phone
BrokerlDealer Firm BRANCH Facsimile Numbcr:_~
The Registered Representative
RepresentatiVe Firm is licensed in the state in which the investor resides: Yes __1N0
/No __

Broker Dealer Authorized Principal
Print Name

7
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MARK A. BOLING
21986 Cayuga Lane
Lake Forest; CA 92630
(949) 588-9222 - (949) 588-7078 [f~].

February 15,
15. 2012

FACSIMILE ONLY
TO:
Clearwater 2008 Note Program, LLC~ an Idaho limited liability company
Clearwater REI, LLC, an Idaho limited liability company
Clearwater Real Estate Investments, aka Clearwater Real Estate Investments, LLC,
LLC 1
an 'lU1known
Wlknown business entity
RE Capital
Ca.pital Investments, LLC, an unknown business entity
Barton Cole Cochran, an individual
. Chad James Hansen, an individual
Ronald D. Meyer, an individual
Christopher
J. Benak, an individual
ChristopherJ.Benak,anindi~du~
Rob Ruebel, an individual
1300 E. State Street, Suite 103
Eagle, ID 83616 .
Fax #: 208-939-1431
FROM: MARK BOLING

RE: Demand (or Arbitration
Total number of Pages Transmitted (including tP-is one): 4
If you do n6t receive all of the pages, please call as soon as possible.

Message:
Enclosed is Claimant's Demand for Arbitration, List of Respondents and arbitration
clause from the Subscription Agreement accepted on-February 26,2010.
NOTICE

This message is intended only for the individual or entity to which it is addressed
contaJn information that is privileged, confidential, or exempt from
and may contain
disclosure. If the recipient of this message "is not the addressee, or a person
authorized to receive this message for thc addressee, then you are hereby notified
that all protections applicable to this information remain in effect and that any
communication is
retention, dissemination, distribution or copying of this communica.tion
prohibited. If you received this communication in error, please destroy this
facsimile and notify the sender by telephone. Thank you.
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American AltiuationA5sociation

COMMERCIAL ARBITRATION
DEMAND FOR ARBITRATION

DlsP'1I1I' Rof~~tlf/'I-91l SmJim WorUrztio'fr

arrange

/fyou
lhe AAA iu
otherparties and attempt to arrange a mediation, please checkthis
check this bux.
M£DIATlON: If
you would 1iJ<.e
lil<.e the
lu cuntucl
c:untaci the otherparties
administrativefeeffir this stl'lJice.
There is no additional administrativefeefor
.
of Representative (ifknown)
Name ofRepresentative
of Respondent
Name ofRespondent
Unknown
Respondents
See Attached list of Resool'ldents
Name ofFirm
of Firm (ifappUcable)
(if applicable)
Address
State~reet
1300 E. State
Street Suite 103
Representative's Address
City
Eagle

,

I

State

10

Phone No.

lI

City

Zip Code
836168361&Fax No.

State

r:J

Zip Code

Fax No.

Phone No.

(200)
(2013) 939·1431

(2(8)
£2(8) 639-4488

Email Address:
Ad.dress:
Email Address:
InvestorServloos@ClaarwaterREI.com
The named clamumt,
claiDUmt, a party to an arbitration agreement dated 2/26/2010
2126/20 10
. ,,~hich
~hich provides for arbitration under the
hereby demands arbitration.
Commercial Arbitmtion Rules of the American Arbitration Association, herebyde.rnands
WE NAWRE
NA WRE OF mE DISPUTE
ViQfations of the Idaho Consumer Protection Act against all
alf named Respondents, Breach ofAgreement
of Agreement agaln$t Ch~a!Water
Vkllations
Ch~alWater 2008 Note
Program, LlC, Breach of Guaranty against RE Cl;lpital
Cl;lpltal Investments, LLC arising from Claimant's purchase and periodic payment of a
9 % Note. Failure to make timely interest and redemption principal payments. Failure to \imely provide all material documents before
untime!~disclosure of financial documents,
submitting Subscription Agreement. Tendency to mislead in and the untimely
Dollar Amount ofClaim
ofClaDn $50,000.00
Other ReliefSought: o Attorneys Fees ~ Interest
!ill Other !.ate Chsmes
Charges
8Bl Arbitration Costs r! Punitive! Exemplary Iijl
,
In accordance with Fee Schedule:

Amount Enclosed $ 975.00

DFle~ible
DFle~ible Fee

Schedule

8Standatd
fee Schedule
8Sum~dfeeSc~e

PLEASE DESCRIBE APPROPRIATE QUALIFICATION,S FOR ARBITRATOR(S) TO BE APPOINTED TOBPAR. THIS DISPUTE:

Experienced in the Idaho Consumer Protection Act and contract
oonttac:t law.
Requested. by Claimant ~ .Locale proVision
(check one) 0 Requested
provision included in the contract

Hearing localeBolse,ldaho
locale Boise, Idaho

of Business: Claimant . Consumer
Type: ofBusiness:

overall;
Estimated time needed for hearings overall:

hours or

1.00

.

Investmenf$
Respondent Real Estate Investmen1$

days,
days.

...,

of an employment relationship? 0 Yes 8 No
Is this a dispute between a hUlliness cmd a consumer? ~Yes 0 No Does this diSpUte arise out ofan

Ifthis
If this dispute
djspute arises out ofan employmentrelation,ship,
employment relation,ship, whatwaslis
what waslis the employcc's annual wage range? Note: This question is Jequh'ed
Jequjted
by Califonria law. DLess than $100,000 0 $100,000 - $250,000 0 Over $.250,000
You are h~c:by notified that a copy ofour
of our arbitration agreement and this demand are being file.<!
tile.<! with the Amerie<m
Americ;m Arbitration
arbitlation. The AAA will proVide
ofyour opportunity
Association with a request that it commence ad":linistrationofthe arbitl'ation.
provide notice ofyour
to file an answering statement:
Signature (may be 5~byarepresentative)
5~byarepresentative)

/r.'U1U~
/r.~

~. "
".R.."

.

Date:

NlIJlle ofRepresentative
of Representative
None
ofFixm (if applicable)
Name ofFirm

2/15/2012

{/
(/
Name ofCIaimant
.., ,
Mark80ling
Mark80lLnq
CO~ectiOD w~tb.this
w~tb.this case)
Address (to be used in CO~ectiOD
Representative's Address
Cayuga Lane
21986 Cavuaa
City
City
State Zip Code
State Zip Code
CA
LaKe
laKe Forest
92630Fax No.
I'hon,eNo.
Phone No.
Fax No.
949-588-7078
949-588-9222
94~588-9222
..
,
."
Email Address:
Email Address:
maboling@earthlink.net
maboling@earthfink.net
To begin proceedings, please send a copy ofth~ Demand and the Arbitration Agreement, along with the filing fee as
provided for in the Rules, to: American Arbitration Association, Case Filing Services, 1101 Laurel Oak lWad, Suite 100
Voorhees, NJ 08043. Send the original Demand to the Respondent.
Pl~ visit
Visit our website at www·iWr-su.g
www·~t·w.g ifyou
if you would like to file
this case online. A,A,A
A,A.A Case Filing Services can be reached at 877-495·4185.
fiIo.this
877-495-4185.

I

I

.,_.

,-

'j

I
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et al.
Boling v. Clearwater 2008 Note Program, LLC, at
aJ. .
Attachment to Demand for Arbitration
List of Respondents:
Clearwater 2008 Note Program, LLC, an Idaho limited liability company
Clearwater REI, LLC, an Idaho limited liability company
Clearwater Real Estate Investments, al<a Clearwater Real Estate Investments, LLC, an

unknown business entity
RE Capital Investments, lLC, an unknown business entity

Cochran, an individual
Barton Cole Cochran.
Chad James Hansen, an individual
Ronald D.
D_ Meyer, an individual

Christopher J. Benak, an individual
Rob Ruebel.
Ruebel, an individual
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04/134

provided with aU ma12rtal5
ma12rtals and
lind i»£oImarlon
i»£onnarlon requemed by either me or othe.I1> ~resenting
~resenting me. including lIllY
IltlY illf.OmIation
illf.Ounation f~

to veritY 'i!IltJ
any infomlatiOJl furnished to me.
. •
7.
J 8II1 ~i,ng NoleS fut my own account azad
tIZkl far ln~tm&Dt
ln~tm&Ilt ~ only a,nd b<tvc: no Pl~ mtcmio.tJ,
UIJdd'Sfanding
UIJdd'Sfandlng Of amugemc:nt for the distribution. tIansfer,
tmnsfer, assignmmrt,
ass~ resale or 8UbdMsm
BUbdMsm ofNotl$.
ofNOU$. llmdmtand
llmdmWld tba1, due to the
resmctioll8 reti::ned to in raragrnpb 1III below, and the I.ack of any JlI3lket
®st for Notes, my ixMs~t
itMs~t in the
ressnctio.tl8
JJl3lket existing or to exist

Company will be highly illiquid and tnay bave to be: held indefinild:».
'
a'WaIetb.al Notes snbscrlbed
have.:uot
wittlthc Seeorities and:&ehangc
S.
I am fcilly awaIetb,al
lnlbscrlbed for hereunde.r have.
not bee.nregi.stged witllthc
Com.niliIsion
~emptiop ~e4 in hgnJation
hgnJatioli 0 lttlder
SecuriQes kt of 1933,
1933. as amended. wbidl
whldlre1imce
~ in reliance 00 an ~emplioD
under the Securities
re1imce is
based
1!rJ ~resentations
~resentations set .forth herein. I 1lI1<krstlnd
sub~'bed for ~er~ h~e n« ~ registc~
registc~ lI!1der
basedmmpw:t
pw:1 upon 1!rj
llIl<krsland that ~tes sub~'bed
applicable state securities laws
Jaws aD.d arebemg
are bem.g offered and sold pnrsuant to the ~cms
~cms specified m said laws., and 11Dl.l:6a
11IIl.l:6li1 they ale
t~gist&ed,
mll,Y llot be ~ffCfcd
~ffCfcd f(Jr
i(Jr sale (J:f fCllQld
rCIIQld except In
secumy elteIDJIl under those laws. l funhet
t~gist&'ed. they mllY
Itt a tran5actlOQ
tral15aCtion or as a secuotyelteJDlll
undel'stand
unde1'stand tbat the speliific
spec;ific approval
approval. of such resales by' che state secnri:ties adminislmtor may be r~ ro. som,c $laleS.
$Ia1eS. N~
h8\'e Dot been approved or disappmtd by tll.t:
tJte UDited Sl:a~ Secllrities and Ex~
Ex~ Commimon at
ha'Vt
or other ~ry
autbority,l:\o__
authority. ~O__ have any ~ftbelor~
~ftbelor~ .thori&s patKd upon Or endoned tbe merits of. Offemg or,tIle ~aey or
adequlltf of the MemonllldDrn.
Mem.onuadDOl. Any rep..eseata.tIDn
rep..eseata.tIDn to the eontruy
eOntruy tmlawfuI.
9.
I acknowledge 1hal:
1haI: aome Fed.cral
Fed.cral, BB11k
BBllk is IlCting
acting solely
soleJ,y lIS esGlOW holder in ~n with the
theOffe:ring
Offering of
tecommendati(l$ wld1 respect tfleteto. I ~stand tb.&t
Baolt bas made llP lriVestigalion
InVestigation
Notes, and makes no teeommendatiQ$
tbAt Home }1cdcral Bault
CottJ~. th.e
tlle Manaae.r.
Manaae.r, their Affiliates
officers and directOm,
directOrs, or lWY
IWY other
ot:bet pelSOn or
regarding tbe Offering. NotGs, the CottJ~.
AffillatCll O{ their officc:s
entity jovolved in the Offering.
10.
'thls ·Suhsc:rip1i(Jl). ~t !!hall be construed in aceotdance with and govemed by the laws 0{ ~ Slate at
.
Idaho without ~ to its ehoice oflaw provisions.
11.
dispute, c~ or libe:r
Iibe:r claim arisiDg under, out of Q!' relathJg to this
II.
I hereby ~ and agree that
tbat any (iisp1.Uc,
Agtee:meIIt or lIllY of the uansactiOl)S
uansactiOllS contemplated :b.ctcby, or any ame.ndment theteQf, or the brtacl1 or intetpretalion
~on ht:rr:of or
Agtee:meIl1
thereof, sbBll be c!CtCn:nined.lll1G
c!Ctcn:nined.liIlG settled in billlling
bin!ling arbilIf'iQII.
arbi~Qll. in BoIse, ldab.o,
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Mark Boling
21986 Cayuga Lane
Lake Forest, CA 92630
(949) 588-9222
(949) 588-7078 [fax]
maboling@earthlink.net
Defendant/Cross-Complainant, in pro per

By CHRISTINE SWEET
OEPUTY

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
CLEARWATER REI, LLC, et al.
Plaintiffs,

Case No.: CV DC 1208669
ANSWER TO COMPLAINT

vs.

CATEGORY I (1) FILING FEE: $58

MARK BOLING,
Defendant,

COMES NOW Defendant Mark Boling to Answer the Complaint as follows:
ANSWER TO COMPLAINT
1.

Defendant admits the following allegations in paragraphs: 8, 14, 16, 17,

18, and 19.
2.

Defendant has insufficient information or belief to respond to the

following paragraphs and therefore denies the allegations in each paragraph: 1,2,3,4,
5,6, 7, 9, 10, 11, 13, 15,20 and 21.

ANSWER TO COMPLAINT - Page 1
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3.

In paragraph 12, Defendant admits "Demand has been made upon the

above named Plaintiffs for arbitration." Except for said admission, Defendant has
insufficient information or belief to respond to the remaining allegations of said
paragraph and therefore denies the remaining allegations of said paragraph.
AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSES

4.

As a first affirmative defense to the Complaint, Defendant is informed

and believes, and on the basis of that information and belief alleges, that neither the
Complaint nor any purported claim alleged by Plaintiffs against Defendant states
facts sufficient to constitute a claim against Defendant.
5.

As a second affirmative defense to the Complaint, Defendant alleges that

Plaintiffs' purported claims are barred by the failure of conditions precedent,
concurrent and/or subsequent.
6.

As a third affirmative defense to the Complaint, Defendant alleges that to

the extent Plaintiffs failed to mitigate their alleged remedies, any remedies awarded to
Plaintiffs should be barred or reduced accordingly.
7.

As a fourth affirmative defense to the Complaint, Defendant alleges that

Plaintiffs failed to act in good faith or to deal fairly with the Defendant by failing to
provide sufficient and timely information before or after a demand for arbitration was
made.

ANSWER TO COMPLAINT - Page 2
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8.

As a fifth affirmative defense to the Complaint, Defendant alleges that

Plaintiffs' purported claims are barred, in whole or in part, by the equitable doctrines of
waiver, estoppel, laches, and/or unclean hands.
9.

As a sixth affirmative defense to the Complaint, Defendant is informed

and believes, and on the basis of that information and belief alleges, that by their acts
and omissions, Plaintiffs expressly and/or impliedly consented and/or acquiesced in
whole or in part to the alleged conduct and/or behavior of Defendant.
10.

As an seventh affirmative defense to the Complaint, Defendant is

informed and believes, and on the basis of that information and belief alleges, that
Plaintiffs were at fault in and about the matters referred to in the Complaint. Plaintiffs'
failure to exercise reasonable care was the proximate cause and contributed to the
damages complained, if any.
11.

Further, any fault not contributed by the Plaintiffs was a result of fault on

the part of persons and/or entities other than Defendant.

Such fault bars and/or

proportionally reduces any recovery by Plaintiffs against Defendant.
12.

As a eighth affirmative defense to the Complaint, Defendant is informed

and believes, and on the basis of that information and belief alleges, that the action, and
each claim therein is barred because Defendant performed, satisfied, discharged and/or
extinguished all duties and obligations he may have owed, if any, to Plaintiffs and/or
third parties arising out of any and all agreements, representations or contracts, whether
written or oral.
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PRAYER

WHEREFORE, Defendant prays that judgment be entered in his favor and
against Plaintiffs as follows:
1.

That Plaintiffs are not entitled to any recovery under the Complaint;

2.

That Defendant is awarded his attorneys' fees, if any, and costs to defend

the Complaint; and
3.

That Defendant is awarded such other and further relief as the Court may

deem just and proper.

Dated: June 25, 2012
Defendant

ANSWER TO COMPLAINT - Page 4
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Clearwater REI, LLC, et al. v. Boling, Case No. CV OC 1208669

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I am a resident of Orange County, State of California, over the age of eighteen
(18) years, and not a party to the above-entitled action.
I certify on June 25, 2012, I served the following document(s) in this action:
ANSWER TO COMPLAINT
by sending a true copy thereof by ELECTRONIC SERVICE pursuant to

lR.C.P, Rule 5 (b) (E) addressed to the party(s) served as follows:

Rebecca A. Rainey - rar@raineylawoffice.com
Attorney for Plaintiffs and Cross-Defendants Clearwater REI, LLC,
Clearwater Real Estate Investments, LLC aka Clearwater Real Estate
Investments, RE Capital Investments, LLC, Barton Cole Cochran, Chad James
Hansen, Ronald D. Meyer, Christopher J. Benak and Rob Ruebel.

The transmission of said document(s) to each party served was reported as
complete and without error within a reasonable time after said transmission.

Dated: June 25, 2012

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE -PAGE 1
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Mark Boling
21986 Cayuga Lane
Lake Forest, CA 92630
(949) 588-9222
(949) 588-7078 [fax]
maboling@earthlink.net
Defendant/Cross-Complainant, in pro per

CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk
By CHRISTINE SWEET
OEPUTY

IN THE DISTRICT COURT FOR THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
FOR THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
CLEARWATER REI, LLC, et al.
Plaintiffs,
vs.
MARK BOLING,
Defendant,

Case No.: CV OC 1208669

COUNTERCLAIM AND THIRD PARTY
COMPLAINT FOR VIOLATIONS OF THE
I.C.P.A. AND BREACH OF GUARANTY
"

CATEGORY K(3) FILING FEE: $14
MARK BOLING, an individual,
Cross-complainant,
vs.
CLEARWATER REI, LLC, an Idaho limited
liability company, RE CAPITAL
INVESTMENTS, LLC, a Delaware limited
liability company, CLEARWATER REAL
ESTATE INVESTMENTS, LLC, aka
CLEARWATER REAL ESTATE
INVESTMENTS, a Delaware limited liability
company, BARTON COLE COCHRAN, an
individual, CHAD JAMES HANSEN, an
individual, RONALD D. MEYER, an
individual, CHRISTOPHER J. BENAK, an
individual, ROB RUEBEL, an individual,
DOES 1-10,
Cross-Defendants.
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INTRODUCTION

1.

This counterclaim and third party complaint is brought to obtain

equitable relief, restitution, damages and/or other remedies, for violations by the CrossDefendants of Idaho consumer protection statutes and breach of guaranty, in connection
with Cross-Defendants' course of conduct arising out of Cross-Complainant's purchase
and periodic payment of a 9 % Note.
2.

A true and correct copy of any and all alleged exhibits are attached

hereto and incorporated fully herein where referenced.
JURISDICTION AND VENUE

3.

In this civil action, the amount in controversy exceeds the minimum

jurisdictional requirements of this court.
4.

As more fully alleged infra, at all relevant times several Cross-

Defendants have their principal place of business, reside or were employed in this
judicial district.
GENERAL ALLEGATIONS-CROSS-DEFENDANTS

5.

Cross-Complainant is informed and believes and thereon alleges that

Cross-Defendants Clearwater REI, LLC ("Manager") is an Idaho limited liability
company, Clearwater Real Estate Investments, LLC, aka Clearwater Real Estate
Investments ("Clearwater") is a Delaware limited liability company, RE Capital
Investments, LLC ("Guarantor") is a Delaware limited liability company (collectively
"Business Cross-Defendants").

COUNTERCLAIM AND THIRD PARTY COMPLAINT - Page 2
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6.

Cross-Complainant is informed and believes and thereon alleges that the

Business Cross-Defendants and Clearwater 2008 Note Program, LLC's ("Company")
principal place of business is located at 1300 E. State Street, Eagle, ID 83616.
7.

Cross-Complainant is informed and believes and thereon alleges that the

Business Cross-Defendants and the Company compete primarily in the real estate
investment industry.
8.

Cross-Complainant is informed and believes and thereon alleges that

Cross-Defendants Barton Cole Cochran is an individual residing in Idaho, Chad James
Hansen is an individual residing in Idaho, Ronald D. Meyer is an individual residing in
California, Christopher J. Benak is an individual residing in California and Rob Ruebel
is an individual residing in Idaho (collectively "Individual Cross-Defendants")
9.

Cross-Complainant is informed and believes and thereon alleges that the

Individual Cross-Defendants are owners, officers and/or employees of the Business
Cross-Defendants and/or the Company.
10.

Doe Cross-Defendants 1 through 10, whose names are unknown, are

sued herein by their fictitious names, as Cross-Complainant believes that such Doe
Cross-Defendants are responsible, in whole or in part, for the incident and damage
hereinafter alleged, and the Cross-Complainant will amend this counterclaim and third
party complaint to properly identify such Cross-Defendants once their culpability and/or
identities become known to Cross-Complainant.
11.

Cross-Complainant is informed and believes and thereon alleges that

COUNTERCLAIM AND THIRD PARTY COMPLAINT - Page 3
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each named and/or Doe Cross-Defendant and/or the Company is responsible in some
manner for the acts, occurrences and liability hereinafter alleged and referred to.
12.

Cross-Complainant is informed and believes and thereon alleges that at

all times mentioned herein, each named and/or Doe Cross-Defendant was the agent,
servant or employee of each and every remaining Cross-Defendant and/or the
Company, and the acts of each Cross-Defendant were within the course and scope of
said agency and/or employment.
CROSS-COMPLAINANT

13.

Cross-Complainant Mark Boling is a California resident who purchased

a real estate investment promissory note in the sum of $50,000.00 for personal use after
viewing and in reliance on the alleged material representations, acts and/or omissions of
material facts as set forth herein.
14.

Cross-Complainant has suffered an injury in fact and has lost money or

property as a result of Cross-Defendants' business acts, omissions and practices as
alleged herein based on his purchase of the real estate investment note.
FACTUAL ALLEGATIONS

A.

Private Placement Memorandum, Supplements One and Two Thereto
and Guaranty

15.

On or about February 4, 2010, Cross-Complainant received an initial

package from Rob Ruebel, Regional Vice-President of Sales of Clearwater consisting of
A) a bound Confidential Private Placement Memorandum Book # 08Note-A238 dated

COUNTERCLAIM AND THIRD PARTY COMPLAINT - Page 4
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August 29, 2008 (Exh. 1), which included, inter alia, the Private Placement
Memorandum (Exh. 1A ,"PPM"), a Guaranty (Exh. 2), and Supplements One and Two
to the PPM (collectively, Exh. 3), and B) a cover letter dated February 1, 2010 and
miscellaneous sheets about Clearwater Real Estate Investments (collectively, Exh. 4).
Cross-Complainant did not receive a copy of the Note dated August 29,2008, the Third
Supplement to the PPM dated January 20, 2010, or the 2009 Year-End Update dated
March 19, 2010 until after the submission and acceptance of his Subscription
Agreement, infra.
iy,gra.
16.

The PPM sets forth the following:
Clearwater 2008 Note Program, LLC, an Idaho limited
liability company, was organized to offer up to
$20,000,000 in aggregate principal amount of9.0% Notes
due December 31, 2015. The Company will use the
proceeds from the offering of the Notes to provide
secured financing for real estate acquisition and
development projects undertaken by Clearwater REI,
LLC, an Idaho limited liability company, its Affiliates and
other borrowers who satisfy the lending criteria
established by the Company.

* * * All loans made by the

Company will be collateralized by a first position
mortgage or deed of trust, as the case may be. [PPM,
Introduction.
Introduction.]]

Noteholders may elect, from time to time, to (a) receive
monthly distributions of simple interest at the annual rate
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of9.0%, or (b) re-invest accrued interest at a compounded
annual interest rate of 9.0%. [PPM, Introduction.]

The mailing address of the Company is c/o Clearwater
REI, LLC, 1300 E. State Street, Suite 103, Eagle, Idaho
83616. [PPM, Introduction.]

If, after carefully reading the entire Memorandum,
obtaining any other information available and being fully
satisfied with the results of pre-investment due diligence
activities, a prospective Noteholder would like to
purchase Notes, a prospective Noteholder should
complete and sign the attached Subscription Agreement.
The full purchase price for the Notes must be paid by
check upon submission of the Subscription Agreement for
the Notes. [PPM, p. 3.]

There are various conflicts of interest among the
Company, the Manager and their Affiliates. [pPM, p. 5.]

COMPANY'S PRINCIPAL OFFICERS [PPM, p. 17.]:
The Investment Committee will include, but not be
limited to the following principals:
• Ron Meyer, Chief Development Officer
• Chris Benak, Chief Development Officer
• Don Steeves, National Sales Director & Broker-Dealer
Relations
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• Bart Cochran, Vice President of Acquisitions &
Operations
• Chad Hansen, Vice President of Finance. [PPM, p. 17.]

MANAGER'S KEY MANAGEMENT [PPM, p. 18.]:
• Ron Meyer, Chief Development Officer
• Chris Benak, Chief Development Officer
• Don Steeves, National Sales Director & Broker-Dealer
Relations
• Bart Cochran, Vice President Of Acquisitions &
Operations
• Chad Hansen, Vice President of Finance

Interest: Noteholders may elect to receive monthly
interest payments in an amount equal to 9.0% simple
interest on their principal investment. All distributions
will paid in arrears on the fifteenth day of each month,
beginning with the month following the month in which
the Notes are issued. [pPM, p. 19.]
Interest Reinvestment Program (IRP): By giving written
notice to the Company of their desire to do so not later
than November 30, Noteholders may elect to have their
interest reinvested and compounded monthly beginning
on the first day of the year immediately following the date
on which such notice was received by the Company.
Reinvested interest will be compounded at the annual rate
of9.0%. Interest that is reinvested will be added to and
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considered part of the principal amount of the Note at the
end of each calendar month. [PPM, p. 19.]

Liquidity; Callability: Beginning December 31, 2010 and
once annually thereafter, Notes representing up to 10% of
the original principal amount may be called by the
Noteholders upon not less than 90 days written notice to
the Company. [PPM, pp. 19-20.]

Guaranty: The Notes will be obligations of the Company
the principal of which will be guaranteed by RE Capital
Investments, LLC [PPM, p. 20.] The Guaranty is
attached to the PPM as Exhibit D.

Annual Report: Within 120 days after the end of each
calendar year, the Company will send to each Noteholder
of record during the previous year: (a) an audited balance
sheet for the Company as of the end of such fiscal year
and (b) an audited statement of the Company's earnings
for such fiscal year, along with a year-end status report.
[PPM, p. 24.]

Definitions:
"Company" means Clearwater 2008 Note Program, LLC,
an Idaho limited liability company. [PPM, p. 25.]
"Manager" refers to Clearwater REI, LLC. The Manager
is sole owner and the initial manager of the Company.
[PPM, p. 26.]
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"Noteholders" means purchasers of Notes. [PPM, p. 26.]
"Notes" means the $20,000,000 aggregate principal
amount of 9.0% notes due December 31, 2015, subj ect to
increase to $40,000,000 at the sole discretion of the
Company, which will be obligations of the Company the
principal of which will be guaranteed by RE Capital
Investments, LLC; however, the Notes will not be secured
by collateral. [PPM, p. 26.]

"Event of Default" refers to the occurrence of any of the

following: (a) failure to pay the principal on the Notes
when due at maturity, or upon any earlier due date, or
Noteholder,
upon mandatory redemption at the option of Noteholder,
(b) failure to pay any interest on the Notes for ten days
after notice of such default to the Company; (c) failure to
perform any other covenant for ten days after receipt of
written notice specifying the default and requiring the
Company to remedy such default; Q! (c) events of
insolvency, receivership, conservatorship or
reorganization of the Company. [PPM, p. 26.] (Emphasis
added.)
Guarantor's Balance Sheet dated July 31,2008 - attached
Exhibit C to the PPM.
17.

The Guaranty dated July 31, 2008 -~ attached as Exhibit D to the PPM,

was signed on behalf of the Guarantor, RE Capital Investments, LLC, by its managing
member, Diamond B Asset Management. The Guaranty states, inter alia:
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"In order to induce each prospective purchaser (each a
"Noteholder" and collectively the "Noteholders") of9%
Notes due on December 31, 2015
20 15 (each a "Note" and
collectively the "Notes) issued by Clearwater 2008 Note
Program, LLC (the "Company") to purchase the Notes,
the Guarantor hereby unconditionally guarantees the
payment of the original principal amount of the Notes as
provided therein. This Guaranty shall remain in full force
throughout the terms of the Notes."

"Guarantor hereby waives notice of acceptance of this
Guaranty and all other notices in connection herewith or
in connection with the liabilities, obligations and duties
guaranteed hereby, including notices to them of default by
the Company under the Notes."

"The Guarantor's net worth will at all times during the
term of the Guaranty be maintained at $54,000.000
subject to increase in pro rata up to $78,000,000 if the
Company increases the offering of the Notes."

"Guarantor further agrees, to the extent permitted by law,
to pay any costs or expenses, including the reasonable
fees of an attorney, incurred by the Noteholders in
enforcing this Guaranty."
18.

The First Supplement to PPM dated October 3, 2008 states, inter alia,

that Peter Cooper, Senior Vice-President of Sales will assume the role of Director of
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Sales and Broker Dealer Relations for Clearwater REI, LLC. Don Steeves, former
National Sales Director and Director of Broker Relations, concluded his employment
with Clearwater REI, LLC. [1 st Suppl., p. 2.]
19.

The four member Investment Committee now consists of current

principal members of Clearwater REI, LLC, namely: Ron Meyer, Chris Benak, Bart
Cochran and Chad Hansen. No loan will be made by the Company without the prior
approval of the Investment Committee. [1 st Suppl., p. 3.]
20.

The Second Supplement to PPM dated June 30, 2009 states, inter alia,

that the RELATIONSHIP of the Company (Clearwater 2008 Note Program, LLC), the
Manager (Clearwater REI, LLC) and the Guarantor (RE Capital Investments, LLC) to
each other, and their respective owners, is as follows [2 nd Suppl., p.2]:
o

RE Capital Investments, LLC owns 55.84% of Clearwater (Real Estate

Investments).
•

Ronald D. Meyer owns 100% of Terron Investments, Inc., which

owns 50 % of RE Capital Investments, LLC.
•

Christopher J. Benak owns 100% of Diamond BAsset

Management, Inc., which owns the other 50% ofRE Capital Investments, LLC.
o

Barton Cole Cochran 100% of Leap, Inc. which owns 19.58% of

Clearwater.
o

Chad James Hansen owns 100% of Green Jackets Investments, Inc.,

which owns 19.58% of Clearwater.
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Bart Cochran, who was formerly the Company's Vice-President of Acquisitions
& Operations, is now the Company's President. Chad Hansen, who was formerly the

Company's Vice-President of Finance, is now the Company's Chief Financial Officer.
Supp!., p.2]
[2 nd Suppl.,
Guarantor's Balance Sheet dated December 31, 2008 - is attached as Exhibit A
Supp!.
to the 2nd Suppl.

B.

Subscription Agreement

19.

Having viewed and in material reliance upon the contents of the initial

package from Rob Ruebel, on February 12, 2010, Cross-Complainant executed and
submitted a Subscription Agreement ("SA") (Exh. 5) to Clearwater, and CrossComplainant paid the sum of $50,000 pursuant thereto as his personal investment in the
Company's Note Program without having previously received a copy of the Note.
20.

The Subscription Agreement states, inter alia, that the SA is the offer

and agreement of the Cross-Complainant to purchase $50,000 in principal of 9% Notes
to be issued by the Company subject to the terms, conditions, acknowledgments,
representations and warranties stated herein and in the PPM, as supplemented from time
to time. [SA, p.2.]
21.

The Guarantor agreed to guarantee the repayment of principal under the

Notes. [SA, p.3., ~1]
22.

Pertinent portions of the SA are as follows:
"I acknowledge that I have received, read and fully
understand the Memorandum. I acknowledge that I am

- Page 12
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basing my decision to invest in Notes on the
Memorandum and I have relied only on the information
contained in said materials and have not relied upon any
representations made by any other person." [SA, p.3., ,-r2]
(underline added)

"I am purchasing Notes for my own account and for
investment purposes only." [SA, pA, ,-r7.]

"This Subscription Agreement shall be construed in
accordance with and governed by the laws of the State of
Idaho without regard to its choice of law provisions."
[SA, p.4, ,-rIO.]

"[A]ny dispute, controversy or other claim arising under,
out of or relating to this Agreement or any of the
transactions contemplated hereby, or any amendment
thereof, or the breach or interpretation hereof or thereof,
shall be determined and settled in binding arbitration in
Boise, Idaho, in accordance with applicable Idaho law,
and with the rules and procedures of The American
Arbitration Association. The prevailing party shall be
entitled to an award of its reasonable costs and expenses,
including, but not limited to, attorneys' fees, in addition to
any other available remedies. Any award rendered therein
shall be final and binding on each and all of the parties
thereto and their personal representatives, and judgment
may be entered thereon in any court of competent
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jurisdiction. BY EXECUTING THIS AGREEMENT,
YOU ARE AGREEING TO HAVE ALL DISPUTES
DECIDED BY NEUTRAL ARBITRATION, YOU ARE
GIVING UP ANY RIGHTS YOU MIGHT POSSESS TO
HAVE SUCH DISPUTES LITIGATED IN A COURT
OR mRY TRIAL, AND YOU ARE GIVING UP YOUR
mDICIAL RIGHTS TO DISCOVERY AND APPEAL.
IF YOU REFUSE TO SUBMIT TO ARBITRATION
AFTER AGREEING TO THIS PROVISION, YOU
MAY BE COMPELLED TO ARBITRATE. BY
EXECUTING THIS AGREEMENT, YOU HEREBY
CONFIRM THAT YOUR AGREEMENTS TO THIS
ARBITRATION PROVISION IS VOLUNTARY." [SA,
p.4, ~11.]

"[T]his Subscription Agreement and the Memorandum,
together with all attachments and exhibits thereto,
constitute the entire agreement among the parties hereto
with respect to the sale of Notes and may be amended,
modified or terminated only by a writing executed by all
parties." [SA, p.4, ~13.]
23.

Interest Payments: The PPM is clear that interest payments at the rate of

9% are to be made on the fifteenth (15 th ) of the month in arrears. Under the Subscription
Agreement, Cross-Complainant acknowledged that he was basing his decision to invest
in Notes on the Memorandum and he relied only on the information contained in said
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materials and have not relied upon any representations made by any other person. [SA,

p.3., ~2]
C.

of Subscription Agreement, Certificate and Note
Acceptance ofSubscription

24.

On or about March 6, 2010, Cross-Complainant received a cover letter

dated March 1, 2010 (Exh. 6), an Acceptance of the Subscription Agreement (Exh. 5), a
Certificate with an effective date of February 27, 2010 (Exh. 7), and a Note dated
August 29,2008 (Exh. 8) from Clearwater.
25.

The terms of the agreement between Company/ Cross-Complainant arise

out of 1) the executed Subscription Agreement, subject to the terms, conditions,
acknowledgments, representations, and warranties stated therein and in the PPM, 2)
Supplements One and Two to the PPM, and 3) those terms of the Note that are not
inconsistent with the PPM and Supplements One and Two to the PPM. [SA, pp.2 & 4.]
The Acceptance of Subscription Agreement states, inter alia, that on

26.

February 26, 2010, Bart Cochran signed the acceptance of the SA, as the Manager for
the Company.
27.

The Certificate states, inter alia, the effective February 27, 2010,

Certificate No 08-470 was signed by Bart Cochran as the Manager for the Company and
issued to Cross-Complainant.
28.

The Note states, inter alia, that a Note dated August 29, 2008, with the

Company as the maker, was signed by Bart Cochran as the sole member for the
Manager.

No Exhibit A, listing the names of the Noteholders, including Cross-
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Complainant, was attached or included with the Note that was delivered to CrossComplainant.
29.

Pertinent portions of the Note are as follows:
FOR VALUABLE CONSIDERATION, the receipt,
adequacy and sufficiency of which are hereby
acknowledged, Clearwater 2008 Note Program, LLC, an
Idaho limited liability company ("Maker"), promises to
pay to the parties listed on Exhibit A attached hereto (the
"Noteholders"), the aggregate principal amount of
Twenty Million and 00/1 00 Dollars ($20,000,000) with
the option to increase to Forty Million and 00/1 00 Dollars
($40,000,000), together with interest, late charges, costs
and expenses, and all other amounts described below in
accordance with the following terms and provisions:

Section 1 Definitions.
"Memorandum" shall mean Maker's Confidential Private
Placement Memorandum dated August 18, 2008, as
amended or supplemented from time to time, relating to
the offer and sale by the Maker of up to $20,000,000 of
Notes (subject to increase to $40,000,000).

"Noteholder" shall mean any person or entity hereafter
purchasing a Note in accordance with the Memorandum,
subject to the provisions of the Transaction Documents
applicable thereto, and any successor or assign thereof or
entity acquiring an interest herein at any time.
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"Transaction Documents" shall mean this Note, the
Subscription Agreement and the Memorandum.

Section 2.1 Fixed Interest.
"Commencing on the date hereof and continuing until
December 31, 2015, the outstanding principal hereunder
shall bear interest at a fixed annual rate of 9%."

Section 3 Payments; Accrual.
"Commencing on the fifteenth day of the month next
following the Funding Date and continuing on the
fifteenth day of the month thereafter until the outstanding
principal hereof is paid in full, Maker shall pay to, or
accrue and compound for the benefit of, the Noteholders
all unpaid Interest in an amount equal to the product of
the principal amount hereunder and that fraction the
numerator of which is the Noteholder's principal
investment and the denominator of which is the principal
amount hereunder. If not sooner paid, Maker shall pay
the principal balance hereof in full on the Maturity Date,
together with all unpaid accrued interest. Maker shall
make all payments of Interest, late charges, and principal
to the Noteholders at their respective addresses on file
with the Maker as of the day which is ten days prior to the
due date of such payment, on or before the date when due,
without notice, deduction or offset. All payments shall be
made in lawful money of the United States of America."
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Section 5 Put Rights.
"Beginning December 31, 2010 and once annually
thereafter, up to 10% of the original principal amount may
be called by the Noteholders upon not less than 30 days
written notice to the Maker."

Section 6 Late Charges.

" * * * Maker therefore agrees that a late
charge equal to 5% of each payment of Interest or
principal that is not paid within 10 days after its due date
is a reasonable estimate of fair compensation for the loss
or damages to the Noteholders will suffer. Further,
Maker agrees that such amount shall be presumed to be
the amount of damages sustained by Noteholders in such
case, and such sum shall be added to amount then due and
payable."

Section 8.1 Events of Default:
"Any of the following occurrences shall constitute an
"Event of Default" under this Note: (a) failure by Maker
to make any payment of Interest on or principal of this
Note on or before the twenty-fifth (25 th) day of the month
first becoming due in accordance with the terms of this
Note, without any notice or demand for payment (a
"Payment Default");

* * *."

Section 8.2 Remedies.
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"Upon any Event of Default under this Note and the
expiration of any applicable notice or cure periods: (a)
the entire unpaid principal balance hereof, any accrued
but unpaid Interest, late charges, and all other amounts
owing under this Note, shall, at the option of the
Noteholders, without further notice or demand of any
kind to Maker or any other person, become immediately
due and payable; and (b) Noteholders shall have and may
exercise any and all rights and remedies available at law,
by statute, or in equity.
The remedies of the Noteholders, as provided in this
Note, shall be cumulative and concurrent and may be
exercised singularly, successively, or together, at the sole
discretion of the Noteholders, as often as occasion
therefor shall arise. No act of omission or commission by
the Noteholders, including specifically any failure to
exercise any right, remedy or recourse, shall be deemed a
waiver or release to be effected only through a written
documents executed by the Noteholders. A waiver or
release with reference to anyone event shall not be
construed as continuing, as a bar to, or as a waiver or
release of, any subsequent right, remedy, or recourse to
collateral as to any subsequent event."
30.

Principal Redemption: The PPM and Section 5 ofthe Note allows for an

annual 10% redemption of principal commencing December 31, 2010 with 90
(previously 30) days written notice. This term is clear and unambiguous.
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31.

Since Cross-Complainant was not provided a copy of the Note prior to

submission of the Subscription Agreement and payment, Cross-Defendants cannot
argue that the Company's inconsistent right to accrue interest as compared with pay
interest as set forth in Section 3 of the Note is applicable to Cross-Complainant.
Moreover, the "accrue and compound" language of Section 3 of the Note is ambiguous
and inconsistent with the PPM, because this language may reasonably be interpreted to
apply to the Interest Reinvestment Program as expressed in the PPM.
32.

..

Breach: Under the PPM an event of default occurs for a (a) failure to

pay the principal on the Notes upon mandatory redemption at the option of Noteholder,
without notice or cure period, and/or (b) failure to pay any interest on the Notes for ten
days after notice of such default to the Company.
33.

Under Section 8.1 (a) of the Note, a different event of default occurs

when interest and redeemable principal payments are not paid on or before the 25 th day
of the month first becoming due, without notice or a cure period. Because CrossComplainant never timely received the Note this inconsistent term would not apply.

D.

Subsequent Communications to Cross-Complainant

34.

On or about March 19, 2010 Cross-complainant received from

Clearwater by mail a 2009 Year-End
Year-End Update (Exh. 9) to keep the investors informed of
the status of the Note Program. The 2009 Year-End Update letter states, "the assets of
RE Capital, the guarantor, are being maintained at sufficient levels to allow us to meet
our obligations."

This 2009 Year-End Update revealed information regarding the

,
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update and current strategy of the various loans made by Cross-Defendants prior to
Cross-Complainant's
Cross-Complainant'S investment. Two of the four loan projects were in default and/or
in bankruptcy.

The other two loan projects were having delays in the entitlement

process.
35.

On or about June 17, 2010, the Company disclosed its Independent

Auditor's Report and Financial Statements for the calendar years 2008 and 2009 (Exh.
10).
36.

On or about March 24, 2011, Cross-complainant received from

Clearwater by mail a 2010 Year-End Update (Exh. 11) to keep the investors informed
of the status of the Note Program. Now, all five (5) outstanding loans were in default.
37.

On or about August 19, 2011, the Company disclosed its Independent

Auditor's Report and Financial Statements for the calendar years 2009 and 2010 (Exh.
12)
..
12)..
38.

The Company is solely owned by the Manager.

39.

The Company maintained a separate allowance for each loan receivable.

At December 31, 2010, the Company had an allowance for losses of $2,311 ,584.
40.

In 2010, the Company suspended early redemption requests.

41.

On November 4,2011, Cross-Complainant received from Clearwater by

mail a Notice to Note Holders dated October 26,2011 (Exh. 13).
42.

The Notice states, "Note Holders can be optimistic of the collateral

position of the Note Program today." The Notice further states that the amount of the
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interest payment distribution would be reduced for the months of November 2011,
December 2011 and January 2012 and reassessed for February 2012.
43.

On November 6, 2011, Cross-Complainant sent Clearwater written

notice to redeem 10% of his principal amount under the Transaction Documents and
requested a current Balance Sheet of the Guarantor (Exh. 14 - Email StringlLetters). !:
I

44.

As of November 6, 2011, the last Balance Sheet of the Guarantor

disclosed to the Cross-Complainant was dated December 31, 2008.
45.

On November 10, 2011, Clearwater acknowledged receipt of Cross-

Itst
Complainant's liquidation request, placed Cross-Complainant's request on apriority lfst
.
with an acceptance date of November 7, 2011 and informed Cross-Complainant that all
,

liquidation requests have been suspended (Exh. 14 - Email String/Letters), , thus
I

!

creating an anticipatory breach of Cross-Complainant's right to redeem 10% of the
unpaid principal amount.

Clearwater stated that it "has made multiple attempts to get

updated financials from RE Capital (Guarantor) and we have received word that we
I
I

should have updated financials no later than year end 2011."
46.

i

No contractual authority existed for Cross-Defendants' bad faith position

to suspend the Cross-Complainant's mandatory right to principal redemption.
I

47.

On December 1, 2011, Cross-Complainant first became aware of,

obtained by email and reviewed a copy of the Third Supplement to the PPM dated
I
I

January 20,2010 (Exh. 15) from Ross Farris, Director Marketing and Investor Relations
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for Clearwater in response to Cross-Complainant's previous inqumes into the
Clearwater 2008 Note Program.
48.

Any terms of the Note and/or Third Supplement to the PPM that are

inconsistent with PPM and Supplements One and Two are inapplicable and
unenforceable against Cross-Complainant because a copy of the Note and/or Third
Supplement to the PPM were never timely provided to Cross-Complainant prior to
submission by the Cross-Complainant and acceptance by the Company of the
Subscription Agreement, and therefore such inconsistent terms cannot be considered as
part of the Company/Cross-Complainant agreement.
49.

The Third Supplement to the PPM states, inter alia, "[a]lthough the

Guarantor's net worth of approximately, $53.4 million is lower than the net worth of
$54 million it has covenanted to maintain under the Guaranty based on a Maximum
Offering Amount of $20,000,000, in the event that the increased Maximum Amount of
$21,900,000 is attained, the Guarantor's net worth does provide a principal coverage
ratio of: (a) 1.2x, if a portion of the Guarantor's net worth is reserved to provide 1.5x
coverage over principal amounts outstanding under the notes issued by Clearwater 2007
Notes Program, LLC (the "2007 Notes Program") (accounting for liquidation of
$2,000,000 in principal amounts of the notes issued by the 2007 Notes Program as of
December 31, 2009, with $18,000,000 remaining outstanding), and (b) 2.44x, if this
reserve is not made (the Guarantor is not required to make this reserve). Attached as
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Exhibit A to the Third Supplement to the PPM was the Guarantor's Balance Sheet dated
December 31, 2009.
50.

On or about December 14, 2011, Cross-Complainant received a letter by

mail from the Company on Clearwater letterhead confirming that 1) the security for the
loans were not cross-collateralized, 2) the Manager decides exclusively when to get
appraisals for the Projects, 3) the 2010 Audited Report and financials of the Company
were purportedly first available on May 1,2011,4) the initial PPM packet included the
Third Supplement to the PPM, the Company has requested a final 2010 Balance Sheet
from the Guarantor, and 5) the Company "cannot honor the liquidation requests of a
few Note Holders at the expense of the other Note Holders."

(Exh. 14 - Email

String/Letters)
51.

On December 20, 2011, Cross-Complainant spoke by telephone with

Lori Fischer, Controller of Clearwater, who informed Cross-Complainant that the 2010
Audited Report and financials of the Company were first available on or after August
29,2011.
52.

On December 20, 2011, Cross-Complainant stated in an email to

Clearwater: "If the Company maintains now and at the time of the initial PPM that it
can alter or over-ride this expressed term regarding Callability on the basis that it has an
obligation to ALL Note holders allowing the Company not to abide by this expressed
term, then I would request that my subscription be immediately rescinded and the total
principal amount of my note be restored." (Exh. 14 - Email String/Letters)
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53.

On or about January 12, 2012, Cross-Complainant received a form letter

by mail from Clearwater as a Note Holder postponing all 2011 liquidation requests until
further notice. (Exh. 16)
54.

On or about January 25, 2012, Cross-Complainant received a letter by

mail from Company on Clearwater letterhead stating that it has "been in contact with
RE Capital and are hopeful of receiving correspondence from them in the next 30 days.
(Exh. 14 - Email StringlLetters)
55.

On February 2, 2012, Ross Farris, Director of Marketing and Investor

Relations of Clearwater informed Cross-Complainant by telephone that the reduction of
interest payments was made pursuant to Section 3 of the Note and the suspension of
liquidation rights was made in 2010 to protect all Noteholders. Cross-Complainant
informed Mr. Farris that he never received a copy of the Note until after submitting his
Subscription Agreement and $50,000 payment to the Company. Cross-Complainant
further requested a copy of Exhibit A to the Note. Mr. Farris responded that he would
obtain a copy of Exhibit A to the Note, but only with Cross-ColIl,plainant's name on it
and not the identity of all Noteholders. No Exhibit A to the Note was ever received by
Cross-Complainant.
56.

On February 2, 2012, Cross-Complainant sent to Clearwater by email,

regarding the Clearwater 2008 Note Program, a written Notice of Default on Interest
payments for November 2011, December 2011, and January 2011, and a written Notice
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of Default on his liquidation rights and demanding that payment be made immediately
StringlLetters)
or after a cure period, if necessary. (Exh. 14 - Email String/Letters)
57.

The Company breached the applicable Transaction Documents by not

timely paying full interest
interest to Cross-Complainant for the months of November 2011,
December 2011, and January 2012 after any necessary cure period.
58.

On February 6, 2012, Cross-Complainant received by mail from

Clearwater a cover letter and January Update dated January 31, 2012. (Exh. 17) The
cover letter states: "the February payment will be 25% of the monthly interest
distributed." The Update acknowledges: "Real Estate values have fallen dramatically
nationwide."
nationwide. "
59.

Cross-Complainant can assert that the Company made an anticipatory

breach on November 10,2011 by giving notice of its suspending the Noteholders' right
to principal redemption. Regardless, on February 6, 2012 the Company breached the
applicable Transaction Documents by its failure to timely pay to Cross-Complainant the
redeemable principal that was due and owing after the 90-day waiting period.
60.

On February 9, 2012, Cross-Complainant received from Clearwater a

Quarterly Statement ending December 31, 2011 (Exh 18) that sets forth the "Total
Outstanding Principal of Master Promissory Note to Investors" as $21,810,000 and
"Total Appraised Value of Collateral" as $25,100,000 and "Collateral valuations dated
September 15,2010, January 19,2011 and September 21, 2011."
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61.

On February 15, 2012 and out of abundance of caution, Plaintiff filed a

Demand for Commercial Arbitration with the American Arbitration Association
("AAA") against all named Cross-Defendants and the Company and served said parties
therewith regarding the acts and omissions set forth herein under the arbitration clause
in the SA.
62.

On or about March 8, 2012, Cross- Defendants filed with the AAA and

served their Answer Statement objecting to arbitrate the disputes set forth in the
counterclaim and third party complaint on behalf of all named Cross-Defendants, but
not the Company.
63.

Cross-complainant has and continues to incur costs in proceeding with

the forced arbitration against the Company under the arbitration clause of the SA.
64.

If Cross-Complainant was timely made aware of the aforementioned

facts, Cross-Complainant would not have made his $50,000 investment in the
Clearwater 2008 Note Program.
65.

The representations and/or material omissions of fact are presented in a

manner that is likely to mislead a reasonable consumer, the consuming public, including
Cross-Complainant, and serves no legitimate purpose.
66.

These acts, omissions, and/or representations were made for the purpose

of inducing consumers, including Cross-Complainant, to purchase real estate
investment notes with Cross-Defendants or the Company and not Cross-Defendants or
the Company's competitors.
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CLASS ACTION ALLEGATIONS AND CLAIMS RESERVED
67.

In

addition

to

Cross-Complainant's

individual

claims,

Cross-

Complainant reserves the right, after appropriate discovery, to amend this pleading to
add class allegations, class claims, subclass claims, and/or seek certification of a class
and/or any appropriate subclass under lR.C.P, Rule 23.
FIRST CLAIM FOR RELIEF
VIOLATION OF THE IDAHO CONSUMER PROTECTION ACT [I.C. § 48-603
(12) (13) (17))

(Cross-Complainant against All Named Cross-Defendants and Does 1-10)
68.

Cross-Complainant repleads and incorporates fully herein by this

reference, each and every allegation contained in the preceding paragraphs of this
pleading.
69.

Cross-Defendants violated I.C. § 48-603 (17) based on their initial

failure to timely provide Cross-Complainant with the information contained in the Note,
the Third Supplement to the PPM, and the 2009 Year-End Update with enclosures.
70.

On or about February 1, 2010, the initial package including the PPM

came from the offices of Clearwater, who had a duty to include the information
contained in the Note, the Third Supplement to the PPM, and the 2009 Year-End
Update to allow Cross-Complainant to fully review and assess the status of the
investment in a timely manner before Cross-Complainant's submitting the executed
Subscription Agreement.
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71.

The information contained in the Note, the Third Supplement to the

PPM, and the 2009 Year-End Update were material to Cross-Complainant's investment
decision because 1) the Note sets forth purportedly different terms in the payment of
interest in the Program, 2) the Third Supplement to the PPM sets forth a change in the
principal redemption term and a more recent and substantially reduced financial
condition of the Guarantor, and 3) the 2009 Year-End Update discloses on-going
information of the Note Program's failing loan portfolio that existed as of December 31,
2009, to-wit, two of the four loan projects were in default and/or in bankruptcy and the
other two loan projects were having delays in the entitlement process, which would
greatly affect the collateral's value.
72.

If before investing, Cross-Complainant had been made aware of 1) the

Note's contents that the purported accrual of interest payments, as compared with the
actual payment of interest as expressed in the PPM, was to apply to his transaction with
the Company, 2) the contents of the Third Supplement to the PPM that a) further
restrictions were place on the Noteholder's right to redeem principal, and b) the
Guarantor's net worth on December 31, 2009 was less than the covenanted amount set
forth in the Guaranty, 3) the Guarantor's cash reserves was depleted before CrossComplainant received the PPM, and/or 4) the Program's unstable loan portfolio as
described in the 2009 Year-End Update, Cross-Complainant would not have entered
into the Subscription Agreement and invested in the purchase of the Note.
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73.

Cross-Defendants violated I. C. § 48-603 (17) during the course of the

Note Program because the Cross-Defendants failed to timely and conspicuously disclose
material facts as to the deteriorating financial condition of the Note Program's loan
portfolio, the inability or refusal of the Company to pay interest or redeemable
principal, and the Guarantor's unsatisfactory net worth and cash position.
74.

The Cross-Defendants knew, or should have known with their superior

knowledge, that 1) they would not timely provide a 2010 audited balance sheet for the
Company, 2) they would not timely pay all accrued interest to the Noteholders, 3) they
would refuse to allow the Noteholders who opted, including Cross-Complainant, to
partially redeem principal, 4) they would not seek payment of the redeemable principal
amounts from the Guarantor, who had no sizable cash flow, and 5) the Guarantor's net
worth was insufficient under the conditions of the Guaranty and continuing to
deteriorate. Each of these facts, if timely disclosed to Cross-Complainant, would have
,

allowed Cross-Complainant and other Noteholders to exercise hislher right to the 10%
principal redemption substantially earlier in the investment period.

Thus, Cross-

Defendants' willful blindness and repeated and flagrant failure to timely disclose these
facts reduced the value of the Noteholders' investment including Cross-Complainant.
75.

Cross-Defendants violated I.C. §48-603 (17) based on their failure to

timely provide the 2010 audited reports and financials for the Company and Guarantor's
Balance Sheet for 2010 and 2011.
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76.

The 2010 audited reports and financials for the Company were due to be

given to the Noteholders by May 1, 2011, but were not disclosed on Clearwater's
website until on or after August 19, 2011.

This audited report first disclosed the

suspension of principal redemption rights that occurred in 2010, the default or
foreclosure status of all 5 existing projects, and the significant Net Loss of the
Company.
77.

With real estate values falling dramatically nationwide, the lower net

worth and reduced cash flow as seen in the Guarantor's 12/31109
12/31/09 Balance Sheet, the
andlor Manager's failed to get any current Balance Sheet between 1/1/10
111110 to
Company and/or
the present from the Guarantor, which would disclose and trigger a further breach of the
Guarantor's net worth.
78.

It is evident that the officers of the Company did not want to financially

harm themselves because of their full ownership of RE Capital Investments, LLC
(Guarantor), which is split 50/50 between Ron Meyer and Chris Benak's wholly-owned
LLCs, who are key management for the Company and the Manager.
79.

The Cross-Defendants have acted unfairly by not 1) seeking a timely

Balance Sheet from the Guarantor for 2010 and 2011,2) enforcing the net worth status
andlor 3) seeking any payment of the opted redemption
redeinption principal
of the Guarantor and/or
payments on behalf of the Noteholders.
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80.

Cross-Defendants violated

I.e.

§ 48-603 (17) because the 10/26/11

Notice to Note Holders (Exh. 13) had a tendency to mislead or deceive the Noteholders,
including Cross-Complainant.
81.

The 10/26/11 Notice to Note Holders sent by Clearwater and signed by

the Company attempted to conceal their financial subterfuge by misleading the
Noteholders as to the relative value of the collateralization in comparison to the
Company's outstanding loans.
82.

The Notice sets forth in regular font individual valuations for each

project relative to the loan amount and then sets forth in bold font the totals these
valuations and loan amounts to lead the Noteholder to believe that the loans are
adequately secured under the totality of the circumstances.
83.

In fact, the Company has admitted in its 12114/11
12/14/11 Letter to Cross-

Complainant (Exh. 14) that no cross-collateralization agreements exist between each
project loan.
84.

Thus, the Note Program was not fully secured. For example, the Coastal

Gables - Vertical Loan is $2,063,977 with collateral valued at $345,600. The Coastal
Gables - Vertical Loan reflects a loss of value to the Noteholder because the loan is
significantly under-secured by $1,718,377, which causes the overall Program to be
under-secured by more than 12%.
85.

Thus, the BOLD comparison of total amounts in the Notice is

misleading or has a tendency to mislead the Noteholders, including Cross-Complainant,

1
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as to the financial strength of the Program and ability to meet its financial obligations to
the Noteholders.
86.

Additionally, the Notice states: "Note Holders can be optimistic of the

collateral position of the Note Program today. As shown in the following table, because
of conservative underwriting, the loans made by the Note Program continue to be
secured by the following collateral."
87.

These surreptitious statements in the Notice have a tendency to mislead

or deceive the Noteholders, including Cross-Complainant, in violation of I.C. § 48603(17) by failing to disclose a current valuation of the Healthcare of Florence project.
The date of valuation for the Healthcare of Florence project was 1119/11,
1/19/11, as compared
with recent valuation between 9/15-21/1lfor the other three projects. As the Healthcare
of Florence project is the biggest investment by the Company, and with failing
valuations in the general real estate market during 2011, the lack of a current valuation
on the Healthcare of Florence project is likely mislead or deceive the Noteholders as to
the overall collateral position of the Note Program and the Company's ability to pay
interest and allow the Noteholders to redeem 10% principal annually.
88.

Cross-Defendants violated I. C. § 48-603 (12) and/or (13) based on their

failure to provide Cross-Complainant with a copy of the Note at the time of providing
the PPM and/or Cross-Complainant submitting the executed Subscription Agreement
because the Note, which was the subject matter of the entire agreement, contained
different terms regarding the payment or accrual of interest than stated in the PPM.
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89.

Cross-Defendants violated I. C. § 48-603 (13) based on their failure and

refusal to provide Cross-Complainant with Exhibit A to the Note, which was to list of
all existing Noteholders, including Cross-Complainant, at the time of providing the
Note or at anytime.
90.

Cross-Complainant was not given the entire agreement that provides him

with the expressed ownership rights in the Note. Cross-Defendants' failure and refusal
to provide the identity of all existing Noteholders in Exhibit A to the Note is also a
violation of I.C. § 48-603 (17) and inconsistent with the plural tense language of the
Note regarding "promise to pay the parties listed on Exhibit A attached hereto (the
"Noteholders").
91.

Cross-Complainant has incurred an ascertainable loss as a result of

Cross-Defendants' acts, as set forth in the ICPA Violations section, supra, and in
reliance on the affirmative statements made by the Cross-Defendants that the a) annual
an audited balance sheet for the Company would be timely disclosed, b) interest at the
annual rate of 9% of the unpaid principal balance would be timely paid each month, c)
10% principal could be timely redeemed by the Noteholders annually after December
31, 2010, d) the Guarantor would be obligated to repay principal, and e) net worth of
the Guarantor would be maintained at least $54 Million during the Note period.
92.

By being duped into purchasing the Note based upon Cross-Defendants'

disclosures and omissions of material facts, Cross-Complainant is damaged by 1) the
loss of his purchase money, 2) the loss of use of his purchase money, 3) the loss of his
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buying power, 4) an inadequate and/or diminution in value of that investment at the time
payments of interest and redemption
of the actionable conduct, and/or 5) full and timely paYments
principal.
93.

As a proximate result of the above-described representations, acts and/or

omissions by Cross-Defendants, Cross-Complainant has sustained an injury in fact and
suffered damages by purchasing the Note as a result of viewing and in reliance upon
Cross-Defendants' disclosures and/or material omissions of fact as alleged herein.
94.

Cross-Complainant's loss consists 1) of his initial $50,000 principal

amount in the purchase of the Company's Note Program, 2) of the use of his initial
payments from the Company for
principal amount, 3) in not receiving full interest paYments
November 2011, December 2011, January 2012, and thereafter, 4) in not receiving
$5,000 as 10% of his redeemable principal amount on February 6, 2012, and/or 5)
arbitration costs.
95.

Cross-Defendants knew, or should have known, that a potential investor,

including Cross-Complainant, regards or is likely to regard 1) all terms of the Note that
is being purchased in conjunction with the PPM, and 2) the financial conditions of the
Company, the Loan Portfolio and the Guarantor as important factors in determining a
potential investor's choice of action and resulting investment in the purchase of the Note.
The material aspect of these factors can be established from the circumstances wherein
Cross-Defendants include similar facts in the PPM, the Supplements thereto, the Annual
Updates and Notices provided to the Noteholders.
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96.

There are various conflicts of interest among the Company, the Manager

and their Affiliates. [PPM, p. 5.] It is these conflicts as set forth in the PPM and the
supplements thereto, supra, which includes co-mingling officers and business entities,
that establishes joint and several liability against all named Cross-Defendants as agents
ICP A violations herein. The incestuous
for and in control of the Company for the ICPA
operation of the individual corporate officers and their web of interlocking business
entities under the umbrella of the "Clearwater" name create an oneness of activity with
respect to each significant business decision made for the Note Program and to the
detriment of the Cross-Complainant.
97.

Liability against the Individual Cross-Defendants exists as "persons"

under I.C. § 48-602 (1) based on their active participation in the actionable conduct as
set forth in the ICPA violations, supra, and based on their principal ownership and
management of the operations of the Company, the Manager, and/or Clearwater, which
are the business entities that were the conduit of the unlawful acts, and therefore
warrants equitable or statutory relief.
98.

Liability against the Business Cross-Defendants exists based on the acts

of their agents, employees or officers in perpetrating the ICPA violations, supra.
99.

Under the private-right-of-action provision of the ICPA [I.C. § 48-608

(1)], Cross-Complainant may treat any agreement incident thereto as voidable or, in the

alternative, may bring an action to recover actual damages or one thousand dollars
($1,000), whichever is the greater. Any such person may also seek restitution, an order
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enjoining the use or employment of methods, acts or practices declared unlawful under
this chapter and any other appropriate relief which the court in its discretion may deem
just and necessary. The court may, in its discretion, award punitive damages and may
provide such equitable relief as it deems necessary or proper in cases of repeated or
flagrant violations.
100.

Cross-Defendants have repeatedly or flagrantly misrepresented and/or

omitted a material fact known to the Cross-Defendants with the intention on the part of
the Cross-Defendants of thereby depriving its customers of property or legal rights or
otherwise causing and/or intending to cause injury to its customers as alleged herein,
and Cross-Complainant is therefore entitled to punitive damages in an amount to be
determined at time of trial.
101.

To the extent that any Cross-Defendant claims ignorance of the law or

the alleged violations of law contained herein, such ignorance is terminated as of the
date this lawsuit and/or pleading is served on such party, if not sooner.
102.

Each and every violation committed after the date this lawsuit and/or

pleading is served, shall be deemed to be an INTENTIONAL violation of Idaho law the
laws of all other jurisdictions with the same or similar consumer protection laws, if not
sooner.
103.

Prejudgment interest to fully compensate Cross-Complainant for money

lent under Cross-Defendants' deceptive practices is available at the contract rate of 9%
per annum OR the rate of 12% per annum in those cases where damages are "liquidated
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or ascertainable by mere mathematical process. II See I.C. § 28-22-104; Ervin Const.
Canst. Co
vs. Van Orden (1993) 125 Idaho 695, 704. In this case, Cross-Complainant's damages

are liquidated at $50,000.00.
SECOND CLAIM FOR RELIEF
BREACH OF GUARANTY

(Cross-Complainant against Defendant RE Capital Investments, LLC and Does 6 - 10)
104.

Cross-Complainant repleads and incorporates fully herein by this

reference each and every allegation contained in each and every preceding paragraph of
this pleading.
105.

The terms of the Guaranty between the Guarantor and Cross-

Complainant (Exh. 2) are also set forth as Exhibit D to the PPM.
106.

The Guarantor's obligations to the Cross-Complainant, as a third party

beneficiary, arise out of and are referenced in the executed Subscription Agreement,
subject to the terms, conditions, acknowledgments, representations, and warranties
stated therein and in the PPM, Supplements One and Two to the PPM, and the Note,
which reference the Guaranty's applicability to the Noteholders' investments.
107.

The Guaranty unconditionally guarantees the payment of the original

principal amount of the Notes as provided therein. "Guarantor hereby waives notice of
acceptance of this Guaranty and all other notices in connection herewith or in
connection with the liabilities, obligations and duties guaranteed hereby, including
notices to them of default by the Company under the Notes." "The Guarantor's net
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worth will at all times during the term of the Guaranty be maintained at $54, 000.000
subject to increase in pro rata up to $78,000,000 if the Company increases the offering
of the Notes."
108.

Since the Company failed to timely pay redeemable principal to Cross-

Complainant, the entire unpaid principal balance of $50,000 is due and owing under the
Remedies section of the Note. The Guarantor is currently liable for this indebtedness.
109.

Guarantor also breached the Guaranty by its failure to maintain a net

worth of $54,000,000 as seen in the Guarantor's 12/31109
12/31/09 Balance Sheet, which was
disclosed in the Third Supplement to the PPM.
110.

Since Cross-Complainant did not timely receive a copy of the Third

Supplement to the PPM until December 1, 2011, Cross-Complainant was unable to
identify his claim and seek relief for this breach earlier.
PRAYER FOR RELIEF

Wherefore, Cross-Complainant prays as follows:
FIRST CLAIM
1)

For a preliminary and/or permanent injunction, pursuant to IC
Ie. §48-608
(1), enjoining Cross-Defendants and its agents, servants, employees and

anyone acting on their behalf from committing further violations of the
ICPA as described in this complaint in Idaho and throughout the United
States;
2)

That Cross-Complainant's $50,000 investment in the Clearwater 2008
Note Program be voided;

3)

Principal purchase money paid in the amount of$50,000;
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4)

Accrued by unpaid interest to date at the annual rate up to 12%;

5)

Late charges equal to 5% of each unpaid monthly interest payment;

6)

Late charges equal to 5% of the principal redemption payment amount of
$5,000;

7)

Arbitration costs in an amount to be determined at time of trial;

8)

Statutory damages, pursuant to 1 C. §48-608 (l),
(1), of $1,000 for each
ICPA violation;
ICPA

9)

Punitive damages, pursuant to 1 C. §48-608 (l),
(1), in an amount to be
determined at time of trial;

10)

Attorney fees, if any, pursuant to I.C. §48-608 (5) and allowable costs;

and
11)

Such other and further relief as the court deems just and proper.
SECOND CLAIM

1)

Principal purchase money paid in the amount of $50,000;

2)

Accrued by unpaid interest to date at the annual rate up to 12%;

3)

Late charges equal to 5% of each unpaid monthly interest payment;

4)

Late charges equal to 5% of the principal redemption payment amount of
$5,000;

5)

Allowable costs; and

6)

Such other and further relief as the court deems just and proper.

Dated: June 25, 2012
,
MARKBOL
Cross-Complainant
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08Note-A238

CONFIDENTIAL PRIVATE PLACEMENT MEMORANDUM
CLEARWATER 2008 NOTE PROGRAM, LLC
$20,000,000 9.0% Notes
(Subject to increase to $40,000,000)
Minimum Investment: $50,000
Minimum Offering Amount: $1,000,000
Maximum Offering Amount: $20,000,000 (Subject to increase to $40,000,000)
Clearwater 2008 Note Program, LLC, an Idaho limited liability company, was organized to offer up to $20,000,000 in
'aggregate principal amount of9.0% Notes due December 31,2015, subject to increase to $40,000,000 at the sole discretion of the
Company. The Company will use the proceeds from the offering of the Notes to provide secured financing for real estate
acquisition and development projects undertaken by Clearwater REI, LLC, an Idaho limited liability company, its Affiliates and
other borrowers who satisfy the lending criteria established by the Company. Such projects may include, without limitation,
acquisition, entitlement, and development of and construction on undeveloped real property and purchase or refinance of existing
real estate assets. See "Business Plan." All loans made by the Company will be collateralized by a first position mortgage or deed
of trust, as the case may be. The Company expects that most, if not all, loans will be made to its Affiliates for projects located in
Idaho, Nevada, Arizona and California, although the Company reserves the right, at its sole discretion, to make loans in other
areas. Each collateralized loan made by the Company will be described in a supplement to this Memorandum.
The Notes will be obligations of the Company the principal of which will be guaranteed by RE Capital Inve~tments, LLC.
See "Description of Notes", "Clearwater REI, LLC" and the Guaranty attached hereto as Exhibit D. All Notes issued pursuant to
this Memorandum will mature on December 31, 2015. Notes will be issued and will begin accruing interest on the first day
immediately following the day on which the investment proceeds therefrom are received by the Company. Noteholders may elect,
from time to time, to (a) receive monthly distributions of simple interest at the annual rate of 9.0%, or (b) re-invest accrued interest
at a compounded annual interest rate of 9.0% (such
(such reinvested interest will be added to and considered principal from and afterreafter reinvestment). See "Description of the Notes - Interest Reinvestment Plan." Beginning December 31, 2011, the Company, at is sole
discretion, may call all or any portion of the Notes, at any time, for 100% of the original principal amount of such Notes, plus
N oteholders, without penalty. Beginning December 31, 2010
accrued but unpaid interest, upon 90 days written notice to the Noteholders,
20 I0 and
once annually thereafter, Notes representing up to 10% of the original principal amount may be called by the Noteholders upon not
less than 90 days written notice to the Company. See "Description of the Notes." Capitalized terms not otherwise defined herein
have the meanings given to them in the Glossary.
The Notes are being issued with a minimum investment of $50,000 and in additional denominations of $1,000; however,
smaller purchases are available at the sole discretion of the Company.

Minimum Investment(3)
Maximum Offering Amount(4)
(I)

(2)

(3)
(4)

Price to
Investors
$50,000
$20,000,000

Selling Commissions
and Expenses{l)
$ 4,650
$1,860,000

Proceeds to
the Company(2)
$45,350
$18,140,000

Notes will be offered and sold on a "best efforts" basis by broker-dealers who are members of FINRA. The members of the Selling Group will receive selling
seIling
commissions of up to 7.0% of the Gross Proceeds. The amount of Selling Commissions may be reduced, however, if a lower commission rate is negotiated
with a member of the Selling Group. The Managing Broker-Dealer will receive up to 2.3% of the Gross Proceeds as compensation and reimbursement for
due diligence and marketing expenses up to 1.0% of which may be re-allowed to members of the Selling Group for marketing and due diligence expenses.
expenses,
The aggregate amount of Selling Commissions and Expense Reimbursements paid to members of the Selling Group will not exceed 9.3% of the Gross
Proceeds. See "Use of Proceeds" Affiliates of the Company may receive Selling Commissions in connection with the sale of Notes. See "Conflicts of
Selling Commissions from subscribers
Interest." The Company, in its discretion, may accept purchases of Notes net of all or an agreed portion of the SeIling
purchasing through a registered investment advisor, from subscribers for Notes who are affiliates of the Company or a member of the Selling Group.
Amounts shown are proceeds after deducting selling commissions and allowance, but before deducting organizational and offering expenses and other
expenses incurred in connection with the Offering and the Company's operations.
The minimum purchase is $50,000 principal amoUnt
amount ofNotes.
of Notes. The Company has the right, at its sole discretion, to waive the minimum purchase requirement.
Subject to increase to $40,000,000 at the sole discretion of the Company. If the offering is increased to $40,000,000 the Selling Commission and Expenses in
the table will be $3,720,000 and Proceeds to the Company will be $36,280,000.
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CONFIDENTIAL PRIVATE PLACEMENT MEMORANDUM
CLEARWATER 2008 NOTE PROGRAM, LLC
$20,000,000 9.0% Notes
(Subject to increase to $40,000,000)
Minimum Investment: $50,000
Minimum Offering Amount: $1,000,000
Maximum Offering Amount: $20,000,000 (Subject to increase to $40,000,000)
ClealWater
Cleatwater 2008 Note Program, LLC, an Idaho limited liability company, was organized to offer up to $20,000,000 in
aggregate principal amount of9.0% Notes due December 31, 2015, subject to increase to $40,000,000 at the sole discretion of the
wiII use the proceeds from the offering of the Notes to provide secured financing for real estate acquisition
Company. The Company will
and development projects undertaken by ClealWater
Cleatwater REI, LLC, an Idaho limited liability company, its Affiliates and other borrowers
who satisfy the lending criteria established by the Company. Such projects may include, without limitation, acquisition, entitlement,
and development of and construction on undeveloped real property and purchase or refinance of existing real estate assets. See
wiII be collateralized by a first position mortgage or deed of trust, as the case may
"Business Plan." All loans made by the Company will
be. The Company expects that most, ifnot all, loans will
wiII be made to its Affiliates for projects located in Idaho, Nevada, Arizona and
California, although the Company reserves the right, at its sole discretion, to make loans in other areas. Each collateralized loan made
wiII be described in a supplement to this Memorandum.
by the Company will
The Notes will be obligations of the Company the principal of which will be guaranteed by RE Capital Investments, LLC.
of Notes", "Cleatwater
"ClealWater REI, LLC" and the Guaranty attached hereto as Exhibit D. All Notes issued pursuant to this
See "Description ofNotes",
wiII mature on December 31, 2015. Notes will be issued and will begin accruing interest on the first day immediately
Memorandum will
following the day on which the investment proceeds therefrom are received by the Company. Noteholders may elect, from time to
time, to (a) receive monthly distributions of simple interest at the annual rate of9.0%, or (b) re-invest accrued interest at a
compounded annual interest rate of9.0% (such reinvested interest will be added to and considered principal from and after reinvestment). See "Description of the Notes - Interest Reinvestment Plan." Beginning December 31, 2011, the Company, at is sole
discretion, may call all or any portion of the Notes, at any time, for 100% of the original principal amount of such Notes, plus accrued
but unpaid interest, upon 90 days written notice to the Noteholders, without penalty. Beginning December 31, 2010 and once annually
thereafter, Notes representing up to 10% of the original principal amount may be called by the Noteholders upon not less than 90 days
written notice to the Company. See "Description of the Notes." Capitalized terms not othelWise
othetwise defined herein have the meanings
given to them in the Glossary.
of$I,OOO; however,
The Notes are being issued with a minimum investment of$50,000 and in additional denominations of$l,OOO;
smaller purchases are available at the sole discretion ofthe Company.

Minimum Investment(3)
Maximum Offering Amount(4)

Price to
Investors
$50,000
$20,000,000

Selling Commissions
and Expenses(l)
$ 4,650
$1,860,000

Proceeds to
the Company<2)
$45,350
$18,140,000

(I)

Notes will be offered and sold on a "best efforts" basis by broker-dealers who are members of FINRA. The members of the Selling Group will receive selling
commissions of up to 7.0% of the Gross Proceeds. The amount of Selling Commissions may be reduced, however, if a lower commission rate is negotiated with a
member of the Selling Group. The Managing Broker-Dealer will receive up to 2.3% of the Gross Proceeds as compensation and reimbursement for due diligence
and marketing expenses up to 1.0% of which may be re-allowed to members of the Selling Group for marketing and due diligence expenses. The aggregate
amount of Selling Commissions and Expense Reimbursements paid to members of the Selling Group will not exceed 9.3% of the Gross Proceeds. See "Use of
Proceeds" Affiliates of the Company may receive Selling Commissions in connection with the sale of Notes. See "Conflicts of Interest." The Company, in its
discretion, may accept purchases of Notes net of all or an agreed portion of the Selling Commissions from subscribers purchasing through a registered investment
advisor, from subscribers for Notes who are affiliates ofthe Company or a member of the Selling Group.
(2) Amounts shown are proceeds after deducting selling commissions and allowance, but before deducting organizational and offering expenses and other expenses
incurred in connection with the Offering and the Company's operations.
(3) The minimum purchase is $50,000 principal amount of Notes. The Company has the right, at its sole discretion, to waive the minimum purchase requirement.
of the Company. If the offering is increased to $40,000,000 the Selling Commission and Expenses in the
(4) Subject to increase to $40,000,000 at the sole discretion ofthe
table will be $3,720,000 and Proceeds to the Company will be $36,280,000.
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An investment in Notes is hig ___" ~peculative and involves substantial risks.
for a complete discussion of the risks, including, but not limited to, the following:
•
•
•
•
•

Risk Factors" beginning on page 9

there is no certainty as to an investment in Notes being profitable;
underlying risks inherent to the individual real estate projects for which the proceeds are used, including the risks
associated with residential and commercial development;
risks of national, regional, and local economic downturn;
the Notes are not a diversified investment; and
there are various conflicts of interest among the Company, the Manager and their Affiliates.

ThemailingaddressoftheCompanyisc/oClearwaterREI,LLC, 1300 E.
E-StateStreet,
State Street, Suite 103, Eagle, Idaho 83616,
Attention: Don Steeves. The telephone number ofthe Company is (208) 639-4488.
The Notes offered hereby have not been registered under the Securities Act or the securities laws of certain states and are
being offered and sold in reliance on exemptions from the registration requirements of the Securities Act and such laws. The Notes
mfty not be transferred or resold except as permitted under the Securities
are subject to restrictions on transferability and resale and mflY
Act and such laws pursuant to registration or exemption therefrom. In making an investment decision, investors must rely on their
own examination of the person or entity creating the securities and the terms of the offering, including the merits and risks involved.
of the
The Securities Act and the securities laws of certain jurisdictions grant purchasers of securities sold in violation ofthe
registration or qualification provisions of such laws the right to rescind their purchase of such securities and to receive back the
consideration paid. The Company believes that the Offering ofNotes
of Notes described in this Memorandum is not required to be registered
or qualified. Many of these laws granting the right of rescission also provide that suits for such violations must be brought within a
offacts constituting such violation and three years from the violation. Should any
specified time, usually one year from discovery offacts
investor institute such an action on the theory that the Offering conducted as described herein was required to be registered or
qualified, the Company contends that the contents of this Memorandum constituted notice of the facts constituting such violation.

No person has been authorized to give any information or make any representations other than those contained in this
Memorandum, and, if given or made, such information or representations must not be relied upon as having been given by the
offerors. This Memorandum does not constitute an offer or solicitation by anyone in any jurisdiction in which such an offer or
solicitation is not authorized, or in which the person making such an offer is not qualified to do so, or to any person to whom it is
unlawful to make an offer or solicitation.

Neither the information contained herein, nor any prior, contemporaneous or subsequent communication should be construed
by the prospective investor as legal or tax advice. Each prospective investor should consult his own legal, tax and financial advisors to
ascertain the merits and risks of the transactions described herein prior to purchasing the Notes.

FOR FLORIDA RESIDENTS
The securities referred to in this Memorandum have not been registered under the Florida Securities Act. If sales are made to
five (5) or more investors in Florida, any Florida investor may, at his option, void any purchase hereunder within a period of three (3)
days after he (a) first tenders or pays to the Company, an agent ofthe Company, or an escrow agent the consideration required
hereunder or (b) delivers his executed Subscription Documents, whichever occurs later. To accomplish this, it is sufficient for a
Florida investor to send a letter or telegram to the Company within such three (3) day period, stating that he is voiding and rescinding
the purchase. If any investor sends a letter, it is prudent to do so by certified mail, return receipt requested, to ensure that the letter is
received and to evidence the time of mailing.

FOR NEW HAMPSHIRE RESIDENTS
Neither the fact that a registration statement or an application for a license has been filed under Chapter 421-B of the New
Hampshire Revised Statutes with the State ofNew
of New Hampshire nor the fact that a security is effectively registered or a person is
licensed in the State ofNew
of New Hampshire constitutes a finding by the Secretary of State that any document filed under RSA-421-B is
true, complete and riot misleading. Neither any such fact nor the fact that an exemption or exception is available for a security or a
transaction means that the Secretary of State has passed in any way upon the merits or qualifications of, or recommended or given
approval to, any person, security or transaction. It is unlawful to make, or cause to be made, to any prospective purchaser, customer,
or client any representation inconsistent with the provisions ofthis paragraph.
ii
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WHO MAY INVEST
of Notes is being made in reliance on an exemption from the registration requirements of
The offer and sale ofNotes
the Securities Act. Accordingly, distribution of the Memorandum is strictly limited to persons who meet the
requirements and make the representations set forth below. The Company reserves the right to declare any
prospective Noteholder ineligible to purchase Notes based upon any information which may become known or
available to the Company concerning the suitability of such prospective Investor, for any other reason or for no
reason, in the Company's sole discretion.
The Notes are highly speculative, involve a very high risk, and are suitable only for persons of substantial
financial means who have no need for liquidity in this investment. Notes will be sold only to prospective Noteholders
who:
(1)

purchase a minimum of$50,000 in Notes unless the Company, at its sole discretion, waives the
minimum purchase requirement;

(2)

represent in writing that they are"Accredited
are" Accredited Investors" (as defined by Rule 501 of Regulation D
under the Securities Act); and

(3)

satisfy the investor suitability requirements established by the Company and as may be required
under federal or state law.

Each prospective Noteholder must represent in writing that he meets, among others, ALL of the following
requirements:
(a)

He has received, read and fully understands this Memorandum, he is basing his decision to invest on
this Memorandum, he has relied on the information contained in this Memorandum, and he has not
relied upon any representations made by any other person;

(b)

He understands that an investment in the Notes involves substantial risks and he is fully cognizant
of, and understands, all ofthe risk factors relating to an investment in the Notes, including, without
limitation, those risks set forth in the section of this Memorandum entitled "Risk Factors";

(c)

His overall commitment to investments that are not readily marketable is not disproportionate to his
individual net worth, and his investment in the Notes will not cause such overall commitment to
become excessive;

(d)

He has adequate means of providing for his financial requirements, both current and anticipated, and
has no need for liquidity in this investment;

(e)

He can bear, and is willing to accept, the economic risk oflosing his entire investment in the Notes;

(t)
(f)

He is acquiring the Notes for his own account and for investment purposes only and has no present
intention, agreement or arrangement for the distribution, transfer, assignment, resale or subdivision
of the Notes; and

(g)

He is an Accredited Investor as defined in Rule 501 of Regulation D under the Securities Act.

In addition to certain institutional investors, a prospective Noteholder who meets one of the following tests
will qualify as an "Accredited Investor:"
(1)

the prospective Noteholder is a natural person who had individual income in excess of$200,000 in
each of the two most recent years, or joint income with that person's spouse in excess of$300,000
in each of these years, and has a reasonable expectation of reaching the same income level in the
current year;

(2)

the prospective Noteholder is a natural person whose individual net worth, or joint net worth with
that person's spouse, exceeds $1,000,000 at the time of his investment in the Notes;
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(3)

the prospective Noteholder is an organization described under Section 501 (c)(3) of the Code, a
corporation, Massachusetts or similar business trust, or a partnership not formed for the specific
purpose of acquiring the Notes, with total assets in excess of$5,000,000;

(4)

the prospective Noteholder is an entity (including an IRA) in which all of the equity owners are
Accredited Investors as defined in subparagraphs (1) and (2) above;

(5)

of$5,000,000, not formed for the
the prospective Noteholder is a trust with total assets in excess of$5,OOO,000,
specific purpose of acquiring the Notes, the purchase of which is directed by a "sophisticated
person" as defined in Rule 506(b)(2)(ii) of Regulation D under the Securities Act; or

(6)

the prospective Noteholder is an employee benefit plan within the meaning of ERISA in which the
investment decision is made by a plan fiduciary (as defined in Section 3(21) of ERISA) which is
either a bank, savings and loan association, insurance company, or registered investment adviser; or
the employee benefit plan has total assets in excess of$5,000,000;
of$5,OOO,OOO; or it is a self-directed plan in
which investment decisions are made solely by persons who are Accredited Investors.

''Net worth" is defmed as the difference between total assets and total liabilities, including home, home
furnishings and personal automobiles. In the case of fiduciary accounts, the net worth and/or income suitability
requirements must be satisfied by the beneficiary of the account, or by the fiduciary, if the fiduciary directly or
)ndirectly provides funds for the purchase of the Notes.
Representations with respect to the foregoing and certain other matters will be made by each prospective
Noteholder in the Subscription Agreement. The Company will rely on the accuracy of such representations and may
require additional evidence that the prospective Noteholder satisfies the applicable standards at any time prior to
acceptance. Prospective Noteholders are not obligated to supply any information so requested by the Company, but
the Company may reject a Subscription Agreement from any prospective Noteholder who fails to supply any
unwiIling to make the foregoing representations
information so requested. Prospective Noteholders who are unable or unwilling
may not purchase Notes.
The investor suitability requirements stated above represent minimum suitability requirements established by
the Company for prospective Noteholders. However, satisfaction ofthese requirements will not necessarily mean that
Notes are a suitable investment for the prospective Noteholder, or that the Company will accept the prospective
Noteholder's Subscription Agreement. Furthermore, the Company, as appropriate, may modify such requirements at
its sole discretion, and such modifications may raise the suitability requirements for prospective Noteholders.
No person has been authorized by the Company to make any representations or furnish any information with
respect to the Company or the Notes other than as set forth in this Memorandum or other documents or information
furnished by the Company upon request as described herein. This Memorandum contains summaries of certain other
documents, which summaries are believed to be accurate, but reference is hereby made to the full text ofthe actual
documents for complete information concerning the rights and obligations ofthe parties thereto. Such information
necessarily incorporates significant assumptions, as well as factual matters. All documents relating to this Offering
and related documents and agreements, if readily available to the Company, will be made available to a prospective
Noteholder or representatives upon request to the Company. During the course ofthis Offering and prior to sale, each
prospective Noteholder is invited to ask questions of and obtain additional information from the Company concerning
the terms and conditions of this Offering, the Company, the Notes and any other relevant matters, including, but not
limited to, additional information necessary or desirable to verify the accuracy of the information set forth in this
Memorandum. The Company will provide the information to the extent it possesses such information or can obtain it
without unreasonable effort or expense.
This Memorandum constitutes an offer only to the offeree whose name appears in the appropriate space on
the cover page. Furthermore, this Memorandum does not constitute an offer or solicitation to anyone in any
jurisdiction in which such an offer or solicitation is not authorized. This Memorandum has been prepared solely for
the benefit of persons interested in the proposed private placement of the Notes offered hereby. Any reproduction or
distribution
distribution of this Memorandum, in whole or in part, or the disclosure of any of its contents without the prior written
consent of the Company is expressly prohibited. The recipient, by accepting delivery of this Memorandum, agrees to
return this Memorandum and all documents furnished herewith to the Company or its representatives immediately
upon request if the recipient does not purchase any Notes, or if this Offering is withdrawn or terminated.
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The Notes are not suitable investments for a qualified plan, an IRA or other tax exempt entity. Therefore,
this Memorandum does not discuss risks that may be associated with an investment in the Notes by a qualified plan,
an IRA or other tax exempt entity.
If you do not meet the requirements described above, do not read further and immediately return this
Memorandum to the Company. In the event you do not meet such requirements, this Memorandum does not
constitute an offer to sell Notes to you.

Restrictions Imposed by the USA PATRIOT Act and Related Acts

The Notes may not be offered, sold, transferred or delivered, directly or indirectly, to any "Unacceptable
Investor." "Unacceptable Investor" means any person who is a:
•

Person or entity who is a "designated national," "specially designated national," "specially designated
terrorist," "specially designated global terrorist," "foreign terrorist organization," or "blocked person" within
the definitions set forth in the Foreign Assets Control Regulations of the U.S. Treasury Department;

•

Person acting on behalf of, or any entity owned or controlled by, any government against whom the U.S.
u.S.
maintains economic sanctions or embargoes under the Regulations ofthe U.S. Treasury Departmentincluding, but not limited to the "Government of Sudan," the "Government ofIran," the "Government of
Libya," and the "Government of Syria";

•

Person or entity who is within the scope of Executive Order 13224-Blocking Property and Prohibiting
Transactions with Persons who Commit, Threaten to Commit, or Support Terrorism, effective September 24,
2001; or

•

Person or entity subject to additional restrictions imposed by the following statutes or regulations and
executive orders issued thereunder: the Trading with the Enemy Act, the Iraq Sanctions Act, the National
Emergencies Act, the Antiterrorism and Effective Death Penalty Act of 1996, the International Emergency
Economic Powers Act, the United Nations Participation Act, the International Security and Development
Cooperation Act, the Nuclear Proliferation Prevent Act of 1994, the Foreign Narcotics Kingpin Designation
Act, the Iran and Libya Sanctions Act of 1996, the Cuban Democracy Act, the Cuban Liberty and
Democratic Solidarity Act and the Foreign Operation, Export Financing and Related Programs
Appropriations Act or any other law of similar import as to any non-U.S. Country, as each such act or law
has been or may be amended, adjusted, modified or reviewed from time to time.
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HOW TO SUBSCRIBE
If, after carefully reading the entire Memorandum, obtaining any other information available and being fully
satisfied with the results of pre-investment due diligence activities, a prospective Noteholder would like to purchase
Notes, a prospective Noteholder should complete and sign the attached Subscription Agreement. The full purchase
price for the Notes must be paid by check upon submission of the Subscription Agreement for the Notes. The
minimum purchase amount is $50,000, although the Company may lower the minimum purchase requirement at its
sole discretion.
Instructions for subscribing for the Notes are in the Subscription Agreement. Pending receipt and acceptance
of subscriptions for the Minimum Offering Amount, all subscription payments received for Notes will be deposited in
the escrow account at Home Federal Bank no later than the next business day after receipt by the Company. If the
Minimum Offering Amount has not been received and accepted by December 331,
I, 2008 (which may be extended to
June 30, 2009 in the Company's sole discretion), none of the Notes will be sold and the amount each prospective
Noteholder paid will be promptly returned to in full.
Subscription Agreements and all attachments should be mailed or delivered to the Company at:
Clearwater 2008 Note Program, LLC
1300 E. State Street, Suite 103
Eagle, ID 83616
Attn: Don Steeves
All funds should be mailed, delivered or wired to:
Clearwater 2008 Note Program, LLC
1300 E. State Street, Suite 103
Eagle,ID 83616
Attn: Don Steeves
Wire Instructions:
Account Number: 1001001602349
Routing/ABA Number: 324170140
Account Name: Clearwater 2008 Note Program, LLC
Upon receipt of the signed Subscription Agreement, verification of the prospective Noteholder's investment
qualifications, and acceptance ofthe prospective Noteholder's subscription by the Company (in the Company's sole
discretion), the Company will notifY each prospective Noteholder of receipt and acceptance of the subscription. In the
event the Company does not accept a prospective Noteholder's subscription for the Notes for any reason, the
Company will promptly direct Home Federal Bank to return or cause to be returned the escrowed funds to such
subscriber.
An escrow account at Home Federal Bank will be established to hold the proceeds ofthis Offering. Home
Federal Bank has not recommended nor provided any advice in connection with the purchase of the Notes. Upon
written instruction by the Company and upon obtaining the Minimum Offering Amount, the funds in the escrow
account will be released to the operating account of the Company. For purposes of calculating whether the Minimum
Offering Amount has been reached, Notes sold at a discount will be considered sold at the full purchase price of
$50,000.
Acceptance of Subscriptions

The Company may, at its sole discretion, accept or reject any Subscription Agreement, in whole or in part,
for a period of30 days after receipt of the Subscription Agreement. Any Subscription Agreement not accepted within
30 days of receipt shall be deemed rejected. The Company may terminate this Offering at any time, for any reason or
no reason, at its sole discretion.
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OFFERING SUMMARY

The following summary provides certain limited information about the Company, the Notes and this
Offering. It should be read in conjunction with, and is qualified in its entirety by, the detailed information appearing
elsewhere.in this Memorandum. You are required to read this entire Memorandum and whatever additional
information you request before making an investment in the Notes.
The Offering

Securities Offered:

The securities being offered hereby are debt investments issued by the
Company. The Company is offering $20,000,000 aggregate principal
amount of9.0% Notes due December 31, 2015, subject to increase to
$40,000,000 the sole discretion of the Company. The Notes will be
obligations of the Company the principal of which will be guaranteed by
RE Capital Investments, LLC. See "Description of the Notes."

Use of Proceeds:

The Company will use the proceeds from the offering of the Notes to
provide secured financing for real estate acquisition and development
projects undertaken by Clearwater REI, LLC, an Idaho limited liability
company, its Affiliates and other borrowers who satisfy the lending
criteria established by the Company. Such projects may include, without
limitation, acquisition, entitlement, and development of and construction
on undeveloped real property and purchase or refinance of existing real
estate assets. See "Estimated Use of Proceeds" and "Business Plan."

Guaranty:

The repayment of the principal amount of the Notes (which principal
includes re-invested interest) will be guaranteed by RE Capital
Investments, LLC. See the Guaranty attached hereto as Exhibit D,
"Description of the Notes."

Investor Suitability Requirements:

This Offering is strictly limited to Accredited Investors (as defined under
Rule 50 I of Regulation D under the Securities Act) who meet certain
minimum financial and other requirements. Purchasers residing in
certain states may need to meet additional standards. The Company at its
sole and absolute discretion reserves the right to approve or disapprove
each prospective Noteholder. See "Who May Invest."

Minimum Purchase:

The Notes are being issued with a minimum investment of$50,000 and
in additional denominations of$I,OOO; however, smaller investments
may be available at the sole discretion ofthe Company. See "Plan of
Distribution."

Minimum Offering Amount:

The Minimum Offering Amount of the Notes is $1,000,000. If the
Minimum Offering Amount has not been raised by December 31, 2008
(which may be extended to June 30, 2009 at the sole discretion ofthe
Company), none of the Notes will be sold and the amount you paid will
be promptly returned to you in full. See "Plan of Distribution - The
Offering."

Offering Termination Date:

The Company will offer Notes until the earlier of the date on which the
Maximum Offering Amount has been raised or December 31, 2008,
which may be extended to June 30, 2009 at the sole discretion of the
Company.

Risks:

An investment in Notes is highly speculative and involves substantial
risks. See "Risk Factors" beginning on page 9 for a complete discussion
of the risks, including, but not limited to, the following:
• there is no certainty as to an investment in Notes being profitable;
• underlying risks inherent to the individual real estate projects for
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which the proceeds are used, including the risks associated with
residential and commercial development;
risks of national, regional, and local economic downturn;
the Notes are not a diversified investment; and
there are various conflicts of interest among the Company, the
Manager and their Affiliates.

•
•
•

The Company
Organization:

The Company is a newly-formed Idaho limited liability company. The
Company will use the proceeds from the sale ofthe Notes to provide
secured financing for various real estate acquisition and development
projects. See "Business Plan" and "Management of the Company."

Manager:

Clearwater REI, LLC, an Idaho limited liability company, will act as the
Manager. The Manager's address is 1300 E. State Street, Suite 103,
Eagle, Idaho 83616, and its telephone number is (208) 639-4488. See
"The Manager."

Interest Reinvestment Program:

Noteholders may choose one of two options for the interest earned on
their Notes:
•

•

Interest Payment: Noteholders may elect to receive monthly
interest payments in an amount equal to 9.0% simple interest on
AII distributions will paid in arrears
their principal investment. All
on the fifteenth day of each month, beginning with the month
foIIowing the month in which the Notes are issued.
following
Interest Reinvestment Program (IRP): By giving written notice
to the Company of their desire to do so not later than November
30, Noteholders may elect to have their interest reinvested and
compounded monthly beginning on the first day of the year
foIIowing the date on which such notice was
immediately following
received by the Company. Reinvested interest will be
compounded at the annual rate of9.0%. Interest that is
reinvested will be added to and considered part of the principal
amount of the Note at the end of each calendar month.

Interest Payments:

The Company intends to: (a) pay simple or compound interest at the
annual rate of9.0% which interest will accrue at the end of each month
during the term of the Notes and will be distributed or reinvested
depending on the elections of the Noteholders; and (b) by
December 31 , 2015 return the principal amount plus all
aII accrued but
unpaid interest thereon to the Noteholders. There is no assurance that
these objectives will be achieved. See "Description of the Notes."

Debt Obligations:

aII interest and return of the principal amount to Noteholders
Payment of all
is the obligation of the Company. RE Capital Investments, LLC will
guarantee repayment ofthe original principal amount of the Notes.
Interest on the Notes will accrue at the end of each month during the term
ofthe Notes and will be distributed or reinvested depending on the
elections of the Noteholders. See "Clearwater REI, LLC." and
"Description ofthe Notes."

CaIIabiIity:
CallabiIity:

Beginning December 31, 201
2011,
1, the Company, at is sole discretion, may
caII all
aII or any portion of the Notes, at any time, for 100% of the original
call
principal amount of such Notes, plus accrued but unpaid interest, upon
90 days written notice to the Noteholders, without penalty.
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Liquidity:

Beginning December 31, 2010 and once annually thereafter, Notes
representing up to 10% of the original principal amount may be called by
the Noteholders upon not less than 90 days written notice to the
Company.
Notwithstanding the foregoing, upon the death of a Noteholder, the
personal representative of such Noteholder may call the Note of such
Noteholder and will receive the principal amount of such note, plus all
accrued but unpaid principal thereon by giving written notice to the
of death of such
Company not less than 90 days following the date ofdeath
Noteholder. Interest will be payable through the date on which the
principal is received by the Noteholder's personal representative and all
principal and interest will be paid by the Company not later than 30 days
following receipt of such notice.

Reports:

Annual audited financial and operational reports and annual tax
of the Company will be provided to the Noteholders. See
information ofthe
"Reports to Noteholders."

Federal Tax Consequences:

It is anticipated that any and all federally taxable income resulting from

an investment in Notes will be taxable at ordinary income tax rates and
not at capital gains tax rates. See "Federal Income Tax Consequences."
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RISK RELATING TO FORWARD LOOKING STATEMENTS

Certain matters discussed in this Memorandum, are forward-looking statements. The Company has based
these forward-looking statements on its current expectations and projections about future events. These forwardlooking statements are subject to risks, uncertainties and assumptions about the secured financings and other
investment made by the Company, including, among other things, factors discussed under the heading "Risk Factors"
folIowing:
in this Memorandum and the following:
•
•
•
•
•
•

economic outlook;
capital expenditures;
cost reduction;
cash flow;
financing activities; and
related industry developments, including trends affecting the Company's financial condition and results
of operations.

The Company intends to identify forward-looking statements in this Memorandum by using words or phrases
such as "anticipates," "believes," "estimates," "expects," "intends," "objective," "plan," "predict," "project" and "will
be" and similar words or phrases, or the negative thereof or other variations thereof or comparable terminology. All
forward-looking statements involve known and unknown risks, uncertainties and other factors which may cause the
actual transactions, results, performance or achievements of the Company to be materially different from any future
transactions, results, performance or achievements expressed or implied by such forward-looking statements. The
cautionary statements set forth under the caption "Risk Factors" and elsewhere in this Memorandum identify
folIowing factors that could affect
important factors with respect to such forward-looking statements, including the following
such forward-looking statements:
•
•
•
•

wiII affect demand for
national and local economic and business conditions that, among other things, will
properties and the availability and terms of financing;
underlying real estate investment risks;
the availability of debt and equity capital; and
governmental approvals, actions and initiatives, including the need for compliance with environmental
and safety requirements, and changes in laws and regulations or the interpretation thereof.

Although the Company believes the expectations reflected in such forward-looking statements are based
upon reasonable assumptions, there is no assurance that the Company's expectations will be attained or that any
deviations will not be material. The Company undertakes no obligation to publicly release the result of any revisions
to these forward-looking statements that may be made to reflect any future events or circumstances.
In addition, any projections and representations, written or oral, which do not conform to the
projections contained in this Memorandum, must be disregarded, and their use is a violation of law. The
projections contained in or referenced by this Memorandum are based upon specified assumptions. If these
assumptions are incorrect, the projections also would be incorrect. No representation or warranty can be given
that the estimates, opinions or assumptions made in or referenced by this Memorandum will prove to be
accurate. Prospective Noteholders should carefully review the assumptions set forth in or referenced by this
Memorandum.
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RISK FACTORS
An investment in the Notes is highly speculative and is suitable only for persons who are able to
evaluate the risks of the investment. An investment in the Notes should be made only by persons able to bear
the risk of and to withstand the total loss of their investment. In addition to the factors set forth elsewhere in
this Memorandum and general investment risks, prospective Noteholders should consider the following risks
before making a decision to purchase the Notes.
General Risks
Risks of No Guaranteed Return. There is no assurance or guarantee that the cash flow, profits or capital of
the Company will be sufficient to pay all interest and repay principal on the Notes. Although RE Capital Investments,
LLC will guarantee the Company's obligation to repay the original principal amount of the Notes there is no
assurance that RE Capital Investments, LLC will be able to satisfy its obligations pursuant to such guaranty.
Risks Regarding the Manager. The Manager and Affiliates control other real estate development projects.
The Manager and Affiliates may, in the future, become involved in other real estate development projects and may
guarantee other equity or debt offerings to fmance current or future development projects, which may have risk
associated with those projects. If the Manager is required to support future guarantees on other debt obligations or
otherwise, the Manager may not have sufficient funds or resources to assist the Company and perform its duties as the
Manager.
New Venture. The Company is a new entity with no operating history. The Company is subject to the risks
involved with any speculative new venture. No assurance can be given that the Company will be profitable.
Risk of Company's Related Party Lending and Thin Capitalization. The Company is a newly formed
Idaho limited liability company formed to issue the Notes and provide secured financing for investments in real estate
with a focus on development projects primarily to Affiliates of the Company. Since the Company is newly formed, it
is thinly capitalized. Because ofthe thin capitalization, the Company will not have sufficient assets beyond its interest
in the secured loans it makes, if any, to make payments on the Notes.
Speculative Investment; No Control of Possible Offering Expansion. The Company's goals are highly
speculative, and there is no assurance that the Company will be able to meet any of its goals. Noteholders should be
aware that they may not earn a substantial return on their investment and may, in fact, lose their entire investment.
Reliance on Management. All decisions regarding management of the Company's affairs will be made
exclusively by the Manager and not by any of the Noteholders. Accordingly, you should not buy Notes unless you are
willing to entrust all aspects of management to the Manager or its successor(s). You should carefully evaluate the
personal experience and business performance ofthe
of the Company, Manager and its principals and the fmancial condition
ofthe Manager. See "The Manager" below. The Manager may retain independent contractors to provide various
services to the Company. The independent contractors will have no fiduciary duty to the Noteholders, and may not
perform as expected.
Absence of Note Rating. The Company has not applied and does not intend to apply to any creditworthiness
rating agency for a rating on the Notes. Therefore, any comparison made or conclusion drawn regarding the nature
and type of the Notes, as opposed to a rated debt obligation, would be at the risk of the individual prospective
Investor.
Absence of Public Market; Nonliquidity; Market Value. The Notes will not be listed on any national
securities exchange or included for quotation through an inter-dealer quotation system of a registered national
securities association. The Notes constitute new issues of securities with no established trading market. Furthermore,
it is not anticipated that there will be any regular secondary market following the completion of the offering of the .
Notes. Therefore, an investment in the Notes should be considered nonliquid. In addition, even in the unlikely event
that a secondary market for the Notes were to develop, no assurance can be given that the initial offering prices for the
Notes will continue for any period of time. The market value of the Notes might be discounted from their initial
offering prices, depending on prevailing interest rates, the market for similar securities, and other factors.
Accordingly, the Notes should be purchased for their projected returns only and not for any resale potential, which
mayor may not exist.
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Absence of Third-Party Registrar and Trustee. The Company, as the designated Registrar, will maintain
of Notes. The Company may have a conflict of interest in serving as the
the Note Register and record all transfers ofNotes.
Registrar,and the absence of a third-party Registrar may result in less protection to Noteholders than might be
provided by a third-party Registrar. There will also not be any third-party trustee for the Notes. Noteholders will rely
upon the Company, its officers, and its Affiliates to invest the Note proceeds wisely and profitably.
Conflicts of Interest. Conflicts of interest between the Company and the various roles, activities and duties
of the Manager and its Affiliates may occur from time to time. The principals ofthe Manager and its Affiliates are
employed independently of the Company and will engage in other activities, some of which may compete with the
Company. The Manager will have conflicts of interest in allocating management time, services and functions between
the Company and other current and future activities. The Manager believes that it will have sufficient staff,
consultants, independent contractors and business and property managers to perform adequately its duties. The
Noteholders will not have any interest in any future entities or business ventures formed or developed by the Manager
or any of its Affiliates. Any conflict of interest may result in the rights of the Company not being adequately
protected to the detriment of its Noteholders. None ofthe agreements or arrangements, including those relating to
compensation, between the Company, the Manager or their Affiliates, are the result of arm's-length negotiations. See
"Conflicts of Interest" below.
There are general risks of investment in the portfolio properties. The economic success of an investment
in the Notes will depend upon the results of operations ofthe properties that secure the Company's loans, which will
be subject to those risks typically associated with investments in real estate. Fluctuations in vacancy rates, rent
schedules and operating expenses can adversely affect operating results or render the sale or refinancing of a portfolio
property difficult or unattractive. No assurance can be given that certain assumptions as to the future levels of
occupancy of the properties, cost of tenant improvements or future costs of operating a portfolio property will be
accurate since such matters will depend on events and factors beyond the control of the Manager. Such factors
include continued validity and enforceability of the leases, vacancy rates for properties similar to the portfolio
properties, financial resources oftenants and rent levels near the portfolio properties, adverse changes in local
population trends, market conditions, neighborhood values, local economic and social conditions, supply and demand
for property such as the portfolio properties, competition from similar properties, interest rates and real estate tax
rates, governmental rules, regulations and fiscal policies, the enactment of unfavorable real estate, rent control,
environmental or zoning law, and hazardous material law, uninsured losses, effects of inflation, and other risks.
A general economic downturn or regional economic softness could adversely affect the economic
performance of the Company's loans. Prospective Noteholders should be aware that periods of weak economic
performance in the United States could adversely affect the properties that secure the Company's loans. In addition,
softness in a regional or state economy could materially and adversely impact the actual or projected rental rates and
operations of properties in that area and therefore the ability to sell these properties on favorable terms.
Properties securing the Company's loans may not meet projected occupancy. Ifthe tenants in the
properties securing the Company's loans do not renew or extend their leases or if tenants terminate their leases, the
operating results of the properties could be substantially and adversely affected by the loss of revenue and possible
increase in operating expenses not reimbursed by the tenants. There can be no assurance that the properties will be
substantially occupied at projected rents. The Company anticipates a minimum occupancy rate for the properties, but
there can be no assurance that the properties will maintain the minimum occupancy rate or meet the Company's
anticipated lease-up schedule. In addition, lease-up of the unoccupied space may be achievable only at rental rates
less than those anticipated by the Company.
Properties securing the Company's loans may contain toxic and hazardous materials. Federal, state and
local laws impose liability on a landowner for releases or the otherwise improper presence on the premises of
hazardous substances. This liability is without regard to fault for, or knowledge of, the presence of such substances. A
landowner may be held liable for hazardous materials brought onto the property before it acquired title and for
hazardous materials that are not discovered until after it sells the property. Similar liability may occur under
applicable state law. If any hazardous materials are found within a property in violation oflaw at any time, the owner
may be liable for all cleanup costs, fines, penalties and other costs. This potential liability will continue after the
owner sells the property and may apply to hazardous materials present within the property before the owner acquired
the property. Iflosses arise from hazardous substance contamination which cannot be recovered from a responsible
party, the financial viability of that property may be substantially affected. It is possible that the property securing a
loan made by the Company will have known or unknown environmental problems which may adversely affect the
Company.
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Properties securing the Company's loans may contain mold. Mold contamination has been linked to a
number of
ofheaIth
health problems, resulting in recent litigation by tenants seeking various remedies, including damages and
ability to terminate their leases. Originally occurring in residential property, mold claims have recently begun to
appear in commercial properties as well. Several insurance companies have reported a substantial increase in moldrelated claims, causing a growing concern that real estate owners might be subject to increasing lawsuits regarding
mold contamination. No assurance can be given that a mold condition wil\
wiII not exist at one or more ofthe properties
securing the Company's loans, with the risk of substantial damages, legal fees and possibly loss oftenants. It is
unclear whether such mold claims would be covered by the customary insurance policies to be obtained for the
owners of the properties.
The owners of the properties securing the Company's loans will receive limited representations and
warranties from the seller. The properties will generally be acquired with limited representations and warranties
from the sellers regarding the condition of the property, the status of leases, the presence of hazardous substances, the
status of governmental approvals and entitlements and other significant matters affecting the use, ownership and
enjoyment of the property. As a result, if defects in the property or other matters adversely affecting the property are
discovered, the owner may not be able to pursue a claim for damages against the seller ofthe property. The extent of
damages that the owner may incur as a result of such matters cannot be predicted, but potentially could result in a
significant adverse affect on the owner's ability to pay the Company and the value of the collateral.
Private Offering and Liquidity Risks
Maximum Proceeds May Not Be Raised. The Company is seeking gross proceeds from this Offering of a
minimum of $1 ,000,000 and up to a maximum of $20,000,000, subject to increase to $40,000,000 at the sole
discretion of the Company. There can be no assurances that the Maximum Offering Amount will be raised. The
Company may terminate the Offering at any time at its sole discretion.
Determination of Note Price. The purchase price of the Notes has been arbitrarily determined and is not the
result of arm's-length negotiations. The price of the Notes was determined primarily by the capital needs of the
Company and bears no relationship to any established criteria of value such as book value or earnings per share ofthe
Company, or any combination thereof. Further, the price of the Notes is not based on past earnings of the Company.
No valuation or appraisal of the Company's potential business has been prepared.
Limited Transferability of Notes. To buy Notes prospective Noteholders must represent that they are
acquiring the Notes for investment and not with a view to distribution or resale, that potential Noteholders understand
the Notes are not freely transferable and, in any event, that they must bear the economic risk of investment in the
Notes for an indefmite period of time because the Notes have not been registered under the Securities Act or
applicable state "Blue Sky" or securities laws; and the Notes cannot be sold unless they are subsequently registered or
an exemption from such registration is available and unless you comply with the other applicable provisions ofthe
Note, this Memorandum and any subscription documents. There is no public or other trading market for the Notes,
and it is highly unlikely that any market wil\
wiII develop. Thus, except for the limited provision for liquidity, prospective
Noteholders cannot expect to be able to liquidate their investments. Further, the sale ofthe Notes may have adverse
of Notes requires the prior written consent of the Manager. There is
federal income tax consequences. The transfer ofNotes
no guarantee that the Manager will consent to any transfer.
Unregistered Offerings. The offering ofthe Notes will not be registered with the SEC under the Securities
Act or with the securities agency of any state. The Notes are being offered in reliance on an exemption from the
registration provisions of the Securities Act and state securities laws applicable to offers and sales to investors meeting
the investor suitability requirements set forth herein. See "Who May Invest." If the Manager, the Company, or the
members of the Selling Group should fail to comply with the requirements of such exemption, Noteholders may have
the right to rescind their purchase of the Notes. This might also occur under the applicable state securities or "Blue
Sky" laws and regulations in states where the Notes will be offered without registration or qualification pursuant to a
private offering or other exemption. If a number ofNoteholders
of Noteholders were successful in seeking rescission, the Company
and the Manager would face severe financial demands that would adversely affect the Company as a whole and, thus,
the investment in the Notes by the remaining Noteholders.
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Lack of Agency Review. Since the offering of the Notes is a private offering and, as such, is not registered
under federal or state securities laws, prospective Noteholders do not have the benefit of review ofthis Memorandum
by the SEC or any state securities commission. The terms and conditions of the Offering may not comply with the
guidelines and regulations established for real estate programs that are required to be registered and qualified with
those agencies.
Purchase of Notes by the Manager and/or its Affiliates. The Manager and/or its Affiliates may, in their
sole discretion, buy Notes for any reason deemed appropriate by them. However, they will not acquire Notes prior to
the Minimum Offering Amount having been sold. Any purchase ofNotes
of Notes by the Manager or its Affiliates will be on
the same terms as other investors, except that it may be made net of commissions. Upon any such acquisition of
Notes, the Manager or its Affiliates will have the same rights as other Noteholders, including the right to vote on all
matters subject to the vote ofNoteholders.
of Noteholders. The Manager and its Affiliates will acquire any Notes for their own
accounts and not with a view towards the resale or distribution of such Notes. The Manager and its Affiliates will not
acquire Notes until the Minimum Offering Amount has been reached.
No Legal Representation of Noteholders. Each Noteholder acknowledges and agrees that Counsel
representing the Company, the Manager and their Affiliates, does not represent and shall not be deemed under the
applicable codes of professional responsibility to have represented or to be representing any or all of the Noteholders
in any respect.
Investment by Tax-Exempt Noteholders. In considering an investment in the Notes ofa portion ofthe
assets ofa trust ofa pension or profit-sharing plan qualified under Section 401(a) of the Code and exempt from tax
under Section 501(a), a fiduciary should consider if: (a) the investment satisfies the diversification requirements of
Section 404 of ERISA; (b) the investment is prudent, since the Notes are not freely transferable and there may not be a
market created in which the fiduciary can sell or otherwise dispose of the Notes; and (c) the Notes or the underlying
assets owned by the Company are "plan assets" under ERISA. See "Investment by Qualified Plans and lRAs"
IRAs" below.
Loss on Dissolution and Termination. In the event of dissolution or termination ofthe Company as
provided in the operating agreement ofthe
of the Company, the proceeds realized from the liquidation ofthe
of the Company's
assets will be distributed among the Noteholders, members and certain amounts owed to the Manager, or its Affiliates,
but only after the satisfaction of the claims of third-party creditors of the Company. The ability of a Noteholder to
recover all or any portion ofthe investment under such circumstances will, accordingly, depend on the amount of net
proceeds realized from the liquidation and the amount of claims to be satisfied therefrom. There can be no assurance
that the Company will recognize any gains or realize net proceeds on liquidation.
Limitation of Liability/Indemnification ofthe Manager. The Manager and its attorneys, agents and
ofjudgment and other acts or omissions not
employees may not be liable to the Company or the Members for errors ofjudgment
constituting gross negligence or willful malfeasance as a result of certain indemnification provisions in the operating
agreement of the Company. A successful claim for indemnification would deplete the Company's assets by the
amount paid.
Risks Relating to Conflicts of Interest
Loans to Affiliates. Most, ifnot all, of the loans to be made by the Company with the proceeds of this
Offering will be made to Affiliates of the Company and the Manager. The interests of the Noteholders and the
borrowers may differ materially with respect to the repayment of the Notes, and the Manager will be in a position to
make decisions that could potentially be adverse to the Noteholders' interests in the Notes.
Activities outside of the Company that could cause conflicts of interest. The principals ofthe Manager
and its Affiliates are employed independently ofthe Company and are engaged in activities other than this Offering.
The Company and Affiliates will have conflicts of interest in allocating time, services and functions between various
existing and future enterprises. The Manager's Affiliates may organize other business ventures that may compete
directly with the Company. Further, the Company and its Affiliates have common ownership and management
personnel which may result in material conflicts of interest to the possible detriment ofthe
of the Noteholders. See
"Conflicts of Interest."
Common ownership among the Manager and its Affiliates. The Manager and its Affiliates share common
management. This may lead to a conflict of interest between their various roles as owners or officers of the Manager
and its Affiliates. See "Conflicts ofInterest."
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The Company, the Manager and their Affiliates will receive compensation. The Company, the Manager
and their Affiliates are entitled to receive certain significant fees and other significant compensation, payments and
reimbursements from the sale of the Notes. See "Compensation ofthe Company, the Manager and their Affiliates."
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USE OF PROCEEDS
The estimated sources and uses offunds in the Offering are as follows:

Offerinl:;
Minimum Offering
Percent
Amount

Maximum Offering
Offerinl:;
Percent
Amount

Increased
Offerinl:;
Offering Amount
Amount
Percent

Gross Proceeds

$

1,000,000

100.00%

$ 20,000,000

100.00%

$ 40,000,000

100.00%

USE OF FUNDS

$

1,000,000

100.00%

$ 20,000,000

100.00%

$ 40,000,000

100.00%

SeIling
Selling Commissions{\)

$

93,000

9.30%

$

1,860,000

9.30%

$ 3,720,000

9.30%

Organization and Offering(2)

$

4,000

0.40%

$

80,000

0.40%

$

160,000

0.40%

Sponsor Compensation

$

25,500

2.55%

$

510,000

2.55%

$

1,020,000

2.55%

$

877,500

87.75%

$ 17,550,000

87.75%

$ 35,100,000

87.75%

SOURCE OF FUNDS

Offering Expenses

Net Proceeds
(I)

(2)

(I)
(1)
Notes will be offered and sold on a "best efforts" basis by broker-dealers who are members of FINRA. The members of the Selling
Group will receive selling commissions of up to 7.0% of the Gross Proceeds. The amount of Selling Commissions may be reduced, however,
if a lower commission rate is negotiated with a member of the Selling Group. The Managing Broker-Dealer will receive up to 2.3% of the
Gross Proceeds as compensation and reimbursement for due diligence and marketing expenses up to 1.0% of which may be re-allowed to
members of the Selling Group for marketing and due diligence expenses. The aggregate amount of Selling Commissions and Expense
Reimbursements paid to members of the Selling Group will not exceed 9.3% of the Gross Proceeds. See "Use of Proceeds" Affiliates of the
Company may receive Selling Commissions in connection with the sale of Notes. See "Conflicts of Interest." The Company, in its discretion,
may accept purchases of Notes net of all or an agreed portion of the Selling Commissions from subscribers purchasing through a registered
investment advisor, from subscribers for Notes who are affiliates ofthe
of the Company or a member of the Selling Group.
Organization and Offering includes, but is not limited to, expense reimbursements, legal fees, printing and sales and marketing fees.
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BUSINESS PLAN
The Company will use the proceeds from the offering ofNotes
of Notes to provide first mortgage financing for real
estate acquisition and development projects undertaken by Clearwater REI, LLC, its Affiliates and other borrowers
who satisfY the lending criteria established by the Company. Such projects may include, without limitation;
acquisition, entitlement, and development of and construction on undeveloped real property and purchase or refinance
of existing real estate assets. The Company's loans will be collateralized by a first position mortgage or first deed of
trust only. The Company expects that most, if not all, loans will be made to its Affiliates for projects located in Idaho,
Arizona, California, and Nevada although the Company reserves the right, at its sole discretion, to make loans outside
of those areas.
Real estate opportunities often do not allow time to secure bank or other financing. The Company will use
the proceeds from the offering of Notes to provide the capital required in lieu of bank or other fmancing. Following
closing, the Company intends to put permanent debt or equity in place following the acquisition or development
and/or the properties will be sold making the Company's note funds revolving.

Investment Committee
Each proposed loan will be evaluated by a five member Investment Committee. The Investment Committee
will apply the criteria detailed below in making a decision about whether to fund any proposed loan. No loan will be
made by the Company without the prior approval of the Investment Committee. See "Management of the CompanyThe Manager- Investment Committee."

Investment Criteria
In order to qualifY for loans from the Company, each borrowing entity will be required to provide a loan
request detailing their needs and additionally will be required to satisfY additional requirements. The primal)'
financial requirement is that the maximum loan to value, at the time of each loan is made, is no greater than the
following:
•
•
•

The loan to value ratio for pre-entitled land will not exceed 65%.
The loan to value ratio will not exceed 75% for entitled land.
The loan to value ratio will not exceed 80% for construction and existing commercial or residential
structures.

The loan to value ratio will be defined by an MAl appraisal. In absence of an MAl appraisal, the loan to
value ratio will be evidenced by a broker's opinion of value or by the Company's determination of value through the
utilization of industl)' acceptable valuation methods. Other requirements that must be met by each borrowing entity
will be at the discretion of the Investment Committee. The loan will be secured as a First Mortgage or First Deed of
Trust on real property.

Documentation Required
The Investment Committee will require the following documentation at a minimum:
.:.
.:.
.:.
.:.
.:.
.:.
.:.

Borrower Financial Statements
Budgets or Proforma
Projections
Operating Statements
Title & Survey
Phase I, environmental questionnaire, or soils report (Investment Committee's discretion)
Appraisal or Opinion of Value (Investment Committee's discretion)

Loan Process & Life Cycle
The following chart depicts the life cycle of loans made by the Company.
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MANAGEMENT OF THE COMPANY
General
The Manager is Clearwater REI, LLC, an Idaho limited liability company. As discussed below, the key
corporate officers ofthe
of the Manager have extensive business experience, including real estate acquisition, development,
construction, financing and management.
The principal executive offices ofthe
of the Company and the Manager are located at 1300
l300 E. State Street, Suite
103, Eagle, ID 83616. The Company's and Manager's telephone number at such address is (208) 639-4488.
Experience
Clearwater REI, LLC and its Affiliates have current and completed investment holdings in California, Idaho,
Arizona and Nevada. Projects include raw land, entitlement, improvements, construction and sale of subdivisions,
industrial, office, hotel, condo and master planned communities. The Manager and its Affiliates have completed
projects having an aggregate value of $40, 136,000
I 36,000 to date. The Manager and its Affiliates have demonstrated the
ability to complete projects in a timely and efficient manner with strong returns being provided to investors from these
projects. The Manager and its Affiliates have current projects in various stages of completion having an approximate
aggregate value of $476, 158,120. With 20 years of experience, the principals of the Company have a proven track
record of providing strong risk adjusted returns thereby creating lasting value for their investors and partners alike. In
conjunction with their priority of always keeping the investor first, their detailed approach in sourcing projects which
stand alone in quality has ensured equity preservation and unlimited growth potential.
Principal Officers
RON MEYER, Chief Development Officer
Ron Meyer brings over 25 years of successful real estate and business experience including real estate
investments, brokerage operations and mortgage lending. He has significant experience with respect to identifying
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and negotiating real estate development opportunities. Mr. Meyer exhibits extensive knowledge ofland acquisition
and land entitlement, single-family home building, commercial land development and low-income housing
development. He currently has projects in California, Nevada, Idaho and Arizona. Additionally, he has founded over
75 different business ventures with aggregate gross values in excess of$1 Billion.
CHRISTOPHER BENAK, Chief Development Officer
Chris Benak has 18 years experience in strategic business development, executive sales management, real
estate development, property acquisition/disposition, and project management. Mr. Benak currently divides his time
(I) dealing with a project's acquisition, the initial management processes, including regulatory processes
between (1)
with city, county and state agencies and (2) ensuring project quality and delivery. He interfaces regularly with project
managers, reviewing project timelines and cost analysis. Mr. Benak also secures strategic development partnerships,
manages private investor funds and utilizes access to strategic market resources and networks to pursue competitive
and cost-effective project deliverables.
DON STEEVES, National Sales Director & Broker-Dealer Relations
Don Steeves is directly responsible for interacting with legal, accounting and tax professionals in order to
bring equity and debt offerings to the broker-dealer community. Mr. Steeves has been directly involved in debt
offerings, tenant in common offerings and property acquisitions that exceeded $300 million. In these capacities, Mr.
Steeves has had substantial experience in real estate and other investments. Mr. Steeves has spent time as a consultant
in assisting in the acquisition and syndication in commercial property tenant-in-common owners and single buyers.
He has alsQ held several positions at various companies including Chief Financial Officer, Director of Marketing
Operations, Director of Tax and Investor Relations, and Controller. Mr. Steeves is a Certified Public Accountant and
a Financial Operations Principal with FINRA and holds Series 22, 28 and 63 licenses with FINRA.
BART COCHRAN, Vice President of Acquisitions & Operations
Bart Cochran maintains a very expansive book of nationwide lending relationships and he has extensive
experience in the placement, processing, and closing of commercial financing in excess of $200 million in property
acquisition and refinances. Much of this work was primarily done with secondary market lending sources, insurance
companies, and portfolio lenders. Mr. Cochran has successfully negotiated large scale affiliate relationships which
have allowed him to successfully place debt as a direct lender. This has provided Mr. Cochran with a significant
competitive edge in the market. He also has experience in tenancy in common financial structuring, sales
coordination, and one-off specialty transactions. Mr. Cochran is also a licensed real estate agent in the State ofIdaho.
CHAD HANSEN, Vice President of Finance
Chad Hansen has a successful track record in the commercial real estate industry in placing and closing
financing on various property types ranging from acquisitions to refinances. He currently maintains relationships with
numerous conduit lenders, insurance companies, portfolio lenders, investment banks and private lenders that provide
access to competitive terms. Mr. Hansen has been directly involved in tenant-in-common financial structuring and
mUltiple past offerings. Mr. Hansen has been involved in the placement and
tenant-in-common permanent debt for multiple
closing of over $200 million in commercial real estate financing with much of this directly related to the permanent
debt secured on tenant-in-common offerings.
Investment Committee

The Investment Committee will include, but not be limited to the following principals:
•
•
•
•
•

Ron Meyer, Chief Development Officer
Chris Benak, Chief Development Officer
Don Steeves, National Sales Director & Broker-Dealer Relations
Bart Cochran, Vice President of Acquisitions & Operations
Chad Hansen, Vice President of Finance.

The Investment Committee will, at its discretion, take into consideration the opinions and recommendations of the
Company's employees for further insight ifneed be. The purpose of such decision is to ensure that all lending
decisions are based on the collective knowledge and insight on such property or market.
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Guaranty
RE Capital Investments, LLC will guarantee the repayment ofthe original principal amount of the Notes.
See Exhibit C, Balance Sheet ofRE Capital Investments, LLC as of July 31, 2008 and Exhibit D, Guaranty.

CLEARWATER REI, LLC
General
Clearwater REI, LLC acquires projects ranging from raw land to institutional grade commercial real estate
across the United States. The company structures its offerings to afford accredited investors participation in
investments proven to maximize returns while managing risk. The Company is committed to providing lasting value
to its investor clients and seeks to create a partnership of trust with each investment instead of merely providing a
simple investment solution. This is evidenced by the fact that the Company stands behind its offerings and intends to
maintain a fractional interest in every investment offered thus sharing in the investment and demonstrating its absolute
confidence in each offering.
Key Management
•
•
•
•
•

RON MEYER, Chief Development Officer
CHRIS BENAK, Chief Development Officer
DON STEEVES, National Sales Director & Broker-Dealer Relations
BART COCHRAN, Vice President of Acquisitions & Operations
CHAD HANSEN, Vice President of Finance

See "Management of the Company - Principal Officers."
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COMPENSATION OF THE COMPANY, THE MANAGER AND THEIR AFFILIATES
The following is a description ofthe compensation that the Company, the Manager and their Affiliates may
receive in connection with this Offering. The compensation arrangements described below have been established by
the Manager and are not the result of arm's-length negotiations. See "Conflicts ofInterests." Unless otherwise
indicated, all Offering and acquisition related amounts assume the Maximum Offering Amount is raised and will be
reduced proportionately should a lesser amount be raised.

Form of Compensation

Description of Compensation and Entity
Receiving

Estimated Amount of Compensation

Offering and
Organization Stage:

Sponsor Compensation:

The Manager or its Affiliates will
receive a fee equal to 2.55% of the
Gross Proceeds.

Approximately $510,000 for the
Maximum Offering Amount
($1,020,000 if increased to
$40,000,000).

Organization and Offering:

The Company will receive up to 0.40%
of the Gross Proceeds.

Approximately $80,000 for the
Maximum Offering Amount
($160,000 if increased to
$40,000,000).

DESCRIPTION OF THE NOTES
The Notes are issued pursuant to and evidenced by the Note Register and will be held in "book-entry" on the
of Notes by the Company will be limited to $20,000,000 in aggregate
Note Register by the Company. The offering ofNotes
principal amount, subject to increase to $40,000,000 at the sole discretion of the Company. The Company intends to:
(a) pay simple or compound interest at the annual rate of9.0% which interest will accrue at the end of each month
during the term of the Notes and will be distributed or reinvested depending on the elections of the Noteholders; and
(b) by December 31, 2015 return the original principal amount plus all accrued but unpaid interest thereon to the
Noteholders. There is no assurance that these objectives will be achieved.
Interest Reinvestment Program
Noteholders may choose one of two options for the interest earned on their Notes:
Interest Payment: Noteholders may elect to receive monthly interest payments in an amount equal to 9.0%
simple interest on their principal investment. All distributions will paid in arrears on the fifteenth day of each month,
beginning with the month following the month in which the Notes are issued.
Interest Reinvestment Program (IRP): By giving written notice to the Company of their desire to do so not
later than November 30, Noteholders may elect to have their interest reinvested and compounded monthly beginning
on the first day ofthe year immediately following the date on which such notice was received by the Company.
Reinvested interest will be compounded at the annual rate of9.0%. Interest that is reinvested will be added to and
considered part of the principal amount of the Note at the end of each calendar month.
Liquidity; Callability
The Notes are issued with a minimum purchase of$50,000 and in additional denominations of$I,OOO;
however, smaller purchases are available at the sole discretion of the Company. Notes will be issued and will begin
accruing interest on the first day immediately following the day on which the investment proceeds therefore are
received by the Company. Beginning December 31,2011, the Company, at is sole discretion, may call all or any
portion of the Notes, at any time, for 100% ofthe original principal amount of such Notes, plus accrued but unpaid
interest, upon 90 days written notice to the Noteholders, without penalty. Beginning December 31,20
31,2010
I 0 and once
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annually thereafter, Notes representing up to 10% of the original principal amount may be called by the Noteholders
upon not less than 90 days written notice to the Company. See "Description of the Notes." Capitalized terms not
otherwise defined herein have the meanings given to them in the Glossary.
Guaranty

wiII be obligations of the Company the principal of which will
wiII be guaranteed by RE Capital
The Notes will
Investments, LLC; however, they will not be secured by collateral.
Transfer and Exchange of Notes

wiII be non-transferable except in very limited circumstances. If a transfer is permitted
Generally, the Notes will
of Notes may be effected only by the registered owner thereof, at the Company's
by the Company, the transfer ofNotes
principal executive office in Eagle, Idaho. Substantial restrictions apply to the transfer of the Notes. The Notes have
not been registered under the Securities Act, and therefore, cannot be sold or transferred unless they are subsequently
registered under the Securities Act or an exemption from such registration is available. A Noteholder may, under
certain circumstances, be permitted to transfer the Notes, but only to persons who meet certain suitability standards
and the Company may require assurances that such standards are met before agreeing to any transfer of the Notes.
Additionally, the Company may charge an administrative fee to effectuate any such transfer or exchange.
Note holder
Death of Noteholder
Upon the death of a Noteholder, the personal representative of such Noteholder may call the Note of such
Noteholder and will receive the principal amount of such note, plus all accrued but unpaid principal thereon by giving
written notice to the Company not less than 90 days following the date of death of such Noteholder. Interest will be
payable through the date of which the principal is received by the Noteholder's personal representative and all
principal and interest will be paid by the Company not later than 30 days following receipt of such notice.

CAPITALIZATION

The following table sets forth as of December 31, 2008, the expected capitalization of the Company and
capitalization as adjusted to give effect to the issuance and sale by the Company ofthe Maximum Offering Amount of
the Notes offered hereby.

As Adjusted(l)
Maximum
Long-Term Debt:
Notes
Total funded long-term debt

$20,000,000
$20000,000
$20000.000

Members' Equity:
100% Membership Interest:
Total Members' equity
(\)
(I)

As adjusted to reflect the Offering of$20,000,000, which is subject to increase to $40,000,000 at the sole discretion
of the Company.

PLAN OF DISTRIBUTION
The Offering

The Company is offering up to $20,000,000 (subject to increase to $40,000,000 at the sole discretion of the
of Notes due December 31, 2015,
20 IS, to prospective Noteholders who are
Company) aggregate principal amount ofNotes
Accredited Investors and who meet any additional requirements imposed by certain states or by the Company itself.
The Notes are issued with a minimum purchase of$50,000 and in additional denominations of$I,OOO. However, a
purchase for less than $50,000 may be accepted at the sole discretion of the Company. Persons desiring to purchase
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Notes should follow the procedure described in "How to Subscribe." Certain Noteholders, including but not limited
to, selling agents, if allowed by their broker-dealer, employees ofthe Company or Affiliates, and any other
Notehold~rs
Notehold~rs at the sole discretion of the Company may buy Notes at a discount or net of selling commissions and
expense reimbursements, reflecting, without limitation, the reduction in the broker-dealer commission payable by the
Company on their purchase. The Company, at its sole discretion, may reject any subscription in whole or in part.
Such rejection may be made for any reason. If the Minimum Offering Amount has not been reached and accepted by
December 31, 2008 (which may be extended to June 30, 2009 in the Company's sole discretion), none ofthe Notes
will be sold.
Notes will be offered and sold on a "best efforts" basis by broker-dealers who are members ofFINRA. The
members of the Selling Group will receive selling commissions of up to 7.0% ofthe Gross Proceeds. The amount of
Selling Commissions may be reduced, however, if a lower commission rate is negotiated with a member of the Selling
Group. The Managing Broker-Dealer will receive up to 2.3% of the Gross Proceeds as compensation and
reimbursement for due diligence and marketing expenses up to 1.0% of which may be re-allowed to members of the
Selling Group for marketing and due diligence expenses. The aggregate amount of Selling Commissions and Expense
Reimbursements paid to members of the Selling Group will not exceed 9.3% of the Gross Proceeds. See "Use of
Proceeds" Affiliates of the Company may receive Selling Commissions in connection with the sale of Notes. See
of Notes net of all or an agreed portion
"Conflicts of Interest." The Company, in its discretion, may accept purchases ofNotes
of the Selling Commissions from subscribers purchasing through a registered investment advisor, from subscribers for
Notes who are affiliates ofthe Company or a member of the Selling
SeIling Group.
The selling agreements to be entered into by the Company with the members of the Selling Group and RIA's
contain provisions for indemnity from the Company with respect to liabilities, including certain civil liabilities under
the Securities Act, which may arise from the use of this Memorandum in connection with the offering of the Notes. A
successful claim by members of
ofthe
the Selling Group for indemnification could result in a reduction in the Company's
assets. In the opinion of the Securities and Exchange Commission, indemnification for liabilities under the Securities
Act is against public policy and therefore unenforceable.

Suitability Requirements for Noteholders
Purchase of the Notes is suitable only for persons of adequate financial means who have no need for liquidity
with respect to this investment. There will not be any public market for the Notes and they should be considered
illiquid.
Notes will be sold only to prospective Noteholders, or fiduciaries representing them, who represent in writing
that they meet certain standards. See "Who May Invest." Prospective Noteholders residing in certain states may need
to meet additional standards.
Prospective Noteholders should be aware that the Notes have not been registered under the Securities Act
and therefore cannot be sold or transferred unless they are subsequently registered under the Securities Act or an
exemption from such registration is available; accordingly, a Noteholder must bear the economic risk of the
investment in the Notes for an indefinite time. Under certain very limited circumstances, a Noteholder may be
permitted to transfer Notes, but then only to persons who meet certain suitability standards, and the Company will
require assurances that such standards are met before agreeing to any transfer of the Notes.

Documents to be Completed by Noteholders
Each prospective Noteholder desiring to subscribe for the Notes must complete and sign the Subscription
Agreement and Investor Instructions attached to this Memorandum (or separate copy thereof) and return them to the
Company.
In the Subscription Agreement and Investor Instructions each prospective Noteholder will acknowledge,
among other things that he or she: (1) is purchasing the Notes for investment only and not with any intention of
reselling or distributing all or any portion thereof to others; (2) is able to bear the economic risk of investment in the
Notes; and (3) has provided complete and accurate information to the Company concerning their status as an
Accredited Investor and other relevant data. This Offering is intended to be a private offering exempt from the
securities registration requirements of the Securities Act, by virtue of compliance with Regulation D promulgated
under the Securities Act. Accordingly, the Notes offered hereby are not, and will not, be registered with the Securities
and Exchange Commission or with any state securities commission.
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FEDERAL INCOME TAX MATTERS
Circular 230 Notice: Nothing contained in this Memorandum is intended or written by the Company
or any of its advisors to be used, and it cannot be used, by any potential Noteholder or other person for the
purpose of avoiding penalties that may be imposed under federal income tax law. This Memorandum was
written to support the promotion or marketing of the Notes and offered by the Company and other matters addressed
in this Memorandum. Each potential Noteholder should seek advice concerning the tax aspects of and tax
considerations involved in an investment in the Notes from an independent tax adviser.
General
The following is a general discussion of certain federal income tax consequences of the purchase,
ownership and disposition of the Notes based upon the relevant provisions of the Internal Revenue Code of 1986,
as amended (the "Code"), the regulations thereunder, existing judicial decisions and published rulings. Future
legislative, judicial or administrative changes or interpretations, which mayor may not be retroactive, could affect
the federal income tax consequences to the Noteholders or The Company. The discussion below does not purport to
deal with the federal income tax consequences applicable to all categories of investors, some of which may be
subject to special rules. The discussion focuses primarily upon investors who will hold the Notes as "capital assets"
(generally, Notes held for investment) within the meaning of the Code, you are advised to consult your own tax
advisors with regard to the federal income tax consequences of acquiring, holding and disposing of the Notes, as
well as state, local and other tax consequences resulting from an investment in the Notes.
If it were determined that the Notes should be treated for federal income tax purposes as an equity
investment in the Company instead of as indebtedness, the changes in the tax consequences to Noteholders might be
significant and adverse. If the Notes were treated as equity for tax purposes, Noteholders would be taxed as owners
of the Company for tax purposes. The tax treatment of owners of a limited liability company is substantially
different than the tax treatment oflenders to a limited liability company. If the Noteholders were treated as owners,
their income might be significantly different in amount and character than the interest income on the Notes.
The following discussion is based on the assumption that the Notes will be treated in their entirety as
indebtedness and not as an equity investment in the Company.
Interest paid or accrued on the Notes will be treated as ordinary income to the Noteholders. Interest paid to
Noteholders will generally be taxable to them when received, but interest paid to Noteholders who report their income
on the accrual method will be taxable to them when accrued, if earlier, regardless of when such interest is actually
paid. The Company will report quarterly to the IRS and to the Noteholders of record interest paid or accrued on the
Notes.
Market Discount
Noteholders who acquire Notes at a discount from the aggregate principal amount of the Notes generally will
also be required to: (a) treat a portion of any gain realized on a sale, exchange, redemption or certain other
dispositions (e.g., a gift) ofthe Notes as ordinary income to the extent of the accrued market discount and defer, until
disposition of the Notes, all or a portion of the interest deductions attributable to any indebtedness incurred or
continued to purchase or carry the Notes issued with market discount in the event such interest exceeds the interest
on the Notes includable in the Noteholder's income or (b) elect to include such market discount in income as it
accrues on all market discount instruments held by such Noteholder. It should be noted that market discount will be
deemed to be zero if the amount allocable to each Note is less than one-quarter of one percent of the stated
redemption price at maturity of such Notes times the number of complete years to its maturity remaining after the
date of purchase.
Sale or Exchange of Notes
Upon a sale, exchange or redemption of a Note, the Noteholder will recognize gain or loss equal to the
difference between the amount realized on such sale, exchange or redemption and his or her adjusted basis in the
Notes. Such adjusted basis generally will equal the cost of the Notes to such Noteholder (increased by market
discount if the election described above is made) included in his or her gross income with respect to such Notes and
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reduced by any basis in the Notes previously allocated to payments on the Notes received by such Noteho[der.
Noteholder.
Similarly, a Noteho[der
Noteholder who receives a principal payment with respect to the Notes will recognize gain or loss equal to
the difference between the amount of the payment and his or her adjusted basis in the Notes or portions thereof that are
satisfied by such payment. Except as discussed above with respect to market discount, any such gain or loss will be
capital gain or loss (provided the Notes are held as a capital asset) and will be long-term or short-term depending on
whether the Notes have been held for more than one year. You should realize that the Notes are subject to
restrictions on transferability. See "Risk Factors-Restrictions on Transfer."

Backup Withholding
A Noteholder may, under certain circumstances, be subject to "backup withholding" with respect to
"reportable payments." This withholding generally applies if a Noteholder: (a) fails to furnish the Company with its
taxpayer identification number ("TIN"); (b) furnishes the Company an incorrect TIN; (c) fails to report properly
interest, dividends or other "reportable payments" as defined in the Code; or (d) under certain circumstances, fails to
provide the Company with a certified statement, signed under penalty of perjury, that the TIN provided is its correct
number and that the Noteholder is not subject to backup withholding. Backup withholding will not apply, however,
with respect to certain payments made to Noteholders, including payments to certain exempt recipients (such as
exempt organizations) and to certain foreign investors. Noteholders should consult their tax advisers as to their
qualification for exemption from backup withholding and the procedure for obtaining the exemption.

State Income Tax Consequences
You should also consider the state income tax consequences of the acquisition, ownership, and disposition of
the Notes. State income tax law may differ substantially from the corresponding federal law, and this discussion
does not purport to describe any aspect of the income tax laws of any state. Therefore, you should consult your
own tax advisors with respect to the various state tax consequences of an investment in the Notes.

INVESTMENTS BY QUALIFIED PLANS AND INDIVIDUAL RETIREMENT ACCOUNTS
In considering an investment in the Notes of any assets ofa qualified plan, a fiduciary, taking into account
the facts and circumstances of such qualified plan, should consider, among other things:
(1)

whether the investment is in accordance with the documents and instruments governing such qualified plan;

(2)

the definition of plan assets under ERISA ("Plan Assets");

(3)

whether the investment satisfies the diversification requirements of Section 404(a)(1)(C) of ERISA;

(4)

whether, under Section 404(a)(1)(B) of ERISA, the investment is prudent considering the nature of an
investment in the Notes and the fact that there is not expected to be a market created in which the fiduciary
can sell or otherwise dispose ofthe Notes;

(5)

whether the Company, the Manager or any of their Affiliates is a fiduciary or a party in interest to the
qualified plan; and

(6)

whether an investment in Notes may cause the qualified plan to recognize UBTI.

With respect to item (6) above, the Company's management believes that the payment of interest to
Noteholders pursuant to this Offering will not, standing alone, result in the recognition ofUBTI by tax-exempt
investors. The prudence ofa particular investment must be determined by the responsible fiduciary (usually the
trustee, plan administrator or investment manager) with respect to each qualified plan, taking into account all of the
facts and circumstances of the investment.
ERISA provides that Notes may not be purchased by a qualified plan ifthe Company, the Manager or any of
their Affiliates is a fiduciary or party in interest (as defined in Sections 3(21) and 3(14) of ERISA) to the plan unless
such purchase is exempt from the prohibited transaction provisions of Section 406 of ERISA. Under ERISA, it is the
responsibility ofthe
of the fiduciary responsible for purchasing Notes not to engage in such transactions. Section 4975 of
the Code has similar restrictions applicable to transactions between disqualified persons and qualified plans or
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individual retirement accounts, which could result in the imposition of excise taxes on the Company, unless and until
such a prohibited transaction is corrected.
In the case of an IRA, if the Company, the Manager or any oftheir Affiliates is a disqualified person with
respect to the IRA, the purchase ofNotes
of Notes by the IRA could instead cause the entire value of the IRA to be taxable to
the IRA sponsor.
Section 406 of ERISA and Code Section 4975 also prohibit qualified plans from engaging in certain
transactions with specified parties involving Plan Assets. Code Section 4975 also prevents IRAs from engaging in
such transactions. Oile of the transactions prohibited is the furnishing of services between a plan and a "party in
interest" or a "disqualified person." Included in the definition of "party in interest" under Section 3(14) of ERISA and
the definition of "disqualified person" in Code Section 4975(e)(2) are "persons providing services to the plan." If the
Company, the Manager or certain entities and individuals related to them have previously provided services to a
benefit plan investor, then the Company, or the Manager could be characterized as a "party in interest" under ERISA
and/or a "disqualified person" under the Code with respect to such benefit plan investor. If such a relationship exists,
it could be argued that the Affiliate of the Company, or the Manager is being compensated directly out of Plan Assets
for the provision of services, i.e.,
Le., establishment of the Offering and making it available as an investment to the
qualified plan. If this were the case, absent a specific exemption applicable to the transaction, a prohibited transaction
could be determined to have occurred between the qualified plan and the Affiliate of the Company, or the Manager.
Another type of transaction prohibited by ERISA and the Code is one in which fiduciaries of a qualified plan
or the person who establishes an individual retirement account engage in self-dealing or in co-investment with the
of the Company and the Manager are not permitted to purchase Notes with
plan or account. Accordingly, Affiliates ofthe
assets of any benefit plan investor if they: (a) have investment discretion with respect to such assets or (b) regularly
give individualized investment advice which serves as the primary basis for the investment decisions made with
respect to such assets. In addition, no fiduciary of a qualified plan or'owner
or' owner of an individual retirement account
should purchase Notes both individually and with assets of the benefit plan investor.
With respect to an investing IRA, the tax-exempt status ofthe account could be lost ifthe investment
constitutes a prohibited transaction under Code Section 408(e)(2) by reason of the Affiliate of the Company or the
Manager engaging in the prohibited transaction with the IRA or the individual who established the IRA or his
beneficiary. If the IRA were to lose its tax-exempt status, the entire value of the IRA would be considered to be
distributed and taxable to the IRA sponsor.

REPORTS
The Company will furnish the following reports, statements, and tax information to each Noteholder:
Confirmation of Notes. Upon acceptance of the Subscription Agreement, each Noteholder will receive a
confirmation of the amount ofthe denomination of his purchase. Although the Notes will be "book-entry" on the
Note Register, Noteholders will receive a note evidencing the Company's indebtedness to the Noteholders.
Annual Report. Within 120 days after the end of each calendar year, the Company will send to each
Noteholder of record during the previous year: (a) an audited balance sheet for the Company as of the end of such
fiscal year and (b) an audited statement of the Company's earnings for such fiscal year, along with a year-end status
report.

Tax Information. Within 60 days after the end of each fiscal year, the Company will send to each
Noteholder such tax information as shall be necessary for the preparation of federal income tax returns and state
income and other tax returns with regard to the applicable jurisdictions.

RATING
The Company will not request a orating from Standard and Poor's Corporation, Moody's Investor's Service,
or any other or similar rating company. The Company believes that the benefits ofa rating do not justify the costs
associated with a rating for the Notes issued by a new company with no established operating history.
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LITIGATION
There is no action, suit, or proceeding known to be pending or threatened restraining or enjoining the
execution or delivery ofthe Notes or in any way contesting or affecting the validity of the Notes.

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
The Company will answer inquiries from subscribers concerning the Notes, the Company and other matters
of Notes, and the Company will afford subscribers the opportunity to obtain any
relating to the offer and sale ofNotes,
additional information to the extent the Company possesses such information or can acquire such information without
unreasonable effort or expense that is necessary to verify the information in this Memorandum.
Subscribers are entitled to review copies of other material contracts relating to the Notes described in this
Memorandum. In the Subscription Agreement, you will represent that you are completely satisfied with the results of
your pre-investment due diligence activities.

GLOSSARY
The definitions of certain terms used in this Memorandum are set forth below:
"Accredited Investor" means, in addition to certain institutional investors, an investor who meets one of the
following tests in which case such investor should qualify as an Accredited Investor:

(1)

the investor is a natural person who had individual income in excess of
of$200,000
$200,000 in each ofthe two
most recent years, or joint income with that person's spouse in excess of$300,000 in each of these
years, and has a reasonable expectation of reaching the same income level in the current year; or

(2)

the investor is a natural person whose individual Net Worth, or joint Net Worth with that person's
spouse, exceeds $1,000,000 at the time of purchase of the Notes; or

(3)

the investor is an organization described under Section 501 (c)(3) ofthe Code, a corporation,
Massachusetts or similar business trust or a partnership, not formed for the specific purpose of
acquiring the Notes, with total assets in excess of$5,000,000; or

(4)

the investor is an entity (including an Individual Retirement Account trust) in which each of the
equity owners is an Accredited Investor as defined above in subparagraphs (1) and (2) above; or

(5)

the investor is a trust with total assets in excess of $5,000,000, not formed for the specific purpose
of acquiring the Notes, whose purchase is directed by a "sophisticated person" as defmed in Rule
506(b)(2)(ii) of Regulation D under the Securities Act; or

(6)

the investor is an employee benefit plan within the meaning of ERISA in which the investment
decision is made by a plan fiduciary (as defined in Section 3(21) of ERISA) which is either a bank,
savings and lo-an association, insurance company, or registered investment adviser; or the employee
benefit plan has total assets in excess of$5,000,000; or it is a self-directed plan in which investment
decisions are made solely by persons who are Accredited Investors.

"Affiliate(s)" means: (a) any person directly or indirectly controlling, controlled by or under common
control with another person; (b) a person owning or controlling 10% or more of the outstanding voting securities of
such other person; (c) any officer, director or partner of such other person; and (d) if such other person is an officer,
director or partner, any company for which such person acts in any capacity. The term "person" shall include any
natural person, corporation, partnership, trust, unincorporated association or other legal entity.
"Code" means the Internal Revenue Code of 1986, as amended.
"Company" means Clearwater 2008 Note Program, LLC, an Idaho limited liability company.
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"Counsel" means Hirschler Fleischer, A Professional Corporation, located in Richmond, Virginia.
2510.3-10 I.
"DOL Regulations" means 29 C.F.R. Section 2510.3-101.
u.S. federal Employment Rights and Income Security Act, U.S.c. Title 29, Section 18.
"ERISA" means the U.S.
"Escrow Agent" means a bank or other financial institutions that satisfies the requirements of Rule 15c2-4
promulgated under the Exchange Act, as the same is interpreted by FINRA from time to time.
"Event of Default" refers to the occurrence of any of the following: (a) failure to pay the principal on the
of Noteholder,
Notes when due at maturity, or upon any earlier due date, or upon mandatory redemption at the option ofNoteholder,
(b) failure to pay any interest on the Notes for ten days after notice of such default to the Company; (c) failure to
perform any other covenant for ten days after receipt of written notice specifying the default and requiring the
Company to remedy such default; or (c) events of insolvency, receivership, conservatorship or reorganization of the
Company.
"Exhibits" means the exhibits attached to this Memorandum and incorporated herein by this reference.
"FINRA" means the Financial Industry Regulatory Authority, Inc.
"Gross Proceeds" means the sum of all money raised by the Company through the sale of Notes pursuant to
this Memorandum.
"IRA" means an Individual Retirement Account.
"IRS" means the Internal Revenue Service.
"Manager" refers to Clearwater REI, LLC. The Manager is sole owner and the initial manager of the
Company. The term shall also refer to any successor or additional Manager, who is properly designated as a Manager.
"Managing Broker-Dealer" means Select Capital Corporation.
"Maximum Offering Amount" means $20,000,000 in aggregate principal amount of Notes, subject to
increase to $40,000,000 at the sole discretion of the Company.
"Memorandum" means this Confidential Private Placement Memorandum and the Exhibits hereto dated
August 29, 2008, as amended or supplemented, pursuant to which the Company is offering the Notes.
"Minimum Offering Amount" means $1,000,000.
''Noteholders'' means purchasers of Notes.
"Notes" means the $20,000,000 aggregate principal amount of9.0% notes due December 31, 2015, subject to
increase to $40,000,000 at the sole discretion of the Company, which will be obligations of the Company the principal
of which will be guaranteed by RE Capital Investments, LLC; however, the Notes will not be secured by collateral.
"Note Register" means the records and documentation retained to track the ownership interest of the Notes.
"Offering" means the offering of Notes by the Company pursuant to the terms and conditions described in
the Memorandum.
"Registrar" means the Company, which is responsible for keeping track of the Noteholders and maintaining
the Note Register.
"RIA" refers to Registered Investment Advisers.
"Securities Act" means the Securities Act of 1933, as amended, and the rules and regulation promulgated
thereunder.
"Selling Group" means broker-dealers selected by the Company who are members of the FINRA and who
offer and sell Notes on a "best efforts" basis.
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"Treasury Regulations" means the United States Treasury Regulations promulgated pursuant to the Code.
"UBTI" means unrelated business taxable income.
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EXHIBIT A

INSTRUCTIONS TO INVESTORS

Clearwater 2008 Note Program, LLC
9.0%% Notes Due December 31, 2015
9.0
Please read carefully the Private Placement Memorandum dated August 18, 2008 for the sale of $20,000,000
("Notes")
(subject to increase to $40,000,000) in aggregate principal amount of 9.0% Notes due December 31, 2015 (''Notes'')
issued by Clearwater 2008 Note Program, LLC, an Idaho limited liability company ("Company"), as supplemented
from time to time, and all Exhibits thereto (collectively, the "Memorandum"), before deciding to subscribe.
Capitalized terms not defined herein have the meanings set forth in the Memorandum.

Each prospective investor in Notes should examine the suitability of this type of investment in the
context of his/her own needs, investment objectives and financial capabilities and should make his/her own
independent investigation and decision as to suitability and as to the risk and potential gain involved. Also,
each prospective investor in Notes is encouraged to consult with his/her attorney, accountant, financial
consultant or other business or tax advisor regarding the risks and merits of the proposed investment.
This Offering is limited to investors who certify that they meet all of the qualifications set forth in the
Memorandum for the purchase of Notes.
If you meet these qualifications and desire to purchase Notes, then please complete, execute and deliver the
attached Subscription Agreement along with your check, payable to "Home Federal Bank, as Escrow Agent for
Clearwater 2008 Note Program, LLC" in the amount of the Subscription Payment.
Subscription Agreements and all attachments should be mailed or delivered to the Company at:
Clearwater 2008 Note Program, LLC
1300 E. State Street, Suite 103
Eagle, ID 83616
Attn: Don Steeves
All funds should be mailed, delivered or wired to:
Clearwater 2008 Note Program, LLC
1300 E. State Street, Suite 103
Eagle, ID 83616
Attn: Don Steeves
Wire Instructions:
Account Number: 1001001602349
Routing/ABA Number: 324170140
Account Name: Clearwater 2008 Note Program, LLC
Upon receipt of this signed Subscription Agreement, verification of your investment qualifications and
acceptance of your subscription by the Company (the Company reserves the right, in its sole discretion, to accept or
wiJI notify you of receipt and acceptance of your
reject a subscription for any or no reason whatsoever), the Company will
subscription.

Important Note: The person or entity actually making the decision to invest in Notes should complete
and execute this Subscription Agreement. For example, retirement plans often hold certain investments in
trust for their beneficiaries, but the beneficiaries may maintain investment control and discretion. In such a
situation, the beneficiary with investment control must complete and execute this Subscription Agreement (this
also applies to trusts, custodial accounts and similar arrangements).
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SUBSCRIPTION AGREEMENT

Clearwater 2008 Note Program, LLC
9.0% Notes Due December 31,2015
This is the offer and agreement ("Subscription Agreement") of the undersigned to purchase $-:---:-_....,.
$-:---:-_--:("Notes") to be issued
($50,000 minimum investment) in principal amount of 9.0% Notes due December 31,2015 (''Notes'')
by Clearwater 2008
200S Note Program, LLC, an Idaho limited liability company (the "Company") ("Subscription
Price"), subject to the terms, conditions, acknowledgments, representations and warranties stated herein and in the
Confidential Private Placement Memorandum relating to the offer of up to $20,000,000 (subject to increase to
$40,000,000) in aggregate principal amount in Notes dated August 29, 2008,
200S, as supplemented from time to time (the
"Memorandum"). I am including with this Subscription Agreement a check payable to the order of "Home Federal
Bank, as Escrow Agent for Clearwater 200S
2008 Note Program, LLC" in the amount of $
, representing the
Subscription Price for the Notes I am purchasing. All terms utilized herein shall have the same meaning as set forth
in the Memorandum.
In order to induce the Company to accept this Subscription Agreement for Notes and as further
consideration for such acceptance, I hereby make the following acknowledgments, representations and warranties
with the full knowledge that the Company will expressly rely thereon in making a decision to accept or reject this
Subscription Agreement:
1.

2.
3.
4.

5.

6.

7.

8.
S.

I hereby adopt, confirm and agree to all of the covenants, representations and warranties set out in
this Subscription Agreement.
My primary state of residence is: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
_---:,------:-_ _ _ _--:-_ _---:,----~-----:,----~--My date of birth is: _---:,------:In
IfI am a natural person, I hereby represent and warrant that (check as appropriate):
_ _ I, together with my spouse, have a net worth, inclusive of home, home furnishings
(a)
and personal automobiles, in excess of$I,OOO,OOO; or
_ _ I have individual income in excess of$200,000, or joint income with my spouse,
(b)
in excess of$300,000, in each of the two most recent years, and I reasonably expect
individual or joint income in excess of that amount in the current year.
If other than a natural person, such entity represents and warrants that (check as appropriate):
_ _ it is an "accredited investor" as defmed in Regulation D promulgated under the Securities
Act of 1933, as amended.
If other than a natural person, is such entity a benefit plan qualified under Code Section 401 (a), a
benefit plan subject to ERISA, an individual retirement account or arrangement under Code
Section 40S
408 or any other company sponsored employee benefit plan or program?
_No.
Yes. _ _No.
Neither I nor any subsidiary, affiliate, owner, shareholder, partner, member, indemnitor, guarantor
or related person or entity:
is a Sanctioned Person (as defined below);
(a)
(b)
has more than 15% of its assets in Sanctioned Countries (as defined below); or
(c)
derives more than 15% of its operating income from investments in, or transactions with
Sanctioned Persons or Sanctioned Countries.
For purposes of the foregoing, a "Sanctioned Person" shall mean (a) a person named on the list of
"specially designated nationals" or "blocked persons" maintained by the U.S. Office of Foreign
hUp://www.treas.gov/offices/eotf[c/ofac/sdn/index.html, or as
Assets Control ("OFAC") at http://www.treas.gov/offices/eotf[c/ofac/sdn/index.html,
otherwise published from time to time, or (b) (I) an agency ofthe government of a Sanctioned
Country, (2) an organization controlled by a Sanctioned Country, or (3) a person resident in a
Sanctioned Country, to the extent subject to a sanctions program administered by OFAC. A
"Sanctioned Country" shall mean a country subject to a sanctions program identified on the list
OFAC and available at
maintained by OFAC
http://www.treas.gov/offices/eottre/ofac/sanctions/index.html,
http://www.treas.gov/offices/eotffc/ofac/sanctions/index.html, or as otherwise published from time
to time.
Under penalties of perjury, I certii}'
certiiY (a) that the number shown on this form is my correct taxpayer
identification number and (b) that I am not subject to backup withholding, either because I have
not been notified that I am subject to backup withholding as a result of a failure to report all
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9.

10.

interest or dividends or the Internal Revenue Service has notified me that I am no longer subject to
backup withholding. (Please strike out the language certifying that you are not subject to
backup withholding due to notified payee under-reporting if you have been notified that you
are subject to backup withholding due to notified payee under-reporting, and you have not
received a notice from the Internal Revenue Service advising you that backup withholding
has terminated.)
I further represent and warrant that such investment is not disproportionate to my income or
available liquid funds and that I further have the capacity to protect my interests in connection
with the purchase ofthe Notes.
I (we) wish to own my (our) Notes as follows (check one):
(a)
Separate or individual property. (In community property states, if the
purchaser is married, his (her) spouse must submit written consent if community
funds will be used to purchase the Notes.)
(b)
Husband and Wife as community property. (Community property
states only. Husband and Wife should both sign all required documents unless
advised by their attorney that one signature is sufficient.)
(c)
Joint Tenants with right of survivorship. (Both parties must sign all
required documents unless advised by their attorneys that one signature is
sufficient.)
(d)
Tenants in Common. (Both parties must sign all required documents.)
(e)
Trust. (Attach copy of trust instrument and include name of trust, name
of trustee and date trust was fonned.)
(t)
Partnership or Limited Liability Company. (Attach copy of articles or
certificate, if any, and partnership agreement or operating agreement and include
evidence of authority for person who executes required documents.)
(g)
Husband and Wife with right of survivorship. (Husband and wife
should sign all documents unless other advised by their attorney.)
(h)
IRA or Qualified Plan:
(i)

11.

Other (indicate):

If the owner of Notes is an entity (trust, LLC, Partnership, etc.) my relationship to the owning
entity is
(trustee, owner, partner, etc.)

""X"---_
X"--- _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Subscriber's Signature: "-'

Date: _ _ _ _ - ' 200_

"---_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Subscriber's Signature: "-'X"---

Date: _ _ _ _ - ' 200_

I.
I understand that in the event this Subscription Agreement is not accepted or, if accepted, the Offering is
subsequently terminated or cancelled then the funds transmitted herewith shall be returned to the undersigned and this
Subscription Agreement shall be terminated and of no further effect. RE Capital, LLC has agreed to guarantee the repayment of
principal under the Notes. By executing this Subscription Agreement, each prospective investor of Notes approves the foregoing,
acknowledges the risks described in the section of the Memorandum entitled "Risk Factors," and waives those provisions of the
Securities Exchange Act of 1934, as amended, generally governing funds held in escrow prior to closing an offering.
2.
I acknowledge that I have received, read and fully understand the Memorandum. I acknowledge that I am
basing my decision to invest in Notes on the Memorandum and I have relied only on the information contained in said materials
and have not relied upon any representations made by any other person. I recognize that an investment in Notes involves
substantial risk and I am fully cognizant of and understand all of the risk factors related to the purchase of Notes, including, but
not limited to, those risks set forth in the sections of the Memorandum entitled "Risk Factors."
3.
My overall commitment to investments that are not readily marketable is not disproportionate to my
individual net worth, and my investment in Notes will not cause such overall commitment to become excessive. I have adequate
means of providing for my financial requirements, both current and anticipated, and have no need for liquidity in this investment.
I can bear and am willing to accept the economic risk of losing my entire investment in Notes.
4.
I acknowledge that the sale of Notes has not been accompanied by the publication of any advertisement, any
general solicitation or as the direct result of an investment seminar sponsored by the Company or any of its Affiliates.
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5.
All information that I have provided to the Company herein concerning my suitability to invest in Notes is
complete, accurate and correct as of the date of my signature on the last page of this Subscription Agreement. I hereby agree to
notify the Company immediately of any material change in any such information occurring prior to the acceptance of this
Subscription Agreement, including any information about changes concerning my net worth and financial position.
6.
I have had the opportunity to ask questions of, and receive answers from, the Company and the Manager
concerning the Company, the creation or operation of the Company or terms and conditions of the offering of Notes, and to
obtain any additional information deemed necessary to verify the accuracy of the information contained in the Memorandum. I
have been provided with all materials and information requested by either me or others representing me, including any
information requested to verify any information furnished to me.
7.
I am purchasing Notes for my own account and for investment purposes only and have no present intention,
understanding or arrangement for the distribution, transfer, assignment, resale or subdivision of Notes. I understand that, due to
the restrictions referred to in Paragraph 8 below, and the lack of any market existing or to exist for Notes, my investment in the
Company will be highly illiquid and may have to be held indefinitely.
8.
I am fully aware that Notes subscribed for hereunder have not been registered with the Securities and
Exchange Commission in reliance on an exemption specified in Regulation D under the Securities Act of 1933, as amended,
which reliance is based in part upon my representations set forth herein. I understand that Notes subscribed for herein have not
been registered under applicable state securities laws and are being offered and sold pursuant to the exemptions specified in said
laws, and unless they are registered, they may not be re-offered for sale or resold except in a transaction or as a security exempt
under those laws. I further understand that the specific approval of such resales by the state securities administrator may be
required in some states. Notes have not been approved or disapproved by the United States Securities and Exchange
Commission or other regulatory authority, nor have any of the foregoing authorities passed upon or endorsed the merits
of this Offering or the accuracy or adequacy of the Memorandum. Any representation to the contrary is unlawful.
9.
I acknowledge that Home Federal Bank is acting solely as escrow holder in connection with the Offering of
Notes, and makes no recommendations with respect thereto. I understand that Home Federal Bank has made no investigation
regarding the Offering, Notes, the Company, the Manager, their Affiliates or their officers and directors, or any other person or
entity involved in the Offering.
10.
This Subscription Agreement shall be construed in accordance with and governed by the laws of the State of
Idaho without regard to its choice of law provisions.
11.
I hereby covenant and agree that any dispute, controversy or other claim arising under, out of or relating to
this Agreement or any of the transactions contemplated hereby, or any amendment thereof, or the breach or interpretation hereof
or thereof, shall be determined and settled in binding arbitration in Boise, Idaho, in accordance with applicable Idaho law, and
with the rules and procedures of The American Arbitration Association. The prevailing party shall be entitled to an award of its
reasonable costs and expenses, including, but not limited to, attorneys' fees, in addition to any other available remedies. Any
award rendered therein shall be final and binding on each and all of the parties thereto and their personal representatives, and
judgment may be entered thereon in any court of competent jurisdiction. BY EXECUTING THIS AGREEMENT, YOU ARE
AGREEING TO HAVE ALL DISPUTES DECIDED BY NEUTRAL ARBITRATION, YOU ARE GIVING UP ANY
RIGHTS YOU MIGHT POSSESS TO HAVE SUCH DISPUTES LITIGATED IN A COURT OR JURY TRIAL, AND
YOU ARE GIVING UP YOUR JUDICIAL RIGHTS TO DISCOVERY AND APPEAL. IF YOU REFUSE TO SUBMIT
TO ARBITRATION AFTER AGREEING TO THIS PROVISION, YOU MAY BE COMPELLED TO ARBITRATE.
BY EXECUTING THIS AGREEMENT, YOU HEREBY CONFIRM THAT YOUR AGREEMENTS TO THIS
ARBITRATION PROVISION IS VOLUNTARY.
12.
I hereby agree to indemnify, defend and hold harmless the Company, the Manager, their Affiliates and
all of their members, managers, shareholders, officers, employees, affiliates and advisors, from any and all damages,
losses, liabilities, costs and expenses (including reasonable attorneys' fees and costs) that they may incur by reason of my
failure to fulfill all of the terms and conditions of this Subscription Agreement or by reason of the untruth or inaccuracy
of any of the representations, warranties or agreements contained herein or in any other documents I have furnished to
any of the foregoing in connection with this transaction. This indemnification includes, but is not limited to, any damages,
losses, liabilities, costs and expenses (including reasonable attorneys' fees and costs) incurred by the Company, the
Manager, their Affiliates and any of their members, managers, shareholders, directors, officers, employees, affiliates or
advisors, defending against any alleged violation of federal or state securities laws which is based upon or related to any
untruth or inaccuracy of any of the representations, warranties or agreements contained herein or in any other
documents I have furnished in connection with this transaction.
13.
I hereby acknowledge and agree that: (a) I may not transfer or assign this Subscription Agreement, or any
interest herein, and any purported transfer shall be voi.d; (b) except as specifically described herein, I am not entitled to cancel,
terminate or revoke this Subscription Agreement and that this Subscription Agreement will be binding on my heirs, successors
and personal representatives; provided, however, that if the Company rejects this Subscription Agreement, this Subscription
Agreement shall be automatically canceled, terminated and revoked; (c) this Subscription Agreement and the Memorandum,
together with all attachments and exhibits thereto, constitute the entire agreement among the parties hereto with respect to the
sale of Notes and may be amended, modified or terminated only by a writing executed by all parties (except as provided herein
with respect to rejection of this Subscription Agreement by the Company); (d) within two days after receipt of a written request
from the Company, the undersigned agrees to provide such information and to execute and deliver such documents as may be
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necessary to comply with any and all laws and regulations to which the Company is subject; and (e) the representations and
warranties of the undersigned set forth herein shall survive the sale of Notes pursuant to this Subscription Agreement.
14.
1I am not making this investment in any manner as a representative of a charitable remainder unitrust or a
charitable remainder trust.

Initial Here- - - - -

Initial Here_____
[SIGNATURE PAGE FOLLOWS]
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person/elltity nwking
nwkillg the investment
illvestmellt decision
decisioll to purchase Notes must complete
(SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS: III
In all cases, the person/entity
alld
oWllership designated
desigllated above is a retirement
retiremellt plan
plall for which
and sigll
sign the Subscriptioll
Subscription Agreemellt.
Agreement. For example, if the form of ownership
illvestmellts are directed or made by a third party trustee, then
thell that third party trustee must complete this
tltis Subscription
Subscriptioll
investments
Agreemellt
of residellce rather
ratlter
Agreement rather tltall
than the belleficiaries
beneficiaries ullder
under the retiremellt
retirement plall.
plan. Illvestors
Investors must list their prillcipal
principal place ofresidence
tlte signature
sigllature page so that
tltat tlte
call confirm
cOllfirm compliance
compliallce .with appropriate
thall their office or other
otlter address Oil
than
on the
the CompallY
Company can
securities laws. If you wish correspondence
correspolldellce sent
sellt to some address other
otlter than
thall your principal
prillcipal residence,
residellce, please provide a mailing
mailillg
ill the blank
blallk provided below. Additionally,
Additiollally, in
ill an
all attempt to expedite the delivery ofmaterial
address in
of material infornwtion,
illfornwtioll, the Company
CompallY
asks (but does not
Ilot require) that you list a secondary
secolldary contact
cOlltact source that nwy be able to reach you, if you are unavailable
ullavailable
through
tit
rough any
allY other reasonable
reasollable means
mealls listed below.)
belOW.)
_--', 200_.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I (we) has executed this Subscription Agreement this _ _ day of _ _--',
A. REGISTRATION
INFORMATION
or
CUSTODIAN
INFORMATION
(if applicable)

Send ALLpapenvork directly
to the custodian

Please print the exact name (registration) investor desires on account:

Mailing address:, _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

E-mail address: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

B. INVESTOR
INFORMATION

Please send all investor correspondence to the following:
Name:_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ___
Name:
Address:_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _--.-_
---.,... _ _ _ _ __

(--.J____________
Investor Phone: Business l-J
_
(--.J,_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _. _ _ _ _
Investor Fax: Business l-J'
__

Home: l-J
(--.J_ _ _ _ __
_

(--.J_ _ _ _ __
_
Home: l-J'

Primary State of Residence:_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Social Security or Federal Tax ID Number:_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _--"-_
---"- _ _ _ __
C.

SECONDARY
CONTACT
INFORMATION
(OPTIONAL)

If the Company is unable to contact the Subscriber directly through any reasonable means
provided by the Subscriber hereby, please contact the following individual who will be instructed
by Subscriber to inform him/her that Subscriber should contact the Company as expeditiously as
possible:
Secondary Contact Name:,_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Secondary Contact Address:_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

(--.J_______
Secondary Contact Phone: Business l-J
_
(--.J,_ _ _ _ _ __
Secondary Contact Fax: Business l-J'
_
D. ELECTION TO
PARTICIPATE IN
INTEREST
REINVESTMENT
PROGRAM

D. SIGNATURES

(--.J_ _ _ _ _ __
Home: l-J
_
(--.J,_ _ _ _ _ __
Home: l-J'
_

If you wish to participate in the Interest ReinVestment Program, please initial here: _ _ __
If you wish to receive monthly distributions of interest, please initial here: _ _ __
You will have the opportunity twice annually (January 15th and July 15th ) to change your election
by giving written notice thereof to the Company not less than 30 days prior to the date on which
the election may be changed.
THE UNDERSIGNED HAS THE AUTHORITY TO ENTER INTO THIS SUBSCRIPTION
AGREEMENT ON BEHALF OF THE PERSON(S) OR ENTITY REGISTERED IN A.
ABOVE.
-----> 200_, at _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Executed this _ _ day of ---->

x,
;;-:----,-_".;----,__
---,;----;-----;-;----:-~,....._---x----________
n.-~-~~--~~~~~~~---signatory)
Signature (Investor, or authorized signatoi)')

x
;;-:----,-_".;----,__---,;----;-----;-;----:-_,....._---x----________
n.-~-~~--~~~~~-~---Signature (Investor, or authorized signatory)
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E. SUBMIT
SUBSCRIPTION

Mail the executed Subscription Agreement to:
Clearwater 2008 Note Program, LLC
1300 E. State Street, Suite 103
Eagle, ID 83616
Attn: Don Steeves

The check (make payable to "Home Federal Bank, as Escrow Agent for Clearwater 2008 Note
Program, LLC") or funds should be wired, mailed or delivered to:
All funds should be delivered or wired to:
Clearwater 2008 Note Program, LLC
1300 E. State Street, Suite 103
Eagle, ID 83616
Attn: Don Steeves

Wire Instructions:
Account Number: 1001001602349
Routing/ABA Number: 324170140
Account Name: Clearwater 2008 Note Program, LLC

Subscription Accepted:
Clearwater 2008 Note Program, LLC
By: Clearwater REI, LLC
an Idaho limited liability company
Its: Manager
Date: _ _ _ _ _ _ __

By:
Name:
Its:
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BROKERIDEALER REPRESENTATIONS AND WARRANTIES
Purchaser suitability requirements have been established by "Clearwater 2008 Note Program, LLC" (the "Project") and
fully disclosed in its Private Placement Memorandum dated August 29,2008 (the "Memorandum") under "Who May Invest."
Before recommending purchase of membership interests in the Project being offered pursuant to the Memorandum (the
"Interests"), we have reasonable grounds to believe, on the basis of information supplied by the subscriber concerning his, her or its
investment objectives, other investments, financial situation and needs, and other pertinent information that: (i) the subscriber is an
accredited investor as defined in Section 501 (a) of Regulation D and meets the investor suitability requirements set forth in the
Memorandum; (ii) the subscriber has a net worth and income sufficient to sustain the risks inherent in the Interests, including loss
of investment and lack of liquidity; and (iii) the Interests are otherwise a suitable investment for the subscriber. We will maintain in
our files documents disclosing the basis upon which the suitability ofthis subscriber was determined.
We verify that the above subscription either does not involve a discretionary account or, if so, that the subscriber's prior
written approval was obtained relating to the liquidity and marketability ofthe Interests during the term of the purchase.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Broker/Dealer Firm Name~ _ _ _ _ _ ~
Registered Representative Name _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Registered Representative's BRANCH ADDRESS_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Number-:-_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Representative Phone Number-,---Representative Facsimile Number_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Representative Email Address:_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _~
BrokerlDealer Firm BRANCH Phone Number:
Broker/Dealer
Numb~e-r:-----------------------Broker/Dealer Firm BRANCH Facsimile Numb~e-r:-----------------------The Registered Representative Firm is licensed in the state in which the investor resides: Yes _ _/No
_/No _ _

Registered Representative Signature

Broker Dealer Authorized Principal

Print Name
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EXHIBITB

Balance Sheet of Clearwater 2008 Note Program, LLC
as of
Decem her 31, 2008
Decemher
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Clearwater 2008 Note Program, LLC
Balance Sheet
as of 8/15/2008

ASSETS

$1,000

CASH

LIABILITIES AND SHAREHOLDER'S EQUITY

SHAREHOLDER'S EQUITY

Common stock - $1 par value; 100 shares authorized;
100 shares issued and outstanding

$100

Additional Paid-in Capital

$900
$1,000

B-2
8-2
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EXHIBITC
Balance Sheet ofRE Capital Investments, LLC
as of
July 31,2008

C-l
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9:01 PM

RE Capital Investments, LLC

OB/25/0B
08/25/08

Balance Sheet

Accrual Basis

As of July 31,2008
Ju131,08
JuI31,OB
ASSETS
Current Assets
Checking/Savings
Bank of America Checking - 357
Cash Reserve
US Bank

3,144.2B
3,144.28
250,000.00
104,029.29

357,173.57

Total Checking/Savings

357,173.57

Total Current Assets
Fixed Assets
Long Term Assets
Investments - Partnerships
Land Investments (net of 3rd pa

25,500,000.00
2,000,000.00
27,500,000.00

Total Long Term Assets

27,500,000.00

Total Fixed Assets
Other Assets
Investment
CCS Trop-215, LLC
Horseshoe Bend 400 (Program 1)
ICP - Serene Meadows (20%)
Idaho Partners (Baymont)
New Meadows
Sanger II
Silver Mountain LLC (30%)
Tres Rios Equity Partne (64.4%)
WhiteCloud / New Meadow (62%)

1,600,000.00
6,400,000.00
1,600,000.00
105,000.00
6,400,000.00
2,640,000.00
480,000.00
2,640,000.00
1,984,000.00

Total Investment

23,849,000.00

Note Receivables
Clearwater - Bunker Hill
Clearwater - MAC
Clearwater Lodging
Additional Capital Interest
Initial Capital Interest
Clearwater Lodging - Other

436,831.04
73,500.00
25,000.00
400,000.00
1,540,000.00

Total Clearwater Lodging

1,965,000.00

Clearwater REI LLC
Cude-Barnett
Heritage Lands LLC -Future Inte
Horseshoe Bend - 3200 Acres
Idaho Capital Partners LLC
Sandpoint Condos
Silver Mountain LLC
Tres Rios Equity Partners
Trop-215 Developer LLC

458,763.00
80,000.00
342,357.96
465,209.16
250,000.00
56,000.00
300,000.00
516,334.00
485,171.17

Total Note Receivables

5,429,166.33

Total Other Assets

29,278,166.33

TOTAL ASSETS

57,135,339.90
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Page 1

9:01 PM

RE Capital Investments, LLC

08/25/08

Balance Sheet

Accrual Basis

As of July 31, 2008
Ju131,08

LIABILITIES & EQUITY
Liabilities
Long Term Liabilities
Notes Payable
DH
Diamond B Asset Management
Heritage Lands LLC
Interest Payable
Terron Investments Inc.
TH

300,000.00
568,650.19
2,375,000.00
46,763.00
569,000.00
300,000.00

Total Notes Payable

4,159,413.19
4,159,413,19

Total Long Term Liabilities

4,159,413.19

Total Liabilities

4,159,413.19

Equity
Land Equity
Partnership EqUity
Equity
Retained Earnings
Net Income

12,840,000.00
40,454,000.00
-314,176.01
-3,897.28

Total Equity

52,975,926.71

TOTAL LIABILITIES & EQUITY

57,135,339.90

C-3
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Page 2

EXHIBITD

Guaranty

In order to induce each prospective purchaser (each a ''Noteholdet'' and collectively the "Noteholders")
''Noteholders'') of
9.0% Notes due December 31, 2015 (each a "Note" and collectively the "Notes") issued by Clearwater 2008 Note
Program, LLC (the "Company") to purchase tho Notes, the Guarantor hereby unconditionally guarantees the payment
of the original principal amount ofthe
of the Notes as provided therein. This Guaranty shall remain in full force throughout
ofthe
of the Notes.
the term ofthe
of this Guaranty and all
Guarantor hereby waives notice of acceptance ofthis
aU other notices in connection herewith
or in connection with the liabilities, obligations and duties guaranteed hereby, including notices to them of default by
the Company under the Notes.
Jight of its business judgment, maximizes its
The Guarantor shall operate its business in a manner that, in light
ability to perform its obligations under this Guaranty. The Guarantor's net worth will at all times dUring the term of
the Guaranty be maintained at $54,000,000 subject to increase in pro rata up to $78,000,000 if the Company increases
of Notes.
the offering amount ofNotes.

eXtent permitted by Jaw, to pay any costs or expenses, including the
Guarantor further agrees to the extent
reasonable fees of an attorney, incurred by the Noteholders in enforcing this Guaranty.
of them
Guarantor acknowledges that the Noteholders may, by simple majority vote or consent, appoint one ofthem
or a third-party attorney or agent, to prosecute the NotehoIders'
Noteholders' rights hereunder and such party shall
shaIJ be entitled to
of any provision ofthis
of this Guaranty on
bring any suit, action or proceeding againstthe undersigned for the enforcement ofany
behalfofall
behalf of all Noteholders and it shall not be necessary in any such suit, action or proceeding to make each Noteholder
a party thereto.
pennitted
This Guaranty is not assignable, and shall
shaJI be binding upon Guarantor, its legal representatives, pcnnitted
successors and assigns, and shall inure to the benefit ofeach
of each Noteholder and its successors and assigns on a pro rata
basis, calculated upon each Noteholder's share ofthe
of the Notes. This Guaranty shall be governed by and construed and
enforced in accordance with the laws of the State ofIdaho.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, Guarantor has caused this Guaranty to be executed as follows:

D-1
D-l
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No dealer, salesman or any other person has been
authorized to give any information or to make any
representations other than the information and
representations contained in this Memorandum in
connection with the offer made hereby, and, if given
or made, such information and representations must
not be relied upon as having been authorized by the
Company. This Memorandum does not constitute an
of an offer to buy, any of
offer to sell, or a solicitation ofan
the Notes offired
offored hereby to any person in any
jurisdiction in which such offer or solicitation would
be unlawful.
Neither the delivery of this
Memorandum nor any sale made hereunder shall,
under any circumstances, create any implication that
there has been no change in the affairs of the
Company since any of the dates as of which
information is furnished herein or since the date
hereof

836161866.217.4906
1300 EState SL Stc 1031 Eagle, Idaho 836161866.217,4906
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SECONDSUfPLEMENTTO
SECOND SUfPLEMENT TO

CONFIDENTIAL PRIVATE PLACEMENT MEMORANDUM
CLEARWATER 2008 NOTE PROGRAM, LLC
'
$20,000,0009.0% Notes
(Subje~t to increase to $40,000,000)
Minimum Investment: $50,000
Minimum Offering Amount: $1,000,000
Maxim~ Offering Amount: $20,000,000 (Subject to increase to $40,000,000)

Dated: June 30, 20~9
This Second Supplement (the "Second Supplement") is designed to update, through June 30, 2009, the information previously
provided in the Confidential Private Placement Memorandum dated August 29, 2008 (the "Memorandum"), which described the 'Offering
by Clearwater 2008 Note Program, LLC (the "Company") of up to $20,000,000 in aggregate principal amount of 9.0% Notes due
December 31,2015, subject to increase to $40,000,000, and the First Supplement to the Memorandum dated October 3, 2008 (the "First
Supplement") (as so supplemented, with all Exhibits to the Memorandum and the First Supplement, the "Offering Memorandum").
Capitalized terms used herein without definition shall have the meaning ascribed to them in the Offering Memorandum.
This Second Supplement is being furnished for your information on a confidential basis so that you may consider an investment
the Notes described in the Offering Memorandum and herein and shOl.dd be read together with the Offering Memorandum. This Second
Supplement is net to be reproduced or used for any other purpose. No person has been authorized to make any statement concerning the
Offering other than as set forth in the Offering Memorandum and herein, and any such statement, if made, should not be relied upon. The
Notes will not be registered under'the
under 'the Securities Act of 1933, as amended (the "Securities Act"), or any other securities laws. Notes will
be offered for investment purposes only pursuant to exemptions from the registration provisions provided under Regulation D of the
Securities Act. There will be no public market for the Notes. There are significant risks associated with the Offering. See the Section
Section,
entitled "Risk Factors" in the Offering Memorandum, as supplemented by this Second Supplement.
~

The Offering Memorandum, as supplemented by this Second Supplement, is not an offer to sell, or a solicitation of an offer to
purchase Notes, and no Notes shall be offered or sold to any person in any jurisdiction in which such offer, solicitation, purchase or sale
'as supplemented by this Second
would be unlawful under the securities laws of such jurisdiction. The Offering Memorandum, .as
flled with the United States Securities and Exchange Commission ("SEC"), any securities administrator under
Supplement, has not been fJ.led
state securities laws or any other governmental or self-regulatory authority. None of the SEC, any state securities administrators or
governmental or self-regulatory authorities have passed on the merits of the Offering or the adequacy of the Offering Memorandum as
supplemented by this Second Supplement. Any representation to the contrary is unlawful. .'
This Second Supplement describes updated information and should
be read in its entirety by each investor.
,
.,

,

[BALANCE OF PAGE INTENTIONALLY LEFT BLANK]
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2nd Supplement - I
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OFFERING MEMORANDUM
.

. .

The following information described in the Offering Memorandum is hereby modified and supplemented as follows:
(a)
The Balance Sheet ofRE Capital Investments, LLC as of July 31, ~008 attached to the Memorandum as Exhibit C has
been updated through December 31, 2008. The Balance Sheet of RE Capital Investments, LLC as of December 31, 2008 is attached to
this Second Supplement as Exhibit A.
(b)
As of the date of th is Second Supplement, the Company has mad~ three loans using proceeds ofthe
of the Offering:
Offering; Certain of
the terms of those loans are as follows:
.

Property:
Location:
Loan Amount:
'.:
Loan Date: '.:
Appraised Value:
Loan to Value (LTV)
Interest Rate: '.
Origination Fee:
Term:

Florence Hospital
Florence, AZ
$6,160,000
February 6, 2009
$10,995,000 (As Is)
56.03%
14%
4%
12 months

Legends 19
Raymore,MO
$1,562,000
March 5, 2009
$2,296,000
65.19%
14% .
4%
4 months

North Seattle Condos
Kenmore, WA
$3,745,740
June 29, 2009
$8,000,000
46.82%
14%
4%
6 months

(c)
The relationship of the Company, the Manager and RE Capital Investments, LLC to each other, and their respective
owners, is as follows:

•

RE Capital Investments, LLC owns 55.84% ofClearwater
of Clearwater
•

p. Meyer owns 100% of Terron Investments, Inc., which owns 50% ofRE Capital Investments, LLC
Ronald O.

•

Christopher 1.
J. Benak owns 100% of Diamond B- Asset Management, Inc., which owns the other 50% ofRE
Capital Investments, LLC

•

Barton Cole Cochran owns 100% of Leap, Inc., which owns 19.58% of Clearwater

•

Chad James Hansen owns 100% of Green Jacket Investments, Inc., which owns 19.58% of Clearwater

•

A former employee of Clearwater owns the remaining 5% of Clearwater

(d)
On September 4, 2008, an investor in several real estate development projects, including a project located in California
and managed by Ronald Meyer, filed a complaint and statement of claim in arbitration in the Superior Court of the State of California
against several individual and corporate defendants, including Mr. Meyer. The allegations in the complaint include claims of state law
corporate securities fraud, breach of fiduciary duty, conversion, intentional mis~epresentation,
mis~epresentation, negligent misrepresentation and unfair
business practices, among other claims, in connection with Mr. Meyer's involvement in, and alleged representations with respect
to, certain real estate projects, as well as the activities of other defendants with respect to projects unrelated to Mr. Meyer. The claimant is
hiwsuit is without any
seeking money damages, in addition to other remedies. Mr. Meyer and the other named defendants believe the lliwsuit
merit and fully deny and are vigorously defending the claimant's allegations. Mr. Meyer believes that he will be successful iri defending
the lawsuit. The court has not made any ruling on the merits of the claimant's complaint.
.
(e)
Bart Cochran, who was formerly the Company's Vice President of Acquisitions & Operations, is now the Company's
Chief Financial Officer.
President. Chad Hansen, who was formerly the Company's Vice President of Finance, is now the Company's ChiefFinancial
(f)
The Offering Termination Date is hereby extended to December 31, 2009. The Manager reserves the right to further
~ecember 31,2010 in its sole discretion.
extend the Offering for an additional 12 months to ~ecember

The information in this Second Supplement supersedes any information to the contrary provided in the Offering Memorandum.
SUPPLEMENTAL INFORMATION - The Private Placement Memorandum for the Offering of Notes consists of this sticker,
the Memorandum dated August 29, 2008, the First Supplement to the Memorandum dated October 3, 2008 and this' Second Supplement
dated June 30, 2009, which supplements, modifies, and supersedes some of the information contained in the Memorandum and the First
Supplement.
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EXHIBIT A
Accrual Basis

RE Capital Il1yestments, LLC
Bah:mc~ Sheet '
Decem~er'31, 2008
As of Decem~er'31,
Dec 31, 08
ASSETS
Current Assets
Checking/Savings
Bank of America Checking - 357
Cash Reserve
US Bank

-1,950.66
250,000.06
250,000.00
3,679.38

251,728.72 .

Total Checking/Savings
Tota'

251,728.72

Total Current Assets
Fixed Assets
Long Term Assets
Investments - Partnerships' ,
Investments·
Land Investments (net of 3rd pa

25,500,000.00
2,000,000.00

Total Long Term Assets

27,500,000.00
27,500,000.00

Total Fixed Assets
Other Assets
Investment
CCS Trop-215, LLC
RE" (Star)
Clearwater RE'I
Horseshoe Bend 400 (Program 1)
ICP •- Serene Meadows (20%)
Idaho Partners (Baymont)
, New Meadows'
Sangerll '
Sliver Mountain LLC (30%)
Tres Rio~
Rlo~ Equity.
EquitY. Partne (64:4%)
Whit:Cloud / New Meadow (62%) ,

1,600,OOO~00
3,375,000.00
6;400,000.00
1,600,000.00
105,000.00
6;400,000.00 '
2,640,000.00
480,000.00
2,640,000.00
1;984,000.00

Total Investment

27,224,000.00

Note Receivables
Clearwater - Bunker Hill
Clearwater - MAC
Clearwater Lodging
Additional Capital Interest
., Initial Capital Interest
Clearwater Lodging - Other
Clearwaterlodging
Total Clearwaterlodglng
,

436,831.04
73,500.00

'25,000.00
400,000.00
1,540,000.00
1,965,000.00

,

Clearwater REI LLC
Cude-Barnett .,
Cude-Sarnett
Heritage Lands LLC -Future Inle
In1e
Horseshoe Bend - 3200 Acres
Capit~1 P.artners LLC
'Idaho Caplt~1
Sandpoint Condos
'
Sliver Mountain LLC
Tres Rlos Equlty'Partners
Trop-215 Developer'LLC .
Trop·215
Re,celvables
Total Note Re.celvables

458,763.00
80,000.00
342,357'.96
465,209.16
350,040.00
56,000.00
300,000.00
516,334.00
485,1~1.17.
485,17:1.17.
.5,529,206.33

Total Other Assets

32,753,206.33

TOTAL ASSETS

60,504,935.05

LIABILITIES & EQUITY
Liabilities
Long Term Liabilities
Notes Payable
Clearwater REI (Star)

2,335,000.00
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EXHIBIT A (Continued)

RE Capit~1 Investments, LL<?
Balance Sheet

Accrual Basis

As of December 31,2008
., Dec 31, 08
DH
Diamond B Asset Management
Heritage Lands LLC
Interest Payable
.,
Inc.•.'
Terron Investments Inc
TH
.'
Total, Notes Payable
Total.

. 300,000.00
434,650.19
2,475;000.00
46,763.00
619,000.00
300,000.00
6,510,413.19

Total Long Term liabilities

6,511)";413.19
6,510;413.19

Total Liabilities

6,510,413.19

E'qulty
Land Equity
E~uity
Partnership E~ulty
Retained Earnings
., Netlncome

12,840,000.00
41,494,000.00
",. -314, ~ 76.01
-25,302·13

Total Equity

53,994,521.86

TOTAL LIABILITIES & EQUITY .'

60,504,935.0'5
60,504,935.05
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FIRST SUPPLEMENT TO

CONFIDENTIAL PRIVATE PLACEMENT MEMORANDUM
CLEARWATER 2008 NOTE PROGRAM, LLC
$20,000,000 9.0% Notes
(Subject to increase to $40,000,000)
Minimum Investment: $50,000
Minimum Offering Amount: $1,000,000
Maximum Offering Amount: $20,000,000 (Subject to increase to $40,000,000)

Dated: October 3, 2008
This First Supplement (the "First Supplement") is designed to update, through October 3, 2008, the information previously
provided in the Confidential Private Placement Memorandum dated August 29,2008 (the "Memorandum"), which described the Offering
by Clearwater 2008 Note Program, LLC (the "Company") of up to $20,000,000 in aggregate principal amount of 9.0% Notes due
December 31, 2015, subject to increase to $40,000,000 (as so supplemented, with all Exhibits to the Memorandum and the Addendum,
the "Offering Memorandum"). Capitalized terms used herein without definition shall have the meaning ascribed to them in the Offering
Memorandum.
This First Supplement is being furnished for your information on a confidential basis so that you may consider an investment in
the Notes described herein and in the Memorandum and should be read together with the Memorandum. This First Supplement is not to
be reproduced or used for any other purpose. No person has been authorized to make any statement concerning the Offering other than as
set forth in the Memorandum, and any such statement, if made, should not be relied upon. The Notes will not be registered under the
Securities Act of 1933, as amended (the "Securities Act"), or any other securities laws. Notes will be offered for investment purposes
only pursuant to exemptions from the registration provisions provided under Regulation D of the Securities Act. There will be no public
market for the Notes. There are significant risks associated with the Offering. See the Section entitled "Risk Factors" in the
Memorandum, as supplemented by this First Supplement.
The Memorandum is not an offer to sell, or a solicitation of an offer to purchase, and no Notes shall be offered or sold to any
person in any jurisdiction in which such offer, solicitation, purchase or sale would be unlawful under the securities laws of such
jurisdiction. The Offering Memorandum has not been filed with the Securities and Exchange Commission, any securities administrator
under state securities laws or any other governmental or self-regulatory authority. None of the SEC, any securities administrators or
governmental or self-regulatory authority have passed on the merits of the Offering or the adequacy of the Offering Memorandum. Any
representation to the contrary is unlawful.
This First S~pplement describes updated information and should be read in its entirety by each investor.

[BALANCE OF PAGE INTENTIONALLY LEFT BLANK]
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OFFERING MEMORANDUM

The following information described in the Offering Memorandum is hereby modified and supplemented as follows:
The Company will hold all proceeds of the Offering and all principal amounts repaid to the Company during the term of the
program in a bank control account for the benefit of the Noteholders. Funds will be released from the bank control account only upon
receipt by bank of approval of a loan from the Company's Investment Committee in accordance with the requirements described in the
Memorandum, upon receipt of notice of demand for liquidation of a Noteholder's Note pursuant to the Memorandum, upon receipt of
notice that the Company is exercising its right to prepay all or some portion of the Notes, upon receipt of notice that the Company is
transferring the proceeds held in the bank control account from the bank to an alternative and more stable financial institution, or upon
the maturity of the Notes.
The first paragraph on page 3 of the Memorandum is deleted in its entirety and is replaced with the following:
This Memorandum contains a limited discussion of tax issues that may be associated with an
investment in the Notes by a qualified plan, an IRA or other tax exempt entity. See "INVESTMENT BY
QUALIFIED PLANS AND INDIVIDUAL RETIREMENT ACCOUNTS."
Noteholders with the information described in the section of the Memorandum entitled
The Company intends to provide NotehoIders
"Reports - Annual Report" within 60 days following the end of each calendar year. The Company will provide Noteholders with the
information described in the section of the Memorandum entitled "Reports - Tax Information" within the time periods mandated for the
delivery of such information by the relevant taxing authority (i.e., 1099s will be delivered not later than January 31). Any and all
statements that are inconsistent with the foregoing, and in particular the statements to the contrary contained in the sections of the
Memorandum entitled "Reports - Annual Report" and "Reports - Tax Information" are superseded hereby.
Peter Cooper, Senior Vice President of Sales will assume the role of Director of Sales and Broker Dealer Relations for
Clearwater REI, LLC. Mr. Cooper has thirty years of experience in the securities industry and long-term relationships with key industry
contacts. Don Steeves, former National Sales Director and Director of Broker Dealer Relations, concluded his employment with
Clearwater REI, LLC and is pursuing other opportunities within the real estate and securities industry.
The section of the Memorandum entitled Business Plan is hereby deleted in its entirety and superseded by the following:
The Clearwater 2008 Note Program, LLC was organized to offer 9% Notes due December 31,2015, in an
aggregate principal amount up to $20,000,000, which amount may be increased to $40,000,000 at the sole
discretion of the Company. The net proceeds from the investment monies will be placed in a bank control
account. The Company will use said proceeds from the offering of Notes to provide first mortgage financing
for real estate acquisition and development projects undertaken by Clearwater REI, LLC, its Affiliates and
other borrowers who satisfY the lending criteria established by the Company. Such projects may include,
without limitation, acquisition, entitlement, and development of, and construction on, undeveloped real
property, and the purchase or refinance of existing real estate assets. It is anticipated that the average overall
investment breakdown of the proceeds during the life of the program will be in the following ranges, subject
to a combined cap of an average of 100%.
Opportunistic Purchases:
30% - 50% will be lent to Affiliates to purchase undervalued real estate in today's current market. These
opportunities will be purchased from banks' real estate holdings, distressed sellers, and large development
portfolios. The Company is already being presented with numerous opportunities.
Affiliate Loans eRE Capital):
10% - 20% into new projects or construction/development of existing affiliate projects. Note funds will not
be used for the refinance of existing affiliate projects. Though we are proud of the projects that have been
completed or are in the process of being completed, the Company commits that all funds raised in this
program will be going to new projects or the construction/development of existing projects that the principals
of the Company will invest in personally.
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Loans to 3rd Parties:
10% - 20% of the 2008 note funds will be used to provide short tenn lending to 3rd Parties. These loans will
be short in maturity and target diverse property types. Opportunities frequently arise with unrelated parties
that own real estate projects that banks are unwilling to finance because of the current debt market. With this
note program, the Company may make loans secured by such properties to 3rd parties.
Debt Purchases:
30% - 50% in debt purchases from portfolios, banks, and the FDIC. These loans will retain original
borrowers, guarantors, tenns and remain fully enforceable. The purchase of existing debt from institutions
allows us to "cherry pick" perfonning and discounted face value loans from groups looking to sell such loans
and remove them from their balance sheets. The current regulatory market has put immense pressure on
local, regional, and national banks to sell off existing real estate mortgages to increase liquidity. Additionally,
our relationship with large mortgage portfolio buyers and hedge funds allows us to select a handful of assets
without being burdened with the mixed bag that usually is included in these mortgage sales. This opportunity
also allows for the Company to diversify the note program holdings.

Debt Purchases
(portfolios & failed
banks)

Clearwater 2008 Note Program LLC
Fund Allocation

RECapital
(new projects,
refinance.
development &
construction)

Opportunistic
opportunistic
Purchases
(deeply discounted
real estate)

loans to 3rd Parties
(small. short term
loans)

The Company's loans will be collateralized by a first position Mortgage or first Deed of Trust only. The
Company expects that loans will be diversified around the country though most opportunities will be in the
West since that is where the Company is headquartered.
Some attractive real estate investment opportunities require that the transaction be closed within a timeframe
shorter than that typically required to secure bank or other fonns of financing. The Company may use the
proceeds from the offering of Notes to provide the capital required in lieu of bank or other financing.
Following closing, the Company intends to put permanent debt or equity in place following the acquisition or
development and/or the properties will be sold making the Company's note funds revolving.
Investment Committee
Each proposed loan will be evaluated by a four member Investment Committee. The four member Investment
Committee now consists of current principal members of Clearwater REI, LLC, namely: Ron Meyer, Chris
Benak, Bart Cochran and Chad Hansen. The Investment Committee will apply the criteria detailed below in
making a decision about whether to fund any proposed loan. No loan will be made by the Company without
the prior approval of the Investment Committee. See the "Management of the Company - The Manager Investment Committee" section in the PPM.

11st
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Investment Criteria
In order to qualify for loans from the Company, each borrowing entity will be required to provide a loan
request detailing its needs, and will be required to satisfy additional requirements.

The primary financial requirement is that the maximum loan to value, at the time that each loan is made, is no
greater than the following:
•
•
•

land/raw ground - LTV not to exceed 65%
Pre-entitled lanel/raw
Entitled land - LTV not to exceed 75%
Construction and existing commercial or residential structures - LTV not to exceed 80%

The loan to value ratio will be defined by an MAl appraisal. In the absence of an MAl appraisal, the loan to
value ratio will be evidenced by a broker's opinion of value or by the Company's determination of value
through the utilization of industry acceptable valuation methods. Other requirements that must be met by
each borrowing entity will be at the discretion of the Investment Committee. The loan will be secured as a
first position Mortgage or first position Deed of Trust on real property.
Documentation Required
The Investment Committee will require, at a minimum, the following documentation:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Borrower Financial Statements
Budgets or Pro-forma
Projections
Operating Statements
Title & Survey
Phase I, environmental questionnaire, or soils report (Investment Committee's discretion)
Appraisal or Opinion of Value (Investment Committee's discretion)

Construction & Development Lending
According to the Investment Criteria, construction and development lending will
wiII have a maximum of 80%
loan to value. This metric is to be kept at all times during the construction process. An appraisal will be
completed prior to the funding of the project to determine the "as completed" value of the property. Funds
will be released only as the construction process moves forward - no funds will be pre-drawn.

Committed development funds will be held in an escrow account to be disbursed once the following has been
completed:
•
•
•

Draw request form has been completed
Lien Waivers from all vendors have been executed
Construction inspection has been made by Clearwater verifying draw request and percentage
completion.

1st Supplement - 4
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Loan Process & Life CJ~.e
The following chart depicts the life cycle of loans made by the Company.

Investment deposited In
bank control account

Clearwater2008 Note Program

Loan Payoff

Investment Committee

ArstDeed of Trust
LTV < 65%: pre-entitled
pre-entilled land
entitled land
LTV < 75%: enlilledland
construction and
LTV < 80%: conslructionand
existing commercial
f:ommercial

The information in this First Supplement supersedes any information to the contrary provided in the Offering Memorandum.

SUPPLEMENTAL INFORMATION - The Private Placement Memorandum for the Offering of Notes consists of this sticker,
the Memorandum dated August 29,2008 and this First Supplement dated October 3,2008, which supplements, modifies, and supersedes
some of the information contained in the Memorandum.

#2207310 v4
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13O0 E. STATE STREET. STE 103
1300
EAGLE. IDAHO 83616
EAGLE,
Ph (208) 639-4488
(866) 217·4906
217-4906
Fox (2e8) 939-1431
WVo.w.cleorwa!errei.ccm
'MAw.c1eorwalerrei.ccm

February 01, 2010

RE:

Clearwater 2008 Note Program, LLC (PPM Kit)

Dear Mark Boling:

Enclosed, please find the Private Placement Memorandum (PPM) for the Clearwater 2008 Note Program, LLC.
The Clearwater 2008 Note Program offers investors predictable monthly income with an option to reinvest their
interest thereby compounding their return. Some of the differences between the Clearwater 2008 Note Program
and other fixed income type investments include but are not limited to the following:

» 9% Annual interest (paid monthly)
» All Note proceeds used to make loans are collateralized by First Mortgages/Deeds of Trust

» Guarantor: RE Capital Investments, LLC (120% net asset coverage on the Principal Only Corporate
Guaranty)

» Annual audits by independent CPA firm
» Reinvestment Option (interest compounded monthly)
10% of offering proceeds
» Liquidity: Annually, limited to 10%

» Suitable for Qualified Plans (No UBTI)
» Suitability: Accredited Investors Only
If you should have any questions or need assistance with the enclosed information, please feel free to contact
your who/es~le
wholes~le representative using the information provided below and they will gladly assist you.
Thanks for your consideration to Clearwater and we look forward to serving you and your valued clien~.

Sincerely,
Clearwater Real Estate Investments

Rob Ruebel
~.
~'

Regional Vice President of Sales
Office: 208.639.4493
Mobile: 208.407.5881
rob@c1.earwaterrei.com
rob@clearwaterrei.com
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Clearwater Real Estate Investments

Clearwater

1300 E State Street I Eagle, Idaho 83616
866.217.4906 I www.clearwaterreLcom
www.c1earwaterreLcom
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t08 Note Program
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".'

Investment Summary

ACCREDITED INVESTORS ONLY

» Overview
Program, LLC (the ·Company")
The Clearwater 2008 Note Program,
"Company") primary
business strategy is to use the net proceeds from the offering of the Notes
to provide first mortgage financing for real estate acquisition and
REI , LLC, its Affiliates and
development projects undertaken by Clearwater REI,
other borrowers who satisfy the lending criteria established by the
Company. The Notes are backed by first liens and also include a corporate
Company.
guaranty. As additional safeguards to preserve investor capital, this
program is govemed by strict guidelines set forth in the third party escrow
control agreement and undergoes an annual audit by a reputable
independent CPA finm.
finm.

» Investment Highlights
» 9% Annual interest (paid monthly)

» All Note proceeds used to make loans are collateralized by First
Mortgages/Deeds of Trust
Guarantor. RE Capital Investments,
» Guarantor:
Investments, LLC (120% net asset coverage on the
Principal Only Corporate Guaranty)
» Annual audits by independent CPA finm
» Reinvestment Option (interest compounded monthly)
» Liquidity: Annually, limited to 10% of offering proceeds beginning 12131/2010
» Suitable for Qualified Plans (No UBTI)
» Suitability:
Suitabil ity: Accredited Investors Only
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Clearwater Real Estate Investments

2008 Note Program

Clearwa1

1300 E State Street I Eagle, Idaho 83616
866.217.4906 I www.clearwaterrei.com
www.c1earwaterrei.com

Interest Options

Annual
Principal

2

Annual
Dollar

Annual
Pr1nclpal

Cumulative

9.00%

.

-;-

$87,320

14.69%

9.00%

_

7

Avg Annual Return:

Total:

4

.
5
6

Cumulative $
Amount

2

4
"

Annual $
Available for

9.00%

Total :
Total:

$63,000

"7'--:;"

,<"

1 6 &~%

Avg Annual Return:

12.47%

To Achieve Projections
ProjectIons Above:
(1) Assumes investment is held for entire projected term.
term. Interest rate of 9.0% is cumulative, non-compounding annual interest rate.
rate.
(2) Assumes Investment
investment is held for entire projected term. Compounded rate calculated as a percent retum based on original investment amount and averaged over each
year.
additional year.
return.
(3) Rate based on original investment and compounded monthly. Rate represents entire 12-month compounded annual return.
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Who We Are

What We Do

Experience

Clea rwater
vater Real Estate Investments
!nvestments
Benefits of Clear
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866.217 .4906 toll-free
866.217.4906

www.clearwaterreLcom
I www.c1earwaterrei.com

Barton C.
C. Cochran

Chad J.
J. Hansen
---~-------.

-------

8 . Cooper
Peter B.

Ronald D.
D. Meyer
rv1eyer
- - - - -- - - -

Christop~er
Christop~er

J. Benak
J.
- "" _--_._- -------- -"---..
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COMPLETED PROJECT<:::
PROJECT~ : '
Pro'eet
P(o"ect

.

.,

Custom Home Projects 1-4
Custom Home Projects 5-10
Villa Mira 1
Villa Mira 2
Villa Mira 3
Villa Mira 4
Vintage Square
Sanger Land
Sheridan Place
Sherwood Meadows
Buellton Induslrial
Industrial 1
Buellton Industrial 2
The Idaho Club
Baymont Hotel

PROJECT HISTORY
,-\ffiliare
Part.,e rs Only
Affiiiare Part'1ers

:~''':~
.... ,.:
~

.~~ ~:.::: ("~~=,

.. ~;~ -;. ~_~~:.~"~;'; ..~~i.~"::-:: ,;1

T

,.

"

e

'

,. Location
lodation

>,' "~ ~

Custom Project

Los Alios
Altos,, CA
Morro Bay,
Bay, CA

Subdivision

Sanger, CA
Sanger,

Subdivision
Subdivision
Subdivision
PUO
Unimproved Land
Subdivision
Subdivision
Office/Industrial
Office/tndustrial
Office/Industrial
Resort/Golf
Hotel

Sanger, CA
Sanger, CA
Sanger, CA
Sanger,
Sanger, CA
Sanger,
Sanger, CA
Meridian, 10
Meridian,
Nampa, 10
Buellton, CA
Buellton,
Buellton , CA
Coeur d'Alene, 10
Kellogg
Kellogg,, 10

Custom Project

ACTIVE PROJECTS:
Pro-eet
Pro'ect

T

Madera Ranch

Subdivision

e

Location
L
o c a t i o n ..
Madera
Madera,, CA

Ahwahnee Preserve

Equestrian, SFR
Equestrian,

Ahwahnee, CA
Ahwahnee,

Jade

Commercial Land

Meridian
Meridian,, 10

Hope Ridge Estates

Subdivision

Star, lO
Star,lO

Sundance Ranch Estates

Equestrian Community

Kuna,lO
Kuna , IO

Montour Valley Ranch 1

Subdivision

Horseshoe Bend, 10

Riverbend Estates

Subdivision

Horseshoe Bend,
Bend, 10

Eagle Ridge Estates

Subdivision

Bend , 10
Horseshoe Bend,

Horseshoe Bend

Commercial

Horseshoe Bend
Bend,, 1
10
0

Horseshoe Bend

Master Plan Community

Bend,, 10
Horseshoe Bend

Preserve Town Center

Commercial
Commercial

Bend, 10
Horseshoe Bend,

Sandpoint Condos

Condominiums

Sandpoint,
Sandpoint, 10

Bunker Hill Condominiums

Condominiums

Kellogg,
Kellogg, 10

Woodsman Condo-Hotel

Condo, Hotel/Retail
Condo.

McCall,IO
McCall,lO
New Meadows, 10

New Meadows Master Plan

Subdivision

Greenfield Terrace

Equestrian Community

Boise,lO
Boise. 10

Tres Rios Condos

Condominiums

Avondale. AZ.
AZ
Avondale.

Tres Rios Retai
Retaill

PAOO

Avondale,. AZ
Avondale

Avondale Office Condos

Office Condos

Avondale , AZ.
AZ
Avondale,

Glendale Commercial

Restaurants

Glendale, AZ
Glendale,

Bank Building

Bank

AZ
Avonda le, AZ.
Avondale,

Glendale Office Condos

Office Condos

Glendale.
Glendale, AZ

Office Building

Office

Glendale,, AZ.
Glendale
AZ

Aloft Hotel "Starwood Product"

Hotel

Glendale, AZ

Radisson
Rad
isson Hotel

Hotel

Glendale,, AZ.
Glendale
AZ

.
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Our Social and Environmental Responsibility Commitment
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SUBSCRIPTION AGREEMENT

Clearwater 2008 Note Program, LLC

9.0% Notes Due December 31, 2015
This is the offer and agreement ("Subscription Agreement")
Agreement'') ofthe
of the undersigned to purchase $ Sa?()()(),
Sa? () () (), ()()
($50,000 minimwn investment) in principal amount of9.0% Notes due December 31, 2015 (''Notes'')
("Notes") to be issued by
Clearwater 2008 Note Program, LLC, au Idaho limited liability company (the "Company") ("Subscription Price"),
subject to th~ terms, conditions, acknowledgments, representations and warranties stated herein and in the
Confidential Private Placement Memorandum relating to the offer of up to $20,000,000 (subject to increase to
$40,000,000) in aggregate principal amount in Notes dated August 29, 2008, as supplemented from time to time (the
"Memorandwn"). I am including with this Subscription Agreement a check payable to the order of "Home Federal
"Memorandmn").
Bank, as Escrow Agent for Clearwater 2008 Note Program, LLC" in the amount of$..sf) l~OD.
l~OD. (it;!
(it;.
,
representing the Subscription Price for the Notes I am purchasing. All tenus utilized' herein shall have the same
meaning as set forth in the Memorandum.

In order to induce the Company to accept this Subscription Agreement for Notes and as further consideration
for such acceptance, I hereby make the following acknowledgments, representations and warranties with the full
knowledge that the Company will expressly rely thereon in making a decision to accept or reject this Subscription
Agreement:

1.

2.
3.
4.

5.
6.

7.

8.

I hereby adopt, confirm and agree to all of the covenants, representations and warranties set out in
•fl
/l
'
this Subscription Agreement.
primaty state ofr
of r
I\:.:..\.::;;IN,,-My primaIy
.:..\.::;;IN:...- _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
My date of birth is:
.
IfI am a natural person, I hereby represent and warrant that (check as appropriate):
(a)
~ I, together with my spouse, have a net worth, inclusive of home, home furnishings
of$l,OOO,OOO; Q!
and personal automobiles, in excess ofSl,OOO,OOO;.Q!
(b)
_ _ I have individual income in excess of$200,000, or joint income ,vith
with my spouse, in
excess of $300,000, in each of the two most recent years, and I reasonably expect
individual or joint income in excess of that amount in the current year.
If other than a natural person, such entity represents and warrants that (check as appropriate):
_ _ it is an "accredited investor" as defined in Regulation D promulgated under the Securities Act
of 1933, as amended.
If other than a natural person, is such entity a benefit plan qualified under Code Section 401(a), a
benefit plan subject to ERISA, an individual retirement account or arrangement under Code Section
408 or any other company sponsored employee benefit plan or program?
Yes.
No.
Neither I nor any subsidiary, affiliate, owner, shareholder, partner, member, indemnitor, guarantor
or related person or entity:
(a)
is a Sanctioned Person (as defined below);
(b)
has more than 15% ofits
of its assets in Sanctioned Countries (as defined below); or
(c)
derives more than 15% of its operating income from investments in, or transactions ,vith
with
Sanctioned Persons or Sanctioned Countries.
For purposes of the foregoing, a "Sanctioned Person" shall mean (a) a person named on the list of
"specially designated nationals" or "blocked persons" maintained by the U.S. Office ofForeign
of Foreign
(lCOFAC') at htto:llwww.treas.govloffices!eot[fCIo(aclsdlllindex.html,
htto://www.tJ.eas.gov/offices/eotffC/o(gc/sdll/;ndex.htmi. or as otherwise
Assets Control ("OFAC')
of the government
govemment ofa Sanctioned Country, (2) an
published from time to time, or (b) (1) an agency ofthe
organization controlled by a Sanctioned Country,
CountIy, or (3) a person resident in a Sanctioned Country,
CountIy,
OFAC. A "Sanctioned Country"
to the extent subject to a sanctions program administered by OFAC.
Country" shall
mean a country subject to a sanctions program identified on the list maintained by OFAC and
meatl
available at http://wIVIV.treas.govlolfices1eotf/clo(aclsQl1ctions!;lldex.hhnl,
http://wIVIV.fl.eas.gov/oQ1ces/eotf/c/ofac/SQl1ctions/index.hhnl. or as othenvise published
from time to time.
Under penalties ofpeljury, I certify (a) that the number shown on this form is my correct taxpayer
identification number and (b) that I am not subject to backup withholding, either because I have not
been notified that I am subject to backup withholding as a result ofa
of a failure to report all interest or
dividends or the Internal Revenue Service has notified me that I am no longer subject to backup
subject to backup
withholding. (please strike out the language certifying that you are not SUbject
withholding due to notified payee under-reporting if you have been notified tbat you are
subject to backup withholding due to notified payee under-reporting,
under-reporting t and you have not
2
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9.
10.

received a notice from the Internal Revenue Service advising you that backup withholding bas
terminated.)
I further represent and warrant that such investment is not disproportionate to my income or
available liquid funds and that I further have the capacity to protect my interests in connection with
t11e purchase of the Notes.
tIle
l)(e) wish to own my (our) Notes as follows (check one):
states, if the
.
(a)
Separate or individual property. (In community property states.
purchaser is married.
married, his (her) spouse must submit written consent if community
funds will be used to purchase the Notes.)
(b)
Husband and Wife as community property. (Community property states
only. Husband and Wife should both sign all required documents unless advised
by their attorney that one signahlre is sufficient.)
(c)
Joint Tenants with right of survivorship. (Both parties must sign all
required documents lIDless advised
adv:ised by their attorneys that one signature is
sufficient.)
(d)
Tenants in Common. (Both parties must sign all required documents.)
of trust, name
(e)
Trust. (Attach copy of trust instrument and include name oftmst.
of trustee and date trust was formed.)
oftrustee
(t)
Partnership or Limited Liability Company. (Attach copy of articles or
certificate, ifany,
certificate.
ifany. and partnership agreement or operating agreement and inchlde
of authority for person who executes required documents.)
evidence ofauthority
(g)
survivorship. (Husband and wife should
Husband and Wife with right of
ofsurvivorship.
sign all documents unless other advised by their attorney.)
(h)
IRA or Qualified Plan:
(i)

11.

Other (indicate):
(indicate);

If the owner of Notes is an entity (trust, LLC, Partnership, etc.) my relationship to the owning entity
is
(trostee,
(trustee, owner, partner, etc.)

Subscriber's Signature:
Subscriber~s

Signature:

....,x'--_~....L.;'-__
~.;.....
""X'--_~....L.,;,-_
_~.;.....
__·--tt_ _ _ __
",X"--_~
",X,,--_~

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _-

Date: _-z.....,tf-,_l.-+L_,o
Date:
_oz.....,tf-'_'l.-+-/_'0_____

Date: _ _ _ _ _ _ __

1.
I understand that in the event this Subscription Agreement is not accepted 'or, if accepted, the Offering is
subsequently tenninated or cancelled then the funds transmitted herewith shall be returned to the undersigned and this Subscription
of no further effect. RB Capital, LLC has agreed to guarantee
guaranlee the repayment ofprincipal
of principal under
Agreement shall be tenninated and ofno
the Notes. By executing this Subscription Agreement.
Agreement, each prospective investor ofNotes
of Noles approves the foregoing.
foregoing, acknowledges
Factors:' and waives those provisions of the Securities
the risks described in the section of the Memorandum entitled "Risk Factors."
1934, as amended, generally governing funds held in escrow prior to closing an offering.
Exchange Act of 1934.
2.
I acknowledge that I have received, read and fully understand the Memorandum. I acknowledge that I am
materia]s
basing my decision to invest in Notes on the Memorandum and 1I have relied only on the information contained in said materials
and have not relied upon any representations made by any other person. I recognize that an investment in Notes involves
purcbase ofNotes.
of Notes, including, but not
substantial risk and I am fully cognizant of and understand all of the risk factors related to the purchase
those risks set forth in the sections ofthe
of the Memorandum entitled "RiskFactoIS."
limited to, those
"RiskFactoTS."
3.
My overall commitment to investments that are not readily marketable is not disproportionate to my individual
net worth, and my investment in Notes will not cause such overall commitment to become excessive. I have adequate means of
requirements, both current and anticipated, and have no need for liquidity in this investment. I can bear
providing for my financial requirements.
and am willing to accept the economic risk oflosiog my ~tire
~tire investment in Notes.
4.
I acknowledge that the sale ofNotes
of Notes has not been accompanied by the publication of any advertisement, any
of an investment seminar sponsored by the Company or any ofits Affiliates.
general solicitation or as the direct result ofan
S.
All information tbat I have provided to the Company herein concerning my suitability to invest in Notes is
complete, accurate and correct as of the date ofmy
of my signature on the last page of this Subscription Agreement. I hereby agree to
notify the Company immediately of any material change in any such information occurring prior to the acceptance of this
Subscription Agreement.
Agreement, including any information about changes concerning my net worth and financial position.
6.
I have had the opportunity to ask questions of, and receive answers from, the Company and the Manager
concerning the Company, the creation or operation of the Company or tenns and conditions of the offering ofNotes,
of Notes, and to obtain
necessmy to verify the accuracy of the information contained in the Memorandum. I have been
any additional information deemed necessllJY
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provided with all materials and information requested by either me or others representing me, including any information requestcd
to verifY any information furnished to me.
7.
I am purchasing Notes for my own account and for investment purposes only and have no present intention,
underStanding or arrangement for the distribution, transfer, assignment, resale or subdivision ofNotes.
of Notes. I understand that, due to the
understanding
restrictions referred to in Paragraph 8 below, and the lack of any market existing or to exist for Notes, my investment in the
Company win be highly
higbly illiquid and may have to be held indefinitely.
8.
I am fully aware that Notes subscribed for hereunder have not been registered with the Securities and Exchange
Commission in reliance on an exemption specified in Regulation D under the Securities Act of 1933, as amended, which reliance is
based in part upon my representations set forth herein. I understand that Notes subscribed for herein have not been registered under
applicable state securities laws and are being offered and sold pursuant to the exemptions specified in said laws, and unless they are
registered, they may not be re-offered for sale or resold except in a transaction or as a security exempt under those laws. I further
underntand that the spccific approval of such resales by the state securities administrator may be required in some states. Notes
have not been approved or disapproved by the United States Securities and Exchange CommIssion or other regulatory
authority, nor have any ofthe foregoing authorities passed upon or endorsed the merits of this Offering or the accuracy or
adequac)'
adequacy ofthe Memorandum. Any representation to the contrary is unlawful.
9.
I acknowledge that Home Federal Bank is acting solely as escrow holder in connection with the Offering of
Notes, and makes no recommendations with respect thereto. I understand that Home Federal Bank has made no investigation
regarding the Offering, Notes, the Company, the Manager, their Affiliates or their officers and directors, or any other person or
entity involved in the Offering.
10.
This Subscription Agreement shall be construed in accordance with and governed by the laws
Jaws of the Stale of
Idaho without regard to its choice oflaw
of law provisions.
tbat any dispute, controversy or other claim arising under, out ofor
of or relating to this
11.
I hereby covenant and agree that
Agreement or any of the transactions contemplated hereby, or any amendment thereof, or the breach or interpretation
Interpretation hereof or
thereof, shall be determined and settled in binding arbitration in Boise, Idaho, in accordance with applicable Idaho law, and with
the rules 'and procedures of The American Arbitration Association. The prevailing party shall be entitled to an award of its
reasonable costs and expenses, including, but not limited to, attorneys' fces, in addition to any other available remedies. Any
award rendered therein shall be final and binding on each and all
a]) of the parties thereto and their persooal
personal representatives, and
judgment may be entered thereon in any court of competent jUrisdiction. BY EXECUTING THIS AGREEMENT, YOU ARE
AGREEING TO HAVE ALL DISPUTES DECIDED BY NEUTRAL ARBITRATION, YOU ARE GIVING UP ANY
RIGHTS YOU 'MIGHT POSSESS TO HAVE SUCH DISPUTES LITIGATED 1N
IN A COURT OR JURY TRIAL, AND
AND APPEAL. IF YOU REFUSE TO SUBMIT
YOU ARE GIVING UP YOUR JUDICIAL RIGHTS TO DISCOVERY MolD
TO ARBITRATION AFTER AGREEING TO THIS PROVISION, YOU MAY BE COMPELLED TO ARBITRATE. BY
EXECUTING TIDS AGREEMENT, YOU HEREBY CONFIRM THAT YOUR AGREEMENTS TO THIS
ARBITRATION PROVISION IS VOLUNTARY.
12.
I hereby agree to indemnify, defend and hold harmless the Company, the Manager, their Affiliates and
any and all damages, 10sseSt
losses,
all of their members, managers, shareholders, officers, employees, affiliates and advisors, from an)'
liabilities, costs and expenses (including reasonable attorneys' fees and costs) that they may incur by reason of my failure to
oftbis Subscription Agreement or by reason ofthe untruth or inaccuracy of any of the
fulfill all ofthe terms and conditions oHbis
representations, warranties or agreements contained herein or in any other documents I have furnished to any of the
in. connection with tbis transaction.
transaetion. This indemnification Includes, but is not limited to, any damages,
foregoing in
dama2es, losses,
liabilities, costs and expenses (including
(inclUding reasonable attorneys' fees and costs) Incurred by the Company, the Manager, their
Affiliates and any of their members, managers, shareholders, directors,
affiliates or advisors, defending
directors. officers, employees, aFfiliates
against any alleged violation of federal or state securities laws which is based upon or related to any untruth or inaccuracy
of any of the representations, warranties or agreements contained herein or in any other documents I have furnished In
connection with tbis transaction.
13.
I hereby acknowledge and agree that: (a) I may not transfer or assign this Subscription Agreement, or any
interest herein, and any purported transfer shall be void; (b) except as specifically described herein, I am not entitled to cancel,
tlris Subscription
SUbscription Agreement and that this Subscription Agreement will be binding on my heirs, successors and
terminate or revoke this
personal representatives; provided, however, thaI
that ifthe
if the Company rejects this Subscription Agreement, this Subscription Agreement
shall be automatically canceled, terminated and revoked; (c) this Subscription Agreement and the Memorandnm, together with all
of Notes and may
attachments and exhibits thereto, constitute the entire agreement among the parties hereto with respect to the sale ofNotes
be amended, modified or terminated only by a writing executed by all parties (except as provided herein with respect to rejection of
this Snbscription Agreement by the Company); (d) within two days after receipt of a written request from the Company, the
undersigned agrees to provide such information and to execute and deliver such documents as may be necessary to comply with
of the undersigned set
any and aU laws and regulations to which the Company is subject; and (e) the representations and warranties ofthe
forth herein shall survive the sale ofNotes
of Notes pursuant to this Subscription Agreement.
14.
I am not making this investment in any manner as a representative of a charitable remainder unitrust or a
trust
charitable remainder tntsl

Initial Here
Here._ _ __

Initial Here_ _ __
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@3~ CLEARWATER
~~
' ' ' A T ' JNV"'TM'NH
JNVHTM'NH
HAC ">An

1300 E. STATE STREET. STE 103
EAGLE. IDAHO 83616
639-4488
Ph (208) 639·4488
(866)217-4906
(866) 217-4906
Fox (208)939-1431
(208) 939-1431
www.cleorwoterreLcom
www.cleorwoterrei.com

March 1,2010
To:

Mark Boling
21986 Cayuga Lane
Lake Forest, CA 92630

Re:

Clearwater 2008 Note Program, LLC

Dear Valued Investor,
Thank you for choosing Clearwater Real Estate Investments (Clearwater) and allowing us to assist you with your investment
goals. The purpose of this letter is to notify and confirm your subscription has been received and accepted. Please note your
investment information below.

Investment Information
OWner:
Offering Name:
Custodian Acct Number:
Certificate Number:
Principal Amount:
Effective Date:

Mark Boling
Clearwater 2008 Note Program, LLC
n/a
08-470
$ 50,000.00
2/27/10

Account Statements
As a Clearwater client, you will receive regular updates of your account activity on account statements.
Also, please fmd the following documents to keep for your records:
1) Certificate

2) Instructions to Investors & Subscription Agreement (signed accepted copy)
3) Master Note (signed copy)
For your convenience, please fmd a Direct Deposit Request Form enclosed hereto. If you would like to receive your monthly
distributions via ACH direct deposit, simply complete the form and attach a voided check and return as indicated on the form.
lfyou
Note: If
you have (i) elected to participate in the Interest Reinvestment Plan (IRP), (ii) already submitted a direct deposit
request form or (iii) your investment involves a custodial account please ignore this form.
Clearwater is dedicated to providing the highest level of service and seeks to always warrant the trust and confidence you
have placed in us. Please call us toll-free at (866) 217-4906 or you can send us an email at
Inyest9rSeMces@t\emwnW:rrei.com for any questions/assistance regarding your investment(s) with us.
. Inyest9rSexyices@tlemwnW:rretcom
Sincerely,
Investor Services
Toll-free: (866) 217-4906
InvestorServices@clearwaterrei.com
Enclosure(s)
Enclosure(s)
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Mark Boling
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NOTICE: THIS NOTE HAS NOT BEEN REGISTERED PURSUANT TO ANY FEDERAL OR
NOT BE TRANSFERRED OR RESOLD,
STATE SECURITIES LAW. TInS NOTE MAY NOT'
EXCEPT AS PERMITI'ED UNDER (A) THE SECURITIES ACT OF 1933, AS AMENDED, AND
SECURITIES· . LAWS, PURSUANT TO REGISTRATION OR
APPLICABLE STATE SECURITIES'
SECI'ION 10 BE~OF.
BE~OF.
EXEMPTION THEREFROM, AND (B) THE RESTRICTIONS <?F SECfION
NOTE
$20,000,000 (subject to increase to $40,000,000)

August 29, 2008

FOR VALUABLE CONSIDERATION, the·
the' receipt, adequacy and sufficiency of which are
hereby ackno:wledged, Clearwater 2008 Note· Program, LLC, an Idaho limited liability company
"Noteholders',), the
("Maker"), promises to pay to the parties listed on Exhibit A attached hereto (the "Noteholders''),
aggregate principal amount of Twenty Million and 00/100 Dollars ($20,000,000) with the option to
increase to Forty Million and 00/100 Dollars ($40,000,000), together with interest, late charges, costs and
expenses, and all other amounts described below in accordance with the following terms and provisions:
Section 1. Definitions. Unless the context expressly or by necessary implication otherwise
requires, (a) in addition to any terms defined elsewhere in this Note, the capitalized terms defined in this
.Section 1 shall, for the purposes of this Note, have the meanings set forth below and (b) except as
otherwise defined or limited herein, terms defined in the Memorandum when used herein shall have the
respective meanings assigned to them in the Memorandum.
''Funding Date" shall mean the date on which the proceeds from the Maker's sale of Notes to
.
Note Holders are released from escrow as described in the Memorandum.
"Interest"
''Interest'' shall me~, collectively, the per annum interest payable on the outstanding pnncipal
hereof under Section 2 hereof.
"Maturity Date" shall mean December 31,2015.
31,2015 .

•

"Memorandum" shall mean Maker's Confidential Private Placement Memorandum dated
August 18, 2008, as amended or supplemented from time to time, relating to the offer and sale by the
Maker of up to $20,000,000 of Notes (subject to increase to $40,000,000).
"Noteholder" shall mean any person or entity hereafter purchasing a Note in accordance with the
Memorandum, subject to the provisions ·of the Transaction Documents applicable thereto, and any
successor or assign thereof or other or entity acquiring an interest herein at any time.
"Transaction Documents" shall mean this Note, the 'Subscription
Subscription Agreement and the
Memorandum.
Section 2. Interest.
Section 2.1 Fixed Interest. Commencing on the date hereof and continuing until
December 31,2015, the outstanding principal hereunder shall bear interest at a fixed annual rate of9.0%.
Section 2.2. Computation. Interest shall be computed on the basis of a.year of 360 days
prorated for the actual number of days occurring in the period for which such Interest is payable.
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Section 3. Payments; Accrual. Commencing on the fifteenth day of the month next following
the Funding Date and continuing on the fifteenth day of each month thereafter until the outstanding
principal hereof is paid in full, Maker shall pay to, or accrue and compound for the benefit of, the
Noteholders all unpaid Interest in an amount equal to the product of the principal amount hereunder and
that fraction the numerator of which is a Noteholder's principal investment and the denominator of which
is the principal amount hereunder. If not sooner paid, Maker shall pay the principal balance hereof in full
on the Maturity Date, together with all unpaid accrued Interest. Maker shall make all payments of
Interest, late charges, and principal to the Noteholders at their respective addresses on file with the Maker
as of the day which is ten days prior to the due date of such payment, on or before the date when due,
without notice, deduction or offset. All payments hereunder shall be made in lawful money of the United
States ofAmerica.
of America.
Section 4. Prepayment. Maker shall have the right to prepay this Note at any time after
December 31, 2011 without penalty or premium upon payment to the Noteholders of the outstanding
of the Note and accrued unpaid Interest.
principal balance ofthe
Section 5. Put Rights. Beginning December 31, 2010 and once annually thereafter, up to 10% of
the original principal amount may be called by the Noteholders upon not less than 30 days written notice
to the Maker.
'
Notwithstanding the foregoing, upon the death of a Noteholder, the personal representative of
such Noteholder may call the Note of such Noteholder and will receive the principal amount of such note,
plus all a~crued but unpaid principal thereon by giving written notice to the Company not less than 6
months following the date of death of such Noteholder. Interest will be payable through the date of which
the notice is received by the Company and all principal and interest will be paid by the Company not later
than 30 days following receipt of such notice.
Section 6. Late Charges. Maker recognizes that a default by Maker in making, when due, any
of the payments required under this Note will result in the Noteholders incurring additional expenses,
including by way of illustration, additional expenses in connection with sending notices of default, loss to
the Noteholders of the use of the money due, and frustration to the Noteholders in meeting their other
of Interest or principal
commitments, If, for any reason, Maker fails to fully pay any installment ofInterest
fmancial commitments.
plus Interest when due under this Note, whether or not any notice that such payments are due and payable
is given, the Noteholders shall be entitled to damages for the detriment caused thereby. Because it is
extremely difficult and impractical to ascertain the extent of such damages, Maker therefore agrees that a
late charge equal to 5% of each payment of Interest or principal that is not paid within 10 days after its
due date is a reasonable estimate of the fair compensation for the loss and damages the Noteholders will
suffer. Further, Maker hereby agrees that such amount shall be presumed to be the amount of damages
sustained by Noteholders in such case, and such sum shall be added to amount then due and payable.
Section 7. Liability. This Note is an obligation of Maker solely, is not an obligation of any of
Maker's members, managers, or affiliates, and is unsecured; however, the repayment of the principal
amount here of is guaranteed pursuant to that certain Guaranty a copy of which is attached to the
Memorandum
manager,
Memorandum.... The Noteholders shall look exclusively to Maker and not to any such member, -manager,
or affiliatp or the assets thereof for satisfaction of all such obligations and shall not seek to enforce any
deficiency for payment thereof against any such member or manager in any capacity whatsoever or seek
to collect payment thereof directly from any such member or manager whatsoever.

-2-
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of Default and Remedies.
Section 8. Events ofDefault
Section 8.1. Events of Default. Any of the following occurrences shall constitute an
''Event ofDefaulf' under this Note:
.
(a)
failure by Maker to make any payment of Interest on or principal of this
of the month first becoming due in accordance with the tenns
Note on or before the twenty-fifth (25 th) day ofthe
of this Note, without any notice or demand for payment (a "Payment Default");
I

occurrence of any breach or default (including a Payment Default) by
(b)
Maker under this Note or any other. Transaction Document, and the continuation of any such breach or .
default for thirty (30) days after written notice of such breach or default is given to Maker by the
Noteholders ("Curable Default"); however, if such Curable Default is not reasonably susceptible of cure
t1,tirty (30) days with the exercise of due diligence, then Maker shall have an additional period of
within tl,tirty
time, not to exceed one hundred and twenty (120) days, to complete the cure without such breach or
default constituting an Event of Default, provided Maker is diligently and in good faith pursuing a cure;
ordissolution or tennination of the existence of Maker, the commencement
(c)
by Maker of a voluntary case under the federal bankruptcy laws, the entry of a decree or order for relief
against Maker in an involuntary case under the federal bankruptcy laws, the appointment or the consent
by Maker to the appointment of a receiver, trustee, or custodian of Maker or for Maker, or an assignment
for the benefit of creditors by Maker.
Section 8.2. Remedies. Upon any Event of Default under this Note and the expiration of
any applicable notice and cure periods:
.
(a)
the entire unpaid principal balance hereof, any accrued but unpaid
Interest, late charges, and all other ainounts owing under this Note, shall, at the option of Noteholders,
without further notice or demand of any kind to Maker or any other person, become immediately due and
payable; and

(b)
Noteholders shall have and may exercise any and all rights and remedies
available at law, by statute, or in equity.
The remedies of the Noteholder, as provided in this Note, shall be cumulative and concurrent and may be
exercised singularly, successively, or together, at the sole discretion of the Noteholders, as often as
occasion therefor shall arise. No act of omission or commission ofthe
of the Noteholders, including specifically
any failure to exercise any right, remedy or recourse, shall be deemed to be a waiver or release of any
right, remedy, or recourse to collateral, such waiver or release to be effected only through a written
document executed by the Noteholders. A waiver or release with reference to anyone event shall not be
construed as continuing, as a bar to, or as a waiver or release of, any subsequent right, remedy, or
recourse to collateral as to any subsequent event.
Section 9. Legal Limits. All agreements between Maker and the Noteholders are hereby
expressly limited so that in no event whatsoever, whe$er
whe¢.er by reason of deferment 'or under any agreement
or by virtue of acceleration of maturity of the indebtedness evidenced hereby, or otherwise, shall the
amount paid or agreed to be paid to the Noteholders, for the loan, use, forbearance or detention of the
money to be loaned under this Note, including, but not limited to, any Interest due hereunder, or to
compensate the Noteholders for damages to be suffered by reason of a late payment or default under this
Note, exceed the maximum permissible under applicable law. If, for any reason, fulfillment of any
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provisions of this Note, at the time performance of such provision shall be due, would result in exceeding
the limit of validity prescribed by law, the obligations to be fulfilled shall be reduced to the limit of such
validity. In the event any payment is made by Maker or received by the Noteholders which exceeds the
limit of validity prescribed by law, as amended from time to time, such excess sum shall be credited as a
payment of principal under this Note, unless Maker shall notify the Noteholders in writing that Maker
elects to have such excess returned to it. This provision shall never be superseded or waived and shall
control every other provision of all agreements between Maker and the Noteholders with respect to the
loan memorialized by this Note.
.
Section 10. Transfers. No Noteholder shall have any right to assign, grant participations in, or
of Maker, which
otherwise transfer all or any part of this Note without the express prior written consent ofMaker,
of Maker. Without limiting the generality ofthe
of the preceding
consent may be withheld in the sole discretion ofMaker.
sentence, Maker may withhold consent to a proposed transfer unless Maker determines that such transfer
is exempt from federal and state securities registration and that the transferee and transferor have satisfied
all the other conditions, including by way of illustration, but not limitation, the following conditions, to
of Maker:
the satisfaction ofMaker:
(a)
Such transferor and transferee shall execute an approved form of assignment and
prepay all costs to be incurred by Maker in connection with such transfer, including attorneys' fees and
costs.

(b)
Such transferee shall execute a SUbscription
subscription agreement and purchaser
questionnaire to verify that the proposed transferee satisfies the suitability requirements set forth in the
"WHO MAY INVEST" section of the Memorandum, to represent that such.proposed transferee has read
of Maker and Maker's financial statements, and is aware of, and
the Memorandum, all subsequent reports ofMaker
assumes the risks of, investing in the Notes as summarized in the ''RISK FACTORS" section of the
Memorandum.
(c)
(c)
Maker shall have received, if Maker so requests, an opinion of legal counsel,
satisfactory to Maker, in Maker's sole discretion, confirming that the proposed transfer is exempt from
securities registration and the assignment is in proper legal form and enforceable against the proposed
transferee.

An approved transferee shall take the place of the transferor on the effective date of the transfer, as
of the
determined by the Maker and, thereafter, the transferee shall be treated as a Noteholder and owner ofthe
of this Note and the other Transaction Documents.
Note transferred for all purposes ofthis
Section 11. Notices. All payments of Maker and any notice, report, or writing required or
permitted to be given hereunder shall be in writing and shall be delivered in the manner set forth in the
Memorandum.
Section 12. Waiver. Maker, for itself and for its successors, transferees, assigns, endorsers, and
signers, hereby waives all valuation and appraisement privilege, presentment and demand for payment,
protest, dishonor and notice of dishonor, bringing of suit, lack of diligence and delays in collection or
party liable and the
enforcement of this Note and notice of the intention to accelerate, the release of any piuty
release of any security for the debt, the taking of any additional security and any other indulgence or
forbearance. This Note may be extended or renewed from time to time without in any way affecting or
diminishing Maker's liability under this Note.

-4-
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Section 13. Headings. The subject headings or titles of paragraphs or sections of this Note are
included for purposes of convenience of reference only and shall not affect the meaning, construction, or
of any of its provisions.
.
effect ofany
Section 14. Purpose of Loan. Maker hereby represents and warrants that the loan evidenced by
this Note is for commercial, business, and invesbnent use only, and Maker acknowledges that the
Noteholders are relying upon this representation and warranty in making the loan evidenced by this Note.
Section 15. Governing Law and Severability. This Note is made pursuant to, and shall be
construed and governed by, the laws of the State of Idaho, and all rules and regulations promulgated
thereunder, excluding the conflicts of laws provisions thereof. If any provision of this Note is construed
or interpreted by a court of competent jurisdiction to be void, invalid or unenforceable, such construction
or interpretation shall affect only those provisions so construed or interpreted and shall not affect the
remaining provisions ofthis
of this Note.
Section 16. Jury Trial; Jurisdiction; Venue. Jurisdiction and venue for, and waiver ofjury
of jury trial
in respect of, any action, suit or other proceeding arising out of, under or in connection with this Note or
any other Transaction Document or any course of conduct, course of dealing, statements (verbal or
written) or action of any party thereto, whether in connection with any Transaction Document or the
making of the loan evidenced by this Note, or otherwise are controlled by the appropriate laws of the
State ofldaho.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, this Note has been duly executed and delivered by Maker as of the
fIrst date set forth above.
ftrst
MAKER:

CLEARWATER 2008 NOTE PROGRAM, LLC
Clearwater REI, LLC

By:

lis:

~er

By:

#2116008 v2

~A
anager

Bart Cochran,

033853.00025
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Dear Investors:
The purpose of this letter is to keep you informed about the status of the 2008 9% Note Program (the "Note Program"). 2009 was a very
difficult year for most companies across the globe including Clearwater. The current economic environment is requiring that we be
nimble and creative in order to preserve investor capital and drive above average returns. The 2008 Note Program has made
adjustments to the take out plan for a few of the loans as a result of the current economic environment. As of 12131/09, $19,075,410 has
been raised from investors and $17,700,000 has been deployed into five portfolio loans that have in excess of $34,000,000 collateralized
by First Deeds of Trust. (Please refer to your fourth quarter statement previously sent)
It should be noted that as the financial crisis continues to work itself out, Clearwater is seeing more and more attractive opportunities for
the Note Program in arenas such as distressed debt. These opportunities will provide the Note Program with significant profit potential
and allow us to continue to make profitable investments with the note proceeds. The discussion below outlines our analysis of each of
the five portfolio loans.

Healthcare of Florence
(Non Affiliate loan)
Description: This loan is secured by a First Deed of Trust (FOOT) on a 90,000 SF general hospital and long term care facility. The
facility is located in one of the most underserved healthcare markets in the nation.
Original Takeout Plan: Upon completion of the renovations, the loan would be paid off through a refinance with an outside lender.
Update: Renovations
Renovations are currently ongoing with an estimated completion date in the first half of 2010,75% completion walkthroughs
have been completed. During the renovation process the borrower encountered some cost overruns and delays and it was determined
that some additional upgrades should be made for the environmental sustainability and operational efficiencies of the building. Due to
these upgrades we have extended the loan amount by $2,000,000 and the term for six months to allow for the additional construction
time needed. This extension also provides the loan the ability to be extended for up to five years assuming no default by the borrower.
Clearwater feels very comfortable with the extension because of the abundance of collateral the Note Program has with this loan, the
appraisal was updated as of 12/31/09 and it shows an "as-is" value of $16,400,000 (49.8% LTV) a "value at completion" of $23,285,000
(35% LTV) and a value as a "going concern" of $39,595,000 (20.6% LTV)
Current Strategy: Our strategy for this loan has not materially changed since origination. Timelines have been pushed back and costs
have marginally increased but this is to be expected with a renovation project of this scope and scale. Clearwater, along with the
borrower, continue to work with potential bridge lenders (immediate takeout) and permanent lenders (takeout at completion once
operating). Due to this project's extremely attractive collateral position, property type (healthcare), and market, we are working with
several interested lenders and expect to be refinanced out of this loan before the end of the term and current interest reserve.
If for some unforeseen circumstances the refinance does not become available, the hospital is expected to be able to service the Note
Program's loan until the credit markets recover.
Investors should understand that due to conservative underwriting they remain in a secure position even in this extremely difficult
economic climate, and that Clearwater is taking all necessary steps to have the loan repaid in a way that continues to allow the
Clearwater 2008 Note Program meet its obligation to its investors.

North Seattle Condos
(Affiliate loan)
Description: This loan is secured by a FOOT on 33 condominium units located in Kenmore, WA (Seattle).
Original Takeout Plan: Clearwater originally purchased this loan at a distressed debt auction for a significant discount. The note was
non-performing at the time and because of the large amount of equity in the deal ($8,000,000 "as-is"
"as-Is" appraised value at closing)
Clearwater's business plan was to foreclose on the property and liquidate the assets, secure a work out with the borrower or have the
debt repaid.
Update: Even during these extremely difficult economic times units continue to sell, eight units have sold since we acquired the note
and the net proceeds are averaging in excess of $200,000 per unit. In addition there are currently four units under contract.
Current Strategy: Clearwater is currently working with its local counsel to remove the property from the bankruptcy court jurisdiction, if
successful, Clearwater will be able to proceed with the foreclosure sale as planned.

Clearwater Real Estate Investments
1300 E State Street, Ste 103, Eagle, Idaho 836161
83616/ Ph: (866) 217-4906
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If able to proceed to foreclosure, there are two possible outcomes. Each of these potential outcomes has varying degrees of profitability
for Clearwater; however, they all align with the preservation of the Note Program's capital.

Legends 19 - Townhomes
Raymore, MO
(Non affiliate loan)
Description: This loan is secured by a FOOT on 18 Townhomes in Raymore, MO (Kansas City).
Original Takeout Plan: Primary, refinance through a traditional lender, secondary, foreclosure and liquidation.
Update: Due to the deepening credit crisis the borrower was unable to refinance the property. Clearwater is currently going through the
foreclosure process with the sale scheduled for the first week of May pending court approval. Rents are being collected by the court and
placed in a lock box; rents will be available to the Note Program once the foreclosure is finalized.
Current Strategy: Clearwater is proceeding with the foreclosure; upon the foreclosure, the Note Program anticipates collecting all back
rents and a bond posted by the borrower in the amount of $150,000. Clearwater will continue to collect rents and begin liquidating
townhomes. A unit sold for $131,500 in October of 2009 (equates to an extrapolated gross sales proceeds of $2,498,500), the Note
Program can expect that this loan should remain profitable due to the continued cash flow and collateral position of this asset.

Coastal Gables - (1) Horizontal Loan; (2) Vertical Loan
Bay St. Louis, MS
(Non affiliate loan)
Description:
(1) Horizontal Loan - This loan is secured by a FOOT on a 143 lot, 286 unit duplex community located in Bay St. Louis,
Mississippi. Proceeds will be used for horizontal development.
(2) Vertical Loan - This loan is secured by a FOOT on phase one (consisting of 18 bUildings
buildings and 36 units) of a 142 building, 284
unit duplex community located in Bay St. Louis, Mississippi which is part of the Biloxi-Gulfport MSA.
Original Takeout Plan:
(1) Horizontal Loan - Lot releases upon commencement of vertical construction.
(2) Vertical Loan - Sales of individual units to investors looking to take advantage of numerous available incentives, and a strong
housing market, in the GO Zone.
Update: There have been some delays in the entitlement process; however, all entitlement and permitting should be officially
completed shortly (greatly adding to the collateral's value) and construction will commence in eamest. The project is estimated to be
13% complete at this point.
Current Strategy: Clearwater's strategy has not changed materially from when this loan was originated. The entitlement delays are
frustrating but do not materially affect the viability of the project or the performance of the Note Program's loan. Clearwater is lending its
extensive development and entitlement expertise to this project and assisting in/monitoring the borrower's progress. Clearwater is
confident that all delays are soon to be overcome and the project is expected to be back on schedule shortly. Investors remain interested
in purchasing finished units and will be purchasing units as soon as they become available.

Current Liquidity - $750,000
In addition to the assets presented above the Note Program has approximately $750,000 in liquid assets that are ready to deploy. The
continuing turmoil the real estate and credit markets has presented Clearwater with increasingly attractive investment opportunities into
which Clearwater will be able to deploy these funds at very attractive risk adjusted rates of return.
As traditional credit sources have dried up we are finding credit worthy borrowers and assets that are good candidates for Note Program
funds. Additionally, as banks experience increased regulatory pressure we are beginning to see an opportunity to purchase distressed
debt at levels that are beginning to make sense in today's environment.
Again, Clearwater remains optimistic that the work out strategies presented above will allow the 2008 Note Program to meet its
obligations to its investors. In summary, we at Clearwater feel that, in spite of the economic problems, we are on top of each of our
investments in the 2008 Note Program and continue to meet all obligations to investors. The collateral coverage of underlying loans and
the assets of RE Capital, the guarantor, are being maintained at sufficient levels to allow us to meet our obligations. Please contact our
Investor Services Department, if you have any questions.
Sincerely,
Clearwater Real Estate Investments
This document does not constitute an offer to sell or a solicitation of an offer to purchase securities. Any such offer shall be made solely pursuant to the
Private Placement Memorandum to Accredited Investors. All investment strategies have risks. Past performance and/or fOr\\lard
fOrlllard statements are never an
contrOlling.
assurance of future results. Only the Private Placement Memorandum or Prospectus is controlling.

Clearwater Real Estate Investments
1300 E State Street, Ste
8te 103, Eagle, Idaho 836161 Ph: (866) 217-4906
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AND FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
DECEMBER 31, 2009 AND 2008
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INDEPENDENT AUDITOR'S REPORT

To the Members
Clearwater 2008 Note Program, LLC
Eagle, Idaho
We have audited the accompanying balance sheet of Clearwater 2008 Note Program, LLC (the
Company) as of December 31, 2009, and the related statements of operations, member's equity
(deficit), and cash flows for the year then ended,
ended. These financial statements are the responsibility
of the Company's management. Our responsibility is to express an opinion on these fmancial
statements based on our audit. The financial statements of Clearwater 2008 Note Program, LLC
as of December 31, 2008, were audited by other auditors whose report dated April 6, 2009,
statements,
expressed an unqualified opinion on those statements.
We conducted our audit in accordance with auditing standards generally accepted in the United
States of America. Those standards require that we 'plan and perform the audit to obtain
reasonable assurance about whether the financial statements are free of material misstatement.
An audit includes examining on a test basis, evidence supporting the amounts and disclosures in
the fmancial statements. An audit also includes assessing the accounting principles used and
significant estimates made by management, as well as evaluating the overall financial statement
presentation. We believe that our audit provides a reasonable basis for our opinion.
In our opinion, the financial statements referred to above present fairly, in all material respects,
the fmancial position of Clearwater 2008 Note Program, LLC as of December 31, 2009, and the
results of its operations and its cash flows for the period then ended in conformity with
accounting principles generally accepted in the United States of America.

Spokane, Washington
June 17,2010

1
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.,OTE PROGRAM, LLC
CLEARWATER 2000 J. ",OTE
BALANCE SHEET

ASSETS
December 31,
2009
2008
CURRENT ASSETS
Cash
Interest receivable
Real estate loans receivable
Current portion of related party receivables

$ 1,261,964
42,699
15,641,771
535,576

$ 4,539,915

17,482,010

4,539,915

73,799
1,710,569

513,771

$ 19,266,378

$ 5,053,686

Total current assets
OTHER ASSETS
Related party receivables, long-term
Deferred loan costs, net

LIABILITIES AND MEMBER'S DEFICIT
CURRENT LIABILITIES
Accrued interest payable
Unearned interest income reserves
Current portion of notes payable

Total current liabilities
LONG-TERM DEBT
Notes payable, less current portion
Related party payable

MEMBER'S PEFICIT
pEFICIT
Membership units
Membership units SUbscription
subscription receivable
Member's deficit

$

109,157
664,155
1,907,541

62,010

2,680',853

62,010

17,405,780

5,160,427
41,263

20,086,633

5,263,700

1,000
(1,000)
(820,255)

1,000
(1,000)
(210,014)

(820,255)

(210,014)

$ 19,266,378

2

$

$ 5,053,686

See accompanying notes.
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CLEARWATER 2008 NOTE PROGRAM, LLC
STATEMENT OF OPERATIONS

Year Ended December 31,
2009
2008
REVENUE
Real estate loan interest
Other interest

EXPENSES
Interest
Marketing
General and administrative

NET LOSS

See accompanying notes.

$

846,313
81,562

$
14,561

927,875

14,561

1,207,864
149,783
180,469

88,454
91,748
44,373

1,538,116

224,575

$ (610,241)

$ (210,014)

3
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CLEARWATER 2008 NOTE PROGRAM, LLC
STATEMENT OF MEMBER'S EQUITY (DEFICIT)

Balance, January 1, 2008

Membership
Units

Membership
Units
Subscriptions
Receivable

$

$

Owner contribution

1,000

$

1,000

(1,000)

Net loss
Balance, December 31, 2009

4

$

1,000

Total

$

(1,000)

Net loss
Balance, December 31, 2008

Member's
Deficit

$

(1,000)

(210,014)

(210,014)

(210,014)

(210,014)

(610,241)

(610,241)

$ (820,255)

$ (820,255)

See accompanying000156
notes.

CLEARWATER 2008 NOTE PROGRAM, LLC
STATEMENT OF CASH FLOWS

Year Ended December 31,
2008
2009
CASH FLOWS FROM OPERATING ACTIVITIES
Net loss
Adjustments to reconcile net loss to net cash used
by operating activities:
costs.(inc\uded as
Amortization of deferred loan costs.(inc1uded
interest expense)
Reinvested interest expense
Changes in assets and liabilities
Interest receivable
Related party receivables
Deferred loan costs
Accrued interest payable
Unearned interest income reserves
Related party payable

(610,241)

$

$

8,735
17,709

158,627
220,369
(42,699)
(609,375)
(1,355,425)
47,147
664,155
(41,263)

41,263
62,010

(1,568,705)

Net cash used by operating activities
CASH FLOWS FROM INVESTING ACTIVITIES
Real estate loans funded
Purchase of real estate loan
Principal payments received on real estate loans receivable

(80,297)

(14,203,271
(14,203,271))
(1,525,000)
86,500
(15,641,771)

Net cash used by investing activities
CASH FLOWS FROM FINANCING ACTIVITIES
Proceeds from notes payable
NET CHANGE IN CASH
Cash, beginning of year

13,932,525

4,620,212

(3,277,951)

4,539,915

4,539,915

$ 4,539,915

Cash, end of year

$ 1,261,964

SUPPLEMENTAL DISCLOSURE OF CASH FLOW
INFORMATION
Interest paid

$

781,721

$

NONCASH INVESTING AND F1NANCING ACTIVITIES
Reinvested interest on notes payable

$

220,369 .

$

See accompanying notes.

(210,014)

17,709

5
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CLEARWATER 2008 NOTE PROGRAM, LLC
NOTES TO FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
Note 1 - Organization and Summary of Significant Accounting Policies
Organization:
Clearwater 2008 Note Program, LLC (the Company), formed August 8, 2008, is solely owned by
Clearwater REI, LLC. The Company acquires and holds interests in acquisition and development
loans, secured by real property, that are undertaken by affiliates of Clearwater REI, LLC, and
other borrowers who satisfy the lending criteria established by the Company. The Company's
operations are funded by the proceeds from the issuance of notes payable, due at various dates
through 2015.
of accounting:
Basis ofaccounting:
The Company's prepares its fmancial statements on the accrual basis of accounting in
accordance with accounting principles generally accepted in the United ~tates of America
(USGAAP).
of estimates:
Use ofestimates:
The preparation of financial statements in conformity with USGAAP requires management to
make estimates and assumptions that affect the reported amounts of assets and liabilities and
disclosure of contingent assets and liabilities at the date of the financial statements and the
reported amounts of revenues and expenses during the reporting period. On an on-going basis,
management evaluates itS' estimates, including those related to the adequacy of the allowance for
loan losses as well as contingencies'. Management bases its estimates on historical experience
and on various other assumptions that are believed to be reasonable under the circumstances, the
results of which form the basis for making judgments about the carrying values of assets and
liabilities that are not readily apparent from other sources. Actual results may differ from these
estimates under different assumptions or conditions. The valuation estimates for the allowance
for loan losses are accounting estimates that can have material affects on the financial
statements.
Cash equivalents:
Cash equivalents include any short-term, highly liquid investments with an original maturity of
three months or less. The Company has no cash equivalents at December 31, 2009 and 2008.
Real estate loans receivable:
The Company has both the intent and ability to hold real estate loans until maturity and
therefore, real estate loans receivable are classified and accounted for as held for investment and
carried at face value. ,

The Company considers a loan impaired when it becomes probable that interest and principal
payments are uncollectible according to the contractual terms of the loan agreement, which is
generally the earlier of when a principal or interest payment becomes 90 days past due, or when
foreclosure proceedings have been initiated. Loans that become 90 days past due or for which
foreclosure proceedings have been initiated subsequent to year end are classified as impaired as
of year end (see Note 3).
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CLEARWATER 2000 dOTE PROGRAM, LLC
NOTES TO FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
Note 1 - Organization and Summary of Significant Accounting Policies (Continued)
Real estate loans receivable (continued):
The Company measures impaired loans by either taking the present value of expected future cash
flows discounted at the loan's effective interest rate or by assessing the loan's observable market
price or the fair value of the collateral, if the loan is collateral dependent. As of December 31,
2009 and 2008, all of the Company's loans are collateralized by real property secured by first
deed of trust. Management generally obtains a third-party appraisal or other valuation on the
underlying collateral for impaired loans to determine the amount of impainnent, if any.

The Company only recognizes interest income on loans determined to be impaired when it is
probable the outstanding principal and interest will be collected from the borrower. The
. Company makes such a determination usually after considering third-party valuation of the
underlying collateral. Cash receipts for interest payments are allocated to interest income, except··
when such payments are specifically designated as principal reduction or when management
does not believe the Company's investment in the loan is fully recoverable.
Allowancefor
Allowance for loan losses:
The Company maintains an allowance for loan losses on real estate loans receivable. Additions
to the allowance are based on an assessment of certain factors including, but not limited to,
review of collateral values, borrower payment ability, and general economic conditions.
Evaluation of the adequacy of the allowance for loan losses is based primarily on management's
periodic assessment and risk rating of the loan portfolio. Additional factors considered by
management include the consideration of past loan loss experience, trends in past due and
nonperforming loans, risk characteristics of the various classifications of loans, the fair value of
underlying collateral, and agreements in place to purchase or sell property. While management
uses available information to recognize losses on loans, future adjustments to the allowance for
loan losses may be necessary based on changes in economic conditions and the impact of such
changes on the Company's borrowers.

As described in Note 3, management has determined that no allowance for loan losses is
necessary for the year ended December 31, 2009.
Deferred loan costs:
The Company capitalizes direct costs incurred in issuing notes payable and amortizes those costs
on a straight-line basis over the related contractual
contractua1life
life of the notes. If notes payable are paid in
full prior to contractual maturity, then corresponding deferred loan costs are expensed
immediately.
Unearned interest income reserves:
Unearned interest income is recorded as revenue by the Company when the corresponding
interest charge has been incurred by the borrower, in accordance with each respective real estate
loan.

7
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CLEARWATER 2008 NOTE PROGRAM, LLC
NOTES TO FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
Note 1 - Organization and Summary of Significant Accounting Policies (Continued)

Revenue recognition:
Revenue is recognized on perfonning loans when interest has been earned according to the tenns
of the loans. However, interest is no longer recognized when a loan has become 90 days
delinquent based on the tenns of the loan agreement or when foreclosure proceedings have been
initiated, whichever event occurs first. Loan origination fees earned by the Company are
deferred and amortized by the effective interest method over the contractual life of the loan, or
fully recognized at the time of loan prepayment.
Marketing costs:
The Company expenses marketing costs as they are incurred. Total marketing costs for the years
ended December 31,2009 and 2008, were $149,783 and $91,748, respectively.
Income taxes:
The Company has elected to be taxed as a partnership. Accordingly, under federal and state
income tax regulations, any income or loss of the Company flows through to the member and is
reported on the member's tax returns. Therefore, no provision for taxes has been recorded in the
accompanying fmancial statements.
As of January 1, 2009, the Company adopted authoritative guidance, which clarifies the
accounting for uncertain income tax positions by prescribing a minimum probability threshold
that a tax position must meet before a financial statement benefit is recognized. The minimum
threshold is defmed by the guidance as a tax position that is more likely than not to be sustained
upon examination by the applicable taxing authority, including resolution of any related appeals
or litigation processes, based on the technical merits of the position. The tax benefit to be
recognized is measured as the largest amount of benefit that is greater than 50% likely of being
realized upon ultimate settlement.
The Company has evaluated its tax positions and does not believe it has any uncertain tax
positions.

Subsequent events:
During 2009, the Company adopted general standards on accounting for and disclosure of events
that occur after the balance sheet date but before the financial statements are issued or are
available to be issued. These standards are effective for interim or fiscal periods ended after
June 15,2009. The adoption of this guidance did not materially impact the Company's fmancial
statements. In preparing the financial statements, the Company evaluated subsequent events
occurring through June 17, 2010, the date these fmancial statements were available to be issued,
and provided disclosures in Note 6.
Reclassifications:
Certain reclassifications were made to the 2008 financial statements to conform to the current
year presentation. The reclassifications have no effect on previously reported net results of
operations or member's deficit.
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CLEARWATER 2008 p~OTE PROGRAM, LLC
NOTES TO FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
Note 2 - Concentrations of Credit Risk

Financial instruments with concentrations of credit and market risk include cash and cash
equivalents and real estate loans receivable.
The Company maintains cash deposit accounts in banks, which, at times, may exceed federally
insured limits. The Company has not experienced any losses in such accounts and performs due
diligence on the banks where deposits are held to assess their stability.
The loans funded by the Company are fixed rate loans secured by a first deed of trust on land and
commercial and residential properties.
The Company has.a geographic concentration of real estate loans in the state of Mississippi of
approximately 27% as of December 31, 2009. As such, the" Company may be adversely affected
by periods of economic decline within that geographic area.
Concentration of real estate loan products exist primarily in land and development loans. As
such, the Company has a significant product concentration of credit risk that may be adversely
affected by periods of economic decline. The following table illustrates the concentration
percentages by product type as of December 31,2009:

Residential development
Commercial land

Amount

Percent

$ 9,481,771
6,160,000

60.6%
39.4%

$ 15,641,771

100.0%

All of the Company's real estate loans will require the borrower to make a balloon payment of
the principal at maturity. To the extent that a borrower has an obligation to pay a real estate loan
in a large lump-sum payment, its ability to satisfy this obligation may be dependent upon its
ability to sell the property, refmance, or raise a substantial amount of cash. An increase in
interest rates over the rate applicable at the time of origination of the loan or decrease in real
estate valuations may have an adverse effect on the borrower's ability to refinance the loan and,
accordingly, could cause the Company to incur additional credit losses.
The Company has one real estate loan receivable totaling approximately $3.7 million that is due
from an entity related through common ownership.
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CLEARWATER 20081'lOTE
2008l'10TE PROGRAM, LLC
NOTES TO FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
Note 3 - Real Estate Loans Receivable
The Company had no loans outstanding as of December 31, 2008. Loans outstanding as of
December 31, 2009, consist of the following:
Note receivable with Healthcare of Florence, LLC, bearing interest at 14%,
with monthly interest only payments. Principal is due in a lump sum payment
upon maturity. Collateralized by real property is Florence, Arizona
guaranteed by Healthcare of Florence, LLC and due February 6, 2010.

$ 6,160,000

Note receivable with Steelhead Townhomes, LLC, bearing interest at 14%,
with monthly interest only payments. Principal is due in a lump sum payment
upon maturity. Collateralized by 18 townhome units in Raymore, Missouri,
guaranteed personally by the LLC members, and originally due on July 5, 2009.

1,514,074

Note receivable with CREI Seaside LLC, an entity related through
common ownership, bearing interest at 14%, with monthly interest only
payments. Principal is due in a lump sum payment upon maturity.
Collateralized by 41 condo units in Kenmore, Washington, and due
on June 24, 2010.

3,742,697

Note receivable with Chapman Road Development, LLC, bearing interest
at 14%, with monthly interest only payments. Principal is due in a lump sum
81. Louis,
payment upon maturity. Collateralized by 18 duplex lots in Bay St.
Mississippi, guaranteed personally by the LLC members, and due on
May 31,2010.

2,700,000

Note receivable with Chapman Road Development, LLC, bearing interest
at 14%, with monthly interest only payments. Principal is due in a lump sum
payment upon maturity. Collateralized by approximately 35 acres of entitled
st. Louis, Mississippi, guaranteed personally by the LLC
land in Bay 81.
members, and due on June 7, 2010.

1,525,000
$ 15,641,771

All of the Company's real estate loans receivable outstanding at December 31, 2009, have an
original maturity of one year or less. At December 31, 2009, the Company was not committed to
additional loan amounts.
fund any additiona110an
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CLEARWATER 2008 ! ... OTE PROGRAM, LLC
NOTES TO FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
Note 3 - Real Estate Loans Receivable (Continued)

Delinquent and impaired loans:
In accordance with its loan accounting policy, one of the Company's loans outstanding
amounting to $1,514,074 was considered impaired at December 31, 2009. The Company is in
the process of foreclosing on the underlying collateral of the impaired loan. Interest earned on
impaired loans for the year ended December 31, 2009, totaled approximately $43,000, all of
which has been accrued as a receivable as of the balance sheet date. In accordance with its
revenue recognition policy, the Company will continue to accrue interest income on each
delinquent loan until the earlier of (1) the loan becoming 90 days past due or (2) a foreclosure is
initiated. Accrued interest recorded remains accrued if management determines that either the
underlying collateral or discounted future cash flows of the loan support recovery of principal
and accrued interest.

The Company sets aside an allowance for loan losses through periodic charges to earnings.
While there exists probable asset quality problems in the loan portfolio due to impaired loans,
management has not recorded an allowance for impaired loan losses as of December 31, 2009,
due to the Company's assessment of the collateral value supporting the amount of loans
outstanding.
Note 4 - Notes Payable

Notes payable (the notes) were issued during 2008 and 2009 pursuant to a private placement to
offer up to $20,000,000 of secured investment notes at a rate of 9.50% per annum and
guaranteed by RE Capital Investments, LLC, an entity related to the Company through common
ownership. Commissions were charged for the notes sold and are included in deferred loan costs,
which are amortized over the contractual life. Interest is payable monthly, with principal and
unpaid accrued interest due at maturity in 2015. Note holders may elect to have interest
reinvested and compounded monthly. An option is available to issue up to $40,000,000 in total
of the Company.
secured investment notes, at the sole discretion ofthe
Beginning December 31, 2010, and once annually on that date thereafter, the Company will
redeem up to one-tenth of the outstanding principal amount of the notes at par plus accrued but
unpaid interest, at the request of note holders upon at least 30 days prior written notice. The
Company may also receive redemption requests upon death of a note holder with payment due
180 days after written notice is received. Redemptions, to the extent of the annual limit, will be
honored in the order that requests are received. At December 31, 2009, the current portion of
notes payable is one-tenth of the outstanding principal amount, or $1,907,411.
On December 31, 2011, the notes are callable, in whole or in part, at the Company's sole option
and demand upon ninety days written notice. All notes mature during 2015.
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CLEARWATER 2008 1.J. ~0TE PROGRAM, LLC
NOTES TO FINANCIAL STATEMENTS

Note 4 - Notes Payable (Continued)
Notes payable consist of the following at December 31, 2009:

Notes payable
Reinvested interest

Less current portion of notes payable

2009

2008

$ 19,075,243
238,078

$ 5,142,718
17,709

19,313,321
(1,907,541)
$ 17,405,780

5,160,427

$ 5,160,427

Future minimum principal payments due under the notes payable subsequent to December 31,
2009, are as follows:
2010
2011
2012
2013
2014
Thereafter

$ 1,907,541
1,716,787
1,545,108
1,390,597
1,251,538
11,501,750
$19,313,321
$19,3l3,321

Note 5 - Related Party Transactions
The Company has entered into an operating agreement with its parent company, Clearwater REI,
LLC (the Manager), to handle the day-to-day operations of the Company and perform services
and activities relating to the assets and operations of the Company. Under the terms of the
agreement, the Manager may be paid reasonable compensation for services, as determined by the
Company. During 2009, the Company paid no compensation to the Manager. Expenses incurred
by the Manager on behalf of the Company were reimbursed to the Manager.
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Note 5 - Related Party TransaCtiJns (Continued)
Transactions between the compJ and the Manager consist of the following, which make up
the balance of the long-term relate party receivable:
2008

2009

Balance at January 1
Salary and overhead allocations
Professional fees
apital
Reimbursement of costs to raise apita1
Cash advances to Manager
Accrued commissions

$

Balance at December 31

$

(41,263)
(319,004)
(11,250)
389,649
86,700
(31,033)

$

73,799

$

(136,121)

113,234
2,081
(20,457)
(41,263)

Under the terms of its loans receh ble, the Company retains an interest reserve for payments to
be made on behalf of the bOITO
borro ers to the Company. Clearwater Asset Management, LLC
(CRAM), a related party through common ownership, is responsible for holding the interest
reserves and processing interest P' yments to the Company on the loans receivable. CRAM also
processes interest payments to t e Company's note holders. CRAM recorded the following
transactions on behalf of the ComPjY:
2008

2009

Interest income received
Interest payments made

$

803,614
(1,049,237)

$
(79,719)

As of December 31, 2009, CRAM held $535,576 of cash on behalf of the Company, which is
included in related party receiva~es. The balance of interest reserves held by CRAM as of
December 31,2009, was $664,1551
In December 2009, the Company purchased a loan at face value from an entity related through
common ownership totaling $1,52 ,000, secured by a first deed of
oftrust
trust in entitled land located in
Mississippi.
Note 6 - ~ubsequent Events

Subsequent to year end, the Com any extended and modified the terms of its loan agreement
with Healthcare of Florence, LLC. Under the terms of the extended agreement the amount of the
loan increased to -$9.8M and is d e in October 2010.

outs~ing

with Chapman Road Development, LLC that matured
The Company has two loans
in May and June 2010. The lotns were issued to develop residential land and homes in
g the borrower had not completed development at the
Mississippi and due to delays in Prrmittin
Prrmitting
time of maturity. The Company is currently in the process of negotiating extensions for the loan
agreements.
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Dear Investor:
The purpose of this letter is to keep you informed of the status of the Clearwater 2008 Note Program (the "Note
Program"). 2010 was a difficult year for most companies across the globe including the Note Program. The current
economic environment is requiring strategic adjustments to preserve investor capital and drive above average returns.
The 2008 Note Program has made adjustments to the take out plan for a few of the loans as a result of the current
economic environment. As of May 2010, $21,900,000 has been raised from investors and $18,429,697 has been
deployed into five portfolio loans which are secured by real property with combined appraised values totaling $28,282,361
(based on the most recent appraisals). These assets are either directly owned by the Note Program or collateralized by
first deeds of trust.
As the global financial crisis continues to work itself out, Clearwater is seeing more and more attractive opportunities for
portfoliO loans.
the Note Program. The following information outlines our analysis of each of the five portfolio

Healthcare of Florence
(Non Affiliate loan)
Description: This loan is secured by a First Deed of Trust (FOOT) on a 90,000 SF general hospital and long term care
facility. The facility is located in one of the most underserved healthcare markets in the nation.
Original Takeout Plan: Upon completion of the renovations, the loan was to be paid off through a refinance with an
outside lender.
Update: The renovations are now complete and the hospital has been operational since July, 2010. The loan has
matured and the borrowers have been unable to refinance the note due to the difficulties facing the financial markets and
delays in the stabilization of the asset. However, the borrower has continued to make interest payments. A forbearance
agreement is currently being negotiated with the borrowers. There are parties interested in either purchasing the facility
(including a large hospital system operator) or refinancing the real estate.
The appraisal was updated as of 1/19/11 and it shows a "as-is" value of $20,385,000 (48.07% LTV) and a value at "full
stabilization" of $21,500,000 (45.58% LTV).
Current Strategy: Although, the loan is in default, our strategy for this loan has not materially changed since origination.
The Note Program, along with the borrpwer, continue to work with potential bridge lenders (immediate takeout) and
permanent lenders (takeout upon stabilization). The borrower is working with interested lenders and expects to
successfully refinance the project thereby providing a payoff to the Note Program. If for some unforeseen circumstances
the refinance does not become available, the hospital is projected to be able to service the Note Program's loan until the
credit markets recover.

North Seattle Condos
(Affiliate loan)
Description: This loan is secured by a FOOT on 21 (20 of 41 original units have sold) condominium units located in
Kenmore, WA (Seattle).
Original Takeout Plan: The borrower originally purchased this loan at a distressed debt auction for a discount. The note
was non-performing at the time and because of the large amount of equity in the deal ($8,000,000 "as-is" appraised value
at closing). The Note Program's business plan was to foreclose on the property and liquidate the assets, secure a work
out with the borrower or have the debt repaid.
Update: Even during these difficult economic times units continue to sell. Twenty units have sold since we acquired the
note, however, the property remains in bankruptcy and proceeds have been used to protect the Note Program's collateral
position in the asset.

Clearwater Real Estate Investments
1300 E State Street, Ste 103, Eagle, Idaho 836161 Ph: (866) 217-49061InvestorServices@ClearwaterREl.com
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2010 YEAR-END UPDATE
CLEARWATER 2008 NOTE PROGRAM

March 24, 2011

Current Strategy: The Note Program is currently appealing a bankruptcy court ruling. The Note Program is at the mercy
of the bankruptcy court until such time that the court allows collateral to be released or unit sales resume.

Legends 19 - Townhomes
Raymore, MO
(Non Affiliate loan)
Description: Eighteen Townhomes in Raymore, MO (Kansas City) owned by the Note Program through foreclosure.
Original Takeout Plan: Primary, refinance through a traditional lender, secondary, foreclosure and liquidation.
Update: The Note Program has completed the foreclosure on this property and now owns this asset. Sixteen of the 18
units are currently leased at an average rate of $973 per month.
Current Strategy: As noted above the foreclosure of this property is now complete and the Note Program is managing
the asset. It is our intention to continue to lease units and collect the positive cash flow in order to meet the Note
Program's obligations. As the real estate market recovers we will liquidate units. The Note Program expects this property
to continue to realize positive net operating income from this asset.

Coastal Gables - (1) Horizontal Loan; (2) Vertical Loan
Bay St. Louis, MS
(Non Affiliate loan)
Description:
(1) Horizontal Loan - This loan is secured by a FOOT on 124 of 142 residential lots located in Bay St. Louis,
Mississippi. Proceeds were used for horizontal development.
(2) Vertical Loan - This loan is secured by a FOOT on phase one (consisting of 18, of 142, lots on which 36 units
were to be constructed utilizing the loan proceeds).
Original Takeout Plan:
(1) Horizontal Loan - Lot releases upon commencement of vertical construction.
(2) Vertical Loan - Sales of individual units to investors looking to take advantage of numerous available incentives,
and a strong housing market, in the Gulf Opportunity Zone ("GO Zone").
Update: The horizontal construction is substantially complete. Unfortunately, the borrower has lost the government
incentives that made this project attractive. The project is significantly behind schedule and
and due to the lost incentives is
no longer economically viable in its current form.
Current Strategy: The Note Program is currently working with the borrower in an attempt to come to an acceptable work
out plan. If this effort is unsuccessful then the Note Program will be forced to foreclose and liquidate the asset (142
finished lots).

Again, the Note Program remains optimistic that the work out strategies presented above will allow the Note Program to
continue meeting its obligations to its investors. In summary, we at Clearwater believe that in spite of the economic
problems, we are actively protecting the assets in the Note Program.
Thank you for your continued patience as we work through these difficult economic times. Please contact our Investor
Services Department, if you have any questions.
Sincerely,
Clearwater Real Estate Investments
Toll-free (866) 217-4906
InvestorServices@clearwaterrei.com

Clearwater Real Estate Investments
1300 E State Street, Ste 103. Eagle, Idaho 836161 Ph: (866) 217-49061InvestorServices@ClearwaterREl.com
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REPORT OF INDEPENDENT AUDITORS
To the Member
Clearwater 2008 Note Program, LLC
Eagle, Idaho
We have audited the accompanying balance sheets of Clearwater 2008 Note Program, LLC (the
31, 2010 and 2009, and the related statements of operations, member's deficit,
Company) as of December 31,2010
and cash flows for the years then ended. These financial statements are the responsibility of the
Company's management. Our responsibility is to express an opinion on these financial statements based
on our audits.
We conducted our audits in accordance with auditing standards generally accepted in the United States of
America Those standards require that we plan and perform the audit to obtain reasonable assurance about
whether the financial statements are free of material misstatement. An audit includes consideration of internal
control over fiQancial reporting as a basis for designing audit procedures that are appropriate in the
of expressing an opinion on the effectiveness ofthe
of the Company's internal
circumstances, but not for the purpose ofexpressing
control over financial reporting. Accordingly, we express no such opinion. An audit also includes examining,
on a test basis, evidence supporting the amounts and disclosures in the financial statements, assessing the
accounting principles used and significant estimates made by management, as well as evaluating the overall
fmancial statement presentation. We believe that our audits provide a reasonable basis for our opinion.
In our opinion, the financial statements referred to above present fairly, in all material respects, the
financial position of Clearwater 2008 Note Program, LLC as of December 31, 2010 and 2009, and the
results of its operations and its cash flows for the years then ended in conformity with accounting
principles generally accepted in the United States of America.
As described in Note 7, during the years ended December 31, 2010 and 2009, the majority of the activity
and balances of Clearwater 2008 Note Program, LLC, except notes payable and interest expense,
involved related party transactions with entities that were under common Clearwater ownership.

San Francisco, California
August 19,201
19,2011I
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CLEARWATER 2008 NO ~ ~ PROGRAM, LLC
BALANCE SHEET

ASSETS
December 31,
2010
2009

CURRENT ASSETS
Cash and cash equivalents
Interest receivable
Real estate loans receivable, net of allowance
for losses of $2,3 11 ,584 in 2010 and $-0- in 2009
Current portion of related party receivables

1,848,846
150,271

$ 1,261,964
42,699

13,567,103
212,191

15,641,771
535,576

15,778,411

17,482,010

$

Total current assets

REAL ESTATE PROPERTY HELD FOR INVESTMENT
Land
Rental property
Accumulated depreciation

360,000
1,167,374
(14,150)
1,513,224

Total real estate property held for investment

OTHER ASSETS
Related party receivables, long-ternl
Deferred loan costs, net

1,648,518

73,799
1,710,569

$ 18,940,153

$ 19,266,378

LIABILITIES AND MEMBER'S DEFICIT
CURRENT LIABILITIES
Accounts payable
Accrued interest payable
Rental deposits
Unearned interest income reserves
Related party payable
Current portion of notes payable
Total current liabilities

LONG-TERM DEBT
Notes payable, less current portion

MEMBER'S DEFICIT
Membership units
Membership units subscription receivable
Member's deficit

$

14,200
130,592
8,168

109,157
664,155

3,544

1,907,541
156,504

2,680,853

22,487,335

17,405,780

22,643,839

20,086,633

1,000
(1,000)
(3,703,686)

1,000
(1,000)
(820,255)

(3,703,686)

(820,255)

$ 18,940,153

2

$

$ 19,266,378

See accompanying notes.
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CLEARWATER ... ~08 NOTE PROGRAM, LLC
STATEMENT OF OPERATIONS

Year Ended December 31,

2009

2010
REVENUE
Real estate loan interest
Other interest
Rental income from real estate property held for investment

EXPENSES
Interest
Marketing
General and administrative
Rental expenses
Depreciation
Provision for loan losses

$ 2,116,511
28,138
61,448

$

2,206,097

927,875

2,300,471

1,207,864
149,783
180,469

291,152
25,071
14,150
2,458,684
5,089,528

NET LOSS

See accompanying notes.

846,313
81,562

$ (2,883,431)

1,538,116
$

(610,241)

3
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CLEARWATER 2008 NUl'E PROGRAM, LLC
STATEMENT OF MEMBER'S DEFICIT

Units

Units
Balance, December 31, 2008

$

1,000

$

(1,000)

Net loss
Balance, December 31, 2009

1,000

(1,000)

Net loss
Balance, December 31, 2010

4

$

1,000

$

(1,000)

Total

Deficit
$

(210,014)

$

(210,014)

(610,241)

(610,241)

(820,255)

(820,255)

(2,883,431 )

(2,883,431 )

$ (3,703,686)

$ (3,703,686)

See accompanying notes.
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CLEARWATER ___ 8 NOTE PROGRAM, LLC
STATEMENT OF CASH FLOWS

Year Ended December 31,

2010
CASH FLOWS FROM OPERATING ACTIVITIES'
Net loss
Adjustments to reconcile net loss to net cash
from operating activities:
Amortization of deferred loan costs (included as
interest expense)
Depreciation
Reinvested interest expense
Provision for loan losses
Changes in assets and liabilities
Interest receivable
Related party receivables/payables
Deferred loan costs
Accounts payable
Accrued interest payable
Rental deposits
Unearned interest income reserves
Related party payable

$

(2,883,431)

2009
$

158,627

333,079
14,150
436,288
2,458,684

Net cash from operating activities
CASH FLOWS FROM INVESTING ACTIVITIES
Real estate loans funded
Purchase of real estate loan
Principal payments received on real estate loans receivable
Net cash from investing activities
CASH FLOWS FROM FINANCING ACTIVITIES
Proceeds from notes payable
Payments on notes payable
Net cash from financing activities
NET CHANGE IN CASH AND CASH EQUIVALENTS

220,369

(306,546)
400,728
(271,028)
14,200
21,435
8,168
(664,155)

(42,699)
(609,375)
(1,355,425)

(438,428)

(1,568,705)

(3,640,000)
1,927,584

(14,203,271)
(1,525,000)
86,500

(1,712,416)

(15,641,771)

2,828,898
(91,172)

13,932,525

2,737,726

13,932,525

47,147
664,155
(41,263)

586,882

Cash and cash equivalents, beginning of year

(610,241)

(3,277,951)

1,261,964

4,539,915

Cash and cash equivalents, end of year

$

1,848,846

$

1,261,964

SUPPLEMENTAL DISCLOSURE OF CASH ~LOW
~LOW
INFORMATION
Interest paid

$

1,509,669

$

781,721

$

436,288

$

220,369

NONCASH INVESTING AND FINANCING ACTIVITIES
Reinvested interest on notes payable
Foreclosure of loan receivable to real estate property
held for investment:
Real estate property held for investment
Real estate loan receivable
Interest receivable

See accompanying notes.

$
$
$

1,527,374
(1,475,500)
(51,874)

$
$
$
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CLEARWATER 2008 N v 1.J. D PROGRAM, LLC
NOTES TO FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
Note 1 - Organization and Summary of Significant Accounting Policies

Organization:
Clearwater 2008 Note Program, LLC (the Company), formed August 8, 2008, is solely owned by
Clearwater REI, LLC (the Manager). The Company acquires and holds interests in acquisition and
development loans, secured by real property, that are undertaken by affiliates of Clearwater REI, LLC,
and other borrowers who satisfy the lending criteria established by the Company. The Company's
operations are funded by the proceeds from the issuance of notes payable, due at various dates through
2015. In 2010, the Company foreclosed on a loan and now owns and operates an 18 unit town-home
community located in Raymore, Missouri (see Note 5).

Basis ofaccounting:
of accounting:
The Company prepares its financial statements on the accrual basis of accounting in accordance with
accounting principles generally accepted in the United States of America (USGAAP).

Use ofestimates:
of estimates:
The preparation of fmancial statements in conformity with USGAAP requires management to make
estimates and assumptions that affect the reported amounts of assets and liabilities and disclosures of
contingent assets and liabilities at the date of the fmancial statements and the reported amounts of
revenues and expenses during the reporting period. On an on-going basis, management evaluates its
estimates, including those related to the adequacy of the allowance for loan losses and value of real estate
held for investment as well as contingencies. Management bases its estimates on historical experience and
on various other assumptions that are believed to be reasonable under the circumstances, the results of
which form the basis for making judgments about the carrying values of assets and liabilities that are not
readily apparent from other sources. Actual results may differ from these estimates under different
assumptions or conditions. The valuation estimates for the allowance for loan losses and value of real
estate held for investment and the fair values for impaired loans are accounting estimates that can have
material affects on the financial statements.

Cash equivalents:
Cash equivalents include any short-term, highly liquid investments with an original maturity of three
months or less.

Real estate loans receivable:
The Company has both the intent and ability to hold real estate loans until maturity and therefore, real
estate loans receivable are classified and accounted for as held for investment and carried at face value, if
not impaired. All loans are originated directly by the Company.
The Company considers a loan impaired when it becomes probable that interest and principal payments
are uncollectible according to the contractual terms of the loan agreement, which is generally the earlier
of when a principal or interest payment becomes 90 days past due, or when foreclosure proceedings have
been initiated. Loans that become 90 days past due or for which foreclosure proceedings have been
initiated subsequent to year end are classified as impaired as of year end (see Note 4).
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CLEARWATER -;0,.108 NOTE PROGRAM, LLC
NOTES TO FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
Note 1 - Organization and Summary of Significant Accounting Policies (Continued)
Real estate loans receivable (continued):
The Company measures impaired loans by either taking the present value of expected future cash flows
discounted at the loan's effective interest rate or by assessing the loan's observable market price or the
fair value of the collateral, if the loan is collateral dependent. As of December 31,2010 and 2009, all of
ftrst deeds of trust. Management
the Company's loans are collateralized by real property secured by fIrst
generally obtains a third-party appraisal or other valuation on the underlying collateral for impaired loans
to detennine the amount of impainnent, if any.

The Company only recognizes interest income on loans detennined to be impaired when it is probable the
outstanding principal and interest will be collected from the borrower. The Company makes such a
detennination usually after considering third-party valuation of the underlying collateral. Cash receipts
speciftcally
for interest payments are allocated to interest income, except when such payments are specifIcally
designated as principal reduction or when management does not believe the Company's investment in the
loan is fully recoverable.
Allowance for loan losses:
The Company maintains an allowance for loan losses on real estate loans receivable. Additions to the
assessmen1 of certain factors including, but not limited to, review of collateral
allowance are based on an assessment
values, borrower payment ability, and general economic conditions. Evaluation of the adequacy of the
allowance for loan losses is based primarily on management's periodic assessment and risk rating of the
loan portfolio. Additional factors considered by management include the consideration of past loan loss
classiftcations
experience, trends in past due and nonperfonning loans, risk characteristics of the various classifIcations
of loans, the fair value of underlying collateral, and agreements in place to purchase or sell property.
While management uses available information to recognize losses on loans, future adjustments to the
allowance for loan losses may be necessary based on changes in economic conditions and the impact of
such changes on the Company's borrowers.

The Company maintains a separate allowance for each loan receivable. The allowance for loan losses
attributable to each applicable loan is combined to detennine the Company's overall allowance, which is
included on the balance sheet. At December 31, 2010, the Company has an allowance for losses of
$2,311,584. No such allowances were recorded in 2009.
Real estate property heldfor
held for investment:
Real estate property held for investment is carried at cost, net of accumulated depreciation and net of
impainnent losses, if any, and depreciated using the straight-line method over the estimated useful lives.
ftxtures are charged to expense as incurred. The estimated
Maintenance, repairs, and replacements of fIxtures
of the rental property is 27.5 years.
useful life ofthe
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CLEARWATER 2008 NO 1 J!, PROGRAM, LLC
NOTES TO FINANCIAL STATEMENTS

Note 1 - Organization and Summary of Significant Accounting Policies (Continued)
Real estate property held/or investment (continued):
The Company reviews its long-lived assets for impairment whenever events or changes in circumstances
indicate the carrying amount of the asset may not be recoverable. If the carrying amount of the asset
exceeds its estimated undiscounted future net cash flows, before interest, the Company would recognize
an impairment loss equal to the difference between its carrying amount and its estimated fair value. If an
impairment loss was recognized, the reduced carrying amount of the asset would be accounted for as its
new cost. For a depreciable asset, the new cost would be depreciated over the asset's remaining useful
life. Generally, fair values are estimated using a discounted cash flow, direct capitalization, or market
comparison analysis. The process of evaluating for impairment requires estimates as to future events and
conditions, which are subject to varying market and economic factors. Therefore, it is reasonably possible
that a change in estimates resulting from judgments as to future events could occur that would affect the
recorded amounts of the property. No impairment loss was necessary for the year ended December 31,
2010.
Deferred loan costs:
The Company capitalizes direct costs incurred in issuing notes payable and amortizes those costs on a
straight-line basis over the related contractual life of the notes. If notes payable are paid in full prior to
contractual maturity, then corresponding deferred loan costs are expensed immediately.
Unearned interest income reserves:
Unearned interest income is recorded as revenue by the Company when the corresponding interest charge
has been incurred by the borrower, in accordance with each respective real estate loan.
Revenue recognition:
Revenue is recognized on performing loans when interest has been earned according to the terms of the
loans. However, interest is no longer recognized when a loan has become 90 days delinquent based on
the terms of the loan agreement or when foreclosure proceedings have been initiated, whichever event
occurs first. Loan origination fees earned by the Company are deferred and amortized by the effective
interest method over the contractual life of the loan, or fully recognized at the time of loan prepayment.
Rental income consists of leasing town-home units. Rental income is recognized on a straight-line basis
over the lives ofthe related leases when collectability is reasonably assured. The lease terms are generally
for periods of one year or less. Differences between the rental income recognized and amount due under
the respective lease agreements are determined to be immaterial. Ongoing credit evaluations are
performed and no allowance for potential credit losses were provided against the portion of accounts
receivable that is estimated to be uncollectible.

Marketing costs:
The Company expenses marketing costs as they are incurred. Total marketing costs for the years ended
December 31, 2010 and 2009, were $-0- and $149,783, respectively.
Income taxes:
The Company has elected to be taxed as a partnership. Accordingly, under federal and state income tax
regulations, any income or loss of the Company flows through to the member and is reported on the
member's tax returns. Therefore, no provision for taxes has been recorded in the accompanying financial
statements.
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CLEARWATER ... ~~8 NOTE PROGRAM, LLC
NOTES TO FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
Note 1 - Organization and Summary of Significant Accounting Policies (Continued)

Income taxes (continued):
As of January 1, 2009, the Company adopted authoritative guidance that clarifies the accounting for
uncertain income tax positions by prescribing a minimum probability threshold that a tax position must
meet before a fmancial statement benefit is recognized. The minimum threshold is defined by the
guidance as a tax position that is more likely than not to be sustained upon examination by the applicable
taxing authority, including resolution of any related appeals or litigation processes, based on the technical
merits of the position. The tax benefit to be recognized is measured as the largest amount of benefit that is
greater than 50% likely of being realized upon ultimate settlement. The Company recognizes interest and
penalties related to income tax matters in operating expenses.
The Company has evaluated its tax positions and does not believe it has any uncertain tax positions.

Subsequent events:
Subsequent events are events or transactions that occur after the balance sheet date but before the
fmancial statements are issued. The Company recognizes in the financial statements the effects of all
subsequent events that provide additional evidence about conditions that existed at the date ofthe balance
sheet, including the estimates inherent in the process of preparing the fmancial
fmandal statements. The
Company's fmancial statements do not recognize subsequent events that provide evidence about
conditions that did not exist at the date of the balance sheet, but arose after the balance sheet date and
before the financial statements were available to be issued.
The Company has evaluated subsequent events through August 19, 2011, which is the date the financial
statements were available to be issued, in accordance with the Company's policy related to disclosures of
subsequent events, and has not identified any material events that should be disclosed.
Note 2 - Fair Value Measurements
The Company utilizes fair value measurements to record fair value adjustments to certain assetS and
liabilities. Current accounting standards clarify the definition of fair value, describe methods generally
used to appropriately measure fair value in accordance with USGAAP and expand fair value disclosure
requirements. Fair value is defined as the price that would be received to sell an asset or paid to transfer a
liability in an orderly transaction between market participants at the measurement date. The fair value
hierarchy under current accounting guidance prioritizes the inputs to valuation techniques used to
measure fair value into three broad levels. The hierarchy is measured in three levels based on the
reliability of inputs:
Levell

Quoted prices for identical instruments in active markets.

Level 2

Quoted prices for similar instruments in active' markets; quoted prices for identical or
similar instruments in markets that are not active; model-derived valuations in which all
significant inputs and significant value drivers are observable in active markets.

Level 3

Valuations derived from valuation techniques in which one or more significant inputs or
significant value drivers are unobservable.
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CLEARWATER 2008 NO 1 J!, PROGRAM, LLC
NOTES TO FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
Note 2 - Fair Value Measurements (Continued)
This hierarchy requires the Company to maximize the use of observable market data, when available, and
to minimize the use of unobservable inputs when determining fair value. The Company is required to take
into account its own credit risk when measuring the fair value of liabilities. Fair value is best determined
based upon quoted market prices. However, in many instances, there are no quoted market prices for
various fmancial instruments. In cases where quoted market prices are not available, fair values are based
on estimates using present value and other valuation techniques. Those techniques are significantly
affected by assumptions used, including the discount rate, estimates of future cash flows and the
realization of collateral values. Accordingly, the fair value estimates may not be realized in an immediate
.
settlement of the instrument.
of the valuation methodologies used for instruments measured at fair value
The following is a description ofthe
on a recurring basis and nonrecurring basis and recognized in the balance sheet, as well
wel1 as the general
classification of such instruments pursuant to the valuation hierarchy.

Impaired loans:
The Company does not record loans at fair value on a recurring basis. However, from time to time, a loan
is considered impaired and an allowance for loan losses is established. A loan is considered impaired
when, based on current information and events, it is probable the Company will be unable to collect all
amounts due according to the contractual terms of the loan agreement or when monthly payments are
delinquent greater than 90 days. Once a loan is identified as impaired, management generally measures
impairment at fair value when the impaired loans observable market price is available or at the value of
the underlying collateral when the impaired loan is collateral dependent. The fair value of the loan's
collateral is determined by third party appraisals. Those impaired loans not requiring an allowance
represent loans for which the fair value of the collateral or observable market price exceed the recorded
investments in such loans. For such impaired loans, they are not measured at fair value. At December 31,
2010 and 2009, substantially all of the impaired loans were evaluated based on the fair value of the
collateral.
Impaired loans where an allowance is established based on the fair value of collateral require
classification in the fair value hierarchy. When the fair value of the collateral is based on an observable
market price or is determined utilizing an income or market valuation approach based on an appraisal
conducted by an independent, licensed appraiser using observable market data, the Company records the
impaired loan using Level 3 inputs. When management determines the fair value of the collateral is
further impaired below the appraised value or there is no observable market data included in a current
appraisal, the Company also records the impaired loan using Level 3 inputs.
The following table presents the fair value measurements of assets and liabilities recognized in the
accompanying balance sheet measured at fair value on a recurring and nonrecurring basis and the level
within the fair value hierarchy in which the fair value measurements fall at December 31, 2010 (there
were no fair value measurements at December 31, 2009):
Levell
Nonrecurring
Impaired loans

$

Level 2
$

Level 3
$

1,913,416

Total

$

1,913,416
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CLEARWATER ... ~08 NOTE PROGRAM, LLC
NOTES TO FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
Note 3 - Concentrations of Credit Risk
Financial instruments with concentrations of credit and market risk include cash and cash equivalents and
real estate loans receivable.
The Company maintains cash deposit accounts in banks, which, at times, may exceed federally insured
limits. The Company has not experienced any losses in such accounts and performs due diligence on the
banks where deposits are held to assess their stability.
The loans funded by the Company are fixed rate loans secured by a first deed of trust on land and
commercial and residential properties.
The Company has a geographic concentration of real estate loans in the state of Mississippi of
approximately 27% as of December 31, 2010 and 2009, respectively. As such, the Company may be
adversely affected by periods of economic decline within that geographic area.
The Company has a geographic concentration of real estate loans in the state of Arizona of approximately
62% and 39% as of December 31,2010 and 2009, respectively. As such, the Company may be adversely
affected by periods of economic decline within that geographic area.
Concentration of real estate loan products exist primarily in land and development loans. The following
table illustrates the concentration percentages by product type as of December 31:

2010
Amount
Residential development
Commercial land

2009
Percent

Amount

Percent

3,767,103
9,800,000
9.800,000

27.8%
72.2%

$

9,481,771
6,160,000

60.6%
39.4%

$ 13,567,103
13.567,103

100.0%

$ 15,641,771

100.0%

$

All of the Company's real estate loans will require the borrower to make a balloon payment of the
principal at maturity. To the extent that a borrower has an obligation to pay a real estate loan in a large
lump-sum payment, its ability to satisfy this obligation may be dependent upon its ability to sell the
property, refinance, or raise a substantial amount of cash. An increase in interest rates over the rate
applicable at the time of origination of the loan or decrease in real estate valuations may have an adverse
effect on the borrower's ability to refinance the loan and, accordingly, could cause the Company to incur
additional credit losses.
The Company has one real estate loan receivable totaling approximately $1,853,687 and $3,742,697 as of
December 31, 2010 and 2009, respectively, that is due from an entity related through common ownership.
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CLEARWATER 2008 NO·l.I!"
NO'l.I!" PROGRAM, LLC
NOTES TO FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
Note 4 - Real Estate Loans Receivable
of the following:
Loans outstanding as of December 31 consist ofthe

2010
Note receivable with Healthcare of Florence, LLC, bearing interest at
14%, with monthly interest-only payments. Principal is due in a lump
sum payment upon maturity. Collateralized by real property in
Florence, Arizona, guaranteed by Healthcare of Florence, LLC and
due October 6, 2010. Loan is in default accruing interest at the
effective rate, plus the default rate (14% + 5%) and is due on demand. $ 9,800,000
Note receivable with Steelhead Townhomes, LLC, bearing interest at
14%, with monthly interest-only payments. Principal is due in a lump
sum payment upon maturity. Collateralized by 18 townhome units in
Raymore, Missouri, guaranteed personally by the LLC members, and
originally due on July 5,2009. Property was foreclosed on in 2010 and
as a result, the Company has obtained the townhomes.

2009

$ 6,160,000

1,514,074

Note receivable with CREI Seaside LLC, an entity related through
common ownership, bearing interest at 14%, with monthly interestonly payments. Principal is due in a lump sum payment upon
maturity. Collateralized by 41 condo units in Kenmore, Washington,
and due on June 24, 2010. Loan is in default accruing interest at the
effective rate, plus the default rate (14% + 5%) and is due on demand.

1,853,687

3,742,697

Note receivable with Chapman Road Development, LLC, bearing
interest at 14%, with monthly interest-only payments. Principal is due
in a lump sum payment upon maturity. Collateralized by 18 duplex
lots in Bay S.t. Louis, Mississippi, guaranteed personally by the LLC
members, and due on May 31, 2010. Loan is in default accruing
interest at the effective rate, plus the default rate (14% + 5%) and is
due on demand. During 2010, an allowance of $1,769,328 was
recorded.

930,672

2,700,000

Note receivable with Chapman Road Development, LLC, bearing
interest at 14%, with monthly interest-only payments. Principal is due
in a lump sum payment upon maturity. Collateralized by
approximately 35 acres of entitled land in Bay St. Louis, Mississippi,
O.
guaranteed personally by the LLC members, and due on June 7, 20]
2010.
Loan is in default accruing interest at the effective rate, plus the
default rate (14% + 5%) and is due on demand. During 2010, an
allowance of $542,256 was recorded.

982,744

1,525,000

$ 13,567,103

$ 15,641,771
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CLEARWATER .....
.wvv8
u8 NOTE PROGRAM, LLC .
NOTES TO FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
Note 4 - Real Estate Loans Receivable (Continued)
All of the Company's real estate loans receivable outstanding at December 31, 2010, have an original
maturity of one year or less. At December 31, 2010, the Company was not committed to fund any
additional loan amounts.

Interest receivable and impaired loans:

.

In accordance with its loan accounting policy, two of the Company's loans outstanding amounting to
$1,913,416 were considered impaired at December31, 2010. At December 31, 2009, one of the
Company's loans outstanding amounting to $1,514,074 was considered impaired. In accordance with its
revenue recognition policy, the Comp'any no longer accrues interest income on all loans that are 90 days
past due. As of December 31, 2010, all outstanding loans with the exception of the loan due from
Healthcare of Florence, LLC are 90 days past due. The Company is in the process of foreclosing on the
underlying collateral of the impaired loans. Interest earned on impaired loans for the years ended
3 1,2010 and 2009, totaled approximately $-0- and $43,000, respectively, all of which has been
December 31,2010
accrued as a receivable $IS of the balance sheet date. Recorded, accrued interest remains accrued if
management determines that either the underlying collateral or discounted future cash flows of the loan
support recovery of principal and accrued interest. During 2010, interest receivable of $147,100 was
written off related to allowances for loan losses. This amount is included in the provision for loan losses
line item on the statements of operations.
alJowance for loan loss:
The following table presents a rollforward of the allowance
Balance at January 1, 2010
Provision for loan losses
Less interest receivable charge-offs from impaired loans

$

Balance at December 31, 2010

$ 2,311,584

2,458,684
(147,100)

Note 5 - Real Estate Property Held for Investment
On July 27, 2010, the Company foreclosed on an 18 unit townhome community located in Raymore,
Missouri, which collateralized the loan receivable from a borrower. The property is recorded at cost as of
December 31, 2010, net of accumulated depreciation. The original loan was recorded at $1,562,000, The
estimated value of the property at the time of foreclosure, was $1,651,200. As the estimated value of the
collateral was greater than the Company's recorded investment in the loan, the real estate was brought
onto the Company's accounting records at the loan's recorded investment of $1,527,374. At
December 31,2010, the carrying cost of the real estate is $1,513,224, including accumulated depreciation
of $14,150. It is the Company's intent to sell this property, but the expected sale is not probable to occur
within the next year.
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CLEARWATER 2008 NOTE PROGRAM, LLC
NOTES TO FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
Note 6 - Notes Payable
Notes payable (the notes) were issued during 2008 and 2009 pursuant to a private placement to offer up to
$20,000,000 of secured investment notes at a rate of 9.50% per annum and guaranteed by RE Capital
Investments, LLC, an entity related to the Company through common ownership. Commissions were
charged for the notes sold and are included in deferred loan costs, which are amortized over the
contractual life. Interest is payable monthly, with principal and unpaid accrued interest due at maturity in
2015. Note holders may elect to have interest reinvested and compounded monthly. An option is
available to issue up to $40,000,000 in total secured investment notes, at the sole
sale discretion of the
Company.
Beginning December 31, 20 I0,
I 0, and once annually on that date thereafter, the Company will redeem up to
one-tenth of the outstanding principal amount of the notes at par plus accrued but unpaid interest, at the
request of note holders upon at least 30 days prior written notice. The Company may also receive
redemption requests upon death of a note holder with payment due 180 days after written notice is
received. Redemptions, to the extent of the annual limit, will be honored in the order that requests are
received.
In 2010, the Company suspended early redemption requests. During 2010, $91,172 in redemptions were
of the note holder.
honored relating to the death ofthe
sale option and
On December 31, 2011, the notes are callable, in whole or in part, at the Company's sole
demand upon 90 days written notice. All notes mature during 2015.
Notes payable consist of the following at December 31:

Notes payable
Reinvested interest
Principal payments

2010

2009

$ 21,904,141
674,366
(91,172)

$ 19,075,243
238,078

22,487,335

19,313,321
(1,907,541
(l
,907,541))

Less current portion of notes payable
$ 22,487,335

$ 17,405,780

Future minimum principal payments due under the notes payable subsequent to December 31, 2010, are
as follows:
2011
2012
2013
2014
2015

$

22,487,335
$ 22,487,335
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CLEARWATER .u08 NOTE PROGRAM, LLC
NOTES TO FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
Note 7 - Related Party Transactions

The Company has entered into an operating agreement with its parent company, Clearwater REI, LLC, to
handle the day-to-day operations of the Company and perform services and activities relating to the assets
and operations of the Company. Under the terms of the agreement, the Manager may be paid reasonable
compensation for services, as determined by the Company. During 2010 and 2009, the Company paid no
compensation to the Manager. Expenses incurred by the Manager on behalf of the Company were
reimbursed to the Manager. In addition, the Manager received loan origination fees charged to borrowers
for and upon origination and extension of loans up to 4% of the loan balance. Loan fees received by the
Manager directly from borrowers related to· loans outstanding in the Company were $145,600 and
$654,588 for the years ended December 31,2010 and 2009, respectively.
Transactions between the Company and the Manager consist of the following, which make up the balance
ofthe
of the long-term related party payable at December 31, 2010, and receivable at December 31, 2009:

2009

2010
Balance at January ]
Salary and overhead allocations
Professional fees
Reimbursement of costs to raise capital
Cash advances to Manager
Commissions paid

$

Balance at December 31

$

73,799
(175,555)
(6,591)
(271,028)

$

(41,263)
(319,004)
(11,250)
389,649
86,700
(31,033)

$

73,799

375,831
(3,544)

Under the terms of its loans receivable, the Company retains an interest reserve for payments to be made
On behalf of the borr~wers to the Company. Clearwater Asset Management, LLC (CRAM), a related party
through common ownership, is responsible for holding the interest reserves and processing interest
payments to the Company on the loans receivable. CRAM also processes interest payments to the
Company's note holders. CRAM recorded the following transactions on behalf ofthe
of the Company:

2010
Interest income received
Interest payments made
Miscellaneous income
Amounts transferred to CRAM

$

1,144,377
(1,506,332)
4,570
34,000

2009
$

803,614
(1,049,237)
4,267
776,932

As of December 31, 2010 and 2009, CRAM held $212,191 and $535,576 of cash on behalf of the
Company, which is included in related party receivables.
In December 2009, the Company purchased a loan at face value from an entity related through common
of trust in entitled land located in Mississippi.
ownership totaling $1,525,000, secured by a first deed oftrust
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CLEARWATER 2008 NOTE PROGRAM, LLC
NOTES TO FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
Note 8 - Contingency

aIleged breach of contract. The
The Company is a defendant in a lawsuit filed by one of its customers for alleged
suit asks for actual and punitive damages but has not yet specified the amounts sought. The Company
believes the suit is completely without merit and intends to vigorously defend its position.
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Clearwater Real Estate Investments
1300 E State Street, Ste 103
Eagle, Idaho 83616

**IMPORTANT PLEASE OPEN IMMEDIATEL
IMMEDIATELV**
V**
Mark Boling
21986 Cayuga Lane
Lake Forest, CA 92630

Dear Note Holder:
It has been over three years since the Clearwater 2008 Note Program, LLC (the "Note Program") first began offering Notes on
aggreg~t~ ...
August 29, 2008. Over the course of those three years, the Note Program has consistently delivered payments in the aggreg~t~
- amount
amol!nt of $3,045,180 to its Note Holders resulting in a 9",O'Wavera£je
9".O'Yo"average annuat return
raton; on'invested principal.
principal,
...- _.
This return has been realized amidst what many deem as the most severe economic downturn our economy has experienced in
decades. All the while, the Note Program has sought to maintain its conservative guidelines to preserve value for its Note Holders.
Note Holders can be optimistic of the collateral position of the Note Program today. As shown in the following table, because of
conservative underwriting, the loans made by the Note Program continue to be secured by the following collateral.
Principal
Loan Amount

Most Recent
Valuation

Date of
Valuation

Healthcare of Florence

$ 9,800,000

$ 21,500,000

1/19/2011

Legends 19 - Townhomes

$1,475,500

$1,720,000

9/15/2010

$1,525,000

$ 1,554,400 (1)

9/2112011

$2,063,977

$345,600

9/2112011

$14,864,477

$ 25,120,000

Description
Descril!tion of 1st Deed Collateral

(1) Coastal Gables - Horizontal Loan (Infrastructure Development)

{2} Coastal Gables - Vertical Loan (Construction
{Construction - 18 Duplexes)
Du~lexes}
(2)
TOTALS
(1)

(1)

Includes additional collateral

"DISCLOSURE: The valuations provided above reflect the appraised values at the date referenced above and may differ from the current
value.••
value.••
"The Promissory Note made to Trailwalk, LLC which was secured by the first deed of trust on property located in Seattle, WA has paid in
full and the deed of trust has been released. Litigation regarding the Promissory Note secured by the second deed of trust continues and is
subject to the appellate court decision.••
decision.••

Loan Portfolio Update···· .
following information provides detailed updates for each of the four portfolio loans and the current strategies being undertaken
The follOWing
to preserve and maximize value for the Note Holders.

Healthcare of Florence
Florence, AZ
(Non Affiliate loan)
Description: This loan is secured by a First Deed of Trust ("FOOT") on a 90,000 SF general hospital and long term care facility.
The facility is located in one of the most underserved healthcare markets in the nation.
Original Takeout Plan: Upon completion of the renovations and stabilization the loan was to be paid off through a refinance with
an outside lender.

Update: The loan has matured and the borrowers have been unable to refinance the note due to the difficulties facing the financial
markets and delays in the stabilization of the asset. The borrower has made interest payments as they have had the ability to do
so; however, as of July 31,
31 , 2011 they have fallen behind by $454,955.42. The Note Program is currently in loan work out
negotiations with the Borrower.

000189

Notice to Note Holders
Clearwater 2008 Note Program, LLC
"as-Is" value of $20,385,000 (48.07% LTV) and a value at "full stabilization"
The appraisal was updated as of 1/19/11 and it shows a "as-is"
of $21,500,000 (45.58% LTV).
Current Strategy: Healthcare of Florence management expects that when the Operating Rooms become fully operational that the
hospital should reach profitability. Delays in reaching stabilization have been caused by receivable collection difficulties, slow
deSignation. However, the CAH designation was
operating room ramp up, and delays in obtaining the critical access hospital (CAH) designation.
received recently in October. The Note Program is considering a loan workout with the Borrower to allow the hospital the time
needed to reach profitability after which the hospital'would have to start·making
start· making full interest payments or repay the loan in full
fuii
through a refinance. If the borrower is unable to do so within the time allotted for the loan workout the Note Program maybe forced
to pursue its rights under the deed of trust.

Legends 19 - Townhomes
Raymore, MO
(Non Affiliate loan)
Description: Eighteen Townhomes in Raymore, MO (Kansas City) owned by the Note Program through foreclosure.
Original Takeout Plan: Primary, refinance through a traditional lender, secondary, foreclosure and liquidation.

has~mpleted the foreclosure on this property and'now'owns this asset. The Note Program has
Update: The Note Program has&;mpleted
stabilized the asset and occupancy is currently at 94.44% (17 of 18). The average lease rate is $962.65 per month.
Current Strategy: As noted above the foreclosure of this property is now complete and the Note Program is managing the asset. It
is our intention to continue to lease units and collect the positive cash flow in order to assist in meeting the Note Program's
obligations. As the real estate market recovers we will liquidate units. There is still some outstanding litigation related to the
foreclosure that is clouding title and hindering the sale of units and a trial date has been set for 2012.

Coastal Gables·
Gables - (1) Horizontal Loan; (2) Vertical Loan
Bay St. Louis, MS
(Non Affiliate loan)
Description:
(1) Horizontal Loan - This loan is secured by a FOOT on 113 duplex residential lots located in Bay St. Louis,
LOUis, Mississippi.
Proceeds were used for horizontal development.
(2) Vertical Loan - This loan is secured by a FDOT on phase one (consisting of 18 duplex lots).
Original Takeout Plan:
(1) Horizontal Loan - Lot releases upon commencement of vertical construction.
(2) Vertical Loan - Sales of individual units to investors looking to take advantage of numerous available incentives, and a
strong housing market, in the Gulf Opportunity Zone ("GO Zone").
Update: The horizontal construction is substantially complete. Unfortunately, the borrower has lost the government incentives that
made this project attractive. The project is significantly behind schedule and due to the lost incentives is no longer economically
viable in its current form. The Note Program has initiated foreclosure.
Current Strategy: The Note Program is working diligently to foreclose in order to liquidate the asset.
The Note Program's business plan involves financing real estate acquisition and development projects. Unfortunately, the Note
not been immune to the recent downtum. Its borrowers have experienced significant challenges in realizing their exit
Program has not
strategies which has hindered their ability to meet their obligations to the Note Program and in turn the Note Program's ability to
meet its obligation to the Note Holders. After careful consideration, the Manager has determined that it's in the best interest of the
Note Program's long-term preservation and continuity to discontinue interest payments to the Note Holders for the time being,
however the Note Holders' interest will continue to accrue at the same rate.
Accordingly, please be advised that until further notice, all distributions
dIstributions beginning October 15, 2011, will be as follows:

Oct 15, 2011

100% of the monthly interest will be distributed.

I (No Modification)
!

Interest will be reinvested as it did prior to this
notice.

Clearwater Real Estate Investments
1300 E State Street, Ste 103, Eagle, Idaho 836161 Ph: (866) 217-4906llnvestorServlces@ClearwaterREl.com
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Notice to Note Holders
Clearwater 2008 Note Program, LLC
,

Interest will be reinvested as it did prior to this
I! 50% of the monthly interest will be distributed and ; notice.

Nov 15, 2011

I

50% will accrue and compound for the benefit of
; the Noteholders in accordance with Section 3 of
the Note dated August 29, 2008.

i
!
I

Jan 15,2012

I

I! 25%
of the monthly interest will be distributed and 'I Interest will be reinvested as it did prior to this
75% will accrue and compound for the benefit of
notice.
i the Noteholders in accordance with Section 3 of
( the Note dated August 29, 2008.

,

L
I

I

I the Note dated August 29, 2008.
!

i

I!

iI

!\ 75%
25% of the monthly interest will be distributed and /Interest will be reinvested as Itit did prior to this
will accrue and compound for the benefit of I notice.
i the Noteholders in accordance with Section 3 of

Dec 15, 2011

i

!

I

i

Feb 15, 2012 , The Note Program cash assets will be
I reassessed at this time to determine if and at
~ what level the program is able to distribute
.\..rnontblY interestpayments.
.\..rnontlJlY
interes.t.payments.
I
!

._--_._-_

I

1j The Note Program cash assets will be

I reassessed at this time to determine if and at
I

what level the program Is able to distribute

payments .
I!, monthly Inter.est
Inter-est payments.
I

I
------------_.

....

_

Interest Distributed

~]j Interest Accrued

The chart to the left illustrates the above mentioned
interest distribution schedule for Note Holders currently
receiving monthly interest distributions.
NOTE: Investors currently participating in the
Interest Reinvestment Plan, currently reinvest their
interest distributions rather than receive payments
each month, accordingly there is NO change to the
Interest Reinvestment Plan.

OCT

NOV

DEC

JAN

FEB

2011

2011

2011

2012

2012

conclUSion, we would like to extend our sincerest gratitude and reaffirm our pledge to you to continue to provide the highest level
In conclusion,
of service and transparent communication to our valued Note Holders. We want to assure you that our primary focus is to preserve
and return your valued principal and we are committed to work diligently in hopes of providing
prOViding the highest possible return in today's
environment. Your patience as we work through these challenges is greatly appreciated.
If you have any questions regarding this correspondence, please send us an email at InvestorServices@ClearwaterREl.com
InvestorServices@ClearwaterREJ.com and we
will respond in a timely manner.
Sincerely,
Clearwater 2008 Note Program, LLC

Clearwater Real Estate Investments
1300 E State Street, Ste 103, Eagle, Idaho 836161 Ph: (866) 217-49061InvestorServices@ClearwaterREl.com
217-49061 InvestorServices@ClearwaterREl.com
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Mark Boling
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Mark Boling [maboling@earthlink.net]
Thursday, February 02, 2012 11 :42 AM
'Ross Farris'
Clearwater 2008 Note Program

Mr. Farris,
As a follow-up to today's previous email correspondence, to the extent that no notice of default or breach is
required by the Transaction Documents for the Company's failure to timely pay full interest and/or suspension
of the principal redemption, I request and demand full payment of my unpaid principal balance and accrued, but
unpaid, interest to the date of full payment is made.
If a notice and cure period for the defaults or breaches previously set forth is necessary, I hereby request and
demand that the stated defaults or breaches be timely cured. And if not timely cured, immediately thereafter I
request and demand full payment of my unpaid principal balance and accrued, but unpaid, interest to the date of
full payment is made.
Should any of the aforementioned notices of default or breach sent to you on this date be deemed premature,
please consider the two (2) email correspondences sent to you on this date as sufficient notice and demand, if
necessary, as of the date when my claim(s)
c1aim(s) accrues.
Sincerely,
Mark Boling
Cert. #08-470

From: Mark Boling [mailto:maboling@earthlink.net]
Sent: Thursday, February 02, 2012 10:29 AM
To: 'Ross Farris'
Subject: Clearwater 2008 Note Program

Mr. Farris,
This email will confirm our telephone conversation today, wherein you informed me that the Company has
chosen to accrue my interest payments pursuant to Section 3 of the Note. You will be sending me a copy of
Exhibit A to the Note, which I have not previously received and an explanation of why I was not provided a
copy of the Note before submitting my Subscription Agreement.
Based on the Company's failure to fully pay interest payments under the Note for November 2011, December
2011 and January 2012, please consider this email correspondence as sufficient written Notice of Default on
Interest Payments under the Transaction Documents.
Based on the Company's suspension ofliquidation requests, please consider this email correspondence as
sufficient Notice of Default on my right to Principal Liquidation under the Transaction Documents.
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Sincerely.
Mark Boling
Cert. #08-470

From: Ross Farris [mailto:ross@clearwaterrei.com]
[mailto:ross@c1earwaterrei.com]

Sent: Wednesday, January 18, 2012 1:06 PM
To: maboling@earthlink.net

Subject: RE: Clearwater 2008 Note Program
Mr. Boling,
Sorry for the confusion. The correspondence you received is not in reference to your lasted correspondence. It is merely
a notice for all Noteholders that requested a liquidation in 2011. I have been notified that you can expect a response to
your latest inquiry in the near term.
Thank you for your patience.
Kind regards,

Ross Farris
Director of Marketing & Investor Relations
Clearwater Real Estate Investments
(208) 639-4486 office
(866) 217-4906 toll-free
(208) 939-1431 fax

~

Please consider the environment before printing this email.

recipient(s) and may c.ontah1
contidentlal and privileged information. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure or
This email message is for the sale use of the intended recipient(s}
wntahl confidential
distribution Is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply mail and destroy ail copies and the original message. This material does not
constitute an offer to sell or a solicitation of ,ln
,1n off~~r to purchase securities. Any such offer shall be made solely pUrsuant
pursuant to the Private Placement Memorandum. All
P,lSt performance andior forward statements are never an assurance of future results. Only the Private Placement Memo''<lndum
Memo'''lndum or
investment strategies have risks. P,lst
Prospertus is controlling.
controlhng.
Prospectus

From: Mark Boling [mailto:maboling@earthlink.net]

Sent: Tuesday, January 17, 20127:10 PM
To: Ross Farris

Subject: Clearwater 2008 Note Program
Mr. Farris,
I have received a letter dated January 12,2012 regarding 2011 Liquidation Notification. Said letter does not
address the issues presented in my previous email correspondence to Investor Services dated December 20,
2011 below. Please consult with Investor Services and the management of your company and respond in full to
my inquiries and request that my subscription be immediately rescinded and the total principal amount of my
note be restored.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Mark Boling
Cert. #08-470
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From: Ross Farris [mailto:ross@c1earwaterrei.com]
[mailto:ross@clearwaterrei.com]
Sent: Wednesday, December 21,20111:45 PM
To: maboling@earthlink.net
Subject: RE: Clearwater 2008 Note Program

Mr. Boling,
We will work on responses to your inquiries and provide responses as soon as we are able. As we are short staffed over
the holiday season, we appreciate your patience in advance.
Thank you,

Ross Farris
Director of Marketing & Investor Relations
Clearwater Real Estate Investments
639-4486 office
(208) 639·4486
(866) 217-4906 toll-free
(208) 939-1431 fax

~

Please consider the environment before printing this email.

This email message
rnessage is for thl~ sole use of the intended recipient{s) and may contain confidential and privileged information. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure
disciOSlIre or
distribution is pmhibited. Ifyoll are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply I"fh1iJ
nh1i1 and destroy all
aU copies and the original message. This material does not
constitute an offer to sell or a solicitation of an offer to purchase securities. Any sllch
such offer shall be made solely pursuant to the Private Placenlent Memorandum. All
,lssurance of future results. Only the Private Placement Memorandum or
investment strategies have .-isks.
";sks. Past performance and/or forward statements are never an ,1ssurance
Prospectus is contrailing.
controlling.

From: Mark Boling [mailto:maboling@earthlink.net]

Sent: Tuesday, December 20,201111:41 AM
To: InvestorServices

Cc: Ross Farris
Subject: Clearwater 2008 Note Program

To whom it may concern,
I received a letter dated December 14,2011 ("12/14/11 letter") from someone in "Investor Services." Thank
you for your responses to my previous inquiries.
1)
As the author of the letter, please provide me with your name and job position with the company, so I
may be assured that the content of my inquiries are being provided to, understood and responded to by the
management of the Company.

12114111 letter was a form letter dated March 24,2011 that purports to provide
2)
Attached to the 12/14/11
instructions on how to review 2010 audited financials. Jwas informed by Laurie Fischer, Controller for
Clearwater Investments that the 2010 audited financials for the Clearwater 2008 Note Program, LLC were not
however available until August 19,2011.
3)
In the section of the 12/14111
12/14/11 letter regarding Callability, your response to the inquiry regarding this
1211111 regarding Liquidity, to wit:
term was identical to Mr. Farris' previous email response dated 12/1/11
"Liquidity - The objective of the 2008 Note Program continues to be the return ofthe principal
investment and interest payments to each Note Holder. The Note Program has a duty to ALL Note
Holders to make reasonable business decisions and protect its assets to reach this objective and as such
cannot honor the liquidation requests of a few Note Holders at the expense of the other Note Holders.
The Note Program, must continue to restrict its interest payments and hold all liquidation requests until
such time that the liquidation requests will not be at parity with the Companyls
Company's overall indebtedness to
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\\.e continue to work diligently, to ease the Cluent financial restrictions and will
all of its Note Holders. \\e
continue to honor the order in which your liquidation request was received. We appreciate your
continued patience and understanding and will let you know as soon as we are able to once again honor
the liquidation requests."
My reading of the "Liquidity; Callability" section of the PPM does not reflect any discretion by the Company to
prioritize and/or suspend liquidation requests made by the Noteholders. This term was a material consideration
that I relied upon in my purchasing a subscription to the note program. The Company's position that it "cannot
honor the liquidation requests of a few Note Holders at the expense of the other Note Holders" is unsupported
by the PPM or the supplements thereto. Please identify the specific language in the PPM or supplements that
creates the Company's contractual authority to prioritize and/or suspend all liquidation requests made by the
Noteholders, which would be in direct contradiction to the expressed and unconditional language set forth in the
"Liquidity; Callability" section of the PPM.
If the Company maintains now and at the time of the initial PPM that it can alter or over-ride this expressed
term regarding Callability on the basis that it has an obligation to ALL Note holders allowing the Company not
to abide by this expressed term, then I would request that my subscription be immediately rescinded and the
total principal amount of my note be restored.
4)
Pursuant to the Guaranty for the Clearwater 2008 Note Program, attached as Exhibit D to the PPM dated
August 8, 2008, RE Capital Investments, LLC "unconditionally guarantees the payment of the original principal
amount ofthe Notes as provided therein." The section entitled "Liquidity: Callability" in the PPM for the
Clearwater 2008 Note Program and the 3rd Supplement,thereto provides that Notes representing up to 10% of
the original principal amount may be called annually by the Noteholders. These are the provisions of the Note.
No expressed discretion is given to the Company or Manager in the PPM to prioritize, suspend or refuse such
timely payments. If the Company intends not to timely repay a portion of the original principal amount to the
Noteholder under the "Liquidity: Callability" section of the PPM, why isn't the Guarantor required to
immediately pay such original principal amounts to the Noteholder under the unconditional guaranty?
5)
When the initial PPM dated August 8, 2008 was disclosed, a recent balance sheet as of July 31, 2008 by
the Guarantor, RE Capital Investments, LLC, was attached. During the subscription period when the 3rd
Supplement to the PPM dated January 20, 2010 was disclosed, another recent balance sheet as of December 31,
2009, by the Guarantor, RE Capital Investments, LLC, was attached. In the 3rd Supplement to the PPM, the
Company acknowledged that the Guarantor had insufficient net worth under the Guaranty. After that the
subscription period has ended and the note program has been funded, approximately two years later with the ongoing serious financial condition of the Clearwater 2008 Note Program, the Company and Manager have not
been able to secure a current balance sheet from the Guarantor, whose officers are inter-related to the Company
and Manager. Please explain how this failure to timely secure a current balance sheet from the Guarantor is not
tantamount to gross negligence or intentional malfeasance on the part of the Company and/or the Manager to
protect the interests and principal investment amounts of the Noteholders when the need to look to the
Guarantor exists to exercise the Callability term by the Noteholders?
Thank you in advance for your continued cooperation in attempting to resolve these issues.
Sincerely,
Mark Boling
Cert. #08-470
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From: Ross Farris [mailto:ross@c1earwaterrei.coml
[mailto:ross@clearwaterrei.coml

Sent: Tuesday, December 13, 201112:33 PM
To: maboling@earthlink.net
Subject: RE: Clearwater 2008 Note Program

Mr. Boling,
I just wanted to follow up and let you know that your latest email has been sent to compliance and you can expect a
response in the near term. Thank you for your patience.
Kind regards,
Ross Farris

From: Mark Boling [mailto:maboling@earthlink.netl

Sent: Wednesday, December 07, 2011 6:52 PM
To: Ross Farris
Subject: Clearwater 2008 Note Program

Mr. Farris,
I reviewed your most recent voicemail message sent to me today requesting that I call you. Notwithstanding the
need for you to check with the company's Compliance, and for the sake of clarity, I would prefer that you
respond to my questions via this email string. Thank you.
Mark Boling

[mailto:maboling@earthlink.net]
From: Mark Boling [mailto:maboling@earthlink.netl

Sent: Wednesday, December 07,2011 8:23 AM
'ross@clearwaterrei.com'
To: 'ross@c1earwaterrei.com'
Subject: Clearwater 2008 Note Program

Mr. Farris,
I reviewed your voicemail message yesterday evening requesting that r call you. For expediency and clarity, I
would prefer you respond to my questions via this email string. Thank you.
Mark Boling
From: Mark Boling [mailto:maboling@earthlink.netl

Sent: Thursday, December 01, 2011 4:22 PM
'ross@clearwaterrei.com'
To: 'ross@c1earwaterrei.com'
Subject: Clearwater 2008 Note Program

Mr. Farris,
I am in receipt of your email correspondence dated December 1, 2011. Unfortunately, your response did not
provide specific information to many of my questions sent to you by email transmission on November 10,2010.
In particular,
Inquiry re: October 26,2011 - Notice to Note Holders
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1) What is the estimated cost 01 appraisal, by project, for the Healthcare of Florence and Legends 19
projects?
Your response has not specifically addressed this question.
2) While I understand that it would purportedly be costly to obtain appraisals every 60 days, does the
Company consider the "Notice to Note Holder" dated October 26,2011 to be a significant
communication on the status of the Clearwater 2008 Note Program that would warrant a current
valuation of all significant projects?
If the notice is significant, why wasn't a current appraisal provided as a good faith effort on the
part of the Company to inform the Note Holders of the most accurate valuation of the Healthcare of
Florence and Legends 19 projects?
If the notice is not considered significant, why was this unexpected interim notice sent to the
Noteholders?
Your response has not specifically addressed these questions.
3) Other than costs, did the Company have any other reason in not providing a current valuation for all
major projects in this "Notice to Note Holder" communication? If so, what
whatwere
were the reasons?
Your response has not specifically addressed this question.
4) Why are the loan amounts and valuations totaled (and stated in bold) as if cross-collateralization
agreements existed between the project loans?
For instance, will the security of the Healthcare of Florence project, which value exceeds that
project's principal loan amount, secure the Coastal Gables - Vertical Loan, which is extremely undersecured?
Your response has not specifically addressed this question.
If not, are the total of the loan amounts and valuations as a comparison likely to mislead the
Noteholders?
5) Since the additional collateral, consisting of 14 acres of land located in Waveland, Mississippi, has an
appraised value of $640,000, does that mean that the valuation of the 113 duplex residential lots in Bay
S1. Louis, MS is $914,400 ($1,554,400 - $640,000) for the Coastal Gables - Horizontal Loan?
6) Is this additional collateral, consisting of 14 acres of land located in Waveland, Mississippi, for the
Coastal Gables - Horizontal Loan secured by a FDOT?
What efforts, if any, have been made to foreclose on this additional collateral?
Your response has not specifically addressed these questions.
7) Prior to lending money to the borrower in the Coastal Gables project, what due diligence was performed
by the Company to confirm that the government incentives that made the project attractive to the
borrower were intact and what conditions needed to exist for the borrower to lose those incentives?
Your response has not specifically addressed this question.

Private Placement Memorandum (Book No. 08Note-A238) ["PPM']:
1) The PPM sets forth on page 24 that "[w]ithin 120 days after the end of each calendar year, the
Company will send to each Noteholder of record during the previous year: (a) an audited balance sheet
for the Company as of the end of such fiscal year and (b) an audited statement of the Company's
earnings for such fiscal year, along with a year-end status report." The audited financial documents for
the years ending December 31, 2009 and 2010 from Moss Adams LLP that you attached to your last
email showing a date of August 19,2011 was first provided to me in your email.
Based on your reading of the content of the PPM, would these disclosures be considered timely?
Your response attaches a generic cover letter. Please provide sufficient documentation to establish tllat
tl1at
(a) an audited balance sheet for the Company as of the end of such fiscal year and (b) an audited statement of
the CompmlY's
Company's earnings for sllchfiscal year was sent to me within 120 days after the end of the 2010 and 2011
calendm·
calendar years.
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2) Please provide a copy ofth", ~ast Balance Sheet that reflects RE Capl._. Investments, LLC's net worth
received by the Company.
What date was this document received by the Company?
Please provide sufficient documentation to establish that the last Balance Sheet for RE Capital
Investments, LLC was sent to me in Febmary 2010.
3) Based on the facts that 1) Ronald D. Meyer owns 100% of Terron Investments, Inc., which owns 50% of
RE Capital Investments, LLC, and 2) Mr. Meyer is the Chief Development Officer of the Company,
wouldn't the Company have a significant and constant inside contact with RE Capital Investments, LLC
to timely acquire any necessary financial information that would continually assess the viability of the
guaranty?
Are there any overlapping officers and/or directors between the Company and RE Capital
Investments, LLC?
If so, please state the names and positions with each business entity.
specifically addressed these questions. The 2 nd supplement does not fully satisfy
Your response has not speciJically
the inquiries made.
4) What is reason, if any, given by RE Capital Investments for any delay in the Company obtaining a
recent Balance Sheet that reflects RE Capital Investments, LLC's net worth?
Has the credibility of the reason been verified by the Company? How?
speciJically addressed these questions.
Your response has not specifically
Liquidity - Callibility:
1) Due to the untimely disclosure of the audited financial documents to the Noteholders for the years

1117/11 priority date given to my request for
ending December 31, 2009 and 2010, I must object to the 11/7/11
liquidation and request that the notice date be set at May 1,2010 for the year 2010 and May 1,2011 for
the year 2011 and thereafter, which are the dates that the audited financial documents were required to
be disclosed to the Noteholders.
2) My reading of the "Liquidity; Callability" section of the PPM does not reflect any discretion by the
Company to prioritize and/or suspend liquidation requests made by the Noteholders. Please identify the
specific language in the PPM that creates the Company's contractual authority to prioritize and/or
suspend all liquidation requests made by the Noteholders, which would be in direct contradiction to the
expressed language set forth in the "Liquidity; Callability" section of the PPM.
Your response has not specifically addressed this question.
Thank you for your kind attention to these matters.
Mark Boling
From: Mark Boling [mailto:maboling@earthlink.netl
Sent: Thursday, November 10, 2011 5:50 PM
To: 'Ross Farris'
Subject: Clearwater 2008 Note Program

Mr. Farris,
Thank you for responding to my email and invitation for other questions. Your responses have raised some
additional concerns regarding the Clearwater 2008 Note Program.

Inquiry re: October 26,2011- Notice to Note Holders
7
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8) What is the estimated cost VoL appraisal, by project, for the Healthcare of Florence and Legends 19
projects?
9) While I understand that it would purportedly be costly to obtain appraisals every 60 days, does the
Company consider the ''Notice to Note Holder" dated October 26,2011 to be a significant
communication on the status of the Clearwater 2008 Note Program that would warrant a current
valuation of all significant projects?
If the notice is significant, why wasn't a current appraisal provided as a good faith effort on the
part of the Company to inform the Note Holders of the most accurate valuation of the Healthcare of
Florence and Legends 19 projects?
If the notice is not considered significant, why was this unexpected interim notice sent to the
Noteholders?
10) Other than costs, did the Company have any other reason in not providing a current valuation for all
major projects in this "Notice to Note Holder" communication? If so, what were the reasons?
11) Why are the loan amounts and valuations totaled (and stated in bold) as if cross-collateralization
agreements existed,between
existed, between the project loans?
For instance, will the security of the Healthcare of Florence project, which value exceeds that
project's principal loan amount, secure the Coastal Gables - Vertical Loan, which is extremely undersecured?
If not, are the total of the loan amounts and valuations as a comparison likely to mislead the
Noteholders?
12) Since the additional collateral, consisting of 14 acres of land located in Waveland, Mississippi, has an
appraised value of $640,000, does that mean that the valuation of the 113 duplex residential lots in Bay
St. Louis, MS is $914,400 ($1,554,400 - $640,000) for the Coastal Gables - Horizontal Loan?
13) Is this additional collateral for the Coastal Gables - Horizontal Loan secured by a FDOT?
What efforts, if any, have been made to foreclose on this additional collateral?
14) Prior to lending money to the borrower in the Coastal Gables project, what due diligence was performed
by the Company to confirm that the government incentives that made the project attractive to the
borrower were intact and what conditions needed to exist for the borrower to lose those incentives?
V.L

08Note..A238) ["PPM']:
Private Placement Memorandum (Book No. 08Note-A238)
5) The PPM sets forth on page 24 that "[w]ithin 120 days after the end of each calendar year, the
Company will send to each Noteholder of record during the previous year: (a) an audited balance sheet
for the Company as of the end of such fiscal year and (b) an audited statement of the Company's
earnings for such fiscal year, along with a year-end status report." The audited financial documents for
the years ending December 31, 2009 and 2010 from Moss Adams LLP that you attached to your last
email showing a date of August 19, 2011 was first provided to me in your email.
Based on your reading of the content of the PPM, would these disclosures be considered timely?
If so, why?
6) Please provide a copy of the last Balance Sheet that reflects RE Capital Investments, LLC's net worth
received by the Company.
What date was this document received by the Company?
7) Based on the facts that 1) Ronald D. Meyer owns 100% of Terron Investments, Inc., which owns 50% of
RE Capital Investments, LLC, and 2) Mr. Meyer is the Chief Development Officer of the Company,
wouldn't the Company have a significant and constant inside contact with RE Capital Investments, LLC
to timely acquire any necessary financial information that would continually assess the viability of the
guaranty?
Are there any overlapping officers and/or directors between the Company and RE Capital
Investments, LLC?
If so, please state the names and positions with each business entity.
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8) What is reason, if any, given uy RE Capital Investments for any dela} ~n the Company obtaining a
recent Balance Sheet that reflects RE Capital Investments, LLC's net worth?
Has the credibility of the reason been verified by the Company? How?
Liquidity - Callibility:
3) Due to the untimely disclosure of the audited financial documents to the Noteholders for the years
ending December 31,2009 and 2010, I must object to the 11/7/11
11/7111 priority date given to my request for
liquidation and request that the notice date be set at May 1,2010 for the year 2010 and May 1,2011 for
the year 2011 and thereafter, which are the dates that the audited financial documents were required to
be disclosed to the Noteholders.
4) My reading ofthe "Liquidity; Callability" section of the PPM does not reflect any discretion by the
Company to prioritize and/or suspend liquidation requests made by the Noteholders. Please identify the
specific language in the PPM that creates the Company's contractual authority to prioritize and/or
suspend all liquidation requests made by the Noteholders, which would be in direct contradiction to the
expressed language set forth in the "Liquidity; Callability" section of the PPM.
Thank:
Thank you for your kind attention to these matters.
Mark Boling

From: Ross Farris [mailto:ross@clearwaterrei.com]
[mailto:ross@c1earwaterreLcoml

Sent: Thursday, November 10, 2011 2: 15 PM
To: maboling@earthlink.net

Subject: FW: Clearwater 2008 Note Program
... see attached hereto.
Sorry about that, I forgot to add the attachments
attachments...
Thanks,

Ross Farris
Director of Marketing & Investor Relations
Clearwater Real Estate Investments
(208) 639-4486 office
toll-free
(866) 217-4906 toll"free
(208) 939-1431 fax

.J;
.Ji

Please consider the environment before printing this email.

m,lY contain confidential and privileged information. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure or
This email message is forthe sole use of the intended recipiem(s) and m,ly
prOhibited. It you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply mail and destroy all caples and the original message. This material does not
distribution is prohibited.
constitute an offer to sell or a solicitation of an offer to purchase securities. Any such offer shall be made solely pursuant to the Private placement Memorandum. All
investment strategies have risks. Past performance and/or forward statements are never Ml assurance of future results. Only the Private Placement Meniorandum or
Prospectus is controlling.

From: Ross Farris

Sent: Thursday, November 10, 2011 3:10 PM
To: 'maboling@earthlink.net'

Subject: RE: Clearwater 2008 Note Program
Dear Mr. Boling
Thank you for you email. We apologize for the somewhat delayed response. We have been dealing with a high volume
of inquiries and have provided responses to your questions below in blue.
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No •. ",e to Note Holders
Inquiry re: October 26,2011 - NO•.",e
1)
Please provide me with an explanation of why a valuation for the Healthcare of Florence has not been
updated to reflect a current (last 60 day) valuation and what efforts are being made to do so. A: It would be very
cost prohibitive to pay for appraisals every 60 days on every asset within the program.
2)
Please provide me with an explanation of why a valuation for the Legends 19 - Townhomes has not been
updated to reflect a current (last 60 day) valuation and what efforts are being made to do so. A: See previous
response.
3)
Please provide me with the details and amounts of the "additional collateral" that exists for the Coastal
Gables - Horizontal Loan. A: The additional collateral includes 14 acres of land located in Waveland, Mississippi.
Based on the most recent appraisal dated 9/21/11 the property appraises at $640,000.
4)
Please provide me, according to each government incentive, a) the details of the incentive, b) when the
borrower lost the government incentive and c) why the borrower lost the government incentive that made the
Coastal Gables project attractive. A: Once the asset is foreclosed upon by the 2008 Note Program, Clearwater will be
able to investigate the loss of government incentives by the borrower with the Mississippi Development Authority to
determine the details of why and how this occurred. What we do know is that the government incentive was known as
the SRAP Program (Small Rental Assistance Program) and was administered by the Mississippi Development Authority.
This SRAP incentive was an approximately $30,000 per unit 5 year forgivable loan.

5)

Please provide me with the percentage of completion for the Coastal Gables project as of October 26,
2011. A: The infrastructure of the project (no buildings) is substantially complete with the exception of the final layer of
asphalt on the roads.
PPM:
1)
Please provide me with the Company's 2010 Annual Report. A: Attached is the 2010 Year-end update that
was previously mailed to you as well as the 2010 Audited Financials that are available via the investor online portal.
2)
Please provide me with a recent Balance Sheet that reflects RE Capital Investments, LLC's net worth
(difference between total assets and total liabilities). A: Clearwater has made multiple attempts to get updated
financials from RE Capital and we have received word that we should have updated financials no later than year end
2011.
Liquidity - Callibility:
PLEASE TAKE NOTICE that I hereby seek to call 10% of the original principal amount of my Certificate
#08-470 pursuant to the Private Placement Memorandum (Book No. 08Note-A238), plus all additional amounts
due and owing under the corresponding Note. This email correspondence shall constitute sufficient written
notice of callibility for the calendar year 2010 and each consecutive calendar year thereafter until the principal
amount of said certificate is paid in full. A: Your request to liquidate your note is acknowledged and has been
recorded with a request date of 11/7/2011. You will be added to the liquidation request list with your request date serving
as your priority date. However, all liquidation requests have been suspended until such time that the liquidation requests
will not be at parity with the Company's overall indebtedness to all of its Note Holders. The objective of the 2008 Note
Program continues to be the return of the principal investment and interest payments to each investor. The Note Program
has a duty to all investors to make reasonable business decisions and protect its assets to reach this objective and as
such cannot honor the liquidation requests of a few Note Holders at the expense of the other Note Holders.
Thank you.
Mark Boling
10
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Please let us know if you have any other questions.
Sincerely,

Ross Farris
Director of Marketing & Investor Relations
Clearwater Real Estate Investments
(208) 639-4486 office
(866) 217-4906 toll-free
(208) 939-1431 fax

iii
tJl

Please consider the environment before printing this email.

ernall.nessage is for the sale
so!e use of the intended recipielltis) and may contain confidential and privileged information. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure or
This ernall,nessage
distnbutlon Is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient. please
pi ease contact the sender by reply mail and destroy ail copies ,lnd
distribution
'lnd the original message. This material does not
constitute an offer to sell or a solicitation of an offer to purchase securities. Any such offer shall be made solely pursuant to the Private placement Memorandum. All
investment strategies have fisks. Past performance and/or forward statements are never an assurance of future results. Only the Private Placement Memorandum or
Prospectus is controllrng.

From: Mark Boling [maHto: maboling@earthlink.netl

Sent: Sunday, November 06,2011 3:10 PM
To: InvestorServices
Subject: Clearwater 2008 Note Program

Inquiry re: October 26,2011 - Notice to Note Holders
1)
Please provide me with an explanation of why a valuation for the Healthcare of Florence has not been
updated to reflect a current (last 60 day) valuation and what efforts are being made to do so.
2)
Please provide me with an explanation of why a valuation for the Legends 19 - Townhomes has not been
updated to reflect a current (last 60 day) valuation and what efforts are being made to do so.
3)
Please provide me with the details and amounts ofthe "additional collateral" that exists for the Coastal
Gables - Horizontal Loan.
4)
Please provide me, according to each government incentive, a) the details of the incentive, b) when the
borrower lost the government incentive and c) why the borrower lost the government incentive that made the
Coastal Gables project attractive.
5)
Please provide me with the percentage of completion for the Coastal Gables project as of October 26,
2011.
PPM:
1)

Please provide me with the Company's 2010 Annual Report.

2)
Please provide me with a recent Balance Sheet that reflects RE Capital Investments, LLC's net worth
(difference between total assets and total liabilities).
Liquidity - Callibility:
PLEASE TAKE NOTICE that I hereby seek to call 10% of the original principal amount of my Certificate
#08-470 pursuant to the Private Placement Memorandum (Book No. 08Note-A238), plus all additional amounts
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correspo.•_.ng Note. This email correspondence Su_u
s..~.. constitute sufficient written
due and owing under the correspo.•_.ng
notice of callibility for the calendar year 2010 and each consecutive calendar year thereafter until the principal
amount of said certificate is paid in full.
Thank you.
Mark Boling
Cert. #08-470

!SIG:4f162a0676755568219935!
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1300 E. STATE STREET,
STREET. STE 103
EAGLE,
EAGLE. IDAHO 83616
Ph (208) 639-4488
(866) 217-4906
Fax (208) 939-1431
www.clearwaterreLcom
www.c1earwaterreLcom

December 14, 2011
Mark Boling·
21986 Cayuga Lane
Lake Forest, CA 92630
Dear Mr. Boling,
We have received your emails dated November 6, November 10, December 1, and December 7, 2011, which outline your
numerous follow up questions to the October 26,2011 Notice to Noteholders. We have attempted to contact you by phone
and are including your broker dealer and registered representative of your questions so they are informed of your inquiries
and can provide additional assistance to you in answering many of your questions.

r. DEBT INVESTMENT
1.
On February 27,2010, you purchased a debt investment through Mama
Marna Hart, your registered representative, in the amount
of $50,000.00 and became one of the Noteholders of that certain Promissory Note by and between the Noteliolders
Noteholders and
Clearwater 2008 Note Program, LLC (the "Company") dated August 29,2008.
As part of this investment you received a Private Placement Memorandum dated August 29,
29,2008
2008 ("PPM")..
("PPM").. As you have
noticed, this PPM discusses the offering in great detail, please contact your registered representative regarding your
ofyouT
investment questions and they should also be available to answer many of
your questions.

n.

RESPONSES TO YOUR EMAIL DATED NOVEMBER 10, 2011.

The responses below are numbered in accordance with your email dated November 10, 2011.
of knowing the costs of appraisals until
Response to Question 1. The cost of appraisals vary and the Manager has no way ofknowing
a bid is received from the appraiser.
Response to Question 2. The information contained in the notice to Noteholders was the most recent information available
to the Manager. In honoring our continued commitment to the Noteholders we will continue to provide you with updated
information regarding the collateral as it becomes available.
Response to Question 3. One of the items discussed in the PPM is that all decision regarding management of the
Company's affairs are to be made exclusively by the Manager and not by the Noteholders. As such information regarding
how much to pay for appraisals and when they are ordered are determined exclusively by the Manager. '.
.
Additionally, appraisals can only be relied upon by the "authorized user." Clearwater 2008 ·Note Program, LLC is the
authorized user of the appraisals and the Noteholders may not rely on the information contained in the appraisals.
However, Noteholder's can be assured that tpe Company will continue to define loan to value ratios with MAl appraisals
and/or broker's opinions:
Response to Question 4. The Company's loans were for various projects and were made to different borrowers; therefore
the loans are not cross collateralized. The totaled amounts in the Notice that your email were to simply show the total
appraised value of collateral.
Response to Question 5. According to the most recent appraisal, the 113 residential duplex lots in Bay St., Louis,
Mississippi are cumulative valued of $1,260,000 and the additional 14 acres of land located in Waveland, Mississippi has
an appraised value of$640,OOO.
Response to Question 6. All of the Company's loans are collateralized by a first p.osition mortgage or first deed of trust,
including the additional collateral in Waveland, Mississippi. The foreclosure of the additional collateral in Waveland,
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Mississippi was completed on November 10, 2011, with the exception of 2 lots, which are currently protected by a
bankruptcy stay. The Company has retaiIied
retamed counsel to request relief-from
of the
relief·from the bankruptcy stay so that the foreclosure ofthe
remaining 2 lots can be completed.
Response to Question 7. The Company's affairs are to be made exclusively
exclusivelY by the Manager and not by the Noteholders,
including the due diligence of projects. The Noteholders can be assured that the required documentation was obtained by
the Investment Committee.
.
Private Placement Memorandum Questions.
Response to Question 1. The Company timely provided you with the 2010 year-end report on March 24,2010. The
enclosed cover letter that accompanied this report notified you of the availability of the audited fmancials via the online
portal or by request as of May 1,2010. We have enclosed a copy of the letter that was mailed to you and the address that
the letter was mailed to. Additionally, your registered representative would have also received a copy of the year-end
report.
Response to Question 2. The balance sheet for RE Capital Investments, LLC was provided to you and was included in the
Private Placement Memorandum ("PPM") kit that was provided to you by your registered representative prior to your
subscription. It was included as Supplement No.3 which included the 2009 balance sheet for RE Capital Investments,
nulnber to be 08Note-A238 which would have included the 3rd Supplement to the
LLC. Our records indicate your PPM kit tfuinber
PPM.
PPM. .
Response to Question 3. The Company provided the requested information in the PPM beginning on page 16 and in the
Second Supplement dated June 30, 2009.
Response to Question 4. The Company has requested a fmal 2010
20 I 0 balance sheet from RE Capital.
Respo~se
Respo~se to Question Regarding Callability. The objective of the 2008 Note Program continues to be the return of the
principal investment and interest payments to each Note Holder. The Note Program has a duty to ALL Note Holders to
make reasonable business decisions and protect its assets to reach this objective and as such cannot honor the liquidation
requests of a few Note Holders at the expense of the other Note Holders. The Note Program, must continue to restrict its
interest payments and hold all liquidation requests until such time that the liquidation requests will not be at parity with the
Company's overall indebtedness to all of its Note Holders. We continue to:work diligently, to ease the current financial
restrictions and will continue to honor the order in which your liquidation request was received. We appreciate your
continued patience and understanding and will let you know as soon as we are able to once again honor the liquidation
requests.

We will continue to answer 1lDY
ilDY questions that you may have, and suggest that you also contact your registered
representative, Mama Hart who can be reached at (949) 859-7127 and can serve as an additional source for many of your
questions regarding your investment.
.
Sincerely,
Clearwater 2008 Note Program, LLC
(866) 217-4906
InvestorServices@Clearwaterrei.com
Cc: Mama Hart (Independent Financial Group)
Enclosure
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1300 E. STATE STREET.
STREET, STE 103
13oo
EAGLE.
EAGLE, IDAHO 83616
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March 24, 2011

Mark Boling
21986 Cayuga Lane
Lake Forest, CA 92630

RE:

2010 Year-End Update
Clearwater 2008 Note Program

Dear Valued Investor,
Enclosed, please find the 2010 Year-End Update for the Clearwater 2008 Note Program.
Pursuant to the Private Placement Memorandum, the 2010 audited financials will be completed within 120 days.ofyear's end.
Beginning May 1st, Noteholders may access the 2010 audited financials by oneofthree methods:

Login to our online Investor Portal:
1)
2)

3)

Go to: www.ClearwaterREI.com
Click on "Investors'
Follow online instructions

Email your request to:
InvestorServices@ClearwaterREI.com
(Please include your Certificate Number)

(A recent Quarterly Statement may be needed)

Mail your request.to:

1300 E State Street
Suite 103
Eagle, Idaho 83616
(Please include your ~rtificate
~rtificate Number)

Also, as a reminder, 1099-INT's were mailed in January. If you invested in the Clearwater 2008 Note Program through a
etc... ), you should NOT have received a 1099-INT. However, if you have not received a
qualified plan (i.e,
(i.e. IRA, 401 (k), SEP etc...),
1099-INJ and did not invest through a qualified plan, please contact us and we will gladly send you a copy immediately.
atlnvestorServices@c1earwaterrei.com.
If you have any questions please contact us toll-free at (866) 217-4906'or by email at
InvestorServices@c1earwaterreLcom.
Thank you for 'choosing Clearwater and we look forward to serving you in 2011.
Sincerely,
Investor Services
Clearwater Real Estate Investments
(866) 217-4906 toll-free
IInvestorServices@c1earwaterrei.com
nvestorServices@c1earwaterrei.com
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------January 25,2012

Mark Boling
21986 Cayuga Lane
Lake Forest, CA 92630

Dear Mr. Boling,

We have received your latest email dated 12/20/2011. We have again notified your broker dealer and registered
representative of your questions so that they can be of further assistance to you- in answering many of your
questions. Please find the following additional information in response to your latest email.

Audited Financial Statement
,
The Audited Financials were provided as soon as they were made available by the third party accounting fIrm,
Moss Adams. The time it takes ~e third party accounting fIrm is beyond the control ofthe
of the Note Program.
Liquidity
The objective of the 2008 Note Program, LLC continues to be the return the principal investment and interest
payments to each investor. The Note Program has a duty to all investors to make reasonable business decisions
liquid~tion requests of a few Note
and protect its assets to reach this objective and as such cannot honor the liquid~tionrequests
of the other Note Holders.
Holders at the expense ofthe
The 2008 Note Program, must continue to restrict its interest payments and hold all liquidation requests until
such time that the liquidation requests will not be at parity with the Company's oyerall indebtedness to all of its
Note'Holders.
We continue to work diligently, to ease the current fmancial restrictions and will continue to honor the order'"in
which your liquidation request was received. We appreciate your continued patience and understanding and will
again honor the liquidation requests.
let you know as soon as we. are able to.. once
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RE Capital
We have been in contact with RE Capital and are hopeful of receiving correspondence from them in the next 30
days.
Sincerely,
Clearwater 2008 Note Program, LLC
, (866) 217-4906
'
InvestorServices@Clearwaterrei.com
Cc: Marna Hart (Independent Financial Group)
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Mark Boling

From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Attachments:

Ross Farris [ross@clearwaterrei.com]
Thursday, December 01,20112:57 PM
maboling@earthlink.net
mhart@marnahart.com
Clearwater 2008 Note Program
Cover Ltr
_201 0 Year End Update
_08 NP
.PDF; 3rd Supplement_Clearwater 2008
Ltr_201
Update_08
NP.PDF;
Note Program.pdf; Clearwater 2008 Note Program 2nd Supplement dated June 30,
2009.pdf

Dear Mr. Boling,
We are in receipt of your email dated November 10, 2011 and provide you with the following responses to your questions.

Appraisals - The investor notices you have received to date contain the most up to date appraised values that
Clearwater 2008 Note Program, LLC ("CREI") has. As new appraisals are received CREI will continue to update the
investors.

Coastal Gables - CREI was the successful bidder at the foreclosure sale and is now the owner of the Costal Gables real
property, excluding
exclUding Lots 5 and 6 which are currently under the protection of a bankruptcy stay. CREI completed
commercially reasonable due diligence on the Coastal Gables property and is in the process of pursuing any additional
recourse it may have against the borrower.

st. Louis, Mississippi - The most recent Bay St. Louis, Mississippi property appraisal indicates that the 131
Bay St.
residential duplex lots are valued at $9,600 per lot and the 14 acres of the Waveland, Mississippi property was valued at
$640,000.

Year End Reports - Our records indicate that CREI mailed the 2010 year end status report to you on March 24, 2010 and
that you were also notified in March of 2010 that the audited financials were available to you on May 1, 2010, through the
investors' online portal or via request. A copy of this notice is attached. Please let us know if we need to update your
contact information so that we can ensure that you are receiving updates at your most recent address.
RE Capital Investments, LLC (Guarantor) - Attached is the 3rd supplement to the PPM that was mailed to you in the
first week of Feb 2010 and was received by Clearwater a couple weeks prior to it being mailed to the Noteholders which
provides the financial information for the Guarantor. CREI continues to request the final 2010 financial statement from RE
nd
Capital and will make it available upon receipt. Also, the attached 2 supplement previously provided to you provides
information regarding officers of the Company and RE Capital Investments.
Liquidity
liqUidity - The objective of the 2008 Note Program continues to be the return of the principal investment and interest
payments to each Note Holder. The Note Program has a duty to ALL Note Holders to make reasonable business
decisions and protect its assets to reach this objective and as such cannot honor the liquidation requests of a few Note
Holders at the expense of the other Note Holders. The Note Program, must continue to restrict its interest payments and
hold all liquidation requests until such time that the liquidation
liqUidation requests will not be at parity with the Company's overall
indebtedness to all of its Note Holders. We continue to work diligently, to ease the current financial restrictions and will
continue to honor the order in which your liquidation request was received. We appreciate your continued patience and
understanding and will let you know as soon as we are able to once again honor the liquidation requests.
We have Cc'd your registered representative Marna Hart to this email as another valuable resource to you to answer
questions you may have regarding the Note Program. As always your questions are welcomed and we hope this
response has been beneficial to you.
Kind regards,

Ross Farris
Director of Marketing & Investor Relations
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Clearwater Real Estate Investments
(208) 639-4486 office
(866) 217-4906 toll-free
(208) 939-1431 fax
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emaii message is for the sale use of the intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information. Any unauthorized review. use, disclosure or
This email
distribution is prohibited. If you are not the Intended
distnbution
intended recipient. please contact the sender by reply mail and destroy all copies and the original message. This material does not
sell or a solicitation
solidtation of an offer to purchase securities. Any such offer shall be made solely pursuant to the Private Placement Memorandum. All
constitute an offer to seil
statenlents are never an assurance of future results. Only the Private Placement Memorandum or
investment strategies have risks. Past performance andior forward staten1ents
Prospe,tus
Prospertus is controllmg.
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TIDRD SUPPLEMENT TO

CONFIDENTMLPIDVATE
CONFIDENTIAL PRIVATE PLACEMENT MEMORANDUM
CLEARWATER 2008 NOTE PROGRAM, LLC
$20,000,000 9.0% Notes
(Subject to increase to $40,000,000)
Minimum Investment: $50,000
Minimum Offering Amount: $1,000,000
Maximum Offering Amount: $20,000,000'(Subject to increase to $40,000,000)

Dated: January 20, 2010
This Third Supplement (the "Third Supplement") is designed to update, through January 20, 2010, the information previously
provided in the Confidential Private Placement Memorandum dated August 29,2008 (the "Memorandum"), which described the Offering
by Clearwater 2008 Note Program, LLC (the "Company") of up to $20,000,000 in aggregate principal amount of 9.0% Notes due
December 31, 2015, subject to increase to $40,000,000, the First Supplement to the Memorandum dated October 3, 2008 (the "First
Suppil::ment to the Memorandum dated June 16,2009 (the "Second Supplement") (as so supplemented,
Supplement"), and the Second Supph::ment
with all Exhibits to the Memorandum, the First Supplement and the Second Supplement, the "Offering Memorandum"). Capitalized terms
used herein without definition shall have the meaning ascribed to them in the Offering Memorandum.
This Third Supplement is being furnished for your information on a confidential basis so that you may consider an investment in
the Notes described in the Offering Memorandum and herein and should be read together with the Offering Memorandum. This Third
Supplement is not to be reproduced or used for any other purpose. No person has been authorized to make any statement concerning the
Offering other than as set forth in the Offering Memorandum and herein, and any such statement, if made, should not be relied upon. The
Notes will not be registered under the Securities Act of 1933, as amended (the "Securities Act"), or any other securities laws. Notes will
be offered for investment purposes only pursuant to exemptions from the registration provisions provided under Regulation D of the
Securities Act. There will be no public market for the Notes. There are significant risks associated with the Offering. See the Section
entitled "Risk Factors" in the Offering Memorandum, as supplemented by this Third Supplement.
The Offering Memorandum,. as supplemented by this Third Supplement, is not an offer to sell, or a solicitation of an offer to
purchase Notes, and no Notes shall be offered or sold to any person in any jurisdiction in which such offer, solicitation, purchase or sale
would be unlawful under the securities laws of such jurisdiction. The Offering Memorandum, as supplemented by this Third Supplement,
has not been fIled
fJ.J.ed with the United States Securities and Exchange Commission ("SEC"), any securities administrator under state securities
laws or any other governmental or self-regulatory authority. None of the SEC, any state securities administrators or governmental or selfregulatory authorities has passed on the merits of the Offering or the adequacy of the Offering Memorandum as supplemented by this
Third Supplement. Any representation to the contrary is unlawful.
.
This Third Supplement describes updated information and should be read in its entirety by each investor.

[BALANCE OF PAGE INTENTIONALLY LEFT BLANK]
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OFFERING MEMORANDUM
The following infonnation described in the Offering Memorandum is hereby updated, modified and supplemented as follows:
(a)
The Manager of the Company has elected to extend the Offeting
Offering Tennination Date to December 31, 2010, and in
connection with this extension, is increasing the Maximum Offering Amount of the Notes to $21,900,000.
(b)
The Balance Sheet of RE Capital Investments, LLC (the "Guarantor") as of December 31, 2009 is attached to this
Third Supplement as Exhibit A. Although the Guarantor's net worth of approximately $53.4 million is lower than the net worth of $54
million it has covenanted to maintain under the Guaranty based on a Maximum Offering Amount of $20,000,000, in the event that the
increased Maximum Offering Amount of $21,900,000 is attained, the Guarantor's net worth does provide a principal coverage ratio of: (a)
1.2x, if a portion of the Guarantor's net worth is reserved to provide 1.5x coverage over principal amounts outstanding under the notes
issued by Clearwater 2007 Note Program, LLC (the "2007 Notes Program") (accounting for liquidations of $2,000,000 in principal
amount of notes issued by the 2007 Notes Program as of December 31,2009, with $18,000,000 remaining outstanding), and (b) 2.44x, if
this reserve is not made (the Guarantor is not required to make this reserve).
((c)
c)
As of the date of this Third Supplement, the Company has added a fourth loan and a fifth loan to its portfolio using
proceeds ofthe
of the Offering. Certain of the tenns of those loans are as follows:

Property:
Location:
Loan Amount:
Loan Origination Date:
Appraised Value:
Loan to Value (LTV):
Interest Rate:
Loan Fees:
Tenn:

Coastal Gables 1I0rizontal Development
Bay St.
S1. Louis, MS
$1,525,000
June 8, 2009
$3,197,000
48%
14%
Origination (4.0%); Exit (4%)
12 Months

Coastal Gables Vertical Development
st. Louis, MS
Bay St.
.$2,700,000
September 28, 2009
$4,176,000* (As-completed)
65%
14%
Origination (5.5%); Exit (4%)
9 Months

(d)
The sentence in the paragraph under the heading "Liquidity; Callability" within the section entitled "DESCRIPTION
OF THE NOTES" on pages 19 and 20 of the Memorandum which reads "Beginning December 31,2010 and once annually thereafter,
Notes representing up to 10% of the original principal amount may be called by the Noteholders upon not less than 90 days written notice
to the Company" is deleted in its entirety and is replaced with the following:
Beginning December 31,2010 and once annually thereafter, Notes representing up to 10% of the original principal amount and
which have been outstanding for a minimum of 12 months may be called by the Noteholders upon not less than 90 days written
notice to the Company. The 12 month-minimum holding restriction only applies to Notes purchased on or after January 1, 2010.
The infonnation in this Third Supplement supersedes any infonnation to the contrary provided in the Offering Memorandum.
(e)
The Company has tenninated its managing broker-dealer agreement with Select Capital Corporation, or Select, subject
to the continuing rights and obligations of the Company and Select surviving termination of the agreement. Following the tennination, the
Company engaged Richfield Orion International, Inc., a member of FINRA, or Richfield Orion, to provide managing broker-dealer
services on the same terms and conditions as it had engaged Select under the previous managing broker-dealer agreement. Selling
compensation will be payable to Richfield Orion in the same manner and under the same conditions as such amounts would have been
payable to Select. The Memorandum, including the sections entitled "Offering Summary - Plan of Distribution," "Plan of Distribution,"
"Glossary" and the footnotes to the commissions table and use of proceeds table, is hereby modified to reflect the replacement of Select
with Richfield Orion.
SUPPLEMENTAL INFORMATION - The Private Placement Memorandum for the Offering of Notes consists of this sticker,
the Memorandum dated August 29,2008, the First Supplement to the Memorandum dated October 3,2008, the Second Supplement dated
June 16,2009, and this Third Supplement dated January 20,2010, which supplements, modifies, and supersedes some of the infonnation
contained in the Memorandum, the First Supplement and the Second Supplement.
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EXHIBIT A
RE Capital Investments, LLC

10:46 AM
AM
10:46

Balance Sheet

01/0.6/10

As of December 31,2009

Ac~r~al Basis
Basis
Ac~r~al

Dec
Dec 31,
31, 09
09
ASSETS
Current Assets
Checklng/Savl.ngs
Bank of America Checking - 357

28,076.68
28,076.68

Checklng/Savl!1gs
Total Checklng/Savi!lgs

28,076.68

Total Current Assets
F/xed Assets
Long Term Assets
Investments - Partnerships
Investments·
Land Investments (net of 3rd pa

25,500,000.00
2,000,000.00
27,500,000.00

Total Long Term Assets

27,500,000.00

F/xed Assets
Total Fixed
Other Assets
Investmen.t
CCS Trop-215, LLC
Clearwater REI (star)
Horseshoe Bend - 30 Acres Comme
Horseshoe Bend 400 (Program 1)
ICP •- Serene Meadows (20%)
New Meadows
Sliver Mountain LLC (30%) .
Silver
WhlteCloud I Ne:N Meadow (62%)
WhlteC/oud

1,600,000.00
3,375,000.00
5,700,000.00
6,400,000.00
6,400.000.00
1,600,000.00
6,400,000.00
480,000.00
1,984,000.00
27,539,000.00

Total Investment
Note Receivables
Clearwater - Bunker Hill
Clearwater - MAC'
MAC·
Clearwater·
Clearwater Lodging
Capital Interest
Additional Capltal/nterest
Cap/tal Interest
Initial CapItal
Lodging - Other
Clearwater Lodging·
Total Clearwater Lodging
Clearwater REI LLC
Cude-Barnett
Cude·Barnetl
Heritage Lands LLC -Future Inte
Horseshoe Bend - 3200 Acres
Idaho Capital Partners LLC
Real Seed Capital
Silver
Sliver Mountain LLC
Trop-216 Developer LLC

Total Note Receivables
Total Other Assets
.TOTAL ASSETS
LIABILITIES & EQUITY
liabilities
Long Term Liabilities
Llabllltles
Notes Payable
Clearwater REI (Star)
DH
Diamond B Asset Management
Heritage Lands LLC
Interest Payable
McCall Real Estate
Terron Investments Inc.
TH
Total Notes Payable
Total Long Term liabilities
Total Liablllti~!3
Liabiliti~!3

436,831.04
73,500.00

25,000.00
400,000.00
1,540,000.00
1,965,000.00
458,763.00
80,000.00
342,357.96
465,209.16
400,040.00
225.00
300,000.00
485,171.17
5,007,097.33
32,546,097.33
60,074,174.01

2,335,000.00
.300,000.00
554,557.19
2,530,000.00
46,763.00
25,000.00
600,000.00
300,000.00
l?,691 ,320.19

6,691,320.19
6,691,320.19

Equity
Land Equity
Partnership Equity
Retained Earnings
Net
Net Income
Income

'18,540,000.00
41,244,000.00
-339,478.14
-6,061,668.04
-6,061,668.04

Total
Total Equity
Equity

.53,382,853.82
.53,382.853.82

TOTAL
TOTAL LIABILITIES
LIABILITIES &
& EQUITY
EQUITY

60,074,174.01
60,074,174.01
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STREET, STE 103
13OO E. STATE STREET.
EAGLE, IDAHO 83616
EAGLE.
Ph (208) 639-4488
(866) 217-4906
Fax (208) 939-1431
www.ciearwaterrei.com
www.c1earwaterreLcom

January 12, 2012

-IMPORTANT PLEASE READ**
**IMPORTANT

Mark Boling
21986 Cayuga Lane
Lake Forest, CA 92630
RE:

2011 LIQUIDATION NOTIFICATION
Clearwater 2008 Note Program, LLC

Dear Noteholder,
This correspondence is being sent to you in connection with your request to liquidate your Note held by the Clearwater 2008
Note Program ("Note Program") in the 2011 liquidation year. .
In our most recent correspondence and more specifically the "Notice to Noteholder's' letter dated 10/26/2011, you were
concems within the Note Program.
notified of the need to modify the interest distributions due to cash flow and liquidity concerns
In light of these cash flow and liquidity concerns and after careful consideration, the Manager has determined that in
the best interest of the Note Program's long-term preservation and continuity, the Note Program regrettably must
postpone all 2011 liquidation requests until further notice.

ofthe
This difficult decision has been made due to multiple factors including, the uncertainty of
the capital markets, a borrowers'
delay in the refinance of underlying asset in the Note Program and the Note Program's Capital
eapital needs for the upcoming year.
While we cannot say exactly when the liquidations will be reinstated, we can assure you. that your priority date will be
maintained and as soon as management deems the program to be in a position to reinstate the liquidations you will be
liquidated according to your original priority date.
We are grateful for your investment in the Note Program and although we would like nothing more than to accommodate
liquidation
liqUidation requests at this time, we cannot since doing so would place the future stability of the Note Program at risk and we
cannot jeopardize the whole in favor of a few. We are requesting your patience as we work through this challenge.
We understand the impact this has on you as a Noteholder and we want to assure you tl)at our primary focus is to preserve
and return your valued principal. Your patience as we work through this difficult real estate economy is greatly appreciated.
If you have any questions regarding this correspondence, please send us an email atlnvestorServices@ClearwaterREI.com
and we will respond in a timely manner.
.
Sincerely,
Sincerely.
Investor Services
Clearwater Real Estate Investments
(866) 217-4906 toll-free
InvestorServices@c1earwaterrei.com
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Clearwater Real Estate Investments
1300 E State Street, Ste 103
Eagle, Idaho 83616
(866) 217-4906

~ = ~ CLEARWATER
~~~
kEH " T U E >MVEn",,",

January 31,2012

**IMPORTANT PLEASE READ**
Mark Boling
21986 Cayuga Lane
Lake Forest, CA 92630
RE: CLEARWATER 2008 NOTE PROGRAM
Dear Noteholder:
In light of the challenges the Clearwater 2008 Note Program, LLC, (the "Note Program") has faced over the past year and in
..···ao.effOlt-to·fII'ovide-morEH=8gulaf-commURisatklnto
-.- an -effOlt-to·fII'oviae-morEH=8gulaf-commURisatklnto obir-valued-NoteJ:lo!ders-we
oblr-valued-Notel:!o!ders-we ar.e-providiJ:lg-tt-le-eGlased-update.·ar.e-providiJ:lg-the--eRGlased-update.·- ·This- - --. -.
-- --.
--- - ,--update is designed to Inform
inform you not only as to updates on the program but also of ideas Management has been working on
to improve your position as it relates to your security In the Note Program. The enclosed update covers information on the
following topics.

1)

Clearwater Update: Our Commitment

2)

Real Estate Market Update: Stabilization

3)

Asset Update: Florence, AZ

4)

Asset Updates: Missouri,
MIssouri, Mississippi, and Washington

5)

Investment Update

In addition, and as a follow-up to our most recent correspondence, and more specifically the "Notice to Noteholders" letter
dated 10/26/2011, in which you may recall the necessary modifications implemented to the Interest distributions through
January of this year due to delayed anticipated liquidity events. The reinstatement of the interest distributions was
dependent upon those liquidity events and to dat~, the Note Program has not experienced any such events.

Similar to December and January payments, the February payment will be 25% of the monthly interest distributed and 75%
of the interest will accrue and compound for the benefit of the Noteholders In accordance with Section 3 of the Note dated
August 29, 2008.
:-----------------------------------------------------------------------------.---------------------------------------------------.-~
.. ----------------------------~-------.---------------------------------------------------.-~-.:--------------------------------------"

"

IMPORTANT: As of January 1, 2012 all Noteholders previously participating in the Interest Reinvestment Program
'have,been
montli1y"(fisfrifiDtlonsofffieTfTriterest:-rnisclfa-ngeWm-permIf ornv"tneTntetest'"·
--- .-.
'have,
been converted fo receiVe montli1y-(fisfrifiutlonsofffieTfTriterest:--rnisclfa-ngeWm-permIf
onTv'tne Tnterest"" ------ --~_.
--~- - -reinvested and/or distributed to be included on your 1099-1 NT for the upcoming 2012 tax year. Please note, this
:
change will in no way affect the interest rate of your note. As of January 1, 2012 any unpaid interest will continue to
accrue and compound monthly at the annual rate of 9.0%.

."
.
--._------------------------------------------------------------------._-------_
.. -.-------------_.------~
..._---------------------._
--------------------------.. _----------------------------------------------------------._-----._---------------------------------~

..

If you have any questions regarding this correspondence, please send us an email atlnvestorServlces@ClearwaterREl.com
atlnvestorServices@ClearwaterREl.com
and we will respond in a timely manner.
your attention
Thank you for your

to this important information conceming your i,:,yestment.
l':1yestment.

Sincerely,
Clearwater 2008 Note Program

000218

January Update
Clearwater 2008 Note Program, LLC

» Clearwater Update: Our Commitment
stili here amidst a
After over four years In business Clearwater Is still
time for our Industry. According to the Financial
devastating lime
Industry Regulatory Authority (FINRA) over 500 member firms have
fallen by the wayside in that same time period.
Despite this challenging environment we would like to reaffirm our
commitment to you. We want to assure you that our primary focus
provicle...the ..nighest possible retum·1R
lOOay's· envirORment
is to provicle-..the.l1ighest
return·1R lOOay'sYour continued patience as we work through these challenges is
greatly appreciated.

..

. ..

» Real Estate Market Update: Stabilization
At Clearwater we strive to keep abreast of the latest real estate
data and trends. Below are some of the recent month's data.
Real Estate values have fallen dramatically nationwide and the
banking Industry has been shaken to its foundation. However,
many economists are now anticipating a gradual real estate
stabilization.
Any real estate stabilization will be rooted in the growth of the
overall economy; some recent data would seem to indicate that
imprOVing.
US economic conditions are improving.

1)
2)

The unemployment rate fell from 9.8% In

Financial services company Credit Suisse is telling investors
and asset managers to expect a bumpy stabilization in U.S.
residential home prices in 2012.

fairly valued compared with
rU. S. homes now appear faIrly
median family income, • said Martin
MartIn Berhard, Credit
Suisse global real estate analyst. "Furthermore, the
Interest rate environment Is likely to remain
accommodative for the foreseeable future. We
therefore expect housing demand to recover gradually
in 2012."]

in November 2011.
November 2010 to 8.6% In

(1211412011)
Source: HousingWire (12/1412011)
"Credit Suisse expects home prices 10
to stabilize in 2012"

GDP Is expected to grow In
in 2012. - .- -

prices-to-stabHize-in-2012
pdces-to-stabUize-in-2012

http://www.housingw/re.coml2011/12114/credit-suiss~xpects-home
hltp:/Iwww.housingwlre.coml2011/12/14/credit-suiss~xpects-home

There has also been some promising news in the housing
market. Housing is a leading indicator for the typ~s of assets in
the Note Program because they are development properties.

[Joseph LaVorgna, chief U.S. economist for Deutsche
Bank, said "There has been a noticeable uptrend in
several key housing metrics
metrfcs in the back half of this year,
so even though we are downplaying the November data
to some degree, it does appear that residential
construction Is finally beginning to rise from its postlows ... j
recession lows•..
Source: CNNMoney (12120/2011)
(12/20/2011) "Home Building Spikes Higher"
hltp:l/money.cnn.comI2011/12/201reaLestateiconstruction_ooildin9...P
http://money.cnn.comI2011/121201reaLestateiconstruction_ooildin9...P
ermitsnndex.htm
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)} Asset Update: Florence, AZ
The Florence Hospital loan continues to be In default and in a work out
situation. However, we are pleased to report that the hospital is currently In
negotiations with a healthcare real estate Investment
investment trust that is planning
on refinancing the 08 Note Program's position.

)} Asset Updates: Missouri, Mississippi, and Washington
:'"'"V...""' ..._
··~··*'~

iiI
n
~
--:'"

.

i:..."':'

.- -- .... -..

------

Raymore, Missouri

This asset has been fully leased and is performing well. All 18 units are currently leased at an average rate of $992 per
month. The property generated a positive Net Operating Income for 2011 and we expect that this level of performance will
continue and gradually improve. There is some pending legal action with the borrowers that is prohibiting the liquidation of
this asset. We are hooeful that this will be resolved bv the end of 2012.
Bay St. Louis, Mississippi

This asset consists of a residential subdivision and 14 additional acres that the 08 Note Program secured as additional
COllateral. Both assets have now been removed from bankruptcy and the foreclosures have been completed, with the
exception of 2 parcels which the Note Program is attempting to remove from a bal)kruptcy stay. Both properties are being
entertaIning offers In the coming months.
listed by a regional brokerage firm at their appraised values. We expect to begin entertaining
Kenmore, Washington
Condominium first mortgage has been repaid. However, a deficiency remains due to the 08 Note Program
The Trail Walk CondominIum
but we continue to pursue our rights under the second mortgage. We are hopeful to come to a solution on this property in
the coming year.

)} Investment Update
The economic crisis
criSis has placed a heavy burden on the Noteholders
and Management has been working diligently to alleviate this pressure.

unsecured wIth
with the Note Program holding the actual secured
interest in the col/ateral; however, Management has been working
on creative ideas in an effort to better position its Noteholders as it
in the underlying collateral.
relates to your security In

As a Noteholder, you purchased an interest in an unsecured General
Promissory Note ("General Note"). The money raised from the
General Note was then redeployed by the Note Program into five
secured promissory
promiSSOry notes.

included 1st position
Rest assured, your Investment has always InclUded
financing and Includes a principal only corporate guaranty. This
illustration merely illustrates the unsecured interest In the collateral
which we would like to improve upon.

As the picture (below) indicates, the Noteholders are currently

Investment Committee

Cofporate
Guaranty

Approves CollaterallLoan Tenns

(PrincIpal Only)

Loan
Application

(l
I
I
I

•

I

Purchase Note
"Unsecured**

Note Holder

c·;

.-

+,i5

Note Program

~

,+

.......
......

New loan

(Secured Note)

"'
I ,.

"\r

'

11

Collateral

11
ofTrusl)
(1 Mortgage/Deed ofTrust)

Interest

Loan Payoff
Revolvina Funds

ClealWater Real Estate Investments
IlnvestorServlces@ClearwalerREl.com
1300 E Slate
State Street, Sle 103, Eagle, Idaho 836161 Ph: (866) 217-4906 IlnvestorServlces@ClearwaterREl.com
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October 1 - December 31, 2011

QUARTERLY STATEMENT
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clearwater Real Estate Investments
1300 E State Street, Ste 103
Eagle, 10 83616

Clearwater 2008 Note Program, LLC

08-470

CERTIFICATE NUMBER

50,000.00

CURRENT BALANCE

804 ....•••..••....·MIXED
....•••..•• ....·MIXED AAOC 836

1111'1
'1'1.111.111111'11111.11.111111"1111.11111"1111.1 •• 1111111111'
'1'1'"1,111111'11111'11'111111"11".11111"1111,1,,111111
",~.

__ .. _._._------_ .....
_._._-------_._---. ,,
.. --.----------------.

",~---.----.----------

Mark Boling

:•
:

21986 CAYUGA LN
LAKE FOREST CA 92630-2303

:

Have you signed up for E-Statements

3...
»It's as easy as 1, 2, 3...

:

,

1) Go to www.Clearwaterrei.com

:

2) Click on '"Investors"
"Investors·

\',~

3) Follow Online Instructions

''.
'

:

,''
:

··.
·.·
.
.....
.. ... .•........
-•........ ---.---_.-_
.------_------... _-------_
.. -- ......... .. CUSTOMER SERVICE
SERVICE......-.._
...
-......... - -- .

-.

..

YOUR ADVISOR:

InvestorServices@clearwaterrei.com

EMAIL:

Marna Hart
(949) 859-7127

Independent Financial Group

www.clearwaterrei.com

WEBSITE:

"

__

.

Toll-free (866) 217-4906

INVESTOR SERVICES:

_-_

INVESTM ENT INFORMATION
OWNER:

Mark Boling

CERTIFICATE NUMBER:

08-470

CUSTODIAN ACCOUNT NUMBER:

nla

no

EFFECTIVE DATE:

02/27/10

TYPE (QUALIFIED? YIN):

INVESTMENT ACTIVITY
Previous Activity
Initial Investment

Current Quarter

50,000.00

Investment To Date

50,000.00

Additional Investments
Reinvested Interest
Accrued Interest
Ending Balance

470.16
6,775,00
6,775.00

Interest Payments Disbursed

470.]6
470,16

50,000.00

50,000.00
656.25

7,431.25

GOI-,LATI;RAI..,.SUMMARY ___.__
GO!-,LATI;RAL..SUMMARY
Clearwater 2008 Note Program, LLC
Total Appraised Values of Collateral

Total Outstanding Principal Balance of
Master Promissory Note to Investors

21 ,2011.
Collateral valuations dated September 15, 2010, January 19, 2011 and September 21,2011.

Questions about this report
This report contains important information about your investment. We encourage you to review the details in this report. If you do not understand any
ofthe information in this report, we encourage you to contact us by phone (866) 217-4906 or email at
atlnvestorServices@clearwaterrei.com.
InvestorServices@clearwaterreLcom.
000222
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NntA Prnnrnm II (":

Clearwater REI, LLC, et al. v. Boling, Case No. CV OC 1208669

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I am a resident of Orange County, State of California, over the age of eighteen

(I8) years, and not a party to the above-entitled action.
I certify on June 25, 2012, I served the following document(s) in this action:

COUNTERCLAIM AND THIRD PARTY COMPLAINT FOR VIOLATIONS
OF THE I.C.P.A. AND BREACH OF GUARANTY
by sending a true copy thereof by ELECTRONIC SERVICE pursuant to

IR.C.P, Rule 5 (b) (E) addressed to the party(s) served as follows:

Rebecca A. Rainey - rar@raineylawoffice.com
Attorney for Plaintiffs and Cross-Defendants Clearwater REI, LLC,
Clearwater Real Estate Investments, LLC aka Clearwater Real Estate
Investments, RE Capital Investments, LLC, Barton Cole Cochran, Chad James
Hansen, Ronald D. Meyer, Christopher J. Benak and Rob Ruebel. .

document(s) to each party served was reported as
The transmission of said document(s)
complete and without error within a reasonable time after said transmission.
!

Dated: June 25, 2012

duJLte--l4·
~=P=~~T~~-C-I~A~-------CELLA

CERlilFICATE OF SERVICE -PAGE 1
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AUG 17
17 2012

Rebecca A. Rainey, ISB No. 7525
RAINEY LAW OFFICE

CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk

910 W. Main St. Ste.
. 258.
Boise, ID 83702 .
Phone: (208) 258-2061
Facsimile: (208) 473-2952
rar@raineylawoffice.com

By CHARLOTTE WATSON

~ ~~.
,

DEPUTY

0

Attorneys for Plaintiff
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF:

THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA

CLEARWATER REI, LLC, an Idaho
limited liability company; BARTON
COLE COCHRAN, an individual;
inclividual; CHAD

Case No.: CV OC 12-08669

JAMES HANSEN, an individual;

MOTION TO STAY ARBITRATION

RONDAL D. MEYER, an individual;
CHRISTOPHER J. BENAK, an
individual; RON RUEBEL, an individual;
RE CAPITAL INVESTMENTS,
IN.VESTMENTS, LLC, a
Delaware limited liability company,
Plaintiffs/Counterdefendants, .
0

vs.
MARK BOLING, an individual,
DefendantiCounterclaimant.
MARK BOLING, an individual,
Third Party Plaintiff,

vs.
CLEARWATER REAL ESTATE
INVESTMENTS, LLC, a Delaware
limited liability company
Third Party Defendant.

MOTION TO STAY ARBITRATION-1
000224

COME NOW, the above named PlaintiffslPetitioners, I Clearwater REI, LLC, Barton
Cole Cochran, an individual; Chad James Hansen, an individual; Ronald D. Meyer, an
individual; Christopher J. Benak, an individual; and Rob Ruebel, an individual, by and through
the undersigned counsel of record, and hereby file the following Motion to Stay Arbitration
under Idaho Code § 7-902(b), this motion is supported by a Memorandum in Support of Motion
contemporaneous~y herewith.
to Stay Arbitration filed contemporaneous~y

DATED this 17th day of August. 2012.
LA W OFFICE
RAINEY LAWOFFICE

Rebecca A. Rainey - ~~ mn
Attorneys for
Plaintiffl'Counterdefendants

I

PlaintiffRE Capital filed for Chapter 7 bankruptcy on July 6, 2012.

MOTION TO STAY ARBITRATION-2
000225

,

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I hereby certify that on the 17th day of August, 2012, I caused to be served a copy of the
foregoing MOTION TO STAY ARBITRATION on the. following, in the manner indicated
below:

Mark Boling
21986 Cayuga Lane
Lake Forest, CA 92630

( ) Via U.S. Mail
( ) Via Facsimile - 949-588-7078
( ) Via Overnight Mail
( ) Via Hand Delivery
t'1--Via
~ViaEmail
Email

Rebecca A. Rainey

MOTION TO STAY ARBITRATION-3
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FILED
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P.M. ...uc~
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P.M.
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Rebecca A. Rainey, ISB No. 7525

AUG 17
17 2012

RAINEY LAW OFFICE

910 W. Main St.
S1. Ste. 258
Boise, ID
ill 83702
Phone: (208) 258-2061
Facsimile: (208) 473-2952
rar@raineylawoffice.com

CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk
By CHARLOITE WATSON
DEPUTY

Attorneys for Plaintiff
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF TIIE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
CLEARWATER REI, LLC, an Idaho
limited liability company; BARTON
COLE COCHRAN, an individual; CHAD
JAMES HANSEN, an individual;
RONDAL D. MEYER, an individual;
CHRISTOPHER J. BENAK, an
individual; RON RUEBEL, an individual;
RE CAPITAL INVESTMENTS, LLC, a
Delaware limited liability company,

Case No.: CV OC 12-08669

MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF
MOTION TO STAY ARBITRATION

Plaintiffs/Counterdefendants,

vs.
MARK BOLING, an individual,
DefendantiCounterclaimant.
IVfARK. BOLING, an individual,'
I\tfARK.

Third Party Plaintiff,
vs.
CLEARWATER REAL ESTATE
, INVESTMENTS, LLC, a Delaware
limited liability company
Third P

Defendant.

MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF MOTION TO STAY ARBITRATION - 1
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COME NOW, the above named PlaintiffslPetitioners, l Clearwater REI, LLC; Barton
Cole Cochran, an individual; Chad James Hansen, an individual; Ronald D. Meyer, an
individual; Christopher J. Benak, an individual; and Rob Ruebel, an individual, by and through
the undersigned counsel of record, and hereby file the following memorandum in support of their
Motion to Stay Arbitration under Idaho Code § 7-902(b):
I.

INTRODUCTION

PlaintiffsIPetitioners
PlaintiffslPetitioners seek an order staying arbitration proceedings against them on the
grounds that they are not parties to the Subscription
SUbscription Agreement containing the arbitration clause.
Accordingly, under Idaho law, they cannot be compelled to arbitration.

ll.

FACTS

On February'12, 2010, Defendant Boling executed a Subscription Agreement with
Clearwater 2008 Note Program, LLC, an Idaho limited liability company. The Subscription
Agreement was signed by Defendant Boling and Cleanvater
Clearwater 2008 Note Program, LLC, an Idaho
limited liability company, by and through its agent, Clearwater REI, LLC, an Idaho limited
liability company. See, Complaint and Application for Stay, Exhibit A.
The Subscription Agreement included an arbitration clause.

Boling invoked the

arbitration clause by filing a demand for arbitration with the American Arbitration Association
on February 15,2012. The demand properly named Clearwater 2008 Note Program, LLC, the
SUbscription Agreement, and improperly named several nonentity that is a. party to the Subscription
signatories including, but not limited to, plaintiffs herein: Clearwater REI, LLC; RE Capital,
LLC, [a Delaware limited liability company]; Barton Cole Cochran, an individual; Chad James
Hansen, an individual; Ronald D. Meyer, an individual; Christopher J. Benak, an individual; and

I

Plaintiff RB Capital filed for Chapter 7 bankruptcy on July 6, 2012.

MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF MOTION TO STAY ARBITRATION ~ 2
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Rob Ruebel, an individual. See, Complaint and Application for Stay, Exhibit B. Because none
of the Plaintiffs are parties to the Subscription Agreement, all plaintiffs are entitled to orders
staying the arbitration as to them.

m.
A.

ARGUMENT

Standard of Review

The question of arbitrability is a question of law properly decided by the court.

Accomazzo v. Cedu Educ. Servs., 135 Idaho 145, 147, 15 P.3d 1153, 1155 (2000) (citing Local 2652 v. EG&G Idaho, Inc., 115 Idaho 671, 674, 769 P.2d 548, 551 (1989) and AT&T

Technologies, Inc. v. Communications Workers, 475 U.S. 643, 89 L. Ed. 2d 648, 106 S. Ct. 1415
(1986)). The determinations regarding whether the parties were bound to arbitrate, the
arbitrability of issues, and decisions surrounding motions to stay arbitr~tion are within the
discretion of the trial court. ld.
Id. at 148, 15 P.3d at 1156.

B.

Idaho's Uniform Arbitration Act

Idaho's Uniform Arbitration Act, Idaho Code § 7-901, et. seq., provides for special
proceedings related to the remedy of arbitration. Pursuant to that act, litigants can invoke the
jurisdiction of a state court for the limited purposes of determining arbitrability and other specific
issues authorized by the Act.

With respect to detennining issues of arbitrability, the act

provides:
On application, the court may stay an arbitration proceeding
commenced or threatened on a showing that there is no agreement
to arbitrate. Such an issue, when in substantial and bona fide
dispute, shall be forthwith and sununarily tried and the stay
ordered if found for the moving party. If found for the opposing
party, the court shall order the parties to proceed to arbitration.
Idaho Code § 7-902 (b). Accordingly, under Idaho's arbitration act, this Court is required to
summarily try the issue of arbitrability and, if it is found that there is no agreement to arbitrate

MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF MOTION TO STAY ARBITRATION - 3
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..
between Boling and plaintiffs, shall stay the arbitration as to each ofthe
of the named plaintiffs.
C.

Where A party Has Not Agreed to Arbitrate, Arbitration Should Be Stayed for
thatPartv

Arbitration is strictly a matter

~f

contract law. See Storey Constr., Inc. v. Hanks, 148

Idaho 401, 407, 224 P.3d 468, 474 (2009). If a contract is unambiguous ~d the persons at issue
are not named parties to the contract, those persons are not subject to the arbitration agreement.
v. .ii\1anaged
Lewis v. Cedu Edue. Servs., Inc., 135 Idaho 139, 15 PJd 1147 (2000), Rath v.
\1anaged Health

Network, Inc., 123 Idaho 30, 844 P.2d 12 (1992). Thus, where one is not a party to a contract,
one cannot be forced to arbitrate under an arbitration clause of that contract. !d.
In this case, the undisputed facts are that the only parties to the Subscription Agreement
are Clearwater 2008 Note Program, LLC and Boling.

There is no ambiguity within the

Subscription Agreement that suggests that non-parties can be compelled to arbitrate. Indeed, the
arbitration clause specifically states "BY EXECUTING THIS AGREE:tv1ENT YOU ARE
AGREEING TO HAVB
HAVB ALL DISPUTES DECIDED BY NEUTRAL ARBITRATION...."
ARBITRATION ...." This
language makes it clear that the agreement to arbitrate is made "by executing [the Subscription
Agreement]." Because plaintiffs have not executed the Subscription Agreement, plaintiffs have
not agreed to submit any disputes to arbitration. Thus, under Idaho law, the plaintiffs are not
bound by the arbitration clause in the Subscription Agreement and cannot, therefore, be forced to
arbitration.
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IV.

CONCLUSION

For the foregoing reasons, plaintiffs respectfully request that this Court enter an order
staying Boling from proceeding with arbitration against them.

DATED this 17th day of August, 2012.
RAINEY LAW OFFICE

~~(2'
~~(2'

Rebecca A. Rainey - ~
Attorneys for
PlaintifflCounterdefendants
Plaintiff/Counterdefendants
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I hereby certify that on the 17th day of August, 2012, I caused to be served a copy of the
foregoing MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF MOTION TO STAY ARBITRATION on
the following, in the manner indicated below:
Mark Boling
21986 Cayuga Lane
Lake Forest, CA 92630

( ) Via U.S. Mail

( ) Via Facsimile - 949-588-7078
( ) Via Overnight Mail
( ) Via Hand Delivery
!t4lt4-Via Email
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RECEIVED

AUG 23 2012

:: WO/Z?!1fM.-

Ada County Clerk
Mark Boling
21986 Cayuga Lane
Lake Forest, CA 92630
(949) 588-9222
(949) 588-7078 [fax]
maboling@earthlink.net
Defendant/Counter-Claimant/Third Party Plaintiff, in pro per

AUG 23 'l012
CHRISTOPHER D.
o. RICH, Clerk
By KATHV BIEHL
DePUtY
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CLEARWATER REI, LLC, et al.
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MARK BOLING
Third Party Plaintiff,
vs.
CLEARWATER REAL ESTATE
INVESTMENTS, LLC.,
Third Party Defendant.
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INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY OF ARGUMENT
This action arises out of conduct involving the purchase and performance of a
real .estate
estate investment with Defendant/Counter-Claimant Mark Boling ("Boling") by
individuals employees and affiliated business entities of Clearwater Real Estate
Investments. All Plaintiffs have challenged Boling's demand to arbitrate his claims for
Breach of Guaranty against Plaintiff RE Capital Investments, LLC and violations of the
("I CPA") against all
Idaho Consumer Protection Act, I.C. §§ 48-601 - 48-619 ("ICPA")
nonsignatory Plaintiffs under the agreement.
The right to arbitrate Boling's Breach of Guaranty claim against the
nonsignatory Piaintiff RE Capital Investments, LLC exists because the Guaranty is part
of the entire agreement. Thus, the guarantor, Plaintiff RE Capital Investments, LLC, is
bound by the arbitration clause in the entire agreement.

I

The right to arbitrate Boling's ICPA claims against the nonsignatory Plaintiffs
exists because 1) Plaintiffs' actionable conduct is inextricably interwoven with the
formation and performance of the entire agreement, 2) a benefit was conferred on the
nonsignatory Plaintiff(s) as a result of the agreement, making the nonsignatory
Plaintiff(s) a third party beneficiary of the arbitration agreement, 3) a preexisting
relationship existed between the nonsignatory Plaintiff(s) and Clearwater 2008 Note
Program, LLC (the "Company"), making it equitable to compel the nonsignatory
Plaintiff(s) to also be bound by the arbitration clause in the entire agreement, and/or 4)
mutuality of remedy under the arbitration clause makes it equitable to compel the

Plaintiffs have represented in this action that the Guarantor, RE Capital has filed
bankruptcy on July 7, 2012. Therefore, this Breach of Guaranty claim for relief is
stayed during the pendency of said purported bankruptcy action.
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nonsignatory Plaintiff(s)

to also be bound by the arbitration clause in the entire

agreement.

STATEMENT OF FACTS 2
A.

Private Placement Memorandum, Supplements One and Two Thereto
and Guaranty

On or about February 4, 2010, Boling received an initial package from Rob
Ruebel, Regional Vice-President of Sales of Clearwater Real Estate Investments
consisting of A) a bound Confidential Private Placement Memorandum Book # 08NoteA238 dated August 29,2008 (Exh. 1), which included, inter alia, the Private Placement
Memorandum (Exh. 1A ,"PPM"), a Guaranty (Exh. 2), and Supplements One and Two
to the PPM (collectively, Exh. 3), and B) a cover letter dated February 1, 2010 and
miscellaneous sheets about Clearwater Real Estate Investments (collectively, Exh. 4).
Boling did not receive a copy of the Note dated August 29,2008, the Third Supplement
to the PPM dated January 20,
20,2010,
2010, or the 2009 Year-End Update dated March 19,2010
until after the submission and acceptance of his Subscription Agreement, infra.
The PPM sets forth the following:
Clearwater 2008 Note Program, LLC, an Idaho limited
liability company, was organized to offer up to
$20,000,000 in aggregate principal amount of 9.0% Notes
due December 31, 2015. The Company will use the
proceeds from the offering of the Notes to provide
secured financing for real estate acquisition and
development projects undertaken by Clearwater REI,
LLC, an Idaho limited liability company, its Affiliates and
other borrowers who satisfy the lending criteria
The statement of facts and all exhibits identified or referenced in this document
are taken from the allegations in and exhibits attached to Boling's Counterclaim and
Third Party Complaint on file in this action, which Boling requests that the Court take
judicial notice of under lR.E. 201 or in Boling's declaration filed herewith.
2·
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established by the Company. * * * All loans made by the
Company will be collateralized by a first position
mortgage or deed of trust, as the case may be. [PPM,
Introduction.
Introduction.]]
Noteholders may elect, from time to time, to (a) receive
monthly distributions of simple interest at the annual rate
of 9.0%, or (b) re-invest accrued interest at a compounded
annual interest rate of9.0%. [PPM, Introduction.]
The mailing address of the Company is c/o Clearwater
REI, LLC, 1300 E. State Street, Suite 103, Eagle, Idaho
83616. [PPM, Introduction.]
If, after carefully reading the entire Memorandum,
obtaining any other information available and being fully
satisfied with the results of pre-investment due diligence
activities, a prospective Noteholder would like to
purchase Notes, a prospective Noteholder should
complete and sign the attached Subscription Agreement.
The full purchase price for the Notes must be paid by
check upon submission of the Subscription Agreement for
the Notes. [PPM, p. 3.]
There are various conflicts of interest among the
Company, the Manager and their Affiliates. [PPM, p. 5.]
COMPANY'S PRINCIPAL OFFICERS [PPM, p. 17.]:
The Investment Committee will include, but not be
limited to the following principals:
• Ron Meyer, Chief Development Officer
• Chris Benak, Chief Development Officer
• Don Steeves, National Sales Director & Broker-Dealer
Relations
• Bart Cochran, Vice President of Acquisitions &
Operations
• Chad Hansen, Vice President of Finance. [PPM, p. 17.]

MANAGER'S KEY MANAGEMENT [PPM, p. 18.]:
• Ron Meyer, Chief Development Officer
• Chris Benak, Chief Development Officer
• Don Steeves, National Sales Director & Broker-Dealer
Relations
• Bart Cochran, Vice President Of Acquisitions &
Operations
• Chad Hansen, Vice President of Finance
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Interest: Noteholders may elect to receive monthly
interest payments in an amount equal to 9.0% simple
interest on their principal investment. All distributions
will paid in arrears on the fifteenth day of each month,
beginning with the month following the month in which
the Notes are issued. [PPM, p. 19.]
(lRP): By giving written
Interest Reinvestment Program (IRP):
notice to the Company of their desire to do so not later
than November 30, Noteholders may elect to have their
interest reinvested and compounded monthly beginning
on the first day of the year immediately following the date
on which such notice was received by the Company.
Reinvested interest will be compounded at the annual rate
of 9.0%. Interest that is reinvested will be added to and
considered part of the principal amount of the Note at the
end of each calendar month. [PPM, p. 19.]
Liquidity; Callability: Beginning December 31,2010 and
once annually thereafter, Notes representing up to 10% of
the original principal amount may be called by the
Noteholders upon not less than 90 days written notice to
the Company. [PPM, pp. 19-20.]
Guaranty: The Notes will be obligations of the Company
the principal of which will be guaranteed by RE Capital
Investments, LLC [PPM, p. 20.] The Guaranty is
attached to the PPM as Exhibit D.
Annual Report: Within 120 days after the end of each
calendar year, the Company will send to each
Noteholder of record during the previous year: (a) an
audited balance sheet for the Company as of the end of
such fiscal year and (b) an audited statement of the
Company's earnings for such fiscal year, along with a
year-end status report. [PPM, p. 24.]

Definitions:
"Company" means Clearwater 2008 Note Program, LLC,
an Idaho limited liability company. [PPM, p. 25.]
"Manager" refers to Clearwater REI, LLC. The Manager
is sole owner and the initial manager of the Company.
[PPM, p. 26.]
of Notes. [PPM, p. 26.]
"Noteholders" means purchasers ofNotes.
"Notes" means the $20,000,000 aggregate principal
amount of 9.0% notes due December 31, 2015, subject to
increase to $40,000,000 at the sole discretion of the
Company, which will be obligations of the Company the
principal of which will be guaranteed by RE Capital
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Investments, LLC; however, the Notes will not be secured
by collateral. [PPM, p. 26.]
"Event of Default" refers to the occurrence of any of the
following: (a) failure to pay the principal on the Notes
when due at maturity, or upon any earlier due date, or
upon mandatory redemption at the option of Noteholder,
(b) failure to pay any interest on the Notes for ten days
after notice of such default to the Company; (c) failure to
perform any other covenant for ten days after receipt of
written notice specifying the default and requiring the
Company to remedy such default; or (c) events of
insolvency,
receivership,
conservatorship
or
reorganization of the Company. [PPM, p. 26.] (Emphasis
added.)
Guarantor's Balance Sheet dated July 31, 2008 - attached
Exhibit C to the PPM.
Guaranty dated July 31, 2008 - attached Exhibit D to the PPM, which was

signed on behalf of the Guarantor, RE Capital Investments, LLC, by its managing
member, Diamond B Asset Management.
The Guaranty states, inter alia:
"In order to induce each prospective purchaser (each a
"Noteholder" and collectively the "Noteholders") of 9%
Notes due on December 31, 2015 (each a "Note" and
collectively the "Notes) issued by Clearwater 2008 Note
Program, LLC (the "Company") to purchase the Notes,
the Guarantor hereby unconditionally guarantees the
payment of the original principal amount of the Notes as
provided therein. This Guaranty shall remain in full force
throughout the terms of the Notes."
"Guarantor hereby waives notice of acceptance of this
Guaranty and all other notices in connection herewith or
in connection with the liabilities, obligations and duties
guaranteed hereby, including notices to them of default by
the Company under the Notes."
"The Guarantor's net worth will at all times during the
term of the Guaranty be maintained at $54, 000.000
subject to increase in pro rata up to $78,000,000 if the
Company increases the offering of the Notes."
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"Guarantor further agrees, to the extent permitted by law,
to pay any costs or expenses, including the reasonable
fees of an attorney, incurred by the Noteholders in
enforcing this Guaranty."
First Supplement to PPM dated October 3, 2008:

Peter Cooper, Senior Vice-President of Sales will assume the role of Director of
Sales and Broker Dealer Relations for Clearwater REI, LLC. Don Steeves, former
National Sales Director and Director of Broker Relations, concluded his employment
with Clearwater REI, LLC. [1 st Supp!., p. 2.]
The four member Investment Committee now consists of current principal
members of Clearwater REI, LLC, namely: Ron Meyer, Chris Benak, Bart Cochran and
Chad Hansen. No loan will be made by the Company without the prior approval of the
Investment Committee. [1 st Supp!., p. 3.]
Second Supplement to PPM dated June 30, 2009:

The RELATIONSHIP of the Company (Clearwater 2008 Note Program, LLC),
the Manager (Clearwater REI, LLC) and the Guarantor (RE Capital Investments, LLC)
\.,

to each other, and their respective owners, is as follows [2 nd SUpp!., p.2]:
o

RE Capital Investments, LLC owns 55.84% of Clearwater (Real Estate

Investments).
•

Ronald D. Meyer owns 100% of Terron Investments, Inc., which

owns 50 % of RE Capital Investments, LLC.

•

Christopher J. Benak owns 100% of Diamond BAsset

Management, Inc., which owns the other 50% of RE Capital Investments, LLC.
o

Barton Cole Cochran 100% of Leap, Inc. which owns 19.58% of

Clearwater.
o

Chad James Hansen owns 100% of Green Jackets Investments, Inc.,
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which owns 19.58% of Clearwater.
Bart Cochran, who was formerly the Company's Vice-President of Acquisitions
& Operations, is now the Company's President. Chad Hansen, who was formerly the

Company's Vice-President of Finance, is now the Company's Chief Financial Officer.
nd
[2nd Supp!., p.2]
[2

Guarantor's Balance Sheet dated December 31,2008 - attached as Exhibit A to
the 2nd Supp!.

B.

Subscription Agreement

On February 12, 2010, Boling executed and submitted a Subscription
Agreement ("SA") (Exh. 5), and Boling paid the sum of $50,000 pursuant thereto as his
personal investment in the Company's Note Program without having previously
received a copy of the Note.
Subscription Agreement:

The SA is the offer and agreement of the Boling to purchase $50,000 in
principal of 9% Notes to be issued by the Company subject to the terms, conditions,
acknowledgments, representations and warranties stated herein and in the PPM, as
supplemented from time to time. [SA, p.2.]
RE Capital, LLC agreed to guarantee the repayment of principal under the
Notes. [SA, p.3., ~1]
Pertinent portions of the SA are as follows:
"I acknowledge that I have received, read and fully
understand the Memorandum. I acknowledge that I am
basing my decision to invest in Notes on the
Memorandum and I have relied only on the information
contained in said materials and have not relied upon any
representations made by any other person." [SA, p.3., ~2]
(underline added)
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"I am purchasing Notes for my own account and for
investment purposes only." [SA, pA, ~7.]
"This Subscription Agreement shall be construed in
accordance with and governed by the laws of the State of
Idaho without regard to its choice of law provisions."
[SA, pA, ~1O.]
[ARBITRATION CLAUSE]
"[A]ny dispute, controversy or other claim arising under,
out of or relating to this Agreement or any of the
transactions contemplated hereby, or any amendment
thereof, or the breach or interpretation hereof or thereof,
shall be determined and settled in binding arbitration in
Boise, Idaho, in accordance with applicable Idaho law,
and with the rules and procedures of The American
Arbitration Association. The prevailing party shall be
entitled to an award of its reasonable costs and expenses,
including, but not limited to, attorneys' fees, in addition to
any other available remedies. Any award rendered therein
shall be final and binding on each and all of the parties
thereto and their personal representatives, and judgment
may be entered thereon in any court of competent
jurisdiction. BY EXECUTING THIS AGREEMENT,
YOU ARE AGREEING TO HAVE ALL DISPUTES
DECIDED BY NEUTRAL ARBITRATION, YOU ARE
GIVING UP ANY RIGHTS YOU MIGHT POSSESS TO
HAVE SUCH DISPUTES LITIGATED IN A COURT
OR JURY TRIAL, AND YOU ARE GIVING UP YOUR
JUDICIAL RIGHTS TO DISCOVERY AND APPEAL.
IF YOU REFUSE TO SUBMIT TO ARBITRATION
AFTER AGREEING TO THIS PROVISION, YOU
MAY BE COMPELLED TO ARBITRATE. BY
EXECUTING THIS AGREEMENT, YOU HEREBY
CONFIRM THAT YOUR AGREEMENTS TO THIS
ARBITRATION PROVISION IS VOLUNTARY." [SA,
p.4, ~11.]
"[T]his Subscription Agreement and the Memorandum,
together with all attachments and exhibits thereto,
constitute the entire agreement among the parties hereto
with respect to the sale of Notes and may be amended,
modified or terminated only by a writing executed by all
parties." [SA, p.4, ~13.]
C.

Acceptance ofSubscription
ofSubscription Agreement, Certificate and Note
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On or about March 6, 2010, Boling received a cover letter dated March 1,2010
(Exh. 6), an Acceptance of the Subscription Agreement (Exh. 5), a Certificate with an
effective date of February 27, 2010 (Exh. 7), and a Note dated August 29,2008 (Exh. 8)
from Clearwater Real Estate Investments.
Acceptance of Subscription Agreement:
On February 26, 2010, Bart Cochran signed the acceptance of the SA, as the
Manager for the Company.
Certificate:
Effective February 27, 2010, Certificate No 08-470 was signed by Bart Cochran
as the Manager for the Company and issued to Boling.
Note:
A Note dated August 29, 2008, with the Company as the maker, was signed by
Bart Cochran as the sole member for the Manager. No Exhibit A, listing the names of
the Noteholders, including Boling, was attached or included with the Note that was
delivered to Boling.
Pertinent portions of the Note are as follows:
FOR VALUABLE CONSIDERATION, the receipt,
adequacy and sufficiency of which are hereby
acknowledged, Clearwater 2008 Note Program, LLC, an
Idaho limited liability company ("Maker"), promises to
pay to the parties listed on Exhibit A attached hereto (the
"Noteholders"), the aggregate principal amount of
Twenty Million and 00/100 Dollars ($20,000,000) with
the option to increase to Forty Million and 00/100 Dollars
($40,000,000), together with interest, late charges, costs
and expenses, and all other amounts described below in
accordance with the following terms and provisions:
Section 1 Definitions.
"Memorandum" shall mean Maker's Confidential Private
Placement Memorandum dated August 18, 2008, as
amended or supplemented from time to time, relating to
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the offer and sale by the Maker of up to $20,000,000 of
Notes (subject to increase to $40,000,000).
"Noteholder" shall mean any person or entity hereafter
purchasing a Note in accordance with the Memorandum,
subject to the provisions of the Transaction Documents
applicable thereto, and any successor or assign thereof or
entity acquiring an interest herein at any time.
"Transaction Documents" shall mean this Note, the
Subscription Agreement and the Memorandum.
Section 2.1 Fixed Interest.
"Commencing on the date hereof and continuing until
December 31, 2015, the outstanding principal hereunder
shall bear interest at a fixed annual rate of 9%."
Section 3 Payments; Accrual.
"Commencing on the fifteenth day of the month next
following the Funding Date and continuing on the
fifteenth day of the month thereafter until the outstanding
principal hereof is paid in full, Maker shall pay to, or
accrue and compound for the benefit of, the Noteholders
all unpaid Interest in an amount equal to the product of
the principal amount hereunder and that fraction the
numerator of which is the Noteholder's principal
investment and the denominator of which is the principal
amount hereunder. If not sooner paid, Maker shall pay
the principal balance hereof in full on the Maturity Date,
together with all unpaid accrued interest. Maker shall
make all payments of Interest, late charges, and principal
to the Noteholders at their respective addresses on file
with the Maker as of the day which is ten days prior to the
due date of such payment, on or before the date when due,
without notice, deduction or offset. All payments shall be
made in lawful money of the United States of America."
Section 5 Put Rights.
"Beginning December 31, 2010 and once annually
thereafter, up to 10% of the original principal amount may
be called by the Noteholders upon not less than 30 days
written notice to the Maker."
<

Section 6 Late Charges.
" * * * Maker therefore agrees that a late
charge equal to 5% of each payment of Interest or
principal that is not paid within 10
10 days after its due date
is a reasonable estimate of fair compensation for the loss
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or damages to the Noteholders will suffer. Further,
Maker agrees that such amount shall be presumed to be
the amount of damages sustained by Noteholders in such
case, and such sum shall be added to amount then due and
payable."
Section 8.1 Events of Default:
"Any of the following occurrences shall constitute an
"Event of Default" under this Note: (a) failure by Maker
to make any payment of Interest on or principal of this
Note on or before the twenty-fifth (25 th) day of the month
first becoming due in accordance with the terms of this
Note, without any notice or demand for payment (a
"Payment Default"); * * *."
Section 8.2 Remedies.
"Upon any Event of Default under this Note and the
expiration of any applicable notice or cure periods: (a)
the entire unpaid principal balance hereof , any accrued
but unpaid Interest, late charges, and all other amounts
owing under this Note, shall, at the option of the
Noteholders, without further notice or demand of any
kind to Maker or any other person, become immediately
due and payable; and (b) Noteholders shall have and may
exercise any and all rights and remedies available at law,
by statute, or in equity.
The remedies of the Noteholders, as provided in this
Note, shall be cumulative and concurrent and may be
exercised singularly, successively, or together, at the sole
discretion of the Noteholders, as often as occasion
therefor shall arise. No act of omission or commission by
the Noteholders, including specifically any failure to
exercise any right, remedy or recourse, shall be deemed a
waiver or release to be effected only through a written
documents executed by the Noteholders. A waiver or
release with reference to anyone event shall not be
construed as continuing, as a bar to, or as a waiver or
release of, any subsequent right, remedy, or recourse to
collateral as to any subsequent event."

D.

Subsequent Communications to Boling

On or about March 19, 2010, Clearwater Real Estate Investments sent to the
Boling by mail a 2009 Year-End Update (Exh. 9) to keep the investors informed of the
status of the Note Program. The 2009 Year-End Update letterstates,
letter states, "the assets ofRE
of RE
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Capital, the guarantor, are being maintained at sufficient levels to allow us to meet our
obligations." This 2009 Year-End Update revealed information regarding the update
and current strategy of the various loans made by Plaintiffs prior to Boling's
investment. Two of the four loan projects were in default and/or in bankruptcy. The
other two loan projects were having delays in the entitlement process.
On or about June 17, 2010, the Company disclosed its Independent Auditor's
Report and Financial Statements for the calendar years 2008 and 2009 (Exh. 10).
On or about March 24, 2011, Clearwater Real Estate Investments sent to the
Boling by mail a 2010 Year-End Update (Exhibit 11) to keep the investors informed of
the status of the Note Program. Now, all five (5) outstanding loans were in default.
On or about August 19,2011, the Company disclosed its Independent Auditor's
Report and Financial Statements for the calendar years 2009 and 2010 (Exh. 12). The
Company is solely owned by the Manager.

The Company maintained a separate

allowance for each loan receivable. At December 31, 2010, the Company had an
allowance for losses of$2,311,584. In 2010, the Company suspended early redemption
requests.
On or about October 26, 2011, the Company sent by mail a Notice to Note
Holders (Exh. 13), which was received by Boling on November 4, 2011. The Notice
states, "Note Holders can be optimistic of the collateral position of the Note Program
today." The Notice further states that the amount of the interest payment distribution
would be reduced for the months of November 2011, December 2011 and January 2012
and reassessed for February 2012.
On November 6,2011, Boling sent the Company written notice to redeem 10%

"

of his principal amount under the Transaction Documents and requested a current
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Balance Sheet of the Guarantor (Exh. 14 - Email String/Letters). The last Balance
Sheet of the Guarantor disclosed to the Boling was dated December 31,2008.
On November 10, 2011, Clearwater Real Estate Investments acknowledged
receipt of Boling's liquidation request, placed Boling's request on a priority list with an
acceptance date of November 7, 2011 and informed Boling that all liquidation requests
have been suspended (Exh. 14 - Email String/Letters).

Clearwater Real Estate

Investments stated that it "has made multiple attempts to get updated financials from
RE Capital (Guarantor) and we have received word that we should have updated
financials no later than year end 2011."
On December 1,2011, Boling first obtained by email and reviewed a copy of the
Third Supplement to the PPM dated January 20, 2010 from Ross Farris, Director
Marketing and Investor Relations for Clearwater. (Exh. 15)
The Third Supplement to the PPM states, inter alia, "[a]lthough the
Guarantor's net worth of approximately, $53.4 million is lower than the net worth of
$54 million it has covenanted to maintain under the Guaranty based on a Maximum
Offering Amount of $20,000,000, in the event that the increased Maximum Amount of
$21,900,000 is attained, the Guarantor's net worth does provide a principal coverage
ratio of: (a) l.2x, if a portion of the Guarantor's net worth is reserved to provide 1.5x
coverage over principal amoWlts outstanding under the notes issued by Clearwater 2007
Notes Program, LLC (the "2007 Notes Program") (accounting for liquidation of
$2,000,000 in principal amounts of the notes issued by the 2007 Notes Program as of
December 31, 2009, with $18,000,000 remaining outstanding), and (b) 2.44x, if this
reserve is not made (the Guarantor is not required to make this reserve). Attached as
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Exhibit A to the Third Supplement to the PPM was the RE Capital Balance Sheet dated
December 31,2009.
On December 14,2011, Boling received a letter from the Company stating that
1) the security for the loans were not cross-collateralized, 2) the Manager decides
exclusively when to get appraisals for the Projects, 3) the 2010 Audited Report and
financials of the Company were purportedly first available on May 1, 2011, 4) the initial
PPM packet included the Third Supplement to the PPM, the Company has requested a
final 2010 Balance Sheet from the Guarantor, and 5) the Company "cannot honor the
liquidation requests of a few Note Holders at the expense of the other Note Holders."
(Exh. 14 - Email String/Letters)
StringlLetters)
On December 20,2011, Boling spoke by telephone with Lori Fischer, Controller
of Clearwater Investment, who informed Boling that the 2010 Audited Report and
financials of the Company were first available on or after August 29, 201l.
On December 20, 2011, Boling stated in an email to Clearwater Real Estate
Investments: "If the Company maintains now and at the time of the initial PPM that it
can alter or over-ride this expressed term regarding Callability on the basis that it has an
obligation to ALL Note holders allowing the Company not to abide by this expressed
term, then I would request that my subscription be immediately rescinded and the total
principal amount of my note be restored." (Exh. 14 - Email String/Letters)
On or about January 12,2012, Clearwater Real Estate Investments sent a letter
to Note Holders postponing all 2011 liquidation requests until further notice. (Exh. 16)
On or about January 25,2012, the Company sent a letter to Boling stating that it
has "been in contact with RE Capital and are hopeful of receiving correspondence from
them in the next 30 days. (Exh. 14 - Email String/Letters)
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On February 2,2012, Ross Farris, Director of Marketing and Investor Relations
informed Boling by telephone that the reduction of interest payment was made pursuant
to Section 3 of the Note and the suspension of liquidation rights was to protect all
Noteholders. Boling informed Mr. Farris that he never received a copy ofthe Note until
after submitting his Subscription Agreement and $50,000 payment to the Company.
Boling further requested a copy of Exhibit A to the Note. Mr. Farris responded that he
would obtain a copy of Exhibit A to the Note, but only with Boling's name on it and not
the identity of all Noteholders. No Exhibit A to the Note was ever received by Boling.
Mr. Farris also stated that all the business decisions for the Note Program are made by
the management team of Clearwater REI, LLC.
On February 2, 2012, Boling sent to Clearwater by email a written Notice of
Default on Interest payments for November 2011, December 2011, and January 2011,
and a written Notice of Default on his liquidation rights and demanding that payment be
made immediately or after a cure period, if necessary. (Exh. 14 - Email String/Letters)
On February 6, 2012, Boling received from Clearwater a cover letter and
January Update dated January 31, 2012. (Exh. 17)

The cover letter states: "the

February payment will be 25% of the monthly interest distributed."

The Update

acknowledges: "Real Estate values have fallen dramatically nationwide."
On February 9, 2012, Boling received from Clearwater a Quarterly Statement
ending December 31, 2011 (Exh 18) that sets forth the "Total Outstanding Principal of
Master Promissory Note to Investors" as $21,810,000 and "Total Appraised Value of
Collateral" as $25,100,000 and "Collateral valuations dated September 15, 2010,
January 19, 2011 and September 21, 2011."
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If Boling was timely made aware of the aforementioned facts, Boling would not
have made his $50,000 investment in the Note Program.
On February 15,2012 and out of abundance of caution, Boling filed a Demand
for Commercial Arbitration with the American Arbitration Association ("AAA")
against all named Cross-Defendants and the Company and served said parties therewith
regarding the acts and omissions set forth herein under the arbitration clause in the SA.
On or about March 8, 2012, Cross- Defendants filed with the AAA and served
their Answer Statement objecting to arbitrate the disputes set forth in the counterclaim
and third party complaint on behalf of all named Cross-Defendants, but not the
Company.
Boling has offered not to arbitrate his claims against Plaintiffs, if Plaintiffs allow
Boling to prosecute his claims in this lawsuit. Plaintiffs rejected Boling's offer.
Based on Plaintiffs' actionable conduct, Boling seeks monetary and/or equitable
relief in his counterclaim alleging 1) violations of the Idaho Consumer Protection Act
[Idaho Code ("I.C.") §§ 48-601 - 48-619 ("ICPA")] against all Plaintiffs, and each of

them, and 3) Breach of Guaranty against the Plaintiff Clearwater REI, LLC.

RIGHT TO COMPEL ARBITRATION
question of law to be decided by the court." (emphasis added)
"Arbitrability is a questionoflaw
Mason v. State Farm Mut. Auto Ins. Co. (2007) 145 Idaho 197,200. Once the Plaintiffs

objected to the arbitration demand with the AAA on the basis of not being signatories to
the agreement containing an arbitration clause, the American Arbitration Association
did not have jurisdiction to arbitrate the matter as to the objecting Plaintiffs because the
issue is for the courts, and not the arbitrator, to decide whether Defendant Boling can
compel arbitration, which he did not.

However, had Boling attempted to compel
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arbitration with the courts, which he does not intend to do if the Court allows Boling's
counterclaims to be prosecuted in this lawsuit, Boling would have prevailed and
Plaintiffs would not be entitled to their costs and possible attorney fees herein.

3

A strong public policy favors arbitration. See, e.g., Bingham County Comm'n v.
Interstate Elec. Co. (1983) 105 Idaho 36, 40. Agreements to arbitrate are encouraged

and given explicit recognition as effective means to resolve disputed issues. Loomis,
Inc. v. Cudahy (1983) 104 Idaho 106, 108. A court reviewing an arbitration clause will

order arbitration unless it may be said with positive assurance that the arbitration clause
is not susceptible of an interpretation that covers the asserted dispute. Doubts are to be
Int'I Ass'n ofFirefighters,
of Firefighters, Local No. 672 v. City of
resolved in favor of coverage. See, Int'l
Boise (2001) 136 Idaho 162, 168.

Whether an arbitration clause in a contract requires arbitration of a particular
of Idaho (2003)
dispute or claim depends upon its terms. Lovey v. Gregence BlueShield ofIdaho

3

If the Court allows Boling's counterclaims to be prosecuted in this lawsuit,
which all Plaintiffs/Counter-Defendants have been served with the counterclaims and
discovery is pending, then Defendant Boling accepts Plaintiffs' objection to arbitrate
and decision not to arbitrate claims against Plaintiffs/Counter-Defendants. Judicial
intervention in this lawsuit is Boling's preferred method to resolve his ICPA claims
because 1) it allows Boling the right to judicial discovery of information exclusively in
Plaintiffs/Counter-Defendants' possession, which is denied by arbitration, 2) none of
ICPA claims or issues,
the proposed arbitrators have any experience in handling unique ICPA
and 3) for judicial economy, the prosecution of the counterclaims is significantly
advance at this time.
Plaintiffs are judicially estopped from and have waived objecting to the
prosecution of Boling's counterclaims in this lawsuit because of having filed their
complaint and application to stay arbitration, thus consenting to jurisdiction of having
such counterclaims proceed in this court. The fact that the issue of arbitration may be
summarily decided by the court does not preclude the filing of any counterclaims in the
same .action.
action. Plaintiffs present no legal authority otherwise.
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139 Idaho 37, 46.

In the instant case, the arbitration clause in the Subscription

Agreement [SA, pA, ~11] covers "any dispute, controversy or other claim arising under,
under,
out of or relating to this Agreement or any of the transactions contemplated hereby, or
any amendment thereof, or the breach or interpretation hereof or thereof. . . ." The
broad language of the arbitration clause would encompass Boling's Breach of Guaranty
and ICPA
ICPA violations claims against the nonsignatory Plaintiffs because these claims and
nonsignatory parties relate to the formation and performance of the entire agreement
that is in dispute. See, Dan Wiebold Ford, Inc. v. Universal Computer Consulting
Holding, Inc. (2005) 142 Idaho 235, 240 - "language is broad enough to include claims
under the ICPA ." (underline added)
Plaintiffs' reliance on Lewis v. CEDU Educational Servs., Inc. (2000) 135 Idaho
139 and Rath v. Managed Health Network, Inc. (1992) 123 Idaho 30 is without merit
because the language of the arbitration clauses therein were limited to the parties.
In Lewis, the court held that the arbitration provision only applied to the
contracting parties, not the third party beneficiaries, because the narrow language of the
arbitration provision limited arbitration to "any controversy between the parties" and
"ofthe
"of the parties hereto." Lewis, 135 Idaho at 143.
In Rath, the court held that although the Raths were third party beneficiaries to
the contract, the express language of the arbitration clause of the contract was limited to
"parties" to the agreement. Rath, 123 Idaho at 31. The court reasoned that to hold
otherwise would be "inapposite in the face of the language in the Agreement expressly
limiting the arbitration clause to the 'parties' to the Agreement." Ibid.
In the instant case, there is nothing in the entire agreement that expressly limits
the arbitration clause to the parties or excludes nonsignatory parties from arbitration.
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The Idaho Supreme Court has noted that the distinction between state and
federal substantive arbitration law is largely a distinction without a difference because
the applicable legal principles are one and the same. Mason v. State Farm Mut. Auto
n.l.
Ins. Co. (2007) 145 Idaho 197, at 200 n.!.
The federal courts have identified five theories pursuant to which an arbitration
clause can be enforced by or against a nonsignatory: "1) incorporation by reference; 2)
estoppel." Boucher v. Alliance
assumption; 3) agency; 4) veil-piercing/alter ego; and 5) estoppeL"
Cal.AppAth 262, 2?8, quoting Thomson-CSF, S.A. v.
Title Co., Inc. (2005) 127 CaLAppAth
American Arbitration Ass'n. (2nd Cir. 1995) 64 F.3d 773, 776.

With respect to the Breach of Guaranty claim, the Subscription Agreement
states: "this Subscription Agreement and the Memorandum, together with all
attachments and exhibits thereto, constitute the entire agreement among the parties
hereto with respect to the sale of Notes and may be amended, modified or terminated
only by a writing executed by all parties." [SA, pA,

~13]

The Guaranty is attached as

Exhibit D to the PPM and as incorporated by reference in the Subscription Agreement.
Thus, it becomes part of the entire agreement and the guarantor, Plaintiff RE Capital
Investments, LLC, is bound by the arbitration clause in the entire agreement.
Additionally, RE Capital Investments, LLC ( the Guarantor) is wholly-owned by
businesses whose sole ownership is either Plaintiffs Ron Meyer and Chris Benak, who
are also officers of the Company, As officers of the Company and the principals of the
Guarantor, the knowledge of Mssrs. Meyer and Benak that the Guaranty has been made
a part of the entire agreement, supra, is imputed to RE Capital Investments, LLC ( the
Guarantor).

Thus, the Guarantor is bound by that knowledge and consents to the

arbitration clause contained in the Subscription Agreement.
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With respect to the ICPA violations claim, the focus of applying the arbitration
clause is because the nature of Boling's ICPA claims against the nonsignatory Plaintiffs
is interwoven with Plaintiffs' breach of their the duties and obligations under the entire
agreement, which includes the arbitration clause. See Sunkist Soft Drinks, Inc. v. Sunkist
Growers, Inc. (11th Cir. 1993) 10 F.3d 753, 757-758 -re equitable estoppel and claims

intertwined with contractual obligations. That the claims are cast in tort rather than
contract does not avoid the arbitration clause. (Sunkist, supra, 10 F.3d at p. 758.)
Also, the incestuous operation of the individual corporate officers and their web
of interlocking business entities under the umbrella of the "Clearwater" name creates an
oneness of activity to invoke the doctrine of equitable estoppel 4 and an agency
relationships with respect to each significant business decision made by all Plaintiffs for
4

Under the doctrine of equitable estoppel, claims against the nonsignatory must
be dependent upon, or founded in and inextricably intertwined with, the underlying
contractual obligations of the agreement containing the arbitration clause. Molecular
Analytical Systems v. Ciphergen Biosystems, Inc. (2010)186 Cal.App.4th 696, 715 citing Goldman v. KPMG, LLP (2009) 173 Cal.App.4th 209, 217-218.
S

When contracting parties agree to arbitrate all disputes "under or with respect
to" a contract (as they did here), they generally intend to include disputes about their
agents' actions because "[a]s a general rule, the actions of a corporate agent on behalf of
the corporation are deemed the corporation's acts." If arbitration clauses only apply to
contractual signatories, then this intent can only be accomplished by having every
officer and agent (and every affiliate and its officers and agents) either sign the contract
or be listed as a third-party beneficiary. In re Merrill Lynch Trust Co. FSB (Tex., 2007)
235 S.W.3d 185, 189.
Rowe v. Exline (2007)153 Cal.App.4th 1276, 1285 - A nonsignatory who is the
agent of a signatory can even be compelled to arbitrate claims against his will. See also,
Dan Wiebold Ford, Inc. v. Universal Computer Consulting Holding, Inc. (2005) 142
Idaho 235, 241 - a signatory's agent was entitled to enforce an arbitration clause, citing
Westra v. Marcus & Millichap Real Estate Investment Brokerage Co., Inc. (2005) 129
Cal.App.4th 759.
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the Note Program, the Company and the Manager under the entire agreement and to the
ICP A. Thus, the nonsignatory parties are to
detriment of the Boling in violation of the ICPA.
be bound by the broad arbitration clause in the entire agreement.
The ICPA is a remedial statute, and is to be construed liberally in order to deter
deceptive or unfair trade practices and to provide relief for consumers exposed to
proscribed pr~ctices. I.C. § 48-601 6 ; In re Wiggins (2001) 273 B.R. 839, 855; In re
Edwards (1999) 233 B.R. 461, 470; Fenn v. Noah (2006) 142 Idaho 775, 780. 7 The

ICPA is applicable to commercial transactions. Myers v. A.o. Smith Harvestore
Products, Inc. (1988) 114 Idaho 432, 441.

The following unfair methods of competition and unfair or deceptive acts or
practices in the conduct of any trade or commerce are hereby declared to be unlawful,
where a PERSON knows, or in the exercise of due care should know, that he has in the
past, or is: Obtaining the signature of the buyer to a contract when it contains blank
spaces to be filled in after it has been signed (I.C. § 48-603 (12)); Failing to deliver to
the consumer at the time of the consumer's signature a legible copy of the contract or of

6

The purpose of these Idaho consumer protection statutes are strikingly similar in
Legislative content with the California Consumer Legal Remedies Act [Cal. Civil Code
§1760].
7

It is the intent of the legislature that in construing this act due consideration and
great weight shall be given to the interpretation of the federal trade commission and the
federal courts relating to section 5(a)(1) of the federal trade commission act (15 U.S.C.
45(a)(1)), as from time to time amended. I.C. § 48-604 (1). Federal case law as it has
under.Federal
developed under
Federal Trade Commission Act, although not binding, is persuasive in
application of Idaho Consumer Protection Act. Federal Trade Commission Act, §§ 1 et
rei.
seq., 5(a)(1), 15 U.S.C.A. §§ 41 et seq.,45(a)(1); I.C. §§ 48-601 to 48-619. State ex reI.
Kidwell v. Master Distributors, Inc. (1980) 101 Idaho 447, 453.
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any other document which the seller or lender has required or requested the buyer to
sign, and which he has signed, during or after the contract negotiation (I.C. § 48-603
(13)); Engaging in any act or practice which is otherwise misleading, false, or deceptive
to the consumer. I.C. § 48-603 (17). The Plaintiffs/Counter-Defendants are allegedly
such persons.
Boling contends that 1) Plaintiffs violated I.C. § 48-603 (17) based on their
initial failure to timely provide Boling with the Note, the Third Supplement to the PPM,
and the 2009 Y
ear-End Update; 2) Plaintiffs violated I. C. § 48-603 (17) during the
Year-End
course of the Note Program because the Plaintiffs' failed to timely and conspicuously
disclose material facts as to the deteriorating financial condition of the Note Program's
loan portfolio, the inability or refusal of the Company to pay interest or redeemable
principal, and the Guarantor's unsatisfactory net worth and cash position; 3) Plaintiffs
violated I.C. §48-603 (17) based on their failure to timely provide the 2010 audited
reports and financials for the Company and Guarantor's Balance Sheet for 2010 and
2011; 4) Plaintiffs violated I.C. § 48-603 (17) because the 10/26/11 Notice to Note
Holders (Exh. 13) had a tendency to mislead the Noteholders, including Boling; 5)
andlor (13) based on their failure to provide
Plaintiffs violated I. C. § 48-603 (12) and/or
Boling with a copy of the Note at the time of providing the PPM and/or
andlor Boling
andlor 6) Plaintiffs violated I. C. §
submitting the executed Subscription Agreement; and/or
48-603 (13) based on their failure to provide Boling with Exhibit A to the Note, which
was to list of all existing Noteholders, including Boling, at the time of providing the
Note. Evidence and further argument to support these contentions will be presented at
time of arbitration on the merits.
Boling's claim for ICPA violations against all Plaintiffs are covered under the
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entire agreement, which includes the broad arbitration clause, because 1) Plaintiffs'
conduct is inextricably interwoven with the formation and performance of the entire
agreement, 2) a benefit was conferred on the nonsignatory Plaintiff(s) as a result of the
agreement based on the broad language of the arbitration clause to include all claims
"arising under, out of or relating to this Agreement or any of the transactions
contemplated hereby" and Plaintiffs accepting the fruits of the agreement, which are the
loan proceeds used in part to operate Plaintiffs' related businesses and pay
compensation to the individual Plaintiffs, making the nonsignatory Plaintiff(s) a third
party beneficiary of the arbitration agreement, 8 3) a preexisting relationship existed
between the nonsignatory Plaintiff(s) and the Company based on the individual
Plaintiffs acting in the capacity of agents, officers or employees of the Company and the
other business entity Plaintiffs acting as the agent for the Company, making it equitable
to compel the nonsignatory Plaintiff(
s) to also be bound by the arbitration clause in the
Plaintiff(s)
entire agreement,9 and/or 4) a mutuality ofremedy under the arbitration clause makes it
equitable to compel the nonsignatory Plaintiff(s) to also be bound by the arbitration
clause in the entire agreement. 10
8

"Most, if not all, of the loans to be made by the Company with the proceeds of
this Offering will be made to Affiliates of the Company and the Manager." [PPM, p.12.]
"The Company, the Manager and their Affiliates are entitled to receive certain
significant fees and other significant compensation, payments and reimbursements from
p.13.]
the sale of the Notes." [PPM, p.l3.]
9

A nonsignatory who is the agent of a signatory can even be compelled to
arbitrate claims against his will. Harris v. Superior Court (1986) 188 Cal.App.3d 475,
477-479.
10

"[I]fthere were no mutuality of remedy requirement, the seller--which is usually
the offeree in the real estate sales context--would have absolutely no incentive to initial
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CONCLUSION

Based on the foregoing, Boling respectfully requests that the Court deny the
Motion to Stay Arbitration and disallow the recovery by Plaintiffs of any costs and
possible attorney fees in pursuing this matter.

Additionally,

if the Court allows

Boling's counterclaims to be prosecuted in this lawsuit, which all Plaintiffs/CounterDefendants have been served with the counterclaims and discovery is pending, Boling,
as the prevailing party, accepts Plaintiffs' objection to arbitrate and decision not to
arbitrate claims against Plaintiffs/Counter-Defendants.

Dated: August 20,2012

~

MARKBOLfN~
MARKBOLrn~
,

DefendantiCounter-ClaimantiThird Party Plaintiff
Defendant/Counter-Claimant/Third

the arbitration provision and thereby bind itself to arbitrate disputes." Marcus &
Millichap Real Estate Investment Brokerage Co. v. Hock Investment Co. (1998) 68
Cal.AppA
Cal.App.4th 83, 91, fn. 6.
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Clearwater REI, LLC, et al. v. Boling, Case No. CV OC 1208669
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I certify on August 20,2012, I served the following document(s) in this action:
• DEFENDANT/COUNTER-CLAIMANT'S OPPOSITION TO MOTION
TO STAY ARBITRATION
• DECLARATION OF MARK BOLING IN SUPPORT OF
DEFENDANT/COUNTER-CLAIMANT'S OPPOSITION TO MOTION
TO STAY ARBITRATION

by sending a true copy thereof by ELECTRONIC SERVICE pursuant to

lR.C.P,
IR.C.P, Rule 5 (b) (E) addressed to the party(s) served as follows:

Rebecca A. Rainey - rar@raineylawoffice.com
Amy A. Lombardo - aal@raineylawoffice.com
Attorney for Plaintiffs and Counter -Defendants Clearwater REI, LLC,
Barton Cole Cochran, Chad James Hansen, Ronald D. Meyer, Christopher J.
Benak and Rob Ruebel.
The transmission of said document(s) to each party served was reported as
complete and without error within a reasonable time after said transmission.

Dated: August 20,2012
MARK BOLING

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE -PAGE 1
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RECEIVED
AUG 232012
2 3 2012

~ Ada County Clerk

AUG 231011

Mark Boling
21986 Cayuga Lane
Lake Forest, CA 92630
(949) 588-9222
(949) 588-7078 [fax]
maboling@earthlink.net
DefendantiCounter-ClaimantiThird
Defendant/Counter-Claimant/Third Party Plaintiff, in pro per

'STOPHER O.
D. R\CH. Clerk
CHR BY
By KATHY atEttL
etEttL I
gepq
DePUtY

IN THE DISTRICT COURT FOR THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
FOR THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
/'

CLEARWATER REI, LLC, et al.
Plaintiffs/Counter-Defendants,
vs.
MARK BOLING,
DefendantiCounter-Claimant
Defendant/Counter-Claimant
MARK BOLING
Third Party Plaintiff,
vs.
CLEARWATER REAL ESTATE
INVESTMENTS, LLC.,

Case No.: CV OC 1208669
DECLARATION OF MARK
BOLING IN SUPPORT OF
DEFENDANT/COUNTERCLAIMANT'S OPPOSITION TO
MOTION TO STAY
ARBITRATION
Date: September 12, 2012
Time: 3:00 p.m.

Third Party Defendant.
I, Mark Boling, declare that:
1.

I am the Defendant/Counter-Claimant/Third
DefendantiCounter-ClaimantiThird Party Plaintiff ("Boling") in

the" above-captioned matter.
2.

I make this declaration based upon my own personal knowledge unless

otherwise indicated. If called upon as a witness, I could and would competently testify
to these matters.
3.

For judicial economy, any and all exhibits identified herein are attached
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to Boling's Counterclaim and Third Party Complaint on file

III

this action and

incorporated fully herein where referenced.
4.

On or about February 4, 2010, Boling received an initial package from

Rob Ruebel, Regional Vice-President of Sales of Clearwater Real Estate Investments
consisting of A) a bound Confidential Private Placement Memorandum Book # 08NoteA238 dated August 29, 2008 (Exh. 1), which included, inter alia, the Private Placement
Memorandum (Exh. lA ,"PPM"), a Guaranty (Exh. 2), and Supplements One and Two
to the PPM (collectively, Exh. 3), and B) a cover letter dated February 1, 2010 and
miscellaneous sheets about Clearwater Real Estate Investments (collectively, Exh. 4).
Boling did not receive a copy of the Note dated August 29,2008, the Third Supplement
to the PPM dated January 20, 2010, or the 2009 Year-End Update dated March 19,2010
until after the submission and acceptance of his Subscription Agreement.
5.

On or about March 6, 2010, Boling received a cover letter dated March

1, 2010 (Exh. 6), an Acceptance of the Subscription Agreement (Exh. 5), a Certificate
with an effective date of February 27,2010 (Exh. 7), and a Note dated August 29,2008
(Exh. 8) from Clearwater Real Estate Investments.
6.

On or about March 19,2010, Clearwater Real Estate Investments sent to

the Boling by mail a 2009 Year-End Update (Exh. 9) to keep the investors informed of
the status of the Note Program. Two of the four loan projects were in default and/or in
bankruptcy. The other two loan projects were having delays in the entitlement process.
7.

On or about June 17, 2010, the Company disclosed its Independent

Auditor's Report and Financial Statements for the calendar years 2008 and 2009 (Exh.
10).
8.

On or about March 24,2011, Clearwater Real Estate Investments sent to
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the Boling by mail a 2010 Year-End Update (Exhibit 11) to keep the investors informed
of the status ofthe Note Program. Now, all five (5) outstanding loans were in default.
9.

On or about August 19, 2011, the Company disclosed its Independent

Auditor's Report and Financial Statements for the calendar years 2009 and 2010 (Exh.
12).
10.

On or about October 26, 2011, the Company sent by mail a Notice to

Note Holders (Exh. 13), which was received by Boling on November 4, 2011. The
Notice states, "Note Holders can be optimistic of the collateral position of the Note
Program today."

The Notice further states that the amount of the interest payment

distribution would be reduced for the months of November 2011, December 2011 and
January 2012 and reassessed for February 2012.
11.

On November 6, 2011, Boling sent the Company written notice to

redeem 10% of his principal amount under the Transaction Documents and requested a
current Balance Sheet of the Guarantor (Exh. 14 - Email String/Letters). The last
Balance Sheet of the Guarantor disclosed to the Boling was dated December 31,2008.
12.

On November

10,

2011,

Clearwater Real

Estate

Investments

acknowledged receipt of Boling's liquidation request, placed Boling's request on a
priority list with an acceptance date of November 7,2011 and informed Boling that all

String/Letters).
liquidation requests have been suspended (Exh. 14 - Email StringlLetters).
13.

On December 1, 2011, Boling first obtained by email and reviewed a

copy of the Third Supplement to the PPM dated January 20, 2010 from Ross Farris,
Director Marketing and Investor Relations for Clearwater. (Exh. 15)
14.

The Third Supplement to the PPM states, inter alia, "[a]lthough the

Guarantor's net worth of approximately, $53.4 million is lower than the net worth of
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$54 million it has covenanted to maintain under the Guaranty based on a Maximum
Offering Amount of $20,000,000, in the event that the increased Maximum Amount of
$21,900,000 is attained, the Guarantor's net worth does provide a principal coverage
ratio of: (a) l.2x, if a portion of the Guarantor's net worth is reserved to provide 1.5x
coverage over principal amounts outstanding under the notes issued by Clearwater 2007
Notes Program, LLC (the "2007 Notes Program") (accounting for liquidation of
$2,000,000 in principal amounts of the notes issued by the 2007 Notes Program as of
December 31, 2009, with $18,000,000 remaining outstanding), and (b) 2.44x, if this
reserve is not made (the Guarantor is not required to make this reserve). Attached as
Exhibit A to the Third Supplement to the PPM was the RE Capital Balance Sheet dated
December 31, 2009.
15.

On December 14, 2011, Boling received a letter from the Company

confirming that 1) the security for the loans were not cross-collateralized, 2) the
Manager decides exclusively when to get appraisals for the Projects, 3) the 2010
Audited Report and financials of the Company were purportedly first available on May
1, 2011, 4) the initial PPM packet included the Third Supplement to the PPM, the
Company has requested a final 2010 Balance Sheet from the Guarantor, and 5) the
Company "cannot honor the liquidation requests of a few Note Holders at the expense
of the other Note Holders." (Exh. 14 - Email String/Letters)
16.

On December 20, 2011, Boling spoke by telephone with Lori Fischer,

Controller of Clearwater Investment, who informed Boling that the 2010 Audited
Report and financials of the Company were first available on or after August 29, 2011.
17.

On December 20, 2011, Boling stated in an email to Clearwater Real

Estate Investments: "If the Company maintains now and at the time of the initial PPM
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that it can alter or over-ride this expressed term regarding Callability on the basis that it
has an obligation to ALL Note holders allowing the Company not to abide by this
expressed term, then I would request that my subscription be immediately rescinded and
the total principal amount of my note be restored." (Exh. 14 - Email String/Letters)
18.

On or about January 12,2012, Clearwater Real Estate Investments sent a

letter to Note Holders postponing all 2011 liquidation requests until further notice.
(Exh.16)
19.

On or about January 25, 2012, the Company sent a letter to Boling

stating that it has "been in contact with RE Capital and are hopeful of receiving
correspondence from them in the next 30 days. (Exh. 14 - Email String/Letters)
20.

On February 2, 2012, Ross Farris, Director of Marketing and Investor

Relations informed Boling by telephone that the reduction of interest payment was
made pursuant to Section 3 of the Note and the suspension of liquidation rights was to
protect all Noteholders. Boling informed Mr. Farris that he never received a copy of the
Note until after submitting his Subscription Agreement and $50,000 payment to the
Company. Boling further requested a copy of Exhibit A to the Note.

Mr. Farris

responded that he would obtain a copy of Exhibit A to the Note, but only with Boling's
name on it and not the identity of all Noteholders. No Exhibit A to the Note was ever
received by Boling. Mr. Farris also stated that all the business decisions are made by
the management team of Clearwater REI, LLC.
21.

On February 2, 2012, Boling sent to Clearwater by email a written

Notice of Default on Interest payments for November 2011, December 2011, and
January 2011, and a written Notice of Default on his liquidation rights and demanding
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that payment be made immediately or after a cure period, if necessary. (Exh. 14 Email String/Letters)
22.

On February 6, 2012, Boling received from Clearwater a cover letter and

January Update dated January 31, 2012. (Exh. 17)

The cover letter states: "the

February payment will be 25% of the montWy
monthly interest distributed."

The Update

acknowledges: "Real Estate values have fallen dramatically nationwide."
23.

On February 9, 2012, Boling received from Clearwater a Quarterly

Statement ending December 31, 2011 (Exh 18) that sets forth the "Total Outstanding
Principal of Master Promissory Note to Investors" as $21,810,000 and "Total Appraised
Value of Collateral" as $25,100,000 and "Collateral valuations dated September 15,
2010, January 19,2011 and September 21,2011."
24.

If before investing, Boling had been made aware of the aforementioned

facts, including but not limited to, 1) the Note's contents that the purported accrual of
interest payments, as compared with the actual payment of interest as expressed in the
PPM, was to apply to his transaction with the Company, 2) the contents of the Third
Supplement to the PPM that a) further restrictions were place on the Noteholder's right
to redeem principal, and b) the Guarantor's net worth on December 31, 2009 was less
than the covenanted amount set forth in the Guaranty, 3) the Guarantor's cash reserves
was depleted before Boling received the PPM, and/or 4) the Program's unstable loan
portfolio as described in the 2009 Year-End Update, Boling would not have entered into
the Subscription Agreement and invested in the purchase of the Note.
25.

On February 15, 2012 and out of abundance of caution, Boling filed a

Demand for Commercial Arbitration with the American Arbitration Association
("AAA") against all named Counter-Defendants and the Company and served said
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parties therewith regarding the acts and omissions set forth herein under the arbitration
clause in the SA.
26.

On or about March 8, 2012, Cross- Defendants filed with the AAA and

served their Answer Statement objecting to arbitrate the disputes set forth in the
counterclaim and third party complaint on behalf of all named Counter-Defendants, but
not the Company.

27.

Boling has sought no judicial intervention to compel arbitration against

Counter-Defendants.
28.

Boling has offered not to arbitrate his counterclaims against Plaintiffs, if

Plaintiffs allow Boling to prosecute his counterclaims in this lawsuit. Plaintiffs rejected
Boling's offer.
29.

Boling

has

served

all

Plaintiffs/Counter-Defendants

with

the

counterclaims and discovery on the counterclaims is pending in this lawsuit.

I declare under penalty of perjury under laws of the states of California and
Idaho and the United States of America that the foregoing is true and correct and
executed on August 20,2012 at Lake Forest, California.

BY:~~
MARK BOLING
MARKBOUNG
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Attorneys for Plaintiff
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA

CLEARWATER REI, LLC, an Idaho
limited liability company; BARTON
COLE COCHRAN, an individual; CHAD
JAMES HANSEN, an individual;
RONDAL D. MEYER, an individual;
CHRISTOPHER J. BENAK, an
individual; RON RUEBEL, an individual;
RE CAPITAL INVESTMENTS, LLC, a
Delaware limited liability company,

Case No.: CV OC 12-08669

REPLY MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT
OF MOTION AND APPLICATION TO
STAY ARBITRATION

Plaintiffs/Counterdefendants,
vs.
MARK BOLING, an individual,
DefendantiCounterclaiman1.
DefendantiCountercIaimant.
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MARK BOLING, an individual,

Third Party Plaintiff,
vs.
CLEARWATER REAL ESTATE
INVESTMENTS, LLC, a Delaware
limited liability company
Third P

Defendant.

COME NOW, the above named Plaintiffs/Petitioners,l
Plaintiffs/Petitioners, 1 Clearwater REI, LLC; Barton
Cole Cochran, an individual; Chad James Hansen; an individual; Ronald D. Meyer, an

J. Benak, an individual; and Rob Ruebel, an individual, by and through
individual; Christopher 1.
the undersigned counsel of record, and hereby file the following reply brief in support of their
Motion to Stay Arbitration under Idaho Code § 7-902(b):

I.

INTRODUCTION

PlaintifflPetitioners filed a Motion to Stay Arbitration on the grounds that they are not
parties to the subscription agreement which contains the arbitration provision. In his opposition,

defendant/respondent Mark Boling ("Boling") concedes that he has not sought to compel
arbitration and, in fact, prefers to not arbitrate with the named parties. See, Boling Opposition at

16-17, n 3. Instead, he reiterates a prior argument that he seeks to proceed against the nonsignatory parties via his Counterclaim in the court system. However, Boling's counterclaim is
impermissibly filed, and proceeding with it is inappropriate because I.C. § 7-901, et seq. and the
petition and complaint filed herein, provide only limited jurisdiction?

PlaintiffRE Capital filed for Chapter 7 banIcruptcy on July 6, 2012.
This issue has been fully and separately briefed. See, PlaintifflPetitioners' Memorandum, Motion to Dismiss, and
Reply.
I

2
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here, which Boling does not sufficiently counter, is that arbitration should
The argument
,
be stayed as to the non-signatory parties. 3 Because one who is not a signatory to an agreement to
arbitrate should not be required to submit to arbitration, and as the non-signatories here do not
(

fall under one of the exceptions to the general rule, this motion to stay should be granted.
II.
A.

ARGUMENT

A Non-Signatory Party Cannot be Compelled to Arbitrate Under these Facts

The determination of whether or not a non-party can be forced to arbitrate is a question of
applicable state contract law. Arthur Andersen, LLP v. Carlisle, 556 U.S. 624, 129 S. Ct. 1896
(2009)(holding that under the Federal Arbitration Act the question of what is arbitrable and
whether a stay can be granted for non-signatory parties is a question of state law).
Boling cites a Second Circuit decision which states that an arbitration clause can be
enforced by or against a non-signatory under five different theories, none of which apply here.
th
Boling brief at 19 (citing Boucher v. Alliance Title Co., Inc., 127 Cal. App. 44th
262, 268), see

also, Arthur Andersen, LLP v. Carlisle, 556 U.S. 624, 631, 129 S. Ct. 1896, 1902 (2009) (stating
that because traditional principles of state law allow a contract to be enforced by or against
nonparties to the contract through assumption, piercing of the corporate veil, alter ego,
incorporation by reference, third-party beneficiary theories, waiver and estoppel, it was error for
the Sixth Circuit to hold that nonparties to a contract are categorically barred from relief under
the federal arbitration act).

Boling also argues that the particular issues of which he is seeking adjudication in the counterclaim, i.e.
Le. Breach of
Guarantee and relief under the Idaho Consumer Protection Act, should be addressed in arbitration. These
plaintiff/petitioners do not take a position here on what issues should legally be arbitrated, only that the parties are
not subject to arbitration. Any argument regarding whether or not the claims are arbitrable should be addressed
when the correct parties to the dispute are before the court.
3
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Incorporation by Reference
Boling does not describe or explain the basis for holding non-signatory parties bound to
an arbitration agreement in this matter based upon a theory of incorporation by reference. The
doctrine of 'incorporation by reference' holds that when a writing is signed that references other,
unsigned documents, under certain circumstances parol evidence may be permitted to determine
which documents are included in the signed writing.

1 Williston on Contracts, sec. 581.

However, "what is essential is that the signature ofthe
of the party to be charged shall authenticate the
of the writing." Id. at 1121 (emphasis added). Here, assuming arguendo that any and all
whole ofthe

of the documents referenced by Boling are considered together as one agreement, the signatures
to that agreement remain only those of Boling and Clearwater 2008 Note Program, LLC, by
Clearwater REI, LLC, and its manager Bart Cochran. See, SUbscription Agreement, Exhibit A to
Petition and Complaint for Stay of Arbitration. Thus, even if the Subscription Agreement, the
Private Placement Memorandum ("PPM"), and the Guaranty are read together, there is no
credence to the theory that incorporation by reference would bind the non-signatory
plaintiff/petitioners to the entire agreement to which they are not a party. The non-signatory
parties are not bound by the arbitration agreement under the incorporation by reference theory.
Boling similarly argues that if all of the documents including the Guaranty are
incorporated by reference that the guarantor, RE Capital Investments, LLC, is bound by the
arbitration clause. However, all parties are in agreement that any action against RE Capital
Investments, LLC is stayed pending any bankruptcy proceedings. Thus, any arguments made by
Boling regarding RE Capital Investments, LLC are moot. See, Arthur Andersen, LLP v. Carlisle,
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556 U.S. 624, 627, 129 S. Ct. 1896, 1900 (2009)(stating that the district court denied as moot a
motion to stay by a party that filed bankruptcy while its motion was pending).
Assumption
There are no allegations here that there was any assumption of the contract by the third
party plaintiff/petitioners, and Boling does not argue that this exception is applicable.
Veil-Piercing/Alter Ego
Although Boling discusses a "web
''web of interlocking business entities" in his allegations
directed at the plaintiff/petitioners, he does not specifically allege or demonstrate that an alter
ego situation exists, nor that the corporate veil of the 2008 Note Program should be pierced in
order to reach these non-signatory parties.
Under Idaho law, a party is permitted to pierce the corporate veil if it is clear that a
company is an alter ego for an individual. In order for a business entity to be an alter ego of an
individual, there must be (1) a unity of interest and ownership to a degree that the separate
personalities of the business entities and individuals no longer exist and (2) if the acts are treated
as acts of the business an inequitable result would follow. Vanderford Co., Inc. v. Knudson, 165
P. 3d 261, 270-71 (2007), citing Surety Life Ins. Co. v. Rose Chapel Mortuary, 95 Idaho 599,
601,514 P.2d 594,596 (1973).
Here, there is no evidence or showing of a unity of interest between the entities and
individuals that were included in the arbitration demand.

The piercing the corporate veil

exception to the general rule does not apply to plaintiff/petitioners.
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Agency/Third party Beneficiary
As previously stated in the Motion to Stay Arbitration, arbitration is strictly a matter of
contract law. See Storey Constr., Inc. v. Hanks, 148 Idaho 401, 407, 224 P.3d 468, 474 (2009).
If a contract is unambiguous and the persons at issue are not named parties to the contract, those
persons are not subject to the arbitration agreement. Lewis v. Cedu Educ. Servs., Inc., 135 Idaho
139, 15 P.3d 1147 (2000), Rath v. Managed Health Network, Inc., 123 Idaho 30, 844 P.2d 12
(1992).
Generally, an agent of a disclosed principal, even one who negotiates and signs a contract
for a principal, does not become a party to the contract. Restatement (Second) ofAgency
of Agency § 320
(1958). Also under traditional agency principles, the only other way "that an agent can be bound
by the terms of a contract is if she is made a party to the contract by her principal acting on her
behalf with actual, implied, or apparent authority." Bel-Ray Co. v. Chemrite Ltd., 181 F.3d 435,
445-446 {3 rd Cir. N.J. 1999).
Here, there has been no argument or evidence presented to show that under an agency or
third party beneficiary theory the plaintiff/petitioners should be subject to an arbitration
agreement to which they are not a party. Instead, the plaintiff/petitioners asserted in their motion
to stay that Idaho case law has specifically found that third party beneficiaries are not bound to
arbitrate under a contract from which they receive a benefit but are not a party. See, e.g., Lewis
v. Cedu·Educ. Servs., Inc., 135 Idaho 139, 15 P.3d 1147 (2000), Rath v. Managed Heaith

Network, Inc., 123 Idaho 30, 844 P.2d 12 (1992).
Furthermore, to the extent that Boling is alleging that individual parties who are
non-signatories to the agreement are subject to arbitration, this argument also fails. Where a
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corporate entity is the signatory to the contract containing an arbitration agreement but a party
attempts to subject an individual defendant to arbitration, individuals who are not signatories are
not individually liable under the contract. Roe v. Ladymon, 318 S.W. 3d 502,520 (2010).

Estoppel
Judicial estoppel arguments fail where no inconsistent position is taken by the party who
is attempting to stay the arbitration. D.K Joint Venture 1 v. Weyand, 649 F.3d 310 (2011).
Similarly, any argument that a party must be bound by arbitration when they have actively
participated in such arbitration without objection is not applicable here. See, e.g., Fortune

Alsweet & Eldridge, Inc. v. Daniel, 724 F.2d 1355 (9 th Cir. 1983). Here, petitioners have
consistently objected to being subject to arbitration, and were proactive in filing this petition and
complaint to have the arbitration stayed as to them. They are not asserting any claim against
subscription agreement.
Boling under the sUbscription
Furthermore, although Boling cites to five potential theories under which an arbitration
clause can be enforced by or against a nonsignatory, he provides no authority to suggest that an
arbitration agreement can be enforced upon a nonsignatory when the nonsignatory is not

affirmatively seeking to recovery under the contract. On the contrary, authority holds that aa
party who has signed an arbitration agreement cannot compel a non-signatory party. "Refusing to
order arbitration of a dispute where one of the parties claims that it never signed the agreement,
and therefore never agreed to anything, is consistent wjth the Supreme Court's pronouncements
that arbi~ation 'does not require parties to arbitrate when they have not agreed to do so,' and that
'arbitration under the FAA is a matter of consent, not coercion.''' Will-Drill Res., Inc. v. Samson
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Res. Co., 352 F.3d 211, 216-217 (5th Cir. La. 2003)
2003) (citing EEOC v. Waffle House, Inc., 534

u.s. 279, 293-94, 122 S. Ct. 754 (2002) and Volt Info. Scis., Inc. v. Bd. of Trs., 489 U.S.
u.s. 468,
U.S.
(1989».
478-79, 109 S. Ct. 1248 (1989)).

u.s. Supreme Court has "made clear that arbitration is a matter of private contract,
The U.S.
and it goes without saying that a contract cannot bind a nonparty." Id. (internal citations
omitted). Arbitration is a matter of contract which cannot be forced upon a party absent its
consent. Will-Drill Res., Inc. v. Samson Res. Co., 352 F.3d 211, 218 (5th Cir. La. 2003),

Thomson-CSF,
Thomson'-CSF, S.A. v. American Arbitration Ass'n, 64 F.3d 773, 779 (2d Cir. N.Y. 1995) (stating
that where the situation is inverse, and a signatory seeks to compel a non-signatory, the
distinction is important because as a matter of contract, the courts have no authority to mandate
that a nonsignatory submit to arbitration when the party has not agreed to do so). Thus, "it
matters whether the party resisting arbitration is a signatory or not." Covington v. Aban Offshore

Ltd.,650
Ltd., 650 F.3d 556,561 (5 th Cir. Tex. 2011)
III.

CONCLUSION

Therefore, for the foregoing reasons, the plaintiff/petitioners seek an order staying

arbitration as to them because they are not parties to the subscription agreement that contains the
arbitration clause.

DATED this 7th day of September, 2012.
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I hereby certify that on the 7th day of September, I caused to be served a copy of the
foregoing REPLY MEMORANUM IN SUPPORT OF MOTION AND APPLICATION TO
STAY ARBITRATION on the following, in the manner indicated below:
Mark Boling
21986 Cayuga Lane
Lake Forest, CA 92630

(
(
(
(

) Via U.S. Mail
) Via Facsimile - 949-588-7078
) Via Overnight Mail
) Vi and Delivery,
Vi -mail

cr
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THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE STATE OF
IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA

CLEARWATER REI, LLC., an Idaho limited) Case No.: CV-OC 2012-08669
liability company; BARTON COLE
)
COCHRAN, an individual; CHAD JAMES
)
HANSEN, an individual; RONALD D.
)
MEYER, an individual; CHRISTOPHER J. )
BENAK, an individual; RON RUEBEL, an
)
DECISION AND ORDER RE: MOTION TO
individual; RE CAPITAL INVESTMENTS, ) STAY ARBITRATION
LLC., a Delaware limited liability company,
)
Plaintiffs,
)
)
vs.
)
)
)
)
MARK BOLING, an individual,
)
)
Defendant.
)

j

-------------~)
----------------------------------------------------~)
The plaintiffs filed this action on May 14,2012 to stay arbitration on the grounds that
they are not signatories to any arbitration agreement with the defendant. It is undisputed that the
defendant, Mark Boling, signed a Subscription Agreement for the Clearwater 2008 Note
Program LLC (Note Program LLC) with Clearwater REI, LLC acting as agents for the Note
Program LLC. The Subscription Agreement included an arbitration provision. On February 15,
2012, Mark Boling filed a demand for arbitration with the American Arbitration Association.
The demand for arbitration listed Clearwater REI, LLC., Clearwater Real Estates Investments
LLC, RE Capital, LLC, Barton Cole Cochran, Chad James Hansen, Ronald D. Meyer,
Christopher Benak, and Ron Ruebel. 1 In addition to his Answer, the defendant also filed a
Counterclaim and Third Party Complaint. It should be noted that RE Capital has filed
bankruptcy so this Court will not address any issues related to it. The Court has previously

1 All

facts used in this Decision are those which were admitted by the defendant in the Answer.

1
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denied the plaintiffs' motion to dismiss the Counterclaim pursuant to I.R.C.P. 12 (b)(1) since the
Court does have subject matter jurisdiction over the types of claims raised by the defendant's
pleadings. Borah v. McCandless, 147 Idaho 73, 205 P.3d 1209 (2009). The Court notes that the
relief sought by the plaintiffs is a determination that they are not subject to the requirement to
arbitrate contained in the Subscription Agreement-if their position is correct, that hardly gives a
basis for them to evade any direct liability they may have for consumer protection violations on
the record as it currently exists,2 at a minimum, the Court could not address the merits of the
claim on this record.
The parties to the Subscription Agreement are Clearwater 2008 Note Program LLC, an
Idaho limited liability company, and Mark Boling. Until or unless additional evidence is
presented to the Court as provided for by I.R.C.P. 43(e) that would warrant any other conclusion,
the only parties which are required to arbitrate are Clearwater 2008 Note Program LLC and
Mark Boling. The motion to stay arbitration as to Barton Cole Cochran, Chad James Hansen,
Ronald D. Meyer, Christopher Benak, and Ron Ruebel and Clearwater Real Estates Investments
LLC is granted.

District Judge

The Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure do not recognize "Declarations." Evidentiary submissions for motions are
required to be submitted under oath either by way of affidavits or depositions or oral testimony if permitted by the
Court or by stipulations of the parties. I.R.C.P.43(e). The Counterclaim and Third Party Complaint are not
verified. Idaho Rule of Evidence 201 does not authorize the Court to take judicial notice ofthe
of the attachments to the
Counterclaim or Third Party Complaint.

2

2
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OHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk
By DAYSHA OSBORN
DEPUTY

Attorneys for Clearwater REI, LLC, Barton Cole Cochran, Chad James Hansen, Ronald D.
Meyer, Christopher J. Benak, and Ron Ruebel
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA

CLEARWATER REI, LLC, an Idaho
limited liability company; BARTON
COLE COCHRAN, an individual; CHAD
JAMES HANSEN, an individual;
RONALD D. MEYER, an individual;
CHRISTOPHER J. BENAK, an
individual; RON RUEBEL, an individual;
RE CAPITAL INVESTMENTS, LLC, a
Delaware limited liability company,

Case No.: CV OC 12-08669

ANSWER TO COUNTERCLAIM

Plaintiffs/Counterdefendants,
vs.
MARK BOLING, an individual,
Defendant/Counterclaimant.
DefendantiCounterclaimant.
MARK BOLING, an individual,
Third Party Plaintiff,
vs.
CLEARWATER REAL ESTATE
INVESTMENTS, LLC, a Delaware
limited liability company
Third Party Defendant.
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COMES NOW Clearwater REI, LLC, Barton Cole Cochran, Chad James Hansen, Ronald D.
Meyer, Christopher J. Benak, and Ron Ruebel ("Counterdefendants"), by and through undersigned
counsel of record, and hereby answer defendant Mark Boling's counterclaim as follows:
1.

Answering paragraph 1 of the counterclaim, counterdefendants state that such

paragraph contains a statement of purpose for which no answer is required. To the extent that
such paragraph does contain facts that require an answer, counterclaimants deny the same.
2.

Answering paragraph 2, counterdefendants claim that the documents attached to

the counterclaim as exhibits speak for themselves and defendants admit that such documents
appear to be true and correct copies.

Counterdefendants reserve the right to challenge the

authenticity of any such exhibits if such good faith basis arises.
3.

Counterdefendants admit the allegations contained

III

paragraph 3 of the

counterclaim.
4.

Paragraph 4 of the Counterclaim does not contain statements readily capable of

being admitted or denied and, on that basis, counterdefendants deny the same.
5.

Counterdefendants admit the factual allegations set forth

III

paragraph 5;

counterdefendants further state that they bear no relationship to Clearwater Real Estate
Investment, LLC, a Delaware limited liability company
6.

Counterdefendants admit that, at all times material to the events set forth in the

Counterclaim, counterdefendant Clearwater REI, LLC and Clearwater 2008 Note Program,
LLC's principal place of business was located at 1300 E. State Street, Eagle, ID 83616.
7.

Answering paragraph 7 of the Complaint, counterdefendants admit only that

Clearwater REI, LLC is involved in real estate investments. To the extent that paragraph 7
contains additional factual allegations requiring a response, counterdefendants deny the same.
ANSWER TO COUNTERCLAIM - 2
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8.

Counterdefendants admit the allegations contained in paragraph 8.

9.

Counterdefendants admit that the Individual Cross-Defendants are owners,

officers and/or employees of Clearwater REI, LLC.
10.

Counterdefendants are without information or knowledge sufficient to form a

belief as to the truthfulness of the facts alleged in paragraph 10 and on that basis, deny the same.
11.

Counterdefendants deny the allegations set forth in paragraph 11 of the

counterclaim.
12.

Counterdefendants deny the allegations set forth

III

paragraph 12 of the

counterclaim.
13.

Answering paragraph 13 of the counterclaim, counterdefendants admit that Mark

Boling is a California resident who purchased a Note in the amount of $50,000.00 from
Clearwater 2008 Note Program, LLC, through Mr. Boling's registered broker dealer.
Counterdefendants are without information or knowledge sufficient to form a belief as to the
truthfulness of the remaining allegations contained in paragraph 13 and, on that basis, deny the
same.
14.

Counterdefendants deny paragraph 14 of the counterclaim.

15.

Answering paragraph 15 of the Complaint, counterdefendants admit that an initial

package was sent to counterclaimant on or about February 4, 2010. Counterdefendants deny that
such initial package did not contain the Third Supplement to the PPM dated January 20, 2010.
Counterdefendants admit that it did not contain the 2009 Year-End Update dated March 19,
2010, because such document was not yet in existence. Counterdefendants admit that a copy of
the Note dated August 29,2008, was not included in the initial package.
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16.

Answering paragraph 16 of the counterclaim, counterdefendants state only that

the PPM speaks for itself.
17.

Answering paragraph 17 of the counterclaim, counterdefendants state only that

the Guaranty speaks for itself.
18.

Answering paragraph 18 of the counterclaim, counterdefendants state only that

the First Supplement to PPM speaks for itself.
19.

Answering paragraph 19 of the counterclaim, counterdefendants state only that

the First Supplement to PPM speaks for itself.
20.

Answering paragraph 20 of the counterclaim, counterdefendants state only that

the Second Supplement to PPM speaks for itself.
19.

(b) I Answering paragraph 19(b) of the counterclaim, counterdefendants admit

only that Boling executed and submitted a subscription agreement to the 2008 Note Program and
paid the sum of $50,000.00 to the 2008 Note Program.

Counterdefendants are without

information or knowledge sufficient to form a belief as to the truthfulness of the remaining
allegations set forth in paragraph 19 of the counterclaim and, on that basis, deny the same.
20.

(b) Answering paragraph 20(b) of the counterclaim, counterdefendants state only

that the Subscription Agreement speaks for itself.
21.

Answering paragraph 21 of the counterclaim, counterdefendants state only that

the Subscription Agreement speaks for itself.
22.

Answering paragraph 22 of the counterclaim, counterdefendants state only that

the Subscription Agreement speaks for itself.

I Due to a scriveners error in the paragraphs numbered in the counterclaim the numbers 19 and 20 were
inadvertently duplicated. For ease of reference regarding answers to the remaining paragraphs of the complaint, the
scriveners error is duplicated herein with a (b) designation following the second use of each number.
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23.

Answering paragraph 23 of the counterclaim, counterdefendants state that the

PPM and cross-complainant's acknowledgement under the Subscription Agreement speak for
themselves. Counterdefendants are without information or knowledge sufficient to form a belief
as to the truthfulness of the remaining allegations set forth in paragraph 23 and, on that basis,
deny the same.
24.

Counterdefendants admit that cross-complainant allegations set forth in paragraph

24 of the Counterclaim. To the extent that such paragraph indicates that an unrelated Deleware
entity provided such documents to plaintiff, Counterdefendants deny the same.
25.

Paragraph 25 calls for a legal conclusion to which no answer is required; to the

extent that paragraph 25 does contain factual allegations that require a legal conclusion,
counterdefendants are unable to parse them out from the legal conclusions made and, on that
basis, deny the same.
26.

Answering paragraph 26, counterdefendants state only that the Acceptance of

Subscription Agreement speaks for itself.
27.

Answering paragraph 27, counterdefendants state only that the Certificate speaks

for itself.
28.

Answering paragraph 28, counterdefendants state only that the Note speaks for

29.

Answering paragraph 29, counterdefendants state only that the Note speaks for

30.

Answering paragraph 30, counterdefendants state only that the Note and the PPM

itself.

itself.

speak for themselves.
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31.

Paragraph 31 of the counterclaim calls for a legal conclusion to which no answer

is required. To the extent that paragraph 31 does contain factual allegations that require an
answer, counterdefendants are unable to parse them out from the legal conclusions made and, on
that basis, deny the same.
32.

Answering paragraph 32, counterdefendants state only that the PPM speaks for

33.

Answering paragraph 33, counterdefendants state that the Note speaks for itself.

itself.

To the extent that paragraph 33 contains legal conclusions to which no answer is required, no
answer is to be implied; to the extent that paragraph 33 contains factual allegations, that require
an answer, counterdefendants are unable to parse them from the legal conclusions state and, on
that basis, deny the same.
34.

Answering paragraph 34, counterdefendants state only that the documents

attached to the counterclaim as Exhibit 9 speak for themselves.

To the extent that such

paragraph indicates that an unrelated Deleware entity provided such documents to plaintiff,
Counterdefendants deny the same.
35.

Answering paragraph 35, counterdefendants state only that the documents

attached to the counterclaim as Exhibit 10 speak for themselves.
36.

Answering paragraph 36, counterdefendants state only that the document attached

to the counterclaim as Exhibit 11 speaks for itself.
37.

Answering paragraph 37, counterdefendants state that the documents attached to

the counterclaim as Exhibit 12 speak for themselves.
38.

Counterdefendants admit that Clearwater 2008 Note Program, LLC

IS

solely

owned by Clearwater REI, LLC.
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39.

Counterfendants are without information or knowledge sufficient to form a belief

as to the truthfulness of the allegations set forth in paragraph 39 of the Counterclaim and, on that
basis, deny the same.
40.

Counterdefendants admit the allegations set forth

In

paragraph 40 of the

Counterclaim.
41.

Answering paragraph 41, counterdefendants state that the document attached to

the Counterclaim as Exhibit 13 speaks for itself.
42.

Answering paragraph 42, counterdefendants state that the document attached to

the counterclaim as Exhibit 13 speaks for itself.
43.

Answering paragraph 43 of the counterclaim, counterdefendants state that the

documents attached to the counterclaim as Exhibit 14 speak for themselves.
44.

Counterclaimants deny the allegations set forth in paragraph 44 of the

Counterclaim.
45.

Answering paragraph 45 of the counterclaim, counterdefendants state that the

documents attached to the counterclaim as Exhibit 14 speak for themselves. To the extent that
any statements contained in paragraph 45 draw legal conclusions to which no answer is required,
such legal conclusions are denied.
46.

Paragraph 46 of the counterclaim calls for a legal conclusion to which no answer

is required. To the extent that paragraph 46 does contain factual allegations that do require a
response, counterdefendants are unable to parse those factual allegations out from the legal
conclusions drawn and, on that basis, deny the same.
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47.

Counterclaimants are without information or knowledge sufficient to form a belief

as to the truthfulness of the allegations set forth in paragraph 47 of the Counterclaim and, on·that
basis, deny the same.
48.

Paragraph 48 of the counterclaim calls for a legal conclusion to which no answer

is required. To the extent that paragraph 48 does contain factual allegations that do require a
response, counterdefendants are unable to ascertain what those factual allegations are and, on
that basis, deny the same.
49.

Answering paragraph 49 of the counterclaim, counterdefendants state that the

Third Supplement to the PPM speaks for itself.
50.

Answering paragraph 50 of the counterclaim, counterdefendants state that the

documents attached as Exhibit 14 speak for themselves.
51.

Counterdefendants are without knowledge or information sufficient to form a

belief as to the truthfulness of the allegations set forth in paragraph 51 of the Counterclaim.
52.

Answering paragraph 52 of the counterclaim, counterdefendants state that the

documents attached as Exhibit 14 speak for themselves.
53.

Answering paragraph 53 of the counterclaim, counterdefendants state that the

documents attached as Exhibit 16 speak for themselves.
54.

Answering paragraph 54 of the counterclaim, counterdefendants state that the

documents attached as Exhibit 14 speak for themselves.
55.

Answering paragraph 55 of the counterclaim, counterdefendants are without

information or knowledge sufficient to form a belief as to the truthfulness of the allegations set
forth therein and, on that basis, deny the same.
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56.

Answering paragraph 56 of the counterclaim, counterdefendants state that the

documents attached as Exhibit 14 speak for themselves.
57.

Paragraph 57 of the counterclaim contains a legal conclusion to which no answer

is required; to the extent that paragraph 57 contains factual allegations which do require an
answer, counterdefendants deny the same.
58.

Answering paragraph 58 of the counterclaim, counterdefendants state that the

documents attached as Exhibit 17 speak for themselves.
59.

Paragraph 59 of the counterclaim contains a legal conclusion to which no answer

is required; to the extent that paragraph 59 contains factual allegations which do require an
answer, counterdefendants deny the same.
60.

Answering paragraph 60 of the counterclaim, counterdefendants state that the

documents attached as Exhibit 18 speak for themselves.
61.

Counterdefendants admit the facts set forth in paragraph 61 of the counterclaim.

62.

Counterdefendants admit the facts set forth in paragraph 62 of the counterclaim.

63.

Answering paragraph 63 of the counterclaim, counterdefendants deny that

defendant was forced to file a demand for arbitration against Clearwater 2008 Note Program,
LLC and did so voluntarily; counterdefendants further deny that defendant had any contractual
right to file a demand for arbitration as to them and that such demand for arbitration was not filed
in good faith.
64.

Counterdefendants are without information or knowledge sufficient to form a

belief as to the truthfulness of the allegations set forth in paragraph 64 of the counterclaim and,
on that basis, deny the same.
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65.

Counterdefendants deny the allegations set forth

In

paragraph 65 of the

Counterdefendants deny the allegations set forth

In

paragraph 66 of the

counterclaim.
66.
counterclaim.
67.

Paragraph 67 of the counterclaim contains a legal conclusion to which no answer

is required; to the extent that paragraph 67 contains any factual allegations that do require an
answer, counterdefendants deny the same.
68.

Counterdefendants incorporate and reallege paragraphs 1 - 67 as set forth herein.

69.

Paragraph 69 of the counterclaim contains a legal conclusion to which no answer

is required; to the extent that paragraph 69 does contain factual allegations that require an
answer, counterdefendants deny the same.
70.

Paragraph 70 of the counterclaim contains a legal conclusion to which no answer

is required; to the extent that paragraph 70 does contain factual allegations that require an
answer, and to the extent those factual allegations are not otherwise answered herein,
counterdefendants deny the same.
71.

Counterdefendants are without information or knowledge sufficient to form a

belief as to the truthfulness of the allegations set forth in paragraph 71 of the counterclaim and,
on that basis, deny the same.
72.

Counterdefendants are without information or knowledge sufficient to form a

belief as to the truthfulness of the allegations set forth in paragraph 72 of the counterclaim and,
on that basis, deny the same.
73.

Counterdefendants deny the allegations set forth

In

paragraph 73 of the

counterclaim.
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74.

Counterdefendants deny the allegations set forth

III

paragraph 74 of the

Counterdefendants deny the allegations set forth

III

paragraph 75 of the

counterclaim.
75.
counterclaim.
76.

Answering paragraph 76 of the Counterclaim, Counterdefendants admit the

allegations regarding the timing of the audited reports and the disclosure of the same. With
respect to the remaining allegations set forth in paragraph, counterdefendants state that the
audited reports speak for themselves and deny any factual allegations regarding what was
disclosed in such audited reports unless such statements are expressly set forth in the audited
reports.
77.

Counterdefendants are unable to ascertain what facts are being alleged

III

paragraph 77 of the Counterclaim and, on that basis, deny the same.
78.

Counterdefendants deny the factual allegations set forth in paragraph 78 of the

counterclaim.
79.

Counterdefendants deny paragraph 79 of the counterclaim.

80.

Counterdefendants deny paragraph 80 of the counterclaim.

81.

Counterdefendants deny paragraph 81 of the counterclaim.

82.

Answering paragraph 82 of the Counterclaim, Counterdefendants state only that

the Notice speaks for itself and deny the allegation that the document was designed with the
intent to mislead or deceive.
83.

Answering paragraph 83 of the counterclaim, counterdefendants state only that

the documents attached as Exhibit 14 speak for themselves.
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84.

Answering paragraph 84 on of the counterclaim, counterdefendants state that the

valuations reflected in Exhibit 14 speak for themselves.
85.

Counterdefendants deny the factual allegations set forth in paragraph 85 of the

counterclaim.
86.

Counterdefendants state that the Notice referenced

In

paragraph 86 of the

counterclaim speaks for itself.
87.

Counterdefendants deny the factual allegations set forth in paragraph 87 of the

counterclaim.
88.

Counterdefendants deny the factual allegations set forth in paragraph 88 of the

counterclaim.
89.

Counterdefendants deny the factual allegations set forth in paragraph 89 of the

counterclaim.
90.

Counterdefendants deny the factual allegations set forth in paragraph 90 of the

counterclaim.
91.

Counterdefendants deny the factual allegations set forth in paragraph 91 of the

counterclaim.
92.

Counterdefendants deny the factual allegations set forth in paragraph 92 of the

counterclaim.
93.

Counterdefendants deny the factual allegations set forth in paragraph 93 of the

counterclaim.
94.

Counterdefendants deny the factual allegations set forth in paragraph 94 of the

counterclaim.
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95.

Counterdefendants deny the factual allegations set forth in paragraph 95 of the

counterclaim.
96.

Counterdefendants deny the factual allegations set forth in paragraph 96 of the

counterclaim.
97.

Paragraph 97 of the counterclaim is a legal conclusion for which no answer is

required; to the extent that paragraph 97 contains factual allegations that do require an answer,
counterdefendants deny the same.
98.

Paragraph 98 of the counterclaim is a legal conclusion for which no answer is

required; to the extent that paragraph 98 contains factual allegations that do require an answer,
counterdefendants deny the same.
99.

Answering paragraph 99 of the counterclaim, counterdefendants state that Idaho

Code Section 48-608(1) speaks for itself.
100.

Answering paragraph 100 of the counterclaim, counterdefendants state that such

paragraph was improperly pled in violation of Idaho Code Section 6-1604.
101.

Paragraph 101 of the counterclaim does not contain any factual allegations that

require a response; to the extent that any response is required, counterdefendants deny the same.
102.

Counterdefendants deny the allegations set forth in paragraph 102 of the

counterclaim.
103.

Counterdefendants deny the allegations set forth

In

paragraph 103 of the

counterclaim.
104.

Answering paragraphs 104 - 110 of the Counterclaim, counterdefendants state

that such paragraphs are directed only at a party who is protected by the bankruptcy automatic
stay and that no answer is otherwise required.
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To the extent that the prayer for relief section of the counterclaim contains any facts to
which an answer is required, counterdefendants hereby deny the same.
AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSES

1. Counterclaimant has failed to state a claim upon which relief can be granted.
2. Counterclaimants claims are barred by the two year statute of limitations set forth in
Idaho Code Section 48-619.
3. Counterclaimants counterclaims should be stricken in their entirety because they
improperly plead a claim for punitive damages, in violation of Idaho Code Section
6-1604.
PRAYER FOR RELIEF

Counterdefendants hereby pray for relief as follows:
1.
I.

That the counterclaims be dismissed with prejudice and that counterclaimant take nothing

2.

For reasonable costs and attorneys' fees incurred in defending the counterclaims under

thereby;

Idaho Code Section 12-120(3) and Idaho Code Section 12-121.
3.

For such other relief as this Court deems just and proper.

DATED this 9th day of November, 2012.
RAINEY LA W OFFICE

R~~ltdi1~; ,
R~~f~'

Attorneys for Plaintiff/CrossDefendants
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

]I hereby certify that on the 9th day of November, I caused to be served a copy of the
foregoing ANSWER on the following, in the manner indicated below:
Mark Boling
21986 Cayuga Lane
Lake Forest, CA 92630

(
(
(
(

) Via U.S. Mail
) Via Facsimile - 949-588-7078
) Via Overnight Mail
) Via Hand Delivery
V
Via
ia e-mail

ck<l

7
"Z/-( tl/5'
Z~tlZ5'

Rebecca A. Rainey
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.... ."...
."....

,"

NO'~~I:
WI
NO. ...J.WI!.
WI
AM.
__ __
__
AM.
~~".M_
.... _

~':

IlO I.

'

RECEIVED

DEC 10
1 0 2012

DEC 10
10 2012

CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk

Ada County Clerk

By ANNAMARIE MEYER
ByANNAMARIE
DEPUTY

Mark Boling
21986 Cayuga Lane
Lake Forest, CA 92630
(949) 588-9222
(949) 588-7078 [fax]
mabol ing@earthlink.net
Defendant/Counter-Claimantrrhird Party Plaintiff, in pro se

IN THE DISTRICT COURT FOR THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
FOR THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
_CLEAR WATER REI, LLC, et al.
at. .
_CLEARWATER
Plaintiffs/Counter-Defendants,
vs.
MARK BOLING,
Defendant/Counter-Claimant

Case No.: CV OC 1208669

AFFIDAVIT OF MARK BOLING IN
SUPPORT OF
DEFENDANT/COUNTERCLAIMANT'S MOTION TO
COMPEL ARBITRATION

.
AND RELATED ACTIONS

If Required:

Date: February 6, 2013
Time: 2:00 p.m.
Place: 200 W. Front St., Boise, ID

I, Mark Boling, swear under oath that:
1.

I am the Defendant/Counter-Claimant ("Boling") in the above-captioned

2.

I make this affidavit based upon my own personal knowledge unless

matter.

calIed upon as a witness, I could and would
otherwise indicated. If called

~ompetently

testify

to these matters.
3.

corre'ct copy of any and all exhibits identified herein are
A true and corred

attached hereto and incorporated fully herein where identified or referenced.
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4.

Before February 2010, Boling had no prior business or personal

relationship with any ofthe Plaintiffs/Counterdefendants.
5.

On or about February 4, 2010, Boling received an initial package from

Rob Ruebel, Regional Vice-President of Sales of Clearwater Real Estate Investments
("Clearwater") consisting of A) a bound Confidential Private Placement Memorandum
OSNote-A23S dated August 29, 200S
2008 (Exh. 1), which included, inter alia, the
Book # 08Note-A238
Private Placement Memorandum (Exh. IA ,"PPM"), a Guaranty (Exh. 2), and
Supplements One and Two to the PPM (collectively, Exh. 3), and B) a cover letter dated
February 1,2010 and miscellaneous sheets about Clearwater Real Estate Investments

.

(collectively, Exh. 4).
6.

After receiving the initial package from Clearwater, Boling viewed and

relied upon Clearwater's website at www.clearwaterrei.com that was disclosed on the'
letterhead, from the initial package. The website disclosed that Clearwater Real Estate
Investments, LLC owned or operated the website and implied by its content of
ownership that Clearwater Real Estate Investments, LLC was a viable business entity
authorized to do business in the state of Idaho. Boling was unable to access the web
pages on Clearwater's
website for investors because he was not as yet an investor..
,
7.

On February 12, 2010, Boling executed and submitted a Subscription

Agreement ("SA") (Exh. 5), and Boling paid the sum of $50,000 pursuant thereto as his
Program ..,
personal investment in the Company's Note Program.
S.
8.

sUbmitting his executed SA and $50,000 payment, Boling
At the time of submitting

did not previously received from Respondents a copy of the Note dated August 29,
200S, Exhibit A thereto, the Third Supplement to the PPM dated January 20, 2010, or
2008,
the 2009 Ye,ar-End Update dated March 19,2010.
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9.

At the time of submitting his executed SA and $50,000 payment,

Counterdefendants or their agents or principals had not disclose to Boling that a)
Clearwater and Clearwater Real Estate Investments, LLC did not exist as business
entities authorized to do business in the state of Idaho, b) RE Capital Investments, LLC

,

(Guarantor) had a 55.84% membership interest and 50% voting interest in Clearwater
REI, LLC (Manager), and c) RE Capital Investments, LLC (Guarantor) had a consulting
agreement with Clearwater aka Clearwater Real Estate Investments, LLC for $8,500.00
per month.
10.

On or about March 6, 2010, Boling received a cover letter dated March

I, 2010 (Exh. 6), an Acceptance of the Subscription Agreement (Exh. 5), a Certificate
with an effective date of February 27,2010 (Exh. 7), and a Note dated August 29, 2008
(Exh. 8) from Clearwater Real Estate Investments. No Exhibit A, listing the names of
the Noteholders, including Boling, was attached or included with the Note that was
delivered to Boling.
11.

Boling relied on receiving Exhibit A to the Note, listing all Noteholders,

as material because Boling would be made aware of the number of different
Noteholders that may seek later principal redemption under the PPM and Note to
determine his business decisions during the course of the Note Program. If Boling
knew he would not receive a copy of Exhibit A to the Note identifying all Noteholders,
he would not have made his investment.
12.

On or about March 19, 20
2010,
I0, Clearwater Real Estate Investments sent to

the Boling by mail a 2009 Year-End Update (Exh. 9) to keep the investors informed of
the status of the Note Program. Two of the four loan projects were in default and/or in
bankruptcy. The other two loan projects were having delays in the entitlement process.
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13.

On or about June 17, 2010, the Company disclosed its Independent

Auditor's Report and Financ.ial Statements for the calendar years 2008 and 2009 (Exh.
10).
14.

On or about March 24, 2011, .Clearwater
,Clearwater Real Estate Investments sent to

the Boling by mail a 2010 Year-End Update (Exhibit 11])
I) to keep the investors informed
of the status ofthe Note Program. Now, all five (5) outstanding loans were in default.
15.
]5.

On or about August 19,2011, the Company disclosed its Independent

Auditor's Report and Financial Statements for the calendar years 2009 and 2010
20 10 (Exh.
12).
]6.
16.

1, the Company sent by mail
On or about October 26, 20]
2011,

a Notice to

The.
Note Holders (Exh. 13), which was received by Boling on November 4, 2011. The
, N~tice states, "Note Holders can be optimistic of the collateral position of the Note
Program today."

The Notice further states that the amount of the interest payment

distribution would be reduced for the months of November 2011, December
Decel11ber 2011 and
January 20]2
2012 and
17.
]7.

r~assessed

for February 2012.

On November 6, 2011, Boling sent the Company written notice to

redeem 10%
]0% of his principal amount under the Transaction Documents and requested a
of·the
current Balance Sheet of
'the Guarantor (Exh. 14
]4 - Email String/Letters). The last
Balance Sheet ofthe Guarantor disclosed to the Boling was dated December 31,2008.
18.

On

November

10,

2011,
20] 1,

Clearwater

Real

Estate

Investments

.

acknowledged receipt of Boling's liquidation request, placed Boling's request
req~est on a

priority list with an acceptance date of November 7, 2011 and informed Boling that all
liquidation requests have been suspended (Exh. 14 - Email String/Letters).
19.

On December 1, 2011, Boling first obtained by email and reviewed a
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copy of the Third Supplement to the PPM dated January 20, 2010 from Ross Farris,
Director Marketing and Investor Relations for Clearwater. (Exh. 15)
20.

The Third Supplement to the PPM states, inter alia, "[a]lthough the

Guarantor's net worth of approximately, $53.4 million is lower than the net worth of
$54 million it has covenanted to maintain under the Guaranty based on a Maximum
Offering Amount of $20,000,000, in the event that the increased Maximum Amount of
$21,900,000 is attained, the Guarantor's net worth does provide a principal coverage
ratio of: (a) 1.2x, if a portion of the Guarantor's net worth is reserved to provide 1.5x
coverage over principal amounts outstanding under the notes issued by Clearwater 2007
Notes Program, LLC (the "2007 Notes Program") (accounting for liquidation of
$2,000,000 in principal amounts of the notes issued by the 2007 Notes Program as of
December 31, 2009, with $18,000,000 remaining outstanding), and (b) 2.44x, if this
reserve is not made (the Guarantor is not required to make this reserve). Attached as
Exhibit A to the Third Supplement to the PPM was the RE Capital Balance Sheet dated
December 31, 2009.
21.

On December 14, 2011, Boling received a letter from the Company

confirm ing that 1) the security for the loans were not cross-collateralized, 2) the
Manager decides exclusively when to get appraisals for the Projects, 3) the 2010
Audited Report and financials of the Company were purportedly first available on May
1, 2011, 4) the initial PPM packet included the Third Supplement to the PPM, the
Company has requested a final 2010 Balance Sheet from the Guarantor, and 5) the
Company "cannot honor the liquidation requests of a few Note Holders at the expense
ofthe other Note Holders." (Exh. 14 - Email String/Letters)
22.

On December 20, 20,11, Boling spoke by telephone with Lori Fischer,
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Controller of Clearwater Investment, who informed Boling that the 2010 Audited
Report and financials ofthe Company were first available on or after August 29,2011.
29, 201 I.
23.

On December 20, 2011, Boling stated in an email to Clearwater Real

Estate Investments: "If the Company maintains now and at the time of the initial PPM
that it can alter or over-ride this expressed term regarding Callability on the basis that it
hCl:s
h~s an obligation to ALL Note holders allowing the Company not to abide by this
expressed term, then I would request that my subscription be immediately rescinded and
the total principal amount of my note be restored." (Exh. 14 - Email String/Letters)
24.

On or about January 12,2012, Clearwater Real Estate Investments sent a

letter to Note Holders postponing all 2011
201 I liquidation requests until further notice.
(Exh. 16)
25.

On or about January 25, 2012, the Company sent a letter to Boling

stating that it has "been in contact with RE·
RE Capital and are hopeful of receiving
correspondence from them in the next 30 days. (Exh. 14 - Email String/Letters)
26.

On February 2, 2012, Ross Farris, Director of Marketing and Investor

Relations informed Boling by telephone that the reduction of interest payment was
made pursuant to Section 3 of the Note and the suspension of liquidation rights was to
protect all Noteholders. Boling informed Mr. Farris that he never received a copy ofthe
Note until after submitting his Subscription Agreement and $50,000 payment to the
Company.

Boling further requested a copy of Exhibit A to the Note.

Mr. Farris

responded that he would obtain a copy of Exhibit A to the Note, but only with Boling's
name on it and not the identity of all Noteholders. No Exhibit A to the Note was ever
received by Boling. Mr. Farris also

~tated
~tated

that all the business decisions for the Note

Program are made by the management team of Clearwater REI, LLC.
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27.

On February 2, 2012, Boling sent to Clearwater by email a written

Notice of Default on Interest payments for November 2011, December 2011, and
201 1, and a written Notice of Default on his liquidation rights and demanding
January 2011,
that payment be made immediately or after Ii cure period, if necessary. (Exh. 14 Email String/Letters)
28.

On February 6,2012, Boling received from Clearwater a cover letter and

January Update dated January 31, 2012. (Exh. 17)

The cover letter states: "the

February payment will be 25% of the monthly interest distributed."

The Update

acknowledges: "Real Estate values have falIen dramaticalIy
dramatically nationwide."
29.

On February 9, 2012, Boling received from Clearwater a Quarterly

Statement ending

De~ember

31, 2011 (Exh 18) that sets forth the "Total Outstanding

Principal of Master Promissory Note to Investors" as $21,810,000 and "Total Appraised
Collateral" as $25,100,000 and "ColIateral
"Collateral valuations dated September 15,
Value of ColIateral"
2010, January 19,2011 and September 21, 2011."
30.

If before investing, Boling had been made aware of 1) the Note's

contents that the purported accrual of interest payments, as compared with the actual
payment of interest as expressed in the PPM, was to apply to his transaction with the
Company, 2) the contents of the Third Supplement to the PPM that a) further
restrictions were place on the Noteholder's right to redeem principal, and b) the
Guarantor's net worth on December 31, 2009 was less than the covenanted amount set
forth in the Guaranty, 3) the Guarantor's cash reserves was depleted before Boling
received the PPM, 4) the Program's unstable loan portfolio as described in the 2009
Year-End Update, 5) Clearwater and Clearwater Real Estate Investment, LLC were not
legitimate business entities authorized to do business in the state of Idaho, 6) the
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Guarantor owned/controlled2: 50% of the Manager, and/or 7 ) the Guarantor was
receiving significant compensation from the Clearwater umbrella business,

Boling

would not have entered into the Subscription Agreement and invested in the purchase of
the Note.
31.

On

February

3,

2012,

I

downloaded

from

the

website

www.clearwaterrei.com the terms of use web pages (Exh 19) that sets forth Clearwater
www.clearwaterreLcom
Real Estate Investments, LLC as the business entity that owns, maintains and operates
the website having the same physical address, email address and telephone numbers as
Clearwater Real Estate Investments and the Counterdefendants. (Judicial Notice

Requested,IR.E. § 201 (b) and (c).)
32.

Further on February 3, 2012, I performed an on-line search of the

business entities, Clearwater Real

Est~te Invest~ents,
Invest~ents,

LLC and Clearwater Real Estate

Investments with the Idaho Secretary of State website at www.accessidaho.org.
Results were "No business entities found." (Exh 20) (Judicial Notice Requested, LR.E.

§ 201 (b) and (c).)
33.'

February'I5,
2012 and out of abundance of caution, Boling filed a
On February'
15,2012

...
,

Demand for Commercial Arbitration with the American Arbitration Association
("AAA") against all named Counterdefendants and the Company and served said
parties therewith regarding the acts and omissions set forth herein under the arbitration
clause in the SA.
34.

On or about March 8, 2012, Counterdefendants filed with the AAA and

forth... in the
served their Answer Statement objecting to arbitrate the disputes set forth
counterclaim and third party complaint on behalf of all named Counterdefendants, but

-'Page 8
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not the Company. Counterdefendants filed this action denying the existence of the
agreement to arbitrate against them.
35.

Boling

has

served

all

PlaintiffslCounterdefendants

with

the

counterclaims and discovery on the counterclaims is pending in this lawsuit.

36.

On or about August 17, 2012, Counterdefendants served Boling with a

Motion to Stay Arbitration in this case and denied the existence of the agreement to
arbitrate.

DISCOVERY RECEIVED AFTER MOTION TO STAY ARBITRATION:
37.

On June 25, 2012, I propounded and served by electronic service

In"terrogatoriesand Requests for Production of Documents, Sets No. One to
Counterdefendants Barton Cole Cochran, Chad James Hansen, Ronald D. Meyer,
Christopher J. Benak and Rob Ruebel.

38.

On August 8, 2012, the Court granted a stay of said discovery until the

date of the hearing on PlaintiffslCounterdefendants' Motion to Dismiss and Motion to

Stay Arbitration that was set for September 12, 2012. By the time the Court had
granted a stay of discovery, Counterdefendants had failed to timely respond to the
written discovery. Thus, all objections were waived.
39.

On September 12, 2012, PlaintiffslCounterdefendants' Motion to

Dismiss and Motion to Stay Arbitration were heard by the court. At that time, the
Motion to Dismiss was denied and the Motion to Stay Arbitration was submitted to the
Court. Pursuant to the Court's 8/8/12 Order, the discovery stay ended on September 12,
2012, the hearing date for the motions.
40.

On October 16, 2012, this Court rejected Boling's declaration and issued
,

its Decision and Order Re: Motion to Stay Arbitration in the case of Clearwater v.
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Boling, Ada County District Court of
ofIdaho,
Idaho, Case No. CV OC 1208669 ("Clearwater
case") (Exh 21), stating, inter alia, "The Court notes that the relief sought by the
plaintiffs is a determination that they are not subject to the requirement to arbitrate
contained in the Subscription Agreement - if their position is correct, that hardly gives a
basis for them to evade any direct liability they may have for consumer protection
violations on the record as it currently exists, at a minimum, the Court could not address
of the claim on this record.
the merits ·of

* * * Until

or unless additional evidence is

presented to the Court as provided for by I.R.C.P.
I.l~.. C.P. 43(e) that would warrant any other
which are required to arbitrate are Clearwater 2008 Note
conclusion, the only parties which'
(Underline added) As a courtesy, I did not pursued
Program LLC and Mark Boling." (Underline
of an order on the Motion to Stay.
the discovery responses until the Court's issuance ofan
41.

On October 25, 2012, I requested by email that Counterdefendants

Barton Cole Cochran, Chad James Hansen, Ronald D. Meyer, Christopher J. Benak and
Rob Ruebel serve me with full and complete substantive responses to Interrogatories
and Requests for Production of Documents, Sets No. One and produce all requested
p.rri. (pacific) on November 1,2012.
documents by 5:00 p.m.
42.

On October 30, 2012, J received an email correspondence from counsel

Counterd~fendants requesting that discovery responses for the pending written
for Counterde,fendants

discovery be received on November 16,2012.
43.

Later on October 30,2012, I sent an email correspondence to counsel for

Counterdefendants agreeing that substantive discovery responses for the pending
,
written discovery to be received on or before November 16,2012.
44.

I intended that the substantive responses to the pending discovery and

production of documents would support the Motion to Compel Arbitration.
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45.

On November 16, 2012, I received responses to the pending discovery

by Counterdefendants Cochran and Hansen, only.
46.

In response to Interrogatory No. 29, "State the date YOU first became

aware of the contents of the Balance Sheet(s) for RE Capital Investments, LLC for the
2010 calendar year," the responding parties responded, inter alia, "a final balance sheet
2010
I0 that would have been intended for disclosure to third parties
for RE Capital for 20
that calendar year was never completed."
47.

In response to Interrogatory No. 30, "State the date YOU first became

aware of the contents of the balance Sheet(s) for RE Capital Investments, LLC for the
2011
II calendar year," the responding parties responded, inter alia, "no efforts were made
20
to create a balance sheet for RE Capital for the 2011 calendar year."
48.

In response to Request for Production No. 33, "A most recent legible

29, 2008 that sets forth the
copy of Exhibit A to the Master Note dated August 29,2008
IDENTITY
ID ENTITY of all Note Holders under the CLEARWATER
CLEAR WATER 2008 NOTE PROGRAM,"
the responding parties responded ''None exist."
49.

On November 16,2012, I received documents produced by

Counterdefendants in response to the pending Requests for Production of Documents,
Set No. One. The documents were Bates-labeled beginning with "CW" and included,
inter alia, the following:
a)

11/8/07
1118/07 Employment Agreements between Clearwater Real Estate

Investments and Mr. Cochran, showing compensation related to performance ofthe
Note Program(CW00670-672) (Exh 22);
b)

1118/07 Employment Agreements between Clearwater Real Estate
11/8/07

of the Note
Investments and Mr. Ruebel, showing compensation related to performance ofthe
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Program (CW00686-688) (Exh 23);
c)

111108
1/1/08 Consulting agreement between Diamond B Asset Management,

Inc. (Benak) and Clearwater Real Estate Investments (CW 00748-750), 1/1/08
111108
C(:msulting
C<:msulting agreement between Terron Investments, Inc. (Meyer) and Clearwater Real

111109 Consulting agreement between RE
Estate Investments (CW 00751-753), and 1/1/09
Capital Investments, LLC (Benak and Meyer) and Clearwater Real Estate Investments
(CW00754-756), which documents were all executed by Clearwater Real Estate
Investments, LLC on behalf of ClearWater Real Estate Investments (collectively as Exh
24);
d)

111 /09 Second Amendment to Operating Agreement of Clearwater REI,
1/1/09

LLC showing RE Capital investments, LLC (Guarantor, owned by Benak and Meyer's
LLCs) as a significant owner of Clearwater REI, LLC (the Manager) (CW00722-725)
(Exh25);
e)

10117111
10/17/11 Email correspondence and attachment from Ross Farris to

Chad Hansen and Bart Cochran that shows Mssrs. Hansen and Cochran's personal
involvement in managing the Note Program (CW00548-549, 667-669) (collectively,
Exh 26).
50.

On November 28, 2012, I received a "Certificate of Assumed Business

Name" (without bates-label no.) filed July 24,2012 with the Idaho Secretary of State's
office and produced by Counterdefendants in response to the pending Requests for
Production of Documents, Set No. One. (Exh 27)
51.

During the week of November 26, 2012, I contacted the court clerk,

Tara, by telephone to reserve a hearing date, if necessary, for the subject motion. On
December 3,2012, I spoke by telephone with the court clerk, Tara, and was informed
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that the first available hearing date was February 6, 2013, at which time I reserved the
hearing date for the subject motion and requested a telephonic appearance, if necessary.

Dated:

lYe.II [;~

BY:~~
BY:~~

MARK BOLING
AffiantiDefendantiCounter-Claimant
Affiant/Defendant/Counter-Claimant
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STATE OF CALIFORNIA)
County of ORANGE
) :ss
I, MARK BOLING, being first duly sworn, deposes and says:
I am the AffiantiDefendantiCounter-Claimant in the above-captioned action. I have
read the foregoing AFFIDAVIT OF MARK BOLING IN SUPPORT OF

DEFENDANT/COUNTER-CLAIMANT'S

MOTION

TO

COMPEL

ARBITRATION, know the contents thereof, and that the same are true to the best ()f
my knowledge, information or belief.
Dated:

rzj6
rz/6 j; z"

STATE OF CALIFORNIA)
County of ORANGE
) :ss

S~bscribed

on:]keIt\'oertz,l.oI2.before me, -LJ11S
Subscribed and Sworn on::!keIt\'ouCz,l.oI2.before
LJ11S

4l-e.{v\ec.vJe.
4l-eLV\ec.vJe. z-

a Notary Public, personally appeared Mark Boling, personally known to me (or proved
to me on the basis of satisfactory evidence) to be the person whose name is subscribed
to the within affidavit and acknowledged to me that he executed the same in his
authorized capacity and that by his signature on the affidavit is the person who acted
and executed the affidavit.
I certify under PENALTY OF PERJURY under the laws of the State of

California that
thatthe
the foregoing paragraph is true and correct.
ial seal.
S.ignature{---:7L-~.&:::::""-L+:)ILL&!y~!::Ql,~~

Residingat:

'2.{0'71

(J01.2-

l'Do\,Aej~1 CPr q~0

--.1Ll o~ fLO (-c;:

Commission Expires: _~~:"='-I-'='_--"-_

1$
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CONFIDENTIAL PRIVATE PLACEMENT MEMORANDUM
CLEARWATER 2008 NOTE PROGRAM, LLC
$20,000,000 9.0% Notes
(Subject to increase to $40,000,000)
Minimum Investment: $50,000
Minimum Offering Amount: $1,000,000
Maximum Offering Amount: $20,000,000 (Subject to increase to $40,000,000)
Clearwater 2008 Note Program, LLC, an Idaho limited liability company, was organized to offer up to $20,000,000 in
of9.0%
9.0% Notes due December 31,2015,
31, 2015, subject to increase to $40,000,000 at the sole discretion of the
aggregate principal amount of
Company. The Company will use "the proceeds from the offering of the Notes to provide secured financing for real estate
acquisition and development projects undertaken by Clearwater REI, LLC, an Idaho limited liability company, its Affiliates and
other borrowers who satisfy the lending criteria established by the Company. Such projects may include, without limitation,
acquisition, entitlement, and development of and construction on undeveloped real property and purchase or refinance of existing
real estate assets. See "Business Plan." All loans made by the Company will be collateralized by a first position mortgage or deed
of trust, as the case may be. The .company expects that most, if not all, loans will be made to its Affiliates for projects located in
Idaho, Nevada, Arizona and California, although the Company reserves the right, at its sole discretion, to make loans in other
areas. Each collateralized loan made by the Company will be described in a supplement to this Memorandum.
The Notes will be obligations of the Company the principal of which will be guaranteed by RE Capital Investments, LLC.
See "Description of Notes", "Clearwater REI, LLC" and the Guaranty attached hereto as Exhibit D. All Notes issued pursuant to
will mature on December 31, 2015. Notes will be issued and will begin accruing interest on the first day
this Memorandum willmature
Company, Noteholders may elect,
immediately following the day on which the investment proceeds therefrom are received by the Company.
from time to time, to (a) receive monthly distributions of simple interest at the annual rate of 9.0%, or (b) re-invest accrued interest
at a compounded annual interest rate of9.0% (such reinvested interest will be added to and considered principal from and afterreinvestment). See "Description ofthe Notes - Interest Reinvestment Plan." Beginning December 31,2011, the Company, at is sole
discretion, may call all or any portion of the Notes, at any time, for 100% of the original principal amount of such Notes, plus
accrued but unpaid interest, upon 90 days written notice to the N
oteholders, without penalty. Beginning December 31, 2010 and
Noteholders,
once annually thereafter, Notes representing up to 10% of the original principal amount may be called by the Noteholders upon not
less than 90 days written notice to the Company. See "Description of the Notes." Capitalized terms not otherwise defined herein
have the meanings given to them in the Glossary.
The Notes are being issued with a minimum investment of $50,000 and in additional denominations of $1,000; however,
Company.
smaller purchases are available at the sole discretion of the Company,

Minimum Investment(3)
Maximum Offering Amount(4)
(I)
(1)

(2)

(3)
(4)

Price to
Investors
$50,000
$20,000,000

Selling Commissions
and Expenses(l)
$ 4,650
$1,860,000

Proceeds to
the Company<2)
Company(2)
$45,350
$18,140,000

SeIling Group will receive selling
Notes will be offered and sold on a "best efforts" basis by broker-dealers who are members ofFINRA. The members of the Selling
Conunissions may be reduced, however, if a lower commission
conunission rate is negotiated
commissions of up to 7.0% of the Gross Proceeds. The amount of Selling Commissions
with a member of the Selling Group. Thc Managing Broker-Dealer will
wiII receive up to 2.3% of the Gross Proceeds as compensation and reimbursement for
due diligence and marketing expenses up to 1.0% of which may be re-allowed to members of the SeIling
Selling Group for marketing and due diligence expenses.
Selling Group will not exceed 9.3% of the Gross
The aggregate amount of Selling Commissions and Expense Reimbursements paid to members of the SeIling
Conunissions in connection with the sale of Notes. See "Conflicts of
Proceeds. See "Use of Proceeds" Affiliates of the Company may receive Selling Commissions
Selling Commissions
Conunissions from subscribers
Interest." The ~ompany, in its discretion, may accept purchases of Notes net of all or an agreed portion of the SeIling
purchasing through a registered investment advisor, from subscribers for Notes who are affiliates of the Company or a member of the Selling Group"
Group.
conunissions and allowance, but before deducting organizational and offering expenses and other
Amounts shown are proceeds after deducting selling commissions
expenses incurred in connection with the Offering and the Company's operations.
•'
The minimum purchase is $50,000 principal amount of Notes. The Company has the right, at its sole discretion, to waive the minimum purchase requirement.
Subjectlo increase to $40,000,000 at the sole discretion of the Company. If the offering is increased to $40,000,000 the SeIling
Selling Conunission
Commission and Expenses in
Subject.!o
the table will be $3,720,000 and Proceeds to the Company will be $36,280,000.

This Memorandum is dated August 29, 2008
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CONFIDENTIAL PRIVATE PLACEMENT MEMORANDUM
CLEARWATER 2008 NOTE PROGRAM, LLC
$20,000,000 9.0% Notes

(Subject to increase to $40,000,000)
Minimum Investment: $50,000 .
$ I,000,000
Minimum Offering Amount: $1,000,000
Maximum Offering Amount: $20,000,000 (Subject to increase to $40,000,000)
Clearwater 2008 Note Program, LLC, an Idaho limited liability company, was organized to offer up to $20,000,000 in
aggregate principal amount of 9.0% Notes due December 31, 2015, subject to increase to $40,000,000 at the sole discretion of the
Company. The Company will use the proceeds from the offering of the Notes to provide secured financing for real estate acquisition
and development projects undertaken by Clearwater REI, LLC, an Idaho limited liability company, its Affiliates and other borrowers
who satisfY the lending criteria established by the Company. Such projects may include, without limitation, acquisition, entitlement,
and development of and construction on undeveloped real property and purchase or refinance of existing real estate assets. See
"Business Plan." All loans made by the Company will be collateralized by a first position mortgage or deed oftrust, as the case may
be. The Company expects that most, ifnot all, loans will be made to its Affiliates for projects located in Idaho, Nevada, Arizona and
California, although the Company reserves the right, at its sole discretion, to make loans in other areas. Each collateralized loan made
by the Company will be described in a supplement to this Memorandum.
The Notes will be obligations of the Company the principal of which will be guaranteed by RE Capital Investments, LLC.
of Notes", "Clearwater REI, LLC" and the Guaranty attached hereto as Exhibit D. All Notes issued pursuant to this
See "Description ofNotes",
Memorandum will mature on December 31, 2015. Notes will be issued and will begin accruing interest on the first day immediately
following the day on which the investment proceeds therefrom are received by the Company. Noteholders may elect, from time to
time, to (a) receive monthly distributions of simple interest at the annual rate of9.0%, or (b) re-invest accrued interest at a
compounded annual interest rate of9.0% (such reinvested interest will be added to and considered principal from and after re31,2011,
investment). See "Description of the Notes - Interest Reinvestment Plan;" Beginning December 31,20
II, the Company, at is sole
discretion, may call all or any portion of the Notes, at any time, for 100% of the original principal amount of such Notes, plus accrued
31,2010
but unpaid interest, upon 90 days written notice to the Noteholders, without penalty. Beginning December 31,20
I0 and once annually
thereafter, Notes representing up to 10% of the original principal amount may be called by the Noteholders upon not less than 90 days
written notice to the Company. See "Description of the Notes." Capitalized terms not otherwise defined herein have the meanings
given to them in the Glossary.
The Notes are being issued with a minimum investment of$50,000 and in additional denominations of$I,OOO; however,
smaller purchases are available at the sole discretion of the Company.

Minimum Investment(3)
Maximum Offering Amount(4)

Price to
Investors
$50,000
$20,000,000

Selling Commissions
Expenses(!)
and Expenses!!)
$ 4,650
$1,860,000

Proceeds to
the Company(2)
$45,350
$18,140,000

(I)

Notes will be offered and sold on a "best efforts" basis by broker-dealers who are members of FINRA. The members of the Selling Group will receive selling
commissions of up to 7.0% of the Gross Proceeds. The amount of Selling Commissions may be reduced, however, if a lower commission rate is negotiated with a
member of the Selling Group. The Managing Broker-Dealer will receive up to 2.3% of the Gross Proceeds as compensation and reimbursement for due diligence
and marketing expenses up to 1.0% of which may be re-allowed to members of the Selling Group for marketing and due diligence expenses. The aggregate
amount of Selling Commissions and Expense Reimbursements paid to members of the Selling Group will not exceed 9.3% of the Gross Proceeds. See "Use of
Proceeds" Affiliates of the Company may receive Selling Commissions in connection with the sale of Notes. See "Conflicts of Interest." The Company, in its
discretion, may accept purchases of Notes net of all or an agreed portion of the Sell ing Commissions from subscribers purchasing through a registered investment
advisor, from subscribers for Notes who
who are affiliates of the Company or a member of the Selling Group.
(2) Amounts shown are proceeds after deducting selling commissions and allowance, but before deducting organizational and offering expenses and other expenses
incurred in connection with the Offering and the Company's operations.
(3) The minimum purchase is $50,000 principal amount of Notes. The Company has the right, at its sole discretion, to waive the minimum purchase requirement.
(4) Subject to increase to $40,000,000 at the sole discretion ofthe Company. If the offering is increased to $40,000,000 the Selling Commission and Expenses in the
table will be $3,720,000 and Proceeds to the Company will be $36,280,000.

This Memorandum is dated August 29,2008
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An investment in Notes is hig _ peculative and involves substantial risks.
for a complete discussion ofthe risks, including, but ~ot limited to, the following:
fora

•
•
•
•
•

Risk Factors" beginning on page 9

there is no certainty as to an investment in Notes being profitable;
underlying risks inherent to the individual real estate projects for which the proceeds are used, including the risks
with residential and commercial development;
associated with
risks of national, regional, and'local economic downturn;
the Notes are nota diversified investment; and
there are various conflicts of interest among the Company, the Manager and their Affiliates.

ThemailingaddressoftheCompanyisc/oClearwaterREI,LLC, 1300 E. State Street, Suite 103, Eagle, Idaho 83616,
Attention: Don Steeves. The telephone number of the Company is (208) 639-4488.
The Notes offered hereby have not been registered under the Securities Act or the securities laws of certain states and are
being offered and sold in reliance on exemptions from the registration requirements of the Securities Act and such laws. The Notes
are subject to restrictions on transferability and resale and may not be transferred or resold except as permitted under the Securities
Act and such laws pursuant to registration or exemption therefrom. In making an investment decision, investors must rely on their
own examination of the person or entity creating the securities and the terms of the offering,'
including the merits and risks involved.
offering,'including
The Securities Act and the securities laws of certain jurisdictions grant purchasers of securities sold in violation of the
registration or qualification provisions of such laws the right to rescind their purchase of such securities and to receive back the
of Notes described in this Memorandum is not required to be registered
consideration paid. The Company believes that the Offering ofNotes
or qualified. Many of these laws granting the right of rescission also provide that suits for such violations must be brought within a
specified time, usually one year from discovery offacts constituting such violation and three years from the violation. Should any
investor institute such an action on the theory that the Offering conducted as described herein was required to be registered or
qualified, the Company contends that the contents of this Memorandum constitutec! notice ofthe facts constituting such violation.
No person has been authorized to give any information or make any representations other than those contained in this
Memorandum, and, if given or made, such information or representations must not be relied upon as having been given by the
offerors. This Memorandum does not constitute an offer or solicitation by anyone in any jurisdiction in which such an offer or
solicitation is not authorized, or in which the person making such an offer is not qualified to do so, or to any person to whom it is
unlawful to make an offer or solicitation.
Neither the information contained herein, nor any prior, contemporaneous or subsequent communication should be construed
by the prospective investor as legal or tax advice. Each prospective investor should consult his own legal, tax and financial advisors to
ascertain the merits and risks of the transactions described herein prior to purchasing the Notes.
FOR FLORIDA RESIDENTS

The securities referred to in this Memorandum have not been registered under the Florida Securities Act. If sales are made to
five (5) or more investors in Florida, any Florida investor may, at his option, void any purchase hereunder within a period ofthree (3)
days after he (a) first tenders or pays to the Company, an agent ofthe Company, or an escrow agent the consideration required
hereunder or (b) delivers his executed Subscription Documents, whichever occurs later. To accomplish this, it is sufficient for a
Florida investor to send a letter or telegram to the Company within such three (3) day period, stating that he is voiding and rescinding
the purchase. If any investor sends a letter, it is prudent to do so by certified mail, return receipt requested, to ensure that the letter is
received and to evidence thetime of mailing.

FOR NEW HAMPSHIRE RESIDENTS

421-8 of the New
Neither the fact that a registration statement or an application for a license has been filed under Chapter 421-B
Hampshire Revised Statutes with the State of New Hampshire nor the fact that a security is effectively registered or a person is
of New Hampshire constitutes a finding by the Secretary of State that any document filed under RSA-421-8
licensed in the State ofNew
RSA-421-B is
true, complete and not misleading. Neither any such fact nor the fact that an exemption or exception is available for a security or a
transaction means that the Secretary of State has passed in any way upon the merits or qualifications of, or recommended or given
approval to, any person, security or transaction. It is unlawful to make, or cause to be made, to any prospective purchaser, customer,
or client any representation inconsistent with the provisions of this paragraph.
ii
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WHO MAY INVEST
The offer and sale ofNotes
of Notes is being made in reliance on an exemption from the registration requirements of
the Securities Act. Accordingly, distribution of the Memorandum is strictly limited to persons who meet the
requirements and make the representations set forth below. The Company reserves the right to declare any
prospective Noteholder ineligible to purchase Notes based upon any information which may become known or
to the Company concerning the suitability of such prospective Investor, for any other reason or for no
available t6
reason, in the Company's sole discretion.
The Notes are highly speculative, involve a very high risk, and are suitable only for persons of substantial
financial means who have no need for liquidity in this investment. Notes will be sold only to prospective Noteholders
who:
(1)

purchase a minimum of$50,000 in Notes unless the Company, at its sole discretion, waives the
minimum purchase requirement;

(2)

represent in writing that they are "Accredited Investors" (as defined by Rule 501 of Regulation D
under the Securities Act); and

(3)

satisfY the investor suitability requirements established by the Company and as may be required
under federal or state law.

Each prospective Noteholder must represent in writing that he meets, among others, ALL of the following
requirements:
(a)

He has received, read and fully understands this Memorandum, he is basing his decision to invest on
this Memorandum, he has relied on the information contained in this Memorandum, and he has not
relied upon any representations made by any other person;

(b)

He understands that an investment in the Notes involves substantial risks and he is fully cognizant
of, and understands, all ofthe risk factors relating to an investment in the Notes, including, without
limitation, those risks set forth in the section of this Memorandum entitled "Risk Factors";

(c)

His overall commitment to investments that are not readily marketable is not disproportionate to his
individual net worth, and his investment in the Notes will not cause such overall commitment to
become excessive;

(d)

He has adequate means of providing for his financial requirements, both current and anticipated, and
has no need for liquidity in this investment;

(e)

He can bear, and is willing to accept, the economic risk of losing his entire investment in the Notes;

(t)

He is acquiring the Notes for his own account and for investment purposes only and has no present
intention, agreement or arrangement for the distribution, transfer, assignment, resale or subdivision
of the Notes; and

(g)

~ccredited Investor as defined in Rule 501 of Regulation D under the Securities Act.
He is an ~ccredited

In addition to certain institutional investors, a prospective Noteholder who meets one of the following tests
will qualifY as an "Accredited Investor:"
(1)
(I)

the prospective Noteholder is a natural person who had individual income in excess of$200,000 in
each of the two most recent years, or joint income with that person's spouse in excess of$300,000
in each of these years, and has a reasonable expectation of reaching the same income level in the"
the'
current year;

(2)

the prospective Noteholder is a'natural person whose individual net worth, or joint net worth with
that person's spouse, exceeds $1,000,000 at the time of his investment in the Notes;
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(3)

the prospective Noteholder is an organization described under Section 501 (c)(3) ofthe Code, a
corporation, Massachusetts or similar business trust, or a partnership not formed for the specific
purpose of acquiring the Notes, with total assets in excess of$5,000,000;

(4)

the prospective Noteholder is an entity (inCluding an IRA) in which all of the equity owners are
Accredited Investors as defined in subparagraphs (I) and (2) above;

(5)

the prospective Noteholder is a trust with total assets in excess of$5,000,000, not formed for the
specific purpose of acquiring the Notes, the purchase of which is directed by a "sophisticated
506(b)(2)(ii) of Regulation D under the Securities Act; or
person" as defined in Rule 506(b)(2)(ii)

(6)

the prospective Noteholder is an employee benefit plan within the meaning of ERISA in which the
investment decision is made by a plan fiduciary (as defined in Section 3(21) of ERISA) which is
either a bank, savings and loan association, insurance company, or registered investment adviser; or
the employee benefit plan has total assets in excess of $5,000,000; or it is a self-directed plan in
which investment decisions are made solely by persons who are Accredited Investors.

"Net worth" is defined as the difference between total assets and total liabilities, including home, home
furnishings and personal automobiles. In the case of fiduciary accounts, the net worth and/or income suitability
requirements must be satisfied by the beneficiary of the account, or by the fiduciary, if the fiduciary directly or
indirectly provides funds for the purchase of the Notes.
Representations with respect to the foregoing and certain other matters will be made by each prospective
Noteholder in the Subscription Agreement. The Company will rely on the accuracy of such representations and may
require additional evidence that the prospective Noteholder satisfies the applicable standards at any time prior to
acceptance. Prospective Noteholders are not obligated to supply any information so requested by the Company, but
the Company may reject a Subscription Agreement from any prospective Noteh61der who fails to supply any
infonnation so requested. Prospective Noteholders who are unable or unwilling to make the foregoing representations
may not purchase Notes.
The investor suitability requirements stated above represent minimum suitability requirements established by
the Company for prospective Noteholders. However, satisfaction of these requirements will not necessarily mean that
Notes are a suitable investment for the prospective Noteholder, or that the Company will accept the prospective
Noteholder's Subscription Agreement. Furthermore, the Company, as appropriate, may modify such requirements at
its sole discretion, and such modifications may raise the suitability r~quirements
r~quirements for prospective Noteholders.
No person has been authorized by the Company to make any representations or furnish any information with
respect to the Company or the Notes other than as set forth in this Memorandum or other documents or information
Compal1Y upon request as described herein. This Memorandum contains summaries of certain other
furnished by the Compa'1Y
documents, which summaries are believed to be accurate, but reference is hereby made to the full text ofthe actual
documents for complete information conceming the rights and obligations ofthe parties thereto. Such information
necessarily incorporates significant assumptions, as well as factual matters. All documents relating to this Offering
and related documents and agreements, if readily available to the Company, will be made available to a prospective
Noteholder or representatives upon request to the Company. During the course of this Offering and prior to sale, each
prospective Noteholder is invited to ask questions of and obtain additional information from the Company concerning
the terms and conditions of this Offering, the Company, the Notes and any other relevant matters, including, but not
limited to, additional information necessary or desirable to verify the accuracy of the information set forth in this
Memorandum. The Company will provide the information to the extent it possesses such information or can obtain it
without unreasonable effort or expense.
This Memorandum constitutes an offer only to the offeree whose name appears in the appropriate space on
the cover page. Furthermore, this Memorandum does not constitute an offer or solicitation to anyone in any
jurisdiction in which such an offer or solicitation is not authorized. This Memorandum has been prepared solely for
the benefit of persons interested in the proposed private placement of the Notes offered hereby. Any reproduction or
distribution of this Memorandum, in whole or in part, or the disclosure of any of its contents without the prior written
consent of the Company is expressly prohibited. The recipient, by accepting delivery of this Memorandum, agrees to
return this Memorandum and all documents furnished herewith to the Company or its representatives immediately
upon request if the recipient does not purchase any Notes, or ifthis Offering is withdrawn or terminated.
2
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The Notes are not suitable investments for a qualified plan, an IRA or other tax exempt entity. Therefore,
this Memonindum does not discuss risks that may be associated with an investment in the Notes by a qualified plan,
an IRA or other tax exempt entity.
r~quirements described above, do not read further and immediately return this
If you do not meet the r~quirements
Memorandum to the Company. In"the'event you do not meet such requirements, this Memorandum does not
constitute an offer to sell Notes to you.
.

Restrictions Imposed by the USA PATRIOT Act and Related Acts

The Notes may not be offered, sold, transferred or delivered, directly or indirectly, to any "Unacceptable
"
Investor." "Unacceptable Investor" means any person who is a:
•

Person or entity who is a "designated national," "specially designated national," "specially designated
terrorist," "specially designated global terrorist," "foreign terrorist organization," or ''blocked person" within
the definitions set forth in the Foreign Assets Control Regulations of the U.S. Treasury Department;

•

Person acting on behalf of, or any entity owned or controlled by, any government against whom the U.S.
maintains economic sanctions or embargoes under the Regulations of the U.S. Treasury Departmentincluding, but not limited to the "Government of Sudan," the "Government ofIran," the "Government of
~'Government of Syria";
Libya," and the ~'Government

•

Person or entity who is within the scope of Executive Order 13224-Blocking Property and Prohibiting
Transactions with Persons who Commit, Threaten to Commit, or Support Terrorism, effective September 24,
2001; or

•

Person or entity subject to additional restrictions imposed by the following statutes or regulations and
executive orders issued thereunder: the Trading with the Enemy Act, the Iraq Sanctions Act, the National
Emergencies Act, the Antiterrorism and Effective Death Penalty Act of 1996, the International Emergency
Economic Powers Act, the United Nations Participation Act, the International Security and Development
Cooperation Act, the Nuclear Proliferation Prevent Act of 1994, the Foreign Narcotics Kingpin Designation
Act, the Iran and Libya Sanctions Act of 1996, the Cuban Democracy Act, the Cuban Liberty and
Democratic Solidarity Act and the Foreign Operation, Export Financing and Related Programs
non-U .S. Country, as each such act or law
Appropriations Act or any other law of similar import as to any non-U.S.
has been or may be amended, adjusted, modified or reviewed from time to time.
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HOW TO SUBSCRIBE
If, after carefully reading the entire Memorandum, obtaining any other information available and being fully
Noteholder would like to purchase
satisfied with the results of pre-investment due diligence activities, a prospective Noteholderwould
Notes, a prospective Noteholder should complete and sign the attached Subscription Agreement. The full purchase
forthe-Notes. The
price for the Notes must be paid by check upon submission of the Subscription Agreement forthe'Notes.
minimum purchase amount is $50,000, although the Company may lower the minimum purchase requirement at its
sole discretion.
Instructions for subscribing for the Notes are in the Subscription Agreement. Pending receipt and acceptance
Offering Amount, all subscription payments received for Notes will be deposited in
of subscriptions for the Minimum OfferingAmount,
the escrow account at Home Federal Bank no later than the next business day after receipt by the Company. If the
Minimum Offering Amount has not been received and accepted by December 31,2008 (which may be extended to
June 30, 2009 in> the Company's sole discretion), none of the Notes will be sold and the amount each prospective
Noteholder paid will be promptly returned to in full.
.
Subscription Agreements and all attachments should be mailed or delivered to the Company at:
Clearwater 2008 Note Program, LLC
1300 E. State Street, Suite 103
Eagle, ID 83616
Attn: Don Steeves
All funds should be mailed, delivered or wired to:
Clearwater 2008 Note Program, LLC
1300 E. State Street, Suite 103
Eagle, ID 83616
Attn: Don Steeves
Wire Instructions:
Account Number: 1001001602349
Routing/ABA Number: 324170140
Account Name: Clearwater 2008 Note Program, LLC
Upon receipt of the signed Subscription Agreement, verification of the prospective Noteholder's investment
qualifications, and acceptance of the prospective Noteholder's subscription by the Company (in the Company's sole
discretion), the Company will notify each prospective Noteholder of receipt and acceptance of the subscription. In
In the
event the Company does not accept a prospective Noteholder's subscription for the Notes for any reason, the
Company will promptly direct Home Federal Bank to return or cause to be returned the escrowed funds to such
subscriber.
An escrow account at Home Federal Bank will be established to hold the proceeds of this Offering. Home
Federal Bank has not recommended nor provided any advice in connection with the purchase ofthe Notes. Upon
written instruction by the Company and upon obtaining the Minimum Offering Amount, the funds in the escrow
account will be released to the operating account of the Company. For purposes of calculating whether the Minimum
Offering Amount has been reached, Notes sold at a discount will be considered sold at the full purchase price of
$50,000.
Acceptance of Subscriptions

.."

The Company may, at its sole discretion, accept or reject any Subscription Agreement, in whole or in part,
for a period of30 days after receipt of the Subscription Agreement. Any Subscription Agreement not accepted within
30 days of receipt shall be deemed rejected. The Company may terminate this Offering at any time, for any reason or
no reason, at its sole discretion.
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OFFERING SUMMARY
The following summary provides certain limited information about the Company, the Notes and this
is qualified in its entirety by, the detailed information appearing
Offering. It should be read in conjunction with, and is
elsewhere in this Memorandum. You are required to read this entire Memorandum and whatever additional
information you request
reques~ before making an investment in the Notes.
Notes..
The Offering
Securities Offered:

The securities being offered hereby are debt investments issued by the
Company. The Company is offering $20,000,000 aggregate principal
amount of9.0% Notes due December 31, 2015, subject to increase to
$40,000,000 the sole discretion ofthe
of the Company. The Notes will be
obligations ofthe Company the principal of which will be guaranteed by
RE Capital Investments, LLC. See "Description of the Notes."

Use of Proceeds:

The Company will use the proceeds from the offering of the Notes to
provide secured financing for real estate acquisition and development
projects undertaken by Clearwater REI, LLC, an Idaho limited liability
company, its Affiliates and other borrowers who satisfy the lending
criteria established by the Company. Such projects may include, without
limitation, acquisition, entitlement, and development of and construction
on undeveloped real property and purchase or refinance of existing real
estate assets. See "Estimated Use of Proceeds" and "Business Plan."

Guaranty:

The repayment of the principal amount of the Notes (which principal
includes re-invested interest) will be guaranteed by RE Capital
Investments, LLC. See the Guaranty attached hereto as Exhibit D,
"Description of the Notes."

Investor Suitability Requirements:

This Offering is strictly limited to Accredited Investors (as defined under
Rule 501 of Regulation D under the Securities Act) who meet certain
minimum financial and other requirements. Purchasers residing in
certain states may need to meet additional standards. The Company at its
sole and absolute discretion reserves the right to approve or disapprove
each prospective Noteholder. See "Who May Invest."

Minimum Purchase:

The Notes are being issued with a minimum investment of$50,000 and
in additional denominations of $1,000; however, smaller investments
may be available at the sole discretion of the Company. See "Plan of
Distribution."

Minimum Offering Amount:

The Minimum Offering Amount of the Notes is $1,000,000. If the
Minimum Offering Amount has not been raised by December 31,2008
(which may be extended to June 30, 2009 at the sole discretion ofthe
Company), none of the Notes will be sold and the amount you paid will
be promptly returned to you in full. See "Plan of Distribution - The
Offering."

Offering Termination Date:

The Company will offer Notes until the earlier of the date on which the
Maximum Offering Amount has been raised or December 31, 2008,
which may be extended to June 30, 2009 at the sole discretion of the
Company.

Risks:

An investment in Notes is highly speculative and involves substantial
risks. See "Risk Factors" beginning on page 9 for a complete discussion
of the risks, including, but not limited to, the following:
• there is no certainty as to an investment in Notes being profitable;
• underlying risks inherent to the individual real estate projects for
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which the proceeds are used, including the risks associated with
residential and commercial development;
risks of national, regional, and local economic downturn;
the Notes are not a diversified investment; and
there are various conflicts of interest among the Company, the
Manager and their Affiliates.

•
•
•
The Company
Organ izati on:
Organization:

The Company is a newly-formed Idaho limited liability company. The
Company will use thfl
thE) proceeds from the sale ofthe
of the Notes to provide
secured financing for various real estate acquisition and development
projects. See "Business Plan" and "Management of the Company."

Manager:

Clearwater REI, LLC, an Idaho limited liability company, will act as the
Manager. The Manager's address is 1300 E. State Street,Suite
Street, Suite 103,
Eagle, Idaho 83616, and its telephone number is (208) 639-4488. See
"The Manager."

Interest Reinvestment Program:

Noteholders may choose one of two options for the interest earned on
their Notes:
•

•

Interest Payment: Noteholders may elect to receive monthly
interest payments in an amount equal to 9.0% simple interest on
their principal investment. All distributions will paid in arrears
on the fifteenth day of each month, beginning with the month
following the month in which the Notes are issued.
Interest Reinvestment Program (IRP): By giving written notice
to the Company of their desire to do so not later than November
30, Noteholders may elect to have their interest reinvested and
compounded monthly beginning on the first day of the year
immediately following the date on which such notice was
received by the Company. Reinvested interest will be
compounded at the annual rate of9.0%. Interest that is
reinvested will be added to and considered part of the principal
calenciar month.
amount of the Note at the end of each calenciarmonth.

Interest Payments:

The Company intends to: (a) pay simple or compound interest at the
annual rate of9.0% which interest will accrue at the end of each month
during the term of the Notes and will be distributed or reinvested
depending on the elections ofthe Noteholders; and (b) by
December 31, 2015 return the principal amount plus all accrued but
unpaid interest thereon to the Noteholders. There is no assurance that
these objectives wil! be achieved. See "Description of the Notes."

Debt Obligations:

Payment of all interest and return of the principal amount to Noteholders
is the obligation of the Company. RE Capital Investments, LLC will
guarantee repayment ofthe original principal amount of the Notes.
Interest on the Notes will accrue at the end of each month during the term
ofthe
of the Notes and will be distributed
distributed or reinvested depending on the
elections of the Noteholders. See "Clearwater REI, LLC." and
"Description of the Notes."

Callabi,lity:

Beginning December 31,2011, the Company, at is sole discretion, may
call all or any portion of the Notes, at any time, for 100% of the original
principal amount of such Notes, plus accrued but.unpaid interest, upon
90 days written notice to the Noteholders, without penalty.
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Liquidity:

Beginning December 31, 2010
20 10 and once annually thereafter, Notes
representing up to 10% of the original principal amount may be called by
the Noteholders upon not less than 90 days written notice to the
Company.
Notwithstanding the foregoing, upon the death of a Noteholder, the
personal representative of such Noteholder may call the Note of such
Noteholder and will receive the principal amount of such note, plus all
accrued but unpaid principal thereon by giving written notice to the
Company not less than 90 days following the date of death of such
Noteholder. Interest will be payable through the date on which the
principal is received by the Noteholder's personal representative and all
principal and interest will be paid by the Company not later than 30 days
following receipt of such notice.

Reports:

Annual audited financial and operational reports and annual tax
information of the Company will be provided to the Noteholders. See
"Reports to Noteholders."

Federal Tax
Tax Consequences:

It is anticipated that any and all federally taxable income resulting from
an investment in Notes will be taxable at ordinary income tax rates and
not at capital gains tax rates. See "Federal I!,!come Tax Consequences."
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RISK RELATING TO FORWARD LOOKING STATEMENTS

Certain matters discussed in this Memorandum, are forward-looking statements. The Company has based
these forward-looking statements on its current expectations and projections about future events. These forwardlooking statements are subject to risks, uncertainties and assumptions about the secured financings and other
investment made by the Company, including, among other things, factors discussed under the heading "Risk Factors"
in this Memorandum and the following:
•
•
•
•
•
•

economic outlook;
capital expenditures;
cost reduction;
cash flow;
financing activities; and
related industry developments, including trends affecting the Company's financial condition and results
'
'
of operations.

The Company intends to identifY forward-looking statements in this Memorandum by using words or phrases
such as "anticipates," "believes," "estimates," "expects," "intends," "objective," "plan," "predict," "project" and "will
be" and similar words or phrases, or the negative thereof or other variations thereof or comparable terminology. All
forward-looking statements involve known and unknown risks, uncertainties and other factors which may cause the
actual transactions, results, performance or achievements of the Company to be materially different from any future
transactions, results, performance or achievements expressed or implied by such forward-looking statements. The
cautionary statements set forth under the caption "Risk Factors" and elsewhere in this Memorandum identifY
important factors with respect to such forward-looking statements, including the following factors that could affect
such forward-looking statements:
\
•
•
•
•

national and local economic and business tonditlons
tonditions that, among other things, will affect demand for '
properties and the availability and terms of financing;
underlying real estate investment risks;
the availability of debt and equity capital; and
governmental approvals, actions and initiatives, including the need for compliance with environmental
and safety requirements, and changes in laws and regulations or the interpretation thereof.

Although the Company believes the expectations reflected in such forward-looking statements are based
upon reasonable assumptions, there is no assurance that the Company's expectations will be attained orthat any
deviations will not be material. The Company undertakes no obligation to publicly release the result of any revisions
to these forward-looking statements that may be made to reflect any future events or circumstances.
In addition, any projections and representations, written or oral, which do not conform to the
projections contained in this Memorandum, must be disregarded, and their use is a violation of law. The
or referenced by this Memorandum are based upon specified assumptions. If these
projections contained in orreferenced
assumptions are incorrect, the projections also would be incorrect. No representation or warranty can be given
that the estimates, opinions or assumptions made in or referenced by this Memorandum will prove to be
accurate. Prospective Noteholders should carefully review the assumptions set forth in or referenced by this '
Memorandum.
'
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RISK FACTORS
An investment in the Notes is highly speculative and is suitable only for persons who are able to
evaluate the risks ofthe investment. An investment in the Notes should be made only by persons able to bear
the risk of and to withstand the total loss of their investment. In a.ddition to the factors set forth elsewhere in
this Memorandum and general investment risks, prospective Noteholders should consider the following risks
before making a decision to purchase the Notes.
General Risks
capital·of
Risks of No Guarimteed Return. There is no assurance or guarantee that the cash flow, profits or capital
of
the Company will be sufficient to pay all interest and repay principal on the Notes. Although RE Capital Investments,
LLC will guarantee the Company's obligation to repay the original principal amount of the Notes there is no
assurance that RE Capital Investments, LLC will be able to satisfY its obligations pursuant to such guaranty.
Risks Regarding the Manager. The Manager and Affiliates control other real estate development projects.
The Manager and Affiliates may, in the future, become involved in other real estate development projects and may·
guarantee other equity or debt offerings to finance current or future development projects, which may have risk
associated with those projects. If the Manager is required to support future guarantees on other debt obligations or .
otherwise, the Manager may not have sufficient funds or resources to
to assist the Company and perform its duties as the
Manager.
New Venture. The Company is a new entity with no operating history. The Company is subject to the risks
involved with any speculative new venture. No assurance can be given that the Company will be profitable.
Risk of Company's Related Party Lending and Thin Capitalization. The Company is a newly formed·
Idaho limited liability company formed to issue the Notes and provide secured financing for investments in real estate
with a focus on development projects primarily to Affiliates of the Company. Since the Company is newly formed, it
is thinly capitalized. Because ofthe thin capitalization, the Company will not have sufficient assets beyond its interest
in the secured loans it makes, if any, to make payments on the Notes.
Speculative Investment; No Control of Possible Offering Expansion. The Company's goals are highly
speculative, and there is no assurance that the Company will
wiII be able to meet any of its goals. Noteholders should be
aware that they may not earn a substantial return on their investment and may, in fact, lose their entire investment.
Reliance on Management. All decisions regarding management of the Company's affairs will be made
exclusively by the Manager and not by any of the Noteholders. Accordingly, you should not buy Notes unless you are
willing to entrust all aspects of management to the Manager or its successor(s). You should carefully evaluate the
personal experience and business performance of the Company, Manager and its principals and the financial condition
ofthe Manager. See "The Manager'; below. The Manager may retain independent contractors to provide various
services to the Company. The independent contractors will
wiII have no fiduciary duty to the Noteholders, and may not
perform as
as. expected.
Absence of Note Rating. The Company has not applied and does not intend to apply to any creditworthiness
rating agency for a rating on the Notes, Therefore, any comparison made or conclusion drawn regarding the nature
and type of the Notes, as opposed to a rated debt obligation, would be at the risk of the individual prospective
Investor.
Absence of Public Market; Nonliquidity; Market Value. The Notes will not be listed on any national
,
securities exchange or included for quotation through an inter-dealer quotation system of a registered national
securities association. The Notes constitute new issues of securities with no established trading market. Furthermore,
it is not anticipated that there will be any regular secondary market following the completion of the offering of the
Notes. Therefore, an investment in the Notes should be considered nonliquid. In addition, even in the unlikely event
that a secondary market for the Notes were to develop, no assurance can be given that the initial offering prices for the
Notes will continue for any period oftime. The market value of the Notes might be discounted from their initial
offering prices, depending on prevailing interest rates, the market for similar securities, and other factors.
Accordingly, the Notes should be purchased for their projected returns only and not for any resale potential, which
mayor may not exist.
9
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Absence of Third-Party Registrar and Trustee. The Company, as the designated Registrar, will maintain
the Note Register and record all transfers ofNotes.
of Notes. The Company may have a conflict
contlict of interest in serving as the
Registrar, and the absence of a third-party Registrar may result in less protection to Noteholders than might be
provided by a third-party Registrar. There will also not beany
be any third-party trustee for the Notes. Noteholders will rely
upon the Company, its officers, and its Affiliates to invest the Note proceeds wisely and profitably.
Contlicts of interest between the Company and the various roles, activities and duties
Conflicts of Interest. Conflicts
of the Manager and its Affiliates may occur from time to time. The principals of the Manager and its Affiliates are'
employed independently of the Company and will engage in other activities, some of which may compete with the
contl icts of interest in allocating management time, services and functions between
Company. The Manager wi II have confl
the Company and other current and future activities. The Manager believes that it will have sufficient staff,
consultants, independent contractors and business and property managers to perform adequately its duties. The
Noteholders will not have any interest in any future entities or business ventures formed or developed by the Manager
or any of its Affiliates. Any conflict
contlict of interest may result in the rights of the Company not being adequately
protected to the detriment of its Noteholders. None of the agreements or arrangements, including those relating to
compensation, between the Company, the Manager or their Affiliates, are the result of arm's-length negotiations. See
ofinterest" below.
"Contlicts oflnterest"
"Conflicts
There are general risks of investmenUn the portfolio properties. The economic success of an investment
in the Notes will depend upon the results of operations of the properties that secure the Company's loans, which will
.
be subject to those risks typically associated with investments in real estate. Fluctuations in vacancy rates, rent
schedules and operating expenses can adversely affect operating results or render the sale or refinancing of a portfolio
.
property difficult or unattractive. No assurance can be given that certain assumptions as to the future levels of
occupancy of the properties, cost of tenant improvements or future costs of operating a portfolio property will be
accurate since such matters will depend on events and factors beyond the control of the Manager. Such factors
accuratesince
include continued validity and enforceability of the leases, vacancy rates for properties similar to the portfolio
properties, financial resources of tenants and rent levels near the portfolio properties, adverse changes in local
population trends, market conditions, neighborhood values, local economic and social conditions, supply and demand
for property such as the portfolio properties, competition from similar properties, interest rates and real estate tax
rates, governmental rules, regulations and fiscal policies, the enactment of unfavorable real estate, rent control,
intlation, and other risks.
environmental or zoning law, and hazardous material law, uninsured losses, effects of inflation,
A general economic downturn or regional economic softness could adversely affect the economic
performance of the Company's loans. Prospective Noteholders should be aware that periods of weak economic
performance in the United States could adversely affect the properties that secure the Company's loans. In addition,
softness in a regional or state economy could materially and adversely impact the actual or projected rental rates and
.
operations of properties in that area and therefore the ability to sell these. properties on favorable terms.
Properties securing the Company's loans may not meet projected occupancy. If the tenants in the
properties securing the Company's loans do not renew or extend their leases or if tenants terminate their leases, the
of revenue and possible
operating results of the properties could be substantially and adversely affected by the loss ofrevenue
increase in operating expenses not reimbursed by the tenants. There can be no assurance that the properties will be
substantially occupied at projected rents. The Company anticipates a minimum occupancy rate for the properties, but
there can be no assurance that the properties will maintain the minimum occupancy rate or meet the Company's
anticipated lease-up schedule. In addition, lease-up of the unoccupied space may be achievable only at rental rates
less than those anticipated by the Company.
Properties securing the Company's loans may contain toxic and hazardous materials. Federal, state and
local laws impose liability on a landowner for releases or the otherwise improper presence on the premises of
hazardous substances. This liability is without regard to fault for, or knowledge of, the presence of such substances. A
landowner may be held liable for hazardous materials brought onto the property before it acquired title and for
hazardous materials
materials that are not discovered until after it sells the property. Similar liability may occur under
applicable state law. If any hazardous materials are found within a property in violation oflaw at any time, the owner
may be liable for all cleanup costs, fines, penalties and other costs. This potential liability will continue after the
hazardous materials present within the property before the owner acquired
owner sells the. property and may ~pply to hazardous
the property. If losses arise from hazardous substance contamination which cannot be recovered from a responsible·
party, the financial viability of that property may be substantially affected. It is possible that the property securing a
loan made by the Company will have known or unknown environmental problems which may adversely affect the
Company.
10
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Properties securing the Company's loans may contain mold. Mold contamination has been linked to a
of health problems, resulting in recent litigation by tenants seeking various remedies, including damages and
number ofhealth
ability to terminate their leases. Originally occurring in residential property, mold claims have recently begun to
appear in commercial properties as well. Several insurance companies have reported a substantial increase in moldrelated claims, causing a growing concern that real estate owners might be subject to increasing lawsuits regarding .
mold contamination. No assurance can be given that a mold condition wiII
will not exist at one oU1}.oreofthe
OU1}.Ore of the properties
securing the Company's loans, with the risk of substantial damages, legal fees and possibly loss of tenants. It is
unclear whether such mold claims would be covered by the customary insurance policies to be obtained for the
owners of the properties.
The owners ofthe properties securing the Company's loans will receive limited representations and •
warranties from the seller. The properties wiII
will generally be acquired with limited representations and warranties
from the sellers regarding the condition of the property, the status ofleases, the presence of hazardous substances, the
status of governmental approvals and entitlements and other significant matters affecting the use, ownership and
enjoyment of the property. As a result, if defects in the property or other matters adversely affecting the property are
discovered, the owner may not be able to pursue a claim for damages against the seller ofthe
of the property. The extent of·
damages that the owner may incur as a result of such matters cannot be predicted, but potentially could result in a .
significant adverse affect on the owner's ability to pay the Company and the value of the collateral.
Private Offering and Liquidity Risks
Maximum Proceeds May Not Be Raised. The Company is seeking gross proceeds from this Offering ofa
minimum of$1 ,000,000 and up to a maximum of $20,000,000, subject to increase to $40,000,000 at the sole
.
will be raised. The
discretion ofthe Company. There can be no assurances that the Maximum Offering Amount wiII
Company may terminate the Offering at any time at its sole discretion.
Determination of Note Price. The purchase price of the Notes has been arbitr~rily determined and is not the
result of arm's-length negotiations. The price of the Notes was determined primarily by the capital needs of the
Company and bears no relationship to any established criteria of value such as book value or earnings per share ofthe
Company, or any combination thereof. Further, the price of the Notes is not based on past earnings of the Company.
No valuation or appraisal of the Company's potential business has been prepared.
Limited Transferability of Notes. To buy Notes prospective Noteholders must represent that they are
acquiring the Notes for investment and not with a view to distribution or resale, that potential Noteholders understand
the Notes are not freely transferable and, in any event, that they must bear the economic risk of investment in the
Notes for an indefinite period of time because the Notes have not been registered under the Securities Act or
applicable state "Blue Sky" or securities laws; and the Notes cannot be sold unless they are subsequently registered or
an exemption from such registration is available and unless you comply with the other applicable provisions of the
Note, this Memorandum and any subscription documents. There is no public or other trading market for the Notes,
and it is highly unlikely that any market will develop. Thus, except for the limited provision for liquidity, prospective
Noteholders cannot expect to be able to liquidate their investments. Further, the sale of the Notes may have adverse
federal income tax consequences. The transfer ofNotes
of Notes requires the prior written consent of the Manager. There is
will consent to any transfer.
no guarantee that the Manager wiII
will not be registered with the SEC under the Securities
Unregistered Offerings. The offering of the Notes wiII
Act or with the securities agency of any state. The Notes are being offered in reliance on an exemption from the
registration provisions of the Securities Act and state securities laws applicable to offers and sales to investors meeting
the investor suitability requirements set forth herein. See "Who May Invest." Ifthe Manager, the Company, or the
members of the Selling Group should fail to comply with the requirements of such exemption, Noteholders may have
the right to rescind their purchase of the Notes. This might also occur under the applicable state securities or "Blue
Sky" laws and regulations in states where the Notes will be offered without registration or qualification pursuant to a
private offering or other exemption. If a number ofNoteholders
of Note holders were successful in seeking rescission, the Company
and the Manager would face severe financial demands that
that would adversely affect the Company as a whole and, thus,
the investment in the Notes by the remaining Noteholders.
.
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Lack of Agency Review. Since the offering of the Notes is a private offering and, as such, is not registered
under federal or state securities laws, prospective Noteholders do not have the benefit of review of this Memorandum
by the SEC or any state securities commission. The terms and conditions of the Offering may not comply with the f
guidelines and regulations established for real estate programs that are required to be registered and qualified with
those agencies.
Purchase of Notes by the Manager and/or its Affiliates. The Manager and/or its Affiliates may, In their
sole discretion, buy Notes for any reason deemed appropriate by them. However, they will not acquire Notes prior to
the Minimum Offering Amount having been sold. Any purchase of Notes by the Manager or its Affiliates will be on
the same terms as other investors, except that it may be made net of commissions. Upon any such acquisition of .
Notes, the Manager or its Affiliates will have the same rights as other Noteholders, including the right to vote on all:
all
matters subject to the vote ofNoteholders.
of Note holders. The Manager and its Affiliates will acquire any Notes for their own
accounts and not with a view towards the resale or distribution of such Notes. The Manager and its Affiliates will not
acquire Notes until the Minimum Offering Amount has been reached.
No Legal Representation of Noteholders. Each Noteholder acknowledges and agrees that Counsel
representing the Company, the Manager and their Affiliates, does not represent and shall not be deemed under the
be representing any or all of the Noteholders
applicable codes of professional responsibility to have represented or to berepresenting
in any respect.
Investment by Tax-Exempt Noteholders. In considering an investment in the Notes ofa portion of the
assets ofa trust ofa pension or profit-sharing plan qualified under Section 401(a) of the Code and exempt from tax
under Section 501(a), a fiduciary should consider if: (a) the investment satisfies the diversification requirements of
Section 404 of ERISA; (b) the, investment is prudent, since the Notes are not freely transferable and there may not be a
market created in which the fiduciary can sell or otherwise dispose of the Notes; and (c) the Notes or the underlying
assets owned by the Company are "plan assets" under ERISA. See "Investment by Qualified Plans and IRAs" below.
Loss on Dissolution and Termination. In the event of dissolution or termination ofthe Company as
provided in the operating agreement of the Company, the proceeds realized from the liquidation of the Company's .
assets will be distributed among the Noteholders, members and certain amounts owed to the Manager, or its Affiliates,
oftheCIaims of third-party creditors of the Company. The ability ofa Noteholder to .'
but only after the satisfaction ofthedaims
recover all or any portion of the investment under such circumstances will, accordingly, depend on the amount of net
proceeds realized from the liquidation and the amount of claims to be satisfied therefrom. There can be no assurance
that the Company will recognize any gains or realize net proceeds on liquidation.
I

Limitation of Liability/Indemnification ofthe Manager. The Manager and its attorneys, agents and
employees may not be liable to the Company or the Members for errors ofjudgment
of judgment and other acts or omissions not
constituting gross negligence or willful malfeasance as a resultof certain indemnification provisions in the operating
agreement of the Company. A successful claim for indemnification would deplete the Company's assets by the
amount paid.
ofInterest
Risks Relating to Conflicts oflnterest
Loans to Affiliates. Most, ifnot all, of the loans to be made by the Company with the proceeds of this
Offering will be made to Affiliates of the Company and the Manager. The interests of the Noteholders and the
borrowers may differ materially with respect to the repayment of the Notes, and the Manager will be in a position to
make decisions that could potentially be adverse to the Noteholders' interests in the Notes.
Activities outside of the Company that could cause conflicts of interest. The principals of the Manager
Manager.
and its Affiliates are employed independently of the Company and are engaged in activities other than this Offering.
The Company and Affiliates will have conflicts of interest in allocating time, services and functions between various
existing and future enterprises. The Manager's Affiliates may organize other business ventures that may compete
directly with the Company. Further, the Company and its Affiliates have common ownership and management
personnel which may result in material conflicts of interest to the possible detriment of the Noteholders. See
"Confl icts of Interest."
Common ownership among the Manager and its Affiliates. The Manager and its Affiliates share common
management. This may le,ad to a conflict of interest between their various roles as owners or.officers
or officers of the Manager
and its Affiliates. See "Conflicts of Interest."
12
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The Company, the'Manager and their Affiliates will receive compensation. The Company, the Manager
and their Affiliates are entitled to receive certain significant fees and other significant compensation, payments and
reimbursements from the sale of the Notes. See "Compensation of the Company, the Manager and their Affiliates."
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USE OF PROCEEDS

The estimated sources and uses offunds in the Offering are as follows:
Increased
. Maximum Offerin2

Minimum Offerin2

Percent

Amount

Offerin2 Amount

Amount

Percent

Amount

Percent

SOURCE OF FUNDS
Gross Proceeds

$

1,000,000

100~00%

$ 20,000,000

100.00%

$ 40,000,000

100.00%

USEOF FUNDS

$

1,000,000

100.00%

$ 20,000,000

100.00%

$ 40,000,000

100.00%

Selling Commissions(l)

$

93,000

9.30%

$

1,860,000

9.30%

$ 3,720,000

9.30%

Organization and Offering(2)

$

4,000

0.40%

$

80,000

0.40%

$

160,000

0.40%

Sponsor Compensation

$

25,500

2.55%

$

510,000

2.55%

$

1,020,000

2.55%

$

877,500

87.75%

$ 17,550,000

87.75%

$ 35,100,000

87.75%

Offering Expenses

Net Proceeds
(I)

(2)

(I)
Notes will be offered and sold on a "best efforts" basis by broker-dealers who are members of FINRA. The members of the Selling
Group will receive selling commissions of up to 7.0% of the Gross Proceeds. The amount of Selling Commissions may be reduced, however,
if a lower commission rate is negotiated with a member of the Selling Group. The Managing Broker-Dealer will receive up to 2.3% of the
Gross Proceeds
P~oceeds as compensation and reimbursement for due diligence and marketing expenses up to 1.0% of which may be re-allowed to
• members of the Selling Group for marketing and due diligence expenses. The aggregate amount of Selling Commissions and Expense
Reimbursements paid to members of the Selling Group will not exceed 9.3% of the Gross Proceeds. See "Use of Proceeds" Affiliates of the
Company may receive Selling Commissions in connection with the sale of Notes. See "Conflicts of Interest." The Company, in its discretion,
may accept purchases of Notes net of all or an agreed portion of the Selling Commissions from subscribers purchasing through a registered
investment advisor, from subscribers for Notes who are affiliates ofthe Company or a member of the Selling Group.
Organization and Offering includes, but is not limited to, expense reimbursements, legal fees, printing and sales and marketing fees.
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BUSINESS PLAN
The Company will use the proceeds from the offering ofNotes
of Notes to provide first mortgage financing for real
estate acquisition and development projects undertaken by Clearwater REI, LLC, its Affiliates and other borrowers
who satisfy the lending criteria established by the Company. Such projects may include, without limitation;
acquisition, entitlement, and development of and construction on undeveloped real property and purchase or refinance
acquisifion,
of existing real estate assets. The Company's loans will be collateralized by a first position mortgage or first deed of
trust only. The Company expects that most, ifnot all, loans will be made to its Affiliates for projects located in Idaho,
Arizona, California, and Nevada although the Company reserves the right, at its sole discretion, to make loans outside
of those areas.
Real estate opportunities often do not allow time to secure bank or other financing. The Company will use
the proceeds from the offering of Notes to provide the capital required in lieu of bank or other financing. Following
closing, the Company intends to put permanent debt or equity in place following the acquisition or development
and/or the properties will be sold making the Company's note funds revolving.

"

"

Investment Committee
Each proposed loan will be evaluated by a five member Investment Committee. The Investment Committee
will apply the criteria detailed below in making a decision about whether to fund any proposed loan. No loan will be
made by the Company without the prior approval of the Investment Committee. See "Management'ofthe
"Management' ofthe CompanyThe Manager-Investment Committee."

Investment Criteria
In order to qualify for loans from the Company, each borrowing entity will be required to provide a loan
request detailing their needs and additionally will be required to satisfy additional requirements. The primary
financial requirement is that the maximum loan to value, at the time of each loan is made, is no greater than the
following:
•
•
•

The loan to value ratio for pre-entitled land will not exceed 65%.
The loan to value ratio will not exceed 75% for entitled land.
The loan to value ratio will not exceed 80% for construction and existing commercial or residential
structures.

The Iqan
I~an to value ratio will be defined by an MAl appraisal. In absence of an MAl appraisal, the loan to
value ratio will be evidenced by a broker's opinion of value or by the Company's determination of value through the
utilization of industry acceptable valuation methods. Other requirements that must be met by each borrowing entity
will be at the discretion of the Investment Committee. The loan will be secured as a First Mortgage or First Deed of
Trust on real property.

Documentation Required
The Investment Committee will require the following documentation at a minimum:
.:. Borrower Financial Statements
.:. Budgets or Proforma
.:. Projections
.:. Operating Statements
.:. Title & Survey
.:. Phase I, environmental questionnaire, or soils report (Investment Committee's discretion)
.:. Appraisal or Opinion of Value (Investment Committee's discretion)

Loan Process & Life Cycle
The following chart depicts the life cycle of loans made by the Company.
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Loan Pay'off

MANAGEMENT OF THE COMPANY
General

The Manager is Clearwater REI, LLC, an Idaho limited liability company. As discussed below, the key
corporate officers of the Manager have extensive business experience, including real estate acquisition, development,
construction, financing and management.
The principal executive offices ofthe Company and the Manager are located at 1300 E. State Street, Suite
103, Eagle, ID 83616. The Company's and Manager's telephone number at such address is (208) 639-4488.
Experience

Clearwater REI, LLC and its Affiliates have current and completed investment holdings in California, Idaho,
Arizona and Nevada. Projects include raw land, entitlement, improvements, construction and sale of subdivisions,
industrial, office, hotel, condo and master planned communities. The Manager and its Affiliates have completed
projects having an aggregate value of $40,136,000 to date. The Manager and its Affiliates have demonstrated the
ability to complete projects in a timely and efficient manner with strong returns being provided to investors from these
Manllger and its Affiliates have current projects in various stages of completion having an approximate
projects. The Manilger
$476, 158, 120. With 20 years of experience, the principals of the Company have a proven track
aggregate value of $476,158,I20.
record of providing strong risk adjusted returns thereby creating lasting value for their inyestors and partners alike. In
conjunction with their priority of always keeping the investor first, their detailed approach in sourcing projects which
stand alone in quality has ensured equity preservation and unlimited growth potential.
Principal Officers
RON MEYER, Chief Development Officer

Ron Meyer brings over 25 years of successful real estate and business experience including real estate
investments, brokerage operations and mortgage lending. He has significant experience with respect to identifying
16
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and negotiating real estate development opportunities. Mr. Meyer exhibits extensive knowledge ofland acquisition
and land entitlement, single~family
single~family home building, commercial land development and low-income housing
development. He currently has projects in California, Nevada, Idaho and Arizona. Additionally, he has founded over
75 different business ventures with aggregate gross values in excess of$1 Billion.
CHRISTOPHER BENAK, Chief Development Officer
Chris Benak has 18 years experience in strategic business development, executive sales management, real
estate development, property acquisition/disposition, and project management. Mr. Benak currently divides his time
between (l}dealing
( I} dealing with a project's acquisition, the initial management processes, including regulatory processes
with city, county and state agencies and (2) ensuring project quality and delivery. He interfaces regularly with project
managers, reviewing project timelines and cost analysis. Mr. Benak also secures strategic development partnerships,
manages private investor funds and utilizes access to strategic market resources and networks to pursue competitive
and cost-effective project deliverables.
DON STEEVES, National Sales Director & Broker-Dealer Relations
Don Steeves is directly responsible for interacting with legal, accounting and tax professionals in order to
bring equity and debt offerings to the broker-dealer community.
cnmmunity. Mr. Steeves has been directly involved in debt
offerings, tenant in. common offerings and property acquisitions that exceeded $300 million. In these capacities, Mr.
Steeves has had substantial experience in real estate and other investments. Mr. Steeves has spent time as a consultant
in assisting in the acquisition and syndication in commercial property tenant-in-common owners and single buyers.
He has also held several positions at various companies including Chief Financial Officer, Director of Marketing
Operations, Director of Tax and Investor Relations, and Controller. Mr. Steeves is a Certified Public Accountant and
a Financial Operations Principal with FINRA and holds Series 22, 28 and 63 licenses with FINRA.
BART COCHRAN, Vice President of Acquisitions & Operations
Bart Cochran maintains a very expansive book of nationwide lending relationships and he has extensive
experience in the placement, processing, and closing of commercialfinancing in excess of $200 million in property
acquisition and refinances. Much ofthis work was primarily done with secondary market lending sources, insurance
companies, and portfolio lenders. Mr. Cochran has successfully negotiated large scale affiliate relationships which
have allowed him to successfully place debt as a direct lender. This has provided Mr. Cochran with a significant
competitive edge in the market. He also has experience in tenancy in common financial structuring, sales
coordination, and one-off specialty transactions. Mr. Cochran is also a licensed real estate agent in the State of Idaho.
CHAD HANSEN, Vice President of Finance
Chad Hansen has a successful track record in the commercial real estate industry in placing and closing
'financing on various property types ranging from acquisitions to refinances. He currently maintains relationships with
.numerous conduit lenders, insurance companies, portfolio lenders, investment banks and private lenders that provide
.numerous
access to competitive terms. Mr. Hansen has been directly involved in tenant-in-common financial structuring and
tenant-in-common permanent debt for multiple past offerings. Mr. Hansen has been involved in the placement and
closingof
closing of over $200 million in commercial real estate financing with much ofthis directly related to the permanent
debt secured on tenant-in-common offerings.
Investment Committee
T~e

•
•
•
•
•

Investment Committee will include, but not be limited to the following principals:

Ron Meyer, Chief Development Officer
. Chris Benak, Chief Development Officer
.Chris
Don Steeves, National Sales Director & Broker-Dealer Relations
Bart Cochran, Vice President of Acquisitions & Operations
Finance ..
Chad Hansen, Vice President of Finance.

and recommendations ofthe
The Investment Committee will, at its discretion, take into consideration the opinions andrecommendations
Company's employees for further insight if need be. The purpose of such decision is to ensure that all lending
. decisions are based on the collective knowledge and insight on such property or market.
17
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Guaranty

will

,

RE Capital Investments, LLC
guarantee the repayment of the original principal amount of the Notes.
Investments, LLC as of July 31, 2008 and Exhibit D, Guaranty.
See Exhibit, C, Balance Sheet of RE Capital
.
.

CLEARWATER REI, LLC
General

Clearwater REI, LLC acquires projects ranging from raw land to institutional grade commercial real estate
across the United States. The company structures its offerings to afford accredited investors participation in
investments proven to maximize returns while managing risk. The Company is committed to providing lasting value
to its investor clients and seeks to create a partnership of trust with each investment instead of merely providing a
simple investment solution. This is evidenced by the fact that the Company stands behind its offerings and intends to
fractional interest in every investment offered thus sharing in the investment and demonstrating its absolute
maintain a .fractional
confidence in each offering.
Key Management

•
•
•
•
•

RON MEYER, Chief Development Officer
CHRIS BENAK, Chief Development Officer'
DON STEEVES, National Sales Director & Broker-Dealer Relations
BART COCHRAN, Vice President of Acquisitions & Operations
CHAD HANSEN, Vice President of Finance

ofthe Company - Principal Officers."
See "Management ofthe
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COMPENSATION OF THE COMPANY, THE MANAGER AND THEIR AFFILIATES
The following is a description ofthe compensation that the Company, the Manager and their Affiliates may
receive in connection with this Offering. The compensation arrangements described below have been established by
the Manager and are not the result of arm's-length negotiations. See "Conflicts of Interests." Unless otherwise
iSoraised and will be
indicated, all Offering and acquisition related amounts assume the Maximum Offering Amount is,raised
, reduced proportionately should a lesser amount be raised.
Description of Compensation and Entity
Receiving

Form ofCompe.nsation

Estimated Amount of Compensation

Offering and
Organization Stage:

Sponsor Compensation:

The Manager or its Affiliates will
2.SS% of the
receive a fee equal to 2.55%
Gross Proceeds.

Approximately $SI
$510,000
0,000 for the
Maximum Offering Amount
($1,020,000 if increased to
$40,000,000).

Organization and Offering:

-The Company will receive up to 0.40%
of the Gross Proceeds.

Approximately $80,000 for the
Maximum Offering Amount
($160,000 if increased to
$40,000,000).

DESCRIPTION OF THE NOTES
The Notes are issued pursuant to and evidenced by the Note Register and will be held in "book-entry" on the
of Notes by the Company will be limited to $20,000,000 in aggregate
Note Register by the Company. The offering ofNotes
principal amount, subject to increase to $40,000,000 at the sole discretion of the Company. The Company intends to:
(a) pay simple or compound interest at the annual rate of9.0% which interest will accrue at the end of each month
during the term of the Notes and will be distributed or reinvested depending on the elections ofthe Noteholders; and
(b) by December 31,20
IS return the original principal amount plus all accrued but unpaid interest thereon to the
31,2015
Noteholders. There is no assurance that these objectives will be achieved.
Interest Reinvestment Program
of two options for the interest earned on their Notes:
Noteholders may choose one oftwo
Interest Payment: Noteholders may elect to receive monthly interest payments in an amount equal to 9.0%
simple interest on their principal investment. All distributions will paid in arrears on the fifteenth day of each month,
beginning with the month following the month in which the Notes are issued.
Interest Reinvestment Program (IRP): By giving written notice to the Company of their desire to do so not
later than November 30, Noteholders may elect to have their interest reinvested and compounded monthly beginning
on the first day of the year immediately following the date on which such notice was received by the Company.
Reinvested interest will be compounded at the annual rate of9.0%. Interest that is reinvested will be added to and
considered part of the principal amount of the Note at the end of each calendar month.

Liquidity; Callability
The Notes are issued with a minimum purchase of$50,000
of$SO,OOO and in additional denominations of$I,OOO;
however, smaller purchases are available at the sole discretion 'of the Company. Notes will be issued and will begin
accruing interest on the first day immediately following the day on which the investment proceeds therefore are
received by the Company. Beginning December 31,2011, the Company, at is sole discretion, may call all or any
portion of the Notes, at any time, for 100% of the original principal amount of such Notes, plus accrued but unpaid
I 0 and once
interest, upon 90 days written notice to the Noteholders, without penalty. Beginning December 31, 20 I0
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annually thereafter, Notes representing up to 10%·ofthe
10% of the original principal amount may be called by the Noteholders
upon not less than 90 days written notice to the Company. See "Description of the Notes." Capitalized terms not
otherwise defined herein have the meanings given to them in the Glossary.
Guaranty
The Notes will be obligations of the Company the principal of which will be guaranteed by RE Capital
Investments, LLC; however, they will not be secured by collateral.
Transfer and Exchange of Notes
Generally, the Notes will be non-transferable except in very limited circumstances. Ifa transfer is permitted
of Notes may be effected only by the registered owner thereof, at the Company's
by the Company, the transfer ofNotes
principal executive office in Eagle, Idaho. Substantial restrictions apply to the transfer ofthe Notes. The Notes have
not been registered under the Securities Act, and therefore, cannot be sold or transferred unless they are subsequently
registered under the Securities Act or an exemption from such registration is available. A Noteholder may, under
certain circumstances, be permitted to transfer the Notes, but only to persons who meet certain suitability standards
and the Company may require assurances that such standards are met before agreeing to any transfer of the Notes.
Additionally, the Company may charge an administrative fee to effectuate any such transfer or exchange.

Note holder
Death of Noteholder
Upon the death of a Noteholder, the personal representative of such Noteholder may call the Note of such
Noteholder and will receive the principal amount of such note, plus all accrued but unpaid principal thereon by giving
written notice to the Company not less than 90 days following the date of death of such Noteholder. Interest will be
payable through the date of which the principal is received by the Noteholder's personal representative and all
principal and interest will be paid by the Company not later than 30 days following receipt of such notice.

CAPITALIZATION
The following table sets forth as of December 31, 2008, the expected capitalization of the Company and
capitalization as adjusted to give effect to the issuance and sale by the Company of the Maximum Offering Amount of
the Notes offered hereby.

As Adjusted{l)
Adjusted(l)
Maximum

Long-Term Debt:
Notes
Total funded long-term debt

$20,000,000
$20000,000
$20000.000

Members' Equity:
100% Membership Interest:
Total Members' equity
As adjusted to reflect the Offeri~g of$20,000,000, which is subject to increase to $40,000,000 at the sole discretion
of the Company.

(I)

PLAN OF DISTRIBUTION
The Offering
The Company is offering up to $20,000,000 (subject to increase to $40,000,000 at the sole discretion of the
Company) aggregate principal amount ofNotes
of Notes due December 31,
31,2015,
2015, to prospective Noteholders who are
Accredited Investors and who meet any additional requirements imposed by certain states or by the Company itself.
The Notes are issued with a minimum purchase of $50,000
$50,000 and in additional denominations of$1,000.
of$I,OOO. However, a
purchase for less than $50,000 may be accepted at the sole discretion of the Company. Persons desiring to purchase
20
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Notes should follow the procedure described in "How to Subscribe." Certain Noteholders, including but not limited
to, selling agents, if allowed by their broker-dealer, employees of the Company or Affiliates, and any other
Noteholders at the sole discretion of the Company may buy Notes at a discount or net of selling commissions and
expense reimbursements, reflecting, without limitation, the reduction in the broker-dealer commission payable by the
Company on their purchase. The Company, at its sole discretion, may reject any subscription in whole or in part.
Such rejection may be made for any reason. If the Minimum Offering Amount has not been reached and accepted by
December 31, 2008 (which may be extended to June 30, 2009 in the Company's sole discretion), none of the Notes
will be sold.
Notes will be offered and sold on a "best efforts" basis by broker-dealers who are members ofFINRA. The
members of the Selling Group will receive selling commissions of up to 7.0% of the Gross Proceeds. The amount of
Selling Commissions may be reduced, however, if a lower commission rate is negotiated with a member of the Selling
Group. The Managing Broker-Dealer will receive up to 2.3% of the Gross Proceeds as compensation and
reimbursement for due diligence and marketing expenses up to 1.0% of which may be re-allowed to members of the
Selling Group for marketing and due diligence expenses. The aggregate amount of Selling Commissions and Expense
Reimbursements paid to members of the Selling Group will not exceed 9.3% of the Gross Proceeds. See "Use of
of Notes. See
Pr9ceeds" Affiliates of the Company may receive Selling Commissions in connection with the sale ofNotes.
of Interest." The Company, in its discretion, may accept purchases ofNotes
of Notes net of all or an agreed portion
"Conflicts·ofInterest."
"Conflicts
of the Selling Commissions from subscribers purchasing through a registered investment advisor, from subscribers for
Notes who are affiliates of the Company or a member of the Selling Group.
The selling agreements to be entered into by the Company with the members of the Selling Group and RIA's
contain provisions for indemnity from the Company with respect to liabilities, including certain civil liabilities under
the Securities Act, which may arise from the use of this Memorandum in connection with the offering of the Notes. A
successful claim by members of the Selling Group for indemnification could result in a reduction in the Company's
assets. In the opinion of the Securities and Exchange Commission, indemnification for liabilities under the Securities
Act is against public policy and therefore unenforceable.

Suitability Requirements for Noteholders
NotehoIders
Purchase of the Notes is suitable only for persons of adequate financial means who have no need for liquidity
with respect to this investment. There will not be any public market for the Notes and they should be considered
.
illiquid.
Notes will be sold only to prospective Noteholders, or fiduciaries representing them, who represent in writing
that they meet certain standards. See "Who May Invest." Prospective Noteholders residing in certain states may need
to meet additional standards.
Prospective Noteholders should be aware that the Notes have not been registered under the Securities Act
and therefore cannot be sold or transferred unless they are subsequently registered under the Securities Act or an
exemption from such registration is available; accordingly, a Noteholder must bear the economic risk of the
investment in the Notes for an indefinite time. Under certain very limited circumstances, a Noteholder may be
permitted to transfer Notes, but th~n only to persons who meet certain suitability standards, and the Company will
require assurances that such standards are met before agreeing to any transfer of the Notes.

Documents to be Completed by Noteholders
Each prospective Noteholder desiring to subscribe for the Notes must complete and sign the Subscription
Agreement and Investor Instructions attached to this Memorandum (or separate copy thereof) and return them to the
Company.
In the Subscription Agreement and Investor Instructions each prospective Noteholder will acknowledge,
among other things that he or she: (I) is purchasing the Notes for investment only and not with any intention of
reselling or distributing all or any portion thereof to others; (2) is able to bear the economic risk of investment in the
Notes; and (3) has provided complete and accurate information to the Company concerning their status as an
Accredited Investor and other relevant data. This Offering is intended to be a private offering exempt from the
securities registr~tion requirements of the Securities Act, by virtue of compliance with Regulation D promulgated
under the Securities Act. Accordingly, the Notes offered hereby are not, and will not,be registered with the Securities
and Exchange Commission or with any state securities commission.
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FEDERAL INCOME TAX MATTERS
Circular 230 Notice: Nothing contained in this Memorandum is intended or written by the Company
or any of its advisors to be used, and it cannot be used, by any potential Noteholder or other person for the
purpose of avoiding penalties that may be imposed under federal income tax law. This Memorandum was
written to support the promotion or marketing of the Notes and offered by the Company and other matters addressed
in this Memorandum. Each potential Noteholder should seek advice concerning the tax aspects of and tax
considerations involved in an investment in the Notes from an independent tax adviser.
General
The following is a general discussion of certain federal income tax consequences ofthe purchase,
ownership and disposition of the Notes based upon the relevant provisions of the Internal Revenue Code of 1986,
as amended (the "Code"), the regulations thereunder, existing judicial decisions and published rulings. Future
legislative, judicial or administrative changes or interpretations, which mayor may not be retroactive, could affect
the federal income tax consequences to the Noteholders or The Company. The discussion below does not purport to
to all categories of investors, some of which may be
deal with the federal income tax consequences applicable"
applicable'to
subject to special rules. The discussion focuses primarily upon investors who will hold the Notes as "capital assets"
(generally, Notes held for investment) within the meaning of the Code, you are advised to consult your own tax
advisors with regard to the federal income tax consequences of acquiring, holding and disposing of the Notes, as
well as state, local and other tax consequences resulting from an investment in the Notes.
Ifit were determined that the Notes should be treated for federal income tax purposes as an equity
investment in the Company instead of as indebtedness, the changes in the tax consequences to Noteholders might be
significant and adverse. If the Notes were treated as equity for tax purposes, Noteholders would be taxed as owners
of the Company for tax purposes. The tax treatment of owners of a limited liability company is substantially
different than the tax treatment of lenders to a limited liability company. If the Noteholders were treated as owners,
their income might be significantly different in amount and character than the interest income on the Notes.
.
The following discussion is based on the assumption that the Notes will be treated in their entirety as
indebtedness and not as an equity investment in the Company.
Interest paid or accrued on the Notes will be treated as ordinary income to the Noteholders. Interest paid to
Noteholders will generally be taxable to them when received, but interest paid to Noteholders who report their income
on the accrual method will be taxable to them when accrued, if earlier, regardless of when such interest is actually
paid. The Company will report quarterly to the IRS and to the Noteholders of record interest paid or accrued on the
Notes.
Market Discount
Noteholders who acquire Notes ata
at a discount from the aggregate principal amount ofthe Notes generally will
also be required to: (a) treat a portion of any gain realized on a sale, exchange, redemption or certain other
dispositions (e.g., a gift) ofthe Notes as ordinary income to the extent of the accrued market discount and defer, until
disposition of the Notes, all or a portion of the interest deductions attributable to any indebtedness incurred or
continued to purchase or carry the Notes issued with market discount in the event such interest exceeds the interest
on the Notes includable in the Noteholder's income or (b) elect to include such market discount in income as it
instrumen.ts held by such Noteholder. It should be noted that market discount will be
accrues on all market discount instruments
deemed to be zero if the amount allocable to each Note is less than one-quarter of one percent of the stated
redemption price at maturity of such Notes times the number of complete years to its maturity remaining after the
date of purchase.
Sale or Exchange of Notes
Upon a sale, exchange or redemption of a Note, the Noteholder will recognize gain or loss equal to the
difference between the amount realized on such sale, exchange or redemption and his or her adjusted basis in the
Notes. Such adjusted basis generally will equal the cost of the Notes to such Noteholder (increased by market
discount if the election described above is made) included in his or her gross income with respect to such Notes and
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reduced by any basis in the Notes previously allocated to payments on the Notes received by such Noteholder.
Silnilarly, a Noteholder who receives a principal payment with respect to the Notes will recognize gain or loss equal to
the difference between the amount of the payment and his or her adjusted basis in the Notes or portions thereof that are
satisfied by such payment. Except as discussed above with respect to market discount, any such gain or loss will be
capital gain or loss (provided the Notes are held as a capital asset) and will
wiII be long-tenn
long-term or short-tenn
short-term depending on
whether the Notes have been held for more than one year. You should realize that the Notes are subject to
restrictions on transferability. See "Risk Factors-Restrictions on Transfer."

Backup Withholding
circumstance~, be subject to "backup withholding" with respect to
A Noteholder may, under certain circumstances,
"reportable payments." This withholding generally applies if a Noteholder: (a) fails to furnish the Company with its
taxpayer identification number ("TIN"); (b) furnishes the Company an incorrect TIN; (c) fails to report properly
interest, dividends or other "reportable payments" as defined in the Code; or (d) under certain circumstances, fails to
provide the Company with a certified statement, signed under penalty of perjury, that the TIN provided is its correct
number and that the Noteholder is not subject to backup withholding. Backup withholding will not apply, however,
with respect to certain payments made to Noteholders, including payments to certain exempt recipients (such as
exempt organizations) and to certain foreign investors. Noteholders should consult their tax advisers as to their
qualification for exemption from backup withholding and the procedure for obtaining the exemption.

State Income Tax Consequences
You should also consider the state income tax consequences of the acquisition, ownership, and disposition of
the Notes. State income tax law may differ substantially from the corresponding federal law, and this discussion
does not purport to describe any aspect of the income tax laws -of any state. Therefore, you should consult your
own tax advisors with respect to the various state tax consequences of an investment in the Notes.

INVESTMENTS BY QUALIFIED PLANS AND INDIVIDUAL RETIREMENT ACCOUNTS
,:.

In considering an investment in the Notes of any assets ofa qualified plan, a fiduciary, taking into account
the facts and circumstances of such qualified plan, should consider, among other things:

(I)

whether the iiwestment is in accordance with the documents and instruments governing such qualified plan;

(2)

the definition of plan assets under ERISA ("Plan Assets");

(3)

whether the investment satisfies the diversification requirements of Section 404(a)(I)(C) of ERISA;

(4)

whether, under Section 404(a)(1)(B) of ERISA, the investment is prudent conside~ing the nature ofan
investment in the Notes and the fact that there is not expected to be a market created in which the fiduciary
can sell or otherwise dispose of the Notes;

(5)

whether the Company, the Manager or any of their Affiliates is a fiduciary or a party in interest to the
qualified plan; and

(6)

whether an investment in Notes may cause the qualified plan to recognize UBTI.

With respect to item (6) above, the Company's management believes that the payment of interest to
Noteholders pursuant to this Offering will not, standing alone, result in the recognition ofUBTI by tax-exempt
determined by the responsible fiduciary (usually the
investors. The prudence ofa particular investment must be detennined
trustee, plan administrator or investment manager) with respect to each qualified plan, taking into account all of the
facts and circumstances of the investment.
ERISA provides that Notes may not be purchased by a qualified plan if the Company, the Manager or any of
their Affiliates is a fiduciary or party in interest (as defined in Sections 3(21) and 3(14) of ERISA) to the plan unless
such purchase is exempt from the prohibited transaction provisions of Section 406 of ERISA. Under ERISA, it is the
responsibility of the fiduciary responsible for purchasing Notes not to engage in such transactions. SectionA975 of
the'Code has similar restrictions applicable to transactions between disqualified persons and qualified plans or
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individuaLretirement accounts, which could result in the imposition of excise taxes on the Company, unless and until
such a prohibited transaction is corrected.
In the case of an IRA, if the Company, the Manager or any of their Affiliates is a disqualified person with
respect to the IRA, the purchase of Notes by the IRA could instead cause the entire value of the IRA to be taxable to
.
the IRA sponsor.
Section 406 of ERISA and Code Section 4975 also prohibit qualified plans from engaging in certain
lRAs from engaging in
transactions with specified parties involving Plan Assets. Code Section 4975 also prevents IRAs
One· of the transactions prohibited is the furnishing of services between a plan and a "party in
such transactions. One<of
interest" or a "disqualified person." Included in the definition of"party
of "party in interest" under Section 3(14) of ERISA and
the definition of "disqualified person" in Code Section 4975(e)(2) are "persons providing services to the plan." If the
Company, the Manager or certain entities and individuals related to them have previously provided services to a
benefit plan investor, then the Company, or the Manager could be characterized as a "party in interest" under ERISA .
and/or a "disqualified person" under the Code with respect to such benefit plan investor. If such a relationship exists,
it could be argued that the Affiliate of the Company, or the Manager is being compensated directly out of Plan Assets
for the provision of services, i.e., establishment of the Offering and making it available as an investment to the
qualified plan. If this were the case, absent a specific exemption applicable to the transaction, a prohibited transaction
could be determined to have occurred between the qualified plan and the Affiliate of the Company, or the Manager.
Another type of transaction prohibited by ERISA and the Code is one in which fiduciaries of a qualified plan
or the person who establishes an individual retirement account engage in self-dealing or in co-investment with the
plan or account. Accordingly, Affiliates ofthe Company and the Manager are not permitted to purchase Notes with
assets of any benefit plan investor if they: (a) have investment discretion with respect to such assets or (b) regularly
give individualized investment advice which serves as the primary basis for the investment decisions made with
respect to such assets. In addition, no fiduciary of a qualified plan or owner of an individual retirement account
should purchase Notes both individually and with assets of the benefit plan investor.
With respect to an investing IRA, the tax-exempt status of the account could be lost ifthe investment
Section 408(e)(2) by reason of the Affiliate of the Company or the
constitutes a prohibited transaction under Code
CodeSection
Manager' engaging in the prohibited transaction with the IRA or the individual who established the IRA or his
beneficiary. Ifthe IRA were to lose its tax-exempt status, the entire value of the IRA would be considered to be
distributed and taxable to the IRA sponsor.

REPORTS
The Company will furnish the following reports, statements, and tax information to each Noteholder:
Confirmation of Notes. Upon acceptance of the Subscription Agreement, each Noteholder will
wiII receive a
confirmation of the amount of the denomination of his purchase. Although the Notes will be "book-entry" on the.
Note Register, Noteholders will receive a note evidencing the Company's indebtedness to the Noteholders.
NotehoIders.
Annual Report. Within 120 days after the end of each calendar year, the Company will send to each
Noteholder of record during the previous year: (a) an audited balance sheet for the Company as ofthe
of the end of such
fiscal year and (b) an auditl:ld
audit(;!d statement of the Company's earnings for such
such fiscal year, along with a year-end status
report.
Tax Information. Within 60 days after the end of each fiscal year, the Company will send to each
Noteholder such tax information as shall be necessary for the preparation offederal income tax returns and state
income and other tax returns withregard
with regard to the applicable jurisdictions.

RATING
The Company will not request a rating from Standard and Poor's Corporation, Moody's Investor's Service,
or any other or similar rating company. The Company believes that the benefits ofa rating do not justify the costs
associated with a rating for the Notes issued by
byaa new company with no established operating history.
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LITIGATION
There is no action, suit, or proceeding known to be pending or threatened restraining or enjoining the
of the Notes.
execution or delivery of the Notes or in any way contesting or affecting the validity ofthe

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
The Company will answer inquiries from subscribers concerning the Notes, the Gompany and other matters
relating to the offer and sale of Notes, and the Company will afford subscribers the opportunity to obtain any
additional
additional. information to the extent the Company possesses such information or can acquire such information without
unreasonable effort or expense that is necessary to verifY the information in this Memorandum.
Subscribers are entitled to review copies of other material contracts relating to the Notes described in this
Memorandum. In the Subscription Agreement, you will represent that you are completely satisfied with the results of
your pre-investment due diligence activities.

GLOSSARY

.
The definitions of certain terms used in this Memorandum are set forth below:
"Accredited Investor"
Investor" means, in addition to certain institutional investors, an investor who meets one of the
following tests in which case such investor should qualifY as an Accredited Investor:
(1)
(I)

, (2)

the investor is a natural person who had individual income in excess of$200,000 in each ofthe two
most recent years, or joint income with that person's spouse in excess of $300,000 in each of these
years, and has a reasonable expectation of reaching the same income level in the current year; or
the investor is a natural person whose individual Net Worth, or joint Net Worth with that person's
spouse, exceeds $1,000,000 at the time of purchase of the Notes; or

(3)

ofthe
the investor is an organization described under Section 501(c)(3) of
the Code, a corporation,
Massachusetts or similar business trust or a partnership, not formed for the specific purpose of
acquiring the Notes, with total assets in excess of $5,000,000; or

(4)

is im entity (including an Individual Retirement Account trust) in which each ofthe
the investor
investoris
equity owners is an Accredited Investor as defined above in subparagraphs (1) and (2) above; or

(5)

the investor is a trust with total assets in excess of$5,000,000, not formed for the specific purpose
of acquiring the Notes, whose purchase is directed by a "sophisticated person" as defined in Rule
506(b)(2)(ii) of Regulation D under the Securities Act; or

(6)

the investor is an employee benefit plan within the meaning of ERISA in which the investment
decision is made by a plan fiduciary (as defined in Section 3(21) of ERISA) which is either a bank,
savings and loan association, insurance company, or registered investment adviser; or the employee
benefit plan has total assets in excess of$5,000,000; or it is a self-directed plan in which investment
decisions are made solely by persons who are Accredited Investors.

"Affiliate(s)" means: (a) any person directly or indirectly controlling, controlled by or under common
control with another person; (b) a person owning or controlling 10% or more of the outstanding voting securities of
such other person; ((c)
c) any officer, director or partner of such other person; and (d) if such other person is an officer,
director or partner, any company for which such person acts in any capacity. The term "person" shall include any
natural person, corporation, partnership, trust, unincorporated association or other legal entity.
"Code" means the Internal Revenue Code of 1986, as amended.
"Company" means Clearwater 2008 Note Program, LLC, an Idaho limited liability company.
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"Counsel" means Hirschler Fleischer, A Professional Corporation, located in Richmond, Virginia.
"DOL Regulations" means 29 C.F.R. Section 2510.3-101.
"ERISA" means the U.S. federal Employment Rights and Income Security Act, U.S.C. Title 29, Section 18.
"Escrow Agent" means a bank or other financial institutions that satisfies the requirements of Rule 15c2-4
promulgated under the Exchange Act, as the same is interpreted by FINRA from time to time.
"Event of Default" refers to the occurrence of any ofthe following: (a) failure to pay the principal on the
of Noteholder,
Notes when due at maturity, or upon any earlier due date, or upon mandatory redemption at the option ofNoteholder,
(b) failure to pay any interest on the Notes for ten days after notice of such default to the Company; (c) failure to
perform any other covenant for ten days after receipt of written notice specifYing the default and requiring the
Company to remedy such default; or (c) events of insolvency, receivership, conservatorship or reorganization of the
Company.
"Exhibits" means the exhibits attached to this Memorandum and incorporated herein by this reference.
"FINRA" means the Financial Industry Regulatory Authority, Inc.
"GrQss Proceeds" means the sum of all money raised by the Company through the sale of Notes pursuant to
"Gross
this Memorandum.
"IRA" means an Individual Retirement Account.
"IRS" means the Internal Revenue Service.
"Manager" refers to Clearwater REI, LLC. The Manager is sole owner and the initial manager of the
Company. The term shall also refer to any successor or additional Manager, who is properly designated as a Manager.
"Managing Broker-Dealer" means Select Capital Corporation.
"Maximum Offering Amount" means $20,000,000 in aggregate principal amount of Notes, subject to
increase to $40,000,000 at the sole discretion of the Company.
"Memorandum" means this Confidential Private Placement Memorandum and the Exhibits hereto dated
August 29, 2008: as amended or supplemented, pursuant to which the Company is offering the Notes.
"Minimum Offering Amount" means $1,000,000.
"Noteholders" means purchasers of Notes.
9.0% notes due December 31,20
IS, subject to
"Notes" means the $20,000,000 aggregate principal amount of
of9.0%
31, 2015,
increase to $40,000,000 at the sole discretion ofthe Company, which will be obligations ofthe Comp~ny
Comp~ny the principal
of which will be guaranteed by RE Capital Investments, LLC; however, the Notes will not be secured by collateral.
"Note Register" means the records and documentation retained to track the ownership interest of the Notes.
"Offering"
of Notes by the Company pursuant to the terms and conditions described in
"Offerihg" means the offering ofNotes
the Memorandum.
"Registrar" means the Company, which is responsible for keeping track of the Noteholders and maintaining
the Note Register.
"RIA" refers to Registered Investment Advisers.
"Securities Act" means the Securities Act of 1933, as amended, and the rules and regulation promulgated
thereunder.
"Selling Group" means broker-dealers selected by the Company who are members ofthe FINRA and who
offer and sell Notes on a "best efforts" basis.
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"Treasury Regulations" means the United States Treasury Regulations promulgated pursuant to the Code.
"UBTI" means unrelated business taxable income.
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EXHIBIT A

INSTRUCTIONS TO INVESTORS

Clearwater 2008 Note Program, LLC
9.0 0/0 Notes Due December 31,2015
Please read carefully the Private Placement Memorandum dated August 18,2008 for the sale of $20,000,000
(subject to increase to $40,000,000) in aggregate principal amount of 9.0% Notes due December 31, 2015 (''Notes'')
issued by Clearwater 2008 Note Program, LLC, an Idaho limited liability company ("Company"), as supplemented
from time to time, and all Exhibits thereto (collectively, the "Memorandum"), before deciding to subscribe.
Capitalized terms not defined herein have the meanings set forth in the Memorandum.

Each prospective investor in Notes should examine the suitability of this type of investment in the
context of his/her own needs, investment objectives and financial capabilities and should make his/her own
independent investigation and decision as to suitability and as to the risk and potential gain involved. Also,
each prospective investor in Notes is encouraged to consult with his/her attorney, accountant, financial
consultant or other business or tax advisor regarding the risks and merits of the proposed investment.
This Offering is limited to investors who certify that they meet all of the qualifications set forth in the
Memorandum for the purchase of Notes.
If you meet these qualifications and desire to purchase Notes, then please complete, execute and deliver the
attached Subscription Agreement along with your check, payable to "Home Federal Bank, as Escrow Agent for
Clearwater 2008 Note Program, LLC" in the amount of the Subscription Payment.
Subscription Agreements and all attachments should be mailed or delivered to the Company at:
Clearwater 2008 Note Program, LLC
1300 E. State Street, Suite 103
Eagle, ID 83616
Attn: Don Steeves
All funds should be mailed, delivered or wired to:
Clearwater 2008 Note Program, LLC
1300 E. State Street, Suite 103
Eagle, ID 83616
Attn: Don Steeves
Wire Instructions:
Account Number: 1001001602349
Routing/ABA Number: 324170140
Account Name: Clearwater 2008 Note Program, LLC
Upon receipt of this signed Subscription Agreement, verification of your investment qualifications and
acceptance of your subscription by the Company (the Company reserves the right, in its sole discretion, to accept or
reject a subscription for any or no reason whatsoever), the Company will notify you of receipt and acceptance of your
subscription.

Important Note: The person or entity actually making the decision to invest in Notes should complete
exe~ute this Subscription Agreement. For example, retirement plans often hold certain investments in
and exe~ute
trust for their beneficiaries, but the beneficiaries may maintain investment control and discretion. In such a
situation, the beneficiary with investment control must complete and execute this Subscription Agreement (this
also applies to trusts, custodial accounts and similar arrangements).
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SUBSCRIPTION AGREEMENT

Clearwater 2008 Note Program, LLC
9.0% Notes Due December 31, 2015
_ _ _--:This is the offer and agreement ("Subscription Agreement") of the undersigned to purchase $$-=----=-_--:
($50,000 minimum investment) in principal amount of 9.0% Notes due December 31, 2015 ("Notes") to be issued
by Clearwater 2008 Note Program, LLC, an Idaho limited liability company (the "Company") ("Subscription
Price"), subject to the terms, conditions, acknowledgments, representations and warranties stated herein and in the
Confidential Private Placement Memorandum relating to the offer of up to $20,000,000 (subject to increase to
$40,000,000) in aggregate principal amount in Notes dated August 29, 2008, as supplemented from time to time (the.
"Memorandum"). I am including with this Subscription Agreement a check payable to the order of "Home Federal"
Bank, as Escrow Agent for Clearwater 2008 Note Program, LLC" in the amount of $
, representing the
Subscription Price for the Notes I am purchasing. All terms utilized herein shall have the same meaning as seSforth
in the Memorandum.
In order to induce the Company to accept this Subscription Agreement for Notes and as further
consideration for such acceptance, I hereby make the following acknowledgments, representations and warranties
with the full knowledge that the Company wiII
will expressly rely thereon in making a decisiol1
decision to accept or reject this
Subscription Agreement:

I.
1.
2.
3.
4.

5.

6..

7.

8.

I hereby adopt, confirm and agree to all of the covenants, representations and warranties set out in
this Subscription Agreement.
My primary state of residence is: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
_-:-:_...,--_ _ _ _--:-_
-:--_ _-;---:--:--,---_
_-;---:-:---:-_
My date of birth is: _---:-:_...,..-If I am a natural person, I hereby represent and warrant that (check as appropriate):
(a)
_ _ I, together with my spouse, have a net worth, inclusive of home, home furnishings
of$I,OOO,OOO; or
and personal automobiles, in excess of$1,000,000;
(b)
_ _ I have individual income in excess of $200,000, or joint income with my spouse,
in excess of $300,000, in each of the two most recent years, and I reasonably expect
income in excess of that amount in the current year.
individual or joint incomein
If other than a natural person, such entity represents and warrants that (check as appropriate):
_ _ it is an "accredited investor" as defined in Regulation D promulgated under the Securities
Act of 1933, as amended.
If other than a natural person, is such entity a benefit plan qualified under Code Section 401(a), a
benefit plan subject to ERISA, an individual retirement account or arrangement under Code
Section 408 or any other company sponsored employee benefit plan or program?
Yes.
No.
owner, shareholder, partner, member, indemnitor, guarantor
Neither I nor any subsidiary, affiliate, 5>wner,
or related person or entity:
(a)
is a Sanctioned Person (as defined below);
(b)
has more than 15% of its assets in Sanctioned Countries (as defined below); or .
(c)
derives more than 15% of its operating income from investments in, or transactions with
Countries ..
Sanctioned Persons or Sanctioned Countries..
For purposes of the foregoing, a "Sanctioned Person" shall mean (a) a person named on the list of
"specially designated nationals" or "blocked persons" maintained by the U.S. Office of Foreign
Assets Control ("OFAC") at http://www.treas.gov/offices/eotffc/ofac/sdn/index.html,
http://www.treas.gov/offices/eotf!c/o(ac!sdnlindex.html, or as
(1) an agency of the government ofa Sanctioned
otherwise published from time to time, or (b) (I)
Country, (2) an organization controlled by a Sanctioned Country, or (3) a person resident in a
Sanctioned Country, to the extent subject to a sanctions program administered by OFAC. A
"Sanctioned Country" shall mean a country subject to a sanctions program identified on the list
maintained by OF
AC and available at
OFAC
http://www.treas.gov/o(Oces/eotffc/ofac/sanctions/index.html,
http://www.treas.gov/o(Oces/eotffc/o(ac!stmctions/index.html, or as otherwise published from time
to time.
Under penalties of perjury, I certify (a) that the number shown on this form is my correct taxpayer
identification number and (b) that I am not subject to backup withholding, either because I have
not been notified that I am subject to backup withholding as a result of a failure to report all
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9.
10.

interest or dividends or the Internal Revenue Service has notified me that I am no longer subject to
backup withholding. (Please strike out the language certifying that you are not subject to
backup withholding due to notified payee under-reporting if you have been notified that you
are subject to backup withholding due to notified payee under-reporting, and you have not
received a notice from the Internal Revenue Service advising you that backup withholding
has terminated.)
I further represent and warrant that such investment is not disproportionate to my income or
connection'
available liquid funds and that I further have the capacity to protect my interests in connection
with the purchase of the Notes.
1I (we) wish to own my (our) Notes as follows (check one):
(a)
Separate or individual property. (In community property states, if the
purchaser is married, his (her) spouse must submit written consent if community
funds will be used to purchase the Notes.)
(b)
Husband and Wife as community property. (Community property
states only. Husband and Wife should both sign all required documents unless
advised by their attorney that one signature is sufficient.)
(c)
Joint Tenants with right of survivorship. (Both parties must sign all
required documents unless advised by their attorneys that one signature is
sufficient.)
sufficient. )
Common .. (Both parties must sign all required documents.)
(d)
Tenants in Common..
(e)
Trust. (Attach copy of trust instrument and include name of trust, name
of trustee and date trust was formed.)
(t)
Partnership or Limited Liability Company. (Attach copy of articles or
certificate, if any, and partnership agreement or operating agreement and include
evidence of authority for person who executes required documents.)
. (g)
Husband and Wife with right of survivorship. (Husband and wife
should sign all documents unless other advised by their attorney.)
(h)
IRA or Qualified Plan:
(i)

11.

Other (indicate):

If the owner of Notes is an entity (trust, LLC, Partnership, etc.) my relationship to the. owning
entity is
(trustee, owner, partner, etc.)

.<
.'

Subscriber's Signature: -<--'X'---_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Date: _ _~_

Subscriber's Signature: -<--'X"-"--_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Date: _ _ __

I.
I understand that in the event this Subscription Agreement is not accepted or, if accepted, the Offering is
canceIled then the funds transmitted herewith shall
shaIl be returned to the undersigned and this
subsequently terminated or cancelled
Subscription Agreement shall be terminated and of no further effect. RE Capital, LLC has agreed to guarantee the repayment of
principal under the Notes. By executing this Subscription Agreement, each prospective investor of Notes approves the foregoing,
acknowledges the risks described in the section of the Memorandum entitled "Risk Factors," and waives those provisions of the
generaIly governing funds held in escrow prior to closing an offering.
Securities Exchange Act of 1934, as amended, generally
2.
• I acknowledge that I have received, read and fully understand the Memorandum. I acknowledge that I am
basing my decision to invest in Notes on the Memorandum and I have relied only on the information contained in said materials
and have not relied upon any representations made by any other person. [recognize
I recognize that an investment in Notes involves
I am fully
fuIly cognizant of and understand all of the risk factors related to the purchase of Notes, including, but
substantial risk and [am
not limited to, those risks set forth in the sections of the Memorandum entitled "Risk Factors."
My overall commitment to investments that are not readily marketable is not disproportionate to my
3.
such.overall
overall commitment to become excessive. [have
I have adequate
individual net worth, and my investment in Notes will not cause such
means of providing for my financial requirements, both current and anticipated, and have no need for liquidity in this investment.
I can bear and am willing
wiIling to accept the economic risk of losing my entire investment in Notes.
4.
I acknowledge that the sale of Notes has not been accompanied by the publication of any advertisement, any
general solicitation or as the direc~ result of art investment seminar sponsored by the Company or any of its Affiliates.
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5.
All information that I have provided to the Company herein concerning my suitability to invest in Notes is
complete, accurate and correct as of the date of my signature on the last page of this Subscription Agreement. I hereby agree to
notify the Company immediately of any material change in any such information occurring prior to the acceptance of this
Subscription Agreement, including any information about changes concerning my net worth and financial position.
6.
I have had the opportunity to ask questions of, and receive answers from, the Company and the Manager
of the offering of Notes, and to
concerning the Company, the creation or operation of the Company or terms and conditions ofthe
obtain any additional information deemed necessary to verify the accuracy of the information contained in the Memorandum. I
have been provided with all materials and information requested by either me or others representing me, including any
information requested to verify any information furnished to me.
7.
I am purchasing Notes for my own account and for investment purposes only and have no present intention,
understanding or arrangement for the distribution, transfer, assignment, resale or subdivision of Notes. I understand that, due to
Paragraph 8 below, and the lack of any market existing or to exist for Notes, my investment in the
the restrictions referred to in Paragraph.
Company will be highly illiquid and may have to be held indefinitely.
8.
I am fully aware that Notes subscribed for hereunder have not been registered with the Securities and
Exchange Commission in reliance on an exemption specified in Regulation 0 under the Securities Act of 1933, as amended,
which reliance is based in part upon my representations set forth herein. I understand that Notes subscribed for herein have not
been registered under applicable state securities laws and are being offered and sold pursuant to the exemptions specified in said
laws, and unless they are registered, they may not be re-offered for sale or resold except in a transaction or as a security exempt
under those laws. 1I further understand that the specific approval of such resales by the state securities administrator may be
required in some states. Notes have not been approved or disapproved by the United States Securities and Exchange
Commission or other regulatory authority, nor have any of the foregoing authorities passed upon or endorsed the merits
of this Offering or the accuracy or adequacy of the Memorandum. Any representation to the contrary is unlawful.
9.
I acknowledge that Home Federal Bank is acting solely as escrow holder in connection with the Offering of
Notes, and makes no recommendations with respect thereto. I understand that Home Federal Bank has made no investigation
regarding the Offering, Notes, the Company, the Manager, their Affiliates or their officers and directors, or any other person or
entity involved in the Offering.
10.
This Subscription Agreement shall be construed in accordance with and governed by the laws of the State of
Idaho without regard to its choice of law provisions.
II.
I hereby covenant and agree that any dispute, controversy or other claim arising under, out of or relating to
this Agreement or any of the transactions contemplated hereby, or any amendment thereof, or the breach or interpretation hereof
or thereof, shall be determined and settled in binding arbitration in Boise, Idaho, in accordance with applicable Idaho law, and
with the rules and procedures of The American Arbitration Association. The prevailing party shall be entitled to an award of its
reasonable costs and expenses, including, but not limited to, attorneys' fees, in addition to any other available remedies. Any
award rendered therein shall be final and binding on each and all of the parties thereto and tl)eir personal representatives, and
judgment may be entered thereon in any court of competent jurisdiction. BY EXECUTING THIS AGREEMENT, YOU ARE
AGREEIN(; TO HAVE ALL DISPUTES DECIDED BY NEUTRAL ARBITRATION, YOU ARE GIVING UP ANY
RIGHTS YOU MIGHT POSSESS TO HAVE SUCH DISPUTES LITIGATED IN A COURT OR JURY TRIAL, AND
YOU ARE GIVING UP YOUR JUDICIAL RIGHTS TO DISCOVERY AND APPEAL. IF YOU REFUSE TO SUBMIT
TO ARBITRATION AFTER AGREEING TO THIS PROVISION, YOU MAYBE COMPELLED TO ARBITRATE.
BY EXECUTING THIS AGREEMENT, YOU HEREBY CONFIRM THAT YOUR AGREEMENTS TO THIS
ARBITRATION PROVISION IS VOLUNTARY.
12.
I hereby agree to indemnify, defend and hold harmless the Company, the Manager, their Affiliates and
all of their members, managers, shareholders, officers, employees, affiliates and advisors, from any and all damages, ."
losses, liabilities, costs and expenses (including reasonable attorneys' fees and costs) that they may incur by reason of my
failure to fulfill all of the terms and conditions of this Subscription Agreement or by reason of the untruth or inaccuracy
of any of the representations, warranties or agreements contained herein or in any other documents I have furnished to
any of the foregoing in connection with this transaction. This indemnification includes, but is not limited to, any damages,
losses, liabilities, costs and expenses (including reasonable attorneys' fees,
fees and costs) incurred by the Company, the
Manager, their Affiliates and. any of their members, managers, shareholders, directors, officers, employees, affiliates or
advisors, defending against any alleged violation of federal or state securities laws which is based upon or related to any
untruth or inaccuracy of any of the representations, warranties or agreements contained herein or in any other
documents I have furnished in connection ~ith this transaction.
13.
I hereby acknowledge and agree that: (a) I may not transfer or assign this Subscription Agreement, or any
interest herein, and any purported transfer shall be void; (b) except as specifically described herein, I am not entitled to cancel,
terminate or revoke this Subscription Agreement and that this Subscription Agreement will be binding on my heirs, successors
if the Company rejects this Subscription Agreement, this Subscription
and personal representatives; provided, however, that if
Agreement shall be automatically canceled, terminated and revoked; (c) this Subscription Agreement and the Memorandum,
together witli
with all attachments and exhibits thereto, constitute the entire agreement among the parties hereto with respect to the
sale of Notes and may be amended, modified or terminated only by a writing executed by all parties (except as provided herein
with respect to rejection of this Subscription Agreement by the Company); (d) within two days after receipt of a written request
from the Company, the undersigned agrees to provide such information and to execute and deliver such documents as may be
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necessary to comply with any and all laws and regulations to which the Company is subject; and (e) the representations and
warranties ofthe undersigned set forth herein shall survive the sale of Notes pursuant to this Subscription Agreement.
14.
I am not making this investment in any manner as a representative of a charitable remainder unitrust or a
charitable remainder trust.

Initial Here,_ _ _ __

Initial Here- - - - [SIGNATURE PAGE FOLLOWS]
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person/elltity making
makillg the investment
illvestmellt decision
decisioll to purchase Notes must complete
(SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS: III
In all cases, the person/entity
alUl sign
sigll the Subscription
Subscriptioll Agreement.
Agreemellt. For example, if the form of ownership
oWllership designated
desigllated above is a retirement
retiremellt plan
plallfor
ami
for which
thell that third party trustee must complete this Subscription
Subscriptioll
illvestmellts are directed or made by a third party trustee, then
investments
Agreement
beneficiaries under
of residellce rather
Agreemellt rather than
thml the belleficiaries
ullder the retirement
retiremellt plan.
plall. Investors
Illvestors must list their principal
prillcipal place ofresidence
sigllature page so that the Company
CompallY can
call COl/firm
cOllfirm compliance
compliallce with appropriate
thml their office or other
otller address 011
than
on the signature
securities laws. Ifyou wish correspondence
correspolldellce sent
sellt to some address other than
thall your principal
prillcipal residence,
residellce, please provide a mailing
mailillg
address in
of material information,
illformatioll, the Company
CompallY
ill the
tile blank
blallk provided below. Additionally,
Additiollally, in
ill an
all attempt to expedite'the delivery ofmaterial
asks (but does I/ot
Ilot require) that you list a secolldary
secol/dary cOlltact
contact source that may be able to reach you, if you are ul/available
ullavailable
tllrough any
allY other reasonable
reasollable means
mealls listed below.)
through

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I (we) has executed this Subscription Agreement this __ day of _ _---',
--->, 200_.
A. REGISTRATION

. INFORMATION
or
CUSTODIAN
INFORMATION
(if applicable)
Send ALLpapenvork directly
to the custodian
cllstodian

Please print the exact name (registration) investor desires on account:

Mailing address:_ _ _ _~-----------------------~-----------------------E-mail address:_ _ _ ~
_ _ _ _~
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

B. INVESTOR
INFORMATION

Please send all investor correspondence to the following:
Name:_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _~----------~---~--------------Address:,_,....Address:._,....-_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Home:

Investor Phone: Business <-),____________
Investor Fax: Business <-)_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _. _ _ _ ___

<-)~
<-)~

_ _ _ __

Home: <-),_ _ _ _ __

Primary State of Residence:,_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Social Security or Federal Tax ID Number:_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
C.

SECONDARY
CONTACT
INFORMATION
(OPTIONAL)

If the Company is unable to contact the Subscriber directly through ani reasonable means
provided by the Subscriber hereby, please contact the following individual who will be instructed
by Subscriber to inform him/her that Subscriber should contact the Company as expeditiously as
possible:
Secondary Contact Name:,_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Secondary Contact Address:_
Address: _ _~_ _ _ _ _ __:_----------~---_
~--------------Secondary Contact Phone: Business <-)_______
Secondary Contact Fax: Business <-)
<-),_
_ _...,_...,-_ _ __

D. ELECTION TO
PARTICIPATE IN
INTEREST
REINVESTMENT
PROGRAM

D. SIGNATURES

Home: <-)_ _ _ _ __
Home: (--.l'
(--1'_ _ _ _ _ __

If you wish to participate in the Interest Reinvestment Program, please initial here: _ _ __
If you ~ish to receive monthly distributions of interest, please initial here: _ _ _'--'---You will have the opportunity twice annually (January 15th and July 15th ) to change your election
by giving written notice thereof to the Company not less than 30 days prior to the date on which
the election may be changed.
THE UNDERSIGNED HAS THE AUTHORITY TO ENTER INTO THIS SUBSCRIPTION
AGREEMENT ON BEHALF OF
OF THE PERSON(S) OR ENTITY REGISTERED IN A.
ABOVE.
__
Executed this __ day of ~ 200_, at _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _~_
~__,_-_;;____:--___,;"---:"___;~___:_----,:__---xx.____________~~-~~--~~_.~~~~----

Signature (Investor, or authorized signatory)

xx.____________=-_ _=_=-_ _ _-..,.___:"---:~_..,.----,:__---~~_.~~~~----

Signature (Investor, or authorized signatory)
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E. SUBMIT
SUBSCRIPTION

Mail the executed Subscription Agreement to:
Clearwater 2008 Note Program, LLC
1300 E. State Street, Suite 103
Eagle, ID 83616
Attn: Don Steeves

The check (make payable to "Home Federal Bank,"as
Bank,'as Escrow Agent for Clearwater 2008 Note
Program, LLC") or funds should be wired, mailed or delivered to:
All funds should be delivered or wired to:
Clearwater 2008 Note Progmm, LLC
.1300 E. State Street, Suite 103
1300
Eagle, ID 83616
Attn: Don Steeves

~

Wire Instructions:

Account Number: 1001001602349
Routing/ABA Number: 324170140
Account Name: Clearwater 2008 Note Progmm, LLC

Subscription Accepted:
Clearwater 2008 Note Program, LLC
By: Clearwater REI, LLC
an Idaho limited liability company
Its: Manager
Date: _ _ _ _ _ _ __

By:
Name:
Its:

A-7
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BROKER/DEALER REPRESENTATIONS AND WARRANTIES
Purchaser suitability requirements have been established by "Clearwater 2008 Note Program, LLC" (the "Project") and
fully disclosed in its Private Placement Memorandum dated August 29, 2008 (the "Memorandum") under "Who May Invest."
Before recommending purchase of membership interests in the Project being offered pursuant to the Memorandum (the
•
"Interests"), we have reason'able grounds to believe, on the basis of information supplied by the subscriber concerning his, her or its
investment objectives, other investments, financial situation and needs, and other pertinent information that: (i) the subscriber is an
accredited investor as defined in Section 501(a) of Regulation D and meets the investor suitability requirements set forth in the
Memorandum; (ii) the subscriber has a net worth and income sufficient to sustain the risks inherent in the Interests, including loss
of investment and lack of liquidity; and (iii) the Interests are otherwise a suitable investment for the subscriber. We will maintain in
ofinvestment
our files documents disclosing the basis upon which the suitability of this subscriber was determined.
verifY that the above subscriptiol) either does not involve a discretionary account or, if so, that the subscriber's prior •
We veritY
written approval was obtained relating to the liquidity and marketability ofthe Interests during the term of the purchase.
'Broker/Dealer Firm Name'----~-------'--~------------------

'------------------~--------------------------------------

_
Registered Representative Name ____~_________________________
---_----::________
Registered Representative's BRANCH ADDRESS________________________
---.,.,
-..,,
Number-,-________----'______________________
Representative Phone Number-,Representative Facsimile Number_____________________________
---,.
___
Representative Email Address:________________________________
Number:'
Broker/Dealer Firm BRANCH Phone Number;'
Numb'-e-r-:- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Broker/Dealer Firm BRANCH Facsimile Numb'-e-r-:!No __
___
The Registered Representative Firm is licensed in the state in which the investor resides: Yes ___
__/No

Registered Representative Signature

Broker Dealer Authorized Principal
Print Name
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EXHIBIT B
Balance Sheet of Clearwater 2008 Note Program, LLC
as of
December 31,2008
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Clearwater 2008 Note Program, LLC
Balance Sheet
as of 8/15/2008

ASSETS
$1,000

CASH

LlABI.LlTIES AND SHAREHOLDER'S EQUITY
L1ABI.L1TIES

SHAREHOLDER'S EQUITY

Common stock - $1 par value; 100 shares authorized;
100 shares issued and outstanding

$100

Additional Paid-in Capital

$900
$1 ,000

B-2
8-2
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EXHIBITC
Balance Sheet of RE Capital Investments, LLC
as of
July 31, 2008

C-l
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9:01 PM

RE Capital Investments, LLC

08/25/08

Balance Sheet

Accrual Basis

As of July 31, 2008
Ju131,08
ASSETS
Current Assets
Checking/Savings
Bank of America Checking - 357
Cash Reserve
US Bank

3,144.28
250,000.00
104,029.29

Total Checking/Savings

357,173.57

Total Current Assets

357,173.57

Fixed Assets
Long Term Assets
Investments - Partnerships
Land Investments (net of 3rd pa

25,500,000.00
2,000,000.00

. Total Long Term Assets

27,500,000.00

Total Fixed Assets

27,500,000.00

Other Assets
Investment
CCS Trop-215, LLC
Horseshoe Bend 400 (Program 1)
ICP - Serene Meadows (20%)
Idaho Partners (Baymont)
New Meadows
Sanger II
Silver Mountain LLC (30%)
Tres Rios Equity Partne (64.4%)
WhiteCloud / New Meadow (62%)

1,600,000.00
6,400,000.00
1,600,000.00
105,000.00
6,400,000.00
2,640,000.00
480,000.00
2,640,000.00
1,984,000.00

Total Investment

23,849,000.00

Note Receivables
Clearwater - Bunker Hill
Clearwater - MAC
Clearwater Lodging
Additional Capital Interest
Initial Capital Interest
Clearwater Lodging - Other

436,831.04
73,500.00
25,000.00
400,000.00
1,540,000.00

Total Clearwater Lodging

1,965,000.00

Clearwater REI LLC
Cude-Bamett
Heritage Lands LLC -Future Inte
Horseshoe Bend - 3200 Acres
Idaho Capital Partners LLC
Sandpoint Condos
Silver Mountain LLC
Tres Rios Equity Partners
Trop-215 Developer LLC

458,763.00
80,000.00
342,357.96
465,209.16
250,000.00
56,000.00
300,000.00
516,334.00
485,171.17

Total Note Receivables

5,429,166.33

Total Other Assets

29,278,166.33

TOTAL ASSETS

57,135,339.90

C-2
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Page 1

9:01 PM

RE Capital Investments, LLC

08/25/08

Balance Sheet

Accrual Basis

As of July 31, 2008
Ju131,08

LIABILITIES & EQUITY
Liabilities
Long Term Liabilities
Notes Payable
DH
Diamond B Asset Management
Heritage Lands LLC
Interest Payable
Terron Investments Inc.
TH

300,000.00
568,650.19
2,375,000.00
46,763.00
569,000.00
300,000.00

Total Not.es Payable

4,159,413.19

Total Long Term Liabilities

4,159,413.19

Total Liabilities

4,159,413,19

Equity
EqUity
Land Equity
Partnership Equity
Retained Earnings
Net Income

12,840,000.00
40,454,000.00
-314,176.01
-3,897.28

Total Equity

52,975,926.71

TOTAL LIABILITIES & EQUITY

57,135,339.90

C-3
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Page 2

EXIDBITD

Guaranty
In order to induce each prospective pW'chaser (each a ''Noteholder'' and collectively the "Noteholders") of
9.0% Notes due December 31,2015 (each a ''Note'' and collectively the ''Notes'') issued by Clearwater 2008 Note
Program, LLC (the "Company") to purchase the Notes, the Guarantor hereby unconditionally guarantees the payment
of the original principal amount ofthe
of the Notes as provided therein. This Guaranty shall remain in full force throughout
ofthe
of the Notes.
the term ofthe

Guarantor hereby waives notice of acceptance ofthis
of this Guaranty and all other notices in connection herewith
or in connection with the liabilities, obligations and duties guaranteed hereby, including notices to them of default by
the Company under the Notes.
The Guarantor shall operate its'business
its' business in a manner iliat, in light of its business judgment, maximizes its
ability to perform its obligations under this Guaranty. The Guarantor's net worth will at all times during the term of
if the Company increases
the Guaranty be maintained at $54,000,000 subject to increase in pro rata up to $78,000,000 ifthe
of Notes.
'
the offering amount ofNotes.

.

Guarantor further agrees to the extent permitted by Jaw, to pay any costs or expenses, including the
of an attorney, incurred by the Noteholders in enforcing this Guaranty.
reasonable fees ofan
of them
Guarantor acknowledges that the Noteholders may, by simple majority vote or consent, appoint one ofthem
or a third-party attorney or agent, to prosecute the Noteholders' rights hereunder and such party shall be entitled to
bring any suit, action or proceeding against
againstthe
the undersigned for the enforcement ofany
of any provision ofthis
ofthls Guaranty on
behalf of all Noteholders and it shall not be necessary in any such suit, action or proceeding to make each Noteholder
behalfofall
a party thereto.
This Guaranty is not assignable, and shall be binding upon Guarantor,
GUarantor, its legal representatives, penni1ted
pennitted
successors and assigns, and shall inure to the benefit of each Noteholder and its successors and assigns on a pro rata
basis, calcul~ted
calcul~ted upon each Noteholder;s share oftlle Notes. This Guaranty shall be governed by and construed and
enforced ill accordance with the laws of the State ofIdaho.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, Guarantor has caused this Guaranty to be executed as follows:

D-l
,

,
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No dealer, salesman or any other person has' been
authorized to give any information or to make any
representations other than the information and
representations contained in this Memorandum in
connection with the offer made hereby, and, if given
or made, such information and representations must
not be relied upon as having been authorized by the
Company. This Memorandum does not constitute an
of an offer to buy, any of
offer to sell, or a solicitation ofan
the Notes offered hereby to any person in any
jurisdiction in which such offer or solicitation would
be unlawful.
Neither the delivery of this
Memorandum nor any sale made hereunder shall,
under any circumstances, create any implication that
there has been no change in the affairs of the
Company since any of the dates as of which
information is furnished herein or since the date
hereof

13001:. Slale
State SL SIc
Stc 1031 Eagle,ldahll
Eagle,ldah(1 R36161866.217.4906
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SECOND SUPPLEMENT TO

CONFIDENTIAL PRIVATE PLACEMENT MEMORANDUM
CLEARWATER 2008 NOTE PROGRAM, LLC
$20,000,0009.0% Notes
(Subje~t to increase to $40,000,00,0)
Minimum Investment: $50;000
Minimum Offering Ampunt: $1,000,000
Maximum Offering Amount: $20,000,000 (Subject to increase to $40,000,000)
Dated: June 30, 20~9
This Second Supplement (the "Second Supplement") is designed to update, through June 30, 2009, the information previously
provided in the Confidential Private Placement Memorandum dated August 29, 2008 (the "Memorandum"), which described the Offering
by Clearwater 2008 Note Program, LLC (the "Company") of up to $20,000,000 in aggregate principal amount of 9.0% Notes due
December 31, 2015, subject to increase to $40,000,000, and the First Supplement to the Memprandum dated October 3, 2008 (the "First
Supplement") (as so supplemented, with all Exhibits to the Memorandum and the First Supplement, the "Offering Memorandum").
Capitalized terms used herein withou.t defmition shall have the meaning ascribed to them in the Offering Memorandum.
This Second Supplement is being furnished for your information on a confidential basis so that you may consider an investment
the Notes described in the Offering Memorandum and herein and should be read together with the Offering Memorandum. This Second
Supplement is not to be reproduced or used for any other purpose. No person has been authorized to make any statement concerning the
if made, should not be relied upon. The
Offering other than as set forth in the Offering Memorandum and herein, and any such statement, ifmade,
Notes will not be registered under the Securities Act of 1933, as amended (the "Securities Act"), or any other securities laws. Notes will
be offered for investment purposes only pursuant to exemptions from the registration provisions provided under Regulation D of the
Securities Act. There will be no public market for the Notes. There are significant risks associated with the Offering. See the Section
entitled "Risk Factors" in the Offering Memorandum, as supplemented by this Second Supplement.
~

The Offering Memorandum, as supplemented by this Second Supplement, is not an offer to sell, or a solicitation of an offer to
purchase Notes, and no Notes shall be offered or sold to any person in any jurisdiction in which such offer, solicitation, purchase or sale
would be unlawful under the securities laws of such jurisdiction. The Offering Memorandum, as supplemented by this Second
Supplement, has not been filed with the United States Securities and Exchange Commission ("SEC"), any securities administrator under
state securities laws or any other governmental or self-regulatory authority. None of the SEC, any state securities administrators or
governmental or self-regulatory authorities have passed on the merits of the Offering or the adequacy of the Offering Memorandum as
supplemented by this Second Supplement. Any representation to the contrary is unlawful. .
This Second Supplement describes updated information and should be read in its entirety by each investor.
.
.
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2nd Supplement - I

OFFERING MEMORANDUM

The following
fo.llo.wing info.nnatio.n
infonnation described in the Offering Memo.randum
Memorandum is hereby mo.dified
modified and supplemented as follows:
fo.llo.ws:
(a)
The Balance Sheet of RE Capital Investments, LLC as of July 31, 2008 attached to the Memorandum as Exhibit C has
been updated through
thro.ugh December 31, 2008. The Balance Sheet of
o.f RE Capital Investments, LLC as of
o.f December 31, 2008 is attached to
this Seco.nd
Second Supplement as Exhibit A.
As o.fthe date of
o.fthis
Seco.nd Supplement, the Company
Co.mpany has made three loans
Io.ans using proceeds
pro.ceeds of
o.fthe
(b)
Asofthe
this Second
the Offering: Certain of
the tenns of
o.ftho.se
those loans
Io.ans are as follows:
fo.llo.ws:
.
Property: .
Location:
Loan Amount:
Loan
Date:
Lo.anDate:
Appraised Value:
Lo.an
to. Value (LTV)
Loan to
Interest Rate:
Origination
Originatio.n Fee:
Term:

Florence
FIo.rence Ho.spital
Hospital
Florence,
FIo.rence, AZ
$6,160,000
February
Febru~ 6, 2009
$10,995,000 (As Is)
.56.03%
14%
4%
mo.nths
12 months

Legends 19
Raymore,MO
Raymo.re,MO
$1,562,000
March 5,2009
$2,296,000
65.19%
14% .
4%
4mo.nths
4 months

No.rth
Co.ndos
North Seattle Condos
Kenmore,
Kenmo.re, WA
$3,745,740
June 29, 2009
$8,000,000
46.82%
14%
4%
6mo.nths
6 months

(c)
The relationship
relatio.nship of
o.f the Company,
Co.mpany, the Manager and RE Capital Investments, LLC to
to. each other,
o.ther, and their respective
o.wners, is as follows:
fo.llo.ws:
owners,
~

•

RE Capital Investments, LLC owns
o.wns 55.84% of
o.fClearwater
Clearwater
•

Ro.nald D. Meyer owns
o.wns 100% of
o.fTerro.n
o.fRE Capital Investments, LLC
Ronald
Terron Investments, Inc., which owns 50% ofRE

•

Christopher
Christo.pher J. Benak owns
o.wns 100% of
o.fDiamo.nd
Diamond BH Asset Management, Inc., which o.wns
owns the o.ther
other 50% ofRE
o.fRE
Capital Investments, LLC

•

Barto.n Cole
Co.le Cochran
Co.chran owns
o.wns 100% of
o.fLeap,
o.fClearwater
Barton
Leap, Inc., which o.wns
owns 19.58% of
Clearwater

•

Chad James Hansen owns
o.wns 100% of
o.fGreen
o.wns 19.58% of
o.fClearwater
Green Jacket Investments, Inc., which owns
Clearwater

•

emplo.yee of
o.f Clearwater owns
o.wns the remaining 5% of
o.f Clearwater
A fonner employee

(d)
On September 4,2008, an investor
investo.r in several real estate development
develo.pment projects,
pro.jects, including a project located
Io.cated in California
Califo.rnia
Ro.nald Meyer, filed a.complaint
a,complaint and statement of
o.f claim in arbitration
arbitratio.n in the Superior
Superio.r Court
Co.urt of the State of
o.f California
Califo.rnia
and managed by Ronald
against several individual and corporate
co.rpo.rate defendants, including Mr. Meyer. The allegations
allegatio.ns in the complaint
co.mplaint include claims of state law
co.rporate
co.nversio.n, intentional mis~epresentatio.n,
corporate securities fraud, breach of fiduciary duty, conversion,
mis~epresentation, negligent misrepresentation and unfair
amo.ng other claims, in connection
co.nnectio.n with Mr. Meyer's involvement
invo.lvement in, and alleged representations with respect
business practices, among
to., certain real estate projects,
pro.jects, as well as the activities of
o.f other defendants with respect to
to. projects
pro.jects unrelated to
to. Mr. Meyer. The claimant is
to,
seeking money
mo.ney damages, in addition
additio.n to
to. other
o.ther remedies. Mr. Meyer and the other
o.ther named defendants believe the lawsuit is without
witho.ut any
vigo.ro.usly defending the claimant's allegatio.ns.
merit and fully deny and are vigorously
allegations. Mr. Meyer believes that he will be successful in defending
o.fthe
the lawsuit. The court has no.t
not made any ruling o.n
on the merits of
the claimant's co.mplaint.
complaint.
.'
(e)
Bart Cochran,
Co.chran, who
who. was fonnerly the Company's Vice President of
o.f Acquisitions & Operations, is now the Company's
Co.mpany's
President. Chad Hansen, who
who. was fonnerly
fo.nnerly the Company's
Co.mpany's Vice President of Finance, is now
no.w the Company's
Co.mpany's Chief Financial Officer.
(f)
The Offering Tenninatio.n
Tennination Date is hereby extended to
to. ,December 31, 2009. The Manager reserves the right to
to. further
extend the Offering for an additional
additio.nal12
12 months
mo.nths to
to. pecember 31,2010 in its sole
so.le discretion.
discretio.n.

The information
informatio.n in this Second
Seco.nd Supplement supersedes any infonnation
info.nnatio.n to the contrary provided in the Offering Memorandum.
Memo.randum.
SUPPLEMENTAL INFORMATION - The Private Placement Memorandum
Memo.randum for
fo.r the Offering of
o.fNo.tes
o.fthis
Notes consists of
this sticker,
the Memo.randum
to. the Memorandum
Memo.randum dated October
Octo.ber 3, 2008 and this Second
Seco.nd Supplement
Memorandum dated August 29,2008, the First Supplement to
dated June 30, 2009, which supplements, modifies,
mo.difies, and supersedes some
so.me of the infonnation
info.nnatio.n co.ntained
Memo.randum and the First
contained in the Memorandum
Supplement.
000357
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EXHlBITA
Accrual Basis

RE Capital hwestments, LLC
Balanc~ Sheet
As of Decem~er'31J
Decem~er'31J 2008

ASSETS
Current Assets
CheckinglSavings
Checking - 357
Bank of America Checking·
Cash Reserve
US Bank

-1,!:l50.66
250,000.00
3,679.38
251,728.72 .'

Total ClieckinglSavlngs
ClieckinglSavings
Total Current Assets

251,728.72

Fixed Assets
Long Term Assets
Investments - Partnerships' ,
Investments·
Land Investments (net of 3rd pa

25,500,000,00
25,500,000.00
2,000,000.00

Total Long Term Assets

27,500,000.00

Total Fixed Assets

27,500,000.00

Other Assets
Investment
CCS Trop-215, LLC
RE'I (Star)
Clearwater RE"
Horseshoe Bend 400 (Program 1)
ICP - Serene Meadows (20%)
Idaho Partners (Baymont)
., New Meadows'
Sanger II '
Silver
Sliver Mountain LLC (30%)
Tres Rlo~ Equity.
EquitY. Partne (64:4%)
Whlt~Cloud I New Meadow (62%) .
Whlt~Cloud

1,600,000.00
3,375,000.00
6;400,000.00
1,600,000.00
105,000.00 .,
6;400,000.00
2,640,000,00
2,640,000.00
480,000.00
2,640,000.00
1;984,000.00

Total Investment

27,224,000.00

, Note Receivables
Clearwater - Bunker Hili
Clearwater - MAC
Clearwater Lodging
Additional Capital Interest
, Initial Capital Interest
Clearwater Lodging.
Lodging - Other
Total ClearwaterLodging
,

436,831.04
73,500.00
'25,000.00
400,000.00
1,540,000.00
1,965,000.00

.'

Clearwater REI LLC
Cude-Barnett
Heritage Lands LLC -Future Inte
Horseshoe Bend·
Bend - 3200 Acres
'Idaho Capitl,ll
Caplt!'!1 P,artners LLC
Condos. '
Sandpoint Condos,
Silver Mountain LLC
Sliver
Tres Rios Equlty'Partners
Equity'Partners
Trop-215 Developer'LLC '
Re.celvables
Totai Note Receivables

458,763,00
458,763.00
80,000.00
342,357".96
342,35i.96
465,209.16
350,040.00
56,000.00
300,000.00
516,334.00
485,17,1.17.
485,17.1.17.
.5,529,206.33

Total Other Assets

32,753,206.33

TOTAL ASSETS

60,604,935.05

LIABILITIES & EQUITY
Liabilities
liabilities
Long Term Liabilities
Notes Payable
Clearwater REI (Star)

2,335,000.00

000358
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ExinBIT
E:xinBIT A (Continued)

LLC?
RE Capital Investments, LL<?

Accrual Basis

Balance Sh~et
As of December 31, 2008
, Dec 31, 08
DH
Diamond B Asset Management
Heritage Lands LLC
Interest Payable
,
Terron Investments Inc. '
TH
'

, 300,000.00
434,650.19
2,475;000.00
46,163.00
619,000.00
300,000.00

6,510,413.19

Total, Notes Payable
Total Long Term Liabilities

6,510';413.19
6,510";413.19
6,510,413.1~

liabilities
Total Liabilities
E'quity
Land Equity
Partnership E~uity
Retained Earnings
, Netlncome

12,840,000.00
41,494,000.00
"

-314,~76.01

-25,302·13

Total Equity

53,994,521.86
53.994,521.86

TOTAL LIABILITIES & EQUITY

60,504,935.0'5

"
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FIRST SUPPLEMENT TO

CONFIDENTIAL PRIVATE PLACEMENT MEMORANDUM
CLEARWATER 2008 NOTE PROGRAM, LLC
$20,000,000 9.0% Notes
(Subject to increase to $40,000,000)
Minimum Investment: $50,000
Minimum Offering Amount: $1,000,000
Maximum Offering Amount: $20,000,000 (Subject to increase to $40,000,000)

Dated: October 3,2008
~'First Supplement") is designed to update, through October 3, 2008, the information previously
This First Supplement (the "First
provided in the Confidential Private Placement
placement Memorandum dated August 29,2008 (the "Memorandum"), which described the Offering
by Clearwater 2008 Note Program, LLC (the "Company") of up to $20,000,000 in aggregate principal amount of 9.0% Notes due
December 31, 2015, subject to increase to $40,000,000 (as so supplemented, with all Exhibits to the Memorandum and the Addendum,
the "Offering Memorandum"). Capitalized terms used herein without definition shall have the meaning ascribed to them in the Offering
Memorandum.

This First Supplement is being furnished for your information on a confidential basis so that you may consider an investment in
the Notes described herein and in the Memorandum and should be read together with the Memorandum. This First Supplement is not to
be reproduced or used for any other purpose. No person has been authorized to make any statement concerning the Offering other than as
set forth in the Memorandum, and any such statement, if made, should not be relied upon. The Notes will not be registered under the
Securities Act of 1933, as amended (the "Securities Act"), or any other securities laws. Notes will be offered for investment purposes
only pursuant to exemptions from the registration provisions provided under Regulation D of the Securities Act. There will be no public
market for the Notes. There are significant risks associated with the Offering. See the Section entitled "Risk Factors" in the
Memorandum, as supplemented by this First Supplement.
The Memorandum is not an offer to sell, or a solicitation of an offer to purchase, and no Notes shall be offered or sold to any
person in any jurisdiction in which such offer, solicitation, purchase or sale would be unlawful under the securities laws of such
jurisdiction. The Offering Memorandum has not been filed with the Securities and Exchange Commission, any securities administrator
under state securities laws or any other governmental or self-regulatory authority. None of the SEC, any securities administrators or
governmental or self-regulatory authority have passed on the merits of the Offering or the adequacy of the Offering Memorandum. Any
representation to the contrary is unlawful.

,

This First Supplement describes updated information and should be read in its entirety by each investor.

BLANKI
IBALANCE OF PAGE INTENTIONALLY LEFT BLANK)
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OFFERING MEMORANDUM
The following information described in the Offering Memorandum is hereby modified and supplement~d as follows:
The Company will hold all proceeds of the Offering and all principal amounts repaid to the Company during the term of the
program in a bank control account for the benefit of the Noteholders. Funds will be released from the bank control account only upon
receipt by bank of approval of a loan from the Company's Investment Committee in accordance with the requirements described in the
Memorandum, upon receipt of notice of demand for liquidation of a Noteholder's Note pursuant to the Memorandum, upon receipt of
notice that the Company is exercising its right to prepay all or some portion of the Notes, upon receipt of notice that the Company is
transferring the proceeds held in the bank control account from the bank to an alternative and more stable financial institution, or upon
the maturity ofthe Notes.
The first paragraph on page 3 of the Memorandum is deleted in its entirety and is replaced with the following:
This Memorandum contains. a limited discussion of tax issues that may be associated with an
investment in the Notes by a qualified plan, an IRA or other tax exempt entity. See "INVESTMENT BY
QU,ALIFIED
QU,ALlFIED PLANS AND INDIVIDUAL RETIREMENT ACCOUNTS."
The Company intends to provide Noteholders with the information described in the section of the Memorandum entitled
"Reports - Annual Report" within 60 days following the end of each calendar year. The Company will provide Noteholders with the
information described in the section of the Memorandum entitled "Reports - Tax Information" within the time periods mandated for the
delivery Qf such information by the relevant taxing authority (Le., 1099s will be delivered not later than January 31). Any and all
statements that are inconsistent with the foregoing, and in particular the statements to the contrary contained in the sections of the
Memorandum entitled "Reports - Annual Report" and "Reports - Tax Information" are superseded hereby.
Peter Cooper, Senior Vice President of Sales will assume the role of Director of Sales and Broker Dealer Relations for
Clearwater REI, LLC. Mr. Cooper has thirty years of experience in the securities industry apdlong-term
apd long-term relationships with key industry
contacts. Don Steeves, former National Sales Director and Director of Broker Dealer Relations, concluded his employment with
Clearwater REI, LLC and is pursuing other opportunities within the real estate and securities industry.
supe~seded by the following:
The section ofthe Memorandum entitled Business Plan is hereby deleted in its entirety and super.seded

. The Clearwater 2008 Note Program, LLC was organized to offer 9% Notes due December 31,2015, in an
aggregate principal amount up to $20,000,000, which amount may be increased to $40,000,000 at the sole
discretion of the Company. The net proceeds from the investment monies will be placed in a bank control
account. The Company will use said proceeds from the offering of Notes to provide first mortgage financing
for real estate acquisition and development projects undertaken by Clearwater REI, LLC, its Affiliates and
other borrowers who satisfy the lending criteria established by the Company. Such projects may include,
without limitation, acquisition, entitlement, and development of, and construction on, undeveloped real
property, and the purchase or refinance of existing real estate assets. It is anticipated that the average overall
investment breakdown of the proceeds during thelifeofthe
the life of the program will be in the following ranges, subject
to a .combined
combined cap of an average of 100%.
Opportunistic Purchases:
30% - 50% will be lent to Affiliates to purchase undervalued real estate in today's current market. These
opportunities will be purchased from banks' real estate holdings, distressed sellers, and large development
portfolios. The Company is already being presented with numerous opportunities.
Affiliate Loans (RE Capital):
10% - 20% into new projects or construction/development of existing affiliate projects. Note funds will not
be used for the refinance of existing affiliate projects. Though we are proud of the projects that have been
completed or are in the process of being completed, the Company commits that all funds raised in this
program will be going to new projects or the construction/development of existing projects that the principals
of the Company will invest in personally.

1st Supplement - 2
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Loans to 3rd Parties:
rd
10% - 20% of the 2008 note funds will be used to provide short term lending to 33'd Parties. These loans will
be short in maturity and target diverse property types. Opportunities frequently arise with unrelated parties
that own real estate projects that banks are unwilling to finance because of the current debt market. With this
3rd parties.
note program, the Company may make loans secured by such properties to 3'd
Debt Purchases:
debt· purchases from
rrom portfolios, banks, and the FDIC. These loans will retain original
30% - 50% in debt
borrowers, guarantors, terms and remain fully enforceable. The purchase of existing debt from institutions
allows us to "cherry pick" performing and discounted face value loans from
rrom groups looking to seIl
sel1 such loans
and remove them from
rrom their balance sheets. The current regulatory market has put immense pressure on
local, regional, and national banks to seIl
sel1 off existing real estate mortgages to increase liquidity. Additionally,
our relationship with large mortgage portfolio buyers and hedge funds al10ws
allows us to select a handful of assets
usually is included in these mortgage sales. This opportunity
without being burdened with the mixed bag that usual1y
also allows for the Company to diversify the note program holdings.

Debt Purchases
(portfolios & failed
banks)

Clearwater 2008 Note Program LLC
Fund Allocation

RECapital
(new projects,
refinance,
development &
construction)

Opportunistic
Purchases
(deeply discounted
real estate)

loans to 3rd Parties
(small, short term
loans)

wiII be collateralized by a first position Mortgage or first Deed
Deed of Trust only. The
The Company's loans will
that loans will be diversified around the country though most opportunities will be in the
Company expects that
West since that is where the Company is headquartered.
Some attractive real estate investment opportunities require that the transaction be closed within a timerrame
timeframe
shorter than that typically required to secure bank or other forms
forms of financing. The Company may use the
rrom the offering of Notes to provide the·
proceeds from
the capital required in lieu of bank or other financing.
Following closing, the Company intends to put permanent debt or equity in place following the acquisition or
development and/or the properties will be sold making the Company's note funds revolving.
Investment Committee
Each proposed loan will be evaluated by a four member Investment Committee. The four member Investment
Committee now consists of current principal members of Clearwater REI, LLC, namely: Ron Meyer, Chris
Benak, Bart Cochran and Chad Hansen. The Investment Committee will apply the,criteria detailed below in
making a decision about whether to fund any proposed loan. No loan will
will be made by the Company without
the.
the prior approval of the Investment Committee. See the "Management of the Company - The Manager Investment Committee" section in the PPM.

1st Supplement - 3
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Investment Criteria
In order to qualify for loans from the Company, each borrowing entity will be required to provide a loan
request detailing its needs, and will be required to satisfy additional requirements.

The primary financial requirement is that the maximum loan to value, at the time that each loan is made, is no
greater than the following:
•
•
•

Pre-entitled land/raw ground - LTV not to exceed 65%
Entitled land - LTV not to exceed 75%
Construction and existing commercial or residential structures - LTV not to exceed 80%

The loan to value ratio will be defined by an MAl appraisal. In the absence of an MAl appraisal, the loan to
value ratio will be evidenced by a broker's opinion of value or by the Company's determination of value
through the utilization of industry acceptable valuation methods. Other requirements that must be met by
each borrowing entity will be at the discretion of the Investment Committee. The loan will be secured as a
first position Mortgage or first position Deed of Trust on real property.
Documentation Required
documentation:
The Investment Committee will require, at a minimum, the followin~ docllmentation:

•
•
•

•
•
•

•

Borrower Financial Statements
Budgets or Pro-forma
Projections
Operating Statements
Title & Survey
Phase I, environmental questionnaire, or soils report (Investment Committee's discretion)
Appraisal or Opinion of Value (Investment Committee's discretion)

Construction & Development Lending
According to the Investment Criteria, construction and development lending will have a maximum of 80%
loan to value. This metric is to be kept at all times during the construction process. An appraisal will be
.'completed
completed prior to the funding of the project to determine the "as completed" value of the property. Funds
will be released only as the construction process moves forward - no funds will be pre-drawn.

Committed development funds will be held in an escrow account to be disbursed once the following has been'
.'
completed:

•
•
•

Draw request form has been completed
Lien Waivers from all vendors have been executed
Construction inspection has been made by Clearwater verifying draw request and percentage
completion.
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Loan Process & Life ~ •
The following chart depicts the life cycle ofloans made by the Company.

Investment deposited In
bank control account

Clearwater 2008 Note Program

Investment Committee

First Deed of Trust

LTV < 65%: pre-entitled
pre-entilled land
LTV<75%:' entitled land
LTV. <
< 80%:
80%: construction
construction and
and
• .L.•.TV. existing
commerc'lal

~
Y

Loan Payoff

;; .
'
• .
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The infonnation in this

~irst

Supplement supersedes any infonnation to the contrary provided in the Offering Memorandum.

SUPPLEMENTAL INFORMATION - The Private Placement Memorandum for the Offering of Notes consists ofthis sticker,
the Memorandum dated August 29, 2008 and this First Supplement dated October 3, 2008, which supplements, modifies, and supersedes
some of the infonnation contained in the Memorandum.
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a~~ CLEARWATER·
~~~
,.'"n"."
HAC
KHAn , . n H " , . "
HAC ".TAH

1300 E. STATE STREET.
STREET, STi: 103
EAGLE, IDAHO 83616
EAGLE.
Ph (208) 639-4488
(866) 217-4906
Fax (2e8) 939-1431
'Nv..w.clearwaterrei.com
'NV>.w.c1earwaleiTei.com

February 01, 2010

RE:

Clearwater 2008 Note Program, LLC (PPM Kit)

Dear Mark Boling:

Enclosed, please find the Private Placement Memorandum (PPM) for the Clearwater 2008 Note Program, LLC.
The Clearwater 2008 Note Program offers investors predictable monthly income with an option to reinvest their
interest thereby compounding their return. Some of the differences between the Clearwater 2008 Note Program
and other fixed income type investments include but are not limited to the following:

» 9% Annual interest (paid monthly)
Mortgages/Deeds of Trust
» All Note proceeds used to make loans are collateralized by First MortgageslDeeds

» Guarantor: RE Capital Investments, LLC (120% net asset coverage on the Principal Only Corporate
Guaranty)

» Annual audits by independent CPA firm
» Reinvestment Option (interest compounded monthly)
» Liquidity: Annually, limited to 10%
10% of offering proceeds

» Suitable for Qualified Plans (No UBTI)
» Suitability: Accredited Investors Only
If you should have any questions or need assistance with the enclosed
enclosed information, please feel free to contact
your wholesale representative using the information provided below and they will gladly assist you.
Thanks for your consideration to Clearwater and we look forward to serving you and your valued clients.

Sincerely,
Sincerely.
Clearwater Real Estate Investments

. Rob Ruebel
Regional Vice President of Sales
Office: 208.639.4493
Mobile: 208.407.5881
rob@clearwaterrei.com
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Clearwater Real Estate Investments
1300 E State Street I Eagle, Idaho 83616
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ACCREDITED INVESTORS ONLY

» Overview
The Clearwater 2008 Note Program,
Program, LLC (the "Company")
·Company") primary
business strategy is to use the net proceeds from the offering of the Notes
to provide first mortgage financing for real estate acquisition and
REI , LLC, its Affiliates and
development projects undertaken by Clearwater REI,
other borrowers who satisfy the lending criteria established by the
Company. The Notes are backed by first liens and also include a corporate
Company.
guaranty.
guaranty. As additional safeguards to preserve investor capital, this
program is governed by strict guidelines set forth in the third party escrow
control agreement and undergoes an annual audit by a reputable
independent CPA firm.

» Investment Highlights
» 9% Annual interest (paid monthly)

» All Note proceeds used to make loans are collateralized by First
Mortgages/Deeds of Trust
» Guarantor: RE Capital Investments, LLC (120% net asset coverage on the
Principal Only Corporate Guaranty)

» Annual audits by independent CPA firm
» Reinvestment Option (interest compounded monthly)

» Liquidity: Annually, limited to 10% of offering proceeds beginning 12131/2010
» Suitable for Qualified Plans (No UBTI)

»
)} Suitability: Accredited Investors Only
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» Investment Summary
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Interest Options
Option 1: Interest Pa ment Option

Annual
Principal
Amount

Year

. 1.

.....-10;

-~

~;....

•

...~

Annual
Dollar

(1)

Cumulative
Dollar Retum
,'::'~1;

-..:.

t

·

~

- ~$9·..~-f

,:$tOOj\X;>a; .,

Year

Annual
Principal
Amount

% Annual
Compounded
Interest Rate

Annual S
Available for

Cumulative S
Amount

t"

2
3~.
3~.

_ ~_

4

$43,1 ~1

4

,f-~

.1 5 .

5

9.00%
-..,.

6

.~.

7
Avg Annual Return:
Return :

'~'$56~568

6
'7~'

9.0Qoig

,,'$~,opg.

9.00%

Total:

,

~.

7 ':,.' .
~

~ 09,00.9

$71,255

J;toO,Q.Oo

$87.3 20

Avg Annual Return:
Return :

$63,000

';

12.47%

$87,320

Total:

To Achieve Projections Above:
(1) Assumes Investment is held for entire projected term.
term. Interest rate of 9.0% is cumulative, non-<:ompounding annual interest rate.
rate.
term. Compounded rate calculated as a percent retum
retu m based on original Investment amount and averaged over each
(2) Assumes investment is held for entire projected term.
additional year.
investment and compounded monthly. Rate represents entire 12-month compounded annual
annua l retum
return..
(3) Rate based on original Investment
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Who We Are

What We Do
Dc

Experience

Clearwater
E
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lestments
Benefits of Clea
rwater Real Estate
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investments
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Barton C.
C. Cochran

Chad JJ.. Hansen

B. Cooper
Peter B.

D. Meyer
Ronald D.

Christopher JJ.. Benak
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Pc-o'eet
P('o'ect
"
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Custom Home Projects 1·4

Custom Home Projects 5·10
5-10
Custom
Villa Mira 1
Villa Mira
Mira 2
Villa Mira 3
Villa Mira
Mira 4
4
Vintage Square
Sanger Land
Sheridan Place
Sherwood Meadows
Buellton Industrial 1
Buellton Industrial
Industrial 2
The Idaho Club

Baymont Hotel

PROJECT HISTORY

PROJECTS :
ACTIVE PROJECTS:

I';'fiii!a
/;'ffiiiate
te Part'1e
Part'lers
rs Only
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COMPLETED PROJEcr
PROJECTS:: " .

.
, '; '. -.
"f
. .. .. ,. • ,',",
,Location.
, . .",
.', ,,~
, Location .
~~
•

T

e

._

Custom Project
Custom Project
Subdivision
Subdivision
Subdivision
Subdivision
PUO
Unimproved Land
Subdivision
Subdivision
Office/Industrial
Officellndustrial
Office/Industrial
Resort/Golf
Hotel

'.~

Los Altos,
Altos , CA
Morro Bay, CA
Sanger,
Sanger, CA
Sanger, CA
Sanger,
Sanger, CA
Sanger,
Sanger,
Sanger. CA
Sanger, CA
Sanger,
Sanger, CA
Sanger,
Meridian
Meridian,, 10
Nampa,
ID
Nampa,lD
Buellton, CA
Buellton,
Buellton,
Buellton, CA
Coeur d'Alene,
d·Alene. 10
Kellogg
Kellogg,, 10

,
I

Pro'ect
Pro'eet

T

e

Location.
Location .

Madera Ranch

Subdivision

Madera, CA

Ahwahnee Preserve

Equestrian, SFR
Equestrian,

Ahwahnee , CA
Ahwahnee,

Jade

Commercial Land

Meridian , 10
Meridian,

Hope Ridge Estates

Subdivision

Star, 10
Star,lO

Sundance Ranch Estates

Equestrian Community

Kuna,lO
Kuna , IO

.

Montour Valley Ranch 1

Subdivision

Horseshoe Bend,
Bend, 10

Riverbend Estates

Subdivision

Bend, 10
Horseshoe Bend,

Eagle Ridge Estates

Subdivision

Horseshoe Bend,
Bend , 10

Horseshoe Bend

Commercial

Horseshoe Bend, 10

Horseshoe Bend

Master Plan Community

Bend , 10
Horseshoe Bend,

Preserve Town Center

Commercial

Bend, 10
Horseshoe Bend,

Sandpoint Condos

Condominiums

Sandpoint, 10
Sandpoint,

Bunker Hill Condominiums

Condominiums

Kellogg , 10
Kellogg,lO

Woodsman Condo-Hotel

Condo,
Condo, Hotel/Retail

McCall,IO
McCall,lO

New Meadows Master Plan

Subdivision

New Meadows, 10

Greenfield Terrace

Equestrian Community

Boise, 10

Tres Rios Condos

Condominiums

Avondale , AZ
Avondale,

Tres Rios Retail

PAOO

Avondale , AZ
Avondale,

Avondale Office Condos

Office Condos

Avondale , AZ
Avondale,

Glendale Commercial

Restaurants

Glendale, AZ

Bank Building

Bank

Avondale
Avondale,, AZ

Glendale Office Condos

Office Condos

Glendale,
Glendale, AZ

Office Building

Office

Glendale
Glendale,, AZ

Aloft Hotel "Starwood Produ
ct"
Product"

Hotel

Glendale
Glendale,, AZ

Rad
isson Hotel
Radisson

Hotel

Glendale,
Glendale, AZ

.
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Our Social and Environmental Responsibility Commitment
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"The confidence to believe that
we can change the world ...
locally and globally."
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"PPM
-PPM BOOK NUMBER.
NUMBER

.08Noter-A238·

INSmUCTION$ 'l'QlNVESTORS.
TO INVESTORS.

Cle.atwat~r:':Z008·
C.le.arwat~r:·2008· Nllte
N!lte ;PrQgramt-.LLC:
;PrQgramf..LLC·
9~o.%:.Nb.tes."D.~e:De.cemb¢i<:31~:iOl~: .,
9~o.%:.Nb.tes"D.~e:De.c.emb¢it:31~:iOl~:
Pleuoreaa c;lrmllly
c;Jrmllly the Pri~l}.P~~t:MemptBiid~dttcil
Pri~l}.pJ~lc~t:Memptaild~dttcil A~gl,lSI
A~gl,ISt 18.200horJhC~:otS20~ood
18.200horJhC~:otS20~OOO
(subjeii'
(subjeii" .10 increase.
increase-Io.
10. S4D.;OOD,OOQ)
S4D.;OO(),OOQ) in ~~
~te p_pat
p-pat amount of9.W,k
of9.()1',k 1II0te8
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SUBSCRIPTION AGREEMENT

Clearwater 2008 Note Program, LLC
9.0% Notes Due December 31, 2015
This is the offer and agreement ("Subscription Agreement") of the undersigned to purchase $ 5l>,
$"l>, () i) () I {)()
($50,000 minimum investment) in principal amount of 9.0% Notes due December 31, 2015 ("Notes") to be issued by
Cleanvater
Cleanvater 2008 Note Program, LLC, an Idaho limited liability company (the "Company") (,'Subscription
("Subscription Price''),
subject to the tenos,
tenns, conditions, acknowledgments, representations and warranties stated herein and in the
Confidential PrivatePlacemeut Memorandum. relating to the offer of up to $20,000,000 (subject to increase to
$40,000,000) in aggregate principal amount in Notes dated August 29, 2008, as supplemented from time to time (the
''Memorandmn''). I am including with this Subscription Agreement a check payable to the order of "Home Federal
Bank, as Escrow Agent for Cleanvater
Cleanvater 2008 Note Program,
Program. LLC" in the amount of$.sD l~()D.
l~(){)' (it>
,
representing the Subscription
SUbscription Price for the Notes I am purchasing. All teons
tenus utilized' herein shall have the same
meaning as set forth in the Memorandum.
In order to induce the Company to accept this Subscription Agreement for Notes and as :further consideration
for such acceptance, I hereby make the following acknowledgments, representations and warranties with the full
knowledge that the Company will expressly rely thereon in making a decision to accept or reject this Subscription
Agreement:
.

1.
2.

3.
4.

S.
5.

6.

7.

warranties set out in
I hereby adopt,· confirm and agree to all of the covenants, representations and wartanties
this Subscription
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _~
__
__
_
My primary state
of birth i
My date ofbirth
.
,
.
IfI am a natural p
hat (check as appropriate):
home, home .fiunishings
(a)
~ I, together with my spouse, have a net worth, inclusive of home.
and personal automobiles, in excess ofSl,OOO,OOO;.Q!
oU200,OOO, or joint income with my spouse, in
(b)
_ _ 1 have individual income in excess of$200.000,
of the two most recent years, and I reasonably expect
excess of $300,000, in each ofthe
• individual or joint income in excess of that amount in the current year.
If other than a natural person, such entity represents and warrants that (check as appropriate):
_ _ it is an "accredited investor" as defined in Regulation D promulgated under the Securities Act
of 1933, as amended.
.,
1£ other than a natural person, is such entity a benefit plan qualified under Code Section 401(a), a
benefit plan subject to ERISA, an individual retirement account or arrangement under Code Section
408 or any other company sponsored employee benefit plan or program?
Yes.
No.
Neither I nor any subsidiary, affiliate, owner, shareholder, partner, member, indemnitor, guarantor
or related person or entity:
(a)
is a Sanctioned Person (as defined below);
of its assets in Sanctioned Countries (as defined below); or
(b) .
has more than 15% ofits
tJ;mn 15% of its operating income from investments in, or transactions with
(c)
derives more tl,mn
Sanctioned Persons or Sanctioned Countries.
For purposes of the foregoing, a "Sanctioned Person" shall mean (a) a person named on
aD the list of
"specially designated nationals!>
nationals" or "blocked persons" maintained by the U.S. Office ofForeign
of Foreign
C"OFAC') at itttp:/lwww.fI.eas.gov/offices/eotffc/ofaclsdn/index.htmi.
Assets Control ("OFAC')
Itttp:llwww.tI·eas.gov/officesleotffclofac!sdnlindex.html, or as otherwise
of the government ofa Sanctioned Country, (2) an
published from time to time, or (b) (1) an agency ofthe
organization controlled by a Sanctioned Country, or (3) a person resident in a Sanctioned Country,
OFAC. A "Sanctioned Country"
to the extent subject to a sanctions program administered. by OFAC.
Country" shall
mean a country subject to a sanctions program identified on the list maintained by OFAC and
http://www.tl'eas.gov/offices!eotf!c/o(ac!sanctions/index.llhni, or as othenvise published
available at http://www.treas.gov/offices!eotf/c/o(ac!sanctions/index.Jlhnl,
from time to time.
.
ofpeIjury, I certify (a) that the number shown on this form is my correct taxpayer
Under penalties ofpeIjury,1
identification number and (b).that I am not subject to backup withholding, either because I have not
been notified that I am subject to backup withholding as a·result
a 'result ofa
of a failure to report all interest or
dividends or the Internal Revenue Service has notified me that I am no longer subject to backup
withholding. (please strike out the language certifying that you are not subject to backup
withholding due to notified payee under-reporting if you have been notitled that you are
subject to backup withholding due to notified payee under-reporting, and you have not
<

8.
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9.

10.

received a notice from the Internal Revenue Service advising you that backup withholding has
terminated.)
my income or
I further represent and warrant that such investment is not disproportionate to my·
available liquid funds and that I further have the capacity to protect my interests in connection with
tl1e
t11e purchase ofilie
of the Notes.
I~e) wish to own my (our) Notes as follows (check one):
."
(a)
Separate or individual property. (In community property states, if the
purchaser is married, his (her) spouse must submit written consent if community
funds will be used to purchase the Notes.)
(b)
Husband and Wife as community property. (Community property states
only. Husband and Wife should both sign all required documents unless advised
by their attorney that one signature is sufficient.)
(c)
Joint Tenants with right of survivorship. (Both parties must sign all
required documents lmless advised by their attorneys that one signature is
sufficient.)
.
(d)
Tenants in Common. (Both parties must sign all
aU required documents.)
(e)
Trust. (Attach copy of trust instrument and include name of trust, name
of trustee and date trust was formed.)
oftrustee
(f)
Partnership or Limited Liability Company. (Attach copy of articles or
certificate, ifany, and partnership agreement or operating agreement and inchlde
evidence ofauthority
of authority for person who executes required documents.)
(g)
Husband and Wife with right ofsurvivorship.
of survivorship. (Husband and wife should
sign all documents lmless other advised by their attorney.)
(b)
IRA or Qualified Plan:
(h)
(i)

11.

(indicate):
Other (indicate);

of Notes is an entity (trust, LLC, Partnership, etc.) my relationship to the owning entity
If the owner ofNotes
(trustee, owner, partner, etc.)

is

L!X,--_~....r..::""';';''';;''''_~'':'__'--f+_ _ _ __
L!X'--_~....r..::""';';"";;""_~":'-

___
Date: _'1,.....,tf-,_l.-+-L_,o
--...,tf-'_'l--+-/_IO
__

Signature: ...,X'-"-'X'--_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Date: _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Subscriber's Signature;
Signature:
Subscriber~s

1.
. I understand that in the event this Subscription Agreement is not accepted "or,
'or, if accepted, the Offering is
tenuinated or cancelled then the funds' transmitted herewith shall be returned to the undersigned and this Subscription
subsequently tenninated
of no further effect.RB
effect. RB Capital, LLC has agreed to guarantee the repayment ofprincipal
of principal under
Agreement shall be tenninated and ofno
the Notes.
Notes, By executing this Subscription Agreement, each prospective investor
lnvestor ofNotes
of Notes approves the foregoing, acknowledges
the risks described in the section of the Memorandum entitled "Risk Factors," and waives those provisions of the Securities
Exchange Act of 1934, as amended, generally governing funds held in escrow prior to closing an offering.
acknowledge that I have received, read and fully understand the Memorandum. I acknowledge that I am
2.
. I acknOWledge
basing my decision to invest ill Notes on the Memorandum and 1I have relied only on the information contained in said materials
and have not relied upon any representations made by any other person. I recognize that an investment in Notes involves
of and understand all ofthe risk factors related to the purchase
purcbase ofNotes,
of Notes, including, but not
substantial risk and I am fully cognizant ofand
''Risk Factors,"
limited to, those risks set forth in the sections, of the Memorandum entitled "RiskFactolS."
~.
My overall commitment to investments that are not readily marketable is not disproportionate to my individual
net worth, and my investment in Notes will not cause such overall commitment to become excessive. J have adequate means of
providing for my financial requirements, both current and anticipated, and have no need for liquidity in this investment. I can bear
and am willing to accept the economic risk oflosing my ~tire investment in Notes.
4.
I acknowledge that the sale ofNotes
of Notes has not beell
beel} accompanied by the publication of any advertisement, any
general solicitation or as the direct result of an investment seminar sponsored by the Company or any ofits Affiliates.
5.
All information that I have provided to the Company herein concerning my suitability to invest in Notes is
complete, accurate and correct as of the date ofmy
of my signature on the last page of tbis Subscription Agreement. I hereby agree to
notify the Company immediately of any material ehange
change in any such information
infonnation occurring prior to the acceptance of this
Subscription Agreement, including any information about changes
cbanges concerning my net worth and financial position.
"'
6.
I have had the opportunity to ask questions of, and receive answers from, the Company and the Manager
tenus and conditions of the offering ofNotes,
of Notes, and to obtain
concerning the Company, the creation or operation of the Company or tenns
any additional information deemed necessary to verif,y
accuracyofth~ information contained in the Memorandum, I have been
veritY the accuracyofth~
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provided with all materials and information requested by either me or others representing me.
me, including any information requested
to verify any infonnation furnished to me.
.
7.
I am purchasing Notes for my own account and for investment purposes only and have no present intention.
intention,
understanding or arrangement for the distribution.
distribution, transfer.
transfer, assignment, resale or subdivision ofNotes.
of Notes. I understand that, due to the
restrictions referred to in Paragraph 8 below, and the lack of any market existing or to exist for Notes, my invesbnent
investment in the
higbly illiquid and may have to be held indefinitely.
Company win be highly
8.
I am fully aware that Notes subscribed for hereunder have not been registered with the Securities and Excbange
amended, which reliance is
Commission in reliance on an exemption specified in Regulation D under the Securities Act of 1933, as amended.
based in part upon my representations set forth herein. I understand that Notes subscribed for herein have not been registered under
laws, and unless they are
applicable state securities laws and are being offered and sold pursuant to the exemptions specified in said laws.
registered, they may not be re-offered for sale or resold except in a transaction or as a security exempt under those laws. I further
administr'cdor may be required in some states. Notes
understand that the specific approvat of such resales by the state securities administrcdor
by the United States Securities and Exchange Commission or other regulatory
have not been approved or disapproved b)'
orthe
authority, nor have any of
the foregoing authorities passed upon or endorsed the merits ofthis Offering or the accuracy or
adequacy of the Memorandum. Any representation to the contrary is unlawful.
9.
I acknowledge that Home Federal Bank is acting solely as escrow holder in connection with the Offering of
Notes, and makes no recommendations with respect thereto. I understand that Home Federal Bank has made no investigation
regarding the Offering, Noles.
Notes, the Company.
Company, the Manager.
Manager, their Affiliates or their officers and directors, or any other person or
entity involved in the Offering.
shan be construed in
10.
This Subscription Agreement shall
In accordance with and governed by the laws of the Stale of
Idaho ,vithout
\vithout regard to its. choice of law provisions.
II.
I hereby covenant and agree that any dispute.
dispute, conlroversy
controversy or other claim arising under, out ofor
of or relating to this
Agreement or any of the transactions contemplated hereby, or any amendment thereof, or the breach or interpretation hereof or
thereof, shall be determined and settled in binding arbitration in Boise, Idaho, in accordance with applicable Idaho Jaw, and with
the rules and procedures of The American Arbitration Association. The prevailing party shall be entitled to an award of its
expenses, including, but not limited to, attorneys' fees, in addition to any other available remedies. Any
reasonable costs and expenses.
aU of the parties thereto and their personal representatives.
representatives, and
award rendered therein shall be final and binding on each and all
judgment may be entered thereon in any court of competent jurisdiction. BY EXECUTING THIS AGREEMENT, YOU ARE
GlVING UP ANY
AGREEING TO HAVE ALL DISPUTES DECIDED BY NEUTRAL ARBITRATION, YOU ARE GIVING
RIGHTS YOU MIGHT POSSESS TO HAVE SUCH DISPUTES LITIGATED IN A COURT OR JURY TRIAL, AND
YOU ARE GIVING UP YOUR JUDICIAL RIGHTS TO DISCOVERY AND Al'PEAL. IF YOU REFUSE TO SUBMIT
TO ARBITRATION AFTER AGREEING TO THiS
THis PROVISION, YOU MAY BE COMPELLED TO ARBITRATE. BY
EXECUTING THIS AGREEMENT, YOU )lEREBY CONFIRM THAT YOUR AGREEMENTS TO THIS
ARBITRATIONPROVISION IS VOLUNTARY.
ARBITRATIONPROVISION
12.
indemnIfy, defend and hold harmless the Company, the Manager, their Affiliates and
12,
I hereby agree to indemnlCy,
all
aD of tbeir members, managers, shareholders, officers, employees, affiliates and advisors, from an)'
any and all damages, losses,
liabilities; costs and expenses (including reasonable attorneys' fees and costs) that they may incur by reason of my fallure to
of the untruth or inaccuracy of any of the
fulfill all oUhe terms and conditions of this Subscription Agreement or by reason ofthe
representations, warranties or agreements contained herein or in any other documents I have furnished to any of the
this transaction,
transaction. This indemnlflcation
indemnification includes, hut
lImited to, any damages, losses,
foregoing in connection with tbis
but Is not limited
attorneys' fees and costs) incurred
liabilities, costs and expenses (including reasonable attome)'s'
Incurred by the Company, the
tbe Manager, their
Affiliates
AffiUates and any of their members, managers, shareholders, directors, officers, employees, affiliates or advisors, defending
against any alleged violation of federal or state securities laws which is based upon or related to any untruth or inaccuracy
hereIn or in any other documents I have furnished in
of any of the representations, warranties or agreements contained herein
In
connection with this transaction.
I hereby acknowledge and agree that:.
that: (a) I may not transfer or assign this Subscription Agreement, or any
13.
interest herein, and IIny purported transfer shall be void; (b) except as specifically described herein, I am not entitled to cancel,
terminate or revoke this Subscription Agreement and that this Subscription
SUbscription Agreement will be binding on my heirs. successors and
personal representatives; provided, however, that iftbe Company rejects this Subscription Agreement, this Subscription Agreement
shall be automatically canceled, terminated and revoked; (c) this Subscription Agreement and the Memorandnm. together with aU
attachments and exhibits thereto, constitute
constitnte the entire agreement among the parties hereto \vith respect to the sale ofNotes
of Notes and may
amended, modified or terminated only by a writing executed by all parties (except as provided herein with respect to rejection of
be amended.
SUbscription Agreement by the Company); (d) within two days after receipt of a written request from the Company, the
this Snbscription
undersigned agrees to provide such information and to execute and deliver such documents as may be necessary to comply with
reguIations·to which the Company is subject; and (e) the representations and warranties oftbe undersigned set
any and all laws and regulations'to
survive the sale ofNotes
of Notes pursuant to this Subscription Agreement.
forth herein shall SUIVive
14.
I am not making this investment
investment in any manner as a representative of a charitable remainder unitrust or a
charitable remainder trust.
Initial Here:....Here:.....-_ __

Initial Here_ _ __
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PltOGRAM
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1I'ri1IaI1IDIIco
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...
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Ibe ConlpiD;
CompiD; no later din Nowm6crlO'-lD
NoYlm6cr~tD1ha~
1ha~ priorto
prior to tJio iilecCfiiBynr.

]L SIGNATURES
lL

lINTBR. 00'0 THIS SUBSCIUPTION
11fB UNDBRSlONBD HAS nIB AtlTKORITY 1'0 BNTBR.
~~ ON BBHALP OP 11m PBRSON(S) OR I!N1T1Y
mmIY RBGJSTBRED IN A.

1U3INVES'1'MENT

Jr)lOU
tr)lOU wlsh
wtsh to m:eiw
m:etw lIUIIIlbIy
lIUIlI1bIy dlstriliulioDS
dlstrlliulioDS otialaal. p1cuciDidal
plcuciDidal Jscrc:
here:

1:&vva

lO
ExecutcdthJs..L!:..daY.or~r,f~Y'1] ,iat
,,iQtIO •• la.M ~,t, CIt
ExeculcdthJsl.!:..daY.or~(,f~Y'1]
cit
X.

~ ~ Sijiiliiili;(LIW1for.oriililJil&d;:'
SIjiliiili;(LIWIfor.oriilill«hCd;:'

X-----------....."rr.:::::~:;;::::=~==~=~--S~ (1IlvatOr. or I1ltJlii&d iJPIiOlY)
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f. SUBMrr
SUBMrT
SUBSClU'PTlON

tbo~
SlIbscrip60n A;rcement
Apement to:
Mall tho
~ SlIbscriptioll

CleatM.W200SNo~ Pnlpm,
CleatwlW200SNo"
Pnlpm. u.c
1300 B. StaID SIrcet. Suiro un
.'. Eaglt, D) 13616
Attq: S1l1IKciptioll
s=captioll Sczvicc3
~

ne cbeck (mab payab~
payab~ &0 ''Home Fcdcn1 .8IDk,
BIak, q Escrotr A_
ASaIl (or CIc:Inralcr
CIc:InraIcr 2008 ~
~~«~S~~~~=WM~=
~~«~'~~~~=WM~=

dcH\'CI'CIl orwiild
Gl'wiiId co;
All f\u1dsabolllcl
f\u1dsaboll1cl ~ dcIl\'CrCl!
Clearwater 2008 Note PIopam. LlC'
Cleanvater
1300
1300 l!.
l!. Slitc
Slitc SlIUI,
SbUI, SUm
SuiIO 103
103
Eaatc.1D 83616
Attn: Sa1lscrfptiOD Setvfca

WinI Jastnxtkms:
Winl
.Accaant Number: ~
JtaI.UiaaIABA
~:a:~~~~
Acc:ouDtNamo: ClcarwaIer2D01NoCtJllo:pam,IJ.C
._.....,.................
Acc:oulltNamo:

Numficr:__._

Sublcription Accepted:
Qearwater' 2001 Nate ProeJam, u.c
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1300 E. STATE STREET. STE 103
EAGLE. IDAHO 83616
Ph (208) 639·4488
639-4488
217-4906
(866) 217·4906
939-1431
Fox (208) 939·1431
www.cleorwoterrei.com
www.cleorwoterreLcom

March 1,2010
To:

Mark Boling
21986 Cayliga Lane
Lake Forest, CA 92630

Re:

Clearwater 2008 Note Program, LLC

Dear Valued Investor,
Thank you for choosing Clearwater Real Estate Investments (Clearwater) and allowing us to assist you with your investment
goals. The purpose of this letter is to notify and confIrm your subscription has been received and accepted. Please note your
investment information below.

Investment Information
OWner:
Offering Name:
Custodian Acct Number:
certificate Number:
Prindpal Amount:
Effective Date:

•

Mark Boling
Clearwater 2008 Note Program, LLC
n/a
08-470
$ 50,000.00

2/27/10

Account Statements
As a Clearwater client, you will receive regular updates of your account activity on account statements.
Also, please fInd the following documents to keep for your records:
1) CertifIcate

2) Instructions to Investors & Subscription Agreement (signed accepted copy)
3) Master Note (signed copy)
If you would like to receive your monthly
For your convenience, please fInd a Direct Deposit Request Form enclosed hereto. Ifyou
cQmplete the form and attach a voided check and return as indicated on the form.
distributions via ACH direct deposit, simply complete
Note: Ifyou have (i) elected to participate in the Interest Reinvestment Plan (1RP), (ii) already submitted a direct deposit
request form or (iii) your investment involves a custodial account please ignore this form.
requestform
Clearwater is dedicated to providing the highest level of service and seeks to always warrant the trust and confidence you
have placed in us. Please call us toll-free at (866) 217-4906 or you can send us an email at
Inyest9rSexyiAAS@clemwntemei,oom
InyestwSexyiAAS®cle<q'Wntemei,oom for any questions/assistance regarding your investment(s) with us.
Sincerely,
Investor Services
Toll-free: (866) 217-4906
InvestorServices@clearwaterrei.com
Enclosure(s)
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Bart Cochran, Manager
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NOTICE: THIS NOTE HAS NOT BEEN REGISTERED PURSUANT TO ANY FEDERAL OR
TIfiS NOTE MAY NOT BE TRANSFERRED OR RESOLD,
STATE SECURITIES LAW. TInS
EXCEPT AS PERMITTED UNDER (A) THE SECURITIES ACT OF 1933, AS AMENDED, AND
. LAWS, PURSUANT TO REGISTRATION OR
APPLICABLE STATE SECURITIES'
SECURITIES ·.LAWS,
EXEMPTION THEREFROM, AND (B) THE RESTRICTIONS <?F SECTION 10 BE~OF.
BE~OF.
NOTE
$20,000,000 (subject to increase to $40,000,000)

August 29, 2008

FOR VALUABLE CONSIDERATION, the' receipt, adequacy and sufficiency of which are
hereby.acknowledged, Clearwater 2008 Note· Program, LLC, an Idaho limited liability company
("Maker"), promises to pay to the parties listed on Exhibit A attached hereto (the "Noteholders''), the
aggregate principal amount of Twenty Million and 00/100 Dollars ($20,000,000) with the option to
increase to Forty Million and 00/100 Dollars ($40,000,000), together with interest, late charges, costs and
expenses, and all other amounts described below in accordance with the following terms and provisions:
Section 1. Definitions. Unless the context expressly or by necessary implication otherwise
requires, (a) in addition to any terms defined elsewhere in this Note, the capitalized terms defined in this
.Section 1 shall, for the purposes of this Note, have the meanings set forth below and (b) except as
otherwise defined or limited herein, terms defined in the Memorandum when used herein shall have the
respective meanings assigned to them in the Memorandum.
''Funding Date" shall mean the date on which the proceeds from the Maker's
Note Holders are released from escrow as described in the Memorandum.
.

s~e

of Notes to

"Interest" shall mean, collectively, the per annum interest payable on the outstanding pnncipal
hereof under Section 2 hereof.
hereofunder
"!'I1aturity Date" shall mean December 31,2015..
"!"1aturity
31,2015 ..
''Memorandum'' shall mean Maker's Confidential Private Placement Memorandum dated
"Memorandum"
August 18, 2008, as amended or supplemented from time to time, relating to the offer and sale by the
~O,OOO,OOO).
Maker of up to $20,000,000 of Notes (subject to increase to ~O,OOO,OOO).
''Noteholder'' shall mean any person or entity hereafter purchasing a Note in accordance with the
Memorandum, subject to the provisions ·of the Transaction Documents applicable thereto, and any
successor or assign thereof or other or entity acquiring an interest herein at any time.
"Transaction Documents" shall mean this Note, the Subscription Agreement and the
Memorandum.
Section 2. Interest.
Section 2.1 Fixed Interest. Commencing on the date hereof and continuing until
December 31,2015, the outstanding principal hereunder shall bear interest at a fixed annual rate of9.0%.
Section 2.2. Computation. Interest shall be computed on the basis of a.year of 360 days
prorated for the actual number of days occurring in the period for which such Interest is payable.
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Section 3. Payments; Accrual. Commencing on the fifteenth day of the month next following
the Funding Date and continuing on the fIfteenth day of each month thereafter until the outstanding
principal hereof is paid in full, Maker shan pay to, or accrue and compound for the benefit of, the
Noteholders all unpaid Interest in an amount equal to the product of the principal amount hereunder and
that fraction the numerator ofwhich
of which is a Noteholder's principal investment and the denominator ofwhich
of which
is the principal amount hereunder. Ifnot sooner paid, Maker shall pay the principal balance hereof in full
on the Maturity Date, together with all unpaid accrued Interest. Maker shall make all payments of
Interest, late charges, and principal to the Noteholdersat their respective addresses on file with the Maker
as of the day which is ten days prior to the due date of such payment, on or before the date when due,
without notice, deduction or offset. All payments hereunder shall be made in lawful money' ofthe
of the United
of America.
States ofAmerica.
.' Section 4. Prepayment. Maker shall have the right to prepay this Note at any time after
December 31,2011 without penalty or premium upon payment to the Noteholders of the outstanding
of the Note and accrued unpaid Interest.
principal balance ofthe
Section 5. Put Rights. Beginning December 31, 2010 and once annually thereafter, up to 10% of
the original principal amount may be called by the Noteholders upon not less than 30 days written notice
to the Maker.
Notwithstanding the foregoing, upon the death of a Noteholder, the personal representative of
such Noteholder may call the Note of such Noteholder and will receive the principal amount of such note,
plus all accrued but unpaid principal thereon by giving written notice to the Company not less than 6
of which
months following the date of death of such Noteholder. Interest will be payable through the date ofwhich
the notice is received by the Company and all principal and interest will be paid by the Company not later
than 30 days following receipt of such notice. '
Section 6. Late Charges. Maker recognizes that a default by Maker in making, when due, any
of the payments required under this Note will result iri
in the Noteholders incurring additional expenses,
including by way of illustration, additional expenses in connection with sending notices of default, loss to
the Noteholders of the use of the money due, and frustration to the Noteholders in meeting their other
fmancial commitments. If, for any reason, Maker fails to fully pay any installment of Interest or principal
plus Interest when due under this Note, whether or not any notice that such payments are due and payable
is given, the Noteholders shall be entitled to damages for the detriment caused thereby. Because it is
extremely difficult and impractical to ascertain the extent of such damages, Maker therefore agrees that a
late charge equal to 5% of each payment of Interest or principal that is not paid within 10 days after its
due date is a reasonable estimate of the fair compensation for the loss and damages the Noteholders will
suffer. Further, Maker hereby agrees that such amount shall be presumed to be the amount of damages
sustained by Noteholders in such case, and such sum shall be added to amount then due and payable.
Section 7. Liability. This Note is an obligation of Maker solely, is not an obligation of any of
Maker's members, managers, or affiliates, and is unsecured; however, the repayment of the principal
amount here of is guaranteed pursuant to that certain Guaranty a copy of which is attached to the
Memorandum.. The Noteholders shall
shall100k
Memorandum..
look exclusively to Maker and not to any such member, ·manager,
or affiliate or the assets thereof for satisfaction of all such obligations .and shall not seek to enforce any
deficiency for payment thereof against any such member or manager in any capacity whatsoever or seek
thereof directly from any such member or manager whatsoever.
to collect payment thereofdirectly

-2-
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Section 8. Events of Default and Remedies.
Section 8.1. Events of Default. Any of the following occurrences shall constitute an
, .,
"Event ofDefaulf' under this Note:
(a)
failure by Maker to make any payment of Interest on or principal of this
of the month first becoming due in accordance with the tenns
Note on or before the twenty-fifth (25 th) day ofthe
of this Note, without any notice or demand for payment (a''Payment Defaulf');
(b)
occurrence of any breach or default (including a Payment Default) by
other. Transaction Document, and the continuation of any such breach or .'
Maker under this Note or any other,
default for thirty (30) days after written notice of such breach or default is given to Maker by the
Noteholders ("Curable Defaulf'); however, if such Curable Default is not reasonably susceptible of cure
within tl,lirty
~ (30) days with the exercise of due diligence, then Maker shall have an additional period of
time, not to exceed one hundred and twenty (120) days, to complete the cure without such breach or
default constituting,an
constituting.an Event of Default, provided Maker is diligently and in good faith pursuing a cure;
or'
dissolution or termination of the existence of Maker, the commencement
(c)
by Maker of a voluntary case under the federal bankruptcy laws, the entry of a decree or order for relief
against Maker in an involuntary case under the federal bankruptcy laws, the appointment or the consent
by Maker to the appointment of a receiver, trustee, or custodian of Maker or for Maker, or an assignment
for the benefit of creditors by Maker.
Section 8.2. Remedies. Upon any Event of Default under this Note and the expiration of
any applicable notice and cure periods:
.
(a)
the entire unpaid principal balance hereof, any accrued but unpaid
Interest, late charges, and all other amounts owing under this Note, shall, at the option of Noteholders,
without further notice or demand of any kind to Maker or any other person, become immediately due and
payable; and

(b)
Noteholders shall have and may exercise any and all rights and remedies
available at law, by statute, or in equity.
The remedies of the Noteholder, as provided in this Note, shall be cumulative and concurrent and may be
exercised singularly, successively, or together, at the sole discretion of the Noteholders, as often as
occasion therefor shall arise. No act of omission or commission ofthe
of the Noteholders, including specifically
any failure to exercise any right, remedy or recourse, shall be deemed to be a waiver or release of any
right, remedy, or recourse to collateral,. such waiver or release to be effected only through a written
document executed by the Noteholders. A waiver or release with reference to anyone event shall not be
construed as continuing, as a bar to, or as a waiver or release of, any subsequent right, remedy, or
recourse to collateral asto
as to any subsequent event.
Section 9. Legal Limits. All agreements between Maker and the Noteholders are hereby
deferment' or under any agreement
expressly limited so that in no event whatsoever, whe$er by reason of deferment"or
or by virtue of acceleration'
acceleration Of maturity of the indebtedness evidenced hereby, or otherwise, shall the
amount paid or agreed to be paid to the Noteholders, for the loan, use, forbearance or detention of the
money to be loaned under this Note, including, but not limited to, any Interest due hereunder, or to
compensate the Noteholders for damages to be suffered by reason of a late payment or default under this
Note, exceed the maximum permissjble under applicable law. If, for any reason, fulfillment of any

- 3-
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provisions of
ofthis
this Note, at the time performance of such provision shall be due, would result in exceeding
the limit of validity prescribed by law, the obligations to be fulfilled shall be reduced to the limit of such
validity. In the event any payment is made by Maker or received by the Noteholders which exceeds the
limit of validity prescribed by law, as amended from time to time, such excess sum shall be credited as a
payment of principal under this Note, unless Maker shall notifY the Noteholders in writing that Maker
elects to have such excess returned to it. This provision shall never be superseded or waived and shall
control every other provision of all agreements between Maker and the Noteholders with respect to the
. loan memorialized by this Note.
.
Section 10. Transfers. No Noteholder shall have any right to assign, grant participations in, or
of this Note without the express prior written consent of Maker, which
otherwise transfer all or any part ofthis
of Maker. Without limiting the generality ofthe
of the preceding
consent may be withheld in the sole discretion ofMaker.
sentence, Maker may withhold consent to a proposed transfer unless Maker determines that such transfer
is exempt from federal and state securities registration and that the transferee and transferor have satisfied
all the other conditions, including by way of illustration, but not limitation, the following conditions, to
of Maker:
the satisfaction ofMaker:
.
(a)
Such transferor and transferee shall execute an approved form of assignment and
prepay all costs to be incurred by Maker in connection with such transfer, including attorneys' fees and
costs.
(b)
Such transferee shall execute a subscription agreement and purchaser
questionnaire to verifY that the proposed transferee satisfies the suitability requirements set forth in the
of the Memorandum, to represent that such.proposed transferee has read
"WHO MAY INVEST" section ofthe
of Maker and Maker's financial statements, and is aware of, and
the Memorandum, all subsequent reports ofMaker
assumes the risks of, investing in the Notes as summarized in the "RISK FACTORS" section of the
Memorandum.

(c) . Maker shall have received, if Maker so requests, an opinion of legal counsel,
(c)
satisfactory to Maker, in Maker's sole discretion, confirming that the proposed transfer is exempt from
securities registration and the assignment is in proper legal form and enforceable against the proposed
transferee.
An approved transferee shall take the place of the transferor on the effective date of the transfer, as
of the
determined by the Maker and, thereafter, the transferee shall be treated as a Noteholder and owner ofthe
Note transferred for all purposes ofthis
of this Note and the other Transaction Documents.
Section 11. Notices. All payments of Maker and any notice, report, or writing required or
permitted to be given hereunder shall be in writing and shall be delivered in the manner set forth in the
Memorandum.
Section 12. Waiver. Maker, for itselfand
itself and for its successors, transferees, assigns, endorsers, and
apprrusement privilege, presentm.ent and demand for payment,
signers, hereby waives all valuation and apprrosement
protest, dishonor and notice of dishonor, bringing of suit, lack of diligence and delays in collection or
enforcement of this Note and notice of the intention to accelerate, the release of any party liable and the
release of any security for the debt, the taking of any additional security and any other indulgence or
forbearance. This Note may be extended or renewed from time to time without in any way affecting or
diminishing Maker's liability under this Note.

-4-
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Section 13. Headings. The subject headings or titles of paragraphs or sections of this Note are
included for purposes of convenience of reference only and shall not affect the meaning, construction, or
of any of its provisions.
.
effect ofany
Section 14. Purpose of Loan. Maker hereby represents and warrants that the loan evidenced by
this Note is for commercial, business, and investment use only, and Maker acknowledges that the
Noteholders are relying upon this representation and warranty in making the loan evidenced by this Note.
Section 15. Governing Law and Severability. This Note is made pursuant to, and shall be
construed and governed by, the laws of the State of Idaho, and all rules and regulations promulgated
thereunder, excluding the conflicts of laws provisions thereof. If any provision of this Note is construed
or interpreted by a court of competent jurisdiction to be void, invalid or Unenforceable, such construction
or interpretation shall affect only those provisions so construed or interpreted and shall not affect the
of this Note.
remaining provisions ofthis
ofjwy trial
Section 16. Jury Trial; Jurisdiction; Venue. Jurisdiction and venue for, and waiver ofjmy
in respect of, any action, suit or other proceeding arising out of, under or in connection with this Note or
any other Transaction Document or any course of conduct, course of dealing, statements (verbal or
written) or action of any party thereto, whether in connection with any Transaction Document or the
making of the loan 'evidenced by this Note, or otherwise are controlled by the appropriate laws of the
State ofIdaho.
ofldaho.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, this Note has been duly executed and delivered by Maker as ofthe
forth above.
fITSt date set forth.

By:

Its:
By:

#2116008 v2

net

CLEARWATER 2008 NOTE PROGRAM, LLC

MAKER:

Clearwater REI, LLC

~b

Bart Cochran,

anager

033853.00025
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Dear Investors:
The purpose ofthis letter is to keep you informed about the status of the 2008 9% NoteProgram (the "Note Program"). 2009 was a very
difficult year for most companies across the globe including Clearwater. The current economic environment is requiring that we be
nimble and creative in order to preserve investor capital and drive above average returns. The 2008 Note Program has made
adjustments to the take out plan for a few of the loans as a result of the current economic environment. As of 12131/09,
12/31/09, $19,075,410 has
been raised from investors and $17,700,000 has been deployed into five portfolio loans that have in excess of $34,000,000 collateralized
by First Deeds of Trust. (Please refer to your fourth quarter statement previously sent)
financial crisis continues to work itself out, Clearwater is seeing more and more attractive opportunities for
It should be noted that as the finanCial
the Note Program in arenas such as distressed debt. These opportunities will provide the Note Program with significant profit potential
and allow us to continue to make profitable investments with the note proceeds. The discussion below outlines our analysis of each of
portfOlio loans.
the five portfolio

Healthcare of Florence
(Non Affiliate loan)
Description: This loan is secured by a First Deed of Trust (FDOT) on a 90,000 SF general hospital and long term care facility. The
facility is located in one of the most underserved healthcare markets in the nation.
loan would be paid off through a refinance with an outside lender.
Original Takeout Plan: Upon completion of the renovations, the Iban
Update: Renovations are currently ongoing with an estimated completion date in the first half of 2010,75% completion walkthroughs
have been completed. During the renovation process the borrower encountered some cost overruns and delays and it was determined
building. Due to
that some additional upgrades should be made for the environmental sustainability and operational efficiencies of the bUilding.
these upgrades we have extended the loan amount by $2,000,000 and the term for six months to allow for the additional construction
time needed. This extension also provides the loan the ability to be extended for up to five years assuming no default by the borrower.
Clearwater feels very comfortable with the extension because of the abundance of collateral the Note Program has with this loan, the
appraisal was updated as of 12/31/09 and it shows an "as-is" value of $16,400,000 (49.8% LTV) a "value at completion" of $23,285,000
(35% LTV) and a value as a "going concern" of $39,595,000 (20.6% LTV)
Current Strategy: Our strategy for this loan has not materially changed since origination. Timelines have been pushed back and costs
have marginally increased but this is to be expected with a renovation project of this scope and scale. Clearwater, along with the
borrower, continue to work with potential bridge lenders (immediate takeout) and permanent lenders (takeout at completion once
operating). Due to this project's extremely attractive collateral position, property type (healthcare), and market, we are working with
several interested lenders and expect to be refinanced out of this loan before the end of the term and current interest reserve.
If for some unforeseen circumstances the refinance does not become available, the hospital is expected to be able to service the Note
Program's loan until the credit markets recover.
Investors should understand that due to conservative underwriting they remain in a secure position even in this extremely difficult
economic climate, and that Clearwater is taking all necessary steps to have the loan repaid in a way that continues to allow the
Clearwater 2008 Note Program meet its obligation to its investors.

North Seattle Condos
(Affiliate loan)
Description: This loan is secured by a FDOT on 33 condominium units located in Kenmore, WA (Seattle).
Original Takeout Plan: Clearwater originally purchased this loan at a distressed debt auction for a significant discount. The note was
non-performing at the time and because of the large amount of equity in the deal ($8,000,000 "as-is" appraised value at closing)
liquidate the assets, secure a work out with the borrower or have the
Clearwater's business plan was to foreclose on the property and liqUidate
debt repaid.
Update: Even during these extremely difficult economic times units continue to sell, eight units have sold since we acquired the note
and the net proceeds are averaging in excess of $200,000 per unit. In addition there are currently four units under contract.
Current Strategy: Clearwater is currently working with its local counsel to remove the property from the bankruptcy court jurisdiction, if
successful, Clearwater will be able to proceed with the foreclosure sale as planned
planned..

...........•.........•....•..
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If able to proceed to foreclosure, there are two possible outcomes. Each of these potential outcomes has varying degrees of profitability
they all align with the preservation of the Note Program's capital.
for Clearwater; however, they

T ownhomes
Legends 19 - Townhomes
Raymore, MO
(Non affiliate loan)
Description: This loan is secured by a FOOT on 18 Townhomes in Raymore, MO (Kansas City).
Original Takeout Plan: Primary, refinance through a traditional lender, secondary, foreclosure and liquidation.
Update: Due to the deepening credit crisis the borrower was unable to refinance the property. Clearwater is currently going through the
foreclosure process with the sale scheduled for the first week of May pending court approval. Rents are being collected by the court and
finali~ed..
placed in a lock box; rents will be available to the Note Program once the foreclosure is finali~ed
Current Strategy: Clearwater is proceeding with the foreclosure; upon the foreclosure, the Note Program anticipates collecting all back
rents and a bond posted by the borrower in the amount of $150,000. Clearwater will continue to collect rents and begin liquidating
townhomes. A unit sold for $131,500 in October of 2009 (equates to an extrapolated gross sales proceeds of $2,498,500), the Note
Program can expect that this loan should remain profitable due to the continued cash flow and collateral position of this asset.

Coastal Gables - (1) Horizontal Loan; (2) Vertical Loan
Bay St. Louis, MS
(Non affiliate loan)
Description:
(1) Horizontal Loan·
Loan - This loan is secured by a FOOT on a 143 lot, 286 unit duplex community located in Bay St. Louis,
Mississippi. Proceeds will be used for horizontal development.
buildings and 36 units) of a 142 building, 284
(2) Vertical Loan - This loan is secured by a FOOT on phase one (consisting of 18 bUildings
unit duplex community located in Bay St. Louis, Mississippi which is part of the Biloxi-Gulfport MSA.
Original Takeout Plan:
(1) Horizontal Loan - Lot releases upon commencement of vertical construction.
(2) Vertical Loan - Sales of individual units to investors looking to take advantage of numerous available incentives, and a strong
housing market, in the GO Zone.
Update: There have been some delays in the entitlement process; however, all entitlement and permitting should be officially
completed shortly (greatly adding to the collateral's value) and construction will commence in earnest. The project is estimated to be
13% complete at this point.
Current Strategy: Clearwater's strategy has not changed materially from when this loan was originated. The entitlement delays are
frustrating but do not materially affect the viability of the project or the performance of the Note Program's loan. Clearwater is lending its
extensive development and entitlement expertise to this project and assisting in/monitoring the borrower'S
borrower's progress. Clearwater is
confident that all delays are soon to be overcome and the project is expected to be back on schedule shortly. Investors remain interested
in purchasing finished units and will be purchasing units as soon as they become available.

Current Liquidity - $750,000
In addition to the assets presented above the Note Program has approximately $750,000 in liquid assets that are ready to deploy. The
continuing turmoil the real estate and credit markets has presented Clearwater with increasingly attractive investment opportunities into
which Clearwater will be able to deploy these funds at very attractive risk adjusted rates of return.
As traditional credit sources have dried up we are finding credit worthy borrowers and assets that are good candidates for Note Program
regulatory pressure we are beginning to see an opportunity to purchase distressed
funds. Additionally, as banks experience. increased regUlatory
debt at levels that are beginning to make sense in today's environment.
meet its
Again, Clearwater remains optimistic that the work out strategies presented above will allow the 2008 Note Program to meet
obligations to its investors. In summary, we at Clearwater feel that, in spite of the economic problems, we are on top of each of our
investments in the 2008 Note Program and continue to meet all obligations to investors. The collateral coverage of underlying loans and
the assets of RE Capital, the guarantor, are being maintained at sufficient levels to allow us to meet our obligations. Please contact our
Investor Services Department, if you have any questions.
Sincerely,
Clearwater Real Estate Investments
documeni does not constitute an offer to sell or a solicitation of an offer 10
to purchase securities. Any such offer shall be made solely pursuanllo
pursuant 10 the
This document
Private Placement Memorandum to Accredited Investors. All investment
investmenl strategies
stralegies have risks. Past performance and/or forward statements
stalemenls are never an
resulls. Only the Pnvate Placement Memorandum or Prospectus is controlling
controlling..
assurance ofiutufe results.
......................"'

"

Clearwater Real Estate Investments
1300 E Slate
StaleSlreet,
Street, Ste 103, Eagle,
Eagle,ldaho
Idaho 836'161 Ph: (866) 217-4906
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INDEPENDENT AUDITOR'S REPORT

To the Members
Clearwater 2008 Note Program, LLC
Eagle, Idaho
We have audited the accompanying balance sheet of Clearwater 2008 Note Program, LLC (the
Company) as of December 31, 2009, and the related statements of operations, member's equity
(deficit), and cash flows for the year then ended. These financial statements are the responsibility
of the Company's management. Our responsibility is to express an opinion on these financial
statements based on our audit. The financial statements of Clearwater 2008 Note Program, LLC
as of December 31, 2008, were audited by other auditors whose report dated April 6, 2009,
expressed an unqualified opinion on those statements.
We conducted our audit in accordance with auditing standards generally accepted in the United
States of America. Those standards require that we plan and perfonn the audit to obtain
reasonable assurance about wh~ther the fmancial statements are free of material misstatement.
An audit includes examining on a test basis, evidence supporting the amounts and disclosures in
the fmancial statements. An audit also includes assessing the accounting principles used and
significant estimates made by management, as well as evaluating the overall financial statement
presentation. We believe that our audit provides a reasonable basis for our opinion.
In our opinion, the financial statements referred to above present fairly, in all material respects,
the fmancial position of Clearwater 2008 Note Program, LLC as of December 31, 2009, and the
results of its operations and its cash flows for the period then ended in confonnity with
accounting principles generally accepted in the United States of America.

Spokane, Washington
June 17,2010
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. JTE PROGRAM, LLC
CLEARWATER 200v ~ .JTE

BALANCE SHEET
ASSETS
December 31,
2009
2008
CURRENT ASSETS
Cash
Interest receivable
Real estate loans receivable
Current portion of related party receivables

1,261,964
42,699
15,641,771
535,576

$ 4,539,915

17,482,010

4,539,915

73,799
1,710,569

513,771

$ 19,266,378

$ 5,053,686

$

Total current assets
OTHER ASSETS
Related party receivables, long-term
Deferred loan costs, net

LIABILITIES AND MEMBER'S DEFICIT
CURRENT LIABILITIES
Accrued interest payable
Unearned interest income reserves
Current portion of notes payable
Total current liabilities
LONG-TERM DEBT
Notes payable, less current portion
Related party payable

MEMBER'S DEFICIT
Membership units
Membership units SUbscription
subscription receivable
Member's deficit

$

109,157
664,155
1,907,541

62,010

2,680',853
2,680~853

62,010

17,405,780

5,160,427
41,263

20,086,633

5,263,700

1,000
(1,000)
(820,255)

1,000
(1,000)
(210,014)

(820,255)

(210,014)

$ 19,266,378

2

$

$ 5,053,686

See accompanying notes.
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CLEARWATER 2008 l~OTE PROGRAM, LLC
STATEMENT OF OPERATIONS

Year Ended December 31,
2008
2009
REVENUE
Real estate loan interest
Other interest

EXPENSES
Interest
Marketing
General and administrative

NET LOSS

See accompanying notes.

$

846,313
81,562

$
14,561

927,875

14,561

1,207,864
149,783
180,~69

88,454
91,748
44,373

1,538,116

224,575

$ (610,241)

$ (210,014)

3
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CLEARWATER 2008 NOTE PROGRAM, LLC
STATEMENT OF MEMBER'S EQUITY (DEFICIT)

Balance, January 1, 2008

Membership
Units.

Membership
., Units
Subscriptions
Receivable

$

$

Owner contribution

1,000

(1,000)

1,000

(1,000)

Net loss
Balance, December 3 1, 2009

$

1,000

Total

$

$

Net loss
Balance, December 31, 2008

Member's
Deficit

$

(1,000)

(210,014)

(210,014)

(210,014)

(210,014)

(610,241)

(610,241)

$ (820,255)

$ (820,255)

'c

I,;

4

See accompanying notes.
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CLEARWATER 2008 1 "lOTE
"IOTE PROGRAM, LLC
CLEARWATER
STATEMENT OF CASH FLOWS

Year Ended December 31,
2008
2009
CASH FLOWS FROM OPERATING ACTIVITIES
Net loss
Adjustments to reconcile net loss to net cash. used
by operating activities:
costs.(inc\uded as
Amortization of deferred loan costs.(included
interest expense)
Reinvested interest expense
Changes in asset~ and liabilities
Interest receivable
Related party receivables
Deferred loan costs
Accrued interest payable
Unearned interest income reserves
Related party payable

(610,241)

$

(42,699)
(609,375)
(1,355,425)
47,147
664,155
(41,263)

41,263
62,010

(1,568,705)

(80,297)

(14,203,271)
(1,525,000)
86,500 .
(15,641,771)

Net cash used by investing activities
CASH FLOWS FROM FINANCING ACTIVITIES
Proceeds from notes payable
NET CHANGE IN CASH

13,932,525

4,620,212

(3,277,951)

4,539,915

4,539,915

Cash, beginning of year

$ 4,539,915

Cash, end of year

$

1,261,964

SUPPLEMENTAL DISCLOSURE OF CASH FLOW
INFORMATION
Interest paid

$

781,721

$

NONCASH INVESTING AND FINANCING
F1NANCING ACTIVITIES
Reinvested interest on notes payable

$

220,369 .

$

See accompanying notes.

(210,014)

8,735
17,709

158,627
220,369

Net cash use.d by operating activities
CASH FLOWS FROM INVESTING ACTIVITIES
Real estate loans funded
Purchase of real estate loan
Principal payments received on real estate loans receivable

$

17,709

5
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CLEARWATER20081"OTE PROGRAM, LLC
NOTES TO FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
Note 1 - Organization and Summary of Significant Accounting Policies
Organization:
Clearwater 2008 Note Program, LLC (the Company), formed August 8, 2008, is solely owned by
Clearwater REI, LLC. The Company acquires and holds interests in acquisition and development
loans, secured by real property, that are undertaken by affiliates of Clearwater REI, LLC, and
other borrowers who satisfy the lending criteria established by the Company. The Company's
operations are funded by the proceeds from the issuance of notes payable, due at various dates
through2015.
Basis ofaccounting:
of accounting:
The Company's prepares its financial statements on the accrual basis of accounting 10
m
accordance with accounting principles generally accepted in the United ~tates of America
(USGAAP).
of estimates:
Use ofestimates:
The preparation of financial statements in conformity with USGAAP requires management to
make estimates and assumptions that affect the reported amounts of assets and liabilities and
disclosure of contingent assets and liabilities at the date of the financial statements and the
reported· amounts of revenues and expenses during the reporting period. On an on-going basis,
management evaluates its" estimates, including those related to the adequacy of the allowance for
loan losses as well as contingencies. Management bases its estimates on historical experience
and on various other assumptions that are believed to be reasonable under the circumstances, the
results of which form the basis for making judgments about the carrying values of assets and
liabilities that are not readily apparent from other sources. Actual results may differ from these
estimates under different assumptions or conditions. The valuation estimates for the allowance
for loan losses are accounting estimates that can have material affects on the financial
statements.
Cash equivalents:
Cash equivalents include any short-term, highly liquid investments with an original maturity of
three months or less. The Company has nq cash equivalents at December 31, 2009 and 2008.
Real estate loans receivable:
The~ Company has both the intent and ability to hold real estate loans until maturity and
therefore, real estate loans receivable are classified and accounted for as held for investment and
carried at face value.

The Company considers a loan impaired when it becomes probable that interest and principal
payments are uncollectible according to the contractual terms of the loan agreement, which is
generally the earlier of when a principal or interest payment becomes 90 days past due, or when
foreclosure proceedings have been initiated. Loans that become 90 days past due or for which
foreclosure proceedings have been initiated subsequent to year end are classified as impaired as
of year end (see ~ote 3).

6
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CLEARWATER 200 __ .OTE PROGRAM, LLC
NOTES TO FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
Note 1 - Organization and Summary of Significant Accounting Policies (Continued)
Real estate loans receivable (continued):
The Company measures impaired loans by either taking the present value of expected future cash
flows' discounted at the loan's effective interest rate or by assessing the loan's observable market
price or the fair value of the collateral, if the loan is collateral dependent. As of December 31,
2009 and 2008, all of the Company's loans are collateralized by real property secured by first
deed of trust. Management generally obtains a third-party appraisal or other valuation on the
underlying collateral for impaired loans to determine the amount of impairment, if any.
any .
. The Company only recognizes interest income on "loans determined to be impaired when it is
probable the outStanding principal and interest will be collected from the borrower. The
. Company makes such a determination usually after considering third-party valuation of the
underlying collateral. Cash receipts for interest payments are allocated to interest income, except··
when such payments are specifically designated as principal reduction or when management
does not believe the Company's investment in the loan is fully recoverable.

Allowance for loan losses:
Allowancefor
The Company maintains an allowance for loan losses on real estate loans receivable. Additions
to the allowance are based on an assessment qf certain factors including, but 110t limited to,
review of collateral values, borrower payment ability, and general econolnic conditions.
Evaluation of .the adequacy of the allowance for loan losses is based primarily on management's
periodic assessment and risk rating of the loan portfolio. Additional factors considered by
management include the consideration of past loan loss experience, trends in past due and
nonperforming loans, risk characteristics of the various classifications of loans, the fair value of .
underlying collateral, ang agreements in place to purchase or sell property. While management
uses available information to recognize losses on loans, future adjustments to the allowance for
loan lossesinay be necessary based on changes in economic conditions and the impact of such
changes on the Company's borrowers.
As described in Note 3, management has determined that no allowance for loan losses is
necessary for the year ended December 31, 2009.

Deferred loan costs:
The Company capitalizes direct costs incurred in issuing notes payable and amortizes those costs
on a straight;.line
straight-line basis over the related contractual life of the notes. If notes payable are paid in
full prior to contractual maturity, then corresponding deferred loan costs are expensed
immediately.
Unearned interest income reserves:
Unearned interest income is recorded as revenue by the Company when the corresponding
interest charge has been incurred by the borrower, in accordance with each respective real estate
loan.

7
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CLEARWATER 200...
200... .OTE PROGRAM, LLC
NOTES TO FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
.L

Summary of Significant Acc~unting Policies (Continued)
Note 1 - Organization and Summary
Revenue recognition:
Revenue is recognized on perfonning loans when interest has been earned according to the tenns
of the loans. However, interest is no longer recognized when a loan has become 90 days
delinquent based on the tenns of the loan agreement or when foreclosure proceedings have been
initiated, whichever event occurs first. Loan origination fees earned by the Company are
deferred, and amortized by the effective interest method over the contractual life of the loan, or
fully recognized at the time of loan prepayment.
Marketing costs:
The Company expenses marketing costs as they are incurred. Tota!
Tota! marketing costs for the years
$149,783 and $91,748, respectively.
ended December 31,2009 and 2008, were $149;783
. .
Income taxes:
The Company has electeci to be taxed as a partnership. Accordingly, under federal and state
income tax regulations, any income or loss of the Company flows through to the member and is
reported on the member's tax returns. Therefore, no provision for taxes has been recorded in the
accompanying fmancial statements.
As of January 1, 2009, the Company adopted authoritative guidance, which clarifies the
accounting for uncertain income tax positions by prescribing a minimum probability threshold
that a tax position must meet before a financial statement benefit is recognized. The minimum
threshold is defmed by the guidance as a tax position that is more likely than not to be sustained
upon examination by the applicable taxing authority, including resolution of any related appeals
or litigation processes, based on the technical merits of the position. The tax: benefit to be
recognized is measured as the largest amount of benefit that is greater than 50% likely of being
realized upon ultimate settlement.
The Company has evaluated its tax positions and does not believe it has any uncertain tax
.
positions.

Subsequent events:
During 2009, the Company adopted general standards on accounting for and disclosure of events
that occur after the balance sheet date but before the financial statements are issued or are
available to be issued. These standards are effective for interim or fiscal periods ended after
June 15,2009. The adoption of this guidance did not materially impact the Company's fmancial
statements. In preparing the financial statements, the Company evaluated subsequent events
occurring through June 17, 201O"the date these,financial statements were available to be issued,
and provided disclosures in Note 6.
Reclassifications:
.,
Certain reclassifications were made to the 2008 financial statements to conform to the current
year presentation. The reclassifications have no effect on previously reported net results of
operations or member's deficit.

8
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CLEARWATER 2008 __ ITE PROGRAM, LLC
NOTES TO FINANCIAL STATEMENTS

Note 2 - Concentrations of Credit Risk
Financial instruments with concentrations of credit and market risk include cash and cash
equivalents and real estate loans receivable.
The Company maintains cash deposit accounts in banks, which, at times, may exceed federally
insured limits. The Company has not experienced any losses in such accounts and performs due
diligence on the banks where deposits are held to assess their stability.
The loans funded by the Company are fixed rate loans secured by a first deed of trust on land and
commercial and residential properties.
The Company has a geographic concentration of real estate loans in the state of Mississippi of,
approximately 27% as of December 31, 2009. As such, the' Company may be adversely affected
by periods of economic decline within that geographic area.
Concentration of real estate loan products exist primarily in land and development loans. As
such, the Company has a significant product concentration of credit risk that may be adversely
affected by periods of economic decline. The following table illustrates the concentration
percentages by product type as of December 31,2009:

Residential development
Commercial land

Amount

Percent

$ 9,481,771
6,160,000

60.6%
39.4%

$ 15,641,771

100.0%

All of the Company's real estate loans will require the borrower to make a balloon payment of
the principal at maturity. To the extent that a borrower has an obligation to pay a real estate loan
in a large lump-sum payment, its ability to satisfy this obligation may be dependent upon its
ability to sell the property, refinance, or raise a substantial amount of cash. An increase in
interest rates over the rate applicable at the time of origination of the loan or decrease in real
estate valuations may have an adverse effect on the borrower's ability to refinance the loan and,
accordingly, could cause the Company to incur additional credit losses.
The Company has one real estate loan receivable totaling approximately $3.7 million that is due
from an entity related through common ownership.

9
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CLEARWATER 2008
.I.'E
'E PROGRAM, LLC
NOTES TO FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
.L,'-"
. L , ' I ...

Note 3 - Real Estate Loans Receivable
The Company had no loans outstanding as of December 31, 2008. Loans outstanding as of
December 31, 2009, consist of the following:
Note receivable with Healthcare of Florence, LLC, bearing interest at 14%,
with monthly interest only payments. Principal is due in a lump sum payment
upon maturity. Collateralized by real property is Florence, Arizona
guaranteed by Healthcare of Florence, LLC and due February 6, 2010.

$ 6,160,000

Note receivable with Steelhead Townhomes, LLC, bearing interest at 14%,
with monthly interest only payments. Principal is due in a lump sum payment
upon maturity. Collateralized by 18 townhome units in Raymore, Missouri,
guaranteed personally by the LLC members, and originally due on July 5, 2009.

1,514,074

Note receivable with CREI Seaside LLC, an entity related through
common ownership, bearing interest at 14%, with monthly interest only
payments. Principal is due in a lump sum payment upon maturity.
Collateralized by 41 condo units in Kenmore, Washington, and due
on June 24, 2010.

3,742,697

Note receivable with Chapman Road Development, LLC, bearing interest
at 14%, with monthly interest only payments. Principal is due in a lump sum
payment upon maturity. Collateralized by 18 duplex lots in Bay 8t.
81. Louis,
Mississippi, guaranteed personally by the LLC members, and due on
May 31,2010.

2,700,000

Note receivable with Chapman Road Development, LLC, bearing interest
at 14%, with monthly interest only payments. Principal is due in a lump sum
payment upon maturity. Collateralized by approximately 35 acres of entitled
land in Bay St. Louis, Mississippi, guaranteed personally by the LLC
members, and due on June 7, 2010.

1,525,000
$ 15,641,771

All of the Company's real estate loans receivable outstanding at December 31, 2009, have an
original maturity of one year or less. At December 31, 2009, the Company was not committed to
- fund any additional loan amounts.

10
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CLEARWATER 200~ _. JTE PROGRAM, LLC
NOTES TO FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
Note 3 - Real Estate Loans Receivable (Continued) .
Delinquent and impaired loans:
In accordance with its loan accounting policy, one of the Company's loans outstanding
amounting to $1,514,074 was considered impaired at December 31, 2009. The Company is in
the process of foreclosing on the underlying collateral of the impaired loan. Interest earned on
impaired)oa~s
impaired)oa~s for the year ended December 31, 2009, totaled approximately $43,000, all of
which has been accrued as a receivable as of the balance sheet date. In accordance with its
revenue recognition policy, the Company will continue to accrue interest income on each
delinquent loan until the earlier of (l)
(1) the loan
loan. becoming 90 days past due or (2) a foreclosure is
initiated. Accrued interest recorded remains accrued if management determines that either the
underlying collateral or discounted future cash flows of the loan support recovery of principal
and accrued interest.

The Company sets aside an allowance for loan losses through periodic charges to earnings.
While there exists probable asset quality problems in the loan portfolio due to impaired loans,
management has not recorded an allowance for impaired loan losses as of December 31, 2009,
value_ supporting the amount of loans
due to the Company's assessment of the collateral value.
outstanding.
Note 4 - Notes Payable
Notes payable (the notes) were issued during 2008 and 2009 pursuant to a private placement to
offer up to $20,000,000 of secured investment notes at a rate of 9.50% per annum and
guaranteed by RE Capital Investments, LLC, an entity related to the Company through common
ownership. Commissions were charged for the notes sold and are included in deferred loan costs,
which are amortized over the contractual life. Interest is payable monthly, with principal and
unpaid accrued interest due at maturity in 2015. Note holders may elect to have interest
reinvested and compounded monthly. An option is available to issue up to $40,000,000 in total
secured investment notes, at the sole discretion ofthe
of the Company.
Beginning December 31, 2010, and once annually on that date thereafter, the Company will
redeem up to one-tenth of the outstanding principal amount of the notes at par plus accrued but
unpaid interest, at the request of note holders uPQn at least 30 days prior written notice. The
Company may also receive redemption requests upon death of a note holder with payment due
the. extent of
bf the annual limit, will be
180 days after written notice is received. Redemptions, to the
that-requests
honored in the order that
requests are received. At December 31, 2009, the current portion of
notes payable is one-tenth oftM outstanding principal amount, or $1,907,411.
On December 31, 2011, the notes are callable, in whole or in part, at the Company's sole option
and demand upon ninety days written notice. All notes mature during 2015.

11
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CLEARWATER 2008'..
2008 '.. ~ TE PROGRAM, LLC .
NOTES TO FINANCIAL STATEMENTS

.

Note 4 -Notes Payable (Continued)
Notes payable consist of the following at December 31,,2009:
2009

Notes payable
Reinvested interest

Less current portion of notes payable

$ 19,075,243

238,078
19,313,321
(1,907,541)
$ 17,405,780

s

2008

. $ 5,142,718
17,709
5,160,427

$ 5,160,427

Future minimum principal payments due under the notes payable subsequent to December 31,
2009, are as follows:
2010
2011
2012
2013
2014
Thereafter

$ 1,907,541
1,716,787
1,545,108
1,390,597
1,251,538
11,501,750,
$19,313,321

Note 5 - Related Party Transactions
The Company has entered into an operating agreement with its parent company, Clearwater REI,
LLC (the Manager), to handle the day-to-day operations of the Company and perform services
and activities relating to the assets and operations of the Company. Under the terms of the
reasonable compensation for services, as determined by the
agreement, the Manager may be paid reasonable
. Company. During 2009, the Company paid no compensation to the Manager. Expenses incurred
by the Manager on behalf of the Company were reimbursed to the Manager.

12
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CLEARWATER 2008 ~.~ TE PROGRAM, LLC
NOTES TO FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
ns (Continued)
Note 5 - Related Party Transacl,l
rransactitns

-.

Transactions between the Comp
Comp~ and the Manager consist of the following, which make up
the balance of the long-term relate4 party receivable:

2009
Balance at January 1
Salary and overhead allocations
Professional fees
Reimbursement of costs to raise apital
Cash -advances
'advances to Manager
Accrued commissions

$

Balance at December 31

$

2008

(41,263)
(319,004)
(11,250)
389,649
86,700
(31,033)

$

73,799

$

(136,121)

113,234
2,081
(20,457)
(41,263)

s

loans reCeiJlble, the Company retains
Under the terms of
Underth.e
Of. its 10ansreCeiJj
retam
. · an interest
in.terest reserve.for payments to
be made on behalf of the borro ers to the Company. Clearwater Asset Management, LLC
(CRAM), a related party through common ownership, is responsible for holding the interest
reserves and processing interest p yments to the Company on the loans receivable. CRAM also
processes interest payments to t~e Company's note holders. CRAM recorded the following
transactions on behalf of the CompjY:
2008

2009
$ ·803,614
803,614

Interest income received
Interest payments made

(1,049,237)

$

(79,?19)
(79,Z19)

31, 2009, CRAM held $535,576 of cash on behalf of the Company, which is
As of December 31,2009,
included in related party receiva~es.
receiva0es. The balance of interest reserves held by CRAM as of
December 31, 2009, was $664,1551
._
"
In December 2009, the Company purchased a loan at face value from an entity related through
common ownership totaling $1'521'°0°'
$1,521,000, secured by a first deed of trust in entitled land located in
common.
M
i s s i s s i p p i . ,Mississippi.

Sub-sequent Events .
Note 6 -~ Sub"sequent

I

~

Subsequent to year end, the Com any extended and modified the terms of its loan agreement
with Healthcare of Florence, LLC. Under the terms of the extended agreement the amount of the
loan increased to ~$9.8M and is d e in October 2010.
The Company has two ioans outs ding with Chapmah
Chapman Road Development, LLC that matured
in May and June 2010. The 10,ns were issued to develop residential land and homes in'
Mississippi and due to delays in Prrmitling
Prrmitting the borrower had not completed development at the
time of maturity. The Comp~y. is currently in the process of negotiating extensions for the loan
agreements.

I
I

I
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Dear
Oear Investor:
The purpose of this letter is to keep you informed of the status of the Clearwater 2008 Note Program (the "Note
Program"). 2010 was a difficult year for most companies across the globe including the Note Program. The current
economic environment is requiring strategic adjustments to preserve investor capital and drive above average returns.
The 2008 Note Program has made adjustments to the take out plan for a few of the loans as a result of the current
economic environment. As of May 2010, $21,900,000 has been raised from investors and $18,429,697 has been
deployed into five portfolio loans which are secured by real property with combined appraised values totaling $28,282,361
(based on the most recent appraisals). These assets are either directly owned by the Note Program or collateralized by
first deeds of trust.
As the global financial crisis continues to work itself out, Clearwater is seeing more and more attractive opportunities for
the Note Program. The following information outlines our analysis of each of the five portfolio loans.

"Healthcare of Florence
(Non Affiliate loan)
Description: This loan is secured by a First Deed of Trust (FOOT) on a 90,000 SF general hospital and long term care
in the nation.
facility. The facility is located in one of the most underserved healthcare markets inthe
Original Takeout Plan: Upon completion of the renovations, the loan was to be paid off through a refinance with an
outside lender.
Update: The renovations are now complete and the hospital has been operational since July, 2010. The loan has
matured and the borrowers have been unable to refinance the note due to the difficulties facing the financial markets and
delays in the stabilization of the asset. However, the borrower has continued to make interest payments. A forbearance
agreement is currently being negotiated with the borrowers. There are parties interested in either purchasing the facility
(including a large hospital system operator) or refinancing the real estate.
valt.Je at "full
The appraisal was updated as of 1/19/11 and it shows a "as-is" value of $20,385,000 (48.07% LTV) and a vallJe
stabilization" of $21,500,000 (45.58% LTV).
Current Strategy: Although, the loan is in default, our strategy for this loan has not materially changed since origination.
The Note Program, along with the borrower, continue to work with potential bridge lenders (immediate takeout) and
permanent lenders (takeout upon stabilization). The borrower is working with interested lenders and expects to
successfully refinance the project thereby providing a payoff to the Note Program. If for some unforeseen circumstances
the refinance does not become available, the hospital is projected to be able to service the Note Program's loan until the
.
credit markets recover.

North Seattle Condos
(Affiliate loan)
Description: This loan is secured by a FOOT on 21 (20 of 41 original units have sold) condominium units located in
Kenmore, WA (Seattle).
purchased this loan at a distressed debt auction for a discount. The note
Original Takeout Plan: The borrower originally purchased
was non-performing at the time and because of the large amount of equity in the deal ($8,000,000 "as-is" appraised value
at closing). The Note Program's business plan was to foreclose on the property and liquidate the assets,secure
assets, secure a work
out with the borrower or have the debt repaid.
Update: Even during these difficult economic times units continue to sell. Twenty units have sold since we acquired the
note, however, the property remains in bankruptcy and proceeds have been used to protect the Note Program's collateral
position in the asset.

Clearwater Real Estate Investments
1300 E State Street.
Street, Ste 103, Eagle,ldaho
Eagle. Idaho 836161 Ph: (866) 217-49061InvestorServlces@ClearwaterREl.com
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March 24,2011

Current Strategy: The Note Program is currently appealing a bankruptcy court ruling. The Note Program is at the mercy
of the bankruptcy court until such time that the court allows collateral to be released or unit sales resume.

Legends 19 - Townhomes
Raymore, MO
(Non Affiliate loan)
Description: Eighteen Townhomes in Raymore, MO (Kansas City) owned by the Note Program through foreclosure.
Original TakeoutPlan: Primary, refinance through a traditional lender, secondary, foreclosure and liquidation.
Update: The Note Program has completed the foreclosure on this property and now owns this asset. Sixteen of the 18
units are currently leased at an average rate of $973 per month.
Current Strategy: As noted above the foreclosure of this property is now complete and the Note
Note Program is managing
the asset. It is our intention to continue to lease units and collect the positive cash flow in order to meet the Note
Program's obligations. As the real estate market recovers we will liquidate units. The Note Program expects this property
to continue to realize positive net operating income from this asset.

Coastal Gables - (1) Horizontal Loan; (2) Vertical Loan
Bay St. Louis, MS
(Non Affiliate loan)
Description:
.. (1) Horizontal Loan - This loan is secured by a FOOT on 124 of 142 residential lots located in Bay St. Louis,
Mississippi. Proceeqs were used for horizontal development.
(2) Vertical Loan - This loan is secured by a FOOT on phase one (consisting of 18, of 142, lots on which 36 units
were to be constructed utilizing the loan proceeds).
Original Takeoutplan:
Takeout plan:
(1) Horizontal Loan - Lot releases upon commencement of vertical construction.
(2) Vertical Loan - Sales of individual units to investors looking to take advantage of numerous available incentives,
and a strong housing market, in the Gulf Opportunity Zone ("GO Zone").
Update: The horizontal construction is substantially complete. Unfortunately, the borrower has lost the government
incentives that made this project attractive. The project is significantly behind schedule and due to the lost incentives is
no longer economically viable in its current form.
Current Strategy: The Note Program is currently working with the borrower in an attempt to come to an acceptable work
out plan. If this effort is unsuccessful then the Note Program will be forced to foreclose and liquidate the asset (142
finished lots).

Again, the Note Program remains optimistic that the work out strategies presented above will allow the Note Program to
'continue meeting its obligations to its investors. In summary, we at Clearwater believe that in spite of the economic
problems, we are actively protecting the assets in the Note Program.
Thank you for your continued patience as, we work through these difficult economic times. Please contact our Investor
Services Department, if you have any questions.
Sincerely,
Clearwater Real Estate Investments
Toll-free (866) 217-4906
InvestorServices@clearwaterrei.com
InvestorServices@c1earwaterrei.com

Clearwater Real Estate Investments
1300 E State Street, Ste 103, Eagle, Idaho 836161 Ph: (866) 217-49061InvestorServices@ClearwaterREl.com
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CLEARWATER 2008 NOTE PROGRAM, LLC
,

REPORT OF INDEPENDENT AUDITORS AND
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DECEMBER 31, 2010 AND 2009
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REPORT OF INDEPENDENT AUDITORS

To the Member
Clearwater 2008 Note Program, LLC
Eagle, Idaho
We have audited the accompanying balance sheets of Clearwater 2008 Note Program, LLC (the
Company) as of December 31,2010 and 2009, and the related statements of operations, member's deficit,
and cash flows for the years then ended. These financial statements are the responsibility of the
Company's management. Our responsibility is to express an opinion on these financial statements based
on our audits.
We conducted our audits in accordance with auditing standards generally accepted in the United States of
America Those standards require that we plan and perform the audit to obtain reasonable assurance about .
whether the financial statements are free of material misstatement. An audit includes consideration of internal
control over financial reporting as a basis for designing audit procedures that are appropriate in the
circumstances, but not for the purpose of expressing an opinion on the effectiveness ofthe Company's internal
control over financial reporting. Accordingly, we express no such opinion. An audit also includes examining,
on a test basis, evidence supporting the amounts and disclosures in the fmancial statements, assessing the
accounting principles used and significant estimates made by management, as well as evaluating the overall
fmancial ~tatement presentation. We believe that our audits provide a reasonable basis for our opinion.
In our opinion, the financial statements referred to above .present
. present fairly, in all material respects, the
financial position of Clearwater 2008 Note Program, LLC as of December 31, 2010 and 2009, and the
results of its operations and its cash flows for the years then ended in conformity with accounting
principles generally accepted in the United States of America.
As described in Note 7, during the years ended December 31,2010 and 2009, the majority of the activity
and balances of Clearwater 2008 Note Program, LLC, except notes payable and interest expense,
involved related party transactions with entities that were under common Clearwater ownership.

San Francisco, California
August 19, 2011
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CLEARWATER 2008 N~ ~ ~ PROGRAM, LLC
BALANCE SHEET

ASSETS
December 31,
2010
2009
CURRENT ASSETS
Cash and cash equivalents
Interest receivable
Real estate loans receivable, net of allowance
for losses of $2,311,584 in 2010 and $-0- in 2009
Current portion of related party receivables

$

Total current assets

1,848,846
150,271

$ 1,261,964
42,699

13,567,103
212,191

15,641,771
535,576

15,778,411

17,482,010

REAL ESTATE PROPERTY HELD FOR INVESTMENT
Land
Rental property
Accumulated depreciation

360,000
1,167,374
(14,150)

.'
Total real estate property held for investment

1,513,224

OTHER ASSETS
Related party receivables, long-ternl
Deferred loan costs, net

1,648,518

73,799
1,710,569

$ 18,940,153

$ 19,266,378

LIABILITIES AND MEMBER'S DEFICIT
CURRENT LIABILITIES
Accounts payable
Accrued interest payable
Rental deposits
Unearned interest income reserves
Related party payable
Current portion of notes payable

Total current liabilities
LONG-TERM DEBT
Notes payable, less current portion

MEMBER'S DEFICIT
Membership units
Membership units subscription receivable
Member's deficit

$

14,200
130,592
8,168

109,157
664,155

3,544
1,907,541
156,504

2,680,853

22,487,335

17,405,780

22,643,839

20,086,633

1,000
(1,000)
(3,703,686)

1,000
(1,000)
(820,255)

(3,703,686)

(820,255)

$ 18,940,153

2

$

$ 19,266,378

See accompanying notes.
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CLEARWATER ___ 8 NOTE PROGRAM, LLC
STATEMENT OF OPERATIONS

Year Ended December 31,
2010·
2009
REVENUE
Real estate loan interest
Other interest
Rental income from real estate property held for investment

EXPENSES
Interest
Marketing
General and administrative
Rental expenses
Depreciation
Provision for loan losses

$ 2,116,511

$

28,138
61,448
2,206,097

927,875

2,300,471

1,207,864
149,783
180,469

291,152
25,071
14,150
2,458,684
5,089,528

NET LOSS

See accompanying notes.

846,313
81,562

$ (2,883,431)

1,538,116
$

(610,241)

3
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N01 ~ PROGRAM, LLC
CLEARWATER 2008 NOl
STATEMENT OF MEMBER'S DEFICIT

Units

Units
Balance, December 31, 2008

$

1,000

$

(1,000)

Net loss
Balance, December 31, 2009

(1,000)

1,000

Net loss
Balance, December 31,2010

4

$

1,000

$

(1,000)

Deficit

$

(210,014)

Total

$

(210,014)

(610,241)

(610,241)

(820,255)

(820,255)

(2,883,431 )

(2,883,431 )

$ (3,703,686)

$ (3,703,686)

See accompanying notes.
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CLEARWATER _~~8 NOTE PROGRAM, LLC
STATEMENT OF CASH FLOWS

Year Ended December 31,

2010
CASH .FLOWS FROM OPERATING ACTIVITIES
Net loss
Adjustments to reconcile net loss to net cash
from operating activities:
Amortization of deferred loan costs (included as
interest expense)
Depreciation
Reinvested interest expense
Provision for loan losses
Changes in assets and liabilities
Interest receivable
Related party receivables/payables
Deferred loan costs
Accounts payable
Accrued interest payable
Rental deposits .
Upearned interest income reserves
Related party payable

$

(2,883,431)

2009
$

333,079
14,150
436,288
2,458,684,

Net cash from operating activities
CASH FLOWS FROM INVESTING ACTIVITIES
Real estate loans funded
Purchase of real estate loan
Principal payments received on real estate loans receivable
Net cash from investing activities
CASH FLOWS FROM FINANCING ACTIVITIES
Proceeds from notes payable
Payments on notes payable

158,627
220,369

(306,546)
400,728
(271,028)
14,200
21,435
8,168
(664,155)

(42,699)
(609,375)
(1,355,425)

(438,428)

(1,568,705)

(3,640,000)
1,927,584

(14,203,27])
(1,525,000)
86,500

(1,712,416)

(15,641,771)

2,828,898
(91,172)

13,932,525

47,147
664,155
(41,263)

.2,737,726

Net cash from financing activities

13,932,525
(3,277,95])
(3,277,951)

586,882

NET CHANGE IN CASH AND CASH EQUIVALENTS

],26],964
1,261,964

Cash and cash equivalents, beginning of year

(610,241)

4,539,915

Cash and cash equivalents, end of year

$

],848,846
1,848,846

$

1,261,964
1,26],964

SUPPLEMENTAL DISCLOSURE OF CASH FLOW
INFORMATION
Interest paid

$

1,509,669

$

781,721

$

436,288

$

220,369

NONCASH INVESTING AND FINANCING ACTIVITIES
Reinvested interest on notes payable
Foreclosure ofloan receivable to real estate property
held for investment:
,
Real estate property htlld
held for investment'
investment
Real estate loan receivable
Interest receivable

See accompanying notes.

$
$
$

1,527,374
(1,475,500)
(51,874)

$
$
$

5
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CLEARWATER 2008 NOTE PROGRAM, LLC
NOTES TO FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
Note 1 - Organization and Summary of Significant Accounting Policies

Organization:
Clearwater 2008. Note Program, LLC (the Company), formed August 8, 2008, is solely owned by
Clearwater REI, LLC (the Manager). The Company acquires arid holds interests in acquisition and
development'loans, secured by real property, that are undertaken by affiliates of Clearwater REI, LLC,
and other borrowers who satisfy the lending criteria established by the Company. The Company's
operations are funded by the proceeds from the issuance of notes payable, due at various dates through
2010,
10, the Company foreclosed on a loan and now owns and operates an 18 unit town-home
2015. In 20
community located in Raymore, Missouri (see Note 5).

of accounting:
Basis ofaccounting:
The Company prepares its financial statements on the accrual basis of accounting in accordance with
accounting principles generally accepted in the United States of America (USGAAP).

Use ofestimates:
of estimates:
The preparation of fmancial statements in conformity with USGAAP requires management to make
estimates and assumptions that affect the reported amounts of assets and liabilities and disclosures of
contingent assets and liabilities at the c;late of the fmancial statements and the reported amounts of
revenues and expenses' during the reporting period. On an on-going basis, management evaluates its
estimates, including those related to the adequacy of the allowance for loan losses and value of real estate
held for investment as well as contingencies. Management bases its estimates on historical experience and
on various other assumptions that are believed to be reasonable under the circumstances, the results of
which form the basis for making judgments about the carrying values of assets and liabilities that are not
readily apparent from other sources. Actual results may differ from these estimates under different
assumptions or conditions. The valuation estimates for the allowance for loan losses and value of real
estate held for investment and the fair values for impaired loans are accounting estimates that can have
.
material affects on the fmancial statements.

Cash equivalents:
Cash equivalents include any short-term, highly liquid investments with an original maturity of three
months or less.

Real estate loans receivable:
The Company has both the intent and ability to hold real estate loans until maturity and therefore, real
estate loans receivable are clqssified and accounted for as held for investment and carried at face value, if
not impaired. All loans are originated directly by the Company.
The Company considers a loan impaired when it becomes probable that interest and principal payments
are uncollectible according to the contractual terms of the loan agreement, which is generally the earlier
of when a principal or interest payment becomes 90 days past due, or when foreclosure proceedings have
been initiated. Loans that become 90 days past due or for which foreclosure proceedings have been
initiated subsequent to year end are classified as impaired as of year end (see Note 4).

6
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CLEARWATER 2uu8 NOTE PROGRAM, LLC
NOTES TO FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
Note 1- Organization and Summary of Significant Accounting Policies (Continued)

Real estate loans receivable (continued):
The Company measures impaired loans by either taking the present value of expected future cash flows
discounted at the loan's effective interest rate or by assessing the loan's observable market price or the
fair value of the collateral, if the loan is collateral dependent. As of December 31,2010 and 2009, all of
the Company's loans are collateralized by real property secured by first deeds of trust. Management
generally obtains a third-party appraisal or other valuation on the underlying collateral for impaired loans
if any.
to determine the amount of impairment, ifany.
The Company only recognizes interest income on loans determined to be impaired when it is probable the
outstanding principal and interest will be collected from the borrower. The Company makes such a
determination usually after considering third-party valuation of the underlying collateral. Cash receipts
for interest payments are allocated to interest income, except when such payments are specifically
designated as principal reduction or when management does not believe the Company's investment in the .
loan is fully recoverable.

Allowance for loan losses:
The Company maintains an allowance for loan losses on real estate loans receivable. Additions to the
allowance are based on an assessment of certain factors including, but not limited to, review of collateral
values, borrower payment ability, and general economic conditions. Evaluation of the adequacy of the
losses is based primarily on management's periodic assessment and risk rating of the
allowance for loan losSes
loan portfolio. Additional factors considered by management include the consideration of past loan loss
nonperforming loans, risk characteristics of the various classifications
experience, trends in past due and nonperformingloans,
of loans, the fair value of underlying collateral, and agreements in place to purchase or sell property.
While management uses available information to recognize losses on loans, future adjustments to the
allowance for loan losses may be necessary based on changes in economic conditions and the impact of
such changes
chang~s on the Company's borrowers.
The Company maintains a separate allowance for each loan receivable. The allowance for loan losses
attributable to each applicable loan is combined to determine the, Company's overall allowance, which is
included on the balance sheet. At December 31, 20
2010,
I0, the Company has an allowance for losses of
$2,311,584. No such allowances were recorded in 2009.

Real estate property held for investment:
_
Real estate property held for investment is carried at cost, net of accumulated depreciation and net of
impairment losses, if any, and depreciated using the straight-line method over the estimated useful lives.
Maintenance, repairs, and replacements of fixtures are charged to expense as incurred. The estimated
of the rent~l property is 27.5 years.
useful life ofthe

7
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CLEARWATER 2008 NI __ PROGRAM, LLC
NOTES TO FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
Note 1 - Organization and Summary of Significant Accounting Policies (Continued)

Real estate property heldfor investment (continued):
long-lived assets for impairment whenever events or changes in circumstances
The Company reviews its long-Jived
indicate the carrying amount of the asset may not be recoverable. If the carrying amount of the asset
exceeds its estimated undiscounted future net cash flows, before interest, the Company would recognize
an impairment loss equal to the difference between its carrying amount and its estimated fair value. If an
impairment loss was recognized, the reduced carrying amount of the asset would be accounted for as its
new cost. For a depreciable. asset, Jhe new cost would be depreciated over the asset's remaining useful
life. Generally, fair values are estimated using a discounted cash flow, direct capitalization, or market
comparison analysis. The process of evaluating for impairment requires estimates as to future events and
conditions, which are subject to varying market and economic factors. Therefore, it is reasonably possible
that a change in estimates resulting from judgments as to future events could occur that would affect the
recorded amounts of the property. No impairment loss was necessary for the year ended December 31,
2010.
Deferred loan costs:
The Company capitalizes direct costs incurred in issuing notes payable and amortizes those costs on a
straight-line basis over the related contractual life of the notes. If notes payable are paid in full prior to
contractual maturity, th,en corresponding deferred loan costs are expensed immediately.
Unearned interest income reserves:
Unearned interest income is recorded as revenue by the Company when the corresponding interest charge
has been incurred by the borrower, in accordance with each respective real estate loan.
Revenue recognition:
Revenue is recognized on performing loans when interest has been earned according to the terms of the
loans. However, interest is no longer recognized when a loan has become 90 days delinquent based on
the terms of the loan agreement or when foreclosure proceedings have been initiated, whichever event
occurs first. Loan origination fees earned by the Company are deferred and amortized by the effective
of the loan, or fully recognized at the time ofloan prepayment.
interest method over the contractual life ofthe
Rental income.consists ofleasing town-home units. Rental income is recognized on a straight-line basis
over the lives of the related leases when collectability is reasonably assured. The lease terms are generally
for periods of one year or less. Differences between the rental income recognized and amount due under
the respective lease agreements are determined to be immaterial. Ongoing credit evaluations are
performed and no allowance for potential credit losses were provided against the portion of accounts
receivable that is estimated to be uncollectible.

Marketing costs:
The Company expenses marketing costs as they are incurred. Total marketing costs for the years ended
December 31,2010 and 2009, were $-0- and $149,783, respectively.
Income taxes:
The Company has elected to be taxed as a partnership. Accordingly, under federal and state income tax
regulations, any income or loss of the Company flows through to the member and is reported on the
member's tax returns. Therefore, no provision for taxes has been recorded in the accompanying .fmancial
tmancial
statements.

8
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CLEARWATER
8 NOTE PROGRAM, LLC
NOTES TO FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
Note I - Organization and Summary of Significant Accounting Policies (Continued)
Income taxes (continued):
As of January I, 2009, the Company adopted authoritative guidance that clarifies the accounting for
uncertain income tax positions by prescribing a minimum probability threshold that a tax position must
meet before a fmancial statement benefit is recognized. The minimum threshold is defined by the
guidance as a tax position that is more likely than not to be sustained upon examination by the applicable
taxing authority, including resolution of any related appeals or litigation processes, based on the technical
merits of the position. The tax benefit to be recognized is measured as the largest amount of benefit that is
greater than 50% likely of being realized upon ultimate settlement. The Company recognizes interest and
penalties related to income 'tax
tax. matters in operating expenses.
The Company has evaluated its tax positions and does not believe it has any uncertain tax positions.

Subsequent events:
Subsequent events are events or transactions that occur after the balance sheet date but before the
financial statements are issued. The Company recognizes in the financial statements the effects of all
of the balance
subsequent events that provide additional evidence about conditions that existed at the date ofthe
sheet, including the estimates ipherent in the process of preparing the fmancial statements. The
Company's financial statements do not recognize subsequent events that provide evidence about
conditions that did not exist at the date of the balance sheet, but arose after the balance sheet date and
before the financial statements were available to be issued.
The Company has evaluated subsequent events through August 19,2011, which is the date the financial
statements were available to be issued, in accordance with the Company's policy related to disclosures of
subsequent events, and has not identified any material events that should be disclosed.

Note 2 -.Fair Value Measurements
The Company utilizes fair value measurements to record fair value adjustments to certain assetS and
liabilities. Current accounting standards clarify
c~arify the definition of fair value, describe methods generally
used to appropriately measure fair value in accordance with USGAAP and expand fair value disclosure
requirements. Fair value is defined as the price that would be received to sell an asset or paid to transfer a
liability in an orderly transaction between market participants at the measurement date. The fair value
hierarchy under current accounting guidance prioritizes the inputs to valuation techniques used to
measure fair value into three broad levels. The hierarchy is' measured in three levels based on the
reliability of inputs: .

Levell

Quoted prices for identical instruments in active markets.

Level 2

Quoted prices for similar instruments in active markets; quoted prices for identical or
similar instruments in markets that are not active; model-derived valuations in which all
significant inputs and significant value drivers are observable in active markets.

Level 3

Valuations derived from valuation techniques in which one or more significant inputs or
significant value drivers are unobservable.

9
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CLEARWATER 2008 N...,
PROGRAM, LLC
NOTES TO FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
A -'"'

Note 2 -'Fair Value Measurements (Continued)
This hierarchy requires the Company to maximize the use of observable market data, when available, and
to minimize the use of unobservable inputs when determining fair value. The Company is required to take
into account its own credit risk when measuring the fair value of liabilities. Fair value is best determined
based upon quoted market prices. However, in many instances, there are no quoted market prices for
various fmancial instruments. In cases where quoted market prices are not available, fair values are based
on estimates using present value and other valuation techniques. Those techniques are significantly
affected by assumptions used, including the discount rate, estimates of future cash flows and the
realization of collateral values. Accordingly, the fair value estimates may not be realized in an immediate
settlement of the instrument.
The following is a description of the valuation methodologies used for instruments measured at fair value
on a recurring basis and nonrecurring basis and recognized in the balance sheet, as well
wel1 as the general
classification of such instruments pursuant to the valuation hierarchy.

Impaired loans:
Th~

Company does not record loans at fair value on a recurring basis. However, from time to time, a loan
is considered impaired and an allowance for loan losses is established. A loan is considered impaired
when, based on current information and events, it is probable the Company will be unable to collect all
amounts due according to the contractual terms of the loan agreement or when monthly payments are
delinquent greater than 90 days. Once a loan is identified as impaired, management generally measures
impairment at fair value when the impaired loans observable market price is available or at the value of
the underlying collateral when the impaired loan is collateral dependent. The fair value of the loan's
collateral is determined by third party appraisals. Those impaired loans not requiring an allowance
represent loans for which the fair value of the collateral or observable market price exceed the recorded
investments in such loans. For such impaired loans, they are not measured at fair value. At December 31,
2010
20 I 0 and 2009, substantially all of the impaired loans were evaluated based on the fair value of the
collateral.
Impaired loans where an allowance is established based on the fair value of collateral require
classification in the fair value hierarchy. When the fair value of the collateral is based on an observable
market price or is determined utilizing an income or market valuation approach based on an appraisal
conducted by an independent, licensed appraiser using observable market data, the Company records the
impaired loan using Level 3 inputs. When management determines the fair value of the collateral is
further impaired below the appraised value or there is no observable market data included in a current
appraisal, the Company also records the impaired loan using Level 3 inputs.
The following table presents the fair value measurements of assets and liabilities recognized in the
accompanying balance sheet measured at fair value on a recurring and nonrecurring basis and the level
within the fair value hierarchy in which the fair value measurements fall at December 31, 2010 (there
were no fair value measurements at December 31, 2009):
. Level 2

Levell
Nonrecurring
Impaired loans

$

$

Level 3
$

1,913,416

Total
$

1,913,416

10
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CLEARWATER .. ~~8 NOTE PROGRAM, LLC
NOTES TO FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
Note 3 - Concentrations of Credit Risk
Financial instruments with concentrations of credit and market fisk include cash and cash equivalents and
real estate loans receivable.
The Company maintains cash deposit accounts in banks, which, at times, may exceed federally insured
limits. The Company has not experienced any losses in such accounts and performs due diligence on the
banks where deposits are held to assess their stability.
The loans funded by the Company are fixed rate loans secured by a first deed of trust on land and
commercial and residential properties.
The Company has a geographic concentration of real estate loans in the state of Mississippi of
approximately 27% as of December 31, 2010 and 2009, respectively. As such, the Company may be
adversely affected by periods of economic decline within that geographic area.
The Company has a geographic concentration of real estate loans in the state of Arizona of approximately
62% 'and 39%
39% as of December 31;2010 and 2009, respectively. As such, the Company may be adversely
affected 'by periods of economic decline within that geographic area.
Concentration of rea~ estate loan products exist primarily in land and development loans. The following
table illustrates the concentration percentages by product type as of December 31:

2010
Amount
Residential development
Commercial land

$

2009
Percent

Amount

Percent

3,.767,103
3,767,103
9,800,000

27.8%
72.2%

$

9,481,771
__ 6,160,000

60.6%
39.4%

$ 13,567,103

100.0%

$ 15,641,771

100.0%

the Company's real estate loans will require the borrower to make a balloon payment of the
All of tile
principal at maturity. To the extent that a borrower has an obligation to pay a real estate loan in a large
lump-sum payment, its ability to satisfy this obligation may be dependent upon its ability to sell the
property, refinance, or raise a substantial amoUlit of cash. An increase in interest rates over the rate
applicable at the time of origination of the loan or decrease in real estate valuations may have an adverse
effect on the borrower's ability to refinance the loan and, accordingly, could cause the Company to incur
additional credit losses.
The Company has one real estate loan receivable totaling approximately $1,853,687 and $3,742,697 as of
December
qwnership.
Decem ber 31, 2010 and 2009,respectively,
2009,respectively, that is due from an entity related through common 9wnership.

11
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CLEARWATER 2008 N",
~ PROGRAM, LLC
N" ..... -'"
NOTES TO FINANCIAL STATEMENTS

- Real Estate Loans Receivable
Note 4 -Real
Loans outstanding

of the following:
as of December 31 consist ofthe
2010

Note receivable with Healthcare of Florence, LLC, bearing interest at
monthl)i" interest-only payments. Principal is due in a'lump
14%, with monthly'interest-only
sum payment upon maturity. Collateralized by real property in
Florence, Arizona, guaranteed by Healthcare of Florence, LLC and
due October 6, 2010. Loan is in default accruing interest at the
effective rate, plus the default rate (14% + 5%) and is due on demand. $ 9,800,000
Note receivable with Steelhead Townhomes, LLC; bearing interest at
14%, with monthly interest-only payments. Principal is due in a lump
sum payment upon maturity. Collateralized by 18 townhome units in
Raymore, Missouri, guaranteed personally by the LLC members, and
originally due on July 5,2009. Property was foreclosed on in 2010 and
as aa result, the Company has obtained the townhomes.

2009

$ 6,160,000

1,514,074

Note receivable with. CREI Seaside LLC, an entity related through
common ownership, bearing interest at 14%, with monthly interestonly payments. Principal is due in a lump sum payment upon
units.jn
-in Ke~more,
Ke~more, Washington,
maturity. Collateralized by 41 condo units
and due on June 24, 2010. Loan is in default accruing interest at the
effectiv~ rate, plus the default rate (14% + 5%) and is due on demand.

1,853,687

3,742,697

Note receivable with Chapman Road Development, LLC, bearing
interest at 14%, with monthly interest-only payments. Principal is due
in a lump sum payment upon maturitY. Collateralized by 18 duplex
S.t. Louis, Mississippi, guaranteed personally by the LLC
lots in Bay S,t.
members, and due on May 31, 20 10. Loan is in default accruing
interest at the effective rate, plus the default rate (14% + 5%) and is
due on demand. During 2010, an allowance of $1,769,328 was
recorded.

930,672

2,700,000

Note receivable with Chapman Road Development, LLC, bearing
interest at 14%,with monthly interest-only payments. Principal is due
in a lump sum payment upon maturity. Collateralized by
St. Louis, Mississippi,
approximately 35 acres of entitled land in Bay St.Louis,
O.
guaranteed personally by the LLC members, and due on June 7, 20]
2010.
Loan is.
is, in default accruing interest at the effective rate, plus the
default rate (14% + 5%) and is due on demand. During 2010, an
allowance of $542,256 was recorded.

982,744

1,525,000

$ 13,567,103

$ 15,641,771

12
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_~~8 NOTE PROGRAM, LLC,
CLEARWATER _~_8
NOTES TO FINANCIAL STATEMENTS

Note 4 - Real Estate Loans Receivable (Continued)
All of the Company's real estate loans receivable outstanding at December 31, 2010, have an original
maturity of one year or less. At December 31, 2010, the Company was not committed to fund any
additional loan amounts.

Interest receivable and impaired l o a n s : .

.

In accordance with its loan accounting policy, two of the Company's loans outstanding amounting to'
$1,913,416 were considered impaired at December31, 2010. At December 31, 2009, one of the
Company's loans outstanding amounting to $1,514,074 was considered impaired. In accordance with its
revenue recognition policy, the Company no longer accrues interest income on all loans that are 90 days
2010,
10, all outstanding loans with the exception of the loan due from
past due. As of December 31, 20
Healthcare of Florence, LLC are 90 days past due. The Company is in the process of foreclosing on the
the· years ended
underlying collateral of the impaired loans. Interest earned on impaired loans for the
December 31,2010 and 2009, totaled approximately $-0- and $43,000, respectively, all of which has been
a receivable as of the balance sheet date. Recorded. accrued interest remains accrued if
accrued as a'
management determines that-either
that .either the underlying collateral or discounted future cash flows of the loan
support recovery of principal and accrued interest. During 2010, interest receivable of $147,100 was
written off related to allowances for loan losses. This amount is included in the provision for loan losses
line item on the statements of operations.
The following table presents a rollforward of the allowance for loan loss:
Balance at January 1, 20 10
Provision for loan losses
Less interest receivable charge-offs from impaired loans

$

Balance at December 31, 2010

$ 2,311,584

2,458,684
(147,100)

Note 5 - Real Estate Property Held for Investment
On July 27, 2010, the Company foreclosed on an 18 unit townhome community located in Raymore,
Missouri, which collateralized the loan receivable from a borrower. The property is recorded at cost as of
December 31,2010, net of accumulated depreciation. The original loan was recorded at $1,562,000. The
estimated value of the property at the time of foreclosure, was $1,651,200. As the estimated value of the
collaterar was greater than the Company's recorded investment in the loan, the real estate was brought
collateraI
onto the _Company's accounting records at the loan's recorded investment of $1,527,374. At
real'estate
estate is $1,513,224, including accumulated depreciation
December 31,2010, the carrying cost of the rear
of $14,150. It is the Company's intent to sell this property, but the expected sale is not probable to occur
within the next year..
year..
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CLEARWATER 2008 N"'
N",.L""
... .." PROGRAM, LLC
NOTES TO FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
Note 6 - Notes Payable
Notes payable (the notes) were issued during 2008 and 2009 pursuant to a private placement to offer up to
$20,000,000 of secured investment notes at a rate of 9.50% per annum and guaranteed by RE Capital
Investments, LLC, an entity related to the Company through common ownership. Commissions were
charged·
charged' for the notes sold and are included in deferred loan costs, which are amortized over the
contractual life. Interest is payable monthly, with principal and unpaid accrued interest due at maturity in
2015. Note holders may elect to have interest reinvested and compounded monthly. An option is
available to issue up to $40,000,000 in total secured investment notes, at the sole discretion of the
Company.
2010,
Beginning December 31, 20
I0, and once annually on that date thereafter, the Company will redeem up to
one-tenth of the outstanding principal amount of the notes at par plus accrued but unpaid interest, at the
request of note holders upon at least 30 days prior written notice. The Company may also receive
redemption requests upon death of a note holder with payment due 180 days after written notice is
received. Redemptions, to the extent of the annual limit, will be honored in the order that requests are
received.
In 2010,
20 10, the Company suspended early redemption requests. During 2010, $91,172 in redemptions were
honored relating to the death of the note holder.
On December 31, 2011, the notes are callable, in whole or in part, at the Company's sole option and
demand upon 90 days written notice. All notes mature during 2015.
Notes payable consist of the following at December 31:

Notes payable
Reinvested interest
Principal payments

2010

2009

$ 21,904,141
674,366
(91,172)

$ 19,075,243
238,078

22,487,335.

19,313,321
(1,907,541)

Less current portion of notes payable

$ 22,487,335

$ 17,405,780

Future minimum principal payments due under the notes payable subsequent to December 31,
3 I, 2010, are
as follows:
2011
2012
2013
2014
2015

$

22,487,335

$ 22,487,335
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CLEARWATER Mu08 NOTE PROGRAM, LLC
NOTES TO FINANCIAL STATEMENTS

Note 7 - Related Party Transactions
The Company has entered into an operating agreement with its parent company, ClearWater REI, LLC,"to
handle the day-to-day operations of
ofthe
the Company
Conipany and perform services and activities relating to the assets
and operations of the Company. Under the terms of the agreement, the Manager may be paid reasonable
compensation for services, as determined by the Company. During 2010 and 2009, the Company paid no
compensation to the Manager. Expenses incurred by the Manager on behalf of the Company were
reimbursed to the Manager. In addition, the Manager received loan origination fees charged to borrowers
for and upon origination and extension of loans up to 4% of the loan balance. Loan fees received by the
Company' were $145,600 and
Manager directly from borrowers related to'loans
to" loans outstanding in the Company"
$654,588 for the years ended December
3 1,2010 and 2009, respectively.
DecemberJ
Transactions between the Company and the Manager consist of the following, which make up the balance
of the long-term related party payable at December 31, 2010,
20 I 0, and receivable at December 31, 2009:
ofthe

2010
Balance at January ]
Salary and overhead allocations
Professional fees
Reimbursement of costs to raise capital
Cash advances to Manager
Commissions paid

$

Balance at December 31

$

2009

73,799
(175,555)
(6,591)
(271,028)

$

375,831
(3,544)

$

(41,263)
(319,004)
(11,250)
389,649
86,700
(31,033)
73,799

Under the terms of its loans receivable, the Company retains an interest reserve for payments to be made
on behalf of the borrowers to the Company. Clearwater Asset Management,LLC (CRAM), a related party
through common ownership, is responsible for holding the interest reserves and processing interest
payments to the Company on the loans receivable. CRAM also processes interest payments to the
f()llowing transactions on behalf of the Company:
Company's note holders. CRAM recorded the following

2010
Interest income received
Interest payments made
Miscellaneous income
Amounts transferred to CRAM

$

1,144,377
(1,506,332)
4,570
34,000

2009
$

803,614
(1,049,237)
4,267
776,932

As of December 31, 2010 and 2009, CRAM held $212,191 and $535,576 of cash on behalf of the
Company, which is included in related party receivables.
In December 2009, the Company purchased a loan at face value from an entity related through common
oftrust
ownership totaling $1,525,000, secured by a first deed of
trust in entitled land located in Mississippi.
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CLEARWATER 2008 NO
... XJ PROGRAM, LLC
NO.l.XJ
NOTES TO FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
Note 8 - Contingency
The Company is a defendant in a lawsuit filed by one of its customers for alleged breach of contract
contract. The
sought. The Company
suit asks for actual and punitive damages but has not yet specified the amounts sought
believes the suit is completely without merit and intends to vigorously defend its position.
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Clearwater Real Estate Investments
1300 EState Street, Ste 103
Eagle, Idaho 83616

**IMPORTANT PLEASE OPEN IMMEDIATE!--V**
Mark Boling
21986 Cayuga Lane
Lake Forest, CA 92630

Dear Note Holder:
It has been over three years since the Clearwater 2008 Note Program, LLC (the "Note Program") first began offering Notes on
August 29, 2008. Over the course of those three years, the Note Program has consistently delivered payments in the aggregate
Holders.resulting
9.0%' average anhuat return onihvested principal.
princfpal.
_.. ,
. amount of $3,046,180 to its Note Holders
resulting in a 9.0%·averag'6
., .'
... -".
This return has been realized amidst what many deem as the most severe economic downturn our economy has experienced In
decades. AII.the while, the Note Program has sought to maintain its conservative guidelines
gUidelines to preserve value for its Note Holders.
Note Holders can be optimistic of the collateral position of the Note Program today. As shown in the following table, because of
conservative underwriting, the loans made by the Note Program continue to be secured by the following collateral.
Principal
Loan Amount

Most Recent
Valuation

Date of
Valuation

Healthcare of Florence'

$ 9,800,000

$ 21,500,000

1/1912011

Legends 19 - Townhomes

$1,475,500

$1,720,000

9/1512010

$1,525,000

$ 1,554,400 (1)

9/2112011

$2,063,977

$345,600

9/2112011

$14,864,477

$ 25,120,000

Descri~tion of 1st Deed Collateral
Description

(1) Coastal Gables - Horizontal Loan (Infrastructure Development) (1)
(2)

Coastal Gables - Vertical Loan (Construction
18
{Construction - 1
8 Duplexes)
Du~lexesl

TOTALS
(1)

Includes additional collater:al

"DISCLOSURE: The valuations provided above reflect the appraised values at the date referenced above and may differ from the current
value.••
value.
""
··The Promissory Note made to Trailwalk, LLC Which was secured by th!3 first deed of trust on property located in Seattle, WA has paid In
""The
full and the deed of trust has' been released. Litigation regarding the Promissory Note secured by the second deed of trust continues and Is
is
appellate court.
court, decision.
decision.••
subject to the appel/ate
••

loan Portfolio Update' .,.
." .,
The following information provides detailed updates for each of the four portfolio loans and the current strategies being undertaken
to preserve and maximize value for the Note Holders.

Healthcare of Florence
Florence, AZ
(Non Affiliate loan),
("FOOT") on a 90,000 SF general hospital and long term care facility.
Description: This loan is secured by a First Deed of Trust ("FDOT")
The facility Is located In
in one of the most underserved healthcare markets in the nation.
Original Takeout Plan: Upon completion of the renovations and stabilization the loan was to be paid off through a refinance with
an outside lender.
Update: The loan has matured andthe
and the borrowers have been unable to refinance the note due to the difficulties facing the financial
markets and delays in the stabilization of the asset. The borrower has made interest payments as they have had the ability to do
so; however,as of July 31,2011
31, 2011 they have fallen
faUen behind by $454,955.42. The Note Program is currently in loan work out
negotiations with the Borrower.
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Notice to Note Holders
Clearwater 2008 Note Program, LLC
The appraisal was updated as of 1/19/11 and it shows a "as-is" value of $20,385,000 (48.07% LTV) and a value at "full stabilization"
of $21,500,000
$21 ,500,000 (45.58% LTV).
"
Current Strategy: Healthcare of Florence management expects that when the Operating Rooms become fully operational that the
hospital should reach profitability. Delays in reaching stabilization have been caused by receivable collection difficulties, slow
operating room ramp up, and delays in obtaining the critical access hospital (CAH) designation. However, the CAH designation was
received recently in October. The Note Program is considering a loan workout with the Borrower to allow the hospital the time
start· making full interest payments or repay the loan in full
needed to reach profitability after which the hospital would have to start·making
through a refinance. If the borrower is unable to do so within the time allotted for the loan workout the Note Program maybe forced
to pursue its rights under the deed of trust.

Legends 19 - Townhoml:!s
Raymore, MO
(Non Affiliate loan)
Description: Eighteen Townhomes in Raymore, MO (Kansas City) owned by the Note Program through foreclosure.
Original Takeout Plan: Primary, refinance through a traditional lender, secondary, foreclosure and liquidation.
Update: The Note Program has Co'mpleted the foreclosure on this property and' now'owns this asset. The Note Program has
stabilized the asset and occupancy is currently at 94.44% (17 of 18). The average lease rate is $962.65 per month.

.

~

Current Strategy: As noted above the foreclosure of this property is now complete and the Note Program is managing the asset. It
is our intention to continue to lease units and collect the positive cash flow in order to assist in meeting the Note Program's
obligations. As the real estate market recovers we will liquidate units. There is still some outstanding litigation related to the
foreclosure that is clouding title and hindering the sale of units and a trial date has been set for 2012.

Loa.n
Coastal Gables - (1) Horizontal Loan; (2) Vertical Loan
Bay St. Louis, MS
(Non Affiliate loan)
Description: .
(1) Horizontal Loan - This loan is secured by a FOOT on 113 duplex residential lots located in Bay St. Louis,
LOUis, Mississippi.
Proceeds were used for horizontal development.
(2) Vertical Loan - This loan is secured by a FDOT on phase one (consisting of 18 duplex lots).
Original Takeout Plan:
(1) Horizontal Loan - Lot releases upon commencement of vertical construction.
(2) Vertical Loan - Sales of individual units to investors looking to take advantage of numerous available incentives, and a
strong housing market, in the Gulf Opportunity Zone ("GO Zone").
.'
Update: The horizontal construction is substantially complete. Unfortunately, the borrower has lost the govemment incentives that
made this project attractive. The project is Significantly
significantly behind schedule and due to the lost incentives is no longer economically
viable in its current form. The Note Program has initiated foreclosure.
.
Current Strategy: The Note Program is working diligently to foreclose in order to liquidate the asset.
plan involves financing real estate acquisition and developmentprojects.
development projects. Unfortunately, the Note
The Note Program's business plan
Program has not been immune to the recent downtum. Its borrowers have experienced significant challenges in realizing their exit
strategies which has hindered their ability to meet their obligations to the Note Program and in turn the Note Program's ability to
meet its obligation to the Note Holders. After careful consideration, the Manager has determined that it's in the best interest of the
Note Program's long-term preservation and continuity to discontinue interest payments to the Note Holders for the time being,
however the Note Holders' interest will continue to accrue at the same rate.
Accordingly, please be advised that until further notice, all distributions beginning October 15, 2011, will be as follows:

Oct 15, 2011

100% of the monthly interest will be distributed.
, (No Modification)
'I'

!

Interest will be reinvested as it did prior to this
notice.

Clearwater Real Estate Investments
1300 E State Street, Ste 103, Eagle.
Eagle, Idaho 836161 Ph: (866) 217-49061InvestorServices@ClearwaterREl.com
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Notice to Note Holders
:::;L:::;LC~_ _ _--..,..____________________________
Clearwater 2008 Note,~Pr:..::0!ii!.gram=~,
Note,~Pr:.::0!ii!.gram=~, :::;L:::;LC~

--_....
--_.,--------_._-----,---......----'--------_._-----,---Nov 15,
15. 2011

I
i

l

50% of the monthly interest will be distributed and : Interest will be reinvested as it did prior to this
50% will accrue and compound for the benefit of : notice.

; the Noteholders in accordance with Section 3 of
the Note dated August 29,
29. 200B.

i

!

rt

Dec 15,2011
15.2011

I 25% of the monthly interest will be distributed and
i 75% will accrue and compound for the benefit of
i the Noteholders in accordance with Section 3 of

_--.-----1.-:I

the Note dated August 29, 2ooB.

,...__._~ _ _--l-; the Note dated August 29.

2ooB.

I

;

II
'-Interest will be reinvested as it did prior to this

I notice.

II

Jan 15,2012
15. 2012 125%
25% of the monthly interest will be distributed and '')I Interest will be reInvested
reinvested as it did prior to this
! 75% will accrue and compound for the benefit of
I notice.
i the Noteholders in accordance with Section 3 of
1 the Note dated August 29,
29. 200B.

l

I

j

j----r
l----r

--------+i-----------+1----

,• Feb 15,
15. 2012 : The Note Program cash assets will be
reassessed at this time to determine if and at
~ what level the program is able to distribute
.i.J)1ontl:llY .interes.t.payments:
.ioteres.t.payments:
.\..l)1ont!:llY

!

I The Note Program cash assets will be
I reassessed at this time to determine if and at

I
;

is able to distribute
what level the program Is
interest payments.
monthly Interest
-

.

__

:..
._---_.,---:.._------_.,----

_

Interest Distributed

OCT

NOV

2011

2011

DEC
2011

f·f;.~I~ Interest Acerued
f·f;.~TL3

The chart to the left Illustrates the above mentioned
schedule for Note Holders currently
interest distribution SChedule
receiving monthly interest distributions.
NOTE: Investors currently participating In the
Interest Reinvestment Plan, currently reinvest their
interest distributions rather than receive payments
each month, accordingly there is NO change to the
Interest Reinvestment Plan.

JAN

FEB

2012

2012

conclusion. we would like to extend our sincerest gratitude and reaffirm our pledge to you to continue to provide the highest level
In conclusion,
commu[lication to our valued Note Holders. We want to assure you that our primary focus is to preserve
of service and transparent commu[1ication
and return your valued principal and we are committed to work diligently in hopes of providing the highest possible return in teday's
environment. Your patience as we work through these challenges is greatly appreciated.
If you have any questions regarding this correspondence, please send us an email at InvestorServices@ClearwaterREJ.com and we
will respond in a timely manner.
Sincerely,
Sincerely.
Clearwater 2008
200B Note Program, LLC

Clearwater Real Estate Investments
1300 E State Street, Ste 103, Eagle, Idaho 836161 Ph: (866) 217-49061InvestorServices@ClearwaterREl.com
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Mark Boling
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Mark Boling [maboling@earthlink.net]
Thursday, February 02, 2012 11 :42 AM
'Ross Farris'
Clearwater 2008 Note Program

Mr. Farris,
As a follow-up to today's previous email correspondence, to the extent that no notice of default or breach is
required by the Transaction Documents for the Company's failure to timely pay full interest and/or suspension
·ofthe principal redemption, I request and demand full payment of my unpaid principal balance and accrued, but
unpaid, interest to the date of full payment is made.

If a notice and cure period for the defaults or breaches previously set forth is necessary, I hereby request and
ifnot
not timely cured, immediately thereafter I
demand that the stated defaults or breaches be timely cured. And if
request and demand full payment of my unpaid principal balance and accrued, but unpaid, interest to the date of
full payment is made.
Should any of the aforementioned notices of default or breach sent to you on this date be deemed premature,
please consider the two (2) email correspondences sent to you on this date as sufficient notice and demand, if
.
necessary, as of the date when my claim(s) accrues.

Sincerely,
Mark Boling
Cert. #08-470

Soling [mailto:maboling@earthlink.net]
From: Mark Boling
Sent: Thursday, February 02, 2012 10:29 AM
To: 'Ross Farris'
Subject: Clearwater 2008 Note Program

Mr. Farris,
This email will confirm our telephone conversation today, wherein you informed me that the Company has
chosen to accrue my interest payments pursuant to Section 3 of the Note. You will be sending me a copy of
Exhibit A to the Note, which I have not previously received and an explanation of why I was not provided a
copy of the Note before submitting my Subscription Agreement.
Based on the Company's failure to fully pay interest payments under the Note for November 2011, December
2011 and January 2012, please consider this email correspondence as sufficient written Notice of Default on
Interest Payments under the Transaction Documents.
Based on the Company's suspension of liquidation requests, please consider this email correspondence as
sufficient Notice of Default on my right to Principal Liquidation under the Transaction Documents.
1
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Sincerely.
Mark Boling
Cert. #08-470

[mailto:ross@clearwaterrei.com]
From: Ross Farris [mailto:ross@c1earwaterrei.com]

Sent: Wednesday, January 18, 2012 1:06 PM
To: maboling@earthlink.net
Subject: RE: Clearwater 2008 Note Program

Mr. Boling,
Sorry for the confusion. The correspondence you received is not in reference to your lasted correspondence. It is merely
a notice for all Noteholders that requested a liquidation in 2011. I have been notified that you can expect a response to
your latest inquiry in the near term.
Thank you for your patience.
Kind regards,

Ross Farris
Director of Marketing & Investor Relations
Clearwater Real Estate InvestrTients
(208) 639-4486 office
(866) 217-4906 toll-free
(208) 939··1431 fax

~

Please consider the environment before printing this email.

Thi~

ernili!
emili! rlle,,:;3ge
n1e,,:;3ge i.~ far
for tht"!
tht'! sale lise of the intended recipient!,) and may tontain
wntain confidential and priVileged
privileged information. Any unauthorized review, lise,
use, disclosure or
is prohibited. If yeu are not the Intended
intended rec.iplent.
rec.ipient. please
piease contact
ccntact the sender by reply mail and destroy all copies and the original message. This material does
dces not
distribution Is
t'fJrl$tltute an offer to sell or a sdicitation
5di~itation of an off,1r
cff,~r to purchase
purchase) securities. Any such offer
tlffer shall be made 6t)lely
crJrlstitute
stllely pursuant to the Private Placement Memorandum. All
in'Je!.tment str;,tegies
str;\tegi~5 have risks. Past performance and/or
andfor forward statements are never an
ail assurance cf
in'Jef.tment
of future results. Only the Private Placement Memorandum or
PWSp<1rIU!;
PWSptlrIU!; is controlling,

From: Mark Boling [mailto:maboling@earthlink.net]

Sent: Tuesday, January 17, 20127:10 PM
To: Ross Farris
Subject: Clearwater 2008 Note Program

Mr. Farris,
I have received a letter dated January 12,2012 regarding 2011 Liquidation Notification. Said letter does not
address the issues presented in my previous emml-correspondence
emrul.correspondence to Investor Services dated D~cember 20,
2011 below.· Please consult with Investor Services and the management of your company and respond in full to
my inquiries and request that my subscription be immediately rescinded and the total principal amount of my
note be restored.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Mark Boling
Cert. #08-470
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From: Ross Farris [mailto:ross@clearwaterrei.com]
[mailto:ross@c1earwaterrei.com]
Sent: Wednesday, December 21,20111:45
21, 20111:45 PM
To: maboling@earthlink.net
Subject: RE: Clearwater 2008 Note Program
Mr.' Boling,
Mr.'Boling,
We Will work on responses to your inquiries and provide responses as soon as we are able. As we are short staffed over
holiday seasoni we appreciate your patience in advance.
the .holiday

Thank you,

Ross Farris
Director of Marketing & Investor Relations
Clearwater Real Estate Investments'
(208) 639-4486 office
(866) 217-4906 toll-free

(208) 939-1431 fax

rJrJ

Please consider the environment before printing this email.

nu::ssagi: is far
for the
thi: stile use
lise of
oi the int(mded reciplent/s)
recipient/s) and Illay
lise, disclosure tlr
This email nu::ssag"
may contain confidential and privileged information. Any unauthorized review, use,
distribution is prohibited. Ii
If you are not tht' Intended
intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply mail and destroy all copies and the original message. This material does not
31\ offer to sell or a solicitation of an offer to purchase securities. Any such offer shall be made solely pursuant to the Private Placement Memorandum. All
constitute an
h3VE risks. Past performance and/or fOlward
fo,ward statements are never all assurance of future results. Only the Private Placement Memorandum
Memorandurn or
investment strategies have
Prospectus
.
.
f'rospectu5 i.colltrolling.
i.controllin!!.

From: Mark Boling [mailto:maboling@earthlink.net]
Sent: Tuesday, December 20,201111:41 AM •
To: Investor5ervices
InvestorServices
Cc: Ross ,Farris
Subject: Clearwater 2008 Note Program

To whom it may concern,
I received a letter dated December 14,2011 ("12/14/11 letter") from someone in "Investor Services." Thank
my. previous inquiries.
you for your responses to my,previous
author ofthe letter, please provide me with your name and job position with the company, so I
1)
As the alithor
may be assured that the content of my inquiries are being provided to, understood and responded to by the
Company.
.management of the Company.

2)
Attached to the 12114/11
12/14/11 letter was a form letter dated March 24,2011 that purports to provide
2).
instructionson.how to review 2010 audited financials. I was informed by Laurie Fischer, Controller for
Clearwater Inv~stments
Inv~stments that the 2010 audited financ.ials for the Clearwater 2008 Note Program, LLC were not
however available until August 19, 2011.
3)
In the section of the 12/14111
12/14/11 letter regarding Callability, your response to the inquiry regarding this
term was identical to Mr. Farris' previous email response dated 12/1/11 regarding Liquidity, to wit:
"Liquidity - The objective of the 2008 Note Program continues to be the return of the principal
investment and interest payments to each Note Holder. The Note Program has a duty to ALL Note
Holders to make reasonable business decisions and protect its assets to reach this objective and as such
cannot honor the liquidation requests of a few"Note Holders at the expense of the other Note Holders.
The Note Program, must continue to restrict its interest payments and hold all liquidation requests until
such time that the liquidation requests will not beat parity with the Company's overall indebtedness to

3
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' .. __ ontinue to work diligently, to ease the ..,~~ent
all of its Note Holders. '..
,",~~ent financial restrictions and will
continue to honor the order in which your liquidation request was received. We appreciate your
continued patience and understanding and will let you know as soon as we are able to once again honor
the liquidation requests."
My reading of the "Liquidity; Callability" section of the PPM does not reflect any discretion by the Company to
prioritize and/or suspend liquidation requests made by the Noteholders. This term was a material consideration
subscription to the note program
program..
that I relied upon in my purchasing a SUbscription
.. The Company's position that it "cannot
honor the liquidation requests of a few Note Holders at the expense of the other Note Holders" is unsupported
by the PPM or" the supplements thereto. Please identify the specific language in the PPM or supplements that
creates the Company's contractual authority to prioritize arid/or suspend all liquidation requests made by the
Noteholders, which would be in direct contradiction to the expressed and unconditional language set forth in the
"Liquidity; Callability" section of the PPM.
If the Company maintains now and at the time of the initial PPM that it can alter or over-ride this expressed
term regarding Callability on the basis that it has an obligation to ALL Note holders allowing the Company not
to abide by this expressed
term, then I would request that my subscription be immediately rescinded and the
,
total principal amount of my note be restored.
.
4)
Pursuant to the Guaranty for the Clearwater 2008 Note Program, attached as Exhibit D to the PPM dated
August 8, 2008, RE Capital Investments, LLC "unconditionally guarantees the payment of the original principal
amount of the Notes as provided therein." The section entitled "Liquidity: Callability" in the PPM for the
Clearwater 2008 Note Program and the 3 rd Supplement thereto provides that Notes representing up to 10% of
the original principal amount may be called annually by the Noteholders. These are the provisions ofthe Note.
No expressed discretion is given to the Company or Manager in the PPM to prioritize, suspend or refuse such
timely payments. If the Company intends not to timely repay a portion of the original principal amount to the
Noteholder under the "Liquidity: Callability" sectioQ. of the PPM, why isn't the Guarantor required to
immediately pay such original principal amounts to the Noteholder under the unconditional guaranty?
5)
When the initial PPM dated August 8, 2008 was disclosed, a recent balance sheet as of July 31, 2008 by
the Guarantor, RE Capital Investments, LLC, was attached. During the subscription period when the 3rd
Supplement to the PPM dated January 20, 2010 was disclosed, another recent balance sheet as of December 31,
2009, by the Guarantor, RE Capital Investments, LLC, was attached. In the 3 rd Supplement to the PPM, the
Company acknowledged that the Guarantor had insufficient net worth under the Guaranty. After that the
subscription period has ended and the note program has been funded, approximately two years later with the ongoing serious financial condition of the Clearwater 2008 Note Program, the Company and Manager have not
been able to secure a current balance sheet from the Guarantor, whose officers are inter-related to the Company
and Manager. Please explain how this failure to timely secure a current balance sheet from the Guarantor is not
tantamount to gross negligence or intentional malfeasance on the part of the Company and/or the Manager to
protect the interests and principal investment amounts of the Noteholders when the need to look to the
Guarantor exists to exercise the Callability term by the Noteholders?
Thank you in advance for your continued cooperation in attempting to resolve these issues.
Sincerely,
Mark Boling
Cert. #08-470
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From: Ross Farris [mailto:ross@c1earwaterrei.coml
[mailto:ross@clearwaterrei.coml

Sent: Tuesday, December 13, 201112:33 PM
To: maboling@earthlink.net
Subject: RE: Clearwater 2008 Note Program

Mr. Boling,
I just wanted to follow up and let you know that your latest email has been sent to compliance and you can expect a
response in the near term. Thank you for your patience.
Kind regards,
Ross Farris

From: Mark Boling [mailto:maboling@earthlink.netl

Sent: Wednesday, December 07,2011 6:52 PM
To: Ross Farris .
Subject: Clearwater 2008 Note Program

Mr. Farris,
I reviewed your most recent voicemail message sent to me today requesting that I call you. Notwithstanding the
need for you to check with the company's Compliance, and for the sake of clarity, I would prefer that you
respond to my questions via this email string. Thank you.
Mark Boling

From: Mark Boling [mailto:maboling@earthlink.netl

Sent: Wednesday, December 07,2011 8:23 AM
To: 'ross@clearwaterrei.com'
Subject: Clearwater 2008 Note Program

Mr. Farris,
I reviewed your voicemail message yesterday evening requesting that I call you. For expediency and clarity, I
would prefer you respond to my questions via this email string. Thank you.
Mark Boling
From: Mark Boling [mailto:maboling@earthlink.net]

Sent: Thursday, December 01, 2011 4:22 PM
'ross@clearwaterrei.com'
To: 'ross@c1earwaterrei.com'
Subject: Clearwater 2008 Note Program

Mr. Farris,
I am in receipt of your email correspondence dated December 1,2011. Unfortunately, your response did not
provide specific information to many of my questions sent to you by email transmission on November 10,2010.
In particular,
Inquiry re: October 26,2011 - Notice to Note Holders

5
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1) What is the estimated cost __ appraisal, by project, for the Hea1thcar~
Healthcar~ ~fFlorence
_fFlorence and Legends 19
projects?
Your response has not specifically addressed this question.
2) While I understand that it would purportedly be costly to obtain appraisals every 60 days, does the
Company consider the "Notice to Note Holder" dated October 26,2011 to be a significant
communication on the status of the Clearwater 2008 Note Program that would warrant a current
valuation of all significant projects?
.,..
If the notice is significant, why wasn't a current appraisal provided as a good faith effort on the
part of the Company to inform the Note Holders of the most accurate valuation ofthe Healthcare of
Florence and Legends 19 projects?
If the notice is not considered significant, why was this unexpected interim notice sent to the
Noteholders?
Your response has not specifically addressed these questions.
3) Other than costs, did the Company have any other reason in not providing a current valuation for all
major projects in this "Notice to Note Holder" communication? Ifso, what Were the reasons?
Your response has not specifically addressed this question.
4) Why are the loan amounts and valuations totaled (and stated in bold) as if cross-collateralization
agreements existed between the project loans?
For instance, will the security of the Healthcare of Florence project, which value exceeds that
project's principal loan amount, secure the. Coastal Gables - Vertical Loan, which is extremely undersecured?
tlus question.
Your response has not specifically addressed tius
If not, are the total of the loan .amounts and valuations as a comparison likely to mislead
nUslead the
Noteholders?
5) Since the additional collateral, consisting of 14 acres ofland located in Waveland, Mississippi, has an
appraised value of $640,000, does that mean that the valuation of the 113 duplex residential lots in Bay
St. Louis, MS is $914,400 ($1,554,400 - $640,000) for the Coastal Gables - Horizontal Loan?
6) Is this additional collateral, consisting of 14 acres of land located in Waveland, Mississippi, for the
Coastal Gables - Horizontal Loan secured by a FDOT?
What efforts, if any, have been made to foreclose on this additional collateral?
Your response has not specifically addressed these questions.
7) Prior to lending money to the borrower in the Coastal Gables project, what due diligence was performed
by the Company to confirm that the government incentives that made the project attractive to the
borrower were intact and what conditions needed to exist for the borrower to lose those incentives?
question..
.
Your response has not specifically addressed this question

.

Private Placement Memorandum (Book No. 08Note-A238) ["PPM']:
1) The PPM sets forth on page 24 that "[w]ithin 120 days after the end of each calendar year, the
Company will send to each Noteholder of record during the previous year: (a) an audited balance sheet
for the Company as of the end ofsuch
of such fiscal year and (b) an audited statement of the Company's
earnings for such fiscal year, along with a year-end status report." The audited financial documents for
the years ending December 31, 2009 and 2010 from Moss Adams LLP that you attached to your last
email showing a date of August 19, 2011 was first provided to me in your email.
Based on your reading of the content of the PPM, would these disclosures be considered timely?
Your response attaches a generic cover letter. Please provide sufficient documentation to establish that
(a) an audited balance sheet for the Company as of the end of such fiscal year and (b) an audited statement of
the Company's eamings for such
snch :fiscal year was sent
sentto
to me within 120 days after the end of
ofthe
the 2010 and 2011
calendar years.
6
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2) Please provide a copy ofL~ _ast Balance Sheet that reflects RE Capu~
Capu~ Investments, LLC's net worth
received by the Company.
What date was this document received by the Company?
Please provide sufficient documentation to establish that the last Balance Sheet for RE Capital
Investments, LLC was sent to me in February 2010.
3) Based on the facts that 1) Ronald D. Meyer owns 100% of Terron Investments, Inc., which owns 50% of
Offic~r of the Company,
RE Capital Investments, LLC, and 2) Mr. Meyer is the Chief Development Offic~r
wouldn't the Company have a significant and constant inside contact with RE Capital Investments, LLC
to timely acquire any necessary fmancial information that would continually assess the viability of the
guaranty?
Are there any overlapping officers and/or directors between the Company and RE Capital
Investments, LLC?
If so, please state the names and positions with each business entity.
Your response has not specitically addressed these questions. The 2 nd supplement does not fully satisfY
the inquiries made.
4) What is reason, if any, given by RE Capital Investments for any delay in the Company obtaining a
recent Balance Sheet that reflects RE Capital Investments, LLC's net worth?
Has the credibility of the reason been verified by the Company? How?
Your response has not specifically addressed these questions.
Liquidity - Callibility:
1) Due to the untimely disclosure of the audited financial documents to the Noteholders for the years
ending December 31, 2009 and 2010, I must object to the 11/7/11
1117/11 priority date given to my request for
liquidation and request that the notice date be set at May 1,2010 for the year 2010 and May 1,2011 for
the year 2011 and thereafter, which are the dates that the audited financial documents were required to
be disclosed to the Noteholders.
2) My reading of the "Liquidity; Callability" section of the PPM does not reflect any discretion by the
Company to prioritize and/or suspend liquidation requests made by the Noteholders. Please identify the
specific language in the PPM that creates the Company's contractual authority to prioritize and/or
suspend all liquidation requests made by the.
the, Noteholders, which would be in direct contradiction to the
"Liquidity;.Callability" section of the PPM.
expressed language set forth in the "Liquidity;Callability"
Your response has not specifically addressed this question.
Thank you for your kind attention to these matters.
Mark Boling
From: Mark Boling [mailto:maboling@earthlink.netl
rmailto:maboling@earthlink.netl
Sent: Thursday, November 10, 2011 5:50 PM
To: 'Ross Farris'
Subject: Clearwater 2008 Note Program

Mr. Farris,
Thank you for responding to my email and invitation for other questions. YoUr responses have raised some
additional concerns regarding the Clearwater 2008 Note Program.

Inquiry re: October 26,2011 - Notice to Note Holders
7
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8) What is the estimated cost appraisal, by project, for the Healthcarw ~fFlorence and Legends 19
projects?
9) While I understand that it would purportedly be costly to obtain appraisals every 60 days, does the
Company consider the "Notice to Note Holder" dated October 26,2011 to be a significant .
communication on the status of the Clearwater 2008 Note Program that would warrant a current
valuation of all significant projects?
If the notice is significant, why wasn't a current appraisal provided as a good faith effort on the
part of the Company to inform the Note Holders of the most accurate valuation of the Healthcare of
Florence and Legends 19 projects?
If the notice is not considered significant, why was this unexpected interim notice sent to the
Noteholders?
10) Other than costs, did the Company have any other reason in not providing a current valuation for all
major projects in this "Notice to Note Holder" communication? If so, what were the reasons?
11) Why are the loan amounts and valuations totaled (and stated in bold) as if cross-collateralization
agreements existed between the project loans?
For instance, will the security of the Healthcare of Florence project, which value exceeds that
project's principal loan amount, secure the'Coastal Gables - Vertical Loan, which is extremely undersecured?
If not, are the total of the loan amounts and valuations as a comparison likely to mislead the
Noteholders?
12) Since the additional collateral, consisting of 14 acres ofland located in Waveland, Mississippi, has an
appraised value of $640,000, does that mean that the valuation of the 113 duplex residential lots in Bay
St. Louis, MS is $914,400 ($1,554,400 - $640,000) for the Coastal Gables - Horizontal Loan?
13) Is this additional collateral for the Coastal Gables - Horizontal Loan secured by a FDOT?
What efforts, if any, have been made to foreclose on this additional collateral?
14) Prior to lending money to the borrower in the Coastal Gables project, what due diligence was performed
by the Company to confirm that the government incentives that made the project attractive to the
borrower were intact and what conditions needed to exist for the borrower to lose those incentives?
vVJ..
...

Private Placement Memorandum (Book No. 08Note-A238) ["PPM']:
5) The PPM sets forth on page 24 that "[w]ithin
"[w]ithin 120 days after the end of each calendar year, the
Company will send to each Noteholder of record during the previous year: (a) an audited balance sheet
for the Company as of the end of such fiscal year and (b) an audited statement of the Company's
earnings for such fiscal year, along with a year-end status report." The audited fmancial documents for
the years ending December 31, 2009 and 2010 from Moss Adams LLP that you attached to your last
email showing a date of August 19,2011 was first provided to me in your email.
Based on your reading of the content of the PPM, would these disclosures be considered timely?
Ifso, why?
6) Please prpvide a copy of the last Balance Sheet that reflects RE Capital Investments, LLC's net worth
'received by the Company.
What date was this document received by the Company?
7) Based on the facts that 1) Ronald D. Meyer owns 100% of Terron Investments, Inc., which owns 50% of
RE Capital Investments, LLC, and 2) Mr. Meyer is the Chief Development Officer of the Company,
wouldn't the Company have a significant and constant inside contact with RE Capital Investments, LLC
to timely acquire any necessary financial information that would continually assess the viability of the
guaranty?
Are there any overlapping officers and/or
andlor directors between the Company and RE Capital
Investments, LLC?
so', please state the names and positions with each business entity.
If so,
8
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giv,",u Jy RE Capital Investments for any delaJ III the Company obtaining a
8) What is reason, if any, giv,-,u
recent Balance Sheet that reflects RE Capital Investments, LLC's net worth?
Has the credibility of the reason been verified by the Company? How?
Liquidity - Callibility:
3) Due to the untimely disclosure of the audited financial documents to the Noteholders for the years
ending December 31, 2009 and 2010, I must object to the 1117/11
11/7/11 priority date given to my request for
liquidation and request that the notice date be set at May 1,2010 for the year 2010 and May 1,2011 for
the year 201) and thereafter, which are the dates that the audited financial documents were required to
be disclosed to the Noteholders.
4) My reading of the "Liquidity; Callability" section of the PPM does not reflect any discretion by the
Company to prioritize and/or suspend liquidation requests made by the Noteholders. Please
PleaSe identify the
. specific language in the PPM that creates the Company's contractual authority to prioritize and/or
.specific
suspend all
allliquidatibn
liquidation requests made by the Noteholders, which would be in direct contradiction to the
expressed language set forth in the "Liquidity; Callability" section of the PPM.
Thank you for your kind attention to these matters.
Mark Boling

From: Ross Farri~ [mailto:ross@clearwaterreLcoml
[mailto:ross@clearwaterrei.coml

Sent: Thursday, November 10, 2011 2: 15 PM
To: maboling@earthlink.net

Subject: FW: Clearwater 2008 Note Program
Sorry about that, If forgot to add the attachments ... see attached hereto.
Thanks,

Ross Farris
Director of Marketing & Investor Relations
Clearwater Real Estate Investments
(208) 639-4486 office
(866) 217-4906 toll-free
{208} 939-1431fax
939-1431 fax .

Ji
J;,
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From: Ross Farris

Sent: Thursday, November 10,2011 3:10 PM
To: 'maboling@earthlink.net'

Subject: RE: Clearwater 2008 Note Program
Dear Mr. Boling
Thank you for you email. We apologize for the somewhat delayed response. We have been dealing with a high volume
of inqUiries
inquiries and have proVided
provided responses to your questions below in blue.
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.. ..,e to Note Holders
Inquiry re: October 26,2011 - N_ ....,e
1)
Please provide me with an explanation of why a valuation for the Healthcare of Florence has not been
updated to reflect a current (last 60 day) valuation and what efforts are being made to do so. A: It would be very
cost prohibitive to pay for appraisals every 60 days on every asset within the program.
2)
Please provide me with an explanation of why a valuation for the Legends 19 - Townhomes has not been
updated to reflect a current (last 60 day) valuation and what efforts are being made to do so. A: See previous
response.
ofthe
the "additional collateral" that exists for the Coastal
3)
Please provide me with the details and amounts of
Gables - Horizontal Loan. A: The additional collateral includes 14 acres of land located in Waveland, Mississippi.
Based on the most recent appraisal dated 9/21/11 the property appraises at $640,000.
4)
Please provide me, according to each government incentive, a) the details of the incentive, b) when the
borrower lost the government incentive and c) why the borrower lost the government incentive that made the
Coastal Gables project attractive. A: Once the asset is foreclosed upon by the 2008 Note Program, Clearwater will be
able to investigate the loss of government incentives by the borrower with the Mississippi Development Authority to
we do know is that the government incentive was known as
determine the details of why and how this occurred. What we
the SRAP Program (Small Rental Assistance Program) and was administered by the Mississippi Development Authority.
This SRAP incentive was an approximately $30,000 per unit 5 year forgivable loan.
5)
Please provide me with the percentage of completion for the Coastal Gables project as of October 26,
2011. A: The infrastructure of the project (no buildings) is substantially complete with the exception of the final layer of
asphalt on the roads.
PPM:
20100 Year-end update that
1)
Please provide me with the Company's 2010 Annual Report. A: Attached is the 201
was previously mailed to you' as well as the 2010 Audited Financials that are available via the investor online portal.

2)
Please provide me with a recent Balance Sheet that reflects RE Capital Investments, LLC's net worth
(difference between total assets and total liabilities). A: Clearwater has made multiple attempts to get updated
financials from RE Capital and we have received word that we should have updated financials no later than year end
2011.
Liquidity - Callibility:
call 10%
PLEASE TAKE NOTICE that I hereby seek to callI
0% of the original principal amount of my Certificate
#08-470 pursuant to the Private Placement Memorandum (Book No. 08Note-A238), plus all additional amounts
due and owing under the corresponding Note. This email correspondence shall cOl).stitute sufficient written
notice 'of callibility for the calendar year 2010 and each consecutive calendar year thereafter until the principal
amount of said certificate is paid in full. A: Your request to liquidate your note is acknowledged and has been
recorded with a request date of 11/7/2011. You will be added to the liquidation request list with your request date serving
as your priority date. However, all liquidation requests have been suspended until such time that the liquidation requests
will not be at parity with the Company's overall indebtedness to all of its Note Holders. The objective of the 2008 Note
Program continues to be the return of the principal investment and interest payments to each investor. The Note Program
has a duty to all investors to make reasonable business decisions and protect its assets to reach this objective and as
such cannot honor the liquidation requests of a few Note Holders at the expense of the other Note Holders.
Thank you.
Mark Boling
10
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Please let us know if you have any other questions.
Sincerely,

Ross Farris
Director of Marketing & Investor Relations
Clearwater Real Estate Investments
(208) 639-4486 office
(866) 217-4906 toll-free
(208) 939-1431 fax

~

Please consider the environment before printing this email.
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[mailto:maboling@earthlink.netl
From: Mark Boling fmailto:maboling@earthlink.netl

Sent: Sunday, November 06,20113:10 PM
To: InvestorServices
Subject: Clearwater 2008 Note Program

Inquiry re: October 26,2011 - Notice to Note Holders
1)
Please provide me with an explanation of why a valuation for the Healthcare of Florence has not been
updated to reflect a current (last 60 day) valuation and what efforts are being made to do so.

2)
Please provide me with an explanation of why a valuation for the Legends 19 - Townhomes has not been
updated to reflect a current (last 60 day) valuation and what efforts are being made to do so.
3)
Please provide me with the details and amounts of the "additional collateral" that exists for the Coastal
Gables - Horizontal Loan.
4)
Please provide me, according to each government incentive, a) the details of the incentive, b) when the
borrower lost the government incentive and c) why the borrower lost the government incentive that made the
Coastal Gables project attractive.

5)
Please provide me with the percentage of completion for the Coastal Gables project as of October 26,
2011.

PPM:
1)

Please provide me with the Company's 2010 Annual Report.

2)
Please provide me with a recent Balance Sheet that reflects RE Capital Investments, LLC's net worth
(difference between total assets and total liabilities).
Liquidity - Callibility:

PLEASE TAKE NOTICE that I hereby seek to call 10% of the original principal amount of my Certificate
#08-470 pursuant to the Private Placement Memorandum (Book No. 08Note-A238), plus all additional amounts
11
000446

due and owing under the correspo..
correspo..~ing Note. This email correspondence ~.._.l constitute sufficient written
notice of callibility for the calendar year 2010 and each consecutive calendar year thereafter until the principal .
amount of said certificate js paid in full.
Thank you.
Mark Boling
Cert. #08-470

!SIG:4fl62a0676755568219935!
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1300 E. STATE STREET. STE 103
EAGLE. IDAHO 83616
Ph (208) 639-4488
(866) 217-4906
Fax (208) 939-1431
www.clearwatelTei.com
www.c1earwaterreLcom

December 14, 2011

Boling·'
Mark Boling"
21986 Cayuga Lane
Lake Forest, CA 92630

Dear Mr. Boling,
We have received your emails dated November 6, November }(),
l(), December 1, and,December 7, 2011, which outline your
numerous follow up questions to the October 26,2011 Notice to Noteholders. We have attempted to contact you by phone
• and are including your broker dealer and registered representative of your questions so they are informed of your inquiries
•and
and can provide additional assistance to you in
inan~wering
an~wering many of your questions.
1. DEBT INVESTMENT

On February 27,2010, you purchased a debt investment through Marna Hart, your registered representative, in the amount
of $50,000.00 and became one of the Noteholders of that certain Promissory Note by and between the Noteliolders
Noteholders and
Clearwater 2008 Note Program, LLC (the "Company") dated August 29,2008.
As part of this investment you received a Private Placement Memorandum dated August 29, 2008 ("PPM"). .As you have
noticed, this PPM discusses the offering in great detail, please contact your registered representative regarding your
investment questions and they should also be available to answer many of your questions.
II. RESPONSES TO YOUR EMAIL DATED NOVEMBER 10, 2011.
The responses below are numbered in accordance with your email dated November 10, 2011.
Response to Question 1. The cost of appraisals vary and the Manager has no way ofknowing
of knowing the costs of appraisals until
a bid is received from the appraiser.
.
Response to Question 2. The information contained in the notil~e to Noteholders was the most recent information available
to the Manager. In honoring our continued commitment to the Noteholders we will continue to provide you with updated
information regarding the collateral as it becomes available.
Response to Question 3. One of the items discussed in the PPM is that all decision regarding management of the
Company's affairs are to be made exclusively by the Manager and not by the Noteholders. As such information regarding
how much to pay for appraisals and when they are ordered are determined exclusively by the Manager. '.
.
Additionally, appraisals can only be relied upon by the "authorized user." Clearwater 2008 ·Note
,Note Program, LLC is the
appraisals and the Noteholders may not rely on the information contained in the appraisals.
authorized user of the appraisals.
However, Noteholder's can be assured that ip,e
tp,e Company will continue to define loan to value ratios with MAl appraisals
broker'S opinions:
andlor broker's
Response to Question 4. The Company's loans were for various projects and were made to different borrowers; therefore
the loans are not cross collateralized. The totaled amounts in the Notice that your email were to simply show the total
appraised value of collateral.
Response to Question 5. According to the most recent appraisal, the 113 residential duplex lots in Bay St., Louis,
Mississippi are cumulative valued of $1,260,000 and the additional 14 acres of land located in Waveland, Mississippi has
an appraised value of $640,000.
Response to Question 6. All of the Company's loans are collateralized by a first p.osition mortgage or first deed of trust,
including the' additional collateral in Waveland, Mississippi. The foreclosure of the additional collateral in Waveland,
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Mississippi was completed on November 10, 2011, with the exception of 2 lots, which are currently protected by a
relief.from the bankruptcy stay so that the foreclosure of the
bankruptcy stay. The Company has retamed counsel to request relief·from
remaining 2 lots can be completed.
Response to Question 7. The Company's affairs are to be made exclusivelY by the Manager and not by the Noteholders, ~
including the due diligence of projects. The Noteholders can be assured that the required documentati~n was obtained by
the Investment Committee.
Private Placement Memorandum Questions.
Response to Question 1. The Company timely provided you with the 2010 year-end report on March 24, 2010. The
enclosed cover letter that accompanied this report notified you of the availability of the audited fmancials via the online
portal or by request as of May 1, 2010. We have enclosed a copy of the letter that was mailed to you and the address that
the letter was mailed to. Additionally, your registered representative would have also received a copy of the year-end
.
report.
Response to Question 2. The balance sheet for RE Capital Investments, LLC was provided to you and was included in the
Private Placement Memorandum ("PPM") kit that was provided to you by your registered representative prior to your
subscription. It was included as Supplement No.3 which included the 2009 balance sheet for RE Capital Investments,
LLC. Our records indicate your PPM kit number to be 08Note-A238 which would have included the 3rd Supplement to the
PPM.
Response to Question 3. The Company provided the requested information in the PPM beginning on page 16 and in the
Second Supplement dated June-3Q, 2009.
Response to Question 4. The Company has requested aa fmal20 10 balance
balcince sheet from RE Capital.
Respo~se to Question Regarding CalIabiIity.
Callability. The objective of the 2008 Note Program continues to be the return of the
principal investment and interest payments to each Note Holder. The Note Program has a duty to ALL Note Holders to
make reasonable business decisions and protect its assets to reach this objective and as such cannot honor the liquidation
requests of a few Note Holders at the expense of the other Note Holders. The Note Program, must continue to restrict its
be at parity with the
interest payments and hold all liquidation requests until such time that the liquidation requests will not beat
Company's overall indebtedness to all of its Note Holders. We continue to:work diligently, to ease the current financial
restrictions and will continue to honor the order in which your liquidation request was received. We appreciate your
continued patience and understanding and will let you know as soon as we are able to once again honor the liquidation
requests.

We will continue to answer ~y questions that you may have, and suggest that you also contact your registered
representative, Marna Hart who can be reached at (949) 859-7127 and can serve as an additional source for many of your
.
questions regarding your investment.

Sincerely,
Clearwater 2008 Note Program, LLC
(866) 217-4906
InvestorServices@Clearwaterrei.com

Cc: Marna Hart (Independent Financial Group)
Enclosure
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13oo E. STATE STREET. STE 103
EAGLE. IDAHO 83616
Ph (208) 639-4488
(866) 217-4906
Fox (208) 939-1431
www.cleolWolerrei.com

March 24, 2011
Mark Boling
21986 Cayuga Lane
Lake Forest, CA 92630

RE:

2010 Year-End Update
Clearwater 2008 Note Program

Dear Valued Investor,
Enclosed, please find the 2010 Year-End Update for the Clearwater 2008 Note Program.
Pursuant to the Private Placement Memorandum, the 2010 audited financials will be completed within 120 days.ofyear's end.
Beginning May 1st, Noteholders may access the 2010 audited financials by one.ofthree methods:

Login to our online Investor Portal:
1)
2)

3)

Go to: www.ClearwaterREI.com
Click on "Investors·
Follow online instructions

Email your request to:

Investorservices@ClearwaterREI.com
InvestorServices@ClearwaterREI.com
(Please include your Certificate Number)

(A recent Quarterly Statement may be needed)

Mail your request to:
1300 E State Street
Suite 103
Eagle, Idaho 83616
~ertiflcate Number)
(Please include your ~ertiflcate

Also, as a reminder,1099-INT's were mailed in
in January. If you invested in the Clearwater 2008 Note Program
Program through a
qualified plan (i.e. IRA, 401 (k), SEP etc...),
etc... ), you should NOT have received a 109g..INT. However, if you have not received a
1099-INT and did not invest through a qualified plan, please contact us and we will gladly send you a copy immediately.
1099·INT
If you have any questions please contact us toll-free at (866) 217-4906'or by email at InvestorServices@dearwaterreLcom.
fo(choosing Clearwater and we look forward to serving you in 2011.
2011 .
Thank you for'choosing
. Sincerely,
Investor Services
Clearwater Real Estate Investments
(866) 217-4906 toll-free
InvestorServices@dearwaterrei.com
InvestorServices@delirwaterrei.com
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1300 E. STATE STREET. STE 103
EAGLE. IDAHO 83616
Ph (208) 639-4488
(8661'217-4906
(866)'217-4906
Fax (208) 939-1431
www.c1earwalerreLcom

January 25,2012

Mark Boling
21986 Cayuga Lane
Lake Forest, CA 92630

Dear Mr. Boling,
We have received your latest email dated 12/20/2011. We have again notified your broker dealer and registered
representative of your questions so that they can be of further assistance to you- in answering many of your
questions. Please fmd the following additional infonnation in response to your latest email.
Audited Financial Statement
",
The Audited Financials were provided as soon as they were made available by the third party accounting finn,
firm is beyond the control of the Note Program.
Moss Adams. The time it takes !he third party accounting ftrm

Liquidity
The objective of the 2008 Note Program, LLC continues to be the return the principal investment and interest
payments to each investor. The Note Program has a duty to all investors to make reasonable business decisions
and protect its assets to reach this objective and as such cannot honor the liquid~tion requests of a few Note_
Note.
Holders at the expense ofthe
of the other Note Holders.
The 2008 Note Program, must continue to restrict its interest payments and hold all liquidation requests until
such time tQ.at the liquidation requests will not be at parity with the Company's oyerall indebtedness to all of its
Note'Holders.
Note"
Holders.
We continue to work diligently, to ease the current fmancial restrictions and will continue to honor the order in
which your liquidation request was received. We appreciate your continued patience and understanding and will
let you know as soon as we are able to once again honor the liquidation requests.
;
RE Capital
We have been in contact with RE Capital and are hopeful of receiving correspondence from them in the next 30
days.

Sincerely,
Clearwater 2008 Note Program, LLC
., (866) 217-4906
InvestorServices@Clearwaterrei.com
Cc: Marna Hart (Independent Financial Group)
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Mark Boling

From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Attachments:

Ross Farris [ross@clearwaterrei.com]
Thursday, December 01,2011 2:57 PM
maboling@earthlink.net
mhart@marnahart.com
Clearwater 2008,Note Program
.,
Update_ 08 NP
.PDF; 3rd Supplement_Clearwater 2008 •
Cover Ltr
_ 2010 Year End Update_08
NP.PDF;
Ltr_2010
Note Program.pdf; Clearwater 2008 Note Program 2nd Supplement dated June 30,
2009.pdf

Dear Mr. Boling,
We are in receipt of your email dated November J 0, 2011 and provide
provide you with the following responses to your questions.
Appraisals - The investor notices you have received to date contain the most up to date appraised values that
Clearwater 2008 Note Program, LLC("CREI")
LLC ("CREI") has. As new appraisals are received CREI will continue to update the
investors.
Coastal Gables - CREI was the successful bidder at the foreclosure sale and is now the owner of the Costal Gables real
property, excluding Lots 5 and 6 which are currently under the protection of a bankruptcy stay. CREI completed
commercially reasonable due diligence on the Coastal Gables property and is in the process of pursuing any additional
recourse it may have against the borrower.
.
Bay St. Louis, Mississippi - The most recent Bay 8t.
st. Louis, Mississippi property appraisal indicates that the 131
residential duplex lots are valued at $9,600 per lot and the 14 acres of the Waveland, Mississippi property was valued at
,"
$640,000.
Year End Reports - Our records indicate that CREI mailed the 2010 year end status report to you on March 24, 2010 and
that you were also notified in March of 201 0 that the audited financials were available to you on May 1, 2010, through the
investors' online portal or via request. A copy of this notice is attached. Please let us know if we need to update your
at your most recent address
...
contact information so that we can ensure that you are receiving updates at
address...
Attached is the 3rd supplement to the PPM that was mailed to you in the
RE Capital Investments, LLC (Guarantor) - Attached
being mailed to the Noteholders which
first week of Feb 2010 and was received by Clearwater a couple weeks prior to it being
provides the financial information for the Guarantor. CREI continues to request the final 2010 financial statement from RE
nd
Capital and will make it available upon receipt. Also, the attached 2 supplement previously provided t() you provides
information regarding officers of the Company and RE Capital Investments..
Investments..

Liquidity - The objective of the 2008 Note Program continues to be the return of the principal investment and interest
payments to each Note Holder. The Note Program has a duty to ALL Note Holders to make rElasonable business
decisions and protect its assets to reach this objective and as such cannot honor the liquidation requests of a few Note
must continue to restrict its interest payments and
Holders at the expense of the other Note Holders. The Note Program, inust
hold all liquidation requests until such time that the liquidation requests will not be at parity with the Company's overall
indebtedness to all of its Note Holders. We continue to work diligently, to ease the current financial restrictions and will
. continue to honor the order
orde~ in which your liquidation request was received. We appreciate your continued patience and
understanding and will let
you know as soon as we are able to once again honor the liquidation requests.
letyou
We have Cc'd your registered representative Marna Hart to' this email as another valuable resource to you to answer
questions you may have regarding the Note Program. As always your questions are welcomed and we hope this
been beneficial to you.
response has been
Kind regards,

Ross Farris
Director of Marketing & Investor Relations
.1,
.l.

1
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Clearwater Real Estate Investments
(208) 639-4486 office
(866) 217-4906 toll-free
(208) 939-1431 fax

FJi
~

Please consider the environment before printing this email.

email message
mEssage is for the sole use
usc of the intended recipient(s}
recip!ent(sj and may contain confidential and privileged information. Any unauthorized review.
review, use. disclosure or
This emilil
distnbutlon Is
15 pl'ohibited.
pfohibited. If you are not the Intended
intended recipient. please contact the sender by reply mail and destroy all copies and the original message. This material does not
stllidtation of ,1n off'lr
off,~r to purchase securities. Any such offer shall be made solely pursuant to the Private;Placement
Private, placement Memorandum. llil
illl
constitute an offer to sell or a st1licitation
inv,~stl11ent 5trM,~gie5 have risks. Past performance anclior
andiol' forW,lrd staten1el1ts are never an assurance of future results. Only the Priv,lte PiaCenlel11
Placenlent Memor,lndum or
inv,~stl11ent5traH~gies
Pr<:>spe~tu5 ;s
PrGspectus
is controllmg.

2
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THIRD SUPPLEMENT TO

CONFIDENTIAL
CON~DENT~LPmvATEPLACEMENTMEMORANDUM
PRIVATE PLACEMENT MEMORANDUM

CLEARWATER 2008 NOTE PROGRAM, LLC
$20,000,000 9.0% Notes
(Subject to increase to $40,000,000)

Minimum Investment: $50,000
Minimum Offering Amount: $1,000,000
M!I,ximum Offering Amount: $2(),000,000'
$20,000,000' (Subject to increase to $40,000,000)
M!l.ximum
Dated: January20, 2010

This Third
Third. Supplement (the "Third Supplement") is designed to update, through January 20,2010, the information previously
provided in the Confidential Private Placement Memorandum dated August 29,2008 (the "Memorandum"), which described the Offering
by Clearwater 2008 Note Program, LLC (the "Company") of
o~ up to $20,000,000 in aggregate prip.cipal
pripcipal amount of 9.0% Notes due
December 31, 2015, subject to increase to $40,000,000, the First Supplement to the Memorandum dated October 3, 2008 (the "First
. Supplemenf;), and the Second Supplement to the Memorandum dated June 16, 2009 (the "Second Supplement") (as so supplemented,
and the Second Supplement, the "Offering Memorandum"). Capitalizedterms
Capitalized terms
with all Exhibits to the Memorandum, the First Supplement
Suppl~mentand
used herein without definition shall have the meaning ascribed to them in the Offering Memorandum.
This Third Supplement is being furnished for your information on a confidential basis so that you may consider an investment in
described in the Offering Memorandum and herein and should be read together with the Offering Memorandum. This Third
the Notes described·in
or used for any other purpose. No person has been authorized to make any statement concerning the
Supplement is not to be reproduced orused
Offering other than as set forth in the Offering Memorandum and herein, and any such statement, if made, should not be relied upon. The
Notes will not be registered under the Securities Act of 1933, as amended (the "Securities Act"), or any other securities laws. Notes will
be offered for investment purposes only pursuant to exemptions from the registration provisions provided under Regulation D of the
risks associated with the Offering. See the Section
Securities Act. There will be no public market for the Notes. There are significant risks
entitled "Risk Factors" in the Offering Memorandum, as supplemented by this Third Supplement.
The Offering Memorandum, as supplemented by this Third'Supplement, is not an offer to sell, or a solicitation of an offer to
purchase Notes, and no Notes shall be offered or sold to any person in any jurisdiction iIi which such offer, solicitation, purchase or sale
would be unlawful under the securities laws of such jurisdiction. The Offering Memorandum, as supplemented by this Third Supplement,
has not been filed with the United States Securities and Exchange Commission ("SEC"), any securities administrator under state securities'
of the SEC, any state securities administrators or governmental or selflaws or any other governmental or self-regulatory authority. None ofthe
regulatory authorities has passed on the merits of the Offering or the adequacy" of the Offering Memorandum as supplemented by this
Third Supplement. Any representation to the contrary is unlawful.
.
This Third Supplement describes updated information and should be read in its entirety by each investor.
[BALANCE OF PAGE INTENTIONALLY LEFT BLANK]
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OFFERING MEMORANDUM
The following information described in the Offering Memorandum is hereby upd~ted, modified and supplemented as follows:
(a)
The Manager of the Company has elected to extend the Offering Termination Date to December 31, 2010, and in
connection with this extension, is increasing the Maximum Offering Amount of the Notes to $21,900,000.

(b)
The Balance Sheet of RE Capital Investments, LLC (the "Guarantor") as of December 31, 2009 is attached to this
Third Supplement as Exhibit A. Although the Guarantor's net worth of approximately $53.4 million is lower than the net worth of $54
million it has covenanted to maintain under the Guaranty based on a Maximum Offering Amount of $20,000,000, in the event that the
increased Maximum Offering Amount of$21,900,000 is attained, the Guarantor's net worth does provide a principal coverage ratio of: (a)
1.2x, if a portion of the Guarantor's net worth is reserved to provide 1.5x coverage over principal amounts outstanding under the notes
issued by Clearwater 2007 Note Program, LLC (the "2007 Notes Program") (accounting for liquidations of $2,000,000 in principal
amount of notes issued by the 2007 Notes Program as of December 31,2009, with $18,000,000 remaining outstanding), and (b) 2.44x, if
this reserve is not made (the Guarantor is not required to make this reserve).
As of the date of this Third Supplement, the Company has added a fourth loan and a fifth loan to its portfolio using
(c)
of those loans are as follows:
proceeds of the Offering. Certain of the terms ofthose

Property:
Location:
Loan Amount:
Loan Origination Date:
Appraised Value:
Loan to Value (LTV):
Interest Rate:
Loan Fees:
Term:

Coastal Gables Horizontal Development
Bay St. Louis, MS
$1,525,000
June 8, 2009
$3,197,000
48%
14%
Origination (4.0%); Exit (4%)
12 Months

Coastal Gables Vertical Development
st. Louis, MS
Bay St.
,$2,700,000
.$2,700,000
September 28, 2009
$4,176,000*
$4,
I76,000* (As-completed)
65%
14%
Origination (5.5%); Exit (4%)
9 Months

(d)
The sentence in the paragraph under the heading "Liquidity; Callability" within the section entitled "DESCRIPTION
OF THE NOTES" on pages 19 and 20 of the Memorandum which reads "Beginning December 31,2010 and once annually thereafter,
Notes representing up to 10% of the original principal amount may be called by the Noteholders upon not less than 90 days written notice
to the Company" is deleted in its entirety and is replaced with the following:
Beginning December 31, 2010 and once annually thereafter, Notes representing up to 10% of the original principal amount and
which have been outstanding for a minimum of 12 months may be called by the Noteholders upon not less than 90 days written
notice to the Company. The 12 ~onth-minimumholding
~onth-minimumholding restriction only applies to Notes purchased on or after January 1,2010.
The information in this Third Supplement supersedes any information to the contrary provided in the Offering Memorandum.
(e)
The Company has terminated its managing broker-dealer agreement with Select Capital Corporation, or Select, subject
of the agreement. Following the termination, the
to the continuing rights and obligations of the Company and Select surviving termination ofthe
Company engaged Richfield Orion International, inc., a member of FINRA, or Richfield Orion, to provide managing broker-dealer
services on the same terms and conditions as it had engaged Select under the previous managing broker-dealer agreement. Selling
compensation will be payable to Richfield Orion in the same manner and under the same conditions as such amounts would have been
payable to Select. The Memorandum, including the sections entitled "Offering Summary - Plan of Distribution," "Plan of Distribution,"
"Glossary" and the footnotes to the commissions table and use of proceeds table, is hereby modified to reflect the replacement of Select
with Richfield Orion.
SUPPLEMENTAL INFORMATION - The Private Placement Memorandum for the Offering of Notes consists of this sticker,
the Memorandum dated August 29, 2008, the First Supplement to the Memorandum dated October 3, 2008, the Second Supplement dated
June 16,2009, and this Third Supplement dated January 20,2010, which supplements, modifies, and supersedes some of the information
contained in the Memorandum, the First Supplement and the Second Supplement.
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EXHIBIT A
RE Ca'pitallnvestments,
Capital Investments, LLC

10:46 AM

Balance Sheet

01/0.6/10
01/0,6/10
Acc,rual Basis
Acc.rual

As of December 31,2009
Dec31,09
ASSETS
Current Assets
Checklng/Savl.ngs
Checklng/Savl,ngs
Checking - 367
Bank of America Checking·

28,076.68
28,076.68

Total Checklng/Savl\lgs
Checklng/Savl\1gs

28,076.68

Total Current Assets
Fixed Assets
Long Term Assets
Investments - Partnerships
Land Investments (net of 3rd pa

25,500,000.00
2,000,000.00
27,500,000.00

Total Long Term Assets

27,500,000.00

Total Fixed Assets
Other Assets
Investmen.t
CCS Trop-216, LLC
Clearwater REI (Star)
Horseshoe Bend·
Bend - 30 Acres Comme
Horseshoe Bend 400 (Program 1)
ICP - Serene Meadows (20%)
New Meadows
Sliver MountaIn LLC (30%) .
WhlteCloud /I NeY'
WhlteC]oud
Ne;.v Meadow (62%)

1,600,000.00.
1,600,000.00,
3,375,000.00
5,700,000.00
6,400,000.00
1,600,000.00
6,400,000.00
480,000.00
1,984,000.00
27,539,000.00

Total Investment
Note Receivables
Clearwater - Bunker Hili
Clearwater
Clearwater·- MAC'
Clearwater Lodging
CapItal Interest
Additional Capital
Initial
Inltlal CapItal Interest
LodgIng·- Other
Clearwater Lodging

LodgIng
Total Clearwater Lodging
Clearwater REI LLC
Cude-Barnett
CUde-Barnett
Heritage Lands LLC -Future Inte
Horseshoe Bend - 3200 Acres
Idaho Capital Partners LLC
Real Seed CapItal
MountaIn LLC .
Sliver Mountain
'trop-216 Developer LLC

Total Note Receivables
ReceIvables
Total Other Assets
.TOTAL ASSETS
LIABILITIES & EQUITY
LIabilities
Long Term LIabilities
Liabilities
Notes Payable
Clearwater REI (Star)
DH
Diamond B Asset Management
HerItage
Heritage Lands LLC
Interest Payable
McCall Real Estate
Terron Investments Inc.
TH
Total Notes Payable
Total Long Term LIabilities
Liabilities
Total L1abllltl~!'l

436,831.04
73,500,00
73,500.00
25,000.00
400,000.00
1,540,000.00
1,965,000.00
458,763.00
80,000,00
80,000.00
342,357.96
465,209.16
400,040.00
225.00
300,000.00
485,171.17

5,007,097.33
32,546,097.33
60,074,174.01

2,335,000.00
.300,000.00
654,557.19
654,657.19
2,530,000.00
46,763.00
25,000.00
600,000.00
300,000.00
11,691,320.19
6,691,320.19 .'
6,691,320.19

EquIty
Equity
Land EquIty .
PartnershIp
Partnership EquIty
Equity
Retained EarnIngs
RetaIned
Net Income

"'18,540,000,00
"'18,540,000.00
41,244,000.00
-339,478.14
-6,061,668.04

Total Equity

.5~,382,853.82
.5~,382,853.82

TOTAL LIABILITIES & EQUITY

60,074,174.01
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~~ ~LEARWATER
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"

... E.'TAU "VO""ENU

1300
13OO E. STATE STREET,
STREET. STE 103
EAGLE,
EAGLE. IDAHO 83616
Ph (208) 639·4488
(866) 217-4906
217·4906
(208) 939-1431
939·1431
Fox 1208)
www.cleorwaterrei.com
www.cleorwaterreLcom

January 12, 2012

**IMPORTANT PLEASE READ**

Mark Boling
21986 Cayuga Lane
Lake Forest, CA 92630
RE:

2011 LIQUIDATION NOTIFICATION
'Clearwater 2008 Note Program, LLC

Dear Noteholder,
.

.

This correspondence is being sent to you in connection with your request to liquidate your Note held by the Clearwater 2008
Note Program ("Note Program") in the 2011 liquidation year..
year..
In our most recent correspondence and more specifically the "Notice to Noteholder's" letter dated 10/26/2011, you were
notified of the need to modify the interest distributions due to cash flow and liquidity concems within the Note Program.
In light of these cash flow and liquidity concerns and after careful consideration, the Manager has determined that in
the best interest of the Note Program's long-term preservation and continuity, the Note Program regrettably must
postpone all 2011 liquidation requests until further notice.

This difficult decision has been made due to multiple factors including, the uncertainty of the capital markets, a borrowers'
delay in the refinance of underlying asset in the Note Program and the Note Program's Capital needs for the upcoming year.
While we cannot say exactly when the liquidations will be reinstated, we can assure you. that 'your priority date will be
maintained and as soon as management deems the program to be in a position to reinstate the liquidations you will be
liquidated according to your original priority date.
We are grateful for your investment in the Note Program and although we would like nothing more than to accommodate
accOmmodate
liquidation requests at this time, we cannot since doing so would place the future stability of the Note Program at risk and we
cannot jeopardize the whole in favor of a few. We are requesting your patience as we work through this challenge.
We understand the impact this has on you a~ a Noteholder and we want to assure you tl)at our primary focus is to preserve
principal, Your patience as we work through this difficult real estate economy is greatly appreciated.
and return your valued principal.
If you have any questions regarding this correspondence, please send us an email atlnvestorServices@ClearwaterREI.com
and we will respond in a timely manner.
.
Sincerely,
Investor Services
Clearwater Real Estate Investments
(866)
(8OO) 217-4906 toll-free
InvestorServices@c1earwaterrei.com
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ClealWater Real Estate Investments
.1300 E State Street. Ste 103
Eagle, Idaho 83616
(866) 217-4906

~ ~ CLEARWATER
~-=2-~

H A C " TA" • N V "TAU' ' "

January 31.2012
31,2012

·*IMPORTANT
**IMPORTANT PLEASE READ·*
READ**
Mark Boling
21986 Cayuga Lane
Lake Forest, CA 92630

,'
,'

RE:CLEARWATER 2008 NOTE PROGRAM
Dear Noteholder:

LLC, (the ~Note Program") has faced over the past year and in
In Ughtof
light .of the challenges the Clearwater 2008 Note Program, LLC.
.- an -effor:t-teprovidernore,r.eguI~CQmmUflication
.effor:t-teprovidernore,fSgtIl~CQmmUflication to ollr-valued-Notel:lo!ders.we
-.. . ".
'" -.
- ._-'
ollr-valued-Notei:lO!ders.we are-providiAg-tAe-enGlased·update.·,,+ms-.
are-providiAg-#le-enGlosed·update.···+ms-. ..•
--'
update is designed to Inform you not only as to updates on the program but also of ideas Management has been working on
to Improve
improve your ppsltion as Ifrel.ates
Itrel.ates to your security In the Note Program. The enclosed update covers informatlon on the
following topics.
.u

1)

Clearwater Update: Our Commitment

2)

Real Estate Market Update: Stabilization

3)

Asset Update: Florence, AZ.

4)

Asset Updates: Missouri, Mississippi, and Washington

5)

Investment Update

In addition, and as a follow-up to our most recent correspondence, and more specifically the "Notice to Noteholders" letter
dated 10/26/2011, in which you may recall the necessary modifications implemented to the interest distributions through
'reinstatement of the interest distributions was
January of this year due to delayed anticipated liquidity events. The "reinstatement
dependent upon those liquidity events and to date:, the Note Program has not experienced any such events.

~4

Similar to December and January payments,
paYments. the February payment will be 25% of the monthly interest distributed and 75%
of the interest will accrue and compound for the benefit of the Noteholders In accordance With Section 3 of the Note dated
August 29, 2008.
__________

~

~ ~

________________

___

~ • __ • ___________ • ________________________ • ______
•
_ _ ._~
* ______ •• _____________________________________ • ____

..

..

previously participating in the Interest Reinvestment Program
IMPORTANT: As of January 1, 2012 all Noteholders preViously
receive" moiltliT{ClisffffiTItlciiis-6ffh1Hfmteresr.--l1liscli'a-ngeWm-permit
montliT{a;sffffiTItlciiis-6ffh1HfTritiWesf.·lffiscli·a-ngeWm-permit omvtne
oruvtne Tritetest"··
Triterest"·· "'- .'..
.'.. ~-.
have been ·converted fo receive·
~_. --.
1099-1 NT for the upcoming 2012 tax year. Please
please note, this
reinvested and/or distributed to.be included on your 1099·1
:
change will in no way affect the interest rate of your note. As of January 1, 2012 any unpaid interest will continue to
accrue and compound 1J10nthly
lTIonthly at the annual rate of 9.0%.
'-----------._------~._-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------_._-_._-----~
'---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------.-._-----------------------------------.----~

If you have any questions regarding this correspondence. please send us an email atlnvestorServlces@ClearwaterREl.com
and we will respond In a timely manner.
Thank you for your attention to this important information concerning your I~vestment.
I~vestment.
Sincerely,
Clearwater 2008 Note Program
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January Update
Clearwater 2008 Note Program, LLC

» Clearwater Update: Our Commitment
After over four years in business Clearwater Is stili here
~ere amidst a
devastating time for our Industry.
industry. According to the Financial
Industry Regulatory Authority (FINRA) over 500 member firms have
fallen by the wayside in that same time period.
Despite this challenging environment we would like to reaffirm our
commitment to you. We want to assure you that our primary focus
is to provicJe.-the..highest
provicJe.-the ..highest possible return·JR
rerum·JR tOOay's·
tOOay's- environment
Your continued patience as we work through these challenges is
greatly appreciated.

»

--

. ..

Real Estate Market Update: Stabilization
abreast. of the latest real estate
At Clearwater we strive to keep abreast
data and'trends. Below are some of the recent month's data.
Real Estate values have fallen dramatically nationwide and the
banking Industry has been shaken to its foundation. However,
many economists are now anticipating a gradual real estate
stabilization.
the,
Any real estate stabilization will be rooted in the growth of the
overall economy; some recent data would seem to indicate that
US economic conditions are imprOVing.
improving.

1)

The unemployment rate fell from 9.8% In
November 2010 to 8.6% in November 2011.

2)

GOP Is expected to grow In 2012. - - ..

Financial services company Credit Suisse is telling investors
and asset managers to 'expect
expect a bumpy stabilization in U.S.
residential home prices In
in 2012.

["U. S. homes now appear fairly valued compared with
median family income, •- said Martin Barhard, Credit
Suisse global real estate analyst. "Furthermore,
-Furthermore, the
Interest rate environment Is likely to remain
accommodative for the foreseeable future. We
therefore expect housing demand to recover gradually
in 2012.'
'.
Source; HousingWire (1211412011)
.,
Source:
·Credit
"Credit Suisse expects home prices to stabilize in 2012"
http;llwww.houslngwlre.coml2011/12114/credit-suisse-expects-homehttp://www~houslngwlre.com/2011/12114/credit-suisse-expects-home
prices-to-stabHlze-in-2012
prices~o-stab"ize~-2012

There has also been some promising news in the housing
market. Housing is a leading indicator for the types of assets in
the Note Program because they are development properties.

[Joseph LaVorgna, chief U.S. economist for Deutsche
Bank, said "There has been a noticeable uptrend in
half of this year,
several key housing metries
metrlcs in the back haff
so even though we are downplaying the November data
to some degree, it does appear that residential
construction Is
is finally beginning to rise from its post10ws ... "J
recession 10ws...
Source; CNNMoney (12120/2011) ·Home
"Home Building
BUilding Spikes Higher"
http://money.cnn.comI2011/121201reaLestatelconstruction_buildill9.J)
http://money.cnn.comI2011/121201reaLestatelconstruclion_buildi"9.j)
ermitsflndex.htm

Contents
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» Asset Update: Florence, AZ
The Florence Hospital loan continues to be In default and ina work out
situation. However, we are pleased to report that the hospital is currently In
in
negotiations· with a healthcare real estate Investment
investment trust that is planning
posHlon.
on refinancing the 08 Note Program's position.

»}) Asset Updates: Missouri, Mississippi, and Washington

n
---.....

.,...

......

Raymore, Missouri
performing well. All 18 units
unHs are currently leased at an average rate of $992 per
This asset has been fully leased and is perfonning
income for 2011 and we expect that this level of performance will
month. The property generated a positive Net Operating Income
continue and gradually improve. There Is some pending legal action with the borrowers that Is prohibiting the liquidation of
this asset. We are hooeful that this will be resolved bv the end of 2012.

-~---

Bay St. Louis, Mississippi
This asset consists of a residential subdivision and 14 additional acres that the 08 Note Program secured as additional
collateral. Both assets have now been removed from bankruptcy and the foreclosures have been completed, with the
exception of 2 parcels whiCh the Note Program is attempting to remove from a bankruptcy stay. Both properties are being
listed by a regional brokerage firm at their appraised values. We expect to begin entertaining offers In the coming months.

Kenmore, Washington
The Trail Walk Condominium first mortgage has been repaid. However. a defICiency remains due to the 08 Note Program
but we continue to pursue our rights under the second mortgage. We are hopeful to come to a solution on this property In
the coming year.

» Investment Update
The economic crisis has placed a heavy burden on the Noteholders
and Management has been working diligently to alleviate this pressure.

unsecured with the Note Program holding the actual secured
interest in the collateral; however. Management has been working
pOSition its Noteholders as it
on creative ideas in an effort to better position
relates to your security In the underlying collateral.

As a Noteholder, you purChased an interest in an .unsecured
unsecured General

PromiSSOry Note ("General Note"). The money raised from the
Promissory
General Note was then redeployed by the Note Program into fIVe
secured promissory notes.

Rest assured. your Investment
investment has always inclUded
included 1&1 position
prinCipal only corporate guaranty. This
financing and Includes
includes a principal
illustration merely illustrates the unsecured Interest
interest In
in the collateral
which we would like to improve upon.

As the picture (below) indicates, the Noteholders are currently

Investment Committee

Corporate
Guaranty

Approves ColialeraVLoan Tenns
Terms

(pmdpal
(PMdpal Only)

Loan
Application

,

I

I

I

T

Purchase Note
"·Unsecured··
"·Unsecured"·

''':1 . .
~>
Note Holder

.

;+

~ "\,
~

New Loan

-

Note Program

(Secured Note)

~

•

11

Collateral

(1 Mortgage/Deed of Trust)
. .(1

Interest

Loan Payoff
Revolvino Funds

Clearwater Real Estate Investments
(8SG) 217-49061InveslorServices@ClearwaterREl.com
217-490GllnvestorServices@ClearwaterREl.com
1300 E State Street,
Street. Sle 103, Eagle, Idaho 836161 Ph: (866)
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Clearwater
clearwater Real Estate Investments
1300 E State Street, Ste 103
Eagle, 1083616

Clearwater 2008 Note Program, LLC

08-470

CERTIFICATE NUMBER

50,000.00

CURRENT BALANCE

804 ••..•••••••••..·MIXEO
••••••••••••••..MIXEO AAOC 836

1111'11111,11,1
11/11"1 1",11111"1/11,1111111111111'
'1'1'"1' 11 1
1111.1/ ,111111"11",11111"1111,111111
rll'I rI'l1

•.•........ --------- ..... -----...
-----.-_ .. -__... _-----.-.•. Have you signed up for E-Statements ..'·•
...
:
»It's as easy as 1, 2, 3
3...
·
:
1) Go to W'NW.Clearwaterrei.com
····..
:
2) Click on "Investors'
.··.

Mark Boling
21986 CAYUGA LN
92630-2303
LAKE FOREST CA 92630·2303

I

1) Go to W'NW. Clearwaterrei.com
2) Click on "Investors'

\.,
".

CUSTOMER
... CUSTOM
ER SERVICE .... --..._..... -

, .. n·.·.

.'" -

..--------------------..•...... _------- .....
... -------_
.... ____....
--------_.....
... -

YOUR ADVISOR:

InvestorServlces@clearwaterrei.com

EMAIL:

W'NW.clearwaterrei.com

WEBSITE:

·

..

Toll-free (866) 217-4906

INVESTOR SERVICES:

3) Follow Online Instructions

Marna Hart
(949) 859-7127
Independent Financial Group

INVESTMENT INFORMATION
OWNER:

Mark Boling

CERTIFICATE NUMBER:

08-470

CUSTODIAN ACCOUNT NUMBER:

nla

no

EFFECTIVE DATE:

02/27/10

TYPE (QUALIFIED? YIN):

INVESTMENT ACTIVITY
PreVious Activity

Current Quarter

Investment To Date

50,000.00

50,000.00

Initial Investment
Additional Investments
Reinvested Interest
Accrued Interest

470.16

470.16
50,000.00·

656.25

7,431.25
7.431.25

50,000.00

Ending Balance
Interest Payments Disbursed

6,775.00
6.775.00

GOl-LATI;RAL..SUMMARY ...
.. _
G0l-LATI;RAL..SUMMARY
Clearwater 2008 Note Program, LLC
Total Appraised Values of Collateral

Total Outstanding Principal Balance of
Master Promissory Note to Investors

Collateral valuations dated September 15, 2010, January 19, 2011 and September 21,2011.
21 ,2011.

Questions about this report
This report contains important information about your investment. We encourage you to review the details in this report. If you do not understand any
of the information in this report,we
report, we encourage you
you to contact us by phone (866) 217-4906 or email atlnvestorServices@clearwaterrei.com.
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TERMS OF USE
LLC, By accessing this website you are indicating
This website is owned and maintained 'by Clearwater Real Estate Investments, LLC.
th'at you have read, acknowledge and agree to be bound by these terms and conditions (also referred to as an "agreement"
is as legally binding as if you signed a written document. If
here). Your agreement shown by accessing and using this website Is
you do not agree to all of these terms and conditions, do not access this website. Clearwater Real Estate Investments, LLC and
(referred to as "Clearwater Real Estate Investments, LLC" or "us" or "we") may change these terms and conditions,
its affiliates (referred
and you are responsible for regularly reviewing and complying with them. Your continued use of this website constitutes your
agreement to all those terms and conditions.

This website comprises various website and pages operated by Clearwater Real Estate Investments, LLC and Information
contained therein (together, the "website"). Certain sections of the website may contain separate terms and conditions, which
are in addition to this agreement. You should read those additional terms and conditions carefully. By accessing such sections
or pages, you agree to be bound by those additional terms and conditions. In the event of a conflict, those additional terms
and conditions will govern your use of those sections or pages.
You may not attempt to gain unauthorized access to the website, or computer systems or networks connected to the website,
through hacking, password or data mining, or any other means to circumvent security procedures. You may not use bots,
spiders or Intelligent
intelligent agent software or other methods for any purpose other than accessing pUblicly
publicly posted portions of the
website and then only as authorized by the license we provide you below under "Proprietary Rights". Unauthorized use of our
website and systems or misuse of your password is strictly prohibited. "Unauthorized use" includes using publicly available
information for purposes which are (i) not authorized by this agreement, or (ii) not consistent with the license set out below in
the section entitled "Proprietary Rights".
You may not use the website in any manner that could damage, disable, overburden, or impair the website or any service we
of the website or any service we prOVide.
provide.
provide or Interfere with any other party's use and enjoyment ofthe
information you provide us through the website will be correct and complete.
You agree that any Information
The information and materials on the website may contain errors or inaccuracies, including both typographical and substantive
without any notice reqUirement, to discontinue,
errors. We reserve the right, in our sole discretion, without any obligation and Without
change, improve or' correct the information, materials and descriptions on the website and to suspend or deny access to the
website for scheduled or unscheduled maintenance, upgrades, improvements or corrections. Any dated information is published
as of its date only, and we have no responsibility to update or amend any such information.

Disclaimers of Warranty
THE INFORMATION, PRODUCTS AND SERVICES ON THE WEBSITE ARE PROVIDED ON AN "AS IS," "WHERE IS" AND "WHERE
AVAILABLE" BASIS AND ARE USED ONLY AT YOUR SOLE RISK.
WE AND OUR AGENTS AND LICENSORS EXPRESSLY DISCLAIM ALL EXPRESS AND IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING
WITHOUT LIMITATION, WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, SECURITY, TITLE, NONINFRINGEMENT, OF ERROR-FREE OR UNINTERRUPTED SERVICES, OR THAT THE INFORMATION ON THIS WEBSITE WILL MEET
YOUR NEEDS OR EXPECTATIONS.
WE DO NOT WARRANT, GUARANTY, OR MAKE ANY REPRESENTATIONS WHATSOEVER, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, OR ASSUME ANY
LIABILITY TO YOU, INCLUDING REGARDING (I) THE USE OR THE RESULTS OF ACCESS TO THE WEBSITE OR ANY DELAY OR
DAf>1AGES
LOSS OF OR LIMIT ON ACCESS TO OR USE OF THE WEBSITE, OR (II) SYSTEf'.1 PERFORMANCE AND EFFECTS ON OR DAf'.1AGES
TO SOFTWARE AND HARDWARE IN CONNECTION WITH ANY USE OF THE WEBSITE. WE SHALL NOT BE LIABLE FOR ANY HARM
TRANSf-1ISSI0N THROUGH THE WEBSITE OF A COfvlPUTER
COlvlPUTER VIRUS, OTHER COMPUTER CODE OR
CAUSED BY THE TRANSf'1ISSION
DAlvlAGE, CORRUPT, DEACTIVATE, DISABLE,
PROGRAMMING DEVICE THAT MIGHT BE USED TO ACCESS, MODIFY, DELETE, DAfvlAGE,
~-1ANNER THE OPERATION OF THE WEBSITE OR ANY OF YOUR SOFTWARE,
DISRUPT, OR OTHERWISE IMPEDE IN ANY f-1ANNER
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HARDWARE, DATA OR PROPERTY.
~ PT AS OTHERWISE REQUIRED BY THE LAW, WE S
HAVE NO LIABILITY FOR
LOSSES CAUSED BY THE NEGLIGENCE, ACTIONS OR FAILURE TO ACT OF ANY THIRD PARTY, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED
TO, YOUR INTERNET ACCESS PROVIDER.
Limitation of Liability

CLEARWATER REAL ESTATE INVESTMENTS, LLC AND ITS AGENTS AND LICENSORS SHALL NOT HAVE ANY RESPONSIBILITY
WHATSOEVER AND SHALL NOT BE LIABLE FOR ANY INDIRECT, CONSEQUENTIAL, SPECIAL, OR OTHER DAMAGES OR LOST
PROFITS OR SAVINGS OR OTHER ECONOMIC HARM YOU MAY INCUR OR SUFFER (REGARDLESS OF WHETHER SUCH DAMAGES
ARE REASONABLY FORESEEABLE AND REGARDLESS OF THE FORM OF ACTION WHETHER IN CONTRACT, WARRANTY, TORT
(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE), STRICT LIABILITY OR OTHERWISE) FROr.., (I) YOUR ACCESS TO OR USE OF THE WEBSITE OR ANY
RELIANCE BY YOU ON THE WEBSITE, OR INABILITY TO ACCESS THE WEBSITE, (II) THE RELIABILITY, ACCURACY,
COt<1PLETENESS OR TIMELINESS TI:iEREOF, (III) ANY DELAYS OR ERRORS IN THE TRANSr-1ISSION
COf<1PLETENESS
TRANS~"'ISSION OR DELIVERY OF ANY
INFORIvlATION
INFORNATION OR ANY PART OF THE WEBSITE, (IV) THE INTERCEPTION OR USE BY THIRD PARTIES OF ANY INFORMATION
YOU PROVIDE TO US, OR (V) ANY OTHER REASON.
Proprietary Rights

p,operty of Clearwater Real Estate Investments, LLC, except as
All right, title and inte,est in the website is the exclusive property
publish, .license, frame,
otherwise stated. You may not access, modify, copy, distribute, transmit, display, perform, reproduce, publish,license,
create derivative works from, transfer, or otherwise use in whole or in part any part of the website, except for the purposes
expressly
he,ein, without our prior
p,ior written approval. If you download any info,mation
information from this website, you agree
exp,essly provided herein,
that you will not remove or obscu,e
obscure any copy,ight
copyright 0,
or other
othe, notices or legends contained in such information. You further ag,ee
agree
third parties without our written consent.
not to provide any copies of documents or the contents of the website to thi,d
limited, personal, non-transferable, non-exclusive license to view and copy the publicly accessible information on
You have a .Iimited,
this website for your personal noncommercial use, and only on one computer. You are not permitted to ,esell
resell 0,
or transfer
t,ansfer any
information obtained from this website to anyone else. This license can be terminated by us at any time, at which time you
must destroy all copies of the licensed materials. This license is conditioned on your continued adherence to all the terms of
this agreement.
Clear.'Jate,
other Clea,wate,
Clearwater Real Estate
Clear.'Jater Real Estate Investments, LLC, the Clearwater Real Estate Investments, LLC logo and othe,
Investments, LLC trademarks which appear
appea, on the website a,e
are trade names and t,ademarks
trademarks of Clearwater Real Estate
other actual companies and third-party products and services mentioned he,ein
herein a,e
are the trade
Investments, LLC. The names of othe,
trademarks of their owners. You may not use any trademarks for any purpose including, but not limited to, use as
names and tradema,ks
metatags on other sites on the World Wide Web without the prior
prio, written permiSSion
permission of Clearwater Real Estate Investments,
LLC or the third party which owns the marks.
our users do the same. It is
Clearwater Real Estate Investments, LLC respects the intellectual property of others and asks that ou,
the policy of Clearwater Real Estate Investments, LLC to respond expeditiously to claims of intellectual property infringement
by promptly processing and investigating notices of alleged Infringement and taking appropriate actions under the Digital
1V1i11ennium Copyright Act and other applicable intellectual property laws. If you believe that your copyrighted work
wo,k is accessible
on the website in a way that constitutes copyright Inf,ingement,
Infringement, you may notify us by prOViding
providing us with the following
or of the person authorized to act on the
information.:
info,mation.:(( 1) the electronic or physical signature of the owner of the copyright 0,
copyrighted work 0,
or othe,
other intellectual property that you claim is being infringed; (3)
owner's behalf; (2) identification of the copy,ighted
other specific location on the website
identification ofthe material that you claim is infringing; (4) identification of the URL or othe,
where the material that you claim is infringing is located; (5) your name, address, telephone number, and email address;
whe,e
add,ess; (6) a
statement by you that you have a good faith belief that the disputed use is not authorized by the copyright owner, its agent, or
the law; and (7) a statement by you, made under penalty of perjury, that the information
info,mation in your notice is accurate and that
are authorized to act on the copyright owne,'s
owner's behalf.
you are the copyright owner or a,e
Notice of claims of copyright infringement on the website should be sent to:
Clearwater Real Estate Investments, LLC
1300 E State Street, Ste 103
Eagle, Idaho 83616
Ph: 208.639.4488
Fax: 208.939.4484
clear.vaterinfo(alclearwaterrei.com
c1ear.vaterinfo(alclearwaterrei.com
No Solicitation

The information on the website is made available for informational purposes only. None of the information contained in the
or sell
public access portions of the website constitutes a solicitation or offer by Clearwater Real Estate Investments, LLC to buy 0,
any securities or other financial instruments or provide
prOVide any investment advice. The information contained in the public access
general information regarding products and services. The information
is limited to the dissemination of gene,al
portions of the website Is
and services provided on the website are not provided to and may not be used by any person or entity in any jurisdiction
or regulations of any governmental authority or
where the provisions or use thereof would be contrary to applicable laws, rules 0,
regulatory or self-regulatory organization or where Clearwater Real Estate Investments, LLC Is
is not autho,ized
authorized to provide
regUlatory
prOVide such
information or services. Some products or services described in the website may not be available in all jurisdictions or to all
persons.
Use of Links

The website may contain links to and be linked from third-party websltes. These links are provided only as a convenience and
do not imply an affiliation, sponsorship, endorsement, approval, investigation, verification or monitoring by Clearwater Real
Estate Investments, LLC of any information contained in any third-party website. We are not responsible for the information
contained on third-party websites or your use or inability to use the third-party websites. If you choose to connect to a thirdparty website, Clearwater Real Estate Investments, LLC makes no warranties, either express or implied, concerning the content
of such
such site, inclUding
including the accuracy, completeness, reliability, or suitabIlity of the site for' any particular purpose, nor does
Clearwater Real Estate Investments, LLC warrant that such site or content is free from any claims of copyright, trademark, or
other infringement of the rights of third parties or that such site or content is devoid of viruses or other contamination. You
should also be aware that the terms and conditions of such site and the site's privacy policy may be different from those
applicable to your use of our website.
Indemnification

You hereby indemnify and hold harmless
ha,mless Clearwater Real Estate Investments, LLC and its directors, officers, employees,
control persons, vendors, licensors and agents, from and against any and all claims, actions, proceedings, losses, liabilities,
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sing out of or related to (i) any
damages, costs
cQsts and expenses (int, . 19 reasonable attorneys' and experts' fees and cost
use or access by you (or on your behalf) of the website; (Ii) any breach by you of any agreements, or representations and
warranties; (iii) any access to or use of the website by you in violation of any rights of Clearwater Real Estate Investments, LLC
or any third party, including, but not limited to, copyright, patent, trade secret, trademark, or other intellectual property rights
and publicity and privacy rights; (iv) any access to or use of the website by you in violation of any applicable law, rule or
regulation; or (v) ·any unauthorized access of, or through, the website to any computer system.
Full and Complete Agreement Regarding Website
These terms and conditions represent the complete and exclusive statement of the agreement between you and us regarding
your rights to access and use the website, and supersedes all prior agreements and representations (whether written or oral),
regarding this subject matter, except as otherwise provided herein. This agreement is in addition to, and does not nullify, any
other
ether agreement between you and Clearwater Real Estate Investments, LLC, including, but not limited to, any terms and
conditions in the password-protected areas of the website, governing the conduct of your relationship with Clearwater Real
Estate Investments, LLC.
I HAVE READ AND UNDERSTAND AND: AGREE TO BE BOUND BY THESE TERMS AND CONDITIONS AND ANY TERMS AND
CONDITIONS IN THE PASSWORD-PRqTECTED AREAS OF THE WEBSITE WHICH I ACCESS.
PRIVACY POLICY

Privacy is important to Clearwater Real Estate Investments, LLC. We use safeguards to protect your privacy and confidentiality.
This policy discusses Information.
information, we collect and the manner in which it is used.
CleanNater reserves the right, at any time, to add to, change, update, or modify our privacy policy simply by posting such
change, update or modification on the Web site. Any such change, update or modification will be effective immediately upon
posting on the Web site.
Information access
Upon request we provide site visitors with access to contact information (e.g., name, address, phone number) that we maintain
about them. Consumers can access this information by sending us email at the below address, calling us at the below
telephone number, or writing to us at the below address.

Upon request we offer visitors the qbility to have inaccuracies corrected in contact information.
information corrected by sending us email at the below address, calling us at the below telephone
Consumers can have this infqrmation
number, or writing to us at the below address.
Employees
Our employees may view inforrhation that you provide
prOVide us in order to perform their jobs and service you. We restrict access to
nonjJublic personal information about you to those employees who need to know that Information In
in order to provide products
or services to you.
Infor!Tlation
Infor!1lation sharing
We do not share nonpublic
non public personal information to third parties who are not affiliated with us. We do not disclose any
non public personal information about you with anyone for any purpose that Is
is not specifically permitted
permitted by law.
nonpublic
Marketing
Clearwater and its affiliates do not sell or share customer information to marketers outside of our comPany.
company.
Links to other Web sites
Our Web site may contain links to Web sites that are provided and maintained exclusively by third parties. Web sites provided
p.6licies on those Web sites to
parties are not subject to this privacy policy. Please review the privacy p.olicies
and maintained by third patties
info(matlon handling practices. We make no representations concerning the privacy policies of these
understand their personal infor'matlon
third-party Web sites:

.....

Third-party providers
Clean·vater uses certain third parties who provide services that relate to email and may require that you enroll and provide
Clean-vater
them certain information related to these services. These services are administered entirely by these third parties, who are not
participate in any of these services, please review their privacy policy to understand their personal
subject to this policy. If you palticlpate
information handling practices. We make no representations concerning the privacy policies
poliCies ofthese
of these third parties.
Information COlle'cted
non public personal Information
We may collect nonpublic
information from you when you voluntarily provide personally identifiable information to us
though our Web site, such as when ordering services/products and accessing account specific or other profile information. We
coilect information about your transactions that we secure from our files and from our affiliates. We may collect
may coliect
re.~eive from consumer reporting agencies. We may collect information that we receive from others
information that we re.~eive
involved in your transactions, such as real estate agents, accommodators or lenders. We limit use of such information to the
provided. However, we reserve the right to use such information for marketing/product
purposes for which the information was prOVided.
development research and other similar purposes and/or to contact you regarding additional services or products that you may
find useful.
'

If you send an email message that includes personally identifiable information, for example, in an email message containing an
inquiry. Remember that email is not necessarily secure against
inquiry, we will LIse that information to respond to your Inquiry.
includes information such as your bank account, charge card, or social
interception. If your communication Is very sensitive, or Includes
security number, you should not send it electronically unless it is encrypted or our Web site indicates the particular site is
•
secure.
We may·use cookies to improve our service to you. Cookies may help us recall a previous visit. The cookies we use do not
collect personally identifiable information, and we do not use them to determine your
YOllr identity. If you are not comfortable with
this use, you may configure your browser to be notified when cookies are to be received and to provide you with the option of
refUsing
refusing cookies. However, refusing cookies may limit your ability to use our Web site in its entirety.
fro·m Clearwater
Contact fro'm
information regarding new products and
Persons who supply us with their email addresses may receive contact from us with Information
services or upcoming events. If you do not want to receive email from Clearwater in the future, please let us know by·sending
us email at the below address, calling us at the below telephone number, or writing to us at the below address.
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If you supply us with your postal aduress online you may receive periodic mailings from us with information on new products
and services or upcoming events. If you do not wish to receive such mailings, please let us know by calling us at the number
provided below, emailing us at the below address, or writing to us at the below address.
Persons who supply us with their telephone numbers online may receive telephone contact from us with information regarding
new products and services or upcoming events. If you do not wish to receive such telephone calls, please let us know by
sendlllg us email at the below address, calling us at the below telephone number, or writing to us at the below address.
sendmg

Contact Information
Clearwater Real Estate Investments, llC
1300 E State Street, Ste 103
Eagle, Idaho 83616
Ph: 208.639.4488
cI
clearw.£terinf.g'@Q~\';lJ:l!l!.iLt~.m~L.com
earw..§.teri nf.g'@Q~\';lJ:l!Y.iLt~J:~L. com

(0 Copyright 2007. Clearwater Real Estate Investments. All rights reserved

Terms And Conditions

I Contact
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IDSOS Search for Business Entities

IDAHO SECRETARY OF STATE

Search for Business Entities
Ben Ysursa, Secretary of State

Enter Search Criteria
Welcome to the Business Entity search.

R~gd

our tips for suggestions on successful searches.

No Business Entities Found

File Types in Index:
C CORPORATION

Business Entity 'REcapit~'i'i~~~~t~en't~,
:REcapit~'i'i~~~~t~en't~, "L'
'ij~c
LC
Name: ..... ...... -_..
.....-

.,.-

D ASSUMED
BUSINESS NAME
G NAME
REGISTRATION

Business Entity ,i
City: .'

J LIMITED LIABILITY
PARTNERSHIP (LLP)

Organizational .'
ID / Filing ; -....
_.,Number:

K PARTNERSHIP
AUTHORITY (GP)
L LIMITED
PARTNERSHIP

Registered Agent ,
Name: ...,
Reg istered

~gent
~gent

R NAME
RESERVATION

i

City:

T TRAINING
U UNINCORPORATED
NON PROFIT
ASSOCIATION

Date of Origination / Authorization: (month / day /4digit year)
Start:

......_..
......_..

[

: End:

W LIMITED LIABILITY
COMPANY

I

.U.C:CD,.i~n .S~gr(:.h

] [ 1,,0.9

Q!,lt ]
Q!.lt

_._-_._-------------------------_.------

-.---.--------------------------~.------

.
Comments, questions or suggestions can be emailed to:

http://www.accessidaho.org/public/sos/corp/search.html
http://www.accessidaho.orglpublic/sos/corp/search.html

.

~.Q.$iDfo@.$..Q~.,iqqh.Q!go.y.
~.Q.$iDfo@.~Q.~.,iqqh.Q!g.Qy.
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IDSOS Search for Business Ert:ties

Page 1 ofl

IDAHO SECRETARY OF STATE

Search for Business Entities
Ben Ysursa, Secretary of State

Enter Search Criteria
Welcome to the Business Entity search.

8.,e~d
9\Jr
8.,e~c1 9\JJ

tips for suggestions on successful searches.

No Business Entities Found

'Clea~~te~ Re~t'Estate I~~~~tme~ts·
I~~~~tme~ts· ..
Business Entity 'Clea~~te~Re~I'Estate
Name: '.. ...
. '.''''''''
'.' ........
.... .
Business Entity ;
City: .
Orga nizationa I :
10. !I Filing : .- ..
Number:
Registered Agent \
Name:
_'~"w
_'~"w

Registered Agent :
City: I ., .

•

•• •Ow"
••

~..

'"

'"

_.W
_,W

.....__
. .,-,' . - .
-....
.
-- .
-.-....

• • M''••8

..
.,

w_ .

M_

•

"N'

...............
-.....

8~
M~

_
_

M
M

,
,'
,_
_
''

.

"M._W
"M._"

... ............... .
. . .•.
. . . ::

Date of Origination !Authorization:
I Authorization: (month / day / 4digit year)
Start:

: End: !.

/ !

,,~/

.. _......

File Types in Index:
C CORPORATION
D ASSUMED
BUSINESS NAME
G NAME
REGISTRATION
J UMITED UABIUTY
PARTNERSHIP (LLP)
K PARTNERSHIP
AUTHORITY (GP)
L LIMITED
PARTNERSHIP
R NAME
RESERVATION
T TRAINING
U UNINCORPORATED
NON PROFIT
ASSOCIATION
W UMITED UABILITY
COMPANY

[UC.C1.!".i.en. s.eqr.~b. ] [ !"99..Q\J.t ]

so~lnJQ@$Qs.,.!gSljJ.Q.•99X
emaiJed to: s<;>~lnfQ@$Qs.,.!gSl...h.Q
Comments, questions or suggestions can be emailed

http://www.accessidaho.orglpuhlic/sos/corp/search.html
http://www.accessidaho.orglpub1ic/sos/corp/search.htm1
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~M.
AM _ _ _ _ ~M.

1 .3??

1.,~
OCT 1..
6- 2012
CHRISTOPHER O. RICH, Clerk
By TARA THERRIEN
O!PUTV

THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE STATE OF
IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
CLEARWATER REI, LLC., an Idaho limited
liability company; BARTON COLE
COCHRAN, an individual; CHAD JAMES
COCHRAN,
HANSEN, an individual; RONALD D.
'HANSEN.
MEYER, an individual; CHRISTOPHER J.
BENAK, an
an individual;
individual; RON
RON RUEBEL.
RUEBEL, an
an
BENAK.
individual; RE CAPITAL INVESTMENTS.
INVESTMENTS,
LLC., a Delaware limited liability company,
Plaintiffs,
vs.

MARK BOLING.
BOLING, an individual,
Defendant.

)
)
)
)
)
)~
~)
)

Case No.: CV-OC
CV-OC 2012-08669

DECISION
DECISION AND
AND ORDER
ORDER RE:
RE: MOTION
MOTION TO
TO
STAY
ARBITRATION
STAY ARBITRATION

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

"The plaintiffs filed thi~"action on M~y"14~20i2

to stay arbitrati~n'~n the gi-~~ds that

signatories· to any arbitration agreement with the defendant. It is' undisputed that the
they are not signatories'to
Boling, signed a Subscription Agreement for the Clearwater 2008 Note
defendant, Mark Boling.
Progrrun LLC) with Clearwater REI, LLC acting as agents for the Note
Program LLC (Note Program
Program LLC. The Subscription Agreement included an arbitration provision. On February 15,
2012, Mark Boling filed a demand for arbitration with the American Arbitration Association.
The demand for arbitration listed Clearwater REI, LLC., Clearwater Real Estates Investments
LLC, Barton Cole Cochran, Chad James Hansen, Ronald D. Meyer,
LLC, RE Capital, LLC.
Christopher Benak.
Benak., and Ron Ruebel. 1 In addition to his Answer, the defendant also filed a

.

.

Counterclaim and Third Party Complaint. It should be noted tIiat
tliat RE Capital has filed
previously,
bankruptcy so this Court will not address any issues related to it. The Court has previously.

I

All facts used in this Decision are those which were admitted by the defendant in the Answer.

1.
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(b)(l) since the
denied the plaintiffs' motion to dismiss the Counterclaim pursuant to LR.C.P. 12 (b)(1)
Court does have subject matter jurisdiction over the types of claims raised by the defendant's
pleadings. Borah v. McCandless, 147 Idaho 73, 205 P.3d 1209 (2009). The Court notes that the
relief sought by the plaintiffs is a detennination that they are not subject to the requirement to
arbitrate contained in the SUbscription
Subscription Agreement-iftheir
Agreement-if their position is correct, that hardly gives a
basis for them to evade any direct liability they may have for consumer protection violations on
of the
exists,2 at a minimum, the Court could not address the merits ofthe
the record as it currently exists?
ciaim on this record.
The parties to the Subscription Agreement are Clearwater 2008 Note Program LLC, an
Idaho limited liability company, and Mark Boling. Until or unless additional evidence is

I

43(e) that would warrant any other conclusion,
presented to the Court as provided for by I.RC.P. 43(e)that
the only parties which are required to arbitrate are Clearwater 2008 Note Program
Program. LLC and

\

i

Mark Boling. The motion to stay arbitration as to Barton Cole Cochran, Chad James Hansen,

I!

Ronald D. Meyer, Christopher Benak, and Ron Ruebel and Clearwater Real Estates Investments

I

LLC is granted.

I

Ii
1

II

I
i

I
I

I!

I
I
I

!i

I
i

2 The Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure do not recognize ''Declarations.'' Evidentiary submissions for motions are
required to be submitted under oath either by way of affidavits or depositions or oral testimony ifpermitted by the
Court or by stipulations ofthe
of the parties. I.R.C.P.43(e). The Counterclaim and Third Party Complaint are not

of Evidence 201 does not authorize the Court to take judicial notice ofthe
of the attachments to the
verified. Idaho Rule ofEvidence
Counterclaim or Third Party Complaint

2
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EMPLOYMENT AGREEMENT

belween Clearwater Real Estate Investments (tIle "Company")
Employment Agreement between
and Bart Cochran (the "Employee").
1. For good consideration, the Company employs the Employee on
011 the following terms
and condi liOJls.
tiOlls.
2. Term of Employment. Subject t6 the provisions for termination set forth below this
agreement: will begin on October 1, 2007.
3. Compensation. The Company shall pay Employee a salary of S102,OOO, per year, or
of Employee, payable at semi-monthly payroll periods.
$8,500 per month, for the services ofEmployee,
Employee shaH also benefit from a profit sharing arrangement. Employee shall earn
20.5% of profits earned by the Company. However, this profit-sharing arrangement shall
not be effective until Company has raised in excess of $8 million (including tenant-incommon equity offerings and note program debt offerings). For example, if Company
earns $1 million profit in a year. Employee shall be credited with $205,000 of income
from this profit. However, distribution of any profit shall be determined quarteriyand
quarterly and
mayor may not be paid based on cash :flow needs of the Company as well as current and
future projects under consideration by the Company. Special consideration shall be given
to pay at least 40% of profits allocated to Employee at year end in order to pay taxes on
ta.xes are due the following year. Distribution of any profits shall be
same before la,xes
analyzed by ownership the month following each quarter and may be paid the first
payroll period following the month after quarter's end if profits are agreed to be paid
based on a majority of ownership.
4. Duties and Position. The Company hires the Employee in the capacity of Director of
Not\vithstanding the specificity of Employee's title, Employee's duties may
Operations. NOt\vithstanding
be reasonably modified at the Company's discretion from time to time.
5. Health Insurance. The Company agrees to pay for monthly health insurance
premium of Employee and Employee's
Employee~s family.
devote full time,
Employee to Devote Full Time to Company. The Employee will devore
employment, will
attention, and energies to the business of the Company, and, during this employment,will
not engage in any other business activity, regardless of whether such activity is pursued
for profit, gain, or other pecuniary advantage. Employee is not prohibited from making
personal investments in any other businesses provided those investments do not require
active involvement in the operation of said companies.

(i.
6.

7. Confidentiality of Proprietary Information. Employee agrees to sign attached
confidentiality agreement.
8. Reimbursement of Expenses. The Employee may incur reasonable expenses for
bllsiness, including expenses for entertainment, travel, and
furthering the Company's business,
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similar items. The Company shall reimburse Employee for all business expenses after the
Employee presents an itemized account of expenditures, pursuant to Company policy.
9. Vacation. The Employee shall be entitled to an annual vacation of three weeks at full
pay.

10. Termination of Agreement. Without cause,
cause. the Company may terminate this'
agreement at any time upon three (3) days' written notice to the Employee. If the
Company requests, then Employee will continue to perform his/her duties and may be
paid his/her regular salary up to the date of termination. In addition, the Employee may
terminate employment upon fourteen (14) days' written notice to the Company.
Employee may be required to perform his or her duties and will
wi)] be paid the regular salary
to date of termination but shall not receive severance allowance. Notwithstanding
tlus agreement, the Company may terminate the
anything to the contrary contained in this
Employee's employment upon fourteen (14) days' notice to the Employee should any of
the following events occur:
.
(a) The sale of substantially aU of the Company's assets to a single purchaser or group of
associated purchasers; or

(b) The sale, exchange, or other disposition, in one transaction of the majority of the
Company's outstanding
outsLanding corporate shares; or
(c) The Company's decision to terminate its business and liquidate its assets;
(d) The merger or consolidation of the Company with another company.

(e) Bankruptcy or chapter 11 reorganization.

11.
'II. neath Benefit. Should Employee die during the term of employment, the Company
shall pay to Employee's estate any compensation due through the end of the month in
which death occurred.
12. Assistance in Litigation. Employee shan
shall upon reasonable notice, furnish such
information and proper assistance to the Company as it may reasonably require in
connection with any litigation in which it is, or may become, a party either during or after
employment.
.13. Effect of Prior Agreements. This Agreement supersedes any prior agreement
bet\veen the Company or any predecessor of the Company and the Employee, except that
this agreement shall not affect or operate to reduce any benefit or compensation inuring

to the Employee of a kind elsewhere provided and not expressly provided in this
agreement.
.14. Settlement by Arbitration. Any claim or controversy that arises out of or relates to
this agreement, or the breach of it, shall be settled by arbitration in accordance with the
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may rules of the American Arbitration Association. Judgment upon the award rendered may,
be entered in any court with jurisdiction.

15..Limited
15 ..Limited Effect of Waiver by Company. Should Company waive breach of any
provision of this agreement by the Employee, that waiver will not operate or be construed
as a waiver oHurther breach by the Employee.
16. Severability. If, for any reason, any provision of this agreement is held invalid, all
other provisions of this agreement shall remain in effect. If this agreement is held .invalid
or cannot be enforced, then to the full extent permitted by law any prior agreement
between
belween the Company (or any predecessor thereof) and the Employee shall be deemed
reinstated as if this agreement had not been executed.
17. Assumption of Agreement by Company's Successors and Assignees. The
Company's rights and obligations under this agreement will inure to the benefit and be
assignees ..
binding upon the Company's successors and assignees..

18. Oral Modifications Not Binding. This instrument is the entire agreement of the
Company and the Employee. Oral changes have no effect. It may be altered only by a
written agreement signed by the party against whom enforcement of any waiver, change,
extensio'n, or discharge is sought.
modification! eXiensio'n,

20 Of.
200'1.

Company
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EMPLOYMENT
EMWLOYMENTAGREfu~ENT
AGREEJ.\fENT
JJCompany")
Employment Agreement between Clearwater Real Estate Investments (the "Company")
tl
and Rob Ruebel (the "Employee ).
]. For good consideration, the Company employs the Employee on the following terms
and conditions.
2. Term of Employment. Subject to the provisions for termination set forth below this
agreement will begin on November 5, 2007.

3. Compensation. For the four months beginning November 5, 2007 until February 29,
2008, the Company shall pay Employee a salary of $4,000 per month, for the services of
the Employe'e,
Employe"e, payable at semi-monthly payroll periods. In addition, for the four months
beginning November 5,2007 until February 29,2008, Employee shall earn 75 bps for
each dollar raised. For example, in the first four months, if Employee raised $1 million.
in a month, Employee would earn the $4,000 salary AND $7,500 for the funds raised for
a total of $11,500. Beginning March 1,2008, Employee shall earn 100 bps for each
dollar raised and the $4,000 monthly salary will be changed to a $4,000 draw. For
Employee raises $1 million in one~onth,
shal1 earn
$10,000 for
Em loyee shall
eam$10,OOO
example, if Emp]oyee
the month. The $10,000 shall
shan be reduced for the , '~....~~9¥thly
9¥thly draw for an amount
raw&f~~ calculated at the end of each
payable of $6,000. Compensation other than raw&f~~
thefi6nowWHtIDonth. Amounts raised
month and payable at the first payroll period of the!i6n0wWHtID0nth.
ha~cIbsed and have been
not be credited to Employee until investor funds ha~cIbsed
will not
controIled by the Company or affiliates.
transferred to accounts controlled
4. Duties and Position. The Company hires the Employee in the capacity of Vice
President - Sales. The Employee's duties may be reasonably modified at the Company's
discretion from time to time.
5. Health Insurance. The Company agrees to pay for monthly health insurance
premium of Employee. The Company agrees to pay half of the monthly health insurance
premium of Employee's family. The Company agrees to begin this benefit for Employee
in December 2007.
6. Employee to Devote Full Time to Company. The Employee will devote full time,

attention, and energies to the business of the Company, and, during this employment, will
noi engage in any other business activity, regardless of whether such activity is pursued
for profit, gain, or other pecuniary advantage. Employee is not prohibited from making
personal investments in any other businesses provided those investments do not require
active involvement in the operation of said companies.
'
Proprietary Information. Employee agrees to sign attached
7. Confidentiality of
ofPropriemry
confidentiality agreement.
8. Reimbursement of Expenses. The Employee may incur reasonable expenses for
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furthering the Company's business, including expenses for entertainment, travel, and
similar items. The Company shall reimburse Employee for all business expenses after the
Employee presents an itemized account of expenditures, pursuant to Company policy.
9. Vacation. The Employee shall be entitled to an annual vacation of three weeks at full
pay.
10. Termination of Agreement. Without cause, the Company may terminate this
agreement at any time upon three (3) days' written notice to the Employee. If the
Company requests, then Employee will continue to perfonn hislher
hisfher duties and may be
paid hislher regular salary up to the date oftennination. In addition, the Employee may
terminate employment upon fourteen (14) days' written notice to the Company.
Employee may be required to perfonn his or her duties and \\111 be paid the regular salary
to date of termination but shall not receive severance allowance. Notwithstanding
an:ything to the contrary contained in this agreement, the Company may terminate the
Employee's employment upon fourteen (14) days' notice to the Employee should any of
the following events occur:
(a) The sale of substantially all ofthe Company's assets to a single purchaser or group of
associated purchasers; or
(b) The sale, exchange, or other disposition, in one transaction of the majority of the
Company's outstanding corporate shares; or

(c) The Company's decision to terrriinate its business and liquidate its assets;
(d) The merger or consolidation of the Company \vith another company.
(e) Bankruptcy or e-hapter
chapter 11 reorganization.
11. Death Benefit. Should Employee die during the telTIl of employment. the Company
shall pay to Employee's estate any compensation due through the end ofthe
of the month in
whi'ch death occurred.
which
] 2. Assistance in Litigation. Employee shall upon reasonable notice,
notice. furnish such
]2.
infOlmation and proper assistance to the Company as it may reasonably require in
connection with any litigation in which it is, or may become, a party either during or after
employment.
13. Effect of Prior Agreements. This Agreement supersedes any prior agreement
of the Company and the Employee, except that
between the Company or any predecessor ofthe
this agreement shalillot affect or operate to reduce any benefit or compensation inuring
to the Employee of a kind elsewhere provided and not expressly provided in this
agreement.
14. Settlement by Arbitration. Any.claim or controversy that arises out of or relates to
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this agreement, or the breach of it, shall be settled by arbitration in accordance with the
rules of the American Arbitration Association. Judgment upon the award rendered may
be entered in any court with jurisdiction.
15. Limited Effect of Waiver by Company. Should Company waive breach of any
provision of this agreement by the Employee, that waiver will not operate or be construed
as a waiver of further breach by the Employee.

16. Severability. If, for any reason, any provision of this agreement is held invalid, all
other provisions of this agreement shall remain in effect. If this agreement is held invalid
fuU extent permitted by law any prior agreement
or cannot be enforced, then to the full
between the Company (or any predecessor thereof) and the Employee shall be deemed
reinstated as if this agreement had not been executed.

17. Assumption of Agreement by Company's Successors and Assignees. The
Company's rights and obligations under this agreement will inure to the benefit and be
binding upon the Company's successors and assignees.
1S. Oral Modifications Not Binding. This instrument is the entire agreement of the
1S.
Company and the Employee. Oral changes have no effect. It may be altered only by a
written agreement signed by the party against whom enforcement of any waiver, change,
modification, extension, or discharge is sought.

Signed this

tL

F

day of

t)oV'tItlLe.,r
t)oV'tln.Le.,r

20 i7

.

6~~
~~~-=~-SiS
~-=~-SiS (--------(----------Company

Employee .
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This Consulting ,e,.greelllellt
,e,.greelllent (the "Agreement") is entered into this [specify date] by and bet....
bet....''een
een Diamond BAsset
Management. a Corporation, ("Consultanl.")
("Consultant") and Clearwater Real Estale
Estate Investments (the "Company").

RECITALS

WHEREAS, Ine
l11e Company is in need of assistance in the Commercial Real Estate Acquisition support area: and

WHEREAS.
WHEREAS, Consultant
Consulrant has agreed to perform consulting work for the Company in providing input, analy-Ling,
analY-Ling.
recommendation, and
ami access at any time throughout the month to provide support and consulting selYlces and
recommendation.

other related activities as directed by tile Company;

"'. NOvV,
NOvV. THEREFORE, the parties hereby agree as follows:

1. Consultant's Services. Consultant shall
shail be available and shall provide to the Company professional consulting

tile area of Commercial Real Estate Acquisilion
Acquisition support ("Consulting services") as requested.
requested,
services in the

2. Consideration.

A. RATE. In consideration for the Consulting Services to be perfornled by Consultant under this Agreement, the
raie of $8.500"00 per month for time spent on Consulting Services. Consultant
Company will pay Consultant at Ihe
fhe ra\eOf
written. signed reports of Ihe
the time spent performing ConSUlting
Consulting Services. Consultant is
is not required to submit written,

required to be accessiole via email and telephone at any hour during the normal business work week.

B. EXPENSES. AdditionaUy, the Company will reimburse
reim!>ufse Consultant for the following expenses incurrecl
incurred While
while the

Agreement between Consultant and the Company exists:
t() and from all
ail worl< sites
·. AI! travel expenses to
I

- Meal expenses;
Adrrinistrative expenses:
- Administrative

·. Lodging Expenses if work demands overnight stays; and
•- Miscellaneous
Miscell::meolls travel-related
travel-related expenses {parking and tells.
fells.

sl.lbrnit written documenfation
documentation and receip!s where available itemizing the dates
oates on which expenses
Consultant shall 5\.lbrnit
with'n 14 days
were incurred. The Company shall pay Consultant the amounts due pursuant to submitted reports within
af~er a report is rece:\led
after
rece:ved by the Company.
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3. Independent Contractor. Nothing herein shall be construed to create an employer-employee relationship

pet1.'veen the Company and Consultant. Consultant is an independent contractor and not an employee of the
pei'.'veen
subsidiaries or affiliates. The consideration set forth in Section 2 shall be the sale
Company or any of its subsidiaJies
the services rendered hereunder. It is understood that the Company will not
consideration due Consultant for ihe

'1Ahhold
withhold any amounts rtlr payment of taxes from the compensation of Consuliant hereunder. Consultant will not
represent
represenl to be or hold herself out as an employee of
or the Company.

perfcrming Consulting Services,
Services. the parties recognize that Consultant
ConSUltant may
4. Confidentiality. In the course of performing
fam:liar with information which the Company or ils
its subsidiaries or affiliates may
come in contact with or become familiar
to, information pertaining to the Company
consider confidential. This information may include, but is not limited to.
L1nderwriting
anal~'Zing systems. which information may be of value to a competitor. Consultant agrees to keep
underwriting <Jnd anal~'Zing
all such information confidential and not to discuss or divulge it to anyone other than appropJiate
appropriate Company
personnel or their designees.

shall terminate on December 31, 2008, unless
5. Term. This Agreement shall commence on January 1,2008
1, 2008 and shallterminale
eiiher party hereto. Either party may terminate Ihis
this Agreement upon Thirty (30) days prior
earlier terminated by either
notice. The Company may,
ma'l, at its option. renew this Agreement for an additional One (1) year term on the
written nollce.
same terms and conditions as set fortl1 herein, by giving notice to Consultant of such intent to renew on or before

December 1. 2008.

6. Notice. Any nolice
(lotice or communication permitted or required by this Agreement shall be deemed effective when

depoSited, postage prepaid. in the first class mail of lhe
the United Stales properly addressed
personally delivered or deposited,
to
10

set fort.h below:
the appropriate party at the address sel

1. Notices

Consultani:
to Consultant:
Diamond B Asset Management
PO Box 2563
Carmel, CA 93921

2. 'Notices to the Company:
Clearwater Real Estate Investments, LLC

Street. Sle
1300 E. State Street,
Ste i 03
Eagle, ID 83616
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7. Miscellaneous.

7.1 Enlim
Entim Agreement and Amendments. This Agreement constitutes the entire agreement of the parties with
thH subject maiier hereof, and replaces and supersedes ali other agreements or understandings.
understandings, whether
regard to the
written or oral. No amendment or extension of the Agreement shall be binding unless in writing and signed by both
parties.

This Agreement shail be binding upon and shall inure to the benefit of ConSUltant
Consultant
7.2 Binding Effect, Assignment. ThiS
Company's successors and assigns. Nothing in this Agreement shall be construed to
• and the Company and to the Cornpany's
permit the assignment by Consuliant
Consulian! Of any of its rights or obligations hereunder, and such assignment is
,

~

•

M

expressly prohibited
prohibited without the prior written consent of the Company.

State of Idaho,
Idaho. The
7..3 Governing Law, Severability. This Agreement shall be governed by the laws of the SIale
·invalidity or unenforceabllity of any provision of the Agreement shall not affect the validity or enforceability of any
.jnvalidity
other provision.

this Agrf':emenl
Agrf':ement as of the date first wrilten
written above.
\fifHEREFORE, the parties have executed Ihis

C'ear,vater
C!ear,vater Real Estate Investments, LLC

By:

Diamond
DiamonQ B Asset
A5S€1 Management

January
JafJuary 1, 2008
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date] by and between Terron
This Consulting Agreement (the "Agreement") is entered into this {specify cate]
Investrnents, a Corporation.
Corporaiion, ("Consultant") and Clearwater Real Estate Investments (the "Company").
Investrnents.

RECITALS

asslsiance .n
WHEREAS, the Company is :n need of assistance
'n the Commercial Real Estate Acquisition support area; and

input, analyzing.
analyzing,
WHEREAS, Consultant has agreed to perform consulting work for the Company in providing input.
recon'rnendalion, and access at any time throughout the month to provide support and conSUlting
consulting services and
recommendation,
other related activities as directed by the Company;
Company:

THEREFORE. the parties hereby agree as follows:
NOW, THEREFORE,

1.
1, Consultant's Services. Consultant sl1all be available and shall provide to the Company professional consulting
services in the area of Commercial Real Estate AcquiSItion support
suppori ("Consulting services") as requested.

2. Consideration.

A, RATE. In consideration for the Consulting Services to be performed by Consultant under this Agreement.
A.
Agreement, the
Company will pay Consultant at the rate of S8,500.00 per month for time spent on Consulting Services. Consultant

is not required to submit written.
ConSUlting Services. Consultant is
written, signed reports of the time spent performing Consulting
required to
to!:>e
be accessible via email and telephone at any hour during the normal business work week.

B. EXPENSES. Addiiionaily, the Company will reimburse Consullant
Consultant for the following expenses incurred While
while the
Agreement between Consultant and the Company exists:
·. All travel expenses to and from all vJOrK sites
- Meal expenses;
•- Administrative expenses;
expenses:
• Lodging Expenses if work demands overnight stays; and

- Miscellaneous travel-related expenses (parking and tolls.

documentation and receipts where available iiemizing
itemizing ihe dates on which expenses
Consultant shall submit written dccurr.entation
were incurred. The Company shall pay Consultant the amounts due pursuant to submitted reports within 14 days

aller a report is received by the Company.
Corrpany.
after
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consirued to create an employer-employee relationship
3. Independent Contractor. Nothing hereIn shall be construed

between the Company and Consultant. Consultant Is an independent contractor and not an employee of the
Company or any of its subsidiaries or affiliates. TIle consideration sel forth in Seciion 2 shail be the sole
consideration due Consullant for the services rendered hereunder. It is understood that the Company will not
withhold any amounts for payment of taxes from the compensation of Consultanl
Consultant hereunder. Consultant will not
represent to De or hold hersslf out as ;:!n
;.=In employee of Ihe
the Company.

4. Confidentiality. In the course of performing Ccnsulling
Consulting Services, the parties recognize thai
that Consultant may

come in contact with or become familiar with ir.formation
information which me
the Company or its subsidiaries or affiliates may
consider confldenhal. This informatIOn may include. but is not limited to. inforrr:ation
inforrr:atior. pertaining to the Company
underwriting and analyzing systems,
systems. ,whiCh
,WhiCh information may be of value to a competitor. Consultant agrees to keep
ail such information confidential and not to discuss or divuige it to anyone other than appropriate Company
personnel or their deSignees.

5. Term. Plis
This Agreement shall commence on January 1,2008 ane
anC shall terminate on December 31.2008, unless
terminated b}' either party hereto. Either party may terminate this Agreement upon Thirty (3D)
(3~} days prior
earlier !enninated
i1otice. The Company may, at its aplion. renew this Agreement for an additional One (1) year term on the
written 11otice.
conditions as set forth herein by giving notice to Consultant
Cansuitant of such Intenl to renew on or before
same terms and cendilions

December 1,
1• 2008.

6. Notice. Any notice or communication permitted or required by this Agreement shall be deemed effective when

personally delivered or deposiled,
depOSited. postage prepaid, in the first class mail of the United
Uniied Slates properly addressed
to lI;e appropriate party at the address set forth below:
10
1. Notices to Consultant:

Terron Investments
Terran

1883 Barcelona
BeaCh. CA 93449
Shell Beach.
2. Notices to the Company:

Clearwater Real Estate Investments. LLC
Slate Street. Ste
Sle 103
i03
1300 E. State

Eagle, 10,83616
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7. Miscellaneous.

7.1 Entire Agreement and Amendments. This Agreement constitutes
consiitutes the enlire
enHre agreement of the parties with

to the subject matter hereof, and replaces and supersedes all other agreements or understandings, whether
regard tathe
written or oral. No amendment or extension of the Agreement shall be binding unless In
in writing and signed by both
parties.

7.2 Binding Effect, Assignment. This .lI,greemsl1t shall be binding upon and shall inure to the benefit of Consultant
and the Company and to the Company's successors and assigns. Nothing in this Agreement shall be construed 10
assignmenl by Consultant of any of its rights or obligations hereunder, and such assignment is
permit the assignment
expressly prohibited without the prior written consent of the Company.

Law. Severability. This Agreement shall be governed by the laws of the State of Idaho. The
7.3 Governing Law,

un enforceability of any provision
provisfon of the Agreement shall not aifect the validity or enforceability of any
rnvalidity or unenforceability
olher provision.
other

WHEREFORE, the parties have executed this Agreement as of the date first written above.

Clearwater Real Estate Investments, LLC

By:

Terron Investments

January 1, 2008
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bet\veen RE Capital
This Consulting Agreement (the "Agreement") is entered into this [specify date] by and bel\veen
Company. ("Consultant") and Clearwater Real Estate Investments (the
Investments, a Limited Liability Company,
"Company").

RECITALS

WHEREAS, the Company is in need of assistance in the Commercial
CommerCial Real Estate Acquisition support area; and
WHEREAS.

WHEREAS, Consullant
Consultant has agreed to perform consulting work for the Company In providing input, analyzing,
recommendation. and access at any time throughout the month to provide support and consulting services and
recommendation,
other related activities as directed by the Company;

NOW. THEREFORE. the parties hereby agree as follows:
NOW,

1. Consultant's Services. Consultant shall be available and shall provide to the Company professional consulting

services in the area of Commercial Real Estate Acquisition support ("Consulting services") as requested.

2. Consideration.

A. RATE. In consideration for the Consulting Services to be performed by Consultant under this Agreement, the
Company will pay Consultant at the rate of $8,500.00 per month for lime
time spent on Consulting Services. Consultant
is not required to submit written. signed reports of the time spent performing Consulting
ConSUlting Services. Consultant is
required to be accessible via email and telephone at any hour during the normal business work week.

follOWing expenses incurred while the
B. EXPENSES. Additionally, the Company will reimburse Consultant for the following
Agreement between Consultant and the Company exists:
aU work sites
- All travel expenses to and from all
•- Meal expenses;
- Administrative expenses;
- Lodging Expenses if work demands overnight stays; and
- Miscellaneous travel-related expenses (parking and tolls.

Consultant shall submit written documentation and receipts where available itemizing the dates on which expenses
were incurr<.'<l.
incurr<.'<!. The Company shall pay Consultant the amounts due pursuant to submitted reports within 14 days
after a report is received by the Company.
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3. Independent Contractor. Nothing herein shall be construed to create an employer-employee
employer·employee relationship
beiween the Company and Consultant. Consultant is an independent contractor and not an employee of the
Company or any of its subsidiaries or affiliates. The consideration set forth in Section 2 shall be the sole
consideration
conSideration due Consultant for the services rendered hereunder. II is understood that the Company will not

vvilhhold any amounts for payment of taxes from the compensation of Consultant hereunder. Consultant will not
of the Company.
represent to be or hold herself out as an employee ofthe

4. Confidentiality. In the course of performing Consulting Services, the parties recognize that Consultant may

come in contact with or become familiar with information which the Company or its subsidiaries or affiliates may
consider confidential. This informalion may include, but is not limited to.
to, information pertaining to the Company
underwriling and analyzing systems, which information may be of value to a competitor. Consultant agrees to keep
underwriting
all such information confidential and not to discuss
discllss or divulge it to anyone other than appropriate Company
personnel or tneir designees.

5. Tenn. This Agreement shall commence on January 1, 2009 and shall terminate on December 31, 2009, unless

hereto, Either party may terminate this Agreement upon Thirty
ThIrty (30) days prior
earlier terminated by either party hereto.
option, renew this Agreement for an additional One (1) year term on the
written notice. The Company may, at its option.
same terms and conditions as set forth herein by giving notice to Consultant of.such intent to renew on or before
• December 1.
1, 2009.

6. Notice. Any notice
notIce or communication permitted or required by this Agreement shall be deemed effective when

personally delivered or deposited, postage prepaid, in the first class mail of the United States properly addressed
to the appropriate party at the address set forth below:
1. Notices to Consultant:

RE Capital Investments
PO Box 2563

Carmel. CA 93921
2. Notices to the Company:

Clearwater Real Estate Investments. LLC
Street, Sle
Ste 103
1300 E. State Street.
Eagle, 1083616
to 83616
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7. Miscellaneous.

7.1 Entire Agreement and Amendments. This Agreement constitutes the entire agreement of the parties with
matter hereof, and replaces and supersedes ail other agreements or understandings.
understandings, whether
regard to the subject malter
written or oraL No amendment or extension of the Agreement shall be binding unless in writing and signed by both
parties.

7.2 Binding Effect. Assignment.
ASSignment. This Agreement shall be binding upon and shall Inure to the benefit of Consultant
and the Company and to the Company's successors and assigns. Nothing in this Agreement shall be construed to
hereunder, and such assignment is
permit the assignment by Consultant of any of Its rights or obligations hereunder.
expressly prohibited without the 'prior written consent of the Company.

7.3 Governing Law. Severability. This Agreement shall be governed by the laws of the Stale of Idaho. The

invalidity or unenforceabilily of any provision of the Agreement shall not affect the validity or enforceability of any
other provision.

WHEREFORE. the parties have executed this Agreement as of the date first written above.

Clean.vater Real Estate Invest ents, LLC
r

By:

I

/J
h

Ii
~

RE Capital Investments
By.

1. 2009
January 1,
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OPERATING AGREEMENT OF CLEARWATER REt,lle
SECOND AMENDMENT TO OPERAnNG
an Idaho Limited Liability Company
This Second Amendment to Operating Agreement of Clearwater REI LLC
("AmendmentS) is entered into this 1st day of January, 2009.
WHEREAS, the Membership Interest, me profit interest and, the voting interest of
the members have been changed as set forth in Exhibit A to the O~rating
O~rating Agreement,

WHEREAS, the members desire to clarify the authority of the Managers:
In and for good and valuabte consideration the members have elected to amend
the Operating Agreeme'n1 and agree as foUows:

1. All capitalized teons used herein shall have the same meanings set forth in the
Operating Agreement.
2. The members agree that as of Uta
tha date of this Amendment the Membership
Interests
Interests!l voting interest.
interest, and profit interests are as follows:

Membersrnp
Membershlp
Interest
leap, Inc.
Green Jacket
JaCket Invesfments,
tt'lllesfments, Inc.
Steeves and Associates Inc,
Capitallnvestments, LLC
RE. CapitallnveSlments,
LlC

1~.58%

I1

Voting

Interest

Profit
Interest
17.40% '
17.40% I

19.5,8%

22.50%
22.50%

'5.0%

.5.0%

13.15%

55.84%

50%

51.45%

3. The members hereby consent that Steeves and Associates, Inc.. membership
interest and voting interest wilt remain at 5.0% henceforth.

4. The members hereby consent that Steeves and Associates, Inc. profit interests
1. 2011 and 5.0%
will adjust to 10.83% on January 1, 2010. 7.92% on January 1,
on January 1, 2012. Such action shall be valid without caU, noticeo or meeting by
the members.
5. The members hereby consent that Steeves and Associates, Inc. membership
interest and profit interest will not transferred, sold or optioned until said time that
the membership interest is 5.0% and profit interest is 5.0% and completed in
aocordance with Article 9.
6. The members hereby consent to the provisions set forth in the preceding
Sections,
Sections.
7. The Operating Agreement shall
shan be revised to modify the fonawing Section 3.2:
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3.2 Notice of Meeting. Notice of the date. time, and place of any meeting of
members shall be given to each member not more than sixty (50) days nor less
than (2) days before the meeting date. The notice must also include a
description of the purpose or purposes for which the meeting IS called. Email is
an acceptable method of noticing members afa meeting.
.
8. The Operating Agreement shall be revised to add the following Section 4.14:

.

4.14 Notwithstanding the anything in the Operating Agreement
A(Jreement to the
shaH have the authority to fife on behalf of the
contrary, the Managers shan
Company any and all documents necessary, in their reasonable
financing.
discretion related to state and federaf securities, banking and/or financing,
la\'\l5,
la\'l1s, rules or regulations.
9. The Operating Agreement shall be revised to modify the foHowing section 4.3:
4,3:
fuat maybe imposed from time to
4.3 Authority. Subject
SUbject to restrictions fum
time by the manager or members, the manager shall be anaganl of the
Company with authority to bind the Company in the ordinary course of its
business.
.

authority. however, to bind the Company as
The manager shall have no authority,
to the following matters without first obtaining the approval of a Super
Majority;
Majority:

•

Sate.
Sata, e}(change,
e}(change. mortgage. pledge, hypothecation,
hypothecationI tease or other
transfer or disposition of Company property with a value in excess
of Fifty Thousand Dollars ($50.000);
.

..

Purchase or acquisition of property with a value in excess of Fifty
Thousand Dollars (S50,OOO);

•

Merger of the Company with another entity;

•

Amendment to the Articles of Organiz::if:ion
Organization or this Operating
Agreement;

•

Incurring or refinancing of indebtedness by the Company in an
aggregate amount greater than Fifty Thousand Dollars
DoUars ($50,OOO)
in any twelve (12) month period:

•

Execution, consent, approval. ratification or performance of a
contract, instrument or agreement which requires the Payment or
contract.
performance of servioes with a value in excess of Fifty Thousand
Dollars ($50,000),
($50,000). urness such action is taken in the ordinat)'
course of business;

•

A transaction involving an actual or potential conflict of interest
between a member or manager
manag.er and the Company;

•

A change in the nature of the business of the Company;

Second Amendment Page 2
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or,
• The institutkm_ prosecution and defehse of any actiroo or.
proceeding In the COtn.1'J8ny's
COtn.1'J8i1Y'S name; or
•

To expend the sums referenced on Exhibit
, A.

10. Concurrently herewith, the members shall executa a rssoiltioil
rssolUtioil setimg.
sating. b1h the
10.ConcuO"ently
provisions In the pteeedirtg Section.
'
.,
.

11. Except to the' extent modified, hareln,
hare1n, tha Operating Agreement.shaI
Agreement ,shaI remain in
fuflfarce.
'

Leap, Inc.,

'

By: Bart Coch
Its P e

Gr
JaCket.
• Inc.
By: Chad H sen
I~.dent~.,
.
.
I~.dent~
...

.' . .
.sti=tli

t::?

~t:::2

ates.~fn:;;"c-.- , . - - - -

By. Don Steeves
Its President
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Clearwater REI Mali
Maii - Broker-Dealer/Registered Re.

11/12/12 1:18 PM

nference Call - Clearwater 2008 Note Program

8art Codii'l:ln
Codii'an

"~bart@clearwaterrE!i.ct)m:;.
"~bart@clearweterrE!i.ct)m:;.

Broker-Dealer/Registered Rep Conference Call - Clearwater 2008 Note Program
Farris <ross@clearwaterrei.com>
Ross Farris<ross@clearwaterreLcom>
<chad@clearwaterrei.com>, Bart Cochran <bart@clearwaterreLcom>
<bart@clearwaterrei.com>
To: Chad Hansen <chad@clearwaterreLcom>,

Mon, Oct 17, 2011 at 3:58 PM

Chad/Bart - here's the email I will send out tomorrow with your approval.
approvaL .. let me know if 11 am MDT will work.

Broker-DealerlRegistered Rep
Broker-Dealer/Registered
Conference Call
» Clearwater 2008 Note Program, LLC

Greetings:

October 18, 2011 .

Clearwater will be conducting a conference call for all Clearwater 2008 Note Program
Broker-Dealers & Registered Representatives to discuss the attached DRAFT
correspondence.

If you have any questions regarding this correspondence, we ask that you email your
question(s) to us prior to the call and we will attempt to address all questions received on the
call. Please submit your question(s} via email to InvestorServices@ClearwaterREl.com and
reference ·Clearwater 2008 Note Program" in the subject line.

Please join us on Friday, October 21st at 11:00 am MDT (10:00 am PDT) by using the
following dial-in number:

Dial-in Number:

(712) 432-0075

https://mail.google.com/
https://mail.google.com/maii/u/l/?ul=2&ik=68331107d()&view=pt&q=...ce%20to%20Noteholders&qs=true&search=query&msg=13313e4a66a81c30
maii/u/l/?ui=2&ik=68331107dO&view=pt&q= ... ce%20to%20Noteholders&qs=true&search=query&msg=13313e4a66a81c30
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Clearwater REI Mail - Broker-Dealer/Registered Re. __ nference Call - Clearw~ter 2008 Note Program

Conference Code:

• 11/12/12 1:18 PM

436384

I
I
I

Thank you for your attention to this important matter concerning your client(s).

I

i

i

Ii
If

Sincerely,
Investor Services

I
Ij

(866) 217-4906

InvestorServices@clearwaterrei.com
InvestorServices@clearwaterrel.com

toll·free
866.217.4906 toll-free

I www.ClearwaterREl.com

I
I
I
I

i
I

FOR BROKER-DEALER USE ONLY

i

recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information. My
Any unauthorized
This email message Is for the sole use of the intended recipient(s}

I

solicitation of an offer to purchase securities. My
Any
copies and the original message. This document does not constitute an offer to sell or a sOlicitation

Ii!

I

!I

reclplen~ please contact the sender by reply mail and destroy an
aH
review. use. disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If ~ou are not the intended reclplen~

Placement Memorandum to Accredited Investors. All investment strategies !'.ave
r.ave risks.
such offer shall be meda solely pursuant to the Privata Placement
Past performance and/or forward statements
statemenis are never an assurance of future results. Only the Private Placemenl
Placement Memomndum or
Prospectus is controlling.

:

1
~l..
____•__________.•
l.._.__•

---_
......_
.....
-------------------------=--------.-------------------~---_._-----~--

~

NP_DRAFT 2011-10-14.pdf
Notice to Noteholders_08 NP_DRAFT
41K

https://mail.google.com/mail/u/1/?ui=2&ik=68331107dO&view=pt&q=
https://mail.google.com/maii/u/l/?ui=2&ik=68331107dO&view=pt&q= ..•ce9620to%20Noteholders&qs=true&search=query&msg-13313e4a66a81c30
..•ce9620to%20Noteholders&qs=true&search=query&msg-13313e4a66a81c30
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**IMPORTANT PLEASE OPEN IMMEDIATELy**
·*IMPORTANT
<ADDRESSEE>
<ADDRESS>
<CITY, STATE ZIP>
Dear Note Holder:
It has been over three years since the Clearwater 2008 Note Program, LLC (the "Note Program") first began offering Notes on
conSistently delivered payments in the aggregate
August 29, 2008. Over the course of those three years, the Note Program has consistently
amount of $3,046,180 to its Note Holders resulting in a 9.0% average annual'retum on invested principal.
This return has been realized amidst what many deem as the most severe economic downturn our economy has experienced in
decades. All the while, the Note Program has sought to maintain its conservative gUidelines
guidelines to preserve value for its Note Holders.
The Note Program's business plan involves financing real estate acquisition and development projects. Unfortunately, the Note
Program has not been immune to the recent downturn. Its borrowers have experienced Significant
significant challenges in realizing their exit
strategies which has hindered their ability to meet their obligations to the Note Program and in turn the Note Program's ability to
meet its obligation to the Note Holders. After careful consideration, the Manager has determined that it's in the best interest of the
Note Program's long-term preservation and continuity to discontinue interest payments to the Note Holders for the time being,
however the Note Holders' interest will continue to accrue at the same rate.
Accordingly, please be advised that until further notice, all distributions beginning October 15, 2011, will be as follows:
r·'
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100% of the monthly interest will be distributed.
(No Modification)
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Nov 15, 2011
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Interest will be reinvested as it did prior to this
i notice.
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50% of the monthly interest will be distributed and I Interest will be reinvested as it did prior to this .'
·, 50% will accrue and compound for the benefit of ! notice.
·, the Noteholders in accordance with Section 3 of
the Note dated August 29, 2008.
i
"".""".~

!
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Dec 15, 2011

i

25% of the monthly interest will be distributed and \ Interest will be reinvested as it did prior to this
75% will accrue and compound for the benefit of i notice.
,• the Noteholders in accordance with Section 3 of
the Note dated August 29, 2008.
1

!

-..., .•••
., .. -..
"" .• ..

Jan 15, 2012
'

I

:Ii
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25% of the monthly interest will be distributed and
75% will accrue and compound for the benefit of
·. the Noteholders In
in accordance with Section 3 of

I

I

i Interest will be reinvested as it did prior to this I
I! notice.
"

i
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distribu.ted and 100%
distributed
100% will accrue and compound
compound for the benefit of the Note holders
., for the benefit of the Note holders in accordance
in accordance with Section
section 3 of the Note
·. with Section 3 ofthe Note dated August 29, 2008. , dated August 29, 2008. However, the Note
However, the Note Program cash assets will be
!; Program cash assets will be reassessed at
reassessed at that time to determine whether the
this time to determine whether the program is
·. program is in a position to reinstate the monthly
in a position to reinstate the monthly interest
interest payments or if distributions will require
! payments or if distributions will require further
modification .
further modification.
modification.

I

I

!
I
I

!

I

I

!
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Cleaf'l'llater Real Estate Investments
Cleaf'lvater
l~~;:;
1~~;:]

E Stf,te
Stflte

Stre£-~.
Stre£o~. Ste

(866)
103. Ei?'d1e, Idaho 636'15 I Ph: 1.866)

217-49Q61In'JestorServices@Cleap,fl~l€rREI CO~l
co~'n
217-49Q61In·Jestorservices@Cleap.fl~l€rREI
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51 Interest Distributed
t

f£?. .;] Interest Accrued
[£fiLl

The chart to the left illustrates the above mentioned
interest distribution schedule for Note Holders currently
receiving monthly interest distributions.

.

r~_Y'-_~

50%

OCT
2011

NOTE: Investors currently participating in the
Interest Reinvestment Plan, currently reinvest their
interest distributions rather than receive payments
Interest
each month, accordingly there Is
is NO change to the
Plan.
Interest Reinvestment Pian.
DEC
2011

NOV

2011

JAN

FEB

2012

2012

Notwithstanding the need to discontinue monthly interest payments, Note Holders can be optimistic of the collateral position of the
Note Program today. As shown in the following table, because of conservative underwriting, the loans made by the Note Program
continue to be secured by the following collateral.
Principal
Loan Amount

Most Recent
Valuation

Date of
Valuation

Healthcare of Florence

$ 9,800,000

$ 21,500,000

1/19/2011

Legends 19 - Townhomes

$1,475,500

$1,720,000

9/15/2010

(1'
(1) Coastal Gables - Horizontal Loan (Infrastructure Development) (1)

$1,525,000

$ 1,554,400 (1)
(1'

9/21/2011

(2!
(2) Coastal Gables - Vertical Loan (Construction'- 18 Duplexes)
Duelexes!

$ 2,063,977

$ 345,600

912112011

$ 14,864,477

$ 25,299,800

Descri~tion of 1st Deed Collateral
Description

TOTALS
(11

Includes additional collateral

"DISCLOSURE: The valuations provided above reflect the appraised values at the date referenced above and may differ from the current
value."
**The Promissory Note made to Trailwalk, LLC which was secured by the first deed of trust on property located in Seattle, WA has paid in
full and the deed of trust has been released. Litigation regarding the Promissory Note secured by the second deed of trust continues and is
subject
decision.••
sUbject to the appellate court decision.
**

Loan Portfolio Update
portfoliO loans and the current strategies being undertaken
The following information provides detailed updates for each of the fIVe portfolio
to preserve and maximize value for the Note Holders.

Healthcare of Florence
Florence, AZ
(Non Affiliate loan)
Description: This loan is secured by a First Deed ofTrust ("FOOr) on a 90,000 SF general hospital and long term care facility.
The facility is located in one of the most underserved healthcare markets in the nation.
Original Takeout Plan: Upon completion of the renovations, the loan was to be paid off through a refinance with an outside lender.
Update: The loan has matured and the borrowers have been unable to refinance the note due to the difficulties facing the financial
asset. The borrower has made interest payments as they have had the ability to do
markets and delays in the stabilization of the asset
so; however, as of July 31, 2011 they have fallen behind by $454,955.42. The Note Program is currently in loan work out
negotiations with the Borrower.
The appraisal was updated as of 1/19/11 and it shows a "as-is" value of $20,385,000 (48.07% LTV) and a value at "full stabilization"
$21,500,000
,500,000 (45.58% LTV).
of $21
Current Strategy: Healthcare of Florence management expects that when the Operating Rooms become fully operational that the
conSidering a loan workout with the Borrower to allow the hospital the time
hospital should reach profrtability. The Note Program is considering
needed to reach profitability after which the hospital would have to start making full interest payments or repay the loan in full
through a refinance. If the borrower is unable to do so within the time allotted for the loan workout the Note Program maybe forced
to pursue its rights under the deed of trust.
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Clear..vater Real Estate In;testments
IO;testments
"(300 EState
E State Street. Ste 103. Eagle. Idaho 636'161 Ph: (866)
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217-4906 j lrn.'eS!0rServices@Clearwal.erREl.com
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Legends 19·
19 - Townhomes
Raymore, MO
(Non Affiliate loan)
Description: Eighteen Townhomes in Raymore, MO (Kansas City) owned by the Note Program through foreclosure.
Original Takeout Plan: Primary, refinance through a traditional lender, secondary, foreclosure and liquidation.
Update: The Note Program has completed the foreclosure on this property and now owns this asset. The Note Program has
stabilized the asset and occupancy is currently at 94.44% (17 of 18). The average lease rate is $962.65 per month.
Current Strategy: As noted above the foreclosure of this property is now complete and the Note Program is managing the asset. It
is our intention to continue to lease units and collect the positive cash flow in order to assist in meeting the Note Program's
obligations. As the real estate market recovers we will liquidate units. There is still some outstanding litigation related to the
date has been set for 2012..
2012 ..
foreclosure that is clouding title and hindering the sale of units and a trial date.

Coastal Gables - (1) Horizontal Loan; (2) Vertical Loan
Bay St. Louis, MS
(Non Affiliate loan)
Description:
(1) Horizontal Loan - This loan is secured by a FOOT on 124 of 142 residential lots located in Bay St. Louis, Mississippi.
Proceeds were used for horizontal development.
(conSisting of 18, of 142, lots on which 36 units were to be
(2) Vertical Loan - This loan is secured by a FOOT on phase one (consisting
constructed utilizing the loan proceeds).
,•
Original Takeout Plan:
(1) Horizontal Loan - Lot releases upon commencement of vertical construction.
(2) Vertical Loan - Sales of individual units to investors looking to take advantage of numerous available incentives, and a
strong housing market, in the Gulf Opportunity Zone ("GO Zone").
Update: The horizontal construction is substantially complete. Unfortunately, the borrower has lost the government incentives that
made this project attractive. The project is significantly behind schedule and due to the lost incentives is no longer economically
viable in its current form. The Note Program has initiated foreclosure.
Current Strategy: The Note Program is working diligently to foreclose in order to liquidate
liqUidate the asset.
In conclusion, we would like to extend our sincerest gratitude
gratitUde and reaffirm our pledge to you to continue to provide the highest level
of service and transparent communication to our valued Note Holders. We want to assure you that our primary focus is to preserve
today's
and return your valued principal and we are committed to work diligently in hopes of providing the highest possible return in teday's
environment. Your patience as we work through these challenges is greatly appreciated.
If you have any questions regarding this correspondence, please send us an email at InvestorServices@ClearwaterREl.com and we
will respond in a timely manner.
Sincerely,
Clearwater 2008 Note Program, LLC

Clearwater Real Estate Investments
1300 EState Siree!. Sle
Ste 10:}. E;.>gie. Idaho 133616/
1336161 Ph: 1866j
IS66i 217-490611nvestorServices@ClearwalerREl.com
217-49061 lnvestorServices@ClearwalerREl.com
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(

')')

CERTIFICATE OF
ASSUMED BUSINESS NAME

FnlED EFFECTIVE
ZOI7.JL!L24
ZOI7.Jl!L24 M1 I: 14

Pursuant to Section 53-504, Idaho Code, the undersigned
submits for filing a certificate of Assumed Business Name.

SEC!;T
SEC!;:C INn
iNn iJj .>1;\ IE
STAlE OF /OI'\HO

please type or print legibly.
Instructions are Included on back of application.

1. The assumed business name which the undersigned use(s) in the transaction of
business is:
Clearwater Real Estate Investments

2. The true name(s) and business address(es) of the entity or individual{s} doing
business under the assumed business name:
Name
Complete Address
REI, LLC
Clearwater REI.

State Street.
Street, Sla.
Sle. 103, Eagle.
Eagle, 1083616
1300 E. Slate

3. The general type of business transacted under the assumed business name is:

o
o
o
o
o

Retail Trade
Wholesale Trade
Services
Manufacturing

0
0

0
0

Transportation and Public Utilities .
Construction
Agriculture
Submit Certificate of
Mining

Finance, Insurance, and Real Estate

4. The name and address to which future
correspondence should be addressed:

Assumed Business
Name and $25.00 fee to:

Secretary of State
450 North 4th Street
PO Box 83720
Boise ID 83720-0080
208334-2301

Clearwater REI, LLC
1222 Vista Avenue
Boise.
Boise, 10 83705

5. Name and address for this acknowledgment
copy is (if other than # 4 above):

Signature:

State use only
Secretary of Stale

"~&E
H:n:
H:nn

fA

.

Cha

Printed Name:
Ca'pacitylTitle:,_O_ffi_lc_e_r
_
Ca·pacitylTitle:._O_ffi_1c_e_r- - - - - - - - Signature: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Printed Name: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

IllAOO
IDAHO SECRETARY Of
OF STATE

05:80
CK: 1~~31~a
t~~31~a CT: 172899 BH: 1333239
1 @ 25.88 = 25.88 ASSU~ HAKE I 2
~7/24/~012
~7/24/~012

CapacityfTitle: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
abn.

av.o 1201 0
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CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk
By ANNAMARIE MEYER
OEPUTY

Mark Boling
21986 Cayuga Lane
Lake Forest, CA 92630
(949) 588-9222
(949) 588-7078 [fax]
maboling@earthlink.net
Defendant/Counter-ClaimantlThird Party Plaintiff, in pro se
Defendant/Counter-Claimant/Third

IN THE DISTRICT COURT FOR THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
FOR THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
CLEAR WATER REI, LLC, et al.
CLEARWATER
aI.
Plaintiffs/CounterDefendants,
vs.
MARK BOLING,
Defendant/Counter-Claimant

AND RELATED ACTIONS

_

Case No.: CV OC 1208669

NOTICE OF MOTION AND
DEFENDANT/COUNTER-CLAIMANT'S
MOTION TO COMPEL ARBITRATION;
MEMORANDUM OF POINTS AND
AUTHORITIES IN SUPPORT THEREOF
If Required:
Date: February 6, 2013
Time: 2:00 p.m.
Place: 200 W. Front St., Boise, ID

[Request for Telephonic Appearance, if any
-LR.C.P., Rule 7 (b) (4)]

Defendant/Counter-ClaimantlThird Party Plaintiff
COME NOW, the above named Defendant/Counter-Claimant/Third
Mark Boling ("Boling"), in pro se, and hereby files this Motion to Compel Arbitration
under Idaho Code §§ 7-902 (c) and (a) against Counterdefendants Clearwater REI, LLC,
Barton Cole Cochran, Chad James Hansen, Ronald D. Meyer, Christopher J. Benak and
Rob Ruebel (Collectively "Counterdefendants") that shall proceed summarily.
motion is supported by a Memorandum of Points and Authorities,

This

Affidavit of Mark
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of

Boling in Support of said motion filed concurrently herewith, the papers and pleading filed
in this action and such other evidence presented at oral argument, if any.
The Affidavit of Mark Boling provides sufficient evidence to the Court as provided
for by I.R.C.P. 43(e) that would warrant another conclusion to the Court's October 16,
2012 Order granting Counterdefendants' Motion to Stay Arbitration.
For expediency, Boling requests that the Court consider and summarily rule on this
motion without the necessity of a hearing on the matter within fourteen (14) days of
service of this motion.
PLEASE TAKE NOTICE, if a hearing is required, Boling requests that such

hearing be set at the earliest available date, but has Teserved a hearing date with a
telephonic appearance on the matter for February 6, 2013, at 2:00 p.m. at the Ida County
Boise, 10.
ID.
Courthouse located at 200 W. Front St., Boise,

Dated: December 6,2012
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MEMORANDUM OF POINTS AND AUTHORITIES IN SUPPORT
OF MOTION TO COMPEL ARBITRATION

INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY OF ARGUMENT}
This action arises out of conduct involving the purchase and performance of a
real estate investment with Defendant/Counter-Claimant Mark Boling ("Boling") by
individuals employees and affiliated business entities related to Clearwater Real Estate
Investments aka Clearwater Real Estate Investments, LLC ("Clearwater").

All

Counterdefendants have challenged Boling's demand to arbitrate his claims for Breach
of Guaranty against Counterdefendant RE Capital Investments, LLC and violations of
the Idaho Consumer Protection Act, I.C. §§ 48-601 - 48-619 ("ICPA") against all
nonsignatory Counterdefendants under the agreement.
The right to arbitrate Boling's Breach of Guaranty claim against the
nonsignatory Counterdefendant RE Capital Investments, LLC exists because the
Guaranty is part ofthe entire agreement. Thus, the guarantor, RE Capital Investments,
LLC, is bound by the arbitration clause in the entire agreement. 2
The right to arbitrate Boling's ICPA claims against the nonsignatory
Counterdefendantsexists because 1) Counterdefendants' actionable conduct is
inextricably interwoven with the formation and performance of the entire agreement, 2)

The statement of facts and all exhibits identified or referenced in this document
are taken from Boling's affidavit ("Boling Affdvt.") filed concurrently herewith.
2
Counterdefendants have·
have represented in this action that the Guarantor, RE
Capital, LLC has filed bankruptcy on July 7, 2012. Therefore, this Breach of Guaranty
claim for relief is stayed during the pendency of said purported bankruptcy action and
no action is requested against RE Capital Investments, LLC.
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a benefit was conferred on the nonsignatory Counterdefendants as a result of the
agreement, making the nonsignatory Counterdefendants a third party beneficiary of the
arbitration agreement, 3) a preexisting relationship existed between the nonsignatory
Counterdefendants and Clearwater 2008 Note Program, LLC (the "Company"), making
it equitable to compel the nonsignatory Counterdefendants to also be bound by the
arbitration clause in the entire agreement, and/or 4) mutuality of remedy under the
arbitration clause makes it equitable to compel the nonsignatory Counterdefendants to
also be bound by the arbitration clause in the entire agreement.
On October 16, 2012, this Court issued its Decision and Order Re: Motion to
Stay Arbitration (Exh 21), stating, inter alia, "The Court notes that the relief sought by
the plaintiffs is a determination that they are not subject to the requirement to arbitrate
contained in the Subscription Agreement - if their position is correct, that hardly gives a
basis for them to evade any direct liability they may have for consumer protection
violations on the record as it currently exists 3, at a minimum, the Court could not
address the merits of the claim on this record.

* * * Until or unless additional evidence

is presented to the Court as provided for by I.R.C.P. 43(e) that would warrant any other
conclusion,· the only parties which are required to arbitrate are Clearwater 2008 Note
Program LLC and Mark Boling." (Underline added.) Based on the Affidavit of Mark
evidence exists to warrant another conclusion and grant this new motion.
Boling such evidence

3

"The Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure do. not recognize "Declarations."
Evidentiary submissions for motions are required to be submitted under oath either by
way of affidavits or depositions or oral testimony if permitted by the Court or by
stipulations of the parties. I.R.C.P. 43(e). The Counterclaim and Third Party Complaint
are not verified. Idaho Rules of Evidence 201 does not authorize the Court to take
judicial notice of the attachments to the Counterclaim and Third Party Complaint."
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STATEMENT OF FACTS
A.

Private Placement Memorandum, Supplements One and Two Thereto
and Guaranty

On or about February 4, 2010, Claimant received an initial package from Rob
Ruebel, Regional Vice-President of Sales of Clearwater Real Estate Investments aka
Clearwater Real Estate Investments, LLC ("Clearwater")

4

consisting of A) a bound

Confidential Private Placement Memorandum Book # 08Note-A238 dated August 29,
2008 (Exh. 1), which included, inter alia, the Private Placement Memorandum (Exh. lA
,"PPM"), a Guaranty (Exh. 2), and Supplements One and Two to the PPM (collectively,
Exh. 3), and B) a cover letter dated February 1, 2010 and miscellaneous sheets about
Clearwater (collectively, Exh. 4). Claimant did not receive a copy of the Note dated
August 29, 2008, the Third Supplement to the PPM dated January 20,2010, or the 2009
Year-End Update dated March 19,2010 until after the submission and acceptance of his
Subscription Agreement, infra.
The PPM sets forth the following:
Clearwater 2008 Note Program, LLC, an Idaho limited
liability company, was organized to offer up to
$20,000,000 in aggregate principal amount of 9.0% Notes
due December 31, 2015. The Company will use the
proceeds from the offering of the Notes to provide
4
4

The cover letter and business card of Mr. Ruebel (Exh 4) identifies Clearwater
Real Estate Investments as the business entity providing the initial package. Consulting
agreements for RE Capital Investments, LLC and others are made with Clearwater Real
Estate Investments, but is executed by Clearwater Real Estate Investments, LLC.
[Boling Affdvt., ~ 49 (c)] Clearwater Real Estate Investments didn't even exist as
7/24/12. [Boling Affdvt., ~~ 32, 50] Clearwater Real
business entity in Idaho until 7124112.
Estate Investments, LLC never existed as business entity
entity authorized to do business in
Idaho. [Boling Affdvt., ~ 32]
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secured financing for real estate acquisition and
development projects undertaken by Clearwater REI,
LLC, an Idaho limited liability company, its Affiliates and
other borrowers who satisfy the lending criteria
*, * * All loans made by the
established by the Company. *,*
Company will be collateralized by a first position
mortgage or deed of trust, as the case may be. [PPM,
Introduction.]
Noteholders may elect, from time to time, to (a) receive
monthly distributions of simple interest at the annual rate
of9.0%, or (b) re-invest accrued interest at a compounded
annual interest rate of9.0%. [PPM, Introduction.]
The mailing address of the Company is c/o Clearwater
REI, LLC, 1300 E. State Street, Suite 103, Eagle, Idaho
83616. [PPM, Introduction.]
If, after carefully reading the entire Memorandum,
obtaining any other information available and being fully
satisfied with the results of pre-investment due diligence
activities, a prospective Noteholder would like to
purchase Notes, a prospective Noteholder should
complete and sign the attached Subscription Agreement.
The full purchase price for the Notes must be paid by
check upon submission of the Subscription Agreement for
the Notes. [PPM, p. 3.]
There are various conflicts of interest among the
Company, the Manager and their Affiliates. [PPM, p. 5.]

COMPANY'S PRINCIPAL OFFICERS [PPM, p. 17.]:
The Investment Committee will include, but not be
limited to the following principals:
• Ron Meyer, Chief Development Officer
• Chris Benak, Chief Development Officer
• Don Steeves, National Sales Director & Broker-Dealer
Relations
• Bart Cochran, Vice President of Acquisitions &
Operations
•
• Chad Hansen, Vice President of Finance. [PPM, p. 17.]
MANAGER'S KEY MANAGEMENT [PPM, p'. 18.]:
• Ron Meyer, Chief Development Officer
• Chris Benak, Chief Development Officer
• Don Steeves, National Sales Director & Broker-Dealer
Relations
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• Bart Cochran, Vice President Of Acquisitions &
Operations
• Chad Hansen, Vice President of Finance
Interest: Noteholders may' elect to receive monthly
interest payments in an amount equal to 9.0% simple
interest on their principal investment. All distributions
will paid in arrears on the fifteenth day of each month,
beginning with the month following the month in which
the Notes are issued. [PPM, p. 19.]
Interest Reinvestment Program (lRP):
(IRP): By giving written
notice to the Company of their desire to do so not later
than November 30, Noteholders may elect to have their
interest reinvested and compounded monthly beginning
on the first day ofthe year immediately following the date
on which such notice was received by the Company.
Reinvested interest will be compounded at the annual rate
of 9.0%. Interest that is reinvested will be added to and
considered part of the principal amount of the Note at the
end of each calendar month. [PPM, p. 19.]
Liquidity; Callability: Beginning December 31, 2010 and
once annually thereafter, Notes representing up to 10% of
the original principal amount may be called by the
Noteholders upon not less than 90 days written notice to
the Company. [PPM, pp. 19-20.]
Guaranty: The Notes will be obligations of the Company
the principal of which will be guaranteed by RE Capital
Investments, LLC [PPM, p. 20.]
The Guaranty is
attached to the PPM as Exhibit D.
Annual Report: Within 120 days after 'the end of each
calendar year, the Company will send to each
Nqteholder of record during the previous year: (a) an
audited balance sheet for the Company as of the end of
such fiscal year and (b) an audited statement of the
Company's earnings for such fiscal year, along with a
year-end status report. [PPM, p. 24.]
Definitions:
"Company" means Clearwater 2008 Note Program, LLC,
an Idaho limited liability company. [PPM, p. 25.]
"Manager" refers to Clearwater REI, LLC. The Manager
is sole owner and the initial manager of the Company.
[PPM, p. 26.]
"Noteholders" means purchasers of Notes. [PPM, p. 26.]
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"Notes" means the $20,000,000 aggregate principal
amount of 9.0% notes due December 31, 2015, subject to
increase to $40,000,000 at the sole discretion of the
Company, which will be obligations of the Company the
principal of which will be guaranteed by RE Capital
lnvestments,
Investments, LLC; however, the Notes will not be secured
by collateral. [PPM, p. 26.]
.
"Event of Default" refers to the occurrence of any of the
following: (a) failure to pay the principal on the Notes
when due at maturity, or upon any earlier due date, or
upon mandatory redemption at the option of Noteholder,
(b) failure to pay any interest on the Notes for ten days
after notice of such default to the Company; (c) failure to
perform any other covenant for ten days after receipt of
written notice specifying the default and requiring the
Company to remedy such default; Q! (c) events of
receivership,
conservatorship
or
insolvency,
reorganization of the Company. [PPM, p. 26.] (Emphasis
added.)
Guarantor's Balance Sheet dated July 31, 2008 - attached
Exhibit C to the PPM.
Guaranty dated July 31, 2008 - attached Exhibit D to the PPM, which was
signed on behalf of the Guarantor, RE Capital Investments, LLC, by its managing
member, Diamond B Asset Management.
The Guaranty states, inter alia:
"In order to induce each prospective purchaser (each a
"Noteholder" and collectively the "Noteholders") of 9%
Notes due on December 31, 20 15 (each a "Note" and
collectively the "Notes) issued by Clearwater 2008 Note
Program, LLC (the "Company") to purchase the Notes,
the Guarantor' hereby unconditionally guarantees the
payment of the original principal amount of the Notes as
provided therein. This Guaranty shall remain in full force
of the Notes."
throughout the terms ofthe
"Guarantor hereby waives notice of acceptance of this
Guaranty and all other notices in connection herewith or
in connection with the liabilities, obligations and duties
guaranteed hereby, including notices. to them of default by
the Company under the Notes."
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"The Guarantor's net worth will at all times during the
term of the Guaranty be maintained at $54, 000.000
. subject to increase in pro rata up to $78,000,000 if the
of the Notes."
Company increases the offering ofthe
"Guarantor further agrees, to the extent permitted by law,
to pay any costs or expenses, including the reasonable
fees of an attorney, incurred by the Noteholders in
enforcing this Guaranty."
First Supplement to PPM dated October 3, 2008:

Peter Cooper, Senior Vice-President of Sales will assume the role of Director of
Sales and Broker Dealer Relations for Clearwater REI, LLC. Don Steeves, former
National Sales Director and Director of Broker Relations, concluded his employment
with Clearwater REI, LLC. [1 st Suppl., p. 2.]
The four .member Investment Committee now consists of current principal
members of Clearwater REI, LLC, namely: Ron Meyer, Chris Benak, Bart Cochran and
Chad Hansen. No loan will be made by the Company without the prior approval of the
[1 st Suppl., p. 3.]
Investment Committee. [I
Second Supplement to PPM dated June 30, 2009:
The RELATIONSHIP ofthe Company (Clearwater 2008 Note Program, LLC),
the Manager (Clearwater REI, LLC) and the Guarantor (RE Capital Investments, LLC)
~o each other, and their respective owners, is as follows [2 nd Suppl., p.2]:

o

RE Capital Investments, LLC owns 55.84% of Clearwater (Real Estate

Investments).
•

Ronald D. Meyer owns 100% ofTerron Investments, Inc., which

owns 50 % of RE Capital Investments,
•

~LC.

Christopher J. Benak owns 100% of Diamond BAsset

Management, Inc., which owns the other 50% of RE Capital Investments, LLC.
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o

Barton Cole Cochran 100% of Leap, Inc. which owns 19.58% of

Clearwater.
o

Chad James Hansen owns 100% of Green Jackets Investments, Inc.,

which owns 19.58% of Clearwater.
Bart Cochran, who was formerly the Company's Vice-President of Acquisitions
& Operations, is now the Company's President. Chad Hansen, who was formerly the
Company's Vice-President of Finance, is now the Company's Chief Financial Officer.
[2 nd Suppl., p.2]
Guarantor's Balance Sheet dated December 31, 2008 - attached as Exhibit A to
the 2 nd Suppl.

B.

Subscription Agreement

On February 12, 2010, Boling executed and submitted a Subscription
Agreement ("SA") (Exh. 5), and Boling paid the sum of $50,000 pursuant thereto as his
personal investment in the Company's Note Program without having previously
of the Note.
received a copy ofthe
At the time of submitting his executed SA and $50,000 payment,
Counterdefendants or their agents or principals had not disclose to Boling that a)
Clearwater and Clearwater Real Estate Investments, LLC did not exist as business
entities authorized to do business in the state ofIdaho, b) RE Capital Investments, LLC
(Guarantor) had a 55.84% membership interest and 50% voting interest in Clearwater
REI, LLC (Manager), and c) RE Capital Investments, LLC (Guarantor) had a consulting
agreement with Clearwater aka Clearwater Real Estate Investments, LLC for $8,500.00
per month.
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Subscription Agreement:
The SA is the offer and agreement of the Boling to purchase $50,000 in
principal of 9% Notes to be issued by the Company subject to the terms, conditions,

acknowledgments, representations and warranties stated herein and in the PPM, as
supplemented from time to time. [SA, p.2.]
RE Capital, LLC agreed to guarantee the repayment of principal under the
Notes. [SA, p.3.,

~1]
~I]

Pertinent portions ofthe
of the SA are as follows:

"I acknowledge that I have received, read and fully
understand the Memorandum. I acknowledge that I am
basing my decision to invest in Notes on the
Memorandum and I have relied only on the information
contained in said materials and have not relied upon any
representations made by any other person." [SA, p.3., ~2]
(underline added)
<

"I am purchasing Notes for my own account and for
investment purposes only." [SA, pA,
p.4, ~7.]
"This Subscription Agreement shall be construed in
accordance with and governed by the laws of the State of
Idaho without regard to its choice of law provisions."
~l 0.]
[SA, pA,
p.4, ~1

[ARBITRATION CLAUSE]
"[A]ny dispute, controversy or other claim arising under,
out of or relating to this Agreement or any of the
transactions contemplated hereby, or any amendment
thereof, or the breach or interpretation hereof or thereof,
shall be determined and settled in binding arbitration in
Boise, Idaho, in accordance with applicable Idaho law,
and with the rules and procedures of The American
Arbitration Association. The prevailing party shall be
entitled to an award of its reasonable costs and expenses,
including, but not limited to, attorneys' fees, in addition to
any other available remedies. Any award rendered therein
shall be final and binding on each and all of the parties
thereto and their personal representatives, and judgment
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may be entered thereon in any court of competent
jurisdiction. BY EXECUTING THIS AGREEMENT,
YOU ARE AGREEING TO HAVE ALL DISPUTES
DECIDED BY NEUTRAL ARBITRATION, YOU ARE
GIVING UP ANY RIGHTS YOU MIGHT POSSESS TO
HA
VE SUCH DISPUTES LITIGATED IN A COURT
HAVE
OR JURY TRIAL, AND YOU ARE GIVING UP YOUR
JUDICIAL RIGHTS TO DISCOVERY AND APPEAL.
IF YOU REFUSE TO SUBMIT TO ARBITRATION
AFTER AGREEING TO THIS PROVISION, YOU
MA Y BE COMPELLED TO ARBITRATE. BY
MAY
EXECUTING THIS AGREEMENT, YOU HEREBY
CONFIRM THAT YOUR AGREEMENTS TO THIS
ARBITRATION PROVISION IS VOLUNTARY." [SA,
pA, ~II.]
"[T]his Subscription Agreement and the Memorandum,
together with all attachments and exhibits thereto,
constitute the entire agreement among the parties hereto
with respect to the sale of Notes and may be amended,
modified or terminated only by a writing executed by all
parties." [SA, pA, ~13.]
C.

ofSubscription Agreement, Certificate and Note
Acceptance ofSubscription

On or about March 6, 2010, Boling received a cover letter dated March 1, 2010
(Exh. 6), an Acceptance of the Subscription Agreement (Exh. 5), a Certificate with an
7),and
and a Note dated August 29, 2008 (Exh. 8)
effective date of February 27, 2010 (Exh. 7),
from Clearwater.
Acceptance of Subscription Agreement:
On February 26, 2010, Bart Cochran signed the acceptance of the SA, as the
Manager for the Company.
Certificate:
Effective February 27,2010, Certificate No 08-470 with Clearwater Real Estate
Investments letterhead was signed by Bart Cochran as the Manager for the Company
and issued to Boling.
Note:
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A Note dated August 29, 2008, with the Company as the maker, was signed by
Bart Coch.ran
Cocqran as the sole member for the Manager. No Exhibit A, listing the names of
the Noteholders, including Boling, was attached or included with the Note that was
delivered to Boling.
Pertinent portions ofthe Note are as follows:
FOR VALUABLE CONSIDERATION, the receipt,
adequacy and sufficiency of which are hereby
acknowledged, Clearwater 2008 Note Program, LLC, an
Idaho limited . liability company ("Maker"), promises to
pay to the parties listed on Exhibit A attached hereto (the
"Noteholders"), the aggregate principal amount of
Twenty Million and 00/100 Dollars
DoIlars ($20,000,000) with
the option to increase to Forty Million and 0011
00/1 00 Dollars
($40,000,000), together with interest, late charges, costs
and expenses, and all other amounts described below in
accordance with the following terms and provisions:
Section I Definitions.
"Memorandum" shall mean Maker's Confidential Private
Placement Memorandum dated August 18, 2008, as
amended or supplemented from time to time, relating to
the offer and sale by the Maker of up to $20,000,000 of
Notes (subject to increase to $40,000,000).
"Noteholder" shall mean any person or entity hereafter
purchasing a Note in accordance with the Memorandum,
subject to the provisions of the Transaction Documents
applicable thereto, and any successor or assign thereof or
entity acquiring an interest herein at any time.
"Transaction Documents" shall mean this Note, the
. Subscription Agreement and the Memorandum.
Section 2.1 Fixed Interest.
"Commencing on the date hereof and continuing until
December 31, 2015, the outstanding principal hereunder
shall bear interest at a fixed annual rate of9%."
Section 3 Payments; Accrual.
"Commencing on the fifteenth day of the month next
following the Funding Date and continuing on the
fifteenth day of the month thereafter until the outstanding
principal hereof is paid in full, Maker shall pay to, or
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accrue and compound for the benefit of, the Noteholders
all unpaid Interest in an amount equal to the product of
. the principal amount hereunder and that fraction the
numerator of which is the Noteholder's principal
investment and the denominator of which is the principal
shaH pay
amount hereunder. If not sooner paid, Maker shall
the principal balance hereof in full on the Maturity Date,
together with all unpaid accrued interest. Maker shall
make all payments of Interest, late charges, and principal
to the Noteholders at their respective addresses on file
with the Maker as of the day which is ten days prior to the
due date of such payment, on or before the date when due,
without notice, deduction or offset. All payments shall be
made in lawful money of the United States of America."
Section 5 Put Rights.
"Beginning December 331,
I, 2010 and once annually
thereafter, up to 10% ofthe original principal amount may
be called by the Noteholders upon not less than 30 days
written notice to the Maker."
Section 6 Late Charges.
.
. " * * * Maker therefore agrees that a late
charge equal to 5% of each payment of Interest or
principal that is not paid within 10 days after its due date
is a reasonable estimate of fair compensation for the loss
or damages to the Noteholders will suffer. Further,
shaH be presumed to be
Maker agrees that such amount shall
the amount of damages sustained by Noteholders in such
shaH be added to amount then due and
case, and such sum shall
payable."
of Default:
Section 8.1 Events ofDefault:
shaH constitute an
"Any of the following occurrences shall
"Event of Default" under this Note: (a) failure by Maker
to
.make any payment of Interest on or principal of this
to.make
Note on or before the twenty-fifth (25 th ) day of the month
first becoming due in accordance with the terms of this
Note, without any notice or demand for payment (a
"Payment Default"); * * *."
Section 8.2 Remedies.
"Upon any Event of Default under this Note and the
expiration of any applicable notice or cure periods: (a)
the entire unpaid principal balance hereof, any accrued
but unpaid Interest, late charges, and all other amounts
owing under this Note, shall, at the option of the
Noteholders, without further notice or demand of any
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kind to Maker or any other person, become immediately
due aild payable; a,nd (b) Noteholders shall have and may
exercise any and all rights and remedies available at law,
by statute, or in equity.
The remedies of the Noteholders, as provided in this
Note, shall be cumulative and concurrent and ma;y
may be
exercised singularly, successively, or together, at the sole
discretion of the Noteholders, as often as occasion
therefor shall arise. No act of omission or commission by
the Noteholders, including specifically any failure to
exercise any right, remedy or recourse, shall
shall be deemed a
waiver or release to be effected only through a written
documents executed by the Noteholders. A waiver or
release with reference to anyone event shall not be
construed as continuing, as a bar to, or as a waiver or
release ot: any subsequent right, remedy; or recourse to
collateral as to any subsequent event."

D.

Subsequent Communications to Boling

On or about March 19, 2010, Clearwater sent to the Boling by mail a 2009 YearEnd Update (Exh. 9) to keep the investors informecl of the status of the Note Program.
The 2009 Year-End Update letter states, "the assets of RE Capital, the guarantor, are
being maintained at sufficient levels to allow us to meet our obligations." This 2009
Ye~r-End

Update revealed information regarding the update and current strategy of the

various loans made by Counterdefendants prior to Boling's investment. Two of the four
loan projects were in default and/or in bankruptcy. The

o~her

two loan projects were

having delays in the entitlement process.
On ,or about June 17, 2010, the Company disclosed its Independent Auditor's
Report and Financial Statements for the calendar years 2008 and 2009 (Exh. 10).
On or about March 24, 2011, Clearwater sent to the Boling by mail a 2010 YearEnd Update (Exh. 11) to keep the investors informed of the status of the Note Program.
Now, all five (5) outstanding loans were in default.
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On or about August 19, 2011, the Company disclosed its Independent Auditor's
Report and Financial Statements for the calendar years 2009 and 2010 (Exh. 12). The
Company is solely owned by the Manager.
allowance for each loan receivable.

The Company maintained a separate

At December 31, 2010, the Company had an

the. Company suspended early redemption
allowance for losses of $2,311 ,584. In 2010, the
requests.
201 I, the Company sent by mail a Notice to Note
On or about October 26, 2011,
Holders (Exh. 13), which was received by Boling on November 4, 2011. The Notice
states, "Note Holders can be optimistic of the collateral position of the NoteProgram
today."

The Notice further states that the amount of the interest payment distribution

201 1 and January 2012
would be reduced for the months of November 2011, December 2011
and reassessed for February 2012.
On November 6,2011, Boling sent the Company written notice to redeem 10%
of his principal amount under the Transaction Documents and requested a current
Balance Sheet of the Guarantor (Exh. 14 - Email String/Letters). The last Balance
Sheet ofthe Guarantor disclosed to the Boling was dated December 31, 2008.
On November 10, 2011, Clearwater acknowledged receipt of Boling's
liquidation request, placed Boling's request on a priority list with an acceptance date of
November 7, 2011 and informed Boling that all liquidation requests have been
suspended (Exh. 14 - Email String/Letters).

Clearwater stated that it "has made

multiple attempts to get updated financials from RE Capital (Guarantor) and we have
received word that we should have updated financials no later than year end 2011."
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On December 1,2011, Boling first obtained by em~i1 and reviewed a copy of the
Third Supplement to the PPM dated January 20, 2010 from Ross Farris, Director
Relatiqns for Clearwater. (Exh. 15)
Marketing and Investor RelatiQns
The Third Supplement to the PPM states, inter alia, "[a]lthough the
approx~mately, $53.4 million is lower than the net worth of
Guarantor's net worth of approx~mately,

$54 million it has covenanted to maintain under the Guaranty based on a Maximum
Offering Amount of $20,000,000, in the event that the increased Maximum Amount of
$21,900,000 is attained, the Guarantor's net worth does provide a principal coverage
ratio of: (a) '1.2x, if a portion of the Guarantor's net worth is reserved to provide 1.5x
coverage over principal amounts outstanding under the notes .issued by Clearwater 2007
LLC.(the
Notes Program, LLC
,(the "2007 Notes Program") (accounting for liquidation of
$2,000,000 in principal amounts of the notes issued by the 2007 Notes Program as of
December 31, 2009, with $18,000,000 remaining outstanding), and (b) 2.44x, if this
reserve is not made (the Guarantor is not required to make this reserve). Attached as
Exhibit A to the Third Supplement to the PPM was the RE Capital Balance Sheet dated
December 31,2009.
Counterdefendants did not complete the 2010 Balance Sheet for RE Capital
(Guarantor) and no efforts were made to create a balance sheet for RE Capital for the
2011 calendar year. [Boling Affdvt.,

~~

46-47]

On December 14, 2011, Boling received a letter from the Company stating that
1) the security for the loans were not cross-collateralized, 2) the Manager decides
exclusively when to get appraisals for the Projects, 3) the 2010 Audited Report and
financials of the Company were purportedly first available on May 1,2011,4) the initial
PPM packet included the Third Supplement to the PPM, the Company has requested a
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I 0 Balance Sheet from the Guarantor, and 5)
5) the Company "cannot honor the
final 20 I0
liquidation requests of a few Note Holders at the expense of the other Note Holders."
(Exh. 14 - Email String/Letters)
On December 20,2011, Boling spoke by telephone with Lori Fischer, Controller
of Clearwater, who informed Bol ing that the 20 10 Audited Report and financials of the
Company were first available on or after August29,
August 29,2011.
2011.
On December 20, 2011, Boling stated in an email to Clearwater: "If the
Company maintains now and at the time of the initial PPM that it can alter or over-ride
to. ALL
this expressed term regarding Callability on the basis that it has an obligation to
Note holders allowing the Cornpany not to abide by this expressed term, then I would
request that my subscription be immediately rescinded and the total principal amount of
my note be restored." (Exh. 14 - Email String/Letters)
On or about January 12, 2012, Clearwater sent a letter to Note Holders
postponing all 20
2011
II liquidation requests until further notice. (Exh. 16)
On or about January 25, 2012, the Company sent a letter to Boling stating that it
has "been in contact with RE Capital and are hopeful of receiving correspondence from
them in the next 30 days. (Exh. 14 - Email String/Letters)
On February 2, 2012, Ross Farris, Director of Marketing and Investor Relations
for Clearwater informed Boling by telephone that the reduction of interest payment was
made pursuant to Section 3 of the Note and the suspension of liquidation rights was to
protect all Noteholders. Boling informed Mr. Farris that he never received a copy ofthe
Note until after submitting his Subscription Agreement and $50,000 payment to the
Company. Boling requested a copy of Exhibit A to the Note. Mr. Farris responded that
he would obtain a copy of Exhibit A to the Note, but only with Boling's name on it and
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not the identity of all Noteholders. No Exhibit A to the Note was ever received by
Boling. 5 Mr. Farris also stated that all the business decisions for the Note Program are
made by the management team of Clearwater REI, LLC. 6
On February 2, 2012, Boling sent t9 Clearwater by email a written Notice of
Default on Interest payments for November 2011, December 2011, and January 2011,
and a written Notice of Default on his liquidation rights and demanding that payment be
made immediately or after a cure period, if necessary. (Exh. 14 - Email String/Letters)
On February 6, 2012, Boling received from Clearwater a cover letter and
January Update dated January 31, 2012. (Exh. 17)

The cover letter states: "the

February payment will be 25% of the monthly interest, distributed."

"

The Update

acknowledges: "Real Estate values have fallen dramatically nationwide."
On February 9, 2012, Boling received from Clearwater a Quarterly Statement
ending December 31, 2011 (Exh 18) that sets forth the "Total Outstanding Principal of
Master Promissory Note to Investors" as $21,810,000 and "Total Appraised Value of
Collateral" as $25,100,000 and "Collateral valuations dated September 15, 2010,
January 19,2011 and September 21,2011."
If Boling was timely made aware of the aforementioned facts, Boling would not
have made his $50,000 investment in the Note Program. [Boling Affdvt., ~ 30]
On February 15, 2012, out of abundance of caution, Boling filed a Demand for
Commercial Arbitration with the American Arbitration Association ("AAA") against all

5

Exhibit A to the Note never existed. [Boling Affdvt., ~ 48]
Farris would seek approval from the Company officers before disseminating
correspondences about the Note Program. [Boling Affdvt., ~49 (e)]

6
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named Counterdefendants and the Company and served said parties therewith regarding
the acts and omissions set forth herein under the arbitration clause in the SA.
-

On March 8, 2012, Counterdefendants filed with the AAA and served their
Answer Statement objecting to arbitrate the disputes set forth in .the counterclaim and
third party complaint on behalf of all named Counterdefendants, but not the Company.
Based on Counterdefendants' actionable conduct, Boling seeks monetary and/or
equitable relief in his

~ounterclaim

alleging 1)

violations of the Idaho Consumer

Protection Act [Idaho Code ("I.e.") §§ 48-601 - 48-619 ("TCPA")] against all
Counterdefendants, and each of them, and 3) Breach of Guaranty against the
..
Counterdefendant Clearwater REI, LLC
LLC..
On or about August 17, 2012, Counterdefendants filed a Motion to Stay
of the agreement to arbitrate.
Arbitration in this case and denied the existence ofthe
On October 16, 2012, this Court rejected Boling's declaration and issued its
Decision and Order Re: Motion to Stay Arbitration (Exh 21), stating, inter alia, "The
Court notes that the relief sought by the plaintiffs is a determination that they are not
subject to the requirement to arbitrate contained in the Subscription Agreement.,
Agreement - if their
position is correct, that hardly gives a basis for them to evade any direct liability they
may have for consumer protection violations on the record as it currently exists, at a
minimum, the Court could not address the merits of the claim on this record.

* * * Until

or unless additional evidence is presented to the Court as provided for by I.R.C.P. 43(e)

that would warrant any other conclusion, the only parties which are required to arbitrate

.,

are Clearwater 2008 Note Program LLC and Mark Boling." (bold and underline added)

RIGHT TO COMPEL ARBITRATION
On application of a party showing an agreement described in section 7-901,
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Idaho Code, and the opposing party's refusal to arbitrate, the court shall order the parties
to proceed with arbitration, but if the opposing party denies the existence. of the
agreement to arbitrate, the court shall proceed summarily to the determination of the
issue so raised and shall "order arbitration if found for the moving party, otherwise, the
application shall be denied.

Ie.

§ 7-902 (a).

If an issue referable to arbitration under the alleged agreement is involved in an
action or proceeding pending in a court having jurisdiction to hear applications under
subdivision (a) of this section, the application shall be made therein. Otherwise and
subject to section 7-918, Idaho Code, the application may be made in any court of
competenfjurisdiction.Ie. § 7-902 (c).
"Arbitrability is a question of law to be decided by the court." (emphasis
added) Mason v.State Farm Mut. Auto Ins. Co. (2007) 145 Idaho 197,200. Once the
Counterdefendants objected to the arbitration demand with the AAA on the basis of not
arbitration clause, the American
being signatories to the agreement containing an .arbitration
Arbitration Association did not have jurisdiction to arbitrate the matter as to the
objecting Counterdefendants because the issue is for the courts, and not the arbitrator, to
decide whether Boling can compel arbitration.
A strong public policy favors arbitration. See, e.g., Bingham County Comm'n v.

Interstate Elec. Co. (1983) 105 Idaho 36, 40. Agreements to arbitrate are encouraged
and given explicit recognition as effective means to resolve disputed issues. Loomis,

Inc. v. Cudahy (1983) 104 Idaho 106, 108. A court reviewing an arbitration clause will
unless it may be said with positive assurance that the arbitration clause
order arbitration unless
is not susceptible of an interpretation that covers the asserted dispute. Doubts are to be
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resolved in favor of coverage. See, Int'l Ass'n ofFirefighters,
of Firefighters, Local No. 672 v. City of

Boise (2001) 136 Idaho 162, 168.
Whether an arbitration clause in a contract requires arbitration of a particular

of Idaho (2003)
dispute or claim depends upon its terms. Lovey v. Gregence BlueShield ofIdaho
139 Idaho 37, 46.

In the instant case, the arbitration clause in the Subscription

. Agreement [SA, pA, ~11] covers "any dispute, controversy or other claim arising under,
out of or relating to this Agreement or any of the transactions contemplated hereby, or
thereof...." The
any amendment thereof, or the breach or interpretation hereof or thereof...."

broad language of the arbitration clause would encompass Boling's Breach of Guaranty
and ICPA violations claims against the nonsignatory Counterdefendants because these
claims and nonsignatory parties relate to the formation and performance of the entire

agreement that is in dispute.

See, Dan Wiebold Ford, Inc. v. Universal Computer

Consulting Holding, Inc. (2005) 142 Idaho 235, 240 - "language is broad enough to
include claims under the ICPA ." (underline added)
Any reliance on Lewis v. CEDU Educational Servs., Inc. (2000) 135 Idaho 139
v. .M
Managed
anaged Health Network, Inc. (1992) 123 Idaho 30 is without merit
and Rath v.
of the arbitration clauses therein was limited to the parties.
because the language ofthe

In Lewis, the court held that the arbitration provision only applied to the
contracting parties, not the third party beneficiaries, because the narrow language of the

arbitration provision limited arbitration to "any controversy between the parties" and
"of
the patties hereto." Lewis, 135 Idaho at 143.
"ofthe

In Rath, the court held that although the Raths were third party beneficiaries to
the contract, the express language of the arbitration clause of the contract was limited to
"parties" to the agreement. Rath, 123 Idaho at 31. The court reasoned that to hold

. MOTION TO COM~EL
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otherwise would be "inapposite in the face of the language in the Agreement expressly
limiting the arbitration clause to the 'parties' to the Agreement." Ibid.
In the instant case, Counterdefendants filed this action denying the existence of
the agreement to arbitrate against them.

However, there is nothing in the entire

agreement that expressly limits the arbitration clause to the parties or excludes
nonsignatory parties from arbitration.
The Idaho Supreme Court has noted that the distinction between state and
federal substantive arbitration law is largely a distinction without a difference because
the applicable legal principles are .one and the same. Mason v. State Farm Mut. Auto

Ins. Co. (2007) 145 Idaho 197, at 200 n.l.
The federal courts have identified five theories pursuant to which an arbitration
clause can be enforced by or against a nonsignatory: "1) incorporation by reference; 2)
estoppel." Boucher v. Alliance
assumption; 3) agency; 4) veil-piercing/alter ego; and 5) estoppeL"
Cal.App.4th 262, 268, quoting Thomson-CSF, S.A. v.
Title Co., Inc. (2005) 127 CaLApp.4th

American Arbitration Ass'n. (2nd Cir. 1995) 64 F.3d 773, 776.
With respect to the Breach of Guaranty claim, the Subscription Agreement
states: "this Subscription Agreement and the Memorandum, together with all
attachments and exhibits thereto, constitute the entire agreement among the parties
hereto with respect to the sale of Notes and may be amended, modified or terminated
only by a writing executed by all parties." [SA, p.4, ~13] The Guaranty is attached as
Exhibit 0 to the PPM and as incorporated by reference in the Subscription Agreement.
Thus, it becomes part of the entire agreement and the guarantor, Counterdefendant RE
Capital Investments, LLC, is bound by the arbitration clause in the entire agreement.
RE Capital Investments, LLC ( the Guarantor) is wholly-owned by businesses
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whose sole ownership is either Counterdefendants Ron Meyer and Chris Benak, who
are also officers of the Company. As officers of the Company and the principals of the
Guarantor, the knowledge of Mssrs. Meyer and Benak that the Guaranty has been made
a part of the entire agreement, supra, is imputed to RE Capital Investments, LLC ( the
Guarantor). RE Capital also owns 50% of the Manager entity. [Boling Affdvt.,

~49

(d)] Thus, the Guarantor is bound by that knowledge and consents to the arbitration
clause contained in the Subscription Agreement.
With respect to the ICPA violations claim, the court should apply the arbitration
clause because the nature of Boling's ICPA claims against the nonsignatory
Counterdefendants is interwoven with the breach of their the duties and obligations
under the entire agreement, which includes the arbitration clause. See Sunkist Soft

Drinks, Inc. v. Sunkist Growers, Inc. (lIth Cir. 1993) 10 F.3d 753, 757-758 - re
equitable estoppel and claims intertwined with contractual obligations. Because the
claims are cast in tort rather than contract does not avoid the arbitration clause. (Sunkist,

supra, 10 F.3d at p. 758.)
Also, the incestuous operation of the individual corporate officers and their web
of interlocking business entities under the umbrella of the "Clearwater" name creates an
equitable estoppef
estoppee and an agency
oneness of activity to invoke the doctrine of equitable
relationships with respect to each significant business decision made by the named
7

Under the doctrine of equitable estoppel, claims against the nonsignatory must
be dependent upon, or founded in and inextricably intertwined with, the underlying
contractual obligations of the agreement containing the arbitration clause. Molecular
Cal.AppAth 696, 715 Analytical Systems v. Ciphergen Biosystems, Inc. (2010) 186 Cal.App.4th
citing Goldman v. KPMG, LLP (2009) 173 Cal.AppA
Cal.App.4 th 209, 217-218.
S
When contracting parties agree to arbitrate all disputes "under or with respect
to" a contract (as they did here), they generally intend to include disputes about their
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individuals Counterdefendants for the Note Program, Company and Manager under the
entire agreement and to the detriment of the Boling in violation of the ICPA. Thus, the
nonsignatory parties are bound by the broad arbitration clause in the entire agreement.
The ICPA is a remedial statute, and is to be construed liberally in order to deter
deceptive or unfair trade practices and to provide relief for consumers exposed to
proscribed practices. I.C. § 48-601 9 ; In re Wiggins (2001) 273 B.R. 839, 855; In re
10
Fenn v. Noah (2006) 142 Idaho 775, 780.
780.10
Edwards (1999) 233 B.R. 461,470; Fenn
The

A.O. Smith Harvestore
ICPA is applicable to commercial transactions. Myers v. A.a.
Products, Inc. (1988) 114 Idaho 432, 441.
The following unfair methods of competition and unfair or deceptive acts or
agents' actions because "[a]s a general rule, the actions of a corporate agent on behalf of
the corporation are deemed the corporation's acts." If arbitration clauses only apply to
contractual signatories, then this intent can only be accomplished by having every
officer and agent (and every affiliate and its officers and agents) either sign the contract
or be listed as a third-party beneficiary. In re Merrill Lynch Trust Co. FSB (Tex., 2007)
235 S.W.3d 185, 189.
Rowe v. Exline (2007)153 Cal.AppAth 1276, 1285 - A nonsignatory who is the
agent of a signatory can even be compelled to arbitrate claims against his will. See also,
Dan Wiebold Ford, Inc. v. Universal Computer Consulting Holding, Inc. (2005) 142
Idaho 235, 241 . . .: a signatory's agent was entitled to enforce an arbitration clause, citing
Westra v. Marcus & Millichap,Real Estate Investment Brokerage Co., Inc. (2005) 129
Cal.AppAth 759.
.
9
The purpose of these Idaho consumer protection statutes are strikingly similar in
Legislative content with the California Consumer Legal Remedies Act [Cal. Civil Code
§1760].
10
It is the intent of the legislature that in construing this act due consideration ~nd
great weight shall be given to the interpretation of the federal trade commission and the
5(a)(1) of the federal trade commission act (15 V.S.C.
federal courts relating to section 5(a)(I)
45(a)(I)), as from time to time amended. I.C. § 48-604 (1). Federal case law as it has
developed under Federal Trade Commission Act, although not binding, is persuasive in
application of Idaho Consumer Protection Act. Federal Trade Commission Act, §§ 1 et
seq., 5(a)(I), 15 V.S.C.A. §§ 41 et seq.,45(a)(I);
seq.,45(a)(1); I.C. §§ 48-601 to 48-619. State ex reI.
Kidwell v. Master Distributors, Inc. (1980) 101 Idaho 447, 453.
<
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practices in the conduct of any trade or commerce are hereby declared to be unlawful,
where a PERSON knows, or in the exercise of due care should know, that he has in the
past, or is: Obtaining the signature of the buyer to a contract when it contains blank
spaces to be filled in after it has been signed (I.C. § 48-603 (12)); Failing to deliver to
the consumer atthe time of the consumer's signature a legible copy of the contract or of
any other document which the seller or lender has required or requested the buyer to
sign, and which he has signed, during or after the contract negotiation (I.C. § 48-603
(13)); Engaging in any act or practice which is otherwise misleading, false, or deceptive
to the consumer.

I.C. § 48-603 (17).

The Counterdefendants are allegedly such

persons.
-

Boling contends, inter alia, that 1) Counterdefendants violated I.e. § 48-603
(17) based on their initial failure to timely provide Boling with the Note, the Third
arid the 2009 Year-End Update, and Counterdefendants'
Supplement to the PPM, and
failure to conspicuously disclose in a timely manner the material facts that a)
Clearwater and Clearwater Real Estate Investments, LLC did not exist as a business
entities authorized to do business in the state of Idaho, b) RE Capital Investments, LLC
(Guarantor) had a 55.84% membership interest and 50% voting interest in Clearwater
REI, LLC (Manager), and c) Benak, Meyer and RE Capital Investments, LLC
conSUlting agreements with Clearwater aka Clearwater Real Estate
(Guarantor) had consulting
Investments, LLC for $8,500.00 per month; 2) Counterdefendants violated I. C. § 48603 (17) during the course ofthe Note Program because the Counterdefendants failed to
tirilely and conspicuously disclose material facts as to the deteriorating financial
condition of the Note Program's loan portfolio, the inability or refusal of the Company
to pay interest or redeemable principal, and the Guarantor's unsatisfactory net worth
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and cash position; 3) Counterdefendants violated 1. e. §48-603 (17) based on their
failure to timely provide the 2010 audited reports and financials for the Company and
Guarantor's Balance Sheet for 2010 and 2011; 4) Counterdefendants violated I.e. § 4810/26111 Notice to Note Holders (Exh. 13) had a tendency to
603 (17) because the 10/26/11
mislead the Noteholders, including Boling; 5) Counterdefendants violated 1. C. § 48603 (12) and/or (13) based on their failure to provide Boling with a copy of the Note at
the time of providing the PPM and Boling submitting and acceptance by the Company
of the executed Subscription Agreement; and/or 6) Counterdefendants violated 1.

e.

§

48-603 (13) based on their failure to provide Boling with Exhibit A to the Note, which
was to list of all existing Noteholders, including Boling, at the time of providing the
Note. Further evidence/argument will be presented at time of arbitration on the merits.
Boling's claim for lePA
ICPA violations against all Counterdefendants are covered
under the entire agreement, which includes the broad arbitration clause, because
because 1)
Counterdefendants' conduct is inextricably interwoven with the formation and
non signatory
performance of the entire agreement, 2) a benefit was conferred on the nonsignatory
Counterdefendants (s) as a result of the agreement based on the broad language of the
arbitration clause to include all claims "arising under, out of or relating to this
Agreement or any of the transactions contemplated hereby" and Counterdefendants
accepting the fruits of the agreement, which are the loan proceeds used in part to
operate Counterdefendants' related businesses and pay compensation to the individual
Counterdefendants, making the nonsignatory Counterdefendants a. third party
beneficiary of the arbitration agreement, III 1 3) a preexisting relationship existed between
11

of the loans to be made by the Company with the proceeds of
"Most, ifnot all, ofthe
this Offering will be made to Affiliates of the Company and the Manager." [PPM, p.12.]
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the nonsignatory Counterdefendants and the Company based on the individual
Counterdefendants acting in the capacity of agents, officers or employees of the
Company and the other business entity Counterdefendants acting as the agent for the
Company, making it equitable to compel the nonsignatory Counterdefendants (s) to
also be bound by the arbitration clause in the entire agreement,12 and/or 4) a mutuality
of remedy under the arbitration clause makes it equitable to compel the nonsignatory
agreement, 13
Counterdefendants to also be bound by the arbitration clause in the entire agreement.
CONCLUSION

Boling has submitted in support of this motion admissible evidence that includes
newly discovered evidence in discovery on a new and different motion that warrants a
different conclusion to the Court's 10/16/12 ruling. Based on the foregoing, Boling
respectfully requests that the Court compel arbitration against Counterdefendants, and
each of them, based on Boling's initial demand for arbitration filed with the AAA on
February 15, 2012.
Dated: December 6,2012

~~

MARK
BOLING,
MARK.BOLIN~
Defendant/Counter-Claimant/Third
DefendantiCounter-ClaimantlThird Party Plaintiff

"The Company, the Manager and their Affiliates are entitled to receive certain
significant fees and other significant compensation, payments and reimbursements from
the sale of the Notes." [PPM, p.13.] See also, Boling Affdvt, ~ 49 (a-d).
12
A nonsignatory who is the agent of a signatory can even be compelled to
Cal.App.3d 475,
arbitrate claims against his will. Harris v. Superior Court (1986) 188 CaI.App.3d
477-479.
13
13
"[I]fthere were no mutuality of remedy requirement, the seller--which is usually
the offeree in the real estate sales context--would have absolutely no incentive to initial
the arbitration provision and thereby bind itself to arbitrate disputes." Marcus &
Millichap Real Estate Investment Brokerage Co. v. Hock Investment Co. (1998) 68
Cal.App.4th 83, 91, fn. 6.
.
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LLC,et cd.
al. v. Boling, Case No. CV OC 1208669
Clearwater REI, LLC/et
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
docurnent(s) in this
I certify on December 6, 2012, I served the following docurnent(s}
action:
• DEFENDANT/COUNTER-CLAIMANT'S MOTION TO COMPEL
ARBITRATION; MEMORANDUM OF POINTS AND AUTHORITIES
IN SUPPORT THEREOF
• AFFIDAVIT OF MARK BOLING IN SUPPORT OF
DEFENDANT/COUNTER-CLAIMANT'S MOTION TO COMPEL
ARBITRATION

by sending a true copy thereof by ELECTRONIC SERVICE pursuant to

[R.C.P,
IR.C.P, Rule 5 (b) (E) addressed to the party(s) served as follows:

Rebecca A. Rainey - rar@raineylawoffice.com
Attorney for Plaintiffs and Counterdefendants Clearwater REI, LLC,
Barton Cole Cochran, Chad James fIansen,
Hansen, Ronald.D.
Ronald D. Meyer, Christopher J.
Benak and Rob Ruebel.
. The transmission of said docurnent(s) to

eac~ party

served was reported as

complete and without error within a reasonable time after said transmission.

Dated: December 6, 2012
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REMOTE CSID
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STATUS
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PAGE
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DEC 31 2012·
Mark Boling
21986 Cayuga Lane
.Fore~t, CA 92630
Lake .Fore~t,
(949) 588-9222
(949) 588-7078 [fa..'{]
maboling@earthlink.net
maboJing@earthlink.net
DefendantlCounter-ClaimantIThird party Plaintiff, in pro se
Defendant/Counter-ClaimantIThird

CHRISTOPHER D. RICH. Clerk
By KATHY BIEHl.
DelIUIl
DeP\lIl

.
.
IN THE DISTRICT COURT FOR THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
'

FOR THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
etal.
CLEARWATER REI, LLC, eta!.
Counterdefendants/CounterDefendants,
vs.
MARK BOLING, .
Defendant/Counter-Claimant

Case No.: CV OC 1208669

NOTICE OF HEARING ON
DEFENDANT/COUNTER-CLAIMANT'S
MOTION TO COMPEL ARBITRATION
[Request for Telephonic Appearance ~
LR.C.P., Rule 7 (b) (4), if Oral Argument
Requested and Granted]

AND RELATED ACTIONS
Defendant/Counter-ClaimantlThird party
PLEASE TAKE N01.'ICE that Defendant/Counter-Claimant/Third

Plaintiff Mark Boling, in pro se, will call up for hearing his Motion to Compel
Arbitration, before the above-entitled Court on February

6,

2013, at 2:00 p.m., or as

soon thereafter as the matter may be heard, at the Ida County Courthouse, Honorable

Deborah Bail, judge presiding, located at 200 W. Front St., Boise, ID.
This Notice is filed in relation and addition to the Notice Of Motion And
Defendant/Counter-Claimant's Motion To Compel Arbitration; Memorandum: Of Points
DefendantiCounter-Claimant's

And Authorities In Support Thereoffiled on December 10,2012.
Dated: December 31, 2012

~ri.1~: _ _
MARKBOLI~

DefendantiCounter-Claim8;1ltlThird .party Plaintiff
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12/31/2012

11:45

9495887078

M BOLING

Clearwater REI, LLC, et al. v.
Cleanvater

Boling~
Boling~

PAGE

Case No.
No- CV OC 1208669

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I certify on December 31,2012, I served the follo\ving document(s) in this

action:
• NOTICE OF HEARING ON DEFENDANTfCOUNTERftCLAIMANT'S
MOTION TO COMPEL ARBITRATION

by sending a true copy thereof by ELECTRONIC SERVICE pursuant to
J.R.C.P, Rule 5 (b) (E) addressed to the patty(s)
palty(s) served as ~ollows:
I.R.C.P,

rar@rainevla\voffice.com
Rebecca A. Rainey - rar@rainevla\¥office.com
Attorney for Plaintiffs and Counterdefendants Cleanvater REI, LLC,
Barton Cole Cochran, Chad James Hansen, Ronald D. Meyer, ChristopherJ.
Benak and Rob Ruebel.
The transmission of said document(s) to each party served was J.:eported as
complete and without error within a reasonable time after said transmission.

Dated: December 31,2012
MARK BOLING

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICI:: -PAGE 1
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RAINEY LAW OFFICE
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910 W. Main St. Ste. 258
Boise, ill 83702
Phone: (208) 258-2061
Facsimile: (208) 473-2952
rar@raineylawoffice.com

:JEPUTY

Attorneys for Plaintiffs/Counterdefendants Clearwater REI, LLC, Barton Cole Cochran, Chad James
Hansen, Ronald D. Meyer, Christopher J. Benak, and Rob Ruebel
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA

CLEARWATER REI, LLC, an Idaho limited
liability company; BARTON COLE
COCHRAN, an individual; CHAD JAMES
HANSEN, an individual; RONALD D.
MEYER, an individual; CHRISTOPHER J.
BENAK, an individual; ROB RUEBEL, an
individual; RE CAPITAL INVESTMENTS,
LLC, a Delaware limited liability company,
Plaintiffs/Counterdefendants,

Case No.: CV OC 12-08669
MEMORANDUM IN OPPOSITION OF
MOTION TO COMPEL ARBITRATION

....

vs.
MARK BOLINq, an individual,
DefendantiCounterclaimant.
MARK BOLING, an individual,
Third Party Plaintiff,
vs.
CLEARWATER REAL ESTATE
INVESTMENTS, LLC, a Delaware limited
liability company
Third Party Defendant.
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COME NOW Counterdefendants Clearwater REI, LLC, Bart Cochran, Chad Hansen,
Ron Meyer, Chris Benak and Rob Ruebel and hereby file their memorandum in opposition to
counterclaimant's motion to compel arbitration:
INTRODUCTION
Boling's motion to compel arbitration should be denied for the very simple reason that
the counterdefendants in this matter are not parties to the arbitration agreement and because
Boling has otherwise failed to allege and prove any theory existing under Idaho contract law
that would allow the provisions of the arbitration agreement to be enforced against the nonsignatory counterdefendants. Additionally, Boling has otherwise waived his right to compel
arbitration because he has substantially invoked the litigation process by filing substantive
counterclaims-which are, indeed, the only claims in this matter seeking affirmative reliefand by engaging in substantial discovery.

Boling's inconsistent positions with respect to

whether he wishes to litigate or arbitrate his claims against counterdefendants are a waste of
judicial resources. For these reasons that follow, Boling's motion to compel arbitration should
be denied.
ARGUMENT
1. Where the issue is whether an agreement to arbitration exists between the parties,
the presumption in favor of arbitration does not apply.

Contrary to Mr. Boling's suggestion, a presumption in favor of arbitration does not
apply when a Court is determining whether the parties have agreed to arbitration and,
accordingly, should not apply in this matter. In any matter involving whether an arbitration
provision can or should be enforced, there are two questions that must be answered: first,
whether the parties have entered into a valid arbitration agreement and, second, whether the
issue in dispute is referable to arbitration under the parties' agreement. Mason v. State Farm
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Mut. Auto. Ins. Co., 145 Idaho 197,200,177 P.3d 944,947 n.1 (2007) (citing First Options 0/
of
Chicago, Inc. v. Kap?an, 514 U.S. 938 (1995)); accord Vera v. Saks & Co., 335 F.3d 109, 117

r~cognition that this is a two part test). Both
(2d Cir. 2003) (noting the Second Circuits express rJcognition
parts of this test must be resolved under applicable state law: "[S]tates apply general state law
principles of contract interpretation to resolve the issue whether the parties entered into a valid
and enforceable written agreement to arbitrate ....
...."" Mason v. State Farm Mut. Auto. Ins. Co.,
n.l (2007) (citing First Options 0/
145 Idaho 197, 200, 177 P.3d 944, 947 n.1
of Chicago, Inc. v.
Kaplan, 514 U.S. 938 (1995)); see also Granite Rock Co. v. Int'l Bhd. Of
O/Teamsters,
Teamsters, 130 S.Ct.
2847, 2857-58 (2010) ("courts should order arbitration of a dispute only where the court is
satisfied that neither the formation of the parties' arbitration agreement nor its enforceability or
applicability to the dispute is in issue. Where a party contests either or both matters, "the court"
must resolve the disagreement") (internal citations omitted).
The presumption in favor of arbitration (Motion to Compel Arb. at 20 (citing Int'l Ass 'n
ofFirefighters,
a/Firefighters, Local No. 672 v. City ofBoise,
a/Boise, 136 Idaho 162, 168 (2001)) does not apply when
litigants claim they are not parties to an arbitration agreement. Rather, the presumption applies
only when the dispute involves whether an issue is referable to arbitration; where the dispute is
regarding whether the parties have agreed to arbitration, the presurription does not apply. See,
e.g., Applied Energetics, Inc. v. NewOak Capital Mkts., LLC, 645 F.3d 522,526 (2d Cir. 2011)
(overruling order granting motion to compel arbitration because it was based on presumption in
favor of arbitration rather than on application of relevant state law contract principals). This is
because arbitration agreements are to be as enforceable as other contracts, but not more so.
EEOC v. Waffle House, Inc., 534 U.S. 279, 293-94 (2002). Accordingly, the policy in favor of

arbitration agreements "does not require parties to arbitrate when they have not agreed to do
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so." Id. (citing Volt Information Sciences, Inc. v. Board of Trustees ofLeland
of Leland Stanford Junior
Univ., 489 U.S. 468, 478 n9 (1989).

The present action was filed by counterdefendants because they are not parties to the
arbitration agreement that Boling seeks to enforce. Counterdefendants have never argued or
alleged that Boling's ICPA claims are not subject to arbitration; rather, they claim only that they
are not subject to the arbitration agreement contained in the Subscription Agreement because
only Boling and Clearwater 2008 Note Program, LLC are parties to that agreement. Indeed,
Clearwater 2008 Note Program, LLC, the only party to the agreement containing the arbitration
clause, is not a party to the present lawsuit because it recognizes that the ICPA
ICPA claims are
properly referable to arbitration.

Because the counterdefendants oppose arbitration on the

grounds that they were not parties to the arbitration agreement, the presumption in favor of
arbitration does not apply.
2. State contract law governs whether a non-party can be forced to arbitration.

State contract law, and not a federal substantive law of arbitration, provides the correct
rules of decision for determining whether non-signatories can be compelled to arbitrate a
dispute against their will. In the motion to compel, Boling argues and cites authority supporting
the proposition that federal substantive law of arbitration governs whether non-signatories can
be compelled to arbitration. Motion to Compel at 21 (citing Boucher v. Alliance Title Co., Inc.,
127 Cal. App. 4th 262,268 (2005) (quoting Thomson-CSF, S.A. v. American Arbitration Ass 'n,
64 F.3d 773, 776 (2d Cir. 1995) for the proposition that federal courts have recognized "five
theories pursuant to which an arbitration clause can be enforced by or against a
nonsignatory ....")).
.... ")).
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While there is some authority supporting Boling's argument that federal substantive law
of arbitration provides the correct rules of decision for the present motion, that authority has
been abrogated by Arthur Anderson v. Carlisle, 556 U.S. 624, 631-32 (2009), a decision that
made it clear that there is no federal substantive law of arbitration and that state contract law
governs whether non-signatories can be compelled to arbitration:
As we have already mentioned, "traditional principles of state
law" may allow "a contract to be enforced by or against
nonparties to the contract through assumption, piercing the
corporate veil, alter ego, incorporation by reference, third-party
beneficiary theories, waiver and estoppel." (citation omitted).
Many of [the 11th
11 th Circuits] decisions involving the question of
whether a non-party can enforce an arbitration clause against a
party have not made clear that the applicable state law provides
the rule of decision for that question. (multiple citations omitted).
However, the Supreme Court's 2009 decision in Carlisle, which
th
11th
Circuit] clarifies that
postdates all of those decisions of [the
[tl1e 11
state law governs that question, and to the extent any of our
earlier decisions indicate to the contrary, those indications are
overruled or at least undermined to the point of abrogation by
Carlisle. (citation omitted).
Lawson v. Life of the South Ins. Co., 648 F.3d 1166, 1170-71 (11th Cir. 2011); accord THlof
New Mexico at Hobbs Center, LLC v. Patton, 2012 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 5252, *20 (D.N.M.
January 3, 2012) ("Consequently, in the wake of Carlisle, courts must look to state law relating
to contracts in general to determine who may be bound to an arbitration provision."); Awuah v.
Coverall N Am., Inc. 2012 U.S. App. LEXIS 2646 (lst Cir. Dec. 27, 2012) ("'[T]raditional
principles' of state law allow a contract to be enforced by or against nonparties to the contract
through 'assumption, piercing the corporate veil, alter ego, incorporation by reference, thirdparty beneficiary theories, waiver and estoppel ...."'
.... '" (quoting Arthur Andersen LLP v. Carlisle,
556 U.S. 624,631, 129 S. Ct. 1896, 173 L. Ed. 2d 832 (2009)).
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Because Boling has incorrectly relied on authority speaking to the federal substantive
law of arbitration, rather than properly relying on Idaho state contract law, he has failed to point
this Court to controlling authority upon which it can resolve the present dispute. To the extent
that Boling does rely on Idaho cases, he has still failed to support his position. First, the case of
Dan Wiebold Ford, Inc. v. Universal Computer Consulting Holding, Inc., was decided under
Michigan law, not Idaho law. 142 Idaho 235, 241-43, 127 P.3d 138, 144-46 (2005). Second, in
his attempts to distance himself from the adverse decisions of Rath and Lewis, he advances a
novel principal of contract law which has never been recognized in Idaho and which must be
rejected.
In his motion to compel, while arguing that Rath and Lewis do not apply, Boling appears
to argue that if a contractual term does not explicitly state that it applies only to the parties to an
agreement, then it can be enforced against non-parties. Motion to Compel at 20-21 ("However,
there is nothing in the entire agreement that expressly limits the arbitration clause to the parties
or excludes nonsignatory parties from arbitration.") (emphasis in original). To the extent that
Boling suggests that a contractual agreement can be enforced against non-signatory third-parties
unless the contract specifies that it applies only to the parties, Boling has turned contract law on
its head and the interpretation resulting from this negative pregnant must be rejected.
Whether a contract may be enforced by or against non-signatory third parties rests solely
on principals of state contract law. Accordingly, the arbitration provision can be enforced
against the non-signatory counterdefendants only if Boling can establish a theory under Idaho
state contract law that binds a non-signatory to the terms of a contract.
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3. Boling has failed to prove that any Idaho state law contractual theory would allow
the contract to be enforced against the non-signatory counterdefendants.
In support of his motion to compel arbitration, Boling lists five separate contractual
theories which, if proved under Idaho state law, would provide a basis for enforcing the
arbitration agreement against the non-signatory counter defendants. These five theories include
(1) incorporation by reference; (2) assumption; (3) agency; (4) veil-piercing/alter ego; and (5)
estoppel.

Motion to Compel at 21.

In his introduction, Boling gives passing mention to

theories that the arbitration agreement is enforceable against counterdefendants based on the (i)
inextricably intertwined doctrine, (ii) third party beneficiary doctrine (iii) a pre-existing
relationship giving rise to equitable estoppel doctrine, and (iv) mutuality of remedy doctrine.
Motion to Compel at 1-2. Of these several theories, Boling has made only the slightest effort to
support his argument that the non-signatory counterdefendants should be compelled to arbitrate
based on (i) agency or third party beneficiary theories and/or (ii) inextricably intertwined or
theories. 1
equitable estoppel theories.!
With respect to counterdefendants Meyers and Benak, Boling appears to argue that, as
principals of RE Capital, LLC (the guarantor and 50% owner of the manager entity), they are
"imputed with knowledge" of the existence of the arbitration agreement and (apparently) such
knowledge makes the arbitration

~greement

applicable to them. Boling has failed to cite any

authority under Idaho contract law that supports Boling's novel "imputed knowledge of indirect
owners of a bankrupt guarantor" theory; counterdefendants are not aware that any such law
exists. Accordingly, Boling's unsupported "imputed knowledge" theory is an insufficient basis
upon which to compel non-signatory counterdefendants Meyers and Benak to arbitration.

1 While Boling advances an incorporation by reference theory against RE Capital, LLC, that party is currently
protected by the automatic stay in bankruptcy so his argument on such grounds is irrelevant.
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Because Boling makes some effort to provide authority on his agency/third party beneficiary
theories andlor
and/or the interwoven/equitable estoppel theories, counterdefendants are compelled to
address them below.

a. Boling has failed to establish that the non-signatory counterdefendants can be
compelled to arbitration under either an agency or third-party beneficiary
theory.
In his motion to compel, Boling appears to argue that non-signatory counterdefendants
Ruebel, Hansen, Cochran, Meyers, Benak, and Clearwater REI, LLC are bound to the
arbitration agreement set forth in the agreement by and between Boling and Clearwater 2008
andlor
Note Program, LLC because they are either agents of Clearwater 2008 Note Program and/or
third-party beneficiaries of the subscription
sUbscription agreement. Boling has failed to set forth argument
or authority in support of either theory, relying instead on passing references to the inapplicable
federal substantive law of arbitration with no analysis of how this Court could apply the facts of
this case to controlling legal authority.

Because Boling has failed to establish that the

non-signatory counterdefendants' actions bind them to the arbitration agreement under either
agency or third-party beneficiary theories, both must be rejected.
The non-signatory counterdefendants cannot be compelled to arbitrate this dispute on an
agency theory because-to the extent they are even properly characterized as agents-they were
each acting for a disclosed principal: Clearwater 2008 Note Program, LLC. Under Idaho law,
it is well settled that agents of a disclosed principal cannot be held to contracts made for a
disclosed principal. See, e.g., Triad Leasing & Fin., Inc. v. Rocky Mt. Rogues, Inc., 148 Idaho
503, 507-508 (2009) (citing General Motors Acceptance Corp. v. Turner Ins. Agency, Inc., 96
Idaho 691, 696-97, 535 P.2d 664, 669-70 (1975). To the extent that Clearwater 2008 Note
Program, LLC was a disclosed principle, the non-signatory counterdefendans cannot be held to
its contractual obligations-including the agreement to arbitrate.
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Under the uncontroverted facts of this case, there can be no doubt that each nonsignatory counterdefendant fully disclosed to Boling the nature of his/its relationship with the
disclosed principal, Clearwater 2008 Note Program, LLC.

Indeed, on page 2 of the 2nd

Supplement to the PPM (a document Boling claims he received on or about February 4,2010),
the relationship between all of the counterdefendants (except Ruebel) and Clearwater 2008 Note
A.22 The February 01, 2010 cover letter,
Program was disclosed in explicit detail. See Appendix A.
which contained all of the initial correspondence sent by Clearwater to Boling, also makes it

clear that such documents were provided on behalf of the Clearwater 2008 Note program, LLC.
See Appendix B.

In this document, which appears to be the only document bearing Rob

Ruebel's name, he is identified as the "Regional Vice President of Sales."
The Subscription Agreement (Appendix C) (which is the document containing the
arbitration agreement) expressly provides that it is by and between the Clearwater 2008 Note
Program, LLC and the subscriber, Boling. The Subscription Agreement identifies "Clearwater
2008 Note Program, LLC, an Idaho limited liability company" as the "Company." Subscription
Agreement at 2. The subscription agreement is signed by Bart Cochran, a disclosed agent on
behalf of disclosed principal Clearwater REI, LLC, a disclosed agent on behalf of Clearwater

2008 Note Program, LLC. Because each of the non-signatory counterdefendants fully disclosed
their relationship with Clearwater 2008 Note Program, LLC and because none signed in their
individual capacity, none of the counterdefendants can be held to the terms of the contract by
and between Clearwater 2008 Note Program, LLC and Boling. Subscription Agreement at 6.

The full documents containing Appendices A, B, and C have been made available to this court via Boling's
submission, and due to the voluminous nature of documents submitted thus far will not be reproduced in their
entirety. For the courts convenience, Appendix A and B are pages containing relative examples of the agency
disclosures made

2
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I

Accordingly, Boling cannot enforce the arbitration agreement against these non-signatory
counterdefendants based on an agency theory.
It is not clear from Boling's memorandum whether he is also trying to advance a

third-party beneficiary theory to support his motion to compel arbitration; to the extent he is,
such theory must be rejected. The uncertainty regarding the third-party beneficiary theory stem
from footnote 8 of Bolings Motion to Compel, where Boling cites to Rowe v. Exline, 153 Cal.
th
App. 44th
1276, 1285 (2007) for the proposition that "a nonsignatory who is the agent of a

signatory can even be compelled to arbitrate claims against his will." Motion to Compel
Arbitration at 23 n. 8 (underlining original). This authority is misplaced because the decision
supporting the rule cited by Boling was not based on an agency theory, but rather a third-party
beneficiary theory.
Boling failed to advise this Court that the principal for which he cites Rowe did ·not
come from Rowe, but the case of Harris v. Superior Court, 188 Cal. App. 3d 475, 477-78
th
(1986). Rowe, 153 Cal. App. 4
4th
at 1285. In Harris, the issue was not whether a non-signatory

agent could be compelled to arbitrate against his will, but whether a non-signatory third-party
beneficiary of the contract could be compelled to arbitrate against his will. Harris, 188 Cal.

App. 3d. at 478-79. In Harris, the Court held that because the physician defendant was an
express beneficiary under the agreement containing the arbitration agreement, and because the
physician defendant had accepted the benefits of such agreement, he was also bound by the
arbitration provision contained in such agreement. fd. at 479.
In this matter, Boling alleged in his introduction that the counterdefendants were
third-party beneficiaries, but he failed to offer any argument or authority in support of that
position in the body of the memorandum. Under Idaho law, in order to obtain status as a third-
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party beneficiary, "it must be shown that the contract was made for his direct benefit" and it "is
not sufficient that he be a mere incidental beneficiary. Adkinson Corp. v. American Bldg, 107
Idaho 406, 409 (1984) (quoting Dawson v. Eldredge, 84 Idaho 331, 337 (1962)). While thirdparty beneficiary status does not require the beneficiary to be called out by name ther7 must be,
at a minimum, some reference within the contract from which on can glean the intent to benefit
a class of third-parties. See Just's v. Arrington Constr. Co., 99 Idaho 462,475 (1978) (finding
intent to benefit third party class of merchant's within a local improvement district was evident
on the face of the contract); cj Dawson v. Eldredge, 84 Idaho 331, 337 (1962) (recipient of
loan proceeds was not a third party beneficiary of agreement made between borrower and
lender). Here, Boling has not argued or alleged that the face of the agreement evidences any
intent to benefit any of the non-signatory counterdefendants as third-party beneficiaries.
Accordingly, to the extent the passing reference to a third-party beneficiary status made in the
introduction was sufficient to place the theory before this Court, it should be rejected.
The subscription agreement by and between Boling and Clearwater 2008 Note Program,
LLC, the PPM that was incorporated into the subscription agreement by reference, and the
cover letter sent by Clearwater to Boling bearing Rob Ruebel's name, title, and contact
information,

all

contained

information

specifically

detailing

each

non-signatory

counterdefendant's relationship with the disclosed principal, Clearwater 2008 Note Program,
LLC. None of these documents contained any indication that the agreement between Boling
and Clearwater 2008 Note Program, LLC was made for the express benefit of any of the
non-signatory counterdefendants. Because Clearwater 2008 Note Program was a disclosed
principal, Boling cannot rely on agency theories to compel these non-signatories to arbitration;
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because none of the non-signatory counterdefendants are third-party beneficiaries under Idaho
law, Boling cannot rely on that theory to compel the counterdefendants to arbitration.

b. Boling has failed to establish that the non-signatory counterdefendants must be
.compelled
.compelled to arbitrate this dispute under intertwined claims or equitable
estopple theories.
Boling has also failed to establish that federal "inextricably intertwined" theories or
Idaho's equitable estoppel doctrine provides a basis upon which this Court can compel
arbitration against the non-signatory counterdefendants. Under Idaho law, in order to establish
equitable estoppel, the party claiming estoppel must prove
[1] a false representation or concealment of a material fact made
with actual or constructive knowledge of the true state of facts;
[2] that the party to whom the false representation was made was
without knowledge or the means of acquiring knowledge of the
real facts; [3] that the false representation was made with the intent
that it be acted upon; and [4] that the party to whom it was made
relied on and acted upon it to his prejudice.

Idaho Title Co. v. American States Ins. Co., 96 Idaho 465, 468, 531 P.2d 227, 230 (1975)
(quoting Bjornstad v. Perry, 92 Idaho 402, 403, 443 P.2d 999, 1002 (1968)) (brackets added).
"All of the above factors are of equal importance and there can be no estoppel absent any of the
elements." Id. (citing Sullivan v. Mabey, 45 Idaho 595,264 P. 233 (1928)).
. In this matter there is no factual basis for a claim of equitable estopple because Boling
cannot maintain that he was "without the means of acquiring knowledge of the real facts"-a
mandatory element under the equitable estopple doctrine. As a precondition to investing in the
program, Boling was required to certify that he had the opportunity to ask any and all questions
material to his investing decision and that his questions were answered to his satisfaction:
I have had the opportunity to ask questions of, and receive answers
from, the Company and the Manager concerning the Company, the
creation or operation of the company or terms and conditions of
the offering of Notes, and to obtain any additional information
deemed necessary to verify the accuracy of the information
. MEMORANDUM IN OPPOSITION OF MOTION TO COMPEL ARBITRATION - 12
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contained in the memorandum. I have been provided with all
materials and information requested by either me or others
representing me, including any information requested to verify any
information furnished to me.
i

,

Subscription Agreement at 3-4, paragraph 6.
i

f

..

Boling cannot claim that he was prejudiced by not receiving certain information when

I

Bolihg certified that he had all of the information that was material to his decision making
I

proc~ss.

Boling's counterclaims make much of the fact that he was not provided with a current

balance sheet for RE Capital or a copy of the Note prior to making his investment. However, as
per the subscription agreement, it was incumbent on Boling to undertake whatever actions he
deemed necessary (Le., asking further questions) to independently verify any and all
information that he deemed material to his investing decision. Boling certified to Clearwater
2008 Note Program, LLC that he was satisfied with his own due diligence. In this litigation,
Boling has neither alleged nor attempted to prove that he requested any additional information
regarding (i) the Note or (ii) whether the allegedly outdated RE Capital balance sheet was the
most current available. Because Boling did not ask any questions he cannot now claim that
counterdefendants should have given him more answers.
The cases upon which Boling relies to support his "interwoven" claims and/or "equitable
estopple" basis for compelling arbitration against the non-signatory counterdefendants are
without merit because they rely on the federal substantive law of arbitration, which Carlisle
makes clear does not provide the proper rules of decision Moreover, even if this Court is
inclined to consider prior decisions applying the federal substantive law of arbitration, it should
be noted that compelling arbitration against a non-signatory on equitable estoppel grounds was
a very unsettled and seldom used theory.
While the Fifth Circuit has recognized concerted-misconduct
estoppel, the theory is far from well-settled in the federal courts.
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Despite hundreds of federal appeals involving arbitration, it
appears in only 10 reported opinions. In the two leading cases,
Grigson v. Creative Artists Agency L.L. C. and MS Dealer Service
Corp. v. Franklin, the Fifth and Eleventh Circuits held that both
direct-benefits and concerted-misconducted estoppel were present,
so it is unclear what the latter theory added to the result. Of the
remainder, the theory was found inapplicable in 4, and it was not
reached in 2 more. In only 2 cases did the result hinge on the
exception - and in those the Fifth Circuit compelled arbitration in
one and refused to do so in the other.
In Re. Merrill Lynch Trust Co., 235 S.W.3d 185, 192-93 (Tex. 2007) (emphasis in original)

(collecting cases discussing equitable estopple as a grounds for enforcing arbitration against
non-signatories). The Texas court went on to note "Until the United States Supreme Court
clarifies whether concerted-misconduct estoppel correctly reflects federal law, or even whether
federal or state law governs the issue, today's decision must remain somewhat tentative." Id. at
195. The United States Supreme Court has spoken on the issue and, in so doing, has declared
that there is no federal substantive law of arbitration and that state contract law applies. See
Arthur Anderson v. Carlisle, 556 U.S. 624, 631-32 (2009). Accordingly, any reliance that this

Court might place upon those prior decisions applying federal substantive law would begin to
create a field of extra-contractual law that applies to only arbitration agreements. Such an
approach should be rejected: "The FAA directs courts to place arbitration agreements on equal
footing with other contracts, but it "does not require parties to arbitrate when they have not
so." EEOC v. Waffle House, Inc., 534 U.S. 279, 293-94 (2002) (citing Volt
agreed to do So."
of Leland Stanford Junior Univ., 489 U.S. 468,
Information Sciences, Inc. v. Board of Trustees ofLeland

478, 103 L. Ed. 2d 488, 109 S. Ct. 1248 n9 (1989) and Prima Paint Corp. v. Flood & Conklin
("The purpose of Congress in 1925 was to make
Mfg. Co., 388 U.S. 395, 404, n. 12 (1967) (liThe
arbitration agreements as enforceable as other contracts, but not more so.").
so. ").
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",
".

4. By substantially invoking litigation machinery, Boling has waived his right to seek
an order compelling the non-signatory counterdefendants into arbitra.tion.

Even if this Court were to detennine that there is some theory pursuant to which the
non-signatory counterdefendants could be compelled into arbitration, it should nevertheless find
that Boling has waived his right to compel arbitration. Whether a party has waived its right to
compel arbitration depends on whether such party has substantially invoked the litigation
process. This analysis, which is a totality of the circumstances test, considers factors such as
the following:
(l)
whether the party's actions are inconsistent with the right
to arbitrate; (2) whether "the litigation machinery has been
substantially invoked" and the parties "were well into preparation
of a lawsuit" before the party notified the opposing party of an
intent to arbitrate; (3) whether a party either requested arbitration
enforcement close to the trial date or delayed for a long period
before seeking a stay; (4) whether a defendant seeking arbitration
filed a counterclaim without asking for a stay of the proceedings;
(5) "whether important intervening steps [e.g., taking advantage
of judicial discovery procedures not available in arbitration] had
taken place"; and (6) whether the delay "affected, misled, or
prejudiced" the opposing party.

Hill v. Richo Ams. Corp., 603 F.3d 766, 772-73 (loth Cir. 2010) (quoting Reid Burton, 614 F.2d

at 702)
702) (brackets in original)). In the present case, factors 4, 5, and 6 are particularly critical.
Plaintiffs filed the present action by means of a petition seeking an order staying arbitration
against them.

Rather than demand that plaintiffs be compelled to arbitration, Boling

substantially invoked the litigation machinery by filing substantive counterclaims and then
engaged in substantial pre-trial motion practice regarding whether he was allowed to pursue his
counterclaims in this action.

After prevailing against plaintiffs' motion to dismiss his

counterclaim, Boling engaged in significant discovery. It was only after plaintiffs provided to
Boling volumes of documents and substantive interrogatory responses that Boling decided to
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reverse his earlier position regarding maintaining the counterclaims in this forum and, instead,
seek to compel arbitration. Because Boling has taken the positions of (i) fighting to have his
counterclaims heard in this court and (ii) engaging in discovery-two positions which are
inimical to his present motion to compel-Boling has waived whatever right he may have once
had to compel these non-signatory counterdefendants to arbitration.

CONCLUSION
For the forgoing reasons, counterdefendants respectfully request that Boling's motion to
compel arbitration be denied.

DATED this 30th day of January, 2013.

RAINEY LAW OFFICE

~~~:;S
Attorneys for
PlaintiffiCounterdefendants

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I hereby certify that on the 30th day of January, 2013, I caused to be served a copy of
the foregoing MEMORANDUM IN OPPOSITION OF MOTION TO COMPEL
ARBITRATION on the following, in the manner indicated below:
Mark Boling
21986 Cayuga Lane
Lake Forest, CA 92630

(
(
(
(

) Via U.S. Mail
) Via Facsimile - 949-588-7078
) Via Overnight Mail
) Via Hand Delivery

~e-mail

ZZ-------C a Lg-

Rebecca A. Rainey
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OFFERING MEMORANDUM
,

'

The following information described in the Offering Memorandum is hereby modified and supplemented as follows:
(a)
The Balance Sheet of RE Capital Investments, LLC as of July 31, ~008 attached to the Memorandum as Exhibit C has
of-December 31,2008 is attached to
been updated through December 31,2008. The Balance Sheet ofRE Capital Investments, LLC as ofDecember
this Second Supplement as Exhibit A.
(b)
As of the date of this Second Supplement, the Company has made three loans using proceeds ofthe
of the Offering: Certain of
the terms of those loans are as follows:
.

Property:
Location:
Loan Amount:
Loan Date:
Appraised Value:
Loan to Value (LTV)
Interest Rate: '
Origination Fee:
Term:

Florence Hospital
Florence, AZ
$6,160,000
February 6, 2009
$10,995,000 (As Is)
56.03%
"14%
4%
12 months

Legends 19
Raymore,MO
$1,562,000
March 5, 2009
$2,296,000
65.19%
14% '
4%
4 months

North Seattle Condo,s
Kenmore, WA
$3,745,740
June 29, 2009
$8,000,000
46.82%
14%
4%
6 months

(c)
The relationship of the Company, the Manager and RE Capital Investments, LLC to each other, and their respective
owners, is as follows:
•

RE Capital Investments, LLC owns 55.84% ofClearwater
of Clearwater
•

Ronald :0.
p. Meyer owns 100% ofTerron Investments, Inc., which owns 50% ofRE Capital Investments, LLC

•

Christopher J. Benak owns 100% of Diamond H Asset Management, Inc., which owns the other 50% ofRE
Capital Investments, LLC

•

of Clearwater
Barton Cole Cochran owns 100% ofL,eap, Inc., which owns 19.58% ofClearwater

•

Chad James'Hansen owns 100% of Green Jacket Investments, Inc., which owns 19.58% of Clearwater

•

of Clearwater
A former eIl).ployee of Clearwater owns the remaining 5% ofClearwater

(d)
On September 4,2008, an investor in several real estate development projects, including a project located in California
and managed by Ronald Meyer, filed a complaint and statement of claim in arbitration in the Superior Court of the State of California
against several individual and corporate defendants, including Mr. Meyer. The allegations in the complaint include claims of state law
corporate securities fraud, breach of fiduciary duty, conversion, intentional mis~epresentation,
mis~epresentation, negligent misrepresentation and unfair
business practices, among other claims, in connection with Mr. Meyer's involvement in, and alleged representations with respect
to, certain real estate projects, as well as the activities of other defendants with respect to projects unrelated to Mr. Meyer. The claimant is
seeking money damages, in addition to other remedies. Mr. Meyer and the other named defendants believe the lawsuit is without any
in defending
merit and fully deny and are vigorously defending the claimant's allegations. Mr. Meyer believes that he will be successful iri
of the claimant's complaint.
the lawsuit. The court has not made any ruling on the merits ofthe
.'
(e)
Bart Cochran, who was formerly the Company's Vice President of Acquisitions & Operations, is now the Company's
Chief Financial Officer.
President. Chad Hansen, who was formerly the Company's Vice President of Finance, is now the Company's ChiefFinancial
(f)
The Offering Termination Date is hereby extended to .December 31,2009. The Manager reserves the right to further
extend the Offering for an additional 12 months to ~ecember
~ecember 31,2010 in its sole discretion.

The information in this Second Supplement supersedes any information to the contrary provided in the Offering Memorandum.
SUPPLEMENTAL INFORMATION - The Private Placement Memorandum for the Offering of Notes consists of this sticker,
the Memorandum dated August 29, 2008, the First Supplement to the Memorandum dated October 3, 2008 and this Second Supplement
dated June 30, 2009, which supplements, modifies, and supersedes some of the information contained in the Memorandum and the First
Supplement.
2nd Supplement - 2
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~'?,~ CLEARWATER
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1300 E. STATE STREET. STE 103
EAGLE. IDAHO 8361 6
Ph (2081 639-4488
(866)217-4906
Fax (2C8j939-1431
(2C8) 939-1431

'WI/>,w.cleCN/aterrei.com
'WII>.w.clecNloierrei.com

February 01, 2010

RE:

Clearwater 2008 Note Program, LLC (PPM Kit)

Dear Mark Boling:

Enclosed, please find the Private Placement Memorandum (PPM) for the Clearwater 2008 Note Program, LLC.
--"

The Clearwater 2008 Note Program offers investors predictable monthly income with an option to reinvest their
interest thereby compounding their return. Some of the differences between the Clearwater 2008 Note Program
and other fixed income type investments include but are not limited to the following:

» 9% Annual interest (paid monthly)
» All Note proceeds used to make loans are collateralized by First Mortgages/Deeds of Trust
Guarantor: RE Capital Investments,
» Guarantor;
Investments. LLC (120% net asset coverage on the Principal Only Corporate
Guaranty)

» Annual audits by Independent CPA firm
» Reinvestment Option (interest compounded monthly)
» Liquidity: Annually, limited to 10%
1 0% of offering proceeds

» Suitable for Qualified Plans (No UBTI)
» SUitability:
Suitability: Accredited Investors Only
If you should have any questions or need assistance with the enclosed information, please feel free to contact
your wholesale representative using the information provided below and they will gladly assist you.
Thanks for your consideration to Clearwater and we look forward to serving you and your valued clients.

Sincerely,
Clearwater Real Estate Investments

Rob Ruebel
Regional Vice President of Sales
Office: 208.639.4493
208.639,4493
Mobile: 208.407.5881
Tob@clearwaterrei_com
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SUBSCRIPTION AGREEMENT

Clearwater 2008 Note Program, LLC
9.0% Notes Due December 31, 2015
of the undersigned to purchase $$'l), ()bO,
This is the offer and agreement ("Subscription Agreement'') ofthe
()()O, ()f)
($50,000 minimum investment) in principal amount of9.0% Notes due December 31, 201S (''Notes'')
("Notes") to be issued by
Clearwater 2008 Note Programl LLC, an Idaho limited liability company (the "Company") ("Subscription Price"),
Price''),
watranties stated herein and in the
subject to the terms, conditions, acknowledgments, representations and wananties
Confidential Private Placement Memorandum relating to the offer of up to $20,000,000 (subject to increase to
S40
$40/000,000) in aggregate principal amount in Notes dated August 29, 2008, as supplemented from time to time (the
"Memorandum").
''Memorandum''). I am including with this Subscription Agreement a check payable to the order of "Home Federal
Bank, as Escrow Agent for Cleanvllter 2008 Note Program, LLC" in the amount of $ .s0 v~/) 0 D • (j (;t
,
u1ilized herein shall have the same
representing the Subscription Price for the Notes I am purchasing. All teons u1ilized.rherein
meaning as set forth in the Memorandum.

In order to induce the Company to accept this Subscription Agreement for Notes and as further consideration
for such acceptance, I hereby make the following acknowledgments, representations and warranties with the full
knowledge that the Company will expressly rely thereon in making a decision to accept or reject this Subscription
SUbscription
Agreement:
1.
2.

3.
4.

5.
6.

7.

8..
8..

I hereby adopt.
adopt, confirm and agree to all of the covenants, representations and warranties set out in
this Subscription Agreement.
. • /k
\
of residence is: ~Cc;.r.J.l::=.I....:.I,J,f!rl;:..:....!.!I\.:..1
~Cc;.r.J.l::!.I....:.I,J,f!rl;:..:....!.!I\.:...1o.,,~ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
My primazy
primary state ofresidence
My date of birth is: j" IA
lA IJ e 4, /9 S i)..
•
IfI
IfI am a Dlltural
natural person, I hereby represent and warrant that (check 8S appropriate):
(a)
~ I, together with my spouse, have a net worth, inclusive of home.
home, home furnishings
and personal automobiles, in excess of $1,000,000;
$1 ,000,000; QI
$200,000. orjoint
or joint income with my spouse, in
(b)
_ _ I have individual income in excess of $200.000.
excess of$300.000,
of $300,000, .in
in each of the two most recent years, and I reasonably expect
individual or joint income in excess of that amount in the current year.
(cbeck as appropriate):
Ifother than a natural person, such entity represents and warrants that (check
_ _ it is an "accredited investor" as defined in Regulation D promulgated under the Securities Act
of 1933, as amended.
If other than a natural person, is such entity
entiiy a benefit plan qualified under Code Section 401(a), a
benefit plan subject to ERISA, an individual retirement account or arrangement under Code Section
program?
408 or any other company sponsored employee benefit plan or
orprogram?
Yes.
No.
Neither I nor any subsidiary, affiliate, owner, shareholder, partner, member, indemnitor, guarantor
or related person or entity;
(a)
is a Sanctioned Person (as defined below);
(b)
has more than 15% of
orits
its assets in Sanctioned Countries (as defined below); or
(e)
derives more than 15% of its operating income from investments in;
in,' or transactions with
Sanctioned Persons or Sanctioned Countries.
For purposes of the foregoing, a "Sanctioned Person" shall mean (a) a person named on the list of
na.tionals" or "blocked persons" maintained by the U.S. Office ofForeign
"specially designated nationals"
Assets Control ("OFAC') at http:/hvww.tl'eas.gov/offlcesleotfIclofac/sdll/index.htm/.
http:lhvww.tl'eas.govlofflces/eotjfc/ofac/sdll/index.html, or as otherwise
of the govemment
government ofa Sanctioned Country, (2) an
published iTom time to time, or (b) (1) an agency ofthe
on resident in a Sanctioned Country,
organization controlled by a Sanctioned Country, or (3) a pelS
pernon
Country" shall
to the extent subject to a sanctions program a~tered
a~tered by OFAC. A "Sanctioned Country»
countly subject to a sanctions program identified on the list maintained by OFAC and
mean a countIy
available at lltqz:/hvww.treqs.gov/oOlcesleotfk/Q,[qc/sanctionsiindex.html,
l1tt]l:If.,vww.treqs.gov/oUlces/eotfk!Q.[Qc!sqnctionsiindex.html, or as otherwiso published
from time to time.
Under penalties ofpeIjury, I certify (a) that the numoer shown on this form
form. is my correct taxpayer
identification number and (b) that I am not subject to backup withholding, either because I have not
been notified that I am subject to backup withholding as a result ofa
of a failure to report all interest or
dividends or the Internal Revenue Service has notified me that I am no longer subject to backup
certU.ying that you are not subject to backup
withholding. (please strike out the language certlJ.Ying
withholding due to notified payee under-reporting if you have been notltled
notltIed tbat you are
subject to backup withholding due to notified payee under-reporting, and you have not

...K-
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9.
10.

bas
received a notice from the Internal Revenue Service advising you that backup withholding has
terminated.)
I further represent and warrant that such investment is not disproportionate to my income or
available liquid funds and that I further have the capacity to protect my interests in connection with
the purchase ofthe
of the Notes.
I~e) wish to own my (our) Notes as follows (check one):
.
(a)
Separate or individual property. (In community property states, if the
purchaser is manied, his (her) spouse must submit written consent if community
funds will be used to purchase the Notes.)
(b)
Husband and Wife as community property. (Community property states
only. Husband and Wife should both sign all required documents unless advised
by their attorney Ihat
that one signature is sufficient.)
(e)
Joint Tenants with right of survivorship. (Both parties must sign all
required documents unless advised by their attorneys that one signature is
sufficient.)
(d)
Tenants in Common. (Both parties must sign aU required documents.)
(0)
jnstrument and include name of trust, name
(e)
Trust. (Attach copy of trust instrument
oftrustee
of trustee and date trust was fonned.)
(f)
Partnership or Limited Liability Company. (Attach copy of articles or
certificate, if any, and partnership agreement or operating agreement and inchlde
of authority for pemon who executes required documents.)
evidence ofauthority
(g)
Husband and Wife with right of survivorship. (Husband and wife should
sjgn all documents unless other advised by their attorney.)
sign
(h)
IRA or Qualified Plan:
(i)

11.

Other (indicate):

of Notes is an entity (trust, LLC, Partnership, etc.) my relationship to the owning entity
If the owner ofNotes
is
(trustee, owner, partner, etc.)

~~
K....-~-~""""---'-tt-----

Subscriber's Signature: X
Subscriber~s
Subscriber~s

..,X"-_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Signature: ..,X"-

Date:

;..V z. /1

0

Date: _ _ _ _ _ _ __

1.
I.
I understand that in the event this Subscription Agreement is not accepted'or, if accepted, the Offering is
subsequently tenninated or cancelled then the funds transmitted herewith shall be returned to the undersigned and this Subscription
of no further effect. RB Capital, LLC has agreed to guarantee the repayment ofprincipal
of principal under
Agreement shall be tenninated and ofno
the Notes. By executing this Subscription Agreement, each prospective investor ofNotes
of Notes approves the foregoing, acknowledges
dcscribed in the section of the Memorandum ~titlcd
the risks described
~titlcd "Risk Factors," and waives those provisions of the Securities
Exchange Act of 1934, as amended, generally governing funds held in escrow prior to closing an offering.
2.
I acknowledge that I have received, read and fully understand the Memorandum. I acknowledge that 1 am
decision to invest in Notes on the Memorandum and 1I have relied only on the information contained in said materials
basing my declsion
and have 'not relied upon any representations made by any other person. 1I recognize that an investment in Notes involves
of and understand all of the risk factors related to the purchase ofNotes,
of Notes, including, but not
substantial risk and I am fully cognizant ofand
of the Memorandum entitled "Risk.FactolS."
"Risk. FactolS."
limited to, those risks set forth in the sections ofthe
3.
My overall commitment to Investments that are not readily marketable is not disproportionate to my individual
Notcs will not cause such ovemll commibnent to become excessive. 1) have
havc adequate means of
net worth, and my investment in Notes
requin:ments, both current and anticipated, and have no
nO need for liquidity in this investment. I can bear
providing for my financial requirements,
and am willing to accept the economic risk ofloslng
oflosing my ~tire investment in Notes.
1I acknowledge that the sale ofNotes
of Notes has not been accompanied by the publication of any advertisement, any
4.
generalsolicitation
general solicitation or as the direct result ofan
of an investment seminar sponsored by the Company or any orits Affiliates.
S.
All information tbat I hllve
have provided to the
thc Company herein concerning my suitability to invest in Notes is
complete, accurate
accuratc and conect
correct as of the <late
date ofmy
of my signature on the last page ofthis
of this Subscription Agreement. 1I hereby agree to
noti(y the Company immediately of any material change in any such infonnation ocCUIring prior to the acceptance of this
Subscription Agreement, including any information about changes
cbanges cow:eming my net worth and financial position.
6.
1I have had the opportunity to ask questions of, and receive answers from, the Company and the Manager
teons and conditions of the offering ofNotes.
of Notes, and to obtain
concerning the Company, the creation or operation of the Company or tenns
any
llny additional information deemed necessmy to verify the aceumcy
accuracy of the information contained In
in the Memorandum. I have been

3
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provided with all materials and infOIUlation requested by either me or others representing me. including any information requested
to verifY any infoIUlation furnished to me.
foe
7.
I am purchasing Notes for my own account and for investment purposes only and have no present intention,
distnlrution, transfer, assignment, resale or subdivision ofNotes.
of Notes. I understand that, due to the
undeIStanding or arrangement for the distn"bution,
restrictions referred to in Paragraph 8 below.
below, and the lack of any market existing or to exist for Notes. my investment in the
will be highly illiquid and may have to be held indefinitely.
Company win
8.
I am fully
flllly aware that Notes subscribed for hereunder have not been registered with the Securities and Exchange
Commission in reliance on an exemption specified in Regulation Dunder
D under the Securities Act of 1933.
1933, as amended.
amended, which reliance is
~ed in part upon my representations set forth herein. II understand that Notes subscribed for herein have not been registered under
wlless they are
applicable state securities laws and are being offered and sold pursuant to the exemptions specified in said laws, and wlIess
registered, they may not be re-offered for sale or resold except in a transaction or as a security exempt under those laws. I further
adminislrdtor may be required in some states. Notes
understand that the specific approval of such resales by the state securities administrdtor
have not been approved or disapproved by the United States Securities and Exchange Commission or other regulatory
authority, nor have any of the foregoing authorities passed upon or endorsed the merits of this Offering or the accuracy or
adequacy ofthe
of the Memorandum. Any representation to the contrary is unlawful.
Federal Bauk
Bank is acting solely as escrow holder in connection with the Offering of
9.
I acknowledge that Home Fedeml
Notes, and makes no recommendations with respect thereto. I understand that Home Federal Bank has made no investigation
Notes, the Company. the Manager.
Manager, their Affiliates or their officers and directors.
directors, or any other person or
regarding the Offering. Notes.
entity involved in the Offering.
10.
This Subscription Agreement shall be construed in accordance with and governed by the laws of the State of
Idaho without regard to its choice oflaw provisions.
11.
of or relating to this
II.
I hereby covenant and agree that any dispute, controversy or other claim arising under. out ofor
hereby, or any amendment thereof, or the breach or interpretation hereof or
Agreement or any of the transactions contemplated hereby.
thereof,
thereof. shall be determined and settled in binding arbitration in Boise, Idaho.
Idaho, in accordance with applicable Idaho Jaw, and with
the rules and procedures of The American Arbitration Association. The prevailing party shall be entitled to an award of its
expenses, including, but not limited to, attorneys' fees,
fces, in addition to any other available remedies. Any
reasonable costs and expenses.
award rendered therein shall
shaIl be final and binding on each and all of the parties thereto and their personal representatives. and
AGREEMENT, YOU ARE
judgment may be entered thereon in any court of competent jurisdiction. BY EXECUTING THIS AGREEMENT.
AGREEING TO HAVE ALL DISPUTES DECIDED BY NEUTRAL ARBITRATION, YOU ARE GIVING UP ANY
RIGHTS YOU MIGHT POSSESS TO HAVE SUCH DISPUTES LITIGATED IN A COURT OR JURY TRIAL, AND
YOU ARE GIVING UP YOUR JUDICIAL RIGHTS TO DISCOVERY AND APPEAL. IF YOU REFUSE TO SUBMIT
TO ARBITRATION AFrER AGREEING 1'0
TO THIS l'ROVISION, YOU MAY BE COMPELLED TO ARBITRATE. BY
CONFfitM THAT YOUR AGREEMENTS TO THIS
EXECUTING TIDS AGREEMENT, YOU HEREBY CONFmM
ARBITRATION PROVISION IS VOLUNTARY.
12.
J hereby a&ree to indemnify, defend and hold harmless the Company, the Manager, their Affiliates and
all
employees, affiliates and advisors, from any and all damages, losses,
aD of their members, managers, shareholders, officers,
officers. employees.
Jiabilltles,
Callure to
Jiabilltles. costs and expenses (including reasonable attorneys' fees and costs) that they may Incur by reason of my fallure
fulOIl all of the terms and conditions oftbIs Subscription Agreement or by reason ofthe
of the untruth or Inaccuracy of any of the
fulfill
hereIn or in any other documents J have furnished to any of the
representations, warranties or agreements contained herein
connection with tbls transaction. This lodemnlflcatlon
Includes, but is not lJmlted to, any damaies, losses,
foregoing in
lndemnlfl~tion Includes.
In eonnection
lIabmdes,
I1abmdes, costs and expenses (including reasonable attorneys' fees and costs) incurred
Incurred by the Company, the Manager,
Manager. their
Affiliates and any of their members, managers, shareholders.
shareholders, directors, officers, employees,
employees. affiliates or advisors, defending
against any alleged violation of
federal or state securities laws whieh
which is based upon or related to any untruth or inaccuracy
offederal
of any of the representations, warranties or agreements contained herein
hereIn or In any other documents J have furnished In
connection with tbIs transaction.
eonnec:tlon
any
13.
I hereby acknowledge and agree that: (a)
(8) I may not transfer or assign this Subscription Agreement, or auy
IIny purported transfer shall be void; (b) except as specifically described herein. II am not entitled to cancel.
cancel,
interest herein, and Ilny
that this Subscription
Subscri.ption Agreement will be binding on my heirs, success om and
terminate or revoke this Subscription Agreement and tbat
however. that ifthe
if the Company rejects this Subscription
SUbscription Agreement, this Subscription
SubScription Agreement
personal representatives; provided. however,
shall be automatically canceled.
canceled, terminated and revoked; (c) this Subscription Agreement and the Memorandum, together with all
ofNotes and may
attachments and exhibits thereto, constitute the entire agreement among the parties hereto \vith respect to the sale ofNotes
be amended, modified or terminated only by a writing executed by all parties (except as 'provided
provided herein with respect to rejection of
this Subscription
SUbscription Agreement by the Company); (d) within two days after receipt of a written request from the Company,
Company. the
undersigned agrees to provide such information and
Bnd to eXecute and deliver such document:; as may be necessary to comply with
any and all laws and regulations to which the Company is subject; and (e) the representations and warranties ofthe undersigned set
forth herein shall BUlVive the sale ofNotes
of Notes pursuant to this Subscription Agreement.
14.
I am not making this investment in any manner as a representative of a charitable remainder unitrust or a
charitable remainder lnJBt.
trust

all

Initial Here~_ __

Initial Here~_ __
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CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, ClerK
By JERI HEATON

~

DEPUTY

Boling
Mark BoUng
21986 Cayuga Lane
Lake Forest, CA 92630
(949) 588-9222
......
'.' ' ....
..."",
(949) 588-7078 [fax]
.... ' . ','
', .. ;'.:.' .,:.>:
',:'>:'.....
.... _ .
maboling@earthlink.net
..
':~;:':":~';:Y::::~~':.~!.j~j.~~~~:.,:::;.:}:;:
':~;:':":~';:Y:
:::~~':.~!.j~j.~~~ ~:.,:::;.:}:;: '\.-'. :;.~. ;':. ",
Defendant/Counter-Claimant/Third
DefendantiCounter-ClaimantlThird Party Plaintiff, in pro se

l)ISTRICT
IN THE DISTRICT COURT FOR THE FOURTH JUDIClAL OISTR!CT
':,;

FOR TIlE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA

CLEARWATER REI, LLC. et al.
Case No.: CV OC 1208669
Plaintiffs/CounterDefendants,
DEFENDAlU/COUNTER-CLAIMANT'S
vs.
REPLY TO COUNTERDEFENDANTS'
MARK BOLING,
OPPOSITION TO MOTION TO COMPEL
Defendant/Counter-Claimant ARBITRATION

AND RELATED ACTIONS

If Required:
Date: February 6, 2013
Time: 2:00 p.m.
Place: 200 W. Front St., Boise,

II)

[Request for Telepbonic Appearance, if any
-lR.C.P., Rule 7 (b)(4)] ', ..
'.

:::: . '.:: ~~:" . : .';: ", .. .
::::

• ',::

. : • ';: ", .. •

:

~.~

. ,",

• I",

.,
••

Cou»teJ{deft!idai:lts;
1. The scope of the arbitration clause includes the CounteJ{deft!idai:ds;

Boling seeks· to conserve judicial resources by compelling arbitration.
Counterdefendants concede that an agreement exists and Boling's ICPA claims are

subject to the arbitration clause in that agreement.

[Opposition. p. 4]

Counterdefendants only contest that they are not subject to arbitration because they are
non-signatories to the agreement in which the arbitration clause exists.
Counterdefendants' argument goes to the scope of the arbitration clause and not to the
vaHclity of the existing agreement. Once the existenc~.
existenc~. of a contract is established,
establishe~

Reply to Opposition to Motion to Compel Arbitration - Page 1
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to contracts made for a disclosed

principal'~
principal'~

relief against Counterdefendants under his

is misplaced because Boling is seeking

rcpA tort claims and not a breach of

contract claim against Counterdefendants. The "disclosed" nature of their involvement
is therefore irrelevant.

As previously mentioned, Counterdefendants cQIlcede that

Boling's
Boling~s ICPA (tort) claims are subject to the arbitration claus"e in that agreement.
Because the claims are cast in tort rather than contract does not avoid the arbitration
Sunlcist Growers, Inc. (lIth Cit. 1993) 10 FJd 753,
clause. Sunkist Soft Drinks, Inc. v. Sun/cist
753~

758. The individual Counterdefendants were the officers ot
or employees for the related
Clearwater business entities that fonned, managed or operated the Note Program for
Company'~). As agents for the Company,
Clearwater 2Q08 Note Program, LLC ("the Company").

Counterdefendants' active" participation in the Note Program subjects them to the
alleged ICPA violations, which are covered by the broad language of the arbitration
clause.
Application of the arbitration clause also exists under a third-party beneficiary
theory because a benefit was conferred on the nonsignatory Counterdefendants (s) as a
result of the agreement based on the broad language of the arbitration clause to inclUde
all claims "arising under, out of or relating to this Agreement or any ofthe
of the transactions
contemplated hereby"

2

and Counterdefendants accepting the fruits of the agreement

When contracting parties agree to arbitrate all disputes "under
'lInder or with respect
a contract (as they did here)~ they generally intend to include disputes about their
"[a]s a general rule, the actions of a corporate agent on behalfof
behalf of
agents' actions because "[als
the corporation are deemed the corporation's acts."
acts.~~ If arbitration clauses only apply to
contractual signatories, then this intent can only be accomplished by having every
officer and agent (and every affiliate and its officers and agents) either sign the contract
or be listed as a third-party
thlrd-party beneficiary.
benefiCiary. In re Merrill Lynch Trust Co. FSB (Tex., 2007)
2

to~'

235 S.W.3d 185, 189.

Reply to Opposition to Motion to Compel Axbitration - Page 4 ."
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(including the PPM [Opposition, p. 11]), which are the loan proceeds used in part to
operate COWlterdefendants' related businesses and pay compensation to the individual
Counterdefendants,
Counterdefen&mts, making the nonsignatory Counterdefendants a third party

beneficiary of the arbitration agreement. 3 [MP, pp. 22-23, 25-26] Thus, the agreement
intended to provide a direct benefit to Counterdefendants.
4. The doctrine of equitable estoppel applies.

The estoppel theory to which an arbitration clause can be enforced by or against
~ nonsignatory

is based on the circumstances and nature of Boling's ICPA claims that

are interwoven with the breach of their the duties and obligations in the fonnation or
performance under the entire agreement, which

~ncludes
~ncludes

the arbitration clause. [MP, pp.

22-26]
Counterdefendants' reliance on the elements of equitable estoppel in the case of

Idaho Title Co. v. American States Ins. Co. (1975) 96 Idaho 465, 468, 531 P.2d 227,
bltt
230 is a misplaced class of estoppel !!2! applied to enforce an arbitration clause, bttt

rather an attempt to bar a contractual cause of action or defense.
fu the context of Idaho ~bitration
~bitration law, equitable estoppel ''precludes a party

from claitning the benefits of a contract while simultaneouslY attempting to avoid the
burdens that contract imposes." (citations omitted) General Conference of the
Evangelical.Methodist Church v. New Heart Community Fellowship, Inc. (D. Idaho

2012) 2012 WL 2916013 at *5; See also Sunkist Soft Drinks, Inc. v. Sunkist Growers,
3

''Most, if not all, of the loans to be made by the Company with the proceeds of
of the Company and the Manager." [PPM, p.12.J
p.12.]
this Offering will be made to Affiliates ofthe
"The Company, the Manager and their Affiliates are entitled to receive certain
significant fees and other significant compensation, payments and reimbursements £i'om
the sale ofthe Notes." [pPM, p.13.] See also, Boling Affdvt,'
Affdvt" 49 (a-d).

Reply to Opposition to Motion to Compel Arbitration - Page 5
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Inc. (11th Cir. 1993) 10 FJd
F.3d 753, 757-758 - re equitable estoppel and claims
intertw~ed
intertw~ed

with contractual obligations; See also Molecular Analytical Systems v.

Ciphergen Biosystems, Inc. (2010)186 Cal.AppAth 696, 715 - citing Goldman v.
KPM~
KPMGi LLP (2009) 173 Cal.AppAth 209, 217-218.

Counterdefendants' alleged misrepresentations

Of

concealment of known facts

regarding the nature and financial status of the Note Program to support the ICPA
violations [MP, pp. 24-25J
24-25) also serve to establish COlUlterdefendants' seeking the
of the agreement while simultaneously attempting to avoid the burdens that the
benefits ofthe
agreement imposes.
Among the other reasons stated in the MP, a preexisting relationship existed
between the nonsignatory Counterdefendants and the Company based on the individual
Counterdefendants acting in the capacity of agents, officers or employees of the
Counferdefendants
Company and the other business entity Counterdefendants acting as the agent for the
Company, making it equitable to compel the nonsignatory Counterdefendants (s)
(5) to
also be bound by the arbitration clause in the entire agreement, 4 and/or 4) a mutuality of
remedy under the arbitration clause makes it equitable to compel the nonsignatory
agreement. s
Counterdefendants to also be bound by the arbitration ~lause in the entire agreement,s

/

A nonsignatory who is the agent of a signatory can even be compelled to
arbitrate claims against his will. Harris v. Superior Court (1986) 188 Cal.App.3d 475,
477-479.
5
U[I)fthere were no mutuality ofremedy
of remedy requirement, the seller~-which
S
"[I)fthere
seller~-which is usually
the offeree in the real estate sales context--would have absolutely no incentive to initial
the arbitration provision and thereby bind itself to arbitrate disputes." Marcus &
Millichap Real Estate Investment Brokerage Co. v. Hock Investment Co. (1998) 68
Cal.App.4th 83,91, tn. 6.
4

Reply to Opposition
Oppositjon to Mofion
Motion to Compel Arbitration - Page 6
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Counterdefendants argue that Boling was not prejudiced during the outset of
agreemen~ because he had the opportunity to ask questions. 6
the agreemen~

However,

Counterdefendants' failure to disclose material financial facts regarding the nature
and status of the Note Program and its Guarantor precluded Boling from initialing
asking questions on topics that he did not know were being concealed. 7
5. Boling has not waived his right to compel arbitration.

The party seeking the "heavy burden" to prove a waiver of the right to
arbitration must show: "(1) knowledge of an existing right to compel arbitration; (2)
acts inconsistent with that

e~isting

right; and (3) prejudice to the party opposing

arbitration resulting
reSUlting from such inconsistent acts." (underline added) Bauscher v.
Brookstone Securities, Inc. (D. Idaho, 2012) 2012 WL 3100383 at *5 (citing Fisher v.

Cir.1986)791 F.2d 691, 694.)
A.G. Becker Paribas Inc. (9th Cir.l986)791
In the instant case, on February 15,2012 Boling filed a Demand for Conunercial

Arbitration with the American Arbitration Association ("AAA") against all named
Counterdefendants and the Company and served said parties therewith regarding the
acts and omissions set forth herein under the arbitration clause in the SA. [Boling
Affdvt, ,'33]
33] Counterdefendants objected to arbitration and filed this lawsuit.
6

The mere existence of an opportunity to investigate, or of sources of
information, will not preclude the plaintiff from relying upon the misrepresentation.
(Teague v. Hall (1916) 171 Cal. 668~ 670; McMahon v. Grimes (1929) 206 Cal. 526,
536; Blackman v. Howes (1947) 82 Cal.App.2d 275,
275~ 280; Perkins, v. Ketchum (1962)
322 Cal.App.2d 245, 251) For example, no obligation rests on a purchaser of stock to
investigate books of a corporation to determine the truth of representations that cash
payment bad been made to corporation. See, Pollakv. Staunton (1930) 210 Cal. 656.
"A party to a contract cannot rationally calculate the possibility that the other
party will deliberately misrepresent terms critical to that contract." (Citations Omitted.)
Robinson Helicopter Co., Inc. v. Dana Corp. (2004) 34 Ca1.4th 979, 993.
7

Reply to Opposition to Motion to Compel Arbitration - Page 7
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In his Answer to paragraph 12 of the Complaint, Boling consistently admits

arbitration."
"Demand has been made upon the above named Plaintiffs for arbitration."
Counterdefendants have not set forth in their opposition any prejudice that
existed. Counterdefendants do not establish that volumes of discovery were produced
in this case. Moreover, the burden of participating in discovery is inadequate to show
prejudice. See, Bauscher at *6.
No trial date has been set in this case.
6. Conclusion.

Although Boling submitted one extra page beyond the page limit in his initial
Point and Authorities for this motion, he has reduced his Reply Brief by seven (7)
I5-page limit under Civil Local Rule 8.1.b to rectify this oversight.
pages from the 15-page

8

of this motion admissible evidence that includes newly
Boling has submitted in support ofthis
discovered evidence in discovery on a new and different motion that warrants a
different conclusion to the Court's 10/16/12 ruling.
Based on the foregoing, Boling respectfully requests that the Court compel
arbitration against Counterdefendants, and each of them, based on Boling's initial
demand for arbitration filed with the AAA on Feb. 15, 2012 and retain jurisdiction to
enforce any discovery order issued in the concurrent motion.
Dated: February 1, 2013

]kud..
c~
I

aJso served and filed this Reply brief five days prior to the hearing
Boling has also
oftwo calendar days under IR.e.p. Rule 7(b)(3)(E) to make further amends.
instead oftwo

8

Reply to Opposition to Motion to Compel Arbitration - Page 8
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Clearwater REI, LIC, et al. v. Boling, Case No. CV OC 1208669
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I certify on February 1, 2013, I served the following document(s) in this'action:

DEFENDANT/COUNTER-CLAlMANT'S REPLY TO
COUNTERDEFENDANTS' OPPOSITION TO MOTION TO COMPEL
ARBITRATION
" .'

by sending a true copy thereof by ELECTRONIC SERVICE pursuant to
LR.C.P, Rule 5 (b) (E) addressed to the party(s) served as follows:

Rebecca A, Rainey - rar@raineylawoffice.com
Attorney for Plaintiffs and Counterdefendants Clearwater REI, LLC,
Barton Cole Cochran, Chad James Hansen, Ronald D. Meyer, Christopher J.
Benak and Rob Ruebel.
The transmission of said document(s) to each party served was reported as
complete and without error within a reasonable time after said 'transmission.
transmission.

Dated: February 1, 2013

MARK BOLING, {J

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE -PAGE 1
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FEB 0.72013
CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk
By TARA THERRIEN

STA'rnP0F
THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE STA'ffi"0F
IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA

CLEARWATER REI, LLC., an Idaho limited)
liability company; BARTON COLE
)
)
COCHRAN, an individual; CHAD JAMES
)
HANSEN, an individual; RONALD D.
MEYER, an individual; CHRISTOPHER J. )
BENAK, an individual; RON RUEBEL, an
)
individual; RE CAPITAL INVESTMENTS, )
LLC., a Delaware limited liability company,

Case No.: CV-OC 2012-08669

SECOND DECISION AND ORDER RE:
MOTION TO STAY ARBITRATION AND
54(b) CERTIFICATE

j

Plaintiffs,
vs.

MARK BOLING, an individual,
Defendant.

)

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

The plaintiffs filed this action on May 14,2012 to stay arbitration on the grounds that
they are not signatories to any arbitration agreement with the defendant. It is undisputed that the
defendant, Mark Boling, signed a Subscription Agreement for the Clearwater 2008 Note
Program LLC (Note Program LLC) with Clearwater REI, LLC acting as agents for the Note
Program LLC. The Subscription Agreement included an arbitration provision. On February 15,
2012, Mark Boling filed a demand for arbitration with the American Arbitration Association.
The demand for arbitration listed Clearwater REI, LLC., Clearwater Real Estates Investments
LLC, RE Capital, LLC, Barton Cole Cochran, Chad James Hansen, Ronald D. Meyer,
Christopher Benak, and Ron Ruebel. RE Capital has filed bankruptcy so this Court will not
address any issues related to it.
The parties to the Subscription Agreement are Clearwater 2008 Note Program LLC, an
Idaho limited liability company, and Mark Boling. Until or unless additional evidence is

1
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presented to the Court as provided for by I.R.C.P. 43(e) that would warrant any other conclusion,
the only parties which are required to arbitrate are Clearwater 2008 Note Program LLC and
Mark Boling. The additional evidence submitted by Mr. Boling does not persuade the Court that
the non-signatories to the agreement are bound by it in their individual capacity. They are not
third-party beneficiaries. To the extent that the named individuals were acting in the course and
scope of their agency for their principal, their actions as agents bind their principal but do not
convert the agents to parties to the contract. If the agents were acting outside of the scope of
their agency, their actions might subject them to liability in an individual capacity but do not
warrant the creation of a contract with an arbitration provision which they never entered. The
relief Mr. Boling seeks is to create an agreement between him and the named individuals which
does not exist. Idaho law does not contemplate that courts will create contracts for the parties
that they did not in fact enter into.
The motion to stay arbitration as to Barton Cole Cochran, Chad James Hansen, Ronald D.
Meyer, Christopher Benak, and Ron Ruebel and Clearwater Real Estates Investments LLC is
granted.
It is so ordere~
Dat

2013..
a this <Dei;of February, 2013

.,,,u,,..

JfFJ

~,,,JfFJ

Deborah A. Bail
District Judge

RULE 54(b) CERTIFICATE
With respect to the issues determined by the above Decision and Order
it is hereby CERTIFIED, in accordance with Rule 54(b), LR.C.P., that the
court has determined that there is no just reason for delay of the entry of a final judgment
and that the court has and does hereby direct that the above order shall be a final
judgment upon which execution may issue and an appeal may be taken as provided by
the Idaho Appellate Rules.

2
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Dated this 6th day of February, 2013.

Deborah A. Bail
District Judge

3
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NO.~~_--::::,,=NO.~~_--::::,,=-

A.M.

Mark Boling
Appellant, in pro se
21986 Cayuga Lane, Lake Forest, CA 92630
(949) 588-9222

8:00

_ _ __

FIL~_ _ __

MAR 11 2013
CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk
By BRADLEY J. THIES
DEPUTY

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL.DISTRICT
JUDICIAL.
DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF
. .
.
'.'

IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF IDA IN THE STATE OF IDAHO

CLEARWATER
CLEARWATER REI, LLC, BARTON
COLE COCHRAN, CHAD JAMES
HANSEN, RONALD D. MEYER,
CHRISTOPHER J. BENAK, AND ROB
RUEBEL
RmBa
Plaintiffs/CounterdefendantslRespondents,
P1aintiffs/Counterdefendants/Respondents,
vs.
MARK BOLING,
Defendant!Counter-Claimant!Appellant
Defendant!Counter-Claimant!Appellant

)
)
)
)
))

Case No CV OC 1208669
NOTICE OF APPEAL

)
)
)
)
)
)

TO: THE ABOVE NAMED RESPONDENT(S), CLEARWATER REI, LLC, BARTON COLE
COCHRAN, CHAD JAMES HANSEN, RONALD D. MEYER, CHRISTOPHER J. BENAK,
AND ROB RUEBEL, AND THE PARTY'S ATTORNEYS, REBECCA RAINEY, 910 W. Main
St., Ste. 258, Boise, ID 83702, AND THE CLERK OF THE ABOVE-ENTITLED COURT.
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN THAT:
1. The above named appellant, MARK BOLING, appeals against the above-named
respondents to the Idaho Supreme Court from the Second Decision and Order Re: Motion to Stay
Arbitration and 54(b) Certificate entered in the above-entitled action on February 7,2013,
Honorable Judge Deborah Bail, judge presiding.
2. That the party has a right to appeal to the Idaho Supreme Court, and the judgments or
orders described in paragraph 1 above are appealable orders under and pursuant to Rule 11 (a) (3)
I.A.R.

000578

3. A preliminary statement of the issues on appeal which the appellant then intends to
assert in the appeal is whether the respondents, and each of them, should be compelled to
arbitrate appellant's counterclaims against them as non-signatories to the agreement.
4. No order has been entered sealing all or any portion of the record.
5.(a) The reporter's transcript is hereby requested.
(b) The appellant requests the preparation of the following portions ofthe
of the reporter's
transcript: February 6, 2013 Hearing on Motion to Compel Arbitration.
6. The appellant requests the following documents to be included in the clerk's record in
addition to those automatically included under Rule 28, I.A.R. and all documents included in the
clerk's record, which is less than the full record, be scanned.
Motion to Stay Arbitration
Memorandum in Support of Motion
Opposition to Motion to Stay Arbitration
Declaration of Mark Boling in Support of Opposition to Motion to Stay Arbitration
Reply Memorandum in Support of Motion and Application to Stay Arbitration
Decision and Order Re: Motion to Stay Arbitration
Notice of Motion and Defendant/Counter-Claimant's Motion to Compel
Arbitration Memorandum of Points and Authorities in Support Thereof
12/10/2012 Affidavit of Mark Boling in Support of DefendantiCounter-Claimant's Motion to
Compel Arbitration
12/3112012 Notice of Hearing
01130/2013
Memorandum in Opposition of Motion to Compel Arbitration
02/0112013
DefendantiCounter-Claimant's Reply To Counterdefendants' Opposition To
Motion To Compel Arbitration
02/07/2013 Second Decision and Order Re: Motion to Stay Arbitration and 54(b) Certificate

08/17/2012
08/17/2012
08/23/2012
08/23/2012
09/07/2012
10/16/2012
12/10/2012

7. I certify:
(a) that a copy ofthis notice of appeal has been served on each reporter of whom a transcript has
been requested as named below at the address set out below:
ID 83702
Name and address: Susan Gambee, 200 W. Front St., Boise, ill
(b) (1) [X] That the clerk ofthe district court has been paid the estimated fee for preparation of
the reporter's transcript.
(2) [ ] That the appellant is exempt from paying the estimated transcript fee because _ __

(c) (1) [X] That the estimated fee for preparation of the clerk's or agency's record has been paid.
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of the record
(2) [] That appellant is exempt from paying the estimated fee for preparation ofthe
because

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------

(d) (1) [X] That the appellate filing fee has been paid.
(2) [ ] That appellant is exempt from paying the appellate filing fee because __________

(e) That service has been made upon all parties required to be served pursuant to Rule 20 (and
the attorney general ofIdaho pursuant to § 67-1401(1), Idaho Code).
DATED THIS

gtJt
gth-

day of
}11./fU'fi, 2013.
of}11.IfU"rl",

~~

MARK. BOLING

Appellant, in pro se

State of California

)

County of Orange

) ss.
)

MARK. BOLING, being sworn, deposes and says:

That the party is the appellant in the above-entitled appeal, and that all statements in this
of his or her knowledge and belief.
notice of appeal are true and correct to the best ofhis

Signature of Ap llant
Subscribed and Sworn to before me this

O~

day of

~r-c.k

,2013.

(SEAL)

Residence:

A \'\~ 'n~o,
,n~o, c
C A-

My license expires on: ~u~ \8 Id--o\~
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Clearwater REI, LLC, et al. v. Boling, Case No. CV OC 1208669
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I certify on March 11,2013, I served the following document(s) in this action:
NOTICE OF APPEAL

by sending a true copy thereof by ELECTRONIC SERVICE pursuant to
lR.C.P, Rule 5 (b) (E) addressed to the party(s) served as follows:

Rebecca A. Rainey - rar@raineylawoffice.com
Attorney for Plaintiffs and Counterdefendants Clearwater REI, LLC,
Barton Cole Cochran, Chad James Hansen, Ronald D. Meyer, Christopher J.
Benak and Rob Ruebel.
The transmission of said document(s) to each party served was reported as
complete and without error within a reasonable time after said transmission.
And by.sending a true copy thereof by REGULAR U.S. MAIL addressed to the
party(s) served as follows:
ID 83702.
Susan qambee (Court Reporter), 200 W. Front St., Boise, ill

Dated: March 11, 2013

~~
MARKBOL~

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE -PAGE 1
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TO:

NO'
:-;:-::--;:'iii1)_ __
NO'Q:::-::--;:~

O'B....
...

Clerk of the Court
Idaho Supreme Court
451 West State Street
Boise, Idaho 83720
(208) 334-2616

P.M.
_
AM._.. ::.aQ"JIIQ'-.F_IL1ED
Q"-kQ~_FIL,ED
AM._..
P.M.,_ _ _ _ _
_
:..a,

f "¥
UAY
iii. D1 2013
CHRISTOPHER D. RICH Cia k
By BRADLEY J. THIES'

I:

DEPUTY

IN THE SUPREME COURT OF THE STATE OF IDAHO

- - - - - - x Docket No. 40809-2013
CLEARWATER REI, LLC et al,
Plaintiffs-Respondents,
vs.
MARK BOLING,
Defendant-Appellant.

- - - x

NOTICE OF TRANSCRIPT OF 34 PAGES LODGED
Appealed from the District Court of the
Fourth Judicial District of the State of
Idaho, in and for the County of Ada,
Deborah A. Bail, District Court Judge.
This transcript contains hearing held on:
February 6, 2013

DATE:

April 19, 2013

Susan G. Gambee, Official Court Reporter
Official Court Reporter,
Judge Deborah Bail
Ada County Courthouse
Idaho Certified Shorthand Reporter No. 18
Registered Merit Reporter
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
CLEARWATER REI, LLC., an Idaho limited
company; BARTON COLE COCHRAN, an
individual; CHAD JAMES HANSEN, an individual;
RONALD D. MEYER, an individual;
CHRISTOPHER J. BENAK, an individual; RON
RUEBEL, an individual,

Supreme Court Case No. 40809
CERTIFICATE OF EXHIBITS

Plaintiffs-Respondents,
and
RE CAPITAL INVESTMENTS, LLC., a Delaware
limited liability company,
Plaintiff,
vs.
MARK BOLING, an individual,
Defendant-Appellant.

I, CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk of the District Court of the Fourth Judicial District of
the State of Idaho in and for the County of Ada, do hereby certify:
There were no exhibits offered for identification or admitted into evidence during the
course of this action.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and affixed the seal of the said
Court this 2nd day of May, 2013.

CHRISTOPHER,:U.~IIII.
CHRISTOPHER,:U.~"".

~/-4 I
Clerk of the ~'.
~" t ~1-4

. . . . . . . . . . . <.()',
.:,.
..

~ ~
..;..A~,?
..;..A~'?

.:.

=

~..

!.
..1.0:
~o: ~:
i
~ . \ ' . "",,"

B
y"
BY
"
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Deputy
Clir~
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.
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICTOF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
CLEARWA TER REI, LLC., an Idaho limited
CLEARWATER
company; BARTON COLE COCHRAN, an
individual; CHAD JAMES HANSEN, an individual;
RONALD D. MEYER, an individual;
CHRISTOPHER J. BENAK, an individual; RON
RUEBEL, an individual,

Supreme Court Case No. 40809
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

Plaintiffs-Respondents,
and
RE CAPITAL INVESTMENTS, LLC., a Delaware
limited liability company,
Plaintiff,
vs.
MARK BOLING, an individual,
Defendant-Appe Ilant.
Defendant-AppeIlant.

I, CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, the undersigned authority, do hereby certify that I have
personally served or mailed, by either United States Mail or Interdepartmental Mail, one copy of
the following:
CLERK'S RECORD AND REPORTER'S TRANSCRIPT
to each of the Attorneys of Record in this cause as follows:
MARK BOLING

REBECCA A. RAINEY

APPELLANT PRO SE

ATTORJ'JEY
A TTORJ'JEY FOR RESPONDENT

LAKE FOREST, CALIFORNIA

BOISE, IDAHO

..,.......,

CHRISTOPHE~~~'K1~ljlCI """"
CHRISTOPHE~~~'K1~ljlCl
Clerk of the D~r" ~~ •••~l () """
'"
....

:..

.
:

Date of Service:

MAY 1 3 2013
-----------
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
CLEARWATER REI, LLC., an Idaho limited
company; BARTON COLE COCHRAN, an
individual; CHAD JAMES HANSEN, an individual;
RONALD D. MEYER, an individual;
CHRISTOPHER J. BENAK, an individual; RON
RUEBEL, an individual,

Supreme Court Case No. 40809
CERTIFICATE TO RECORD

Plaintiffs-Respondents,
and
RE CAPITAL INVESTMENTS, LLC., a Delaware
limited liability company,
Plaintiff,
vs.
MARK BOLING, an individual,
Defendant-Appellant.

I, CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk of the District Court of the Fourth Judicial District of

the State of Idaho, in and for the County of Ada, do hereby certify that the above and foregoing
record in the above-entitled cause was compiled and bound under my direction as, and is a true
and correct record of the pleadings and documents that are automatically required under Rule 28
of the Idaho Appellate Rules, as well as those requested by Counsels.
I FURTHER CERTIFY, that the Notice of Appeal was filed in the District Court on the
11th day of March, 2013.

CERTIFICATE TO RECORD
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